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WITH DISCUSSION.

In presenting this paper, the writer asks that the many difficulties

encountered may be considered in weighing the results of his investiga-

tions. Experiments of the nature of those herein described require

time, money, a subject and patience. The first and almost insur-

mountable difficulty is the lack of time to conduct them by those who

appreciate their value; the second, is that the necessary money for

their successful prosecution (with no prospect of direct remuneration)

puts them out of the reach of private enterprise.

Through the warm endorsement, by Mr, Andrew Rosewater, M. Am.

Soc. C. E., City Engineer, of the design herewith presented, a pro-

mise was obtained from the City Council of the City of Omaha of

Additional discussions on this paper received before April 1, 1893, will be published in

a subsequent number.



4 r.KOVKU ON FLOOD WAVKS IN SEWKH8.

IBJJOO for (Xpt rimciits, with ii tacit uiulrrst Jindiu^^ that tlu'V inUHt be ii

BUCCeHB. *

The only aviiihiblc ])<)iiit at which the cxi)orimontH coiihl Ixi made

"was in an HJ-ft. circnhir Hcwcr, U() ft. under ^(round, at a niunliok; in

Avliich a huldcr had to l)o UHcd. Patience waH n^piired to wander

down tliiw ladder with a lantern alone at night, to see if a wheel waH

working before a storm.

The writer does. not put the calculations hereinafter given as abso-

lutely correct, but as api)roximations. Coming as they do tlirough

the medium of a novel and intricate apparatus, yet old and simple in

its parts, bringing results which are at striking discord with the

deductions of former experiments made by men of large exi)erience,

they are only presented for your investigation.

Taking the subject in its natural order, we will first describe

—

The Rain Gauge.—This consists of a slightly modified form of the

U. S. Weather Bureau standard top, shown at Fig. 1, Plate I, in plan,

side and end elevations. These tops are 8.814 ins. in diameter and are

filed to a sharp edge ; 1 000 cu. cm. of water are thus gathered from 1

in. of rainfall. There are two of these tops, the one conducting the

rain into a copjjer cylinder 2 ins. in diameter and 5 ft. long; this is sur-

rounded by a galvanized iron tube 8^ ins. in diameter, to protect the

same from heat. The rain gathered in this gauge is measured with a

stick the same as at U. S. Weather Bureau stations.

The rain gathered in the other top is conducted through 60 ft. of

^-in. brass tubing to a register case. The apf)aratus in this case is

shown in plan, side and two elevations on Plate I, Fig. 2. From the

tube the water falls into a standard 4 000-cu.cm. jar. This jar is sus-,

pended, as shown in Fig. 3, on a pair of scales, to the arm of which is

attached a glass pen. The jar is also counterpoised by an adjustable

ball C.

To a long arm, suspended by two links as shown in Fig. 3, is a

second ball marked C. As the jar fills with water tlie ball C is forced

more and more from the plumb line, and its lever arm increases as the

sine of the angle. At the same time the glass pen is moved to the left

*Tlie actual cost of the apparatus was over $500, besides the labor of fitting and adjust,

ing the diflferent parts from the machinist, the tinner, the jeweler and the cabinet-maker, all

of which was done by the writer, as well as the making of the glass pens and mixing of

the ink.
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GROVER ON FLOOD WAVES IN SEWERS. 3

and as it is pressed against a 6-in. cylinder R, shown in side elevation

of the register case, around which suitable lithographed paper is

placed, the amount of rainfall is registered.

Connected to the shaft of this cylinder by a knuckle joint is a brass

gear wheel with 189 teeth, which Avorks into a pinion with seven teeth.

This pinion is connected to the hour shaft of a clock by a knuckle

joint, which causes the cylinder R to revolve once in 27 hours. By

setting the pen at the correct time as marked on the lithographed

paper, the exact time as well as the amount of rainfall is automatically

registered.

The Sewer Gange.—This consists of the gauge itself, the electric

key box, the register and the storm shield. The gauge is located

in the sewer, and consists of a galvanized iron boat shown in Fig. 4,

Sheet 1, in plan, and side elevation, 3 ft. long, 1 ft. wide and 6

ins. deep. This boat is held in place by a built arm J, 7 ft. 5 ins.

long, attached to a stationary bracket B, which is firmly fixed to the

arch of the sewer. The arm A is attached to two projecting lugs in.

this bracket and is free to move around its point of support.

The prow of the boat is symmetrically curved, pointed and perfectly

smooth. Three inches from one side is cut a well hole W, 2 ins. wide

and extending out to the rear. To the stern is attached a 5-ft. copper

tail or counterpoise T, to keep the craft from getting cranky during

floods. On a line dividing the boat in two equal parts fore and aft are

placed two ^-in. brass journal boxes which project on either side be-

yond their j)oint of attachment to the boat, and to these projections is

attached the arm ^, above described. Through these journal boxes

runs a ^-in. steel shaft to which is keyed the brass hub of a paddle-

wheel. Into this hub are screwed twelve |-in. round iron paddles

which are flattened at the outer ends, making an oval 2 x 1-in, paddle.

Around this flattened end is soldered a copper plate \ in. high at the

extreme end of the paddle, and coming to a point at the shank end of

the oval, making a cup very much like the heel of a girl's skate. Care

was exercised that no projecting points were left to catch pa23er or

other litter. The diameter of the wheel from tip to tip of paddle is

18 ins.

Keyed to the same shaft with the paddle-wheel is a brass worm Z,

which works in the brass worm wheel F, which has 31 teeth and is sup-

ported by a brass stirrup S, through which passes the shaft of the.
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l)iii](lIr-\\ heel iiiid also tlic Hliaft of the worm wIhm'I }''. The Hlmft of

tlu'woijii wlu'cl )' ))assc.s over t he iinii A wit li suit al»lc l»rarin^^H to the

bracket />. \s lici'c a second worm Z' works int o aiiot licr worm wliccl V
A\ it li ;{;'> t«'ct li. ( )n t lie side of t lie worm wlncd )'' Ih h Ix'vtd ^ear with

12 teeth workiu^' into a conjijjiuion with '24 teeth. ThiH cr)in])anion

gear is key(Hl to tlie vertical sliaft T, which communieateH the motion

thronjj^h a knuckle joiut to the sliaft of the electric key A' in the key })OX

shown at Fi{^. 5, I'hite 1, eausiuj; this key to revolve once whiles the

paddle-wheel makes 2 04G revolutions, or while the i)oints of the

paddles travel 9 041.5714 ft.

It should be noted that the bearings of the arm A are concentric

with those of the worm wheel V ni its uj^per end, and also with the

shaft of the paddle-wheel at the boat, thus allowing the boat freedom

to rise and fall with the flood in the sewer.

At a i)oint on the arm A, G ins. from the upper point of support,

is attached a connecting rod jR. This rod extends uj^ward into the

manhole and is coupled to the index slide /', Fig. 4, also shown in a

large view at Fig. 5. In construction, a part of this plate is cut away,

and the lower diagonal line of the hole is notched with 24 ^-in. steps,

as shown on front view, Fig. 5. On each of these 24 steps rests a dog

D, which has an extension through the cut in the jDlate P, shown in

Section A, B, Fig. 5. On each of these dogs rests another dog E, on

the free end of which sets a VV ^ 2-in. brass pin g. This pin jmsses

through two holes in the rim of a brass collar fastened inside the key

box, and shown in plan at Fig. 5. Each pin is thus held in place over

its respective dog.

As the boat is lifted by a rise of sewage, the arm A is turned about

its point of support on the bracket B, and the rod R lifts the plate

P, which revolves the dog D by its projection through the plate ; and

this in turn lifts dog E and j^in g. Pin g is beveled on its uj^per end,

as is also the lower i^art of the finger of the electric key K. It should

be noted that this key is constructed in two parts ; one, the body of

the key, being secured to the shaft Fby means of a set screw, and the

upper or finger part is hinged to the lower part at one end and passes

between two lugs near the other. Thus, while the finger has to revolve

with the shaft, it is free to move up and down, carrying with it the

lever F, which works the point of contact in the mercury cup G.

The pin g being raised, the finger of the electric key has to raise
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lip to pass it, and the circuit through the mercury cup is broken.

The armature in the register case, shown at Section E, F, Fig. 2, is

released and the spring of the relay moves the glass pen which is at-

tached to the armature. The pen is held down on the paper surround-

ing a 6-in. diameter by 6^ -in. face cylinder S. The cylinder >S'is on a

brass sleeve which moves along the square shaft attached by a knuckle

joint to the same hour shaft as that of the rain gauge. On the outside

of the sleeve is cut a worm i in. to a turn. The stay E, working in

this worm, moves the cylinder along at each turn, thus marking the

hours in spiral lines about the cylinder. We are thus enabled to make

a continuous automatic record for 26 hours, showing the depth of

sewage, and the velocity of the perimeter of the paddle-wheel.

The Storm Shield.—In Fig. 4 is shown also the storm shield, which

consists of a solid block of wood covered with an iron nose for a i)oint,

and two boards running back 10 ins. apart and closed at the stern

end with another board, the whole being securely fastened to the arch

of the sewer and stayed in the manhole. A cover is hinged at the

point just ahead of the bracket B of the gauge arm A. As the flood

raises the boat, it also takes along the shield cover, but as the cover is

half the length of the boat shorter than the arm, and also hinged ahead

of the arm, it is always a little below and ahead of the arm. Should

the sewer become flooded by an excessive rain, the boat would be

taken to the arch of the sewer where the two sideboards of the

shield would hold the top of the wheel just below the arch, while

the cover of the shield would close the opening between the boat and

the nose, so that the only thing exposed to the flood would be the

paddles that project below the boat.

Plate II gives the location of the gauge and some of the surround-

ing conditions. It is in the 8|-ft. circular main sewer, draining 2 100

acres, with slopes varying from less than 1 to 18^^, and extending

11 000 ft. in its longest dimension, as shown by the concentric rings

with the gauge as a center. There are also two railroads running

about parallel to the main sewer extending to the southwest, and the

country to the south of these roads is considerably cut up by the

grading of streets. The elevations marked over the plate are those

of the flow line of the sewers, and the bottom of the flush tanks. All

the grades are not marked, but enough to give the general system.

All catch basins and inlets are located.
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The HVHtom of tluH diHtrict iH vciv (l«>f(»ctivo iu many roHj)P(;tH. Tho

main si'wrr ninuiiif^^ sout liwcst from the point marked J8*oy" Ix'inj^ much

too small for the ui'ia ilraiiiin^c into it.

The junction of tlir two mains at this ])oiut is very dofoctive, as

shown in the sketch on tlie lower ])art of tliis ])late. Much trouble has

arisen there from tlie constant tloodinj^of cellars during severe storms.

On Plate III are «::iven the dimensions of the sewer with

grades; below th(» gauge about 150 ft., tlie sewer is flattened into a

semi-ellijitical invert 1(1 x 5 ft,, covered witli steel beams across the

top. The grade at and 417.5 ft. above the gauge is .0052719 to 1.

There are about 40 000 i)eoi)le in the district, which, at 100 galls, per

head, would make 53 333 cu. ft. per day. There are some springs

along the line of the sewer, which add a small amount to the constant

flow of the flush tanks; and two large breweries, as well as a number of

factories and large wholesale houses, discharge the water from their

hydraulic elevators direct into the sewer.

TJie Expei'iinenta.—Besides the daily gaugings, six rains have been

gauged. The first was obtained on August 23d. The results are recorded

on Plate IV. The rainfall was .77 ins., .3 of which came in 10- minutes.

The summit of the flood was reached in 11 minutes after the dash was

over.

A small rain of September 8th was the next registered and shows

how sensitive the sewer is to rains.

The next rain gauged was that of September 27th, and as this was

very successfully done, the writer will use it to exj^lain the working of

the gauge and his method of working up the data obtained. Taking

the diagram of that date, we find that a registration of two pins m^}

was made at 20 hours 55 minutes 50 seconds. At this registration we

note that the time from the return of the armature at the end of the

second to the time of the return of the first i^in is 120 seconds. The

revolutions of the paddle-wheel necessary for this is 37. The diameter

of the wheel being 18 ins., this represents a distance of 174.3588 ft.

which, divided by 120, the number of seconds, gives a velocity of peri-

meter of the paddle-wheel of 1.453 ft. jDer second.

Passing to the next registration of 22 hours 37 minutes 52 seconds

(the time of registration is noted at the return of the armature of the

last pin as it is the first one raised), we find the finger passing in 112

seconds, representing a velocity of 1.557 ft. per second, showing a
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slight increase over tlie preceding registration. By looking at the

rain diagram, we note that the pen is beginning to curve from the zero

line indicating rain at 23 hours 14 minutes 48 seconds. Eight pins

are registered up, or a depth of 32 ins. in the sewer. The number of

revolutions of the paddle-wheel to pass the finger over eight pins is

200, or a distance of 942.48 ft., making a velocity of 11.93 ft. per

second; this, multiplied by the area of cross section of the flood, gives

181.25 cu. ft. discharge per second, while the rainfall at this moment

does not exceed . 14 ins.

Passing to the record of 23 hours 27 minutes 24 seconds, we find 13

pins up, or 52 ins. of water in the sewer and a velocity of 13.36 ft.,

giving a discharge of 388.37 cu. ft. per second and a rainfall not ex-

ceeding .24 ins.

The record of 23 hours 40 minutes 20 seconds still shows 13 pins,

but a velocity of 12.9 ft. per second. Again, taking the number of

seconds between 23 hours 27 minutes 24 seconds, and 23 hours 40

minutes 20 seconds, or 776 seconds, and dividing the total number of

feet necessary for the paddle-wheel to turn the electric key around

once, or 9 641.5714, we find the average velocity to be 12.42 ft. per

second, showing that at no time between these limits could its velocity

exceed these shown. But taking the time between 23 hours 14 minutes

48 seconds, and 23 hours 27 minutes 24 seconds, or 756 seconds, we

find the average velocity to be 12.75 ft. jDer second, much above the

velocity of the beginning of that period; thus showing that the crest

of the wave passed the gauge before or at 23 hours 27 minutes 24

seconds. That is to say, that with a rainfall of 0.2 in. falling fairly

steady for 30 minuter on the 2 100 acres described above, the summit

of the wave will be at the mouth when the rain ceases.

The next rain was on October 13th, occuring during the 14 days

sewer gaugings, and shows almost instantaneous rise of the sewer with

ihe falling of the rain, and the subsidence M^as almost as quick. The

next rain of October 17th shows the same thing, only in a more marked

manner, there being three distinct fluctuations of the sewer velocity

to match the three dashes of rain recorded.

The rain of October 31st was 10 hours 45 minutes in falling, and

shows a very large per cent, of absorption.
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Tho electric part of the gauge was not working well during the rain

of August 23d, and other than determining the time of the arrival of

the summit of the wave, the record is hardly Avorthy of more study;

although there is a possibility that the gorging of the sewer at the

point of junction of the two south branches, and the finding of an

outlet for the flood, other than through the sewer, may have resulted

as recorded.

A daily normal flow sheet has been prepared, which shows the relative

daily velocity of sewage, and is of interest in this connection in showing

the regularity and precision of the gauge. It will be noted with what

regularity the noon stop of factories and elevators is recorded. How
Saturday, Monday and Tuesday are busy water days, and that the

people of Omaha go to church on Sunday and stay up late that even-

ing, all of which is clearly and regularly depicted.

A striding Y was set on top of the journal boxes of the paddle-

wheel and by suitable levers was connected with the index slide, so

that ^-in. in height of normal flow was recorded, the results of which

are platted on Plate III.

A series of floats was run on October IGth and recorded, as shown,

on Plate III, at the same time that the wheel was working.

Plate V gives diagrams of all the experiments, and shows the

curve of areas and of wetted perimeter of the sewer, the abscissas being

the number of inches in depth, and the ordinates being in the case of

areas the number of square feet, and in the curve of wetted perimeter

linear feet. Also, with these curves is plotted the curve of velocity

as given by Kutter's formula, wdth the grade as found at the location

of the gauge, n being assumed at .013. There is plotted also the curve
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of velocity given by the formula of Fteley and Stearns, of Boston,

found by experiment on the Sudbury aqueduct. The experiments by

the writer are shown by round circles connected with straight lines.

Two curves have been traced, one the velocity of the front of the wave

or maximum velocity, and the other, the lower velocities apparently of

the back of the wave. The point which the writer wishes to make in

this connection is, that the velocities which he has used in determin-

ing his quantities of discharge do not exceed those of well-known

formulas.

The curves above these are those constructed by the aid of Mr.

Kuichling's deduced formulas of Hawksley, McMath and Adams, also

Burkli-Zeigler's well-known formulas. These deductions were pub-

lished in the Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers

in 1889, a copy of which was kindly furnished the writer by Mr. Kuich-

ling. The grade used in the construction of these curves was 2%, which

is possibly too small, but any grade which could be applied to this

district in these formulas would have no material effect on the deduc-

tions of the gaugings, which are shown in the curve above those of the

formulas.

Taking the discharge given by these formulas for .24 ins. of rain in

this district, the largest is that of Hawksley at 158 cu. ft. per second,

while the record of these gaugings with the daily normal sewiige de-

ducted is 385.73 cu. ft. per second for .24 in. of rain falling in 30

minutes as already shown.

The writer puts these experiments and suggestions before the

Society as an amateur in hydraulic engineering, and asks for them a

fair hearing, and a just criticism. All he claims is an honest endeavor

to stimulate to discovery the true relation between rainfall and dis-

charge of flood waves through sewers, and he firmly believes that ear-

nest experiments will soon pass into obscurity any formula for this

relation which does not take into its make-up the intensity of rainfall

per second.

In closing he wishes to express his appreciation of the valuable as-

sistance rendered by Mr. J. McLearie in the preparation of the draw-

ings of the gauge which enables him to present so complete a detail

of the apparatus.
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I3ISCUSSION.

(LKMKNH Hkhschkl, M. Aui. Soc. ( !. K.—Mr. l*r('Hi(l<'nt, H])oiikinK on

tbopajxT, at your rtMiuost, I have, for tho jjapor in {^ciKU'al, uothiiig hut

words of juaisr. riiomechaniciil ])art oftlioapparatuH doscribed Hcems

to liavt' 1)(>('U fj:()tt('n up with a j^rcat deal of iu^onuity, and tin; iutont

is, of course, hij^hly (U)niuiendahlo, aud iu the line of what we all

desire. You will notice how this engineer has put his hand deep down
into his own pocket in the cause of science, and for tlie advancement

of the profession, and, of course, that also is a thing we should

ap})laud.

I would only like to have one question conveyed to the author of the

pai)or. If I have understood the paper aright, to convert revolutions

of the wheel into velocity, he has assumed that the velocity described

by any point on the wheel truly represented tlic velocity of the water

at the point where was placed the wheel. If that is the case, you will

see at once that there is a correction to be applied. There is what is

called the slip of a screw or paddle-wheel, the correction for which

seems to have been omitted in the paper. This wheel, that indicates

the velocity of the water coming through the sewer, is essentially a

wheel such as is used in the current meter; it is much like the current

meter that was used on the Connecticut River by the United States

engineers. To use such a wheel, so that it will indicate the velocity of

the current, it is necessary to rate the meter, which is usually done by

dragging the meter through still water, instead of suspending the

meter in the current and allowing the current to revolve it. A method
can be devised of rating a current meter in running water, and with the

meter held still, but in that case it would be necessary to meter the

water some other way. For the apparatus described here, it would

seem that the best way would be to take this little boat that is shown

on the drawings and drag it through still water at various rates of

speed. Apimrently that process has been omitted. Whether I have

read the jDaper aright in that regard, I do not know^, but should like

to have that point brought to the author's attention and let him say.

Beyond the point alluded to, I think the paper is a valuable one.

Alva J. Grovee, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. Clemens Herschel

asks if the paddle-wheel used has been rated, and if the necessary cor-

rections have been made in the calculations. .

This has not been done in accordance with the principles of vane

wheels, as detailed and formulated by Weisbach and others, not be-

cause it has been considered unnecessary—for the friction in this wheel

is an appreciable amount—but because of the difficulty of rating it.
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It should bo borne in mind that the apparatus weighs over 150 lbs.,

and is a little over 16 ft, long, necessarily so to withstand the shocks

to which it is subjected in so large a sewer during flood discharges,

carrying boards, limbs of trees, etc. , and that it is quite dififerent from

the sensitive vane wheel used in clear water.

The only practical method of rating would be to attach it to a long

spar projected over the prow of a steamboat and run through a quiet

lake.

There is another correction more difficult to get at and of great im-

portance to us; that is, the location of the thread of mean velocity.

Had we our wheel correctly rated and so adjusted in a circular

sewer 8.} ft. in diameter that the paddles would dip just 5 ins. below

the surface, what shall we multiply our corrected recorded velocity

by, to get the mean velocity of the cross-section when the sewer is

one-eighth full ? And what when the sewer is half full ?

With these difficulties in mind it has been sought to show a con-

nection between these experiments and others, by carefully running

floats as recorded on Plate III. Also by diagrams given on Plate V,

showing the curves of velocity given by Kutter's formula and that of

Messrs. Fteley and Stearns, and a broken line connecting the maxi-

mum velocities of the perimeter of the paddle-wheel at different depths,

which latter velocities were assumed to represent the mean velocities

in the original paper.

If, however, we assume that either of the above formulas correctly

represents the mean velocity of this sewer, a connection is made be-

tween these experiments and those of others. A crude rating of the

wheel is also obtained, which indicates that the necessary corrections

for slip and mean velocity to a certain extent, clearly shown, counter-

balance each other in this case.

The Secretary informs me that the amount of discharge, 158 cu. ft.

per second, given on page 9 of the original paper for the Hawksley-

Kuichling formula, Q = 3.946 Ar 4 /_^ has been questioned. It was
S\Ar

obtained as follows: ^ = 2 100, /S'= .02, r = .24, the latter quantity

being the greatest amount of rainfall recorded in an hour.

Perhaps a fairer application of this formula would be, that as .2

of an inch of this rain fell in 30 minutes, representing an hour rate

of .4 of an inch, which, substituted tor r = .24, gives Q = 232 cu. ft.

per second.

If, however, we reject part of the rainfall, which this last deduction

certainly does, why not take the formula just as it reads on page 25,

Tol. XX, Transactions Am.- Soc, C. E., which says, " r = maximum
rate of rainfall in inches per hour."

The automatic rain gauge of the U. S. Weather Bureau in this

>city recorded during this storm .05 of an inch in four minutes, or an
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boiir-rato of .7.") ins., which, substituted in the |)r('('tMling formula,

givi'H (^ ^^ :i7l fU. ft. prr st'coiul.

Wo horo iioto that with this vahu' of /', the McMath-Kuicliiiug

formula Q — 2AHH Ar ^/ * oxcocds tho jjrcvious formula, as it f^vcs

Q ^^ ',\HH vn. ft. JXT second, or within 2.'2H cu. ft. of our ^;au^^inf<s.

As in this latter calculatiou nearly four-liftlis of the total rainfall

has not been considered, the novice is confounded and the old prac-

titioner realizes the danger of emjnrical formulas in inexperienced

bands.
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BORINGS IN BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

By WrLLiAM Babclay Parsons, M. Am. Soc. C. E.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

In order to ascertain the quality and nature of the material under-

lying Broadway, in the City of New York, the Rapid Transit Commis-

sion of this city undertook a system of borings in 1891 under the

direction of Chief Engineer William E. Worthen, Past President of this

Society, and under the immediate supervision of the writer as Principal

Assistant Engineer. With the consent of the Rapid Transit Commission,

the results of these borings are now laid before the Society.

In general, the system followed was to put down a test hole at every

street crossing from South Ferry along Whitehall Street to Broadway,

and thence to Thirty-fourth Street. These holes were sunk by the water-

jet process and were carried down until rock was encountered. The

method of proceeding was to select a spot where, as far as the inspector

in charge could tell, the line of the hole would not encounter any pipe,

subway, sewer or any other subsurface structure. One ]3aving block

would then be removed and a test would be made with a sounding rod
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for S or \) ft., to (It'tcnniiu' \vh<th<r the lofiitiou wuh free from ohHtnu't-

iouH. If HO, 11 2-in. pipr would be drivon to serve an a caHin^. In order

to (Irivr this |)ip«' ii sniall portable ])ile-drivor waH used, the top of the

l)ip(' bcin^' covered witli ii |)rot(M'tin|^ cup. The hammer, weij^hing 150

ll)s., was (lircctrd lict wccii four lif^^hi luctal ^nidcH and had a fall of

about () ft., the whole arrauf^oment being sui)ported on a caHt-irou

stand. The hammer was raised by hand i)ower.

After two or three lengths of casing had been driven, the protecting

cap was removed and a tee screwed on in place, and down the i)ipe was

inserted a 3 -in. wash-i)ipe with a chisel point, in the comers of which

were two small holes. Water was then forced into this wash-pipe

while tw o men worked the pipe down by hand. The water thus dis-

charged, washing the sand away from the foot of the wash-pipe, flowed

upward between the wash-pipe and the casing carrying the sand with

it. This water and sand flowed out of the side opening of the T ^^ ^^^

top, and was caught in a bucket and sampled by the inspector in

charge.

The samples were collected in wooden boxes 30 ins. long, 4 ias.

wide in the clear, divided longitudinally into three compai*tment& 30

ins. long, 1 in. wide, and 1 in. deep, and then subdivided across with

tin partitions with lengths of 1^ ins.

The material removed by the sinking of each foot of the wash-pipe

was samj^led and put in one of these compartments. Some of the

results obtained were quite diff'erent from what had been expected;

first, rock was at a much greater depth than had been believed, being

over 163 ft. down at Duane Street; secondly, the rock at Canal Street

IS not the deepest along the line; thirdly, the material underlying the

surface at Canal Street is not muck and fine sand, but, on the contrary,

consists largely of good coarse gravel, and presents an excellent mate-

rial for foundations.

The annexed profile (Plate VI) shows the depth of each hole, and

the stratification of the sand and gravel as met. There were 59

original borings put down, and three additional check borings at

Duane, Thomas and Canal Streets. These 62 borings aggregated

4 030.98 ft., to which are to be added 87.35 ft. of borings that met

obstructions at a short depth and were abandoned for another trial,

making a total of 4 118.33 ft. of w^ork done.

The total amount of time spent in doing this work was 662. 25 hours
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for one boring macliine. Each boring averaged 65 ft. , requiring 10. 68

hours, or 9. 65 minutes per foot of boring. As a rule, three men were

employed on each machine, of which several were in use, one foreman

being able to look after two or more machines. As will be seen from

the profile, the lengths of individual borings varied greatly, from a

minimum of 10.15 ft. at Seventeenth Street, to 163.25 ft. at Duane

Street. It was not found necessary to case the holes their entire depth,

the amount of casing depending upon the nature of the material. If

the sand was fine, it was found that it stood without casing; whereas,

if it was coarse, or especially in gravel, water from the wash-pipes

would run away and would not rise. The total number of feet of cas-

ing used was 2 753.8 ft., an average of 44 ft. per hole; or about two-

thirds of each boring was cased.

As was above stated, there were very great variations in this regard.

At Cortlandt Street, where the hole was 70.3 ft. deep, but 20 ft. of

casing were used, and at Fulton Street, but 25 ft. out of 83.25 were

cased; whereas, at Leonard Street, it was found necessary to case 95

ft. out of 96.*55, and at Canal Street, 85 ft. out of 87.65, and at Spring

Street, 69 ft. out of 70.1.

In order to check some of the results, additional holes were put

down at Duane, Thomas and Canal Streets, on the opposite side of

Broadway. At Duane Street, a second hole gave a depth of 149 ft. as

against 163.25, the first hole. The ground, however, was about one-half

a foot lower, so that the actual difference between the two was 13. 75 ft.

At Thomas Street the results agreed within a quarter of a foot, and at

Canal Street, within a foot.

It is believed that these borings are the most complete that have

ever been made in the lower part of the Island, and will, therefore, be

of value as a record.

DISCUSSION.

B. L. Habkis, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—At 160 ft. depth of sounding, how
did you know the difference between ledge rock and boulders ? Was
more than one boring taken ? Take any of the deep borings between

Houston and Duane Streets, how would it be certainly determined

whether you are striking ledge rock or a large boulder when driving

pipes with a jet or running down a drill rod ?
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Mr. rAitsoNs. It is, of (((iiisc, iiiij)()s,sil»l<' to tril wlM'tlicr \v<' stnick

l(»(l}jjo rock (H- )i ImhiMci-. or some otluT olmtnu'tion. J Ix'licvr that tlio

l)orin^s iiKlicutc ii linr of Icd^c rock for tlir('(» rouHoiiH : first, becaiiHc a

profile inailc nj) from the })oriiigH iiulicatc^s a surface rcasoiialily regular,

^vitllout any extra(U-(linary or susj)iciously abru})! variations ; second,

in all l)uil(linf< foundation excavations, at least along the route followed
by the horinjj^s, noiliiii}.,' l)nt sand and gravel is encountered down to

rock ; third, ehei'k ]K)rings made at several places on th(! oi)j)osite side

of the street from the original borings gave substantially corro8i)ond-

ing results. Thus at C'anal Street when the rod indicated a depth of

87.(55 ft., I was not satisfied that rock had been reached ; not that Iliad

any special reason to doubt it, but from the fact that I had exp(!cted to

go very much deeper, as rock at Canal Street has always been popularly

sui)i)osed to form a deej) hole. The cheek boring on the oi)i)osite side

of Broadway, distant about 80 ft. from the first one, gave a depth of

86.05 ft. In some of the borings along Whitehall Street, we encountered

obstructions of wood, as shown by chips worked oft' by the chisel point

of the wash-pipe. On this account in several places in that locality

we had to make more than one attempt to get through the first 10 ft.

Mr. Flagg.—Your borings w'ere oftener than every block ?

Mr. Paksons.—No ; the borings were made at every crolfe street.

Mr. Harris.—This was a very interesting work. I sj^ent two or

three summer nights very pleasantly in watching the operations.

There is another matter spoken of by Mr. Parsons, viz., the ajjpa-

ratus used for driving the casing pipes. I have had occasion to see

several different kinds of machines, and there is one used at Providence,

R. I., which is superior to those used in this vicinity; with the machines

I have seen used about New York, time is lost in moving away the driv-

ing hammer in order to introduce the water-jet, and vice versa. With the

Providence apparatus, the hammer slides on an extension of the casing

pipe, the jet pipe entering at the top of the extension above the run of

the hammer, thus saving any lateral movement of the hammer and its

leaders. The Providence machine is well described and illustrated in

the Engineering Record of date January 9th, 1892 (p. 95).

Charles B. Brush, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—That device is not unknown
in this section ; the w^ater is applied in just that way.

There is one thing that ought to be said about these borings, they do

not indicate where rock is ; they indicate where rock is not. There is a

distinction between those two statements. In the great majority of

cases all that is necessary to know is the fact that rock does not exist

down to a certain depth ; but it is impossible*by this method of boring

to determine that you have struck a large rock—whether it is rock or

boulder. The borings are very useful because they show for a long

distance that you have not encountered rock; but the moment you

encounter something you cannot tell whether it is rock or boulder.
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The only apparatus that will satisfactorily determine that fact is the

diamond rock drill. This, of course, is very expensive.

F. CoiiLiNGWOOD, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—One experience I had in bor-

ing was in examining the foundation of the New York pier of the East

River Bridge. I put down some 10 holes with a 6-in. pipe. When the

pipe had penetrated to within a short distance of the rock (I could not

tell the exact distance, but it was very close) there was a decided change

in the material. We invariably found a collection of very hard pebbles,

and in almost every one of the holes I found it impossible to drive the

pipe further. We would break the heavy steel shoe or bend the pipe;

but could not get it down to rock. I wish to say also that in that small

space, 102 x 172 ft., the rock was met at depths varying as much as 18

ft. It seems that the gneiss rock of that vicinity, where it was covered

by the drift, was left with sharp, jagged projections, and was very

irregular throughout.

Mr. Hakkis.—May I ask one more question ? In borings made as

described, is it probable that you get a fair sample, or do you get a

sample finer than the actual material et the depth ; that is, are not the

finer materials forced up, and do not the coarser ones settle down ?

Mr. Paesons.—I feel pretty confident that our results were just the

reverse, namely, that the samj^les were, if anything, coarser than the

actual condition of the sand. Thus, at Canal Street, where we en-

countered gravel beds, it was found that coarse stones had apparently

no trouble in coming up, showing that the coarse material rose with-

out difficulty. Of the fine material, on the contrary, I think the

larger amount was lost, owing to the difficulty of catching it in buckets,

where a very large portion of the very fine sand would not have a

chance to settle, but would be washed away with the overflowing-

water, so that the sediment on the bottom of the bucket was, I think,

rather coarser than the actual sand.

As to what Mr. Brush has said, it is a fact that all we have proved

is "where rock is not." But still I think that we can argue pretty

safely from the inferences, as explained in my answer to Mr. Harris,

that we have also proved where rock is.

CHAKiiES Warken Hunt, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I would like to ask Mr.

Parsons if there were any borings in which it was necessary to drive

the casing all the way down to the rock, or whether in all cases the

material overlying the rock could be worked through with the drill

and water-jet alone. I also would ask if the sizes of pipe used were

fixed as being the best for the purpose or for other reasons. I have

made many similar borings and have found 1^-in. and ^-in. pipe very

convenient and amply large for the purpose.

Mr. Parsons.—The pressure of water required to put down the

wash-pipe was not great. At Canal Street, Howard Street, and at one

or two other low level points, we found that the ordinary hydrant
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])roHHiiro wuK (piito Huflicicnt. On hi^rli<.r f^roiiiul, an onliuiiry liund-

l>nini) workcul \ty ouo nmn, takiuf,' .suction from n Ijiirrcl, f^avc Hiiflicij'nt

lu'ad. Ah to tho iio('<»HHitv of driviii^j: tlic casiuf^', 1 hav(! already v\-

l)lain('d ill the body of my |»]i))('r tliat it d('|)(»nd('d eutiroly upon the
coarseness of the material. Jf tlie saml was line, wo found it nocoHHary

to drive the casiu},' but a tsliort distance. In many cases, tlie last 40

or r)() ft. Mere not eased at all. Thus, at Duaue Street, the casinj^

stoi)i)ed 58.25 ft. above the rock. On the other hand, where the ma-
terial next to the rock was coarse, it was necessary to drive tlu; casing

away down, which state of atlairs existed iu the neighborhood of Canal,

Grand, ]5roome and Spring Streets, and Washington Place.

The only consideration that governed the sizes of the pipe used

was that they Avere the sizes that the contractor who did the work had
in stock. AVith the jjossiblo exception of Canal Street, where there

was one layer of gravel that was quite coarse, I think that Ij-in. casing

with ^-in. wash-pipe, as suggested by Mr. Hunt, would have been

quite as effective and more convenient to handle.

Mr. Brush.—The force with .which gravel is thrown up is often

great. I made some borings at Jamestown some time ago. The pipe

was driven down through the clay, and as the core was excavated from

the tube the force of the water was so great that it drove all the ma-

terial out of the tube and threw up stones 4 to 6 ins. in diameter, and
threw them with such velocity as to endanger the safety of the men.

The water arose in the pipe perhaps 50 ft. , but the velocity and noise

were so great as to be heard for a long distance.
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OONSTRUCTTON OF THE POWER-HOUSE OF THE
EOOHESTER POWER COMPANY, ADJACENT
TO GENESEE FALLS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.-

By KoBEKT Caktwkight, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Read Febkuaey 1st, 1893.

The development of the water-power of the Genesee River at

Rochester, N. Y. , has always been an important consideration to those

interested in the city's manufacturing industries. Draining an extent

of territory embracing about 2 500 square miles and extending entirely

across the State from north to south into the State of Pennsylvania,

the river at times becomes a flood that pours over the Genesee Falls

(immediately in the city) in a volume 293 ft. in width and from 5 to 6

ft. in depth, with a perpendicular fall of about 90 ft. From this fall

the water follows the ravine a distance of about 1 mile and then by

two lower falls it reaches the level of Lake Ontario. The total fall of

the water within the city limits is 257 ft. By a series of dams the

water is used over four times before it reaches lake level. Its power

is utilized for many manufacturing purposes, but especially has it

been used for many years in producing the finest grades of flour.

* Discussion on this paper received before April 1st, 1893, will be published in a sub-

sequent number.
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Althoufj;]! imiiiv of itH millH remain an thoy wore genorationB ago, tlieir

nmcliiuery Iuih undorgone succeHBive cbangeH for the bettor and they are

now fully up to modern imi)rovemeutR and utilize the water nnicli

beyond the practice of dayH gone by.

It is the intent of this paper to describe the plant of the Eochester

Power Company and the construction of their power-house adjoining

the Genesee Falls, with a description of the means emjjloyed to obtain

rock foundation for the same. Owing to its proximity to the falling

water, the great scour rendered the use of the ordinary timber coffer-

dam inadmissible, while the plan as described was perfectly success-

ful and comparatively inexpensive.

By reference to the accompanying plates, the position of the power-

house in its relation to the Falls will be readily understood.
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Fig. 1 is a general plan of the locality on a scale of 60 ft. to the

inch.

Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation on line AA, showing slope of the rock

l)elow water level.

Fig. 3 is a front elevation on line BB.

Fig. 4 is a plan of the building at the wheel floor.

D D D Q
!•.,

D D ;'p d;'

Plate VII is a photograph of the Falls and completed building in

December, 1891.

Plate YIII is a photograph of the Falls and completed building in

March, 1892.

As shown in Fig. 1 a wing dam D at the crest of the Falls tends to

•divert the water in the direction as shown by the arrows.

The main dam is located about 300 ft. from the brink of the Falls,

the water being drawn on the west side to supply Brown's Race, with
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a loii^:: li^t of mills uiul fiictoricH obtaining powci- from it. On^tlio^eaHt

sidr tlu' wjit(M- ouly Hui)})li('H power to tli(^ KochoHter Electric Light

Compauy, about 14()()H. P., and to the KocheHtcr Power Company

al.ont 1 *2()() H. P.

no
In the spring of 1890 the interests of the Eochester Hydraulic

Company on the east side of the river were acquired by some

Boston capitalists. The property embraced a long line of buildings

parallel with the river and covering a distance of about one-quarter

of a mile, occupied by manufacturers engaged in various kinds of busi-

ness, all requiring power. The equipment was composed of one 36-in.

wheel operated under a head of about 40 ft. and discharging its tail

water to a 36-in. wheel under 35-ft. head. Owing to the crude con-

struction of the whole affair, only about 300 H. P. was realized from

the plant. Immediately on coming into possession of the plant the work

of improvement was commenced. As the power must necessarily be

constant to keep the various factories moving, a 300-H. P. Greene

engine, built by the Providence Steam Engine Company, of Providence,

E. I., was installed and put in operation in August, 1890, and there-

ujjon the water-wheels and the dilaj^idated building containing them

were removed.

By reference to Fig. 1, the proj^osed power-house is represented by

the heavy line parallelogram. The heavy dotted line shows the under-

cut of the rock at the surface of the water in the j)ool below the Falls.
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The light dotted line shows the rock at the crest level of the Falls at

the time of commencing the work. The continuous line shows the

present rock at the level of the Falls. As it would not do to endanger

the new building by leaving any overhang that might fall against it,

the rock was removed as shown at top and sloped down to the bottom,

with a batter of 1^ ft. in 10.

The work of removal was carried on day and night, until early in

November, 1890, when the freezing of the spray from the Falls caused

such an accumulation of ice that it was impossible to maintain a foot-

hold, and the work was suspended until late in March, 1891, when it

resumed, and by the 1st November, 1891, all was completed and in

satisfactory operation, since which time the water-power has been con-

stantly in use. Owing to drought in some summer seasons very little

water is available in the Genesee, and the steam engine is designed to

supply power on such occasions.

The hydraulic plant was designed and furnished by the Robert

Poole & Son Co. , of Baltimore, Md. , and consists of two double Leffel

wheels 26^ ins. in diameter, each supplied by a 5-ft. diameter flume;

under an effective head of 87 ft., with a volume of 6 250 cu. ft. of water

per minute, they develop 600 H. P. each. The wheels proper are made

of phosphor bronze with buckets of tinned Otis steel. From a 5-ft.

rope-wheel on the wheel shaft, power is transmitted to a 12-ft. rope-

wheel on the line shaft 90 ft. above, through the medium of 16

If-in. Manila ropes. Said ropes are endless and are adjusted by a

single strand tightener wheel in a frame, that has a vertical adjustment

of some 30 ft. to allow for stretch or contraction of the ropes. Every

precaution has been taken to maintain a constant and uninterrupted

power. Each double wheel has its own flume or supply pipe, head

gate and governor, and by an arrangement of clutch couplings the

wheels are used alternately, thus giving each about the same amount

of w^ear. The rope speed is the greatest that the writer knows of, being

7 540 ft. per minute. Since being started in November, 1891, the whole

plant has run daily, and not a moment's delay has been experienced in

its operation, the whole installation being as perfect as when it was

started. As a specimen of workmanship and in its performance, it

sustains the well-known reputation of its builders for first-class work.

As stated previously, the Falls have a vertical drop of about 90 ft.

from the crest to the level of the water in the pool below. The rock at
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top ovorlmiif^H tho bottom Homo 15 to 20 ft., wliilc tli(^ dj'pth of tlio

Avator iu the pool l)«>low is hoiik^ 40 to 50 ft. Tlic rock strata i.s a Hliahi

that is foiuparativcly caHily diHiutcj^ratcd l)y the actiou of the weather.

In Fip:. 1 , as will be seen at point C, the rock now overhangH the bottom

Koine n ft.

At tlie lutrthwest corner of the building the water was 10.7 ft.

deep at lowest staj^e of the river, and at a point 13 ft. northward the

welter was 22 ft. deep, showing the slope of the bottom to be about

45 \ So treacherous is the river that it is frecjuently raised to a

half flood in 24 hours. On one occasion, while i)r()secuting the work

the water rose in the night and carried ofi" some 7 000 ft. 13. M. of lum-

ber, besides all the tools, and yet no rain had fallen at Rochester.

Owing to the wing dam shown at D, the current is diverted to the

east side of the Falls in the direction of the arrows, thus bringing the

location of the power building more directly under the action of the

falling water and tending to scour out the bottom. The use of timber

cofter-dams was not to be considered for a moment, so close to such a

body of water falling 90 ft. The large mass of overhanging rock that

must necessarily be removed to admit of the building was the best

means of offering resistance in the shape of a heavy rock fill. Accord-

ingly the rock was shot off and dropped into the pool below, forming a

plateau some 12 to 15 ft. above the water and extending out beyond

the site of the building, to admit of placing steam boiler and centrifu-

gal pumps on it. The debris was first removed on the south and east

sides, where the rock was soonest reached. Level benches were then

dressed on the rock and a heavy footing course of stone, laid in Amer-

ican Portland cement mortar, built to proper dimensions thereon, and

the walls carried to high-water level. The mass of stone outside the line

of the north and west walls was removed for a distance of 8 or 10 ft., and

as the water was encountered a flour sack filled three-quarters full of dry

cement mortar was forced into the space caused by the removal of a

stone. This was trodden into place, so as to fill the irregularities of the

openings, sometimes a half dozen sacks being used to stop the inflow from

the removal of a single stone. Pumj^s with 4 and 6-in. suction pipes,

admitting of a ready vertical adjustment, were- so arranged that as the

water was low^ered and an inflow disclosed, the placing of a cement bag

or two would overcome the difficulty. The cement mortar would set

without the cement being washed out of the mortar, as would have
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been the case if not enclosed in bags. By the judicious removal of the

loose stone, which was accomplished with a derrick, the bottom was

readily uncovered and as it was persistently followed up by leveling

the rock and getting down a footing stone, every stone laid was so

much water cut off. The footing course was composed of stones from

12 to 14 ins. thick and not less than 4 ft. square, bedded in cement

mortar on the rock. Figures Nos. 2 and 3 show the plan of benching.

Sometimes a stone in removal would start several others and the rush

of water would be more than the pumps would remove. By sinking the

bags into the location and treading them down, we could generally

overcome the leak. Sometimes we would pile on three or four thick-

nesses of them, to hold back the water. The closing up of the north-

west corner under a head of 10.7 ft. of water was successfully accom-

plished, though extremely low water existed for the two nights and three

days that the closing up occupied. The work was accomplished at less

cost than any constructed coffer-dam would have been, even admitting

that a timber coffer-dam could have withstood the scour and agitation

of the water. Stones of 1 to 2 cu. yds. content were carried 200 ft. down

the stream and lodged in shoal water where they are now to be seen at

low water.

As soon as the foundation walls were above high water the engines,

pumps, etc. , were removed and the first freshet carried off the material

where they had been located. Every succeeding flood has carried

Away more or less of the tons of rock that formed the temporary coffer-

dam and the water is now washing against the masonry at bottom.

Plate VII was taken in the fall of 1891 shortly after the wheels were

started, and shows much of the rock-fill still remaining at the north-

west corner of building. Plate VIII was taken in the spring of 1892,

and, as will be seen, the floods had carried off* all the fill.
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THE EFFECT OF TUBERCULATION ON THE
DELIVERY OF A 4S-IN. WATER MAIN.^

By James Duane, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Kead Febkuaky 1st, 1893.

Authentic data as to the effect of tuberculation on the discharging^

capacity of water mains are comparatively rare, and when obtainable is

correspondingly valuable. Therefore, as the writer has been favored

with an unusually good opportunity for observing the loss of head due

to this cause in a large water main, and the comparison of this loss

with that in a perfectly clean coated new main discharging under iden-

tically the same conditions, it is believed that a description of these

observations may be of interest to such of our members as are connected

with hydraulic works.

In 1880-81 the writer laid a 48-in. main in Tenth Avenue and Eighty-

fifth Street for the purpose of diverting a portion of the flow of the

aqueduct into the Old Receiving Reservoir in Central Park, which,

since the abandonment in 1879 of the 6-ft. pij)es laid by the Old Aque-

duct Department in 1867, had been without any direct supply. This

Discussion on this paper received before April Ist, 1893, will be published in a sub-

sequent number.
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pipe was connected with the old masonry aqueduct in Central Park and

Eighty-fifth Street, leading to the Old Reservoir, and also with the

most westerly of the six 48-in. aqueduct mains on Tenth Avenue and

Ninety-third Street, from which it drew its supply.

As these aqueduct mains form an important link in the aqueduct

system, a brief description may not be out of place. To quote from the

Department Report for 1872

:

" The aqueduct between Ninety-third and One hundred and thir-

teenth Streets was located with special regard to its economical con-

struction and without any special reference to what the future grades

of the streets and avenues might be. The opening of the Central Park

made it necessary to establish grades between Ninety-second and One

hundred and thirteenth Streets on a much lower level than the exist-

ing Croton Aqueduct would admit of, in consequence of which it now

intersects that part of the city, interrupting communication from East

to West. In 1870 a law was enacted by the Legislature directing this

Department to remove that portion of the Aqueduct and to replace it

by one below the established grades of streets, or by iron pipes. It

was decided by the Department that the supply could be more safely

conveyed through iron pipes than through an aqueduct of masonry

under a heavy pressure of water, and also that the supply would be

more secure if conveyed through a number of lines of pipe than if all

depended on one line. It was therefore concluded to lay a sufficient

number of 4-ft. pipes to carry to the distributing reservoirs the full quan-

tity of water that the aqueduct can supply."

In fulfillment of this decision six parallel lines of 48-in. pipe were

laid between the years 1871-74. The arrangement of the system, the

masonry aqueduct, mains, gate-houses, etc. , is shown on the general

plan, Plate IX. In order to avoid confusion, but one of the six

mains is shown. The elevations given are those of the inner bottoms

of pipes or aqueduct above city datum—mean high water. In order

to conform to the street grades at One hundred and thirteenth Street,

the Aqueduct at this point is depressed 3. 15 ft. below the hydraulic

grade line, but it rises sharply until the two again coincide at a point

about 150 ft. north. The sections of the gate-houses clearly show the

method of connecting the mains with the masonry structure, and seem

to need no special explanation. As will be seen, each pipe is con-

trolled by two rectangular gates, 2^ x 5 ft., worked from the upper floor

of the gate-house in the usual manner. It may be added that these

gates worked very nicely and closed tight, there being no appreciable

leakage.
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liiMicli iniiiks were cstabliHluMl at A, C and J), on tlio (mIj^ch of the

maHourv nmnholcs ovor tin- mouths of tlir i)ij)OH at convenient poiutH

for measuring down to the Hiirfaco of tlui water, thuH determining its

<^levation abovo datum in each case. Tlie Ixmelie.s in all caHes were

eliet'ked by an indcjx'ndeut line of levels run l)y a second ol)8erver.

The nieasiirenieuts from these benches to water surfaces were made

simultaneously at all points with an ordinary graduated rod, and it is

believed that the extreme errors, in observed loss of head, did not

exceed .02 or .03 of a foot.

The aqueduct mains wore laid true to line and grade, on good

foundations, curves were accurately formed to50-ft. radii, and the junc-

tions of the ends of the pipe lines with masonry structure were formed

by converging mouthpieces, as shown on the plsin. In short, all the

requirements of the best engineering j^ractice in pipe laying had been

complied with, except in one very important respect. These castings

liad been laid just as they came from the mould without the coating of

coal-tar varnish, which is now universally applied.

Why such a marked departure from general usage has been made

has never been satisfactorily explained, and a diligent search through

the reports of that time fails to throw any light on the subject. In

making the connection already mentioned between the old and new

mains at Tenth Avenue and Ninety-third Street, it became necessary to

cut out the old main at that point, and it was found to be tuberculated

to a surprising extent, even though it was uncoated, considering that

it had been in use but seven years. In fact, the interior surface was so

very bad that the desirability of observing the loss of head due to such

a condition at once suggested itself. The description of the interior

surface of a pipe as badly tuberculated, very rough, etc., is so very

vague and unsatisfactory that a more definite description of the actual

condition of the main under discussion will be attempted, though it

must be conceded that an accurate description is very difficult, if not

impossible, to make. Therefore, what follows should be taken as a

rough approximation only, but better than no descrijition at all. All

the tubercles were of the same general shape—roughly formed frusta

of cones, with base of from two to three times their altitude, and with

roughly flattened tops looking not unlike the mud wasps' nests one

often sees plastered in the angles of old country buildings. As a gen-

eral statement the largest of these tubercles occurred on the bottom
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of the pipe and decreased in size with some show of uniformity till

they attained a minimum at the top. They studded the interior sur-
face at irregular intervals, nearly covering it, however. The largest
observed tubercles were from 2 to 3 in. diameter of base, and 1 in.

high, and the smallest were about one-fourth of these dimensions.
Subsequent examination of another one of the six mains showed pre-
cisely the same state of things, so it is but fair to assume that all were
similarly affected.

Passing now to the observations on the flow through these pipes;

as the aqueduct was at this time discharging a known quantity of water
with great uniformity, day after day, and as these mains took it all,

with trifling exceptions, hereafter noted, it is believed that the value of

the coefficient " C" in the well-known formula V= C^IU, has been

determined with considerable accuracy for the case in hand.

In common with many hydraulic engineers whose sympathies are

rather with the practical than the theoretical, the writer has a decided

preference for the simple formulas of flow of the Chezy type over the

more complex, and he believes not more accurate, ones of Kutter

Weisbach, ei al. For the degree of accuracy obtainable from any formula

is dependent on the ability of the user to make a more or less (usually

less) scientific guess at the value of a modifying coefficient appropriate

to each specific case.

Kegarding the flow through the aqueduct proper, a daily record is

kept at Sing Sing of the depth of water flowing through the aqueduct

at that point and the discharge corresponding to different depths has

been determined with considerable accuracy. For ordinary dejDths of

water the equation V = 135 \^ H 1 gives satisfactory average results.

In which as usual

V= velocity in feet per second.

R = Hydraulic mean radius.

/= Sine of angle of inclination.

At the time in question the depth of 7 ft. 4 in. was maintained with

great regularity day in and day out. For this depth we have the fol-'

lowing data.

i^ = 2.38 ft. ; /= .00021; area = 49.24 sq. ft., which corresponds to

a flow of 96 000 000 galls, per day. This entire volume, with the follow-

ing exceptions, was discharged through the 48-in. aqueduct mains

under discussion. At Fordham the aqueduct was tapped by a 20-in.
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iiiaiii, wliicli at thai 1 inif sni)i)lic(l the "Annexed DiHtrift," the con-

siiini)tu)n l)<'in^' alioiil 1 SOI) 000 ^iills. jki- day.

Auothcr liO-in. Inaiidi was taken oil" tlic aiincduct mains at Man-

hattan Street for tlie sni)i)ly of the westeiii ])<»rti()U of Harloin, tlieu

Init a Hi)arsely jxjjjulated villaf^e, couHumin^^ l)nt 1 500 000 {^allH. j)f*r

da\ . In addition to tln^se a liO-iu. main from the acjucduct Kui)])lied

the lli{J[h Service i)umi)infjf station at Hi^li Bridge, but the demand

Ti])on this Avas so sli«;lit in 1881 that the ])um])s were run only eif^ht

lionrs ])er (hiy, and observations on the T<'ntli Avenue mains were

taken ulien tlun-e was no draft at this i)oint, so tliat tlic deductions to

be made from the total flow, includiuf^ all j^i'obable leakage, would ])e

about 3 500 000 galls., leaving a net total How through the five Tenth

Avenue mains then in use of 1)2 500 000 galls, jjer day, or 18 500 000 galls,

each.

This for the observed loss of head of 3.39 ft. in a length of 5 992 ft.

gives to " C" the extremely low value of 96, about 30% less than that

assigned to it in ordinary modern practice.

After the connection had been made between the old and new 48- in.

lines at Ninety-third Street and Tenth Avenue a capital opportunity was

offered for comparing the loss of head in the tuberculated pipe w4th

that in the clean tar-coated one. As will be seen by the plan, the gates

on the westerly line in Ninety-third Street Gate House being left closed,

the old westerly main and the new one connected with it formed one

continuous pipe line from the One hundred and thirteenth Street Gate

House to the masonry aqueduct in Central Park at Eighty-fifth Street

9 429 ft. long, of which 5 306 ft. were tuberculated and 4 123 ft. clean,

while the branch 686 ft. long to the Ninety-third Street Gate House

acted as a very efficient j^iezometer between the two systems. The

observed loss of head in the first section was 1.86 ft. while that in the

second was but 0. 74 ft. In other words, the value of I in the first sec-

tion was .00035, as against .00018 in the second—nearly double.

With the data thus obtained and employing the value of " C"

already deduced at 96, we obtain a flow through the first section of

14 500 000 galls, per day, all of which, of course, with the exception

of any leakage (which in this case is believed to have been practically

inappreciable), was discharged through the clean pipe also. Employing

this discharge for the new main we obtain for " C" the value 134, which

accords excellently with the generally accepted value under similar con-
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•ditions. Now, whatever errors may have been made in the foregoing esti-

mates of volumes discharged by the different pipes, and they are believed

to have been within 1 or 2% at the outside, the comparison of the loss

of head in the two kinds of pipe is believed to be unimpeachable and

therefore important.

About two years ago an examination of the interior of the new main

in Eighty-fifth Street was made and it was found to be in perfect con-

dition, free from tuberculation or fouling of any kind, and even the

inspector's marks in white paint being still plainly legible.

Last fall, while the new aqueduct was shut off and the city again

supplied through the old one, another observation was made on the

flow through these mains, which showed substantially the same co-

efficient as 11 years ago, thus confirming the impression left by the

inspection of the interior of the Eighty-fifth Street main in 1890.

It is believed from what has gone before that the following deduc-

tions may fairly be drawn :

First.—An uncoated main conveying water of the general chemical

composition of the Croton will become badly tuberculated in seven

years, or probably much less.

Second.—That having reached a certain stage no further deterioration

takes place.

TJiird.—That in a 48-in. main the discharging capacity is reduced

about 30^; or, to put it another way, tar coating at present prices is

worth about ^20 000 per mile.

Fourth.—That a properly applied tar coating is an absolute protec-

tion against tuberculation, a 48-in. main after 11 years' service showing

as high a coefficient as when first brought into use.
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THE TRANSITION CURVE.—DISCUSSION ON
PAPERS NOS. 528 AND 536.-

By Conway E. Howard, Esq., and Arthur N. Talbot,

M. Am. See. C. E.

Conway R. Howard, Esq.—In a paper read before the American

Society of Civil Engineers in May, 1892, Professor Cain gives his views

of the *' exact solution" of the problem of the transition curve, basing

it upon the "approximate" considerations of Mr. A. M. Wellington

and myself. As in so doing he has followed more or less closely my
plan and notation, some of the original approximations will be com-

pared with their changed conditions in the " exact solution."

With regard to the angles : In the " approximate " solution there is a

difference of 9
" between the computation and the record of the deflection

angle between the tangent at and the long chord thence to station 12.

These 9"—and lesser differences beginning with 1
" at station 8—were

* " The Transition Curve whose Curvature varies directly as its Length from the P. C. or

point where it connects with the Tangent," by Wm. Cain, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. XXVI,

p. 473. " A Simple Method of Running in a Transition Curve," by John F. Ward, M. Am^
Soc. C. E., Vol. XXVII. p. 18.
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included in the table, so that it should read to whole minutes; and the

ordinates X and Y corresponding to the deflection angles and 100-1't.

chords of the transition curve of the general table were then computed

by summation of seven-figure natural sines and cosines of the angles

of inclination, 2', 14', 38', 1-^ 04', 2^ 02', etc., of the consecutive chords,

which with decimal point moved two places to the right, that is, multi-

plied by 100, gave the required product to 5 decimals. The ordinates

X and Y therefore are readily checked by simple addition, as are the

angles by second differences. The differences between the angles and

ordinates ^Y" and 1^ of the "approximate" solution and of Professor

Cain's are too small to be of any practical importance.

A greater difference between the results of the "approximate" and

the "exact solution" is shown in the lines Q and F of the table

accompanying the former, which gives at station 12, Q = 60.302 and

F = .25105, for which Professor Cain gives Q = 60.180 and i^= .25056.

Station 12 is selected for comparison because the differences there are

greatest, diminishing to at about station 6.

Professor Cain gives as part of the " exact solution," the formulas

—

Q = qB^ = 0.2 NX— R, (1 — cos. a) (21)

in which i?i = 5729. 65

and F = ^ ^^ = 2— (22)
0.2 NX 0.2 NX ^ ^

from which two formulas the values of Q and F given in his table

were computed.

Questioning the merits of (21) as a general formula, and taking one

step backward, his solution gives

—

0.2 NX Ri (1 — COS. a)
q =

or, otherwise expressed

—

DO jr)o

0.2 NX 5729.65 , .

q = j-^ =—— versed sine a.

5729 65
The expression —~— except when Z)^ = 1 is an approximate

value of the radius corresponding to D^, and as values of q are depen-

dent, not upon the degree of curve, but upon its actual radius, it follows

that the above value of ^ = qD^ is simply an approximation, except

when Q^=q and D^ -— 1.

If R represent the radius of the circular curve connecting at any

station iVof a 100-ft. chord transition curve, and Xthe corresponding
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oiiliiiuti', iiiiil ?• uiid .'• t 1m' similar radius and ordiuutc I'ur a truu.sitiou

curve of chord lougtli diHoriiip; from lOO ft., then :

Ji : r : : X : .r, \vheuc(!

X , R . .

x = r -y- and r = x —^ [d)

Also

X — r versed sine a = q

and substituting above value of x

r / " ,- — versed sine nr
J
= ry [h)

WheuiY= 12. 7=.0105r.

Values of q obtained by this formula and from the values of Q
before given, are :

mnr 60.302
q := .0105 r

12.036

6.024

4.022

3.023

Comparison of these figures shows that when Z)- = 5, when more

than six or eight stations of the transition curve are not likely to be used,

Professor Cain's figures are nearer correct—that is to say, figures

derived from Professor Cain's value of Q ; when D' = 10 the error is

about the same by both values of Q ; and when D- is over 10^ the Q of

the " ai^i^roximate " solution gives the values of q more nearly than the

Q of the "exact solution."

The fact is that both of the quantities Q = q D- and F = —^ were

called into service by me as convenient short-cuts for reaching the

value of the connecting D° with the least amount of calculation in the

field; and the relation of Q and i^is such that Professor Cain's values

and mine give practically the same values of D". Thus with x = 50

and N=12,

when Fx= a and -^ =^ D
q

Professor Cain's figures

:

.25056 X 50 = 12.528 and ?^4^ = 4".8036
12. o2o

DO 60.180
"1= D^

5-^ 12.036

10^ 6.018

150 4.012

203 3.009

~ L^

12.060

6.030

4.020

3.015

my figures:

With X = 10,

,25105 X 50 == 12.5525 and ~5^i?2?_^ 4^.8039
12.552o
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Professor Cain:

.25056 X 10 = 2.5056 and ^i^; = 24''.0182

my figures:

.25105 X 10 = 2.5105 and f^ = 24°. 0199 •

2.5105

When q, as used by me, is not in combination with F and Q, its value

is required to the nearest n,- only.

The correct values of D^ and q for connecting curves at any station

can readily be obtained independently of Q or F by using formulas

(a) and [b) of this paper; the former giving the value of r with which

to enter a table of radii to obtain D^, and the latter giving the value of

q when r is known.

In my investigations concerning the laws of the transition curve

and its relations with connecting circular curves, I was for the most

part without guide or beacon, and it is therefore very satisfactory to

find that the " exact solution" of Professor Cain is, as far as it goes, a

practical endorsement of the general methods and special formulas

which were developed by me in the "approximate " solution.

Arthur N. Talbot, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It is to be regretted that Mr.

Ward did not include in his paper a fuller statement of the conditions

fulfilled and unfulfilled, in order that those not mathematically inclined

might not be misled. The method described for putting a transition

curve in existing track is really the same as that used by the ordinary

trackman who throws the track in at the P. C. , and thus eases the curve.

However, it must be borne in mind that the last fourth of the easement

length as given by Mr. Ward's method will be of sharper curvature

than the main curve, and that the transition curve at the connecting

point will be of one-third greater degree than that of the main curve.

Thus, if a 9^ curve were joined with 200 ft. of such a transition curve,

this transition curve would be a 9° curve at 150 ft. from the point of

transition curve, a 10° 30' at 175 ft., and a 12^ curve at the point where

it connects with the main curve, joining at once with the 9^ curve. It

must be further borne in mind that to make a change in the old P. C.

sufficient to secure an efficient easement, a transition curve must be

used of even greater length than Mr. Ward apparently recommends.

In the method given for new work the condition named that the

offset GH (Vol. XXVn, Fig. 2, p. 19) shall not exceed one-fourth of

the ordinate ^ ^ is not at all necessary, and a somewhat larger value
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than iuic-l'omt li will ^nvc ii more cflicirnl ciiHoiiicui tliiiii viiliU'H leM

t hull ono-fourl li. Tlic Ijest rcHiilts arc oM aincd with (m1I~-\AII.

Aj<aiu, Mr. Ward ens in calliiif^^ the rcHiiltiug curve u cubic para-

bola, since in the method for old tnick Jindin most of the demonHtrution

for curves for ne\v ^vork, he nieiisures and uses the distances alon^ tho

curve rather than alou^ the tangent. As such, it is th(? real transition

s})iral whose radius varies inversely as tluMlisiancc along the curve,rather

than the cubic- i)ai'abohi which only aj)i)roximates to that. The last

iwo formulas on page 1*.) are approximations which bring in the cul)ic

jjarabola. It may be noted that at the connecting i)oint the tangent

to the main curve and that to the cubic parabola put in by the last

method will not coincide. In example (2) on page 20, they will diverge

25'. While this is not so great a discrepancy as may occur in some

actual cases, it may be avoided by using the distances measured along

the curve in the way distances are measured on circular curves.

The continued use by engineers of the term cubic parabola in con-

nection with this easement is indefensible on the score of simplicity

in use and demonstration, as well as of mathematical correctness. The

investigation of the cubic parabola in reference to its change of curva-

ture, its angle turned, the angular deflection to points on it, and the

length of the curve, require as long mathematical equations as those

governing the transition spiral. In the transition spiral, the distance

used is the distance along the curve measured by chords as in circular

curves, the angular change of direction and the deflection angles vary

as the square of this distance, and the curve may be run in by a process

similar to that for circular curves.

As the equations for the transition spiral may not be generally

known, a summary of them without demonstration may be of value.

The following nomenclature will be used:

D = degree of curve of the spiral at any point, called Z)^ at the end

of spiral, and becoming D,, of the main curve.

n = number of 100-ft. stations from the point of spiral along the

curve to any i^oint on the sjDiral, called Wj for the whole

spiral.

z/ = angle betw^een the initial tangent and the tangent to the

spiral at the given point. For the whole spii'al call

this J^.
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& = deflection angle {BAF, Fig. 1) at the point of spiral, from the

initial tangent to any point on the spiral.

X and y are coordinates.

o = offset or shift BD between initial tangent and the parallel

tangent of main curve produced.

i = abscissa [AB) of P. C. of main curve.

a = degree of spiral at 100 ft. from point of spiral. This shows

the rate of change of the curvature of the spiral.

The principal equations are

—

D = wi becoming B^ = an^ for whole spiral.

t = half length of spiral in feet — .OOOlJ (X'n^.

X = lengih of spiral to any point in feet — .00075 aV'.

y = .291 an^. For values of /I greater than 15° this value of y is

in excess .0000016 aV.

The principal properties of the transition spiral may be stated as

follows

:

First.—The degree of curve at any point on the spiral equals the

degree at 100 ft. from the P. S. multiplied by the number of stations

to that point ; thus, if a = 2, at 100 ft. from the P. S. the spiral will

be a 20 curve; at 25 ft., a ^o curve; at 450 ft., a 4|o. Likewise the

total length will be —-. If a = 2, a 6^ curve would require a sj)iral

three stations long.

Second.—The angle /I between the initial tangent and any point on

the spiral (the change of direction corresponding to the central angle

of circular curves) in degrees, equals one-half the degree a, at 100 ft.,
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ninltii)li(Ml bv tlu' s(|uun' of Ihc Iciif^flli in HtatiouH; or it in one-lialf tlio

jin^lofor a circular curve of the (U^f^rec of tlio spiral at tho j^vcn point.

Thus, if <i = 2, for :U)() ft. J ^-= \) ; while as D will !.<• (\ at 300 ft., tlio

same length of circular curve would give; 18 . In other words, tho

spiral is twice as louf? as a circuhir curve.

Third.—The deflection angle () at the P. S, from 1 Ik; initial tangent

to any ])()int on the spiral is ^ J, or ^ <nr, or one-third of tin; deflec-

tion angl(» for a circuiur cnrvc of tlie same degree as the spiral at the

given point. This may be used in the convenient form—angle in

minutes ecpials 10 ati^. The value of (-) is slightly in excess of the true

value for large angles, but for J less than 20 ' it is within the limit of

accuracy of field work, and for J = 15'^ the formula gives only 0'.2

excess.

Fourth.—The angle AFG (Fig. 1) = /I — H = 2 G. This allows

the main or circular curve to be run in from a backsight on the P. S.

Fi/lh.—It may be shown that the spiral diverges at any point from

its osculating circle (circular curve of the same degree) at the same rate

that the spiral deflects from the initial tangent, both in regard to distance

and to angle. This enables the sj^iral to be located by offsets measured

from the circular curve or by a transit set anywhere on the sjjiral.

By the former method, half of the curve ^^may be located by off-

sets from AB, and the half FF by the same offsets from the circular

curve FD at distances measured from F.

By the latter method, the deflection angle from a tangent at the

transit point on the spiral to any other point on the spiral (as CBIIi

FiG.Z.
H

Fig. 2) is the sum or difference of (1) the deflection angle for a simple

curve of the same degree as the spiral at the transit point for a length

equal to the distance between the two points, and (2) the spiral deflec-

tion angle O for the same length of spiral as the distance between the
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two points. Thus, if a = 2 and the transit be at B, 250 ft. from the P. S.

,

the degree of curve at the transit point will be 5
"", and the deflection angle

CBH to set a point 150 ft. ahead will be 3'^ 45', (.^ of 150 ft. of 5^ curve)

+ 45', (spiral deflection angle for 150 ft., 10 x 2 X L5y^)or4^30'. For

D, 150 ft. back, it would be 3° 45' — 45' = 3° 0'.

Likewise the angle CBE may be calculated by adding the Q for the

point G [GAG] to ^ the product of the degree of curve at B by

the number of stations in AG. In the example cited this will be

(I X 2 X 4- = 50 20') -f (I X 5 X 4 = 30 20') = 804O'. For the point

D, (^ X 2 X 1^ = 20') + (i X 5 X 1 = 50') = 10 10'. This enables the

deflections from the tangents at P. S. to be used for other transit points

by the addition of ^ Dn, when D is the degree of curve at the transit

point.

This property is of value in mountainous districts or when curves

are run in for trestles, etc.

Sixth.—The middle ordinate of any arc of a spiral is the same as

that of a circular curve of the same length and of degree eq[ual to that

of the spiral at the middle point of the arc considered.

Seventh.—The long chord AF (Fig. 1) equals the length of the curve

in feet minus .0004 (/n^.

Eighth.—The offset is approximately \ of the ordinate y of the end

of the spiral. The spiral bisects the offset at a point halfway between

the P. S. and the P. C. C. (^^ = EF. BE = ED).

Ninth.—The ordinates from the initial tangent vary as the cube of

the distance along the spiral from the P. S. Likewise the offsets from

an osculating curve at any distance from the point of contact are equal

to the ordinates at the same distance from the P. S.

If the tangents have been run to an intersection, the distance from

the apex to the point of spiral will be the ordinary subtangent, plus

the t given above, plus X tan. ^ total intersection angle. In case a

simple curve has been run, the point of spiral will be at a distance

back of the P, C. equal to t, plus o X tan. \ total intersection angle.

The field work is then similar to that of circular curves. Since it is

not necessary to make succeeding chords the same length as the first,

the usual stationing may be kept up. It is advisable that when the

spiral becomes sharper than 7-, chords as short as 50 ft. be used. A
table for the deflections and ordinates may easily be made, or the
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l)OWcrH of n may he takiui from ii tiiMc of s(|UJin'H uud cuboH, ujmI tljo

1<)W(M- (Iccinuils (li-opiKMl, and tho iniiltiplicjitiou l.y the Himi)lc factorfl

iiuiy lu' iniulo t>asily aud rajjidly. TIiuh, ^vll(•ll u := 2, to dctormino H
for 2:J4 ft. (2.;J4 stations) from the T. S. find tlie square of 2:M, (r>-475(;),

ehan^'e the decimal i)oiut so that it will become the scjuan? of 2.34, (5. 48),

aud since h in minutes eijuals 10 (in-^, H — 10 x 2 X 5,48 = 109'.6= 1'^

•I'.r.C). For o and V tli(> table of cubes may ]»c used in a similar wav.

For a transit point on the spiral use the priucii)le given in (5).

The value of rt to be used will generally depend ui)on considera-

tions of length of tangents and speed of trains. For 3 ^ to 8'^ curves it

may range from 1 to 4 ; for G' to 12", from 2 to 10 ; for sharper

curves, higher values. If it is desired to connect a given tangent

with a given curve, the offset o being known, the following formulas

mav be used :

« = . 269
J^,„

= 3.714

J^.
If for a desired offset o, a is found to be fractional, a convenient

value may be chosen and a length n used which will give the desired

offset. Thus, for o = 9.0 and D = 8^, a = 2.02. Using a = 2, in order

to make o = 9.0, the length n = 2A \— =3.96, and the spiral at

the end is a 7 .92 curve, compounding with an 8^ curve.

Old Curves.—To replace a simple curve by a spiral and new curve

without varying far from the old line, proceed as follows : Let p be

the distance it is desired to throw the track outward at the middle

point of the curve in order to replace it by spirals and a new and

sharper curve. Let /= total intersection angle. The radius of the

new curve must be shorter than the old radius by o -I —. =
•^ exsec. i /

o 4- 7^
- p. If p = 0, this reduces to -^. The point of the

vers. ^ 1 ^
^ vers. ^ J

spiral will be a distance back of the old P. C. equal to i — (o -f p)

cot. t /. to ^ o will give good working values for p. If the new

curve comes inside the old at the center, p must be used as negative

in the preceding formulas. It is usually sufficient to use for the spiral

only the length that would fit the original curve, but the formulas

are good for any length of spiral. As an example, take /= 60-, D =
6-, rt = 2. Then o for a 6- curve is 3.93. Take^9 = 1.0, approximately.

I
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The radius of new curve must then be 36. 7 ft. shorter than the old.

The curve may then be run by using 300 feet of spiral, compounding

with a 6^ 14' curve. If it is desired to have the spiral more nearly

agree with the main curve, a value of o corresponding to i) = 6° 14',

or a little greater, may be computed and a new curve found.

In case it is desired to leave the greater part of a long curve un-

touched, a sharper curve (say not to exceed 10% sharper) may be

compounded at the ends of the main curve and the spiral attached to

this. Then [R^ — R) vers. A = o, where A = angle of a spiral plus

angle of new curve. Thus, for a 6^ main curve, compound with a

60 30' curve. Then by the formula, A = 21° 17'. if a = 2. For D^ =
6^ 30', the angle of the spiral is 10^ 34', 21° 17' — 10° 34' = 10° 43'.

Hence, run in 325 of spiral, then 10° 43' of 6° 30' curve, and compound

with the old 6° curve.

The preceding methods have generally been based upon the prin-

ciple that the spiral is to be of the same degree of curvature at the

end as the main curve, and will need slight modification when not

so. If the Z)^3 be the degree of the main curve and n^ the length in

stations of 100 ft. from the point where the spiral joins to the old P. C. or

point where the tangent to the main curve produced becomes parallel to

the initial tangent, then ^ n^ D^ = r/.^ D^^. o ^=-y— R vers. A =y— .873

n i>, ^ = .291VA=.582«.«„i>, „.= ^^g^^ = 1.718^^

= 1.718 —YT + t '^)) which is the same form as Mr. Ward's final

equation.

By Mr. Ward's method for old track, o will be and n^ = f tz,,.

Likewise by substituting in the first equation D^z= ^ D^.

The principles that the deflection angles vary as the square of the

distance along the curve and that the ordinates vary as the cube of

this distance remain true, no matter what the relation at the connect-

ing point, and hence Mr. Ward's method in this particular is correct.

Muenscher^s Method.—By making the length of spiral uniformly 200

ft. , as proposed by Mr. E. W. Muenscher, the necessary formulas are

quite simple and the lengths of spiral are fairly well suited to ordi-

nary railroad curves. The following formulas follow directly from the

preceding by making nj = 2 : J^ = D^. a = ~-' o =.29D^. ^ = 100

— .OOID^^ or 100 ft. for D^ less than 10". y^ = 1.16 1)^. Other ordi-

nates are proportional to the cube of the distance.
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The tnuisitioii Kpiriil li(>n'in ontlincMl \h in roality tho Hamo rh tliat

ns(nl ])\ llowiinl us rcviowcd by ProfrsHor Ciiiii in tlu' Triinsactions for

May, 1H1>2. Tor jn'oof of tho i)nuc"ii)lcH and a fnit her (liscrUHHion of

tho use, togothor with tables, aoc an articlo iu Tochnograph No. 5 of

tho University of Illiuois, i)a{^o 77.

Tho (jnostion of the ofHciency of easement curves is of considerahlo

imj)ortance. The objection is sometimes raised that even if track is

laid out with a carefully fitted spiral there would be no possibility of

koopiufj: it iu place by the methods of the ordinary trackman. This

identical objection could be made with the same force against care-

fully liiid-out circular curves, yet no engineer would recommend

abolishing that practice. Even if, iu re-lining, the transition cnrve

is considerably distorted, it remains an easement, and will be in far

better riding condition than a distorted circular curve. By marking

the P. S. and the P. C. C. with a stake or post, with possibly an inter-

mediate point on long spirals, the trackman will be able to keep the

si)iral in as good condition as though it were of uniform curvature.

Properly constructed spirals would frequently allow the use of

sharper curvature—since the riding quality of curves may be the

governing consideration in the selection of a maximum—and thus

make a saving in construction. By fitting curves with proper transi-

tion spirals, roads using sharp curves may partially relieve the objec-

tion of the public to traveling by their routes. The transition curve

has, then, a financial value largely overbalancing its cost. The adop-

tion of such curves by many of our principal railways proves their

efficiency, and the future Avill see a much more general adoption.
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COMBINATION BRIDGES—DISCUSSION ON PAPER
No. 557.*

By Mendes Cohen, M. Am. Soc. C. E., and WiLiiiAM A. Aycrigg,

Assoc. M. Am, Soc. C. E.

Mendes Cohen, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It may not be uninteresting

for the Chair to give a reminiscence of one of the earlier combina-

tion bridges.

In the construction of the extension of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad west of Cumberland the Chief Engineer adoj^ted what he

termed combination bridges, in which the compression members were

of timber, and possibly some of the tension members also, as I do not

recollect the form of the truss. What I do recall, however, is that

there was a supplementary system of bracing of iron bars, forming a

catenary.

The first of these bridges crossed the Potomac on the 21st mile

west of Cumberland, and when this section of the road was opened in

July, 1851, I was present with the excursion party. On reaching this

* " Combination Bridge Building on the Pacific Coast," by Alfred D. Ottewell, Esq., Vol.

xxvii, page 466.
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ln'idgo tlio tniiii was stopjx'd, imd the rxcnr.sioniHtH were invited to

oxiiiniiu» the new structure. This we did and the tniiri wiis moved over

it, I suppose to hIiow its stitViieHH. I folluwt d the exuiiii»le of Home of

my Houioi-H, und got my eye down to the level of tlie tnu-k, not know-

iujjf much about what was to be expected, but I liave recently had my
memory refreshed as to what oeeurred, Wlien tlie locomotive, a 25-

ton Camel engine, entered on the bridge, it deflected the structure to

siuli jin extent as to alarm some of the onlookers, who exclaimed,

*' It's going down." To this Mr. Latrobe could only assure them there

was uo danger. However, the wave under iind aliead of the train was

very marked, and sent a tremor through the nerves of many who had

less confidence than the Chief Engineer.

The bridge stood under its work for several years before gi\'ing

place to a structure entirely of iron.

H. B. Seaman, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Were not the first Bollman*s

combination bridges ?

Mr. Cohen.—No, the first Bollman bridge was the structure at Har-

per's Ferry, which Avas called the Winchester Span of the Harper's

Perry bridge. My recollection is that it was entirely of iron ; the

chords and posts were of cast iron.

I am not quite sure that some of Mr. Fink's earlier bridges may not

have had the compression members of wood ; I am not sure of that,

but I am inclined to think that some of the smaller sjjans had.

Wm. a. Ayckigg, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I was called upon some

time ago to exapaine a combination railroad bridge in the eastern part

of Pennsylvania. This bridge was built in 1879, and was a single

track, through, double triangular truss. There were five spans of 146

ft. and one of 73 ft., 19 ft. deep, and panels 12 ft. 2 in. long. The top

and bottom chords and struts were wood, ties and counters were iron.

The bridge was rather peculiar in one respect. The piers were stone,

and at each pier there were very heavy brackets running out a little

past the middle of the end panels. I was at a loss for some time to

understand why the brackets were put there, and the only reason I can

give is that the designer simply intended them to keep the bridge from

sliding off the piers. The details of the bridge were remarkably poor.

The ends of the struts simply rested against cast-iron angle blocks, set

three-quarters of an inch into the chords. The angle blocks had noth-

ing but this three-quarters of an inch of wood to hold them in i^lace.
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and assuming that the horizontal component of the stress in the stmts

was resisted entirely by this three-quarter inch multii^lied by the

width of chord, I found at some panel points a unit-crushing stress as

high as 5 000 lbs. and at all such panel points, and in fact at panel

points where the crushing amounted to only 2 500 lbs., the wood

showed signs of giving way. The jar of a passing train Avould cause

the struts to move a little off the angle blocks, and about once every

month the bridge carj)enter would drive them back. The ties rested

upon the bottom chord, and as the unit stress in this member at the

center of the bridge was as high as 2 500 lbs. , it would seem that the

designer had entirely neglected the bending. This bridge, I am happy

to state, has been condemned and will soon be replaced by an iron

structure.

jf^"^
, ^X>--<g- ^^^.—

- ^-^^^ 7:r7 ^ ^ ^ i^^ ^7^ ^r^
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EESTORATION OF THE CABLE ENDS OF THE
COVINGTON AND CINCINNATI

SUSPENSION BRIDGE.^

By G. BouscAKEN, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Bead March 1st, 1893.

The Covington and Cincinnati Suspension Bridge was designed and

built by John Roebling. Begun in 1856, the work of construction was

interrupted by the vicissitudes of the War of the Bebellion, and the

bridge was only completed and opened to travel January 1st, 1867. It

was the first bridge built over the Ohio Biver below Wheeling, and

had the longest span of any bridge in existence until it yielded the

supremacy to the New York and Brooklyn Bridge, built in 1870-83 by

the same engineer.

* Discussions on this paper received before May 1st, 1893. will be published in a subse-

quent number.
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The principiil tlimcnsions ol tlic l»ri(l|^(' art' lis jOllowH :

Feet,

Middle s|)iin I'loiii center to center <»t" towers 1 057

Side s])iins fi'oni center of towers to face of unclioi- walls. 281

Elevation of floor above low water at center of middle

span at ordiuary tomporature 103

Elevatiou of Hoor at towerH above low water 5)1

Elevatiou of saddles on towers above low water 197

AVidtli of wa^oii-way iu the clear 20

Width of sidewalks, each 7

The cable system is composed of two main cables 12 i ins. diameter,

cradled from 50 ft. apart over the towers to 25 ft. at the center of th(;

middle span, and 80 ft. at the anchorages ; re-enforced by 76 inclined

stays 2^ ins. in diameter. The stiffening trusses are of iron 10 ft.

high. A full description of the bridge and of the methods applied in its

construction are found in Roebling's report of 1867, addressed to the

directors and stockholders of the bridge company.

Roebling's faith in the preservative quality of cement mortar led

him to bury the anchor chains and cable ends of this bridge in

masonry, as he had done before at Niagara and for the Suspension

Aqueduct over the Allegheny Eiver at Pittsburgh. His assurance in

this respect was so positive, and the confidence which it inspired in

the directors of the bridge company was so great, that they demurred

to having an examination made of the buried parts of the cables for

a long time after a similar examination had revealed serious deterio-

ration in the cable ends of the Niagara Bridge.

In the summer of 1891 it was finally decided to have such examina-

tion made under the direction of the writer, and to confine the work

for that season to the southeast anchorage only. The anchor wall

above the level of the bridge floor is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (Plate X).

The masonry is of sandstone from the Buena Vista quarries on the Ohio

River, near Portsmouth. It is ashlar-faced, with rubble filling, laid

with Louisville cement mixed with lime, and is capped with large

stone slabs jointed with pitch.

Each main cable is composed of seven slrands, and each strand is

made of 740 iron wires of No. 9 Birmingham gauge ; 18 ft. of this wire

weigh 1 lb., which corresponds to ifo of a square inch in sectional

area. The wire was manufactured by Richard Johnson and Nephew,
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ut Manchester, England. The ultimate tensile strength of one wire

is given by Roebling in his report at 1 620 lbs., which would make

the ultimate strength of one cable

740 X 7 X 1 620 = 8 391 600 lbs. = 4 195.8 tons.

Every strand is wrapped at intervals with small wires, and the seven

strands composing one cable are wrapped continuously with No. 10

wire, forming a cylinder 12 ^ ins. in diameter.

The wrapping of the main cable ends about 1 ft. inside of the

anchor wall, where the seven strands begin to diverge, to connect with

the anchor chain on two pins 4^ inches in diameter, about 16 ft. back

from the face of the wall, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 (Plate XI). Each

strand divides in four equal parts looped on cast shoes, these shoes

and the chain bars alternating on the pins. In this manner seven bars

and three strands connect together on the upper pin, and ten bars and

four strands connect together on the lower pin.

The first link of the anchor chain composed, as stated above, of

17 eye-bars of iron, has an aggregate section of 190 sq. ins., and is

intended to be equal in strength to the cable.

The chain of small eye-bars shown in Figs. 3 and 4 (Plate XI) above

the cable connection served as an anchorage for the temporary foot-

bridge during the construction of the bridge and is now used to secure

the end of the hand-rope above the main cable.

The masonry was taken down as indicated by the hachure lines in

Figs. 1 and 2 (Plate X), sufficiently to uncover the entire lengih of the

strands and about 4 ft. of the anchor bars which connect with them.

The character of the masonry was poor, the vertical joints and beds

between the dimension stones of the casing were very irregular in thick-

ness and imperfectly filled with mortar; numerous cavities were found

in the rubble filling, which in the case of the northwest wall were of

sufficient size to admit freely the full length of a man's arm. The

mortar was very irregular in quality and showed great variation in the

proportion of sand and lime used with the cement; as a rule, it was

defective in hardness and saturated with moisture, especially in the

immediate neighborhood of the cable strands which had been bedded

and grouted in the rubble. Quite a number of wooden chips and

wedges were found imbedded in the mortar and reduced to the con-

sistency of a soft pulp by the united action of air and water ; in the

case of the northwest abutment, a piece of yellow pine scantling over

4 ft. long was found in the mortar between the strands.
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I'lic moitui" in iiiiiiicdiat (• coiit net with tin- uircs wiis iiiij)r<'f^''imt(Ml

with irou rust and foniicd a vi rv liiiid cnist ainuiid the Htniuds, which

could tiuly Itc i-ciu(»\('d with f^rcut diiliciiltv and care, witlioiit dainaj^e

to th(> wires. The outside* wiros of the strauds were, as a rule, houded

to<j:otlier iu a matrix of rust, {^iviuf^ to tli(^ strands tlic a])])oarauc(' of

solul bars, yvt iu a few spots the wires were brif^ht and well preserved.

The eleauiug of the wires was a tedious o])eration. Steel scrapers

and brushes were used for this purjjose with an al)nndant ai)plieation

of coal oil ; the use of chisels and points was forbidden, to avoid fur-

ther injury to the wires. After the outside crust and tlie wire wraj)-

piufjjs had been removed, wooden wedges were used to open the strands

and insure a thorough penetration of the oil; but where the strands

were looped on the cast shoes, and where they came together to form

the body of the cable, the cleaning and oiling were necessarily very

imperfect.

The outside wires of every strand, when cleaned, showed a consider-

able reduction in sectional area; many of them parted during the process

of cleaning, being entirely eaten through by rust. This was generally

the case where a piece of wood or stone was in contact with them.

The inside wdres w^ere in comparatively good condition.

After a careful examination of the cleaned wires, the loss of strength

of the cable was estimated to be about ^ by reason of reduced area.

To ascertain what, if any, deterioration had taken place in the quality

of the iron itself, 12 pieces were cut out from the broken wires where

they were in the best condition, and tested for tensile strength in a

Riehle machine. The results were as follow^s :

No. of Specimen. Ult. Strength.
Elongation
in sins.

Remabks.

1 1525 tjV in.

2 1490
^^i

"
3 1 42U 1 i<

35
4 1 G70 " Broke in clamp.
5 1 600 xV "
6 1 650 aV "
7 1590 3*5 " scant.
8 1 5S0 -3^, " scant.
9 1 600 -3 J "
10 1620 tV

" Broke near clamp
11 1 710 " Broke in clamp.
12 1 570 tV

"

Average 1 585

Showing an average loss in strength of about 2% which may be due

to a slight decrease of section. As the original ductility of the wdre is
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not known, no conclusion can be drawn from the elongations of the

broken specimens.

The chain bars were pitted with rust in spots, but were not seriously

injured. The circumstances dictated two things to be done

:

First.—The restoration of the cable end to its original strength.

Second.—A permanent protection of the same against further damage

by rusting.

The first object was accomplished by the means of four auxiliary

iron bars, 1x3 ins. in section, looped on the ends of the two pins, con-

necting the cable with the anchor chain, and made taut by screwing

at their threaded ends against a head block bearing against a system of

friction collars clamped on the cable outside of the walls, as shown in

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 (Plate XI).

Fortunately, the connecting pins projected beyond the anchor bars,

leaving an available space at the ends of IJ to 2f ins. for a bearing for

the auxiliary bars, as shown in Fig. 6 (Plate XI).

The friction hold on the cable outside of the wall was secured by

30 collars, 4 x f ins., clamped on with two bolts 1\ ins. diameter, these

collars being truly dressed on the face, fitted closely against each other,

forming a continuous sleeve 10 ft. long over the cable. Four angle

irons, 5x5 ins., with bars 1^x5 ins. between them, are riveted to the

last 10 collars, to give the necessary bearing for the head-block. The

head-block is made of six steel plates, 2 x 13 x 26 ins. , dressed on all

faces and assembled together, breaking joints, by means of 20 turned

bolts, li ins. diameter, with countersunk heads. The details of the aux-

iliary bars, clamps and block are shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12

(Plate XI).

Before placing the clamps in position the old paint was burnt and

scraped off the cable, and a fresh, thick coat of white lead applied and

sprinkled heavily with lake sand to give a better grip. The clamp bolts

were then screwed up by two men acting at the end of a 30-in. wrench.

The estimated tensile stress in a clamp bolt was 18 000 lbs.

Aggregate pressure on the diameter of the cable from

60 bolts = 60 X 18 000 =540 tons.

The frictional resistance from the same on it of the cir-

cumference of the cable, supposing a uniform rate

of pressure normal to circumference yf x 0. 25 x 540

X ;r =401.4 "
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Kstiinuti'il loss of s1nn},4li ol" <al>l(' i X 4 2(M) tons. . . = 525 tons.

Ko-onforconiout from luixiliary Ihivh :J x H X 25tonH.. — «><«•

Workiii},^ stress of l.urs ', X <)()() l"-i<>

Mar^nn of saf(«ty of frictional r(>sistancc ov. r tt'iision

40L4
I'iO

in bars :\.M.

ABSCISSAE froft "a" O

The adjustment of the auxiliary bars to a working stress of 10 000 ll>s.

per square inch was made in the following manner : Six cylinders

were cast out of the same pig of lead and turned to the exact dimen-

sions of diameter = 2 ins., length = 3 ins.. Two of these cylinders

were pressed successively in a Eiehle testing machine in a dii-ection

parallel to their axes. The pressure was applied by increments of

5 000 to 30 000 lbs., then by increments of 10 000 to 50 000 lbs., this

being the limit of capacity of the testing machine. The heights of the
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cylinders were carefully measured after each application of pressure,

wliicli lasted 10 minutes, to give the necessary time for the compression

of the lead to take place. The two operations gave almost identical

results, showing uniformity in the quality of the lead.

Curve a in Fig. 13 (page 52) shows the relation between the com-

pressions and the total pressures, the ordinates representing the heights

of cylinders and the abscissas the corresponding pressures. Curve h

shows the relation between the compressions and the i^ressures per

square inch, deduced from calculated areas of sections corresponding

to the heights of cylinders at the different stage of the tests. The

pressure scale for curve b is ten times larger than for curve a.

These curves show that a critical point exists in the flow of lead

under pressure between 2 000 and 2 800 lbs. per square inch, the rate

of flow being regular after the critical i^oint is passed. The capacity

of the testing machine used being unfortunately limited to 50 000 lbs.,

the reduced height of cylinder, due to a pressure of 60 000 lbs., could

not be measured directly, but was deduced constructively from curve

a and found to be very approximately 0. 60 of an inch.

The four remaining cylinders were placed between the head block

and four bearing plates resting on the four flanges of the friction sleeve

on the cable, and the nuts of the auxiliary bars being well lubricated,

were turned uniformly until the four cylinders had been reduced to

the desired height of 0.60 in.

At the last turn the power required to turn each nut was measured

by the use of a wrench shown in Fig. 14 (page 52). A small channel iron

bent on an arc of a circle with the arm of the wrench for radius was

attached thereto, and a spring dynamometer, tied to the loulling roj^e

fitting in this rim, recorded the pulls on the rope at the last turn for

each nut. These being noted, the lead cylinders and bearing plates

were taken out and the same operation repeated with the head block in

place, care being taken to apply for each nut the pull previously

recorded for it. The readings of the dynamometer were as follows

:

No. of Kod. Dynamometer Reading. No. of Rod. Dynamometer Reading.

1

2
3
4

300
237
225
275

5
(5

7

8

287
22.5

2ti0

200
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The .sul)S('i|U('iit luljiisl iiiriit of the ImmIs lor the otln-r iiiichoragcm

was luiidr witliout the use of Inul cvlindrrs, iiii«l witli the uniform

pull of '2'A) llts. on the wrcncii for cucli nut.

Tilt' tirst su^j:^('sti()n with rofjjard to u plan for the futuro preHerva-

tioii of the rablo outl was to paiut it tliorouglily and to oucloso it in a

chamlu'r whore it would bo i)rotoctod from tho woathor and accoHsibh;

for iuspootion and ropaintin}.^ from time to time. But it is a well-

known faot that unlosH rusty iron is cleaned thoroughly before paint-

iuf>-, it will coutiuuo to rust under the paint, which in such case only

attbrds a delusive sonso of security. For this reason i)ainting could

not be depended ui)on here, as the rust could only be removed from

the surface wires where the strands come together and where they are

looped around the cast shoes on the anchor chain pins. At these

points the wires could not be loosened at all for the puri^ose of cleaning

and remained imbedded in rust. The safest plan against future

deterioration of the iron seemed to be the entire exclusion of air and

moisture by a permanent oil bath.

An iron casing was constructed extending from the first friction

collar ou the cable to a short distance beyond the connecting pins on

the anchor chain and enclosing completely the iron-work between these

points. Figs. 15, 16, 17 and 18 (Plate XII) show the casing in detail. It

is built of i-in. plates stiffened with angle irons and riveted in position.

All riveted joints were thoroughly calked before painting. The upper

end of the tank is closed with a cast-iron head made of four flanged plates

with i3roper openings for the cable and the auxiliary bars, bolted to

an angle iron flange on the tank. All joints were made tight by the

use of a lead tubing i in. diameter, laid in a small groove on the face

of the flanges. The joint between the cable and plates was made by

pouring molten lead and caulking.

The lower edge of the bottom of the tank is flanged with an angle

iron butting against the dressed face of the large stone which supports

the cast-iron shoes and the heads of the anchor bars. This joint was

filled with pitch poured through the two hand-holes shown in the sides

of the tank near the bottom.

A block of beton built in the shape of an arch, back of the con-

necting pins so as to clear the heads and necks of the anchor bars,

closed the lower end of the tank. The sides and top of the tank over-

lapiDed the finished faces of the beton block about 5 ins., leaving a
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space of about ^ in. between the iron and the beton which was filled

with pitch, using for that purpose the hand-holes shown in the lower

top plate of the tank. A 2-in. pipe from the top of the tank, near the

cast-iron head, serves for pouring in the oil. A pipe of the same size

from the lower part of the bottom allows the oil to be drawn out if

desired.

The masonry was rebuilt in rubble under the tank within a few

inches of the iron, and the remaining space filled with beton, giving a

solid bed of masonry to the tank. The stones forming the original

faces of the wall were all relaid in place after dressing to a uniform

width of 2 ft., and the space between them and the sides of the tank

was filled with beton, but no masonry was built on top of the tank

which now forms the floor of a chamber accessible through an iron door.

The space between the cable and the square opening left for its pass-

age through the front of the wall was filed with beton. The chamber

is closed at the top with iron beams and brick arches, upon which rest

the stone slabs of the roof.

In outside shape and appearance the anchor wall is the same as it

was before the work was done. Figs. 19 and 20 (Plate XIII) show the

construction of the chamber with the tank in position.

In reconstructing the masonry, Portland cement was used ex-

clusively. All the beton was made in the proportion of 2 parts of sand

to 1 of cement.

After the work of reconstruction was completed, the tank was filled

with paraffine oil, about 1 500 galls, being required. Paraffine oil was

preferred to any other on account of its neutral qualities. Unlike

vegetable and animal oils and fats, it does not oxidize in contact with

the air with development of acid products, it does not get thick and

rancid, it will preserve its purity indefinitely and has absolutely no

chemical effect on iron. The grade of oil selected is known on the

market under the name of " Zone " oil, its flashing point is at 350^

Fahr., at 32- it begins to show crystals of solid paraffine, 1 gall, weighs

7i lbs. and cost the bridge company about 13^ cents. Another

advantage of this oil for this special purpose is its great fluidity,

which allows it to penetrate thoroughly all interstices between the

wires.

This jDOwer of penetration was well demonstrated in the case of the

southeast anchorage. The level of oil in the tank was carefully
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^;:iiuj;:('il tliroufj;!! tlir vertical supjjlv I'ipc, mid ii stciuly I'all was

ro('(>nl(Ml from dav to dav, which could ouly h;* (explained hy tho

snpiiositioii that the oil was inakiiifj: its way into tlie masonry, tliroiif^li

the ht'tou hjock at the lowci' end, thei'e heiiij^ no ai)j)areiit leak ill tho

iron casinp:. This inference was contirnied at tin' end of several wepks

by the a])])oaranee of oil through the joints of the inasonry on both

sides of the wall, some distance back and ])clow the tank. These exu-

dations f?radiially increased until they had covered a larp^e surface.

The loss in the tank was not pjreat during the winter, but increased

materially with the return of warm weather in the spring. It was then

decided to draw the oil out and replace it with paraffine wax.

Several grades of wax are found on the market which differ only by

the i)roportion of oil left in the wax. The cheaper grade, or crude

wax, which contains the greater proportion of oil was used. It melts

at 116 ' Fahr., and cost the bridge company 6 cents per pound. It was

melted in a steam kettle set on top of the wall and connected with the

supply pipe of the tank. The boiler of one of the hoisting engines used

in rebuilding the masonry supplied the steam.

The three other cable ends of the bridge were restored during the

summer and fall of 1892. Being built alike, the same plan was used;

the only departure made from the method of procedure described for

the southeast anchorage was that the arched face of the beton block

inside the tank received a thick coating of pitch, with a view of pre-

venting the leaking out of the oil through that channel. The remedy

has been entirely effective to the present time, the oil has not made its

api^earance on the walls, and the levels of oil in the tanks have not

varied perceptibly.

The entire work was executed under the immediate supervision of

Mr. C. N. Miller, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E.
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THE SHONE HYDRO-PNEUMATIC SYSTEM OF

SEWERAGE.—DISCUSSION ON PAPER No. 568.^

By F. P. Steakns, Foster Crowell, J. J. R. Ckoes, J. Foster Flagg,

William L. Saunders, William Barclay Parsons, A. Fteley,

F. W. Skinner, Rudolph Hering and U. H. Broughton.

F. P. Stearns, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I have been very mucli inter-

ested in the paper which Mr. Broughton has read, explaining this

system of pumping sewage. I have long had a general knowledge of

the system and it has always seemed to me to be very well adapted to

certain situations; for instance, when I first heard that it was to be used

for the sewerage of the World's Fair buildings, it seemed to me a proper

system for this place where the ground is level and but a few feet above

the lake.

As I have never had any practical experience with the system, I am

inclined to take advantage of Mr. Broughton's presence this evening

and ask a question rather than attempt to discuss the subject myself,

* See Vol. XXVII, page 659.
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nu(l, if (pK^Htions jin> in onl* r, I will usU, with n^fornnco to the valvoH

shown on t he diu'^^ani, whrthcr thcv v\or cloj?. Tho HoworH in our

large cities whore the " (•oinl)inetl HyHtein " is used hrinf^' down ii p,M«'iit

variety of coarse things, of which sticrks or short jneces of wood are,

l)erhai)s, the most likely to clog a valve, while, even in dry weather,

when no water is entering from the streets, svurh articles as cloths and

scrubbing brushes find their way into the sewers. Much gravel and

sand also enter a "combined system " of sewers.

Mr, Broughton.—Aa regards the clogging of the valves I have never

known the slightest trouble. I can vouch for the following: at a cer-

tain place in Chicago, I put a Shone plant for pumping water; the con-

nection to the inlet pipe of the ejector had to be made by a diver, and

he did a very bad job. Bricks were carried into the ejector; they passed

through the valves and did not stop the work of the ejector at all.

Foster Crowell,, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I should like to ask a question

before you sit down. You have given the cost of some of the smaller

works; are the figures of the Exposition works available ?

Mr. Broughton.—They are not available, because in a good many

of the contracts let there is some rebate. For instance, the people who

supply the iron pipe for the sewers have to take it back at a certain

time and refund so much money. I can tell the actual cost of the

ejectors.

Mr. Crowell.—The details are not so important. It would, how-

ever, be interesting and instructive to have the total cost of this large

plant for such a specific service, irrespective of the rebates, for com-

parison wdth other systems.

Mr. Broughton.—In the cases I have mentioned, I acted as the

engineer; but in the case of the Exposition I know nothing of the cost,

except the cost of the ejectors themselves, which I am quite willing to

give. The cost of the ejectors—there are 52 in number with a united

capacity of 17 000 000 galls.—was S72 000. The actual cost of the sewers

I do not know. The small gravitation pipes must vary between 80

cents and 81 20 a foot. The air-compressing plant is put there as an

exhibit, so I do not know the cost of it.

With reference to cost I might say I have recently prepared a pro-

ject upon the Shone system for a very large city in the United States,

for which one of your members was Consulting Engineer. He told me

that there were three or four pumping projects under consideration.
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and that my project, when put on the same basis of cost with all the

others, was the cheapest. With 140 miles of sewers, the total cost, in-

cluding everything, turned over in working order, was $1 25 per run-

ning foot of sewer. Upon the Shone system it is never necessary to

use other—I am talking, of course, of the separate system—than small

pipes, because in an absolutely flat country you can get proper grades

by sinking your ejectors to the desired depth.

J. J. R. Croes, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The theory that the separation of

the solids and liquids in the filtering tank is facilitated by the agitation

consequent upon introducing the unfiltered material at the bottom

under a head, and permitting the surface water to flow off by an over-

flow, does not strike me as tenable. That appears to be an essential

feature of the scheme proposed.

Mr. Bkoughton.—That is what is claimed for this form of settling-

tank. Such tanks have been in use for several years; they were de-

signed by an engineer named Kinebuhler. I have not seen the tanks

in operation myself. The sewage is pumped into the top of the tank;

it then falls down a central pipe and is distributed by arms throughout

the whole tank. The force with which it comes in sends some of the

lighter solid matters up several feet high; these then begin to sink and,

m doing so, form a layer of matter which has the effect of partially

serving as a floating filter for the other material as it comes in.

Mr. Cedes.—Is the theory borne out by the results in practice ?

Mr. Beoughton.—There have been many papers written describing

this action and the tanks have been in use for several years. This is,

however, only one feature of these tanks, and is not the especial object

of the tank being in that shape. It takes but little room, and any

precipitation process may be employed.

J. FosTEE FxiAGG.—The author says that a low pressure of the com-

pressed air is generally all that is necessary. Will he state what is the

average ordinary pressure used in the system?

Mr. Beoughton.—The pressure, of course, depends upon the lift, but

it is very seldom that a very great lift is required. The greatest that

I know of is at Henley on the Thames, where the total lift is 180 ft.

,

and this is divided into two lifts, it being more economical to produce

twice the amount of air than to double the pressure. Fifteen to 25 lbs.

pressure in the majority of places is all that is required.

Wm. L. Saundees, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—This subject is one of great
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intt'it'st to iiir, not onl V l)('('iiuH(» it Ih nil imiiortaiit apjilication of coni-

l>ross('(l air. I)ut in coiiiicct ion with t lir pioldciii t hut conlrontHUHiu Pltiin-

tichl as to how to sewer t h«' town. 1 am very ^i;\in\ to hear, Mr. (/hairiiiaii,

that Mr. JJroiiglitou cau give iih some facts and exporieuces which antago-

nize iin im])rossion which seems to exist in tlic ])nl)lic mind as to the

dreadtul extravagance of comi)ressed air. 11 \\v can i)ut a little air

comjjressor on the side of a wall and let it take care of itself, doing

such work as this Shone system does, doing it at almost 50",, efficiency,

it seems to me that this might modify the idea thrft compressed air is

such an extravagant jjower. In connection with this system, I had

occasion several years ago to corresjjond witli Mr. Sturgeon, of Lon-

don, concerning the plans and projects of Mr. Shone, and Mr. Shone

has heen of much service to me in the study of compressed air. His

tables showing the eliiciencies of air compressors are very useful.

These tables are now accepted as standard. The pressure which Mr.

Broughton has mentioned as that at which the compressed air is used

m this system, about 25 lbs., is generally admitted by pneumatic

engineers to be the most economical pressure, and it seems to be

ample under these circumstances.

In connection with the sewerage of Plainfield, we are now consider-

ing the subject, and I presume that our difficulties are similar to those

which the Shone people have met in the West. We have a very level

country. There are a great many towns between Elizabeth and

Somerville and Bound Brook which are growing in population very

rapidly, and none of Avhich has any system of sewerage. You go from

Elizabeth out to Somerville, passing through Plainfield and North

Plainfield, with 20 000 inhabitants, wdth street railroads and all other

improvements, and every fellow is dumping his sewage in the back

yard. We have a soil favorable to that condition of things, and, I pre-

sume, the condition of the soil and the indifference of the peoi^le has

led to the continuation of this undesirable system, but the people are

now beginning to look into the subject and we have thought of using

compressed air in connection with a sewerage system. We purpose to

convey the sewage matter to a j)oint just outside the city limits, and

possibly the Shone ejector might come in very well to give us the

proper level so that we might take in all sections of the city, which

covers a large area. I have proposed to carry this to a certain point

below the city and there discharge it into a tank, or one or more tanks,
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and then admit compressed air into the tanks, the compressed air being

furnished from a central station and dehvered automatically, in a sim-

ilar manner to that described in the use of the Shone ejector. But the

difterence is this, that the sewage, instead of being lifted to a greater

level and carried to a discharge point, is simply forced into the

ground. In other words, the sewage matter having collected in the

tank, the compressed air is admitted on top of it, and a forced filtra-

tion is the result. It is proposed to discharge the matter through per-

forated pipes which connect with the tank near the bottom and which

extend radially from the center of each tank. These discharging pipes

extend horizontally and need not go over 10 ft. or so under the

ground. The water moves from the mountains northeast to a point

southwest, and the suggestion is that if we can get the compressed

air on the top of the sewage matter and discharge it into the soil,

even though it should reach the first water course, we are practically

discharging the matter into the ground, and there being no wells near

that point, it seems that it might not be unsafe to do so. That is a

point on which I would be glad to have, not only Mr. Broughton's

opinion, but the opinion of any other member here.

In regard to compressed air in connection with purification, it is a

well-known fact that the particles of sewage matter have an affinity for

oxygen, and the idea is to treat the sewage by means of compressed air

and mechanically agitate it and aerate it, so that when it goes into the

ground it is not in such a bad state as when it went into the tank. The

sludge can be discharged by means of compressed air by forcing it into

the ground, or into a furnace or otherwise. This is the crude idea which

exists in our minds at the present time.

Mr. Ckoes.—It is impossible to condemn too strongly this proposition

to pollute the underground sources of water supply by pumping sew-

age into them under pressure. It is outrageous, and it certainly ought

to be prohibited by the State Board of Health from being carried into

execution.

Mr. Saundees.—If this danger would exist, is it not true that it now

exists ? The city is now studded with cesspools Avhich are located near

the wells, while the plan which I propose is to concentrate those cess-

pools at one point outside of the city and in the direction toward which

the water under the soil is moving. Experiments have shown that

there is a distinct movement in well water from northeast to south-
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weRt, uiul with tiltnitiitn liiiiUs located in tin- cxtrcinc soiit hui'Ht,

it (Iocs not scciii to iiic that tlicrc will be aiiv (liiiif^cr due to torciuff

sowjij^o iimttti- up sticani. Hcsidcs, there in no reason to tliiuk that

this matter will reiieh the water eoiirHes which lire located ])eh)w a

stratum ol" ehiv. It is furthermore reasonalde to HiipjmHe tliat there

will l»ea tiltratioii ^oiii^ on as tlie matter traverses the ground, and, as

it had ])reviously luid a good dose of eompresHed air, it in not likely to

hurt any l)()dy in case, by any extraordinary liroviHion of Nature, it might

travel a mile or so underground. My belief iH that it will not travel

at all, but will remain in the spongy soil near the surface, losing its

liquid matter by evaporation and ])erhap8 nitrification, and in the

course Of time perhaps becoming clogged by solids. It is a well-

known fact that sewage matter contains 2 pai*ts in 1 000 of solid

matter; one of these j^arts is sludge, and the other insoluble matter

such as sand, lemon skins, rags, New York Wo7idf, etc. We think there

will be no difficulty in taking care of the solid matter even if we have

to discharge it from the tank by means of compressed air. It has

been suggested that it be discharged into a furnace and burned together

with garbage.

Mr. Croes.—If you are going to force water under pressure into a

subterranean stream it will work up stream as well as down stream, and

the health of Plainfield would not be in the least degree benefited, but

on the contrary would be seriously endangered by taking the water from

a portion of the sewage and putting it further underground, pump-

ing it and spreading it in every direction, backing up the ground

water in the more built-up portions of the town, and also injuring the

water of the w^ells of the outlying portion below on the down-stream side.

The pressure of that polluted water into the soil will back up the water,

and the effect will extend to a considerable distance away from the

pumping station. From the very fact of these undergi'ound currents

in the soil the result would be that the polluted water would be

brought nearer to the surface and the pollution would extend up

stream to a considerable distance.

Mr. Saunders.—I must confess that it is not clear to me how this

sewage matter can be carried up stream. The proportion of sewage

is very small when compared with the body of moving water. You

may know that we have under the soil in Plainfield what has been

called an "underground river." This is probably nothing more than

II
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the rain water moving through the basin of gravel some distance under

the surface. Plainfield is located in a sort of basin and the soil is very

porous. There is a layer of clay about eighteen feet below the surface

and it is not likely that the sewage will go below this clay. The water

supply which comes from a depth greater than 50 ft. is practically

inexhaustible, tests having been made pumping night and day large

volumes of water with no appreciable diminution of the supply.

WiLiiiAM Barclay Parsons, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—-My experience with

Plainfield is that it is entirely possible to run. the sewage down

to tidewater by ordinary gravitation. I would rather have the

sewage disposed of that way than to have it forced beneath the soil

into any of the subterranean rivers that the inhabitants of Plainfield

believe exist. But to return to the subject of the Shone system.

Some two or three years ago I was in the City of Mexico and they were

discussing sewerage questions then. There was a talk of introducing

the Shone system ; was it introduced ?

Mr. Broughton.—No, sir; I prepared the project, but it was not

introduced because the necessary money was not forthcoming.

Mr. Parsons.—The City of Mexico is like many other places we have

to deal with. Apart from its having no money, those who have been

there know that it is founded on the site of an old lake, so that the

ground is quite flat and it is almost impossible to get any kind of gravi-

tation system. The only feasible method of disposing of the sewage

would be by some mechanical means, either by the Shone system or

by some method of pumping. I was interested to know whether any-

thing had been done in this regard.

A. Fteley, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Although I do not pretend to be well

conversant with the Shone system which I have never seen in operation,

I would ask Mr. Broughton whether any provision is made to duplicate

the valves or ejectors. We all know that automatic apparatus is

liable to get out of order ; the valves especially may be clogged and it

appears that in any case of derangement of the apparatus an object-

ionable accumulation of sewage might occur, which, especially in a

district which has no natural drainage, would be very objectionable,

and would even interfere, after a short time, with the necessary work

of repairs. It also occurred to me that, in some cases, a small

additional basin could be provided, in the vicinity of the ejectors,

to receive, in case of accident, a portion of the contents of the sewers,

thus giving time for repairs.
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Mr. Brouohton.—Ah an enj^nocr, T admit tliat do works of man are

iufalHMo, and in tlio case of the Shono Hystom no enj^neer who haw had

anycxporicnco with ])nni])in^ niacliincry forcoutinnou.s oj)oration wouhl

put in ono macliinc* only at ono place. There are always two machiucH

put in ; if anything went wrong with the first, the sewage wouhl flow

into the second. If the two machines are out of order at the same time

it is time to make a change in the superintendence of the system. I

have had an experience of many years with the Shone system, and

know of no case where any damage has ever been done by the failure

of an ejector. I have known of a case where an ejector has been out

of order temporarily, but never where two ejectors at the same station

have been out of order at the same time. The bursting of the casting

of the ejector itself is a remote contingency. In the majority of cases

one can arrange for overflows at the point where the sewage is raised;

but that, in my opinion, where machinery is duplicated, is a waste of

money. In every work where mechanical operation takes place there

ought to be some care and supervision exercised. These are simple

machines and require little attention. I might say that their greatest

fault is they are too automatic, so much so that the person in charge

of them often will not look at them until something—packing, for

instance—wears out.

In reference to the City of Mexico, I know every street and alley in

that city, and there were no sewer pipes proposed larger than 7 ins.

There were to be 33 ejector stations in a city of 420 000 inhabitants, and

this worked out vastly cheaper than any system of gravitation they

could put in. By this system the pumping stations can be distributed

and the saving in the size and depth of the sewers more than pay for

the expense of the machinery for pumping.

Mr. Flagg.—In "Winona, I understand that, during high water, the

Shone ejectors pump against pressure in the outlet sewer. If any

foreign articles should get in so as to prop open both valves of an

ejector, would not the compressed air from the air pipe, or the pres-

sure in the outlet sewer from high water in the river, force the sewage

into some of the houses through the house drains ?

Mr. Bkoughton.—Everything flows by gravity to the ejector station,

and is forced out by the ejector. If the inlet valve was wedged open,

the air, when admitted, has a tendency to close that valve, even if there

is an obstacle there. But suppose that an iron bar was put underneath
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this valve designedly (it could not get there by accident) so that it

could not possibly close, then the person in charge of the central

station would see that there was an abnormal use of air and would

know that there was something wrong. Nothing that can come down

the sewer itself can wedge open that valve for the reason that the

sewers themselves are smaller in diameter than the valve passages. I

do not, of course, wish to infer that there is anything in the Shone

system that can wholly obviate disasters.

Mr. FiiAGG.—Would it not affect the flow ?

Mr. Broughton.—It would prevent a flow in the sewer ; the water

being forced out through the inlet valve would prevent the sewage

from entering the ejector, and if that state of things continued long

enough, the sewage would back up into the house drains ; but that is

assuming a very remote contingency. The man in charge of an air com-

pressor can, in a week's time, accustom his ear to tell whether the

ejectors are discharging properly. The men in charge of sewerage

works ought to have some knowledge of the system employed, and it

is their business to know when anything is wrong. I do not see how

the valves of the ejector are likely to be clogged when the sewers are

smaller than the passage-ways of the valves.

Mr. Flagg.—I should think that if there were 40 or 50 different

ejector stations the man in charge could not tell which one was in

trouble ; it might take him some time to locate it.

Mr. Broughton.—I think that any man in charge, even with 30 or

40 stations, if such a large aperture was open as an inlet valve would

find that his engine could hardly keep pace with the waste of air.

Mr. Croes.—The operation of those works would be similar to that

of any other complicated system involving the use of machinery. A
complete duplicate plant would doubtless be the only means of insuring

immunity from accident. But that is not good engineering nor business,

nor is it like Nature. The human machine, for instance, is a complicated

one and liable to get out of order unless properly cared for. But man

has not been provided with a duplicate set of bowels to use in case of

disarrangement of the original set. With a well-designed and intelli-

gently managed system of works of any kind some chances must be

taken, and there is a better chance of having good work done in the

case of a single plant which must be well maintained than with a dui)li-

cate plant in which it is felt that it makes very little difference whether

any part gives out or not.
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Mr. Steakns.—"With the kuowUulf^ci wliiclj I luivc liiid of the Shone-

BjBtoin it luiH always Hocincd to iiic piiriiculurly woll fitted for special

situatious. 1 now have in mind as one of theses a plucc vvher(» aground

water 8ui)ply is taken from gravelly ground on one side of a river, and

directly o})i)Osite many houses are being huilt on land so low that the

sewage from them cannot be discharged into the systiun of sewers which

provides for other parts of the city ; coust^quently, the wastes from these

houses are disposed of in cesspools and the effluent from them necessarily

sinks into the ground and eventually finds its way into the water sup-

ply. This seems to be a situation for which the Shone system is \mr-

ticularly well adapted. With a majority of the towns in Massachusetts

where the sewerage requires jmmping in order that it may be subse-

quently purified by filtration or otherwise, the sewage can readily be

brought to one central station in the lower part of the town and there

pumped. In many cases the force main runs with an up grade for a

long distance to the point of discharge. An exami)le of this kind is

furnished by the sewerage works at South Framingham. At this place

the sewage first passes into a large tank which will hold, the night sew-

age and permit the pumping to be done wholly in the daytime. There

is an advantage in avoiding night work at the smaller places, as one

engineer can do the whole of the 2:)umping, and the sewage reaches the

disposal area in the daytime when there are workmen about to take

care of it as it comes. It has always seemed to me that a steam pump-

ing plant is particularly adapted to such a situation as this. I would

like, however, to hear from Mr. Broughton whether he thinks the

Shone system would be applicable in a case of this kind.

Mr. Broughton.—One of the canons accej^ted by sanitary engineers

now is that sewage ought to be got rid of as fast as produced ; it ought

never to be impounded, as is the case of sewage going into large reser-

voirs where steam pumps are used. I think I am safe in saying that

the Shone is the only sewage pump that can regulate itself. With

ordinary steam pumps pumping sewage it is necessary that they

should pump at a comparatively uniform rate, and as sewage does not

flow at a uniform rate, there must be storage. The result is that if

the sewage in the reservoir is a foot lower than it was the week pre-

ceding, it has left a film adhering to the sides of the reservoir which

rapidly decomposes. That, in itself, is very objectionable, and, more-

over, a collection of solids which cannot be reached by the pump,,
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forms on tke bottom of the reservoir and has to be removed by manual

labor.

Where sewage is brought to one station, the sewers in a town of any

considerable size must necessarily be large and in the majority of cases

deep, and if the sewage is stored in a reservoir it is apt to produce

sewer gas which is distributed all over the city. The only way to

render a sewerage system perfect is to get rid of everything as fast as

it collects.

I have seen a great number of ordinary sewage pumping stations,

and I have never seen a station where they had not to resort to

screens. These screens are constantly getting clogged up. In a

sewage pumping station in Europe, which was designed by a man

eminent in his profession, I know that those screens have to be cleaned

three or four times a day. Take the case of Preston, England, which

is a place where some of the finest steam pumj)s are manufactured. The

authorities of Preston, although the majority of them are men who are

interested in the manufacture of pumps, selected the Shone system

for the reason that the pumping stations are in the residential district

and this system disposes of everything as fast as it comes along, and

is absolutely inoffensive.

In regard to the case referred to, where there is a pumping station

and a few houses on the other side of the river which could not be con-

nected with the main system, it would be a very simple matter to put

down an ejector station to drain those houses to it and lay a small air

pipe from the pumping station to the ejector. In this case there would

be no extra cost for attendance, because the small attention that the

compressor would require could be given by the man who looked after

the pumping engines. Referring to the relative efficiency of pumping

with steam and compressed air, in dealing with water you cannot get

the same efficiency with compressed air that you can with steam pumps;

but with sewage you can, for the reason that the lift in the valves of

sewage pumps have to be greater, to allow the thousand and one things

to pass that come down a sewer; the slip is greater than when pump-

ing clean water. For lifts where low pressure is employed, I should

say you can get just as high an efficiency when pumping crude sewage

by means of compressed air, as you can with the best steam sewage

pumps.

E. W. Skinnee, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I would like to ask for further
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oxi)liiniitii)ns from l\Ir. Hrouf^hton. As J unilcr.Htand, Iiih ^Tcut ohject-

ion to the uho of Htcam pumps is that it in almoHt imj)OHHil)l(? to coutrol

tluMii for variable intermittent flow. Now it is well known that, CHpe-

cially in this city, there are a very large number of mechanical ByHtems,

particulurlv in large buildings, where water of condensation from steam

apparatus, or water collected from various sources, is received in tanks

and pumped out by steam pumps, those pumps being regulated by

automatic governors that arc usually operated by floats following the

water level, and directly controlling the steam Hupi>ly.

The result is that ordinarily the pump works very slowly under a

little constant steam supjjly which is immediately increased and the

speed raised if any sudden or augmented flow of water raises its level

in the float chamber. I do not know that there has been any occasion

to adapt this arrangement to large pumps, but it would be only an ex-

tension of simple and efficient apparatus to larger duty and could hardly

offer serious trouble to practical designers.

Mr. Stearns.—There are some points made by Mr. Broughton which

I cannot fully agree with. He speaks, for instance, of the efficiency

of the Shone ejectors as compared with steam pumps. I notice in his

paper the statement that Prof. Unwin made some tests on ejectors and

the percentage of useful work obtained, after allowing for all losses,

was 48.9^. I will ask if the percentage given is meant to indicate the

relation between the indicated horse power of the engine and the actual

Tvork done in lifting the sewage.

Mr. Bkoughton.—I mean the efficiency of the whole system.

Mr. Stearns.—Several years ago I had occasion, with some other

engineers, to test the steam plant of the Boston Sewerage Works and

we found that an indicated horse power was developed from 1.35 lbs.

of coals per hour, and that the efficiency of the pump was 80/^, so that

there was only a consumption of 1.70 lbs. of coal per actual horse power

per hour. These pum^Ding engines gave a duty on these tests, of

122 000 000 foot-pounds per 100 lbs. of coal. Even with low lifts the

use of pumps maybe very economical; for instance, at Milwaukee, they

use centrifugal pumps with a lift of about 15 ft., and get in their or-

dinary work a duty of 58 000 000 and have obtained from tests

65 000 000 to 68 000 000.

Mr. Broughton also speaks of the necessity of having a reservoir,

which he considers an unsanitary feature. In the Boston system there
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is no reservoir to pump from with the exception of pump wells of

limited capacity and the main sewer. Several years ago when I had

immediate charge of the works, it was the custom to let the sewer fill

two-thirds full in the afternoon in order to furnish sufficient sewage to

pump during the night, but at the present time the night flow is so

large that there would be no difficulty in i^umping the sewage as it

comes without any considerable fluctuation.

I will say in conclusion, that I was very glad to hear Mr. Brough-

ton's views as to the general applicability of the Shone system, and, as

I understand his statement, he would use it in a majority of cases in

preference to the more common method of pumping by steam.

Mr. Bkoughton.—It was my intention to convey the idea that it

was necessary to have a reservoir to allow the sewage to collect in the

neighborhood of the sewer when ordinary steam pumps were employed

or else use the main sewer as a reservoir. Notwithstanding that steam is

used to generate compressed air I claim that it is economical for low lifts

to raise sewage by compressed air. I am very glad to hear your remarks

to-night because I have tried in various parts of the world to get reliable

results of over 50% efficiency with ordinary steam sewage pumps, and I

am interested to hear that the Boston pumps will give an efficiency of

80^ because I did not think such a thing was possible when pumping

unscreened sewage. I know of some very large pumps that pump
sewage with a loss in slip alone of 22 %; they pump sewage that is

very roughly screened. Eighty per cent, is not a bad efficiency for

pumping water; of course, I know that one can get higher. In pump-

ing by means of compressed air it is possible with a lift of 20 ft. to get a

duty of 79 200 000 lbs. I wish to be put on record that I do contend

that for low lifts you can pump unscreened sewage with compressed

air as economically as you can with steam, the loss in producing air at

low pressures being very slight. You must admit that even at Boston

stoppage in pumping takes place; the sewage is not got rid of as fast

as it is produced; that is more or less detrimental according to what

impounding there is. In some places everything can be brought to one

point where no big sewers are required, and then it becomes a question

to an engineer whether he will use direct acting pumps or compressed

air. The best application of the Shone system is where you use power

at several points where the saving is in the depth of cutting and in

the size of the pipes. Other things being equal, a system is the bet-
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\or tlu" smiillt'i- tlic pipfs luc, provided tln'v jiro large enough to take

the scwai^t".

Ill rogard to Mr. Skinner's rcinarks, I am perfectly well acquainted

with siuli (hvices as \w Hj)cakH of; in v experience haH })ecn that they

get out of order very easily, I do not say it is iini)OHHible to apply

such devices to large i)umi)s punii)iug several million gallons per day,

but they have not been so far, I believe.

Rudolph Hekino, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—What is commonly known as

the Shone system of sewerage is nothing more or less than the appli-

cation of a certain mechanical contrivance for lifting licpiids. The

merits of this system, it seems to me, should therefore be discussed in

comijarison merely with other means of lifting sewage, and with what-

ever incidental efifects such lifting may produce. I notice that many

advantages which are claimed by the author of the jiaper must be

equally credited to other sewer*.ge systems. They should therefore be

eliminated from the present discussion.

My first acquaintance with the Shone ejector was in the summer of

1880 when I examined one in Wrexham, England, and saw its working.

I was then impressed with certain advantages of this appliance that

seemed to me unquestionable, and I so reported at the time-^ Since

then I have been observing its further introduction and the reports on

both sides which have been made regarding it. In view of a i)ossible ap-

plication of the same in another locality, I was recently again obliged

to examine a number of ejectors, built for the sewerage of the World's

Fair grounds in Chicago. I may briefly sum up the impressions which

I have gained and the conclusions at which I have arrived at the pres-

ent time regarding the use of the Shone ejectors, as follows.

One advantage of the ejector over a reciprocating pump is its

greater simplicity. It has fewer parts ; it requires no finished sur-

faces nor carefully constructed valves which are exposed to consider-

able wear. Nor does it require screens or sludge pits, but will allow

the ordinary rubbish which enters a sewer to be lifted with the same

ease with which it wdll lift the water. As compared with centrifugal

pumps, the ejector will operate with the smallest flow of sewage, while

the former requires a certain minimum amount, which is usually not

small, and, to be of the greatest advantage, a comparatively uniform

flow. The ejector simply varies the rate of its pulsations in accordance

with the amount of sewage delivered to it.

* See Report of the National Board of Health, 1881.

I
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From what I have seen and heard and can judge, the sanitary

•efficiency of the ejectors is quite as satisfactory as that of pumps. In

fact, if there is any difference, it is greater. The pulsating flow caused

by the ejector is liable to keep the sewers naturally cleaner than the

more uniform flow of the same amount of sewage, which is the con-

dition where the common method of sewage pumping is resorted to.

Other advantages may be mentioned to be the facility with which

small districts, requiring the pumping of sewage, can be added to the

general system, because no constant attendance would be required

other than that in the central pumping station. It is further claimed,

and I think the advantage is worth mentioning, that the flushing water

required to keep the system of sewerage clean is reduced by the Shone

method of pumping.

The main advantage, however, from a financial point of view, is the

fact that deep excavations can be entirely avoided by the use of these

ejectors. Where deep excavations are expensive, from the fact that

they would require tunneling, or deep sheeting in water-bearing soil or

quicksand, or in other treacherous ground, it may be less expensive to

pump the sewage by ejectors at one or several points along such a line

than by making the excavations or tunnels.

In criticising this system of jjumping a great many objections to it

have -been made, but only the following, I think, are worthy of serious

consideration.

What has been said about insufficient ventilation is hardly worth

mentioning, because it is just as practicable to accomi)lish it in the

same way as in any other system. If there is a difference, I think it is

rather in favor of the ejectors, because the liberated compressed air

introduced by them into the sewers somewhat aids the circulation and

exchange of air.

If we consider the ejector as an automatic machine which will run

itself for an indefinite time without attention, we may say that in com-

parison with other pumping machinery, which is under constant super-

vision, it has the disadvantage of possessing movable parts which are

liable to get out of order and thus prevent it from acting. The gradual

loss of oil in such parts, or its gumming in extremely cold weather, are

undoubted disadvantages, if w^e expect the machine to be automatic.

A serious disadvantage of the ejector, however, is that, should it

become inoperative at any one of the stations, either by a break in the
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nil- i)i|)t' sni)i)lviiif( it with power, or hv ii iniHlmp to tin- ejector itHclf

(remote but posHiblo coutinp^encicH), ther<^ uoiild he no outlet for tho

80wage of tliiit district jiiul it would rise until it coiild obtain one,

eithtu' into iiu over-flow sewer, if such wore i)ractica})lo, or into collars,

or tiually upon the surface of tho street. On the other hand, to i)ro-

vido for uiisliai)s in a central pumpiuf^' station there always is, or

should be, a dujjlicate pump equal iu capacity to tho largest at the

station, and there are persons present continuously, to give warning

or at once to repair the damage. I think this disadvantage should be

considered to increase with the area of the district and the number of

ejectors.

The greatest disadvantage, however, which in my opinion prevents

an extensive introduction of the Shone ejectors for the purpose of lift-

ing sewage in cities, is the greater cost of the same under the usual

conditions presented. It consists i:)artly in the cost of the ejectors,

partly in the cost of the special pipe conveying the compressed air to

them, and joartly to the loss of power due to its transmission to a dis-

tance before it is used, instead of being applied directly to lifting the

sewage, as in reciprocating and centrifugal pumps. I have seen a

statement that official tests in Rangoon, India, showed &1A% of the

engine power to be wasted in the Shone system. I do not wish to con-

sider this as a fair result by which the loss of power by the ejector

system is to be judged. But it cannot be questioned that the loss will

be greater by the intermediate use of compressed air than where

steam is applied directly to the pumps.

We should likewise consider the fact, in judging of the availability

of this system, that the reported success from other countries does

not necessarily mean a success in our own, even if the physical condi-

tions are the same. We should not forget to take into account the

different w^ays in which, as a rule, our municipal, and particularly our

sewerage works, are managed. As we generally devote much less time

and labor per mile to maintaining such systems than, for instance,

they do in Europe (somewhat to our discredit), we should endeavor

to recommend to cities the simplest system for the purpose of suc-

cessful management.

In conclusion, it may be said that in considering the Shone ejectors

as a means of pumping we should be governed mainly by the cost. If

the cost is less I should not myself hesitate to recommend them, and
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feel that under careful management they will give entire satisfaction.

When the cost, as compared with other methods of pumjiing sewage,

is about equal, the decision should, I think, be rendered mainly on

the basis of the comparative simplicity and reliability in the working

of the respective methods of lifting which are available for the partic-

ular case. It seems to me that the application of these ejectors for

lifting sewage or water from the cellars of our modern large buildings

will be the most successful field in which they can be employed.

Further, when the ejectors can be of easy access from a central station

in cities or parts of cities, and when a system of rigid inspection can

be enforced, I think their application will likewise be successful, when

less expensive than other methods of pumping.

The present extensive application of the Shone ejectors on the

World's Eair Grounds should give us sufficient experience in this,

country to judge of the merits and demerits of this ingenious con-

trivance in its application to extensive areas. I trust that we may be

able to obtain in due time from the engineers in charge, a detailed

record and account of the operation of the ejectors from the time they

were placed in position to that of the closing of the Fair.

Mr. Beoughton.—It has been a satisfaction to me to hear the remarks

of Mr. Eudolph Hering upon the Shone system. Comparing this

system with other methods of pumping sewage, he alludes to nine

points and gives the advantage to the Shone ejector in six of these.

With regard to the disadvantages, in his opinion, I would like to make

a few remarks.

I take exception to his statement " that the Shone system of sewer-

age is nothing more nor less than the application of a certain mechanical

contrivance for lifting sewage." The manner in which the mechanical

contrivances in the Shone system can be used permit of many import-

ant features in the sewers themselves being obtained, which are im-

practicable upon the central pumping station plan. Take, for examj)le,

a practically flat city where the sewage has to be pumped; in such a

case to collect the sewage at one central pumping station by means of

sewers laid at good grades might not be feasible at all, and in any case

would entail large sewers and deep excavations. On the other hand it

would be a simple matter to lay small and comparatively shallow

sewers, converging to several ejector stations, which can be operated

from one power station. The same results, as far as the sewers are
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foiuMMiuMl. conld !)•' <)l)taiiic(l by haviuj^ Heveral iu<lo])nu(loiit i)Uiiii)ing

Rtations, racli with its owu .stallOf iitttrndauts; but tlmt, 1 thiuk, may

bt> ciillt'il iiiii)rii('t icublo.

Tho ejectors are, or Hhould b(>, placed in dui)licate at each Htation,

and in the oveut of failure on the i>art of one ejector, the second comes

into i)lav automatically; so in that respect the duplicate ejector has a

slight advantage over the duplicate pump at the central station.

A break in an air pipe is a possibility, but a remote contingency,

and such a break would instantly be discovered and easily rectified.

In my opinion there is no more probability of an air pipe breaking than

there is of the main sewer leading to a central j^umping station failing,

and in the latter case the effect would be more disastrous.

The ejector is an automatic machine, but that does not imply that

it should not receive any attention. Some ejectors (working under-

neath streets) that are at present under my supervision are insj^ected

once a week, and even with a temjjerature for weeks varying between

freezing point and 15^ below zero, there has been no gumming in the

working parts.

In Mr. Hering's opinion the greatest disadvantage in the Shone

system is the greater cost of the system under the usual conditions

presented. I contend that the cost of the Shone system is generally

less than any other system where pumping has to be resorted to, and

my contention is based upon the actual cost of works executed, and

U23on comparative estimates made for projects upon the Shone system,

and upon the central pumping station plan, under the same conditions.

Upon the Shone system, ejectors and air i^ipes may be considered

extra requirements, as may be reservoirs or large main sewers, screens

and sliidge pits on the central pumping station plan. The items,

however, which more than any other govern the cost of a sewerage

system are the depths of the excavations and the sizes of the sewers,

and these need never be excessive on the Shone system, while they are

often so, of necessity, in conducting the sewage of a city to one point.

The saving in these items alone frequently more than pays for the

ejectors and air i^ipes.

With regard to the loss of power due to transmission of air to dis-

tances, there is practically none. By using air pipes of moderate

diameter only, the velocity of the air can be so adjusted that the loss

by friction in transmission is only 1% of the absolute initial pressure

per 1 000 ft. of pipe.
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With regard to the efficiency of the Shone system at Kangoon,

there are 25 ejector stations and 7 miles of air pipes, and the tests

made showed an efficiency of 33% with expenditiire of -/y- lbs. of coal

per I. H. P. per hour. This is an efficiency practically unattainable

with the best steam-pumping installations if placed at the sites of the

ejectors and doing similar work. Moreover, the tests were made early

in 1891 when but few connections had been made with the sewers, and

the engineers who conducted the tests state in their report :

'' The power required for the ejection of the present quantity of

sewage is so far below the capacity of a single engine and boiler that

the efficiency cannot be otherwise than low as compared with what

may be expected when greatly increased quantities have to be dealt

with."

Referring further to the remarks of Mr. Stearns, I would say that

the efficiency of 48.9% obtained by Professor Unwin is the relation

between the I. H. P. of the compressing engine and the work done in

lifting the sewage, and is the combined efficiencies of the compressing

engines, the air caains, and the ejectors.

I have, through the courtesy of Mr. Stearns, had an opportunity of

reading a description of the Boston sewage pumping plant, and the

results of some duty tests conducted under the direction of the City

Engineer.

It is stated in the description of the plant :

*' On reaching the pumping station at the sea coast the sewage first

passes through what is called the filth hoist. This is a subterranean

structure containing five chambers, in four of which cages or screens

are hung so as to be raised and lowered by steam-power."

The results obtained at Boston do not prove anything against my
statement that I do not think it possible to get an efficiency of over

50% with steam pumps pumping unscreened sewage, in the way the

ejectors do.
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By Edwabd Prince, E. W. Howe, Welliam H. Grant, Foster Crowell,

Latham Anderson, W. C. Oastler, P. CALiiANAN, Edwin MitchetjL,

SAMUEii L. Cooper, E. E. R. Tratman, H. M. Wllson, W. S. Bacot,

O. Saabye, J. F. O'RouRKE, Calvin Tomktns, James Hall, E. P.

North and James Owen.

Edward Prince, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—While there are many things

in the paper by James Owen, M. Am. Soc. C. E., on the "Contro-

verted Questions in Road Construction," which are no doubt entirely

correct, there are some things with which I cannot agree. In what prac-

tice and observation I have had, a 15-ton or 20-ton steam-roller for the

sub-grade, the foundation and the top-dressing, by far surpasses in effici-

ency any, say, 5-ton horse-roller. The pressure of the steam-roller per

inch run is so much greater that on the sub-grade, weak spots are found

and consolidated which would not be found at all with a horse-roller.

* "The Controverted Questions in Road Construction," by James Owen, M. Am. Soc.

C. E., Vol. XXVII, page 603.

I
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On the subsequent courses, that the best work is done with the steam-

roller is evident from the fact that in all large cities of the world, of

which I have any knowledge, where a foundation is to be prepared in

the usual way for an asphalt or a block pavement, the steam-roller is

used and thought to be almost indispensable. The testimony of the

best and of most of the engineers of the world, as well as the great and

increasing manufacture and sale of steam-rollers, is more convincing

than anything else.

In regard to repairs, Mr. Owen seems to have discarded the idea

that a "stitch in time saves nine," and ridicules the *' tradition of

other climes." Although it is perhaps unfair to compare the methods

of constant repair on a railroad with its skilled section men and careful

watchfulness and repair of a country or city road by a small gang of

men who know what, when, and how to do
;
yet the two cases are alike

in this—that in either case the efficiency of a considerable length of

line is very much lessened by a very few serious defects along that line;

alike in the fact that no wagon road or railroad track of any consid-

erable length ever existed which would wear out, evenly or "uni-

formly," its entire length, or for any considerable portion of its length,

so that it would be economy to omit repairs or "patching" until it

became necessary to make a new road or roadbed. Storms, frost,

thaws, settlements, holes or sinkings visit wagon-roads and railroads,

and generally immediate attention proves a matter of the greatest

economy. I have never seen in any clime a gang of men whose

sole duty it was to repair, and thought them out of place. I have

always regarded the existence of these gangs as evidence of the thrift,

prosperity and good business economy of those who hired them.

This remark applies to wagon-roads, streets, railroads, water works,

gas works, levees and every other work with which the great public has

to do. Of course, it goes without saying, that if it is proper and wise

to have men to repair anything, they should have something to repair

with. From this follows the wisdom and propriety of "piles of stone

on the highway convenient," so that the repairers would not have to

obtain the material for repair at a time when it would be very difficult

to obtain it, and haul it when obtained over roads rendered impassable

by the elements.

It seems to me somewhat improper to ridicule the methods adopted

by the ablest engineers of other climes, notably those of France
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{Pnnfs (if ChiuKst'es) and (icnniiny, ]>y calling thoHO mothodH uiuT

tlioir literature on tho .subject "tradition," wliilc our roads in this

country are jj^(>nerally no more to be compared with their roads tlian is

tlie road which the Arkansas traveler found, to be likened to Pennsyl-

vania Avenue, Washinj^tou C'ity. What Mr. Owen says in another

place about repairs can ))e fully endorsed. He says, "As the construc-

tion of a road is incidental, and tlie rei)air is perennial." I cannot

concinve of a word which could be used and which wonhl more clearly

express what has to be done to a road to keep it in condition.

**1—Lasting or continuing, without cessation, through the year."

'* 2—Perpetual, unceasing, never failing"—(Webster).

This seems to coincide with, and properly expresses, the practice in

those countries where they have good roads.

In regard to packing, the best material I have ever used has been

clean, sharp sand, well worked into the interstices with the hose. This

is not always obtainable, and when it is, water is not always con-

venient ; but the rains and heavy rolling will finally make sand and

broken stone very compact and homogeneous. When sand cannot be

obtained, it is likely that the next best thing is any fine road material

which will not decompose or readily wash away.

In regard to wagon wheels making a road, it has been my observa-

tion that, except at road crossings, wagon wheels with the usual nar-

row tires do more damage to roads than anything else.

Every wagon driver seeks to drive on the smoothest place, and the

result ordinarily is that a depression or rut is formed along the line of

the travel of the wheels. The wagons of a locality are usually of the

same gauge, and this helps to form ruts.

This uniformity of wheel gauge and usual narrowness of tire width

is disastrous to roads.

Broad Tires.—It is perhaps only necessary to allude to the fact that

the history of the wheels of vehicles is a very interesting one, and that

vehicles have been in use a long time.

This use has become so great in modern times that in pleasure

vehicles alone there are now names for about forty different kinds.

Anciently, the wheels were wide, made of wcrod, strong and clumsy.

With the introduction of iron and steel the wheels were made much

lighter and much stronger, and to-day a steel-tired wheel, with its hub

and spokes, isw^hat might truthfully be called a beautiful and wonder-

I
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fully well-executed work of the liighest kind of talent and skill of the

mechanic's art.

Americans are justly very proud of their success in this direction

and have certainly combined in a remarkable degree beauty with

strength, compactness with co;aifort, and stifiness with safety. The

improvements in these directions have led to the narrowing of felloe

and tire width, in what may be called traflfic road wagons. So that,

while in olden times such width ranged from 3 to 10 ins., now in the

United States (with very few exceptions) wagon tires are only 2 to 2^

ins. in width.

It is very likely the modern cheapness of iron and steel and im-

provements made in the manufacture of the same have had something

to do with it. Now a set of tires costs a nominal sum as compared with

former prices.

The tires of most springless traffic vehicles are now so narrow in

this country generally, and the loads which they can and do carry are

so great that the absolute and speedy destruction of the highway fol-

lows. A four-wheeled wagon with a load on each wheel of 1 ton

(2 240 lbs.) has a pressure per inch run of 1 120 lbs. This is in excess

of the usual pressure of a steam-roller.

The wheels of wagons in this country being purposely made to

the same gauge for a large extent of territory, the result is that the

wheels will generally follow one another and wear out and break

through almost any constructed road or pavement, because the pressure

and wear is not spread over a larger surface. It is absurd to supi30se

that the driver will seek in any way to improve the road; he seems to

think that his mission is to destroy the road, and he deliberately pro-

ceeds to do it.

Only the positive fear of going clear through, breaking a wheel or

sticking, will induce a driver to pull out of a rut in a road, which rut

he and his fellows have succeeded in making after an effort of several

weeks with the assistance of the weather. It is astonishing that while

there is so much literature on the subject of roads and road construc-

tion, very few of the writers on roads have anything at all to say about

the narrow tires which destroy them. If I were to start out on a road

with a pick and a shovel and tear up a road in a few places, I would

be arrested and jjunished; but another man can start out with an over-

loaded knife-tired wagon attached to six horses, in weather just suited
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to hiH (loHtructive miHHion, ami hv will do ton timoH as nnich iiijiirv to

the Haino road as I did, and the community in in full Hymi)athy with

him. This same road fiend will keej) out of hin fields with his knife-

edged wluu^ls in sueh weather l)ecause that would cost liim money, but

the destruction of the highway costs Uim nothing directly.

It is now proposed to spend, say, two or three hundred millions of

dollars in this country to make good roads. It would seem that the

object sought is so desirable that good roads would be cheap at double

that figure. But while we are doing this, shall we have no thought

towards keeping these roads good ? No law against the arch-destroyer

of these roads and pavements—narrow tires ?

Every argument in favor of good roads is an argument in favor of

keeping them so. If this is true, it would be the part of wisdom to

prevent as far as possible improper uses which destroy roads. Assum-

ing that narrow tires are injurious to roads and streets, and that it is

desirable to require the use of broad tires as in other countries, there

are two questions remaining : First, how wide should the tire be ?

Second, what kind of legislation is needed ? It is generally, if not

universally admitted, that a 2i-in. tire wears twice as much as a 4-in.

tire. That on a paved street or hard Macadam road the resistance

(traction) is independent of the width of the tire, when this quantity

exceeds, say, 4 ins. ; that when the tire is between 2 and 4 ins. for heavy

loads and low speeds, the broader tire will have proportionately less

resistance. Telford's rule was 1 in. of tire for every 500 lbs. weight on

the wheel. A less width of tire is allowable for vehicles with springs

than for those without.

Mr. Potter in " Good Roads " recommends the following table:

Load on each Wheel. Wagon without Springs. Wagon with Fpriugs.

1 000 to 1 500 lbs 4 ins.

5 "

6 "

2^ ius.

1 500 to 2 000 lbs :',i '

2 000 to 3 000 lbs 4 "

Owing to the difficulty in getting at the weight of loads, it would

probably be better to make the minimum width of tire allowable on

traffic wagons (to be used on public roads or streets) 4 ins. Then

make a scale of tire-widths from 4 ins. upwards, based on the strength

and capacity of the vehicle to haul a load on as smooth a road as

J
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asphalt ; in all cases, however, allowing a little less width of tire,

say, i in., on vehicles with springs.

Wagons with strength and capacity to haul a steam boiler, or cast-

ing, weighing, say, 10 tons, should have a tire-width of at least 6 ins.

It would also be well to require all traffic vehicles used on public roads

or streets to have the forward axle shorter than the hind axle by

twice the width of the tire of such vehicle. In regard to legislation,

there is not much precedent in this country. The State of Michigan

has a law giving rebate of one-half the road tax to the user of wide

tires. Springfield, Illinois, and Davenport, Iowa, have wide-tire

ordinances.

It is probable that each State should frame a law defining the width

of tires and trackage of wheels to be used on all public streets and

roads in such States. It would be very desirable (though not at all

indispensable) that these laws should be alike, and this could only be

effected by a general convention of delegates representing all the States

and by the different legislators adopting, as far as possible, the final

recommendations of the national convention.

In view of the subject of broad tires, and a careful examination of

the literature referred to below, I am led to submit in conclusion: that

the tires of traffic vehicles in the United States are too narrow; that

the injury which such tires inflict on public roads and streets is enor-

mous and outrageous; that immediate legislation should be had, and

laws and ordinances made, strong enough to correct the evil wrought

by thin wheels; that it will be a very difficult and expensive under-

taking to construct any road or j)avement which cannot be destroyed

by unlimited loads on vehicles with the narrowest tires.

That, on the other hand, it will be very easy to construct good

roads and good pavements and keep them in repair when the tires of

traffic vehicles are so constructed as to become preservers instead of

destroyers of highways ; that as a matter of economy in the expedition

of traffic and the maintenance of highways and pavements, the regula-

tion of the width of wheels comes first, and yet goes hand in hand and

shoulder to shoulder with the laudable effort made now in this country

to improve the unnecessary, unprofitable, unwise, and deplorable con-

dition of our country and city thoroughfares.

It is a shame and a disgrace that while the people of the United

States have no doubt earned a reputation as among the very first in
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moHt of thoRP tlnn«j:s which conKtitiitn tlic liij^liost civili/ntion, they are

now tar hchind jiIiiKist the entire eivili/ed world in the mutter of the

expedition of vehiele tralHc.

With iiu awakened public sentiment, and tlioroupjli and i)romi)t action

in the above direction, we may soon look for, and reasonably exi)ect an

improvement in our nation, and in the ])r<)S])erity, jx'ace, comfort,

bai)j)iness and economies of all its people.

E. W. Howe, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I cannot agree with Mr. Owen as

to the desirability of patching. It certainly is desirable to l)uild a road

so that it may wear down uniformly, and the whole surface come to

repair at once, but I have never seen such a road, and if any one can

build one he must be a lineal descendant of the deacon made famous

by Dr. Holmes who built his vehicle—

" .... in such tt wonderful way.

That it run just a hundred years to a day,"

and then went to pieces

—

" All at once and nothing j&rst,

Just as bubbles do when they burst."

Even if a road could be built so as to be equally good at all paints, the

causes of its destruction will vary; changes of grade, intersection with

other roads and jDrivate driveways, greater exposure to wind and sun

in some places than in others, curves where travel takes the inner side,

and many other causes, will make the wear uneven. If a road is left

until the whole surface needs repairing, some portions w411 be in a very

bad condition.

On the Boston Park drives the " stitch-in-time " method which Mr.

Owen deprecates is follow^ed ; as soon as a spot shows signs of wear it

receives attention, and the repairs consist simply of spreading a few

Note.—The writer begs to refer those who desire to make a fuller

examination of this interesting subject to the following: A Circular
"To Those Who Love Khode Island," Bowen & Southwick, Jr.

"A Move for Better Roads," compilation by Prof. Lewis M. Haupt,
Phil., page 210-240-288. "Pavements and Roads," compilation by E.
G. Love, and reprinted from "Engineering and Building Record,"
page 252, 279, 372 and 405. "Pavement and Municipal Engineering,"
Indianapolis, Vol. 3, No. 2, page 40; Vol. 3, No. 4, page 93, 125, 126;
Vol. 3, No. 7, page 179. "Good Roads," journal edited bv Isaac B.
Potter, N. Y. City, Vol. 1, No. 5, page 243; Vol. 2, No. 2, page 90.
" EncYcloiDsedia Brittanica," Vol. xx, page 584, "Roads." " Spon's
Dictionarv of Engineering," Roads, page 2775. " Highwav Construc-
tion," by Austin T. Byrne, C. E., page 271-272.
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coarse screenings (/. e., stone which has passed through a screen of

J-in. mesh and been retained by a screen of i-in. mesh) over the spot.

It may be that only a shovelful is used in one place. This makes so

little show that the spot is not avoided by those driving, and in two

or three days the screenings become incorj^orated with the surface and

all evidence of their use or of the previous damage disappears. After

severe storms and in the early spring more material is required and

larger areas have to be covered, but the covering at any one time is so

light that a few days' travel works it down to a smooth surface. Hol-

lows in the surface are not allowed to form.

We have roads that have been in use for nine years which are in as

perfect condition as when first opened to travel, and, while heavy

teaming by the public is excluded from park drives, those first built

have been subject to a great deal of heavy traffic incidental to the work

of park construction, and the pleasure-driving has been very large in

amount. These roads have never had a pick struck into them nor a

roller, either horse or steam, used on them since they were first finished;

nor has any portion of them been closed to travel a single hour on ac-

count of repairs. It should be said that these roads have been well

sprinkled and kept clean, which, of course, adds greatly to their dura-

bility. The cost of repairs, not including sprinkling and cleaning, has

varied from 1 to l-i^o" cents per square yard per year. This would un-

doubtedly be too high a cost to be practicable for country roads; but

it should be considered that our standard as to perfection of surface is

a high one and that city labor is the most expensive; on the other hand,

on the country roads coarser stone couldbeusedfor repairs which,with

the cheaper labor and teaming, would greatly reduce this price. I have

no figures giving the cost of resurfacing, but if the cost per square yard

of picking up and resurfacing one of our roads (including in many

cases the repaving of gutters and resetting of curbstone) were divided

by the above-mentioned cost for repairs, I am sure that the number of

years represented by the quotient would be greatly in excess of the life

of any Telford or Macadam road, subject to the same traffic, on which

nothing had been expended for repairs.

If any one watches the process of the deterioration of the surface of

a broad Telford or Macaddm road, such as would be built in the city,

he will not find that the destruction is due to the formation of ruts, but

that it is caused by the formation of somewhat circular depressions;
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tlii'sc (Icprt'ssions, at first }n\t a tVw itichcH acroH.s, and a small fraction

of an iiuli <l«M'i>, ictaiii tlic \vator loft l>y tlu' sprinkler; this water does

not liavr time to souk away Ix' fore the cart comes around again; the

bottom and edj^'es of tlie deprossion become softened ])v the water and

every wluH'l tliat runs across it enlarges the defect, so that in a short

time a hole is formed that requires a large amount of material to

till. Screenings in such a quantity will not pack under traffic, and

coarser stone, if left loose, will be scattered over the street by the

wheels and the horses' feet. The only remedy is to pick uj) the sur-

face, add new material and thoroughly ram or roll it. All this would

have been saved by the use of half a shovelful of screenings when the

first sign of wear apj^eared.

A few words as to the steam-roller, I think with Mr. Owen that a

better bonding of the stone can be obtained with a light roller, espe-

cially with the sectional grooved-roller, but the trouble is the time and

expense required. I do not think he is quite fair in using the com-

imrison of 2 tons 100 times as against 20 tons 10 times. My experience

is that the steam-roller travels faster than the horse-roller and does

not have to rest so often, so that the 20 tons should be taken 100 times

in his comparison.

Siveenings.—As before stated, I find, as I think, good use for screen-

ings; but the economy of their use wdll depend upon circumstances.

Nothing, it seems to me, can be better for finishing the surface of a

road than the screenings from the stone crusher; but, of course, it

would not be economy to grind up stone into screenings alone. In

most places, however, where roads are being built, or where they are

being repaired, as of course they must be, either by patching or re-

surfacing, stone is being crushed and a large amount of screenings is

produced. This material, it seems to me, is too valuable to be thrown

away. "Where transportation for a long distance enters into the case,

it may be a question whether a material cannot bs obtained nearer by

which will answer nearly as well.

The matter of S2)rinkling is, I think, managed very badly in many

cities. This is frequently let out by contract for the season, and the

contractor's interest is to keep the dust down with as little labor as

possible. He therefore uses a sprinkler with' large holes, so that he can

give the road such a soaking that it will not become dry for several

hours. The effect is verv much the same as would be that of hard

A
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showers occurring two or three times a day; the road just after sprink-

ling is a mass of mud, the covering becomes softened and loosened, is

picked up by the wheels and thrown over the carriages and their occu-

pants, very much to the injury both of them and the road. If a fine

sprinkler is used and the road gone over frequently, the latter can be

kept as smooth as a floor, and there will be no mud. The cost of

sprinkling will undoubtedly be greater, but the road surface will be

saved and a large reduction made in the cost of repairs.

WiLiiiAMH. Gkant, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I have read the interesting

paper by James Owen, M. Am. Soc. C. E., on "The Controverted

Questions in Road Construction," and the discussions upon the same,

and have made the following notes thereon.

The paper itself is a valuable contribution on the road question

of the day by an expert road-maker of long experience, but I will

only, at present, refer to some points brought out by the discus-

sion. I notice, first, a disparaging criticism of the Central Park roads

by Mr. E. P. North which does injustice to the design, construction

and maintenance of those roads. He speaks of "an unreasoning ap-

plication of principles of construction," a " glaring instance " of which

he charges upon the Park roads.

The architects of the Park, he says, "had apparently read, in the

books attainable, that moisture was the great enemy of wheelways,"

etc. , and the consequence was a system of roads devoid of shade and

open to the sunlight to counteract the difficulty. This indictment is

not followed by proof sufficient to establish its accuracy.

I believe I may say in behalf of the architects that the planting

of the Park was not governed by any considerations of either

sunlight or shade in connection with the roads. The roads were

for pleasure travel, and the planting in their vicinity was an aesthetic

matter, designed to afford agreeable views of the adjacent landscape,

broken, as far as practicable with good taste, by groups of trees here

and there. It would have been shocking to pleasure-seekers, had it

been otherwise—a bleak track through a vacant desert on the one hand

and a gloomy chapparal of shade on the other.

While absolving the architects from an unkind imputation, I trust

I may be pardoned for the egotism of attempting my own justification

in the matter. The roads, as regards mode of construction, materials

^nd supervision, were mainly left to me as superintending engineer of
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tho Park, niul(>r tlio fij)i)r()Mil of tli<- Hrcliitrct-in-rhicf mid (aft<'r biw

rotinMiHMit) l)_v that of Hon. All(l^'^v H. (irccn, coinptrollcr of tho

Purk. Tho muiiitiMiancc of tho roads wan also h'ft to mo for Homo

timo aftor the coini)h»tion of tlio work. I think 1 may olaim that " an

inoroasin;.;: application of the ])rincipk^H of oonHtrnction " <lid not

oharaotorizo my conduct of the work. This couhl oasily luiv«' l)oeii

ascertained by Mr. Nortli if he liad avuilcd liiinsclf of tlic o])portunity

of studyiufj: the subject. The results of the work alone ouj<ht to go

far to exclude a charge of " glaring defects in it." It is no distortion

of facts to say that, from the time of opening the roads to travel to

the present day, through an interval of many years, they have been

regarded by the public with admiration, have received many encomi-

ums and have been found worthy of imitation by engineers in many

other localities.

If better roads for the purpose intended have been made they have

escaped my observation; and if any strictures have arisen in regard to

them, those of Mr. North are the first I have seen.

" The great enemy of wheelways—moisture "—was duly considered,

but it was not thought necessary to resort to unbroken sunlight upon

the roads to counteract it. A better way was believed to be good con-

struction, selection and judicious manipulation of materials, and thor-

ough drainage. I am not aware of any fatal mistake in this. Is there

not a little confusion of terms as to this ? If mere moisture is such a

great enemy, why complain of sunlight ?

Ordinarily moisture is not an enemy, but a necessity, except as ^t

aids at intervals the effects of frost. Water in excess is an enemy, and.

great pains were taken to deal with it on the Park roads by attention

to drainage. The consequence was, while the roads were under my
supervision, that after each passing shower the water soon disaj)peared

and was carried off in the drains, leaving the road surface, in a few

hours, in the previous condition for agreeable travel. I w^ill remark

in regard to "the reading of books," that all information from the

works of practical road-makers, and especially those of England and

France, was availed of; and, if space would permit, I could describe

the processes of investigation that were entered into, the passing upon

modes and materials, the acceptance of some and the rejection of

others, etc., etc. I can only refer to these details, which are accessible

to members of the Society who take an interest in the matter, in my
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official reports to the Department of Parks during the progress of the

work, and also in the later publications in the Journal of the Franklin

Institute.

There are some other points in the discussion which I can only-

notice briefly.

Differences of opinion were expressed as between heavy and light

rolling. From my experience I must give my vote for the heavy

roller as I regard the use of such a roller as among the secrets of good

road-making. The heavy roller used in Central Park weighed, when

loaded to its maximum capacity (with gravel in separate compart-

ments), about 12 tons. The use of this, after trial of lighter ones, made

clearly the best roads. This was demonstrated on one section of road

in particular, which was carefully observed and on which the Avearing

surface remained intact much longer than it did on a similar surface

not so thoroughly treated. At the same time it may be expedient, in

some cases, with fresh materials to use at first a light roller. I do not

dispute the evidence of others that light rollers may produce good

results by long-continued use.

As regards the practicability of compacting broken stone so as to

produce a desirable surface by mere heavy rolling, I cite the following-

experiment : I was desirous to prove the correctness, or otherwise, of

Macadam's theory that clean broken stone could be made to properly

consolidate by such rolling.

The result was, after much persistence with the heavy roller, that

the surface stones, which were of a fair hard quality, of Macadam size,

were rounded in form, and a few crushed by the excessive attrition,

and no binding or compacting effect was produced; the rolling was

continued until it was apparent that the mass of stones was being com-

pressed into the earth below.

Therefore, it was concluded that Macadam was in error, and that no

proper road surface can be formed by the process, in the use of broken

stones alone. An intermixture of some foreign material is indispen-

sable. It may be that Macadam succeeded by the use of a softer, in-

ferior quality of stone in crushing a sufficient portion on top to form a

binding material of some value, but it is doubtful if a respectable road

could be made in this way until after it had been turned over to travel

to slowly and uncomfortably perfect it. Such a practice is sometimes

tolerated, but I agree with Mr. Brush that it is unwise, and that it is
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ill no way (l(>sinil)l»' to force tin- piiMic to ])ecoiuo road-inalicrH, The

Frt'iicli priK^tico in uot tenacious about tbocloanlincHH of broken HtoncH

in ron«l-makin^, but luluiits u ju-ofusc intermixture of inconj^ruouH

niuteriiils.

As to the exclusive use of Macjuhuu stone in nuiss for road jjur-

poses I i)roteHt, as it has ahvay« appeared to me to be ])oth unscien-

titicand poor economy ; the more modern road, consisting of a foundation

bed of hirger and cheaper stones, ^vllicll is to remain as a permanency,

and a lighter body of surface material to receive the wear aud to be

renewed as occasion requires, is far jireferable.

I note further a singular difference of opinion as to the length of

time a road should be expected to be severely let alone without repairs.

It seems to me it is obvious that this must dei)end entirely upon the

nature of the service it is subjected to, with the prior question of the

perfection of construction. The surface material wears out and must

be renewed. It requires some watchfulness and good judgment to hit

upon just the right time to attend to the business. It is idle to at-

tempt to establish any rule about it. The case of each road must be

judged by itself, having regard to the patient endurance of the

public for shortcomings and culpable neglect. The section of Park

road which I have mentioned as having been heavily rolled, maintained

its good surface, under moderate travel, for at least three years, and

was not then so worn as to require more than trifling repairs; but this

cannot be cited as any criterion api^licable to general and very variable

conditions in the matter of rej^airs.

The question as to the removal of worn-out material on the surface

of roads before making repairs has received some discussion.

Such debris has clearly performed its duty and is fit thereafter only

to make mud or dust, and is worse than useless; it is not the kind of

stuff suitable for binding material in the renewal of the surface, and

the best thing that can be done with it is to scrape it off and consign

it to some dumping ground, or, perhaiDs better, to a compost bed. I

know that this is not the general rule of treatment, but for all respect-

able roads I commend it. I may add that all kinds of limestone I

have found by trial are objectionable in forming the wearing surface

of roads; it is difficult to combine it with the necessary binding ingre-

dients, and, after a little use, resolves itself into a pasty substance

that terminates in defacing carriages and harness, or an equally dis-
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agreeable dust. I tried to combine it with a foundation formed of

better stone without success, as it separated and flaked up under the

action of horses' feet and carriage wheels.

The flushing or puddling with an excess of water is as objectional,

in my experience, as the attempt to compact dry materials.
,

Do we want hydraulic imperviousness, or could we attain it if we

did, on a traveled road surface ?

As to the proper depth of road materials which has been discussed,

the mean depth for the Park roads was 12 to 14 ins. , which has given

satisfactory results—no breaking up has been known to me. It is a

question to be practically determined by circumstances of situation, the

kind and accessibility of materials, the character of the travel, soil built

upon, etc., and I should say it was to be left to the judgment of the

engineer in charge. I desire, most cordially, to adojDt Mr. Brush's

estimate of the value of Mr. Owen's paper with which he concluded

the recent discussion.

Foster Ceowell, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—This admirable and timely

paper is so comprehensive and so replete with its author's wide experi-

ence in the art of road-building that there is scarcely opportunity for

any new facts to be brought out in discussing it. But it is at the same

time so suggestive in regard to the important part that the engineer

should take in the work of transforming the highways of this country

into roadways that a few further comments may not be inoxjportune.

The roads which Mr. Oyen has built and their economic effect upon

the communities which they serve constitute one of the few object

lessons in this subject which it is possible for Americans to study

without going abroad, and it is not too much to say that it is largely to

his effort as the engineer, supported by local appreciation of both the

direct and the indirect benefit of good roads which those efforts have

fostered and justified, that we have such a valuable source of practical

information. The apathy, not to say the ignorance, of the public

generally in regard to the earning power of good roads is astounding.

There is at present a very important and general awakening to the

miserable character of the American highway, which cannot fail to be

productive of great good here and there. The fact remains, however,

that first-class roads are still regarded as luxuries, or at least as extra-

vagances to be dreaded as likely to increase the burdens of taxation

without measurable return. In this connection Mr. Owen's protest
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against *' inakt»Hliift " roads is vcrv valnalilc aixl pertinent. Tlie

earninjj: ))()\vi'r of a niilioiul (»i- of ii tun»|iik«' is a diKtinct function to

be rt'ckoncd apart from its value as a (levelop<'r of the weiiltli produc-

tivonoHH of tlio rogiou it Horvos; tlio earning j)()\ver of a common road

considered in tlio same light is the sum it saves to th(^ individual users;

it follows that in a sparsely settled community it may not pay as an

investment to build so completely and exi)ensively as in more favored

localities, but it is a matter of demonstration that it is a very poor

country indeed that will not be benefited to an extent greater than

the outlay by building really good roads; and, moreover, as Mr. Owen

has pointed out, the better the road, the less the annual tax for main-

tenance, which latter in the case of a poor road is often the measure of

a much greater capitalization than would provide the best road.

In the case of any contemi^lated improvement of an existing road,

or the opening of a new road, the above consideration is one of the

elements of the engineer's problem, and it is very much to be wished

that the public may be educated to the knowledge that it is in such

ways that the engineer's work will benefit them most and that it does

not consist simply in establishing lines and grades or securing good

workmanship, important and indispensable as these are.

My own experience in road-building is too limited and too far back

to be of much present interest, but it gives me much i:)leasure to note

that the experience of Mr. Owen in regard to the best depth of a Tel-

ford pavement confirms the practice with which I had to do, in con-

structing the drives in Fairmount Park (in Philadelphia). There we

began in our ignorance with a dej)th of 18 ins. of metal, but very soon

adopted a theoretical depth of 9 ins., consisting of a 4-in. course laid

by hand and hand-napped, a 3-in. course of coarse crushed stone and

a 2-in. course of finer stone, each of the latter being rolled with a

steam-roller and the whole top-dressed with screenings; the actual

thickness of metal to bring the top surface to the established grade

was found to be sometimes as much as 10 ins. notwithstanding that

the subgrade had been dressed to proper contour and rolled with

2-ton horse-rollers. My subsequent experience and observation of

these roads, extending over several years, proved that the wear of the

9-in. pavement under a large volume of light traffic was more satis-

factory than that of the 18-in. My impression is that in after years a

gravel binder was added.
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In regard to the controverted point of heavy vs. light rollers, my
experience is that the latter produce better results ; the object in roll-

ing is not to force the lower course down, but to compact the uj^per

layers; there is a certain relation of unit weight of roller necessary to

do this, but it is probable that a 2-ton roller is su£Qciently heavy,

and the extra cost of operating it should not count in the matter. In

construction steam-power could be used with a light roller as with a

heavy one; for maintenance steam should not be used.

In regard to grades I venture to differ from Mr. Owen in his assum-

ing that 1% is the ideal grade for roads; in rare cases where the rise is

in one direction for long continuous distance, and if a uniform grade of

1% can be secured without undue expense, it is j^referable not to ex-

ceed it; but where the road is undulating, wdth frequent reversions of

grade, the horse, in my judgment, will do equally well, or even better,

w^ith grades of 2%. It is well known that horses as a rule travel better

in a slightly hilly country than on a dead level. Obviously the engi-

neering problem can generally be very much modified by the use of a

2% maximum limitation, as against a 1%.

The question of control of roads is likely to be a controverted one

for a long while to come; it is really an economical question, but our

fellow citizens generally imagine it to be political. Our country is the

only one claiming to be civilized that regards this most important duty

as a proper matter to be left to the preference or the caprice of a town

ship or a county; it is rather curious that while there is something of

a clamor throughout the country for a governmental administration of

railroads which are in most respects private property, there is a

strongly marked hostility to applying the principle to the common
roads which are wholly public property and already in certain important

respects under government control.

Latham Anderson, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The writer desires to add

his quota of praise of the admirable paper by Mr. Owen. It bristles

with vital facts, strong common sense and rich experience. Neverthe-

less, in the recent discussion, the modifications or limitations suggested

by Messrs. North and Brush seem to be well taken. Mr. Owen himself

emphasizes the danger of making rules that are too arbitrary and

sweeping, and also of blindly accepting traditional canons, based upon

experience in other countries and climates. But does he not, in some

degree, lay himself open to this same charge, as, for instance, on the

following points?
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Ht» sayH: *'Hiit tlio proportidiml urea of p(ruv«'l (listrictH to what

may In* railed earth iliHtrictH Ih ho Hmall that it haH little effect on the

coHutru fit large'" (italioH by the preHcnt wiiter). What iH nicaiit hy

' the country at large?"

DooH it include the rainy eaHtern half of the MiKsiflHippi Vall<\v, the

(Jreat riains, the Rocky Mountain region and the Pacific Slope?

AVithin this continent of ours, reHi)ective regions differ from each other

in climate and soils more than do New Jersey and England whence

most of our different traditional rules have come. Take the Pacific

Coast alone. The southern portion is in the desert zone ; the northern

is as wet and foggy as England herself. Even in the country bounded

by the Appalachians, the 100th meridian, the Lakes and the Gulf of

Mexico, the aggregate area within which gravel or shale can be ob-

tained at reasonable distances, either from banks or the beds of

streams, is so vast as to furnish homes for a first-class nation.

In the discussion, Mr. Owen says: "Repairs cost more on a,

sprinkled road than on any other." Mr. Owen has doubtless estab-

lished this fact experimentally in the particular case of the climate of

New Jersey and with Macadam made from trap-rock. How about the

experience on the noted San Mateo road out of San Francisco, and on

the no less famous Washoe Pike across the Sierras ? There (if the

writer was correctly informed) it was demonstrated that daily sprink-

ling—not flooding—was essential to the most economical maintenance.

The fact is we live in "all sorts of a country," and current litera-

ture, professional and otherwise, is too prone to ignore this fact.

Everv schoolboy can describe the physical geography of the continent,

but apparently the majority of dwellers on our Eastern (Atlantic)

frontier fail to realize, in its full force, the relative importance and

extent of the different sections. For instance, how few realize that the

United States consists of two main divisions—the Mississij^pi Valley

and the Great Mountains, with a comparatively narrow fringe of terri-

tory on the Lakes and on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.

It is needless to say that American engineers of Mr. Owen's wide

experience are not amenable to this charge of provincialism. But in

our professional papers and discussions attention is, of course, mainly

directed to those thickly populated districts in which most engineer-

ing work is done. This accounts for the fact that only general mention

is usuallv made of the modifications of these rules of practice de-
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manded in rural regions. Consequently the effect which this mode of

discussing the road question has upon the rustic mind is to leave the

impression that engineering methods therein inculcated are provincial

(Eastern) or local, being adapted only to the suburbs of cities or to

other wealthy neighborhoods. Thanks to the influence mainly of the

American League of Wheelmen, a widespread interest has lately been

excited throughout the eastern half of the continent on the subject of

country roads. Therefore, a discussion of this phase of the question

by our society is opportune, and a dissemination of these professional

conclusions throughout the country would at this time be of great

benefit.

The object of the writer is not to enter into a general discussion of Mr.

Owen's paper, but to refer only to those points applicable to country

roads, and especially to those in more sparsely populated districts. It

is also desired to restrict the discussion to that rainy, muddy part of

our country east of Central Kansas, because first, this embraces about

all the region within which the present excited interest in road im-

provement exists; and second, what would be good practice here

would, in many particulars, be quite the reverse in the arid regions of

the remaining two-thirds of the country.

First in the order of importance the writer wishes to place the roads

stigmatized and denounced by Mr. Owen as "good enough." Mr.

North truly says: "The improvement must commence with "good-

enough " roads that are as much better than the present style as the

skill and money attainable will permit." Now, these wild country

roads show the lack of engineering design in every feature, especially

in location, surface, drainage, and most of all (in this muddy region

especially under consideration) in under-drainage. Given an earth

road skillfully located, properly shaped for surface drainage, and with

the roadbed thoroughly underdrained with tile, say, to the depth of at

least 2 ft., all that is necessary to make this a fairly good country

road is to cover a strip in the middle, say, 14 to 16 ft. wide with 6 ins.

of gravel or shale. The contrast between such a road and the typical

morass through which our farmers flounder in winter is obvious

enough.

An ideal country road of this class may be described as follows: in

grading, excavate ample ditches, embanking the earth thus obtained so

as to raise the subgrade above the surrounding ground (except on hill-
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siil(»H). Lot tln' width l)('t\v«'«'u tin- iniicr cd^cs he not I(>sh than 'M\ ft.

Tims, if the iiiiddlo It) ft. worr ^niivrlcd, a " iiiiid " road 10 ft. wide

would hi' h'ft ou oai'h side. Those mud roads att'ord th(f l>est of trackH

in di'v weather, aud save wear of metal ou tlie middle road. Tlie bot-

toms of the gutters or side ditches should he graded true so that no

puddles would form in them.

Provide proper eulverts (of lo{<s or jdanks where other material is

too exi)ensive), and, on hillsides, furrows or ditches to intercept flood

water from above.

This briufi^s lis to the feature to which attention is particularly

directed, the nnder-drainage.

In all clay or tenacious soils, if the roadbed is under-drained with

tiles, the road will be rendered more firm during the winter and spring

months, and the eft'ect of frost will be reduced to a minimum. It is

claimed that, even without metal, such mud roads can be maintained

in better condition and at less cost than where under-drainage is not

used. Where metal is used, a less depth of it will bear ui:> a given

maximum load, thereby repaying a part at least of the cost of the tile.

For these reasons, under-drainage of macadamized roads on clay soil

is generally recommended by the writer in all but those exceptional

cases where tiles are very costly. In most soils and situations, one line

of tile under the middle of the road, laid 30 ins. below the natural

surface (before embanking the road), mil be sufficient. Objection

may be urged against this system on the score of first cost. But, from

the writer's observation, if the same labor now squandered where the

personal service system is in vogue where apjDlied under comj^etent

supervision, the roads in our rural districts would be progressively

transformed with little additional cost to the community.

Without such skillful supervision, the case is hopeless. It will

never be secured until the people are educated to the necessity of

putting all such work under the control of well-instructed civil engi-

neers. It is in this direction that our allies, the League of American

Wheelmen, with Col. Pope at their head, can do the most eflficient

service.

W. C. Oastler, Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E.—There is so much in Mr.

Owen's interesting and useful paper that is, or ought to be, so

entirely outside controversy that I almost wdsh the few points I desire

to notice had been diflferently treated, because I think they are not
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only very far removed from the best practice in road-making, but are

apt, unfortunately, to beget and encourage loose and insufficient

methods of construction and repair.

Among the important differences of opinion between Mr. Owen and

myself are, his practice of grading the earth subway to a surface uni-

form (in section) with the finished road; his preference for laying the

Telford blocks on a loose earth foundation rather than on a consoli-

dated one; the use of clay as packing, and the discarding of the heavy

compressing power of the steam-roller (which varies from 400 lbs. to 550

lbs. per linear inch) for a 2-ton horse-roller giving perhaps not more

than one-sixth the weight per inch run of the lighter steam-roller

named.

I hardly think that Mr. Owen is correct about it being agreed on all

sides that the roadbed should be graded to a surface uniform with

the finished road, and I know that in several important cities the plan

outlined below is preferred and practiced. This less expensive method

is to make the surface of the earth subway a right line rather than a

curve, and on this flat surface, which should be thoroughly and uni-

formly consolidated, the Telford foundation is to be laid. If the

subway were curved, the Telford stones must be necessarily of the

same dimensions; but, by laying them on a flat surface, the curva-

ture of the road can he obtained by placing larger stones on the

crown of the road and diminishing their size, and consequently the

depth of the road, as the gutters are approached. This plan enables

stones of varying sizes to be used in the Telford foundation, decreases

the quantity of earth to be excavated and materially lessens the cost of

construction as compared with the method of grading the earth to the

section of the finished road.

The suggestion that the earth subway, being flattened instead of being

an arc of a circle,, causes the drainage to be defective or insufficient,

is not correct in practice. No earth foundation, either curved or flat,

no matter how thoroughly it is compressed, can be rendered water-

proof. The principal reason for rolling the earth subway is to obtain

as surely ps jDOssible an uniformly compressed foundation—a founda-

tion without soft spots in it ; so that when the road is built upon it

and the traffic comes upon the road, neither the one nor the other shall

be sufficient to depress or disturb any part of the structure. It is a
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Borioiis onor to omit this first prccimt ion. uiid the oiiiiHsion cftiiuot l>o

too stron^^ly (lt'i)rt'(.'attHl.

T\w stono road abovc^ tho foundation will, if ])ro])orly rolled, bo

l)ra('tit'ally wat('r-ti{<lit, and will iJrcHcrvci itstdf autl tin; foundation

against iho inroads of water. I do not holicvo it iH worth time or

money to make elaborate schemes for under-drainage of broken-stone

roads. Lateral drains, lioney-eombed foundations and other ex-

penses for so-ealled drainaj^e arc wasteful excess and generally can be

omitted.

I do not like Mr. Owen's plan of laying the stones on a loose founda-

tion, and the illustration given by that gentleman of scooi)ing out the

sand in laying a granite-block pavement is hardly analogous to a

Telford foundation, because in tlie first case the toj) of the granite

block is the wearing surface of the road and must necessarily be an

even surface; whereas, on the top of the Telford foundation several

inches of broken stone have to be laid, giving abundant opportunity

for making level the unevennesses of the top of the large stones of the

first layer. I should greatly prefer, and should exj^ect far better

results from, first of all, making the earth foundation uniformly solid

and then building on this solidity rather than upon the yielding sur-

face of an unconsolidated subway.

With regard to the use of loam or clay in any part of a broken stone

road, I am an uncompromising opponent. If clay or loam is placed

between the layers of stone of which the road is built, it will sooner or

later give way under the pressure from above, the stones will sink

down and the road will become prematurely uneven. If clay or loam

be used as binding material it will be mud in wet weather and dust in

dry weather, to the great disparagement of the road from the traveler's

point of view, and will certainly beget undue unevenness and wear and

tear, and the consequent increased cost of making good these deficien-

cies.

I prefer fine gravel or sand as a binding material to anything else,

and, no matter what the "binder" is, I think the less used, the

cleaner and more durable will be the roadway. Screenings and fine

broken stone, jjarticularly when of trap rock, ate objectionable because

they do not readily bind, and screenings of any description of stone

soon grind into dust, w^hich is blown away with the first wind or

washed away with the first shower. Moreover, the small stones inter-
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mix themselves with the larger stones and keep them asunder. Inas-

much as the object to be attained is to make the road, as nearly as

possible, a solid mass of broken stone, it is preferable to use some ma-

terial, such as gravel or sand, that will not interfere with the stones

coming close together, but merely fill up the interstices of the newly

rolled road. I would sweep off the surplus ''binding " and allow the

traffic to come into direct contact with the clean broken stone. A grit

of any kind between the wheels of the vehicle and the stones of the

roadway destroys the road and wears the wheels. The omission,

therefore, of the " top dressing," as it is sometimes named, is honored

in the observance.

On the subject of heavy rolling and thorough consolidation I sup-

pose I have some strong views, but as I am commercially interested in

the success of steam road rolling, T jDrefer to say as little as possible on

the matter. I have lately formulated, however, half a dozen questions

relating to some of the mooted points in Mr. Owen's paper, and asked

a number of gentlemen, City Engineers, Commissioners of Public

Works, Commissioners of Eoads and others, to answer these questions.

Twenty-eight of these gentlemen have very kindly responded, and a

large amount of extremely useful and interesting information has been

obtained. An abstract of the answers is ajjpended hereto, and the

fuller information imparted I shall have pleasure in giving to those

who may inquire of me.

The answers received from the following gentlemen have been con-

densed and are printed in the following pages under the question

asked ; the roman numeral being used to designate each of the indi-

viduals, as appears in the following list

:

I. Providence, E. I., Samuel M. Gray, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

II. Staten Island, N. Y., W. S. Bacot, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

III. Rochester, N. Y. , GeorgeW. Aldridge, Pres. Executive Board.

IV. Dubuque, la. , E. C. Blake, City Engineer.

y. Boston, Mass., W. E. McClintock, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

VI. Paterson, N. J., John T. Hilton, C. E.

Vn. Boston, Mass., C. R. Cutler, Acting Supt. of Streets.

VIII. Bridgeport, Conn., B. D. Pierce, Street Commissioner.

IX. Lowell, Mass., Geo. Bowers, City Engineer.

X. Huntingdon, Pa., J. C. Blair.
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XI. l*rovi(louce, K. I., Robert E. Huiitli, Conmir. of lMi})lic Works,

XII. :Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Fred. S. Odell, Coiinnr. of l*ul)lic Works.

XIII. (j)nini'v, Muss., W.W. Ewell, C'onmiiHsioncr of ruhlic Works.

XIV. Siinitt)gii, N. Y., Charles L. Poud, Street Cominissiouer.

XV. l*awtueket, 11. I., Loren (J. Ladd, Cominr. of Higliways.

XVL Keokuk, la., W. H. Jones, City Engineer.

XVII. Brooklyn, N. Y., John Y. Culyer, M. Am. kSoc. C. E.

XVIII. Medford, Mass. , John P. Priehard, Street Commissioner.

XIX. Lynn, Mass., Wallace Bates, Superintendent of Streets.

XX. Wilmington, Del., H. J. Wiley, Sec. Street and Sewer Dept.

XXI. Eichmoud, Va., Charles E. Ashburner, Jr., Eng. of Roads.

XXII. Chicago, 111., J. A. Pettigrew, Superintendent Lincoln Park.

XXIII. Stamford, Conn., W. B. Pierce, Borough Engineer.

XXTV. Providence, R. I. , John A. Coleman, Ex-Commr. Pub. W'ks.

XXV. Flushing, N. Y., G. A. Roullier, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

XXVI. West Newton, Mass., Albert F. Noyes, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

City Engineer.

XXVn. Madison, Wis. , McClellan Dodge, City Engineer.

XXVin. Fall River, Mass., Anthony Thurston, Supt. of Streets.

Question No. 1.

Please state whether you j^refer to use a steam-roller or a horse-

roller in the construction and repair of broken-stone roads, and why
the preference.

Answ^ers.

I. Greatly prefer steam-roller. Much better road can be made
at less cost and in less time.

n. Steam-roller. Economy, efficient work, speed, better road,

etc.

TTT
. Steam-roller. Labor and time saved, more solid and com-

pact bed, smooth surface and more durable road.

rV. Steam-roller. Packs Macadam and leaves it smooth. Horses
tear up street and leave it uneven.

V. Steam-roller. Better work, more durable, etc.

VI. Steam-roller. Consolidates road more compactly and solid

than can be done with horses.

Vn. Steam-roller. Wherever Avork is large enough to may it pay.

Small patching—horse-rollers.

VTTT Steam-roller. Better work, better consolidation than
horse-roller.

IX. Steam-roller. Decided preference for.

X. Steam-roller. Both for new roads and repairing.
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XI. Steam-roller. Better work and more economical. Have
grades on which horse-roller would not work.

XH. Steam-roller. Action of driving wheels draws stones more
closely together, greater weight, compacts better than
horse-roller.

Xm. Steam-roller. Firmer and more compact road, difference in
appearance and wear apparent to all.

XIV. Steam-roller. Road solidly compacted and fit for use,
something impossible with horse-roller.

XV. Steam-roller. Greater weight, compacts more thoroughly
and leaves surface better for travel.

XVI. Steam-roller. More economical than horse-roller, and giv-
ing a more compact and durable street.

XVII. Steam-roller. Decidedly. More economical, and because
results in uniformity and efficiency of work done are in all

respects better.

XVIII. Steam-roller. Indispensable.
XIX. Steam-roller. Far more effective. Needs no argument to

satisfy any unprejudiced mind that a 15-ton pressure is

more effective than a 5-ton pressure.
XX. Steam-roller. More thoroughly compacts.
XXI. Steam-roller. Most decidedly. One week's work with a

horse-roller and a steam-roller should satisfy anybody.
XXII. Steam-roller. Cheaper worked and better work.
XXIII. Steam-roller.
XXrV. Steam-roller. Its infinitely greater effectiveness.

XXV. Steam-roller. Interlocking more compactly—voids reduced
to a minimum and less binding required. Roadway ap-
proaches more nearly a solid mass of stone.

XXVI. First use ring-roller, 2-ton, and then steam-roller.
XXVII. Much prefer steam-roller.

XXVIII. Steam-roller. Handsome, durable road.

RECAPITUIiATION.

Answers received, 28.

Prefer steam-roller to horse-roller 27
Two-ton "ring-roller" first, then thoroughly consolidate with

steam-roller 1
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Question No. 2.

Arc Htoam-rolliMl roads plniMjiiitcr and cleaner for truvrl and more
durable tlian roads not so rolled ?

Answers.

I. Not only mucli i)loasaut('r and cloanor, but nioro durable,
and, 1 think, nioro promotive of sanitary (conditions.

II. Decidedly; and more durable, 1(!hs muddy in wet weather
and less dusty in dry; then'fon^ eh^aner.

III. Yes, Then^ is no pleasunter road than a well-rolled Mac-
adam.

rV. Streets that are rolled by steam-roller are more easily swept.
A road not so rolled will never be so pleasant for driving.

V. Steam-rolhn* recpiires far less binding tlian horse- roller.

All binding a necessary evil. Less, the better and cleaner.

VI. Decidedly so.

VII. No answer.
VIII. Much i^leasanter and cleaner, and last longer.

IX. Good road can be made so much qiftcker and easier with
steam-roller; the result is apt to be a better road.

X. Yes. Greatly.
XI. More comjjact and evenly rolled, and more durable.

XII. Depends on traffic. Have made roads for light travel with
horse-roller quite as clean and pleasant as any constructed
with steam-roller.

XJLLl. They certainly are.

XrV. Far pleasanter and cleaner, and much, very much, more
durable.

XV. They are by far.

XVI. Give us better service, and require less repairs.

XVII. Yes, certainly.

XVIII. Pleasanter and cleaner and more durable, and wearing sur-

face lasts a great while longer.

XIX. Most decidely so.

XX. Yes.

XXI. Smoother, pleasanter, cleaner, more compact.
XXII. Yes. Firmer and more compacted, less settlement. Mud

and dust can be reduced to a minimum.
XXni. No answ^er.

XXIV. They are, decidedly.
XXV. Prefers steam-rolled roads.

XXVI. No question about well-rolled roads being more durable and
pleasant.

XXVn. Yes.

XXVin. They are.

RECAPITUIiATION.

Answers received, 26.

Steam-rolled roads are pleasanter for travel and are cleaner and
more durable 25

Depends on traffic. Have made roads for light travel with horse-

roller quite as clean and pjleasant as any made with steam-
roller 1
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Question No. 3.

What " binding material " do yon nse or prefer ? Any particulars

of your methods of constructing and repairing broken-stone roads will

be greatly esteemed.

Answers.

I. Fine broken stone or dust from crusher. As little binding
as possible.

II. Gravel. Sometimes admit hardpan sparsely. No faith in

rock dust or screenings. Gravel gives best results.

III. Gravel, neither too fine nor too coarse. Slight mixture of

clay.

IV. Quarry screenings.
V. Screenings, same kind as stone used for road.

"VT. Sand in preference to any other material.
VII. Fine screenings.

VIII. Gravel sand the best binder.
IX. Fine screenings and little of that.

X. Small limestone, or a peculiar gravel we have here.

XI. Fine screenings.
XII. Screenings from the road metal. Good sharp gravel with

small proportion of sand is good.
XHI. Good clean sharp gravel.

XIV. Small broken stone.

XV. Fine stone from crusher.
XVI. Gravel.
XVII. Anything almost rather than clay.

XVIII, Stone screenings from crusher.
XIX. A common blue gravel containing 20 to 30% clay. Smallest

amount possible.

XX. Screenings from stone.

XXI. Fine gravel and coarse sand. When these cannot be ob-
tained, then screenings.

XXn. With granite surface we use loamy gravel. With limestone
we use screenings from the limestone.

XXm. Screenings, dust, etc. Cleaner than clay.

XXIV. Stone screenings, and than a layer of sand.

XXV. Coarse, clean sand, with a small amount of coarse screen-
ings. Earth foundation heavily rolled.

XXVI. One-fourth to ^-in. clay and then screenings. Little as pos-
sible.

XXVn. Screenings. Limestone.
XXVIII. Screenings.

Recapitulation.

Answers received, 28.

Screenings from the broken stone being used, or small stones 17
Gravel and sand, or gravel or sand 8
Peculiar local gravel, 20 to 30% of clay in it 1

Anything, almost, rather than clay 1

Small quantity of clay and screenings rolled 1
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Ql'ESTlON No. 4.

What is your opinion of cluy or Imrd-piiii us u binding material for

hrolvcn stone roiuls V

Answers.

1. Nt'vcr used it.

II. (toocI, if disoroetly used.
III. In limited (|H!intities it makes a good binder.
IV. Hav(> not used it as a binder.
V. I should not nse clay in any ])art of a road.
VI. I never use it if I can get anything else.

VII. Does not work as well as fine stone.
VITT. No good ! Moro of a detriment.
IX. I would not use it.

X. (iood.

X^. Clay not good in any way.
XII. I avoid loam and clay.

XIII. I am not a believer in this kind of material.
XIV. I do not like it at all. It keeps working out and covers the

surface with mud.
XV. Never used it, but should venture that it would not be so

durable as tine stone.
XVI. Ex])erimented with clay and earth. Find they require more

cleaning than gravel. Gravel worth additional cost.

XVII. Clay is a material of last resort.

XVIII. I use screened hard-pan on steep grades,with great care not
to get too much.

XIX. Gravel contains a portion of clay, as being cleaner than all

clay.

XX. Do not consider it durable because it soon works in and
allows the stone to come on toj).

XXI. Makes a "nice-looking" road for a short time, then mud
and dust according to season of year.

XXII. Would not use it if gravel could be obtained.
XXIII. Very good, if you don't get on too much to make mud.
XXIV. We do not believe in it as it makes mud in wet weather.
XXV. Have used clay in small quantities, but the roads have

13roved more dusty or muddy and have shown a tendency
to rut more readily in shaded spots.

XX'S^. Clay gives good results when used with certain stone.
XXVII. Have not used it and would not care to.

XXVIII. It would be the last thing I would use.

Recapitulation.

Answers received, 28.

Never used clay 3
In limited quantity, if discreetly used 6
*' Would not use clay." "More of a detriment." " Nice-looking

road for a time, then mud and dust." "No good." "Ten-
dency to rut roads." "Material of last resort." " Don't be-
lieve in it, " etc. , etc 19
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Question No. 5.

Do yon use the "picks " in the roller wheels for breaking up old

roads before remetaling ? And if so, with what success, economi-

cally and otherwise ?

In repairing roads is it preferable to lay the new metal on the hard

old road, or to loosen the old surface with the picks and then add what

stone may be needed ?

Answers.

I. Used picks with great success. Very essential to break up
hard road surface before laying new metal.

II. Used steam-roller in repairing, Find economy in steam
picking and roller repairs. If thick layer imposed, some-
times dispense with picks. For thin application always
"pick up."

III. Most economical. Not one-third that of hand picking.

Loosen the old surface with pick, and then add and roll

in the new metal.
rV. By all means have the old road well picked over; then put

on the new metal.
V. If road worn down 3 to 5 ins., don't pick up. In case less

than three I pick up old surface. Roller picking far less

costly in hard roads.

VI. Prefer to use picks. It is preferable to loosen the old sur-

face when about to add new stone.

VII. Always use jjicks—very economical. I consider it always
preferable to loosen old surface so as to make a bond.

VIII. Seldom use picks. Road built of "trap." Picks come in

handy on soft stone roads. They are necessary in rebuild-

ing roads.
IX. Used picks with profit. We have good success in thoroughly

cleaning old roads and then applying a thin layer and
thoroughly rolling with steam-roller.

X. Yes. Loosen old surface.

XL Used picks with success and economy and prefer to cover

surface with jucks and then add the needed stone.

XII. Am of opinion that the time spent in breaking up old sur-

face with i^icks is mostly wasted, and that equally

good results are obtained by spreading the new metal on
surface and rolling it.

XIII. Always use picks before putting on new material. Does
good work economically. If new material is laid on hard
old road, it wears faster, etc.

XIV. Use picks with success and economy. Will do the work of

50 men. If metal were laid on the old hard road with an
unloosened surface, I should consider it wasted.

XV. Always iised picks. Always loosen surface.

XVI. Used with success. Always pick up the surface in repairs,

giving the broken stone a chance to compact.
XVII. Most effective and economical. To an engineer deprived of

experience up to date of this boon, to witness the pro-

cess would be a liberal education. General loosening of

covering facilitates subsequent work.
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X\ III. I'sc picks witli snc<'(^HH hikI rconomy. Tt Ih not a ^^ood plun
to s|>r('ii(l new iiictiil on liiir«l rojidH, I'ick uj) Kurfiic(! for
i>on(l.

XIX. Use picks with complrtc hu('('(^hh. Am v(!rv ilccidcd in my
opinion as to tlui desirability of loosening tlu^ surface
l)ofor(» applyinf< now material. A j^roat deal better reHult
is obtained.

XX. Us(> picks witli marked success. It is nn<b)nbtedly j)refer-

able to loo.sen the old surface with th(^ roller picks and
then add the new st(me.

XXI. Very satisfactory. Always pick up surface and get a l)etter

bond.
XXII. Always use i)icks. Road hard as rock, but succumbed to

roller with one i)assa^e. Have had no troul)le in repair-
ing with 2-in. metal without picking up. Less than 2-in.

would crush too much.
XXm. Saves cost considerably. Prefer to pick uj) old surface,

otherwise the junction of old and new roads wears badly
and soon ruts.

XXTV. Always used picks. Far more economical than by hand.
Preferable to loosen old surface with i)icks. The new
stone should be incorjiorated with the old.

XXV. Yes; at less than oue-third the cost of hand picking. On a
clay-bound road, picking not a necessity. On roads
constructed as I have previously mentioned, jDicking up
the old surface is imperative.

XX"\T!. Use picks successfully.
XXVII. Use i^icks successfully.
XXVIII. Use jjicks with success and economy, and loosen old

surface.

Recapitulation.

Answers received, 28.

1. Used picks in steam-roller with success and economy 26
Time using picks mostly wasted 1

Seldom used picks, "handy on soft roads." Necessary in
building new roads 1

2. It is preferable to loosen old roads before putting on new
metal 23

If thick layer of stone added, not necessary to pick up. Pick
up if thin layer, better bond 4

Time mostly wasted. Put metal on hard road 1
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Question No. 6.

What trouble, if any, have you had with the steam-roller in break-

ing water or gas mains or sewers ? And have you found it necessary to

abandon the use of the roller because of any breakage to mains, etc.,

it may have caused ?

Answebs.

I. Used roller to upwards of 20 tons weight. Never broke
water or gas mains or sewers. Never abandoned roller on
any account whatever, etc., etc.

II. No trouble of any account.
ni. None. No.
IV. No trouble.

V. No trouble.

VI. None. I have not.

Vn. No trouble.

VIII. Have had no trouble.
IX. No trouble.
X. None.

XI. No trouble.

XII. Stoneware pipe culverts near surface have been broken;
otherwise, no trouble.

Xni. No trouble.

XrV. None worth speaking of.

XV. A few strained joints of gas pipes near surface and when
newly laid. Instead of abandoning the roller, have just

bought a second.
XVI. No trouble except when mains less than 18 ins. below sur-

face. Had to abandon roller where mains were only a few
inches under ground.

XVII. Had no trouble.

XVIII. No trouble.

XIX. Very little difficulty. No trouble when pipes and sewers
were the proper depth.

XX. Some trouble in the small gas mains. They were not deep
enough. Not abandoned roller.

XXI. Very little trouble, and this because of badly constructed
wood culverts. I would strengthen every culvert and
bridge before I would abandon the steam-roller.

XXII. No trouble.
XXIII. No damage, except a few manhole covers broken.
XXIV. No trouble.

XXV. No trouble whatever.
XXVI. No trouble.

XXVII. No trouble.

XXVin. No trouble.

EeCAPITUIjATION.

Answers received, 28.

No trouble whatever 22
Very slight, and these due to mains being laid a few inches

under surface &
Abandoned roller None.
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1*. CATiLANAN, Esq.—Tlie adiiiimblo jmpor of .TamoH Owon, AF. Am.

hoi'. ('. E.,iH worthy the careful Htudy of all intcrcHtcd in tlHM'oiiHtruc-

tiou of ^ood roads. It is highly instrnctivo aud ^ivos in a clear way

the resultH of a louj^ and valuabh^ oxi)crieuce in road-building.

There are several important j)ointH treated in the i)aper on which the

experience of the writer does not coincide with tliut of M r. ( )wen, among

wliich iiro \ho relative value of materials; the relative value and i)racti-

cability of Telford aud Macadam, and the manner of rolling.

^.s' to Material.—Conceming road material Mr. Owen says :
** Leav-

ing the drainage (piestion, the next subject is that of material, and

here the tield widens aud opens. It may be proper to state at once

that in a sense the writer's experience in proper road materials is to

some extent limited. Having by good fortune at his command the

best iDOssible material for road jiurposes he has felt reluctant and is

reluctant to venture into the unknown in haste and repent at leisure."

He si^eaks of his limited experience in road material and of his reluc-

tance to venture into the unknown, and in the same sentence declares

he has at his command the best possible material for road purposes.

He claims that trajj is the best material and that limestone is only

economical or desirable in localities in which it occurs. It is a fact

that there are many grades of limestone of greatly varying composi-

tion. If there are any grades of limestone that are suitable for road

purposes they should be excepted in the sweeping and general con-

demnation of all limestone by Mr. Owen.

There are many portions of New York State, remote from any deposit

of trap, in which limestone abounds and can be used to macadamize

highways most economically and durably. It w'ould be detrimental

to the interest of taxpayers and the jjublic in such localities, to have

the minds of those in charge of road affairs prejudiced against one of

the very best of road materials, and which may be found close at hand.

The utterances of so eminent an authority on roads as Mr. Owen carry

great weight, and it surely is not his purpose to underestimate inten-

tionally the value of any road metal. His condemnation of limestone

is probably due to the fact that he has had to do with a grade in

which silica and magnesia abound and which readily disintegrates by

the action of traffic.

The writer has in mind the i)roduct of a hard limestone quarry of

very different quality from that just described. As evidences of its
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hardness and toughness it is proper to mention that 75% dynamite is

absolutely required to rend this stone, when ordinarily from 30 to 50%
dynamite is used in quarries.* Another point in proof is the fact that

the Troy Steel and Iron Company, after finding that this limestone

analyzed perfectly for their use, found it impossible to readily

flux it. A better proof of the fitness of this limestone to rank with

the very best road material is the instances where it has been put to a

practical test. It has been used to macadamize streets in large villages.

It was used to macadamize the main street of a large manufacturing

village, and is there subjected to severe and almost perpetual traffic. One

concern (of which there are many) carted 25 000 tons of merchandise

over this street last year. It is a 6-in. Macadam, built in the summer

of 1891. It came out of the following winter without a "scratch."

The people of the village had predicted all sorts of disasters to befall

their Macadam when the frost should withdraw, and their satisfaction

was complete when they saw it not a bit disturbed or injured by the

action of the frost, and straightway contracted for another piece of the

same kind of street. Now, here we have a 6-in. Macadam streetway

made of limestone easily withstanding immense traffic nearing the end

of its second year—no repairs, only ordinary care in cleaning—without

rut, its contour perfectly preserved, the whole roadway a solid, smooth-

surfaced and unyielding mass, as any reliable citizen of the town will

gladly testify. "Look on this picture, and on this." Mr. Owen says:

"The success of hard limestone in rainy localities "—mark the words
—" is due, in the writer's opinion, to its comparison, not with harder

and better rock, but with the aboriginal mud." This seems to be

straining a point in the effort to belittle the value of limestone. We
submit the facts concerning the road above described, which can easily

be verified, for they are patent and open as the day, against an opinion.

Here a condition confronts a theory.

Speaking of comparisons, the limestone road in question is worthy

to be compared with any stone road anywhere of trap or other rock,

for no stone road can be better than a road which is hard, smooth and

durable.

Mr. Owen charges limestone roads with being dusty in dry weather

and muddy in wet. Is that not equally true of all stone roads left to

themselves ? The writer can point out a road upon which trap has

been freely applied, without rolling, and which for depth and nasti-
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ncHR of iiuitl and (lust in \\vi aiul div tiiiicH Hnri)aHHOH anytliinf? of the

kind ho ovor Haw on auy other Htoue road.

Anyone lio])inR to find a stone road tfiat will not receive depoBits

of dirt, or not i)owder more or Ichh under wear, that has a Helf-eleanw-

inp, self-rejecting Hurface, had better hasten to rid himself of that

illusion. Inexpensive machinery is made that will rajudly and effectu-

ally remove all dirt and will ami)ly rei)ay in comfort and durability^ of

the road. Even as])halt and block pavements, which of themselves

contribute nothing to the sui)i)ly of dust, must be sprinkled daily and

swept often to preserve a clean condition. Mr. Owen claims that

repairs cost more on a sprinkled than on an unspriukled road. That

we believe to be true, provided the road is not cleaned at proper inter-

vals; but that if the acciimulations are removed at such times, that a

reasonable amount of sprinkling is not detrimental. It is claimed by

asphalt companies that their pavement wears out much sooner when

it is continually sprinkled without being cleaned.

As to ike Relative Value and Practicability of Telford and Macadam.—
First, the much greater cost of Telford must make us pause to consider

well whether or no Macadam can be so constructed as to furnish a

suitable roadway. Telford is demanded only where the soil is wet,

unstable and treacherous. In such cases, unless the stone is near at

hand to supply the Telford foundation, skillful workmanship in

laying the Macadam w<nild give the most satisfactory results. Superior

drainage, the introduction of easily obtainable soil upon which frost

has little effect, skillful manner of rolling and applying the different

courses of broken stone, may be substituted for the more costly Telford.

Mr. Owen's belief that in a cold climate Macadam is practically no-

where compared w4th Telford is not confirmed by results in cases of

several 6-in. Macadam roads in the latitude of Albany, N. Y. These

roads were carefully constructed with the view of withstanding the frost's

action, and are not disappointing their builder. In most localities the

expensive nature of Telford takes it out of the question for building

country roads. Moreover, it is not essential to the construction of good

roads in most localities.

As to the Manner of Rolling, Depth and Size ofStone.—It has been the

writer's practice in building village streetways to grade the roadbed

to a surface uniform with the finished surface, securing a good lateral

drainage, then rolling the roadbed thoroughly with a 15-ton steam-
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Toiler. The heavy rolling disclosing the weak places which are filled

with suitable material and brought up to the required grade. If it is

to be a 6-in. road, enough stone is applied in one course, so that after

the steam-roller has done its work there is 6 ins. of consolidated stone.

In order to prevent the stone from "bunching " and cause the sur-

face to show in waves after some wear, as they will do when dumped

directly on the roadbed and worked over with hooks, it is dumped

on a platform of plank and shoveled to an even depth in its place.

The shrinking under steam-rolling has ordinarily been 40 to 50%.

Could a two-horse-roller produce a like effect with any number of

times rolling ? And is it not important to have as much shrinking done

at time of construction as possible ?

Shrinking means that the pieces of stone are being driven closer

together by the immense pressure upon them; that it is the process of

solidifying, assorting, knitting, interlocking, making the whole mass

as much like a unit as possible, and all the better prepared to with-

stand usage. I agree with Mr. North's view of the manner of rolling.

In cases where the natural soil is not so favorable and it was deemed

well to put down 8-in. Macadam, it has been found best to apply the

broken stone in two courses, each properly compacted with the steam-

roller and finished with a shallow binder of screenings.

The idea of a rut is at all times hateful, and all travel should be

denied until the rolling is completed. The point of fracture and qual-

ity of stone used should be such that the pieces will bind and hold

together in wet or dry weather, with the rolling thoroughly done.

This is the history of the road built in the manufacturing village here-

inbefore mentioned. There never was a rut in this road, even from the

very first. A rut is a sign of weakness, insufficient rolling, or that the

stone lacks the compacting quality. Mr. Owen says, "A rut on the

surface wears out, " but the general experience is that it wears in. They

would seem to have no proper place in a new road, at least.

Another important result of heavy steam-rolling is that the Mac-

adam is rendered more nearly impervious to water, the stone and

screening and packing being so compact as to almost completely pre-

vent percolation of water through the Macadam, so that with good

lateral drainage and proper amount of crowning there will be a mini-

mum of moisture in the stone and in the earth under it, thereby lessen-

ing the injury by the withdrawal of the frost.
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In tliis wiiv a ()-in. roiul will withstainl us mucli Im-iivv tniHic uh a

12-iu. road. Ah only the surl'uce receivoHtho wi'ur, any natural soil that

can lu' nuuU> to furnish a 8tal)le baso for the Macadam, the Macadam
will protect, and Ix'ars the same relation to it as does tlie felloe to the

tire.

Tlic size of stone that makes the best wearing surface would seem to

1)0 the largest size that still has the i)ower to assort, })ind and unite

closely, to present a smooth, full, wearing surface, following the i)riu-

ciple that a large stone is stronger than a smaller one. In the streetway

alluded to in this article, the writer used stone varying in size from 1

in. to 2 J ins., with admirable results. Stone must, of necessity, vary

in size, and it would seem wise to select the largest size that will still

answer the essential requirements of surface stone.

Edwin Mitchell, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The Cumberland Valley,

lying between the easternmost two ranges of the Blue Ridge Mountains,

extending through Pennsylvania and Maryland from the Susquehanna

River to the Potomac, affords a number of examples of turnpikes which

have not a heavy foundation, but nevertheless show little damage from

settlement, most of the rej^airs being due to wearing away of the sur-

face. The Trenton limestone abounds in all parts of the valley, joining

at the mountains the Hudson River slate and Utica shale. The soil is

a heavy red clay which in the " dirt roads," in bad weather, frequently

makes them impassable. All of the public roads are simply graded clay

roads, the turnpikes being owned by stock companies. Notwithstand-

ing the bad experiences winter after winter, propositions to issue

county bonds for road improvements have been defeated by over-

whelming majorities. It seems a more difficult matter to educate

popular sentiment than it w^ill ever prove to raise the necessary money.

Consequently most of the highways are poor specimens of the '

' good-

enough roads.

"

Three of the turnpikes across the valley are portions of the high-

ways built in the iirst decade of the century, connecting Baltimore or

Philadelphia on the east, and Pittsburgh or Wheeling on the west.

These roads are admirably located with good, wide roadbeds.

The Chambersburg Turnpike, a link of 15 miles in the road

between Baltimore and Pittsburgh, built in 1810 through the flat por-

tions of the valley with very little grading, cost 83 000 per mile.

Some turnxiikes, including both hill and valley construction, cost as-
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much as ^8,000 per mile. These turnpikes, now having lost most of

their old-time heavy traffic, receive only such repairs as are absolutely

necessary. During the past few years the average yearly expenditure

on the Chambersburg Turnpike, above referred to, has been $132 per

mile, which represents a fair average for other roads of the same class.

New stone is put on only the central 12 ft. of the turnpike, and is

spread loosely to a depth of from 4 to 6 ins. The average amount used

each year is about 100 perches of 25 cub. ft. per mile, which is sufficient

to renew a width of 12 ft. one-tenth of a mile. Limestone is the only

stone used, owing to its abundance and the cheapness with which it can

be procured. Limestone can be quarried for 30 cents a perch and

knapped by hand for the same amount. Crusher-broken stone costs

on the turnpike from 80 cents to $1 20, according to the distance it is

hauled. The cost of granite would be at least twice as much. The

fresh stone is not rolled, but is left to be packed by the traffic. On the

most traveled portions of the road, this requires about two months.

1 am familiar with but one turnpike that has been constructed in

the past few years, the Downsville Turnpike. This has been mac-

adamized for a width of 15 ft. to a depth of 8 ins. The lower layers are

of stone from 3 to 5 ins. in diameter, the upper stones are from 2 to

3 ins. The method of building was the same as in the old turnpikes,

the stone being thrown down loosely and left to be packed by the pas-

sage of vehicles. This is not to be commended as a practice, but is

cheap, and in this case has produced an excellent result after severe

tribulations and shakings and joltings of the users during the first few

months. The older parts of this road, built about five years ago, have

had nothing expended on them for repairs and are still in good con-

dition. The cost of building has been from $1 700 to $2 000 per mile.

A contract for a portion was let at $1 700 per mile, but before much

was accomplished, the contractor threw up the work.

The public roads of Washington County, Md., have only an

average of $20 per mile spent on them each year (most of this is

wasted) and their condition is execrable. The same may be said of the

roads of other parts of the valley. Franklin County, Pa., last year

spent $60 000 on road repairs, but all the benefit received was washed

away long ago.

The farmers living on the turnpikes and paying 1 cent toll per mile

per horse are much more than repaid by the decreased cost of trans-
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])()itiiti(>n. When nil <»f our (•(Mint r.v |)(»i)iiliit ion can be tim^^lit to Bce

tliis, tlic (liHicnltv of niisiug inou(\v for our roadn will be overcome and

wo run puss Ix-voncl the " f^ood-onoii^li " stage in road-biiilding.

Samikl L. C'ooPKii, M. Am. Soc. C. K.— Mr. Oweu advocates Tel-

ford roads, aud uses light rollers and some loam as a binder. He

makt^s good roads on this ])lau at reasonable cost.

Others, piirtii'ularlv Mr. North, udvocate Macadam roads, use

steam rollers, and no loam. There are i)lenty of examples of these

roads that are entirely successful.

Telford roads can be more successfully made with light rollers

than Macadam roads.

The Telford roads, put together with loam aud light rolling, stand

because the water, that will surely find its way through the metal, is

drained away through the Telford.

The Macadam roads, put together in the same way, will go to

pieces, because subdrainage is not provided.

The successful Macadam road-builder must omit the loam and seek

the utmost consolidation by steam-rolling. He must make a water-

tight road, aud a more perfect surface to shed the rain. It would

seem to be plain, that a Telford road, having a subgrade rolled to

ultimate resistance, and the metal consolidated by a heavy roller,

without any loam, would be a more durable and perfect road than a
*

Telford road on Mr. Owen's plan.

I would prefer an 8-in. Telford road made on Mr. Owen's plan to

an 8-ih. Macadam road made on the same plan, namely, with some

loam and with light rollers. But I would greatly prefer the 8-in. Tel-

ford road made with no loam and heavy roller. It will usually be

found that the last will cost little or no more, particularly if a good

local stone can be obtained for the Telford.

So far as rejDairs are concerned, I believe that Mr. Owen's method

will do far better on a Telford road than on a Macadam road ; but even

if we could make roads that would wear uniformly, which I doubt,

there are certain defects that are sure to appear in most roads, due

to frost and storm, and not to faulty construction, which should

receive immediate attention. I believe that tliere is economy in re-

pairing in the fall and spring, and in prolonged spells of drought and

wetness.

There are more chances of failure in Macadam roads than in Telford
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"roads, because the latter are more difficult to make and require more

attention to maintain.

It is observed in the discussions on this paper, that while the con-

tention begun by the fathers of good roads as to the relative merits of

Telford and Macadam pavements is not yet settled, yet the majority

strongly advocate the Telford construction; and, also, that of the advo-

cates of both systems, those who prefer the heavy roller are in a large

majority, Mr. Owen himself being the most conspicuous among the

minority.

Personally, I prefer the Telford road, made without loam, and with

a steam-roller used with judgment, as the most economical and per-

fect road.

E. E. Russell Teatihan, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—As to machine-

broken and hand-broken stone, I know of a district in England where

the stone has been first roughly broken by machine, then hauled to

the roads and piled, and there broken by hand to the finished size.

The objection found to the machine-broken stone was the irregularity

in size and shape, and the presence of long narrow pieces which j)re-

vented proper binding. The preliminary machine work was probably

to save the time that would have been required in breaking down

the large blocks by hand. This was on main country roads, with

heavy traffic and near large towns. Steam-rollers were not used, but

it was proposed to employ them in the future. The English practice

is, in general, to give constant attention to the road, in much the same

way as the maintenance of railway track is carried on, for road main-

tenance is not merely the laying of broken stone. There are regular

gangs of men on the road sections to attend to general maintenance,

filling up incipient ruts and depressions, scraping and cleaning, trim-

ming grass and hedges, clearing gutters and ditches, breaking stone,

etc. In the spring and autumn, when more extensive repairs are to be

made, sections of road remetaled, ditches and drains and culverts to

be attended to, etc. , additional men are employed. The country roads

are divided into two classes, main roads and district roads, and all road

work is under the supervision of county and district engineers, who

have to keep records of expenses, materials used, etc., and to report

periodically to the public authorities. For removing mud the wheeled

scraper, operated by hand, is largely used. The form is shown in the

rough sketch. Fig. 1, and as the length of the scraper is made up of a
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uinnbor of soj)arato j)iocoH, of (~ slmpc, ull liiiif^JMl toj^othor, tho edge

ncc'omiiHulates itself to any sli^^lit (Icprcssioiis, aud does not tend to

injniH' the surfaee.

Ffjl. «oad P.

Reference has been made to picking up the old road surface, before

applying fresh stone,by means of picks on the wheels of a steam road-

roller. In the autumn of 1890 I observed the remacadamizing of the

roadway of the Thames Embankment, in London. For breaking up

the surface a device was used of the form roughly sketched in Fig.

2, which was hauled along the roadway by a traction engine or road-

roller having a pair of carrying wheels instead of rollers under the

smokebox. It is a small, heavy trolley, consisting of a cast-iron

block about 2 ft. long, mounted on little wheels and fitted at each end

with three knives or "picks" which cut three parallel furrows, the

depth being regulated by raising or lowering the block by means of

screws on the vertical shafts of the end wheels. The screws are

turned by wooden levers, the ends of which are lashed to a center post

when not in use. The use of picks at each end is to avoid having to

turn the trolley. A gang of men with j)icks, spades and rakes spread

and leveled the broken surface. The new Macadam was then put on

and rolled dry by steam-rollers. Then a binding of dark yellow gravel

was spread, watered and rolled until a wave of the water and gravel

flowed in front of the roller. Another layer of gravel was then spread

and rolled to the finished surface. The old surface was well watered

before being 23icked. The new stone was about 2^ to 3 ins. in size,

evidently machine-broken, Judging by the number of long, thin pieces.

Three-wheeled carts were used for hauling the broken stone and

gravel, and in hauling gravel over the new Macadam they were not

turned round when empty, but the horse was attached to the rear end.
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Herbert M. Wilson, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It may be of interest to add

a few words to this discussion, showing the method employed in India

for constructing and maintaining roads of the character described in

Mr. Owen's paper. I am not a practical road-builder, and therefore

all that I can say on the subject refers merely to personal, observation

of the methods used on such roads.

Throughout India there is a system of public roads divided into

four classes ; first, the main or military roads, which are, perhaps, 40

ft. in width and macadamized from curb to curb ; the second class, of

the same width, 16 ft. of which is macadamized ; then the third

class, perhaps 20 ft. wide, which are macadamized for a width of 8 ft.

;

and lastly, the farm roads which are not macadamized at all. These

roads have been built without the aid of any machinery other than

crude stone rollers. They are built on a carefully prepared surface,

generally well aligned and graded by engineers, and the rolling is done

by rollers pulled by men or bullocks, and weighing 2 or 3 tons each.

The stone employed generally throughout Northern India for road

metaling is a natural hydraulic limestone, called "Kunkar," a stone

which I should judge to be much superior to that referred to by Mr.

Callahan, The limestone which Mr. Callahan referred to, is, I believe,

very much superior to the ordinary limestone of the country. In

Southern and Central India trap rock is chiefly used for road metaling.

No stone breakers or crushers are used, and the stone is alw^ays broken

by hand in small pieces of about 1^ to 2 ins. in diameter.

So much for the building of the road and the use of light rollers.

The roads of India are from 30 to 60 years old, yet they are among the

best roads that I have ever observed. The surface is always good

;

there are very few bad places on these roads and they are kept in ex-

cellent repair. This, however, I do not think is to be accredited

necessarily to the method of making or rolling the road, but to the

patience with which the Indian laborer attends to the needed repairs.

These repairs are being made constantly and at all times. Along the

roadsides there are always kept piles of stone, broken or ready to be

broken, and when the laborers are not busily engaged in repairing

small patches of road which have deteriorated, they are seen sitting on

the piles of stone breaking them up wdth hammers. The patient man-

ner in which they repair the roads doubtless has much to do with their

excellent condition.
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WiM.iAM S. Ha("<)T, IM. Aim. Soc. O. E.—I hav« road Mr. Owon's

paj)*'!' with a j^rciit dciil of iuteroHt, an«l tlicro are inauy thiiif^H iu it

wliit'li liiivc struck nic as Ix'iuf.^' i)articiilarly j<ood ; OHixu-ially the liij<h

groiiiul Avliic'h Mr, Owcu takes iu n'^^ard to what tlio ^(^ueral character

of road-makiug shonhl bo. Ho hooiiih to doi)rocato particuhirly the

practice of making roads which aro simply '* good enough," and, iu

fact, of inferior construction gonorally.

These are some points about Mr, ()w(m's paper that I woukl take

exception to, because they differ so materially from my own i)ractice

that I do not feel as if I could endorse them. Mr. Owen does not seem

to be in favor of the use of the steam-roller in any case, ])ut in my

work I do not see how we could get along without them. We have

had in use no less than seven steam-rollers at different times, varying

in weight from 10 to 20 tons, and if we were obliged to build roads

without the use of these rollers we Avould have a lot of stone mixed up

with mud and dirt, as we have found often to be the case when we were

not careful to roll the road with the steam-rollers, Mr, Owen alludes

(Vol. XXVII, p, 618) to an act of the Legislature of the State of New-

York, and in an analogous fashion accuses the people of Staten Island

of being a little bilious, I am inclined to think they were when they

allowed their member of Assembly to have a bill of that kind passed
;

in one particular, if none other. The law provides very specifically

the manner in which the road should be built. It restricts the pack-

ing material to one thing, that is, rock dust or screenings. You cannot

make a good road, in my estimation, from rock dust and screenings

alone. It is impossible to make such a road without a steam-roller.

And, in addition to that, you have got to use the wet method of making

roads—you miist have water. Of course, the finer the screenings are,

the more nearly it ajDproximates to sand, the quicker it will bind and

the more solid your road becomes.

The only comment I have to make on the practice which we have

followed, to a large extent, is this, that the road should be thoroughly

saturated with water at the start. For that reason, on account of such

excessive use of w^ater the earth roadbed must be very compactly rolled

beforehand, and therefore the steam-roller is * indispensable in that

case. Latterly we have used gravel, sand and other materials, and

even clay, and I have found that the results are much better, not only

in the first construction of the road, but in the subsequent wear of it,
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particnlarly in dry weather. The surface of a road l)uilt of nothing

but rock dust as a binder breaks in the first dry spell, and you are

compelled to water it, not only village roads, but the others, for the

sake of holding it together. In wet weather they are inclined to be

muddy. The use of a little clay is not detrimental, but I must insist

that the clay be used very moderately. I would say that Mr. Owen's

limit as to the depth of it was more correct in the ^ in. than as to the

i in., it should never be over | in.

After all, gravel seems to be the best thing for binding roads. I

have found nothing as good. The silica in the sand is apt to grind up

in traffic and it soon becomes muddy. Just as screenings will.

In conclusion, the only thing I wish to lay particular stress upon

is in regard to comparative merits of the Telford and Macadam roads.

The one advantage I find in the use of the steam-roller is that it pro-

duces a Macadam road of such superior character that it takes the

place of the more expensive Telford construction. An 8-in. road in

which gravel is used, or any good binding material, I find to be just

as good as a Telford road, and whether there could be any discrimina-

tion made in favor of the Telford, I have so far failed to discover. In

wet soil it is necessary to have a Telford and particularly on flat

grades. The point I wish to make is that without the steam-roller we

could not get such good results out of the 8-in. roads; therefore, I

claim there is a distinct advantage in employing a steam-roller. In the

Telford roads you have a solid foundation underneath, and the neces-

sity for the roller is not so apparent, and I can therefore understand

why Mr. Owen is in favor of the Telford roads. I am sure that any one

who looks over a newly finished Telford road will find it true that the

traffic does little to destroy the surface courses overlying the Telford

bottom. In the Macadam road it is quite diff'erent ; if you do not roll

the bottom and roll the first and second layers, the road is almost sure

to rut. I have found that to be the case where the contractor has not

observed this rule, and pferhaps has introduced a little too much of the

binding material in addition. When the traffic rolls over the road it

ruts, and there is a great deal of difficulty in straightening out the

ruts. The only way to cure the trouble is to put a little more stone

on the road to even up the surface.

OscAK Saabye, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I had some years ago a few

years of experience in road-making in Denmark, and, if you will allow
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mv the tiiiic. I would like to Jiiako a frw nMuarkH, Mr. Owen Hooras to

hv iu\\riHr to the um(» of stcaiu-rollcrH; I think In* is ri^lit. Ah a rule,

stcam-rolh'rs, naturally on account of their conHtrnction, arc very

lioavv, and while -svi* all know that a road ouplit to l)e rolled well,

there is still such a thinp: as to roll it too well, especially in placeR

wlu'r»> the ston(^ is not as hard as is desii-able. There are miles of

such places in this country, and yon will crush the surface of the road

as louLT as the steam-roller is there. I think ^fr. Owen is right in say-

ino- that the use of liorse-roll(M-s and usiuj^ them continually for a long

tiuK^ ^ives a hotter result.

Another thing that is not always desirable in regard to road-making

is to crush the stone by crusher. It is a known fact that stone, es-

pecially when it is hard, will pack better if the corners or edges of it

are sharp, a result that you seldom obtain by using the stone crusher.

If you break your stone by hand you will get sharp corners, and they

will pack much better—as the gentleman, in his statement in regard

to the excellent roads in India, says that all the stone used there was

broken by hand. So it is with the roads I saw in Europe when I was

there last. There arc others present here to-night who undoubtedly

have observed that the roads in France, too, are built to-day, to a

great extent, of hand-broken stone. We all know that there is no

country to-day which has better roads than France. While in the

construction of a new road you may jDroperly use stone broken by a

crusher to advantage in the lower layers, afterwards, in keeping the

road in repair, it is certainly a fact that hand-broken stone answers

the purpose much better, and it should always be used for surface

dressing.

There is a road running through Denmark, from north to south,

w^hich is called "The King's Highway," and was used as a post road

in the old days. It was built about the same time as Macadam ap-

peared in England. It is a very wide road and subjected to a heavy

daily traffic. The driveway proper is about 80 ft. wide and macadam-

ized. The dei^th of the macadam varied from 10 to 14 ins., as neces-

sary. All the stone used in this road is broken by hand. The size of

the stone varied from 2^ to 2f ins., and each layer was rolled down,

water sprinkled, with small horse-rollers. As a surface were used

smaller stones, about 1 to 1^ ins. in diameter. I see Mr. Owen recom-

mends that that should be the proper size of broken stones. I agree
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Tvith him as far as the upper layer is concerned, but for the lower

layer I think the old size recommended by Macadam, who made it 2^

to 2f ins., answers better.

I notice here in the paper, also, that Mr. Brush makes an objection

to macadamized roads because they are so dusty. Most of the roads

I have seen built in this country are dusty, sure enough; but you can

ascribe this result, to a certain extent, to the use of crushers to crush

the stone with ; and secondly, to the use of heavy steam-rollers.

Their use is cheap, but that is not always a recommendation in public

work. The durability of the work should be the first consideration,

the cost in regard to material and the appliances used should be the

second.

Last summer I had occasion to make observations in Roanoke, Va.,

for about 5 or 6 miles of streets which were being paved with

Macadam. They put down from 6 to 12 ins. of stone. They used the

stone crusher, and it broke itself down several times in breaking the

stones. A heavy steam-roller was next applied upon a top dressing of

screenings. The result was that about eight days after the streets

were opened for travel, they were dust clouds in dry and mud holes in

wet weather.

Mr. Owen also says in his paper: "After using light horse-rollers

constantly a certain time, throw the road open for the traffic; let the

travel of wagons, etc., finish it." He is right in this assertion; but we

cannot do that in this country as long as we have so narrow tires on

the wagons. They do it abroad to a certain extent because they have

wide tires. If we should throw open the roads here, with our narrow

tires, we would simply destroy them. I think a law was passed in

Michigan last year in regard to the width of tires, and I think it would

be a very good thing if it was made general.

I shall only make a few remarks in regard to the repair of roads.

It is not always necessary to repair the road if it only is looked well

after ; that means that men should be constantly employed to fill in

ruts, clean and keep open the drains, etc. In Europe there are always

men employed along the road for these purposes, who, when they

have nothing else to do, as in India, sit along the roadside and break

stone by hand. The roads there need very little repair because they

are always well looked after.

John Bogakt, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. Saabye, what kind of stone

was that used in Denmark ?
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Mr. SAvitvi.. W'r iiscmI ^niiiitc, aiitl vciv Imrd Iim(»Htone also. Thin

liiin^stdiu' WHS somcwiiiit Htickv ;
))().sH(>sHiuj^ ai niortar-likc dctrituH.

WluMi it WHS rollnl down hikI H])rinkI(Ml witli wator, it soon formed a

solid niHss. I made some eluMiiicHl exHiuinations of tins stone, Init I

have not my data here with mo.

The eiif^iueers of the French ''' AdimnifitrfiHoii. d^s ronis ^i Chdus-

sees " have made some very earefnlly conducted examinations of the

"wearinjj; and crushing (iualities of different kinds of stones for road-

making, the results of which have compared fairly well with actual

experience of the wear in roads. The following tahle shows these

results:

Materials. Coeff. of Wear. Coeff. of Crukhino.

Basalt 12.5. . . .24.2 12.1. . . .16.0

Porphyry 14.1 ... . 22.9 8.3. . . .16.3

Gneiss 10.3.... 19.0 13.4.... 14.8

Granite 7.3. . . .18.0 7.7. . . .15.8

Syenite 11.6.... 12.7 12.4.... 13.0

Slag 14.

5

.... 15.3 7. 2 .... 11.

1

Quartzite 13.8.... 30.0 12.3 21.6

Quartzose sandstone .... 14.3... 26.2 9. 9 .... 1 6.

6

Quartz 12.9.... 17.8 12.3.... 13.2

Silex 9.8. . . .21.3 14.2 ... 17.6

Chalk flints 3.5.... 16.8 17.8.... 25.5

Limestone 6. 6.... 15.

7

6. 5.... 13.

5

The coefficient 20 Excellent.

" 10 Sufficiently good.

5 Bad.

J. F. O'RouRKE, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I am very sorry that none of

the authorities of the City of Poughkeepsie are here this evening,

because I think they could add another element to the discussion.

The speakers appear to be pretty equally divided betw^een 20-ton roll-

ers and 2-ton rollers. In Poughkeepsie they did better than that;

they ignored the question of rollers entirely. They covered almost

every street in the city Avith perhaps 6 or 8 ins. of broken stone, and

as you drove along the gutter it looked to be 6 or 8 ft. in some places.

Nobody got in anybody's way in the middle of the street for a long

time. Now they have first-class roads there and it is to be regretted

that the gentlemen are not here to explain how those roads became so

good without any rollers at all.
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Calvin Tomkins.—In considering a road as a floor it should be

borne in mind that its efficiency in this respect is largely dependent

upon its properties as a roof. This is especially true of comparatively

thin roads, and roads resting on bad natural bottoms.

It is possible by making the roadbed sufficiently thick to ignore a

wet bottom, but it is cheaper to arrange for a dry base and place a

thinner road on it.

Drainage is of the first importance, but the cost of drains can be

greatly modified by making the surface of the road as nearly water-

tight as possible.

While not disputing what has been said regarding the strength and

and durability of trap rock, my experience brings me to the conclusion

that hard, broken limestone has a capacity for binding compactly in

the road surface in such a way as to make it impervious to water, and

that trap rock does not do this so effectively. In any case I am sure

that broken trap requires an excessive amount of heavy rolling to

effect what can be accomplished with limestone at much less expense.

The photograph of an actual piece of dried-out limestone roadbed

(Plate XIV) illustrates this point. I have never seen broken trap, gran-

ite or any stone except limestone so compacted that it could be dislodged

from the body of the road en masse, and still show sufficient cohesive

power to hold together when handled. This valuable cohesive prop-

erty of many limestones is probably due to the solution and subse-

quent crystallization of carbonate of lime. The cementing action

begins as soon as the stones are laid, and the quick consolidation of

limestone roads so frequently attributed to the comparative softness

of the stone is to my mind in the case of the harder limestones

erroneous.

A road may have been properly constructed of clean stone and

sharp binder, but insufficiently rolled, or clay and loam may have been

used as a binder and subsequently dried out in the summer; in either

of these cases the stones in a trap or granite road are likely to become

loose and work out of place. This dislodgment of the stones, and the

consequent friction arising among them in the body of the road, consti-

tutes one of the prolific sources of wear to which a road is subjected,

and far exceeds that of the erosion of travel on the surface of a thor-

oughly compacted road. As the stones wear round and approximate

to clear gravel in appearance, it becomes increasingly difficult to fix
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tlicm ill pliicr. and tlic wear is accdcratod. IIii1(^hh roadn of tliiH char-

actor arc cart'tiillv at tended to in jx'riodH of ]>r()tractcd drought tluH

result is more liki^ly to l)e tli(> rule tlian tlie ex(rei)tion, TjinjcHtoue

roads, on the contrary, not onlv continue compact under the drycHt

conditions, but consolidate readily in the first instance after the

sjjreailinjjf of the stone. As a conseciueuce of the foregoiup, the su-

perior hardness of trap-rock is ()ft's(^t in many instances by the increased

Avearinj;- (lualities of a liard limestone road, wliicli does not wear by

attrition, and which is likely to be more impervious to water.

While I do not wish to controvert the proposition tliat a heavily

traveled road constructed of clean trap stone and sharp binder and

thoroughly rolled is the best road, yet I believe that a road constructed

of a hard silicious limestone is more expedient and better adapted to

situations Avhere the following conditions, or some of them, prevail :

First.—When suitable limestone can be obtained much cheaper

than trap.

Second.—When the heavy and in'otracted rolling necessary to com-

jDact a trap road laid without loam or clay binder cannot be afiforded

or is impracticable for other reasons.

Tliird.—On country and suburban roads not subjected to heavy

travel.

Fourth.—On side-hill roads subjected to heavy wash.

i^//7^.—Limestone screenings are an advantage as a binder in roads

constructed of trap and intended for heavy travel.

The excellent roads of Kentucky and southern Pennsylvania are

almost exclusively constructed of the local limestones which are so

easily adapted to quick and compact road-making, and these roads, I

believe, are the oldest metaled ways in the country. In the vicinity of

New York City I would instance the country roads about Westchester

and New Rochelle, and those surrounding many of the Hudson River

towns.

I would also like to call attention to the remarks on limestone

roads in the excellent English work of Thomas Codrington, entitled

" The Maintenance of Macadamized Eoads," particularly to pages 30,

31, 33, 51, 70 and 71.

James Hall, LL.D.*—You refer to a discussion upon Mr. Owen's

paper on Macadam roads, and the question of the composition of lime-

* state Geologist, New York, in a letter addressed to Mr. E. P. North.
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TOMKINS ON ROAD CONSTRUCTION.

^^'

Sample fragment of Limestone Macadam Koadbed taken out of Main Street, Haverstraw,
N. Y., showing cohesive action of limestone.
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stones in regard to their working qualities. Nearly all the limestones

which are commonly quarried consist principally of carbonate of lime

and carbonate of magnesia, with a small admixture of argillaceous

and siliceous matter. The wearing qualities depend upon the texture

of the rock, the fine grained and compact, wearing longer than the

coarser kind. A limestone with any considerable portion of argilla-

ceous matter wears much more rapidly than those where this mineral

is in small proportions. A siliceous limestone, or one where there is

an unusual proportion of silica in the composition, will wear much

longer than the ordinary limestone which is composed almost

entirely of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia. The earliest

recorded analyses of our limestones, which is accessible to me, is in

Dr. Beck's report upon the Mineralogy of the State, published in 1842.

Much has been done since that time and published in our scientific

journals, but I am not aware that any systematic investigations of this

kind have been undertaken until Mr. Smock published his bulletin

(No. 10) upon the New York Building Stones. This volume contains

more information than any other source to which I can refer you.

Your suggestion that a proper selection of local stone will lead

to more road-building than a reliance on trap rock, as a sole material,

is worthy of serious consideration. While trap rock may be the most

durable material for roads, we find good roads in portions of the

country where no trap rock exists; and I believe from what I have

seen that a large proportion of the excellent roads in Switzerland and

other countries of Europe are made of other material than trap rock.

There is one rock in our geological series in the State of New York

which makes a better road than any limestone or trap rock which I

have seen used. This is known in our nomenclature as the cauda-

galli grit, and I would recommend to those interested in road-making

that they examine some roads in the vicinity of the outcrop of this

rock. Having occasion during last summer to follow the outcrops of

our geological formations, especially the limestones of eastern and

central New York, for the purposes of my geologic map of the State,

I could not help noticing the change in the condition of the roads

whenever we approached or came upon this rock.

It occurs to me, however, that I ought to say, in speaking of the

cauda-galli grit, that since I have seen it used only on country roads

where there is only the ordinary amount of heavy traffic of farmers.
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or along roads leading to villagoH, it miglitlx' well tottHccrtain whethor

it is such a rock as ^vill IxMir tlic liravv traHic over roads within large

towns and cities.

Edwaiu) r. North, M. Am. Soc. (-. E.—An apology is due to Mr.

(h-ant tor tho careless use of one word in my remarks at the reading of

Mr. ()w(>n's paper. In the sentence: ••There is, however, one to

which attention might be called ; that is, an unreasoning ajiplication of

principles of construction suitable in other countries," etc. •'Con-

struction," in the limited sense in which Mr. Grant has taken it, is not

j[)ertinent to what immediately follows, viz. : the absence of shade on

the roads of the Central Park, which do glare in July and August,

and it was not my intention to reflect adversely on either the methods,

or results of Mr. Grant's road-building.

The system of construction adopted by him nearly 30 years ago

for the Central Park roads is still employed in this vicinity without

material modification in methods or materials. The roads so built

stand, I think, more wear combined with neglect than any other wheel-

ways surfaced with broken stone. They are better made than a Paris

street I saw under construction, and are decidedly better than work I

saw under construction on the Victoria Embankment, London. This

superiority does not lie noticeably in the material employed, as Hudson

River trap is not much better than the porphyry used in Paris or the

Guernsey granite used in London, but it lies in greater skill in road-

building, more honest work in comj^acting, filling and j^uddling the

roadbed.

Notwithstanding the suj^erior workmanship exhibited in the con-

struction of many of our broken-stone roads, foreigners generally have

the better roads to ride over. A determination adopted some time

since in Paris to substitute other pavements for broken stone when the

annual cost of maintenance exceeded 16 francs per square meter, or

^2 57 per square yard, as compared with Mr. Howe's opinion, that a

yearly maintenance charge of 1 to 1^ cents per square yard is high,

points either to much better road-building by Mr. Howe, or to much

more continuous and expensive maintenance in Paris. It is probable

that more time is expended on the maintenancfe of comiDaratively un-

important roads in Europe than on our best roads, so that the supe-

riority of European wheelw^ays is due more to continuous maintenance

than to excellence of building.
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It is unpleasant to differ from so mucli high authority on the sub-

ject of narrow tires. Undoubtedly a broad tire is less destructive to

a roadway than a narrow tire, both carrying equal loads ; but the

broad tire with its greater weight is more destructive to transporta-

tion than the narrow tire, and roads are built to facilitate transporta-

tion. The arguments of the broad-tire reformers will immediately call

to our minds the old proverb: "A man who would thrive must rise at

five " a proverb which received logical and unassailable amendments

through: " A man who would thrive more must rise at four," to the

ultimate conclusion that no one should go to bed at all. Opposed to

the demand for broad tires is the fact that our wagon-builders combine

their skill and materials into the lightest vehicles of equal strength

made in the world. And our peoj)le have been using them for years.

Because a broad-tired wagon, both theoretically and actually, causes

less wear on a road than the lighter narrow-tired wagon, legislatures

are to be asked to pass laws compelling us to go about our business

with a modified road-roller.

It is perfectly practicable to get such a law passed, possibly in

several States. A few men may be fined for disobedience of such a law.

Probably a great many may be hindered in the transaction of their busi-

ness for a short time in an effort to enforce it, but the law will never

be enforced, and the ultimate result of its enactment will be another

case of ill-considered reform, issuing in another law which is treated

with contumely and neglect. Most of us will admit that there are

already too many such laws on our statute books.

Narrow tires, as pointed out by Mr. Owen, are very efficient in com-

pacting roads. Their great disadvantage lies in the fact that nearly all

horses are inclined to take such direction and guidance from any wagon

track which they see that the wagon they draw follows the same track,

and the compression is objectionably concentrated. While a lazy driver

will encourage his' horses in this inclination, few will give sufficient

attention to driving to sufficiently distribute the compression. Pos-

sibly the only practicable remedy for this on a dirt road lies in fre-

quently obliterating the wheel marks, so that the travel may be thrown

upon other lines. The ordinary wheeled road-scraper, which does

such excellent and economical work in forming and rounding up a road-

bed, may be used with even greater economy in moving just enough of

the surface of the road to obliterate wheel marks. This plan requires
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iiitt'Ili^j:tMit jind friMincnt inaintenanco. On u roiid nmdc witli fiiuMc

stone, tlu> small lioiij)s, wliicli in sncli a case; should always Ix' on tlie

roadside, can hv drawn on for u little material to be i)la('('d in iinv tra<'k

wliich is woanng too much.

licvortiufj; ouco more to " f^ood enoiif^h " roads, without objecting to

the best roads, it may be asserted that, as a general principle, we

will not have the best roads until there is sufficient confidence in their

proving remunerative, to induce peoi)le to provide the money neces-

sary for their construction. And even with a desire for good roads,

there are many localities so impoverished by the high cost of their

transportation that it is utterly impossible for them to raise money

enough to build a Macadam road. The apostle of good roads who

goes into such a community advocating a Telford road costing ^15 000

per mile, or even a Macadam road costing .^5 000, wastes his time as

utterly as one trying to interdict convenient wagons by legislative

enactment.

It seems to me that the extension of good roads has been seriously

retarded in this country by the too general adoption of unnecessarily

thick and expensive roads. When we remember that there are now

some 70 or 80 miles of road about Bridgej^ort that were built under

specifications calling for only 4 ins. of road metal, some of which

have stood for seven or eight years under considerable traffic, it will

occur to many that when an engineer recommends a roadbed from 8 to

14 ins. thick, the soil, or something else, should be carefully examined.

It is unfortunate that in this discussion there has not been a more

rigorous specification, in some instances, of materials and methods

used in the roads described, e. g., when Mr. Owen spoke of a 4-in.

New Jersey road that was " blown up " in consequence of a severe

winter spell, it would have added to the general knowledge of road-

building if he had mentioned that the road was horse-rolled and clay

filled. If a community cannot procure a steam road-roller, they should

make a horse-rolled road, when trap rock is used, over 4 ins. thick, on

all but sand or well-drained gTavelly soils.

I wish to suggest that it is better to build a road that may fail in a

few places through deficient thickness, than to"build a road so thick

that there is no possibility of its breaking through. While the cost of

a road does not vary directly with the thickness of metal, it varies very

nearly in that ratio, as most of our roads are built on an old road sur-
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face, and any unnecessary thickness either locks up money unremu-

neratively or curtails the length of road which can be built with a

given sum, and the value of any road to the community using it bears

some not-yet-determined relation to its length. The above suggestion

should not be considered in any case where the community does not

possess sufficient intelligence to reinforce and repair any weak spots

that may be developed.

An analysis of the Dunderberg limestone referred to on page 622

(Vol. XXYII) is given in Vol. VIII of the Transactions of this Society,

page 98. It is as follows:

Lime 60.20

Alumina 11. 22

Silica 6.13

Magnesia 10.45

Carbonic acid 8. 00

Water 4.00

100.00

James Owen, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I

do not know that there is very much for me to say without repeating

practically what I said before. I don't see that I have any occasion as

yet to acknowledge any very serious or glaring error in my statements

or deductions, but incidentally one or two points have been raised, to

which it may be profitable to allude.

In the first place I want to endorse Mr. North very strongly in

one point, that is, in relation to the wide tires, particularly in the

engineering sense. I believe railroad engineers when they design the

track, now design it for any locomotive; they do not tell the superin-

tendent of the road that the weight of the locomotives are to be ad-

justed for the track. In the same way the road engineer should make

a road that would take anything that could come upon it. In

discussing this question of wide tires any positive action tending to a

change is an attack on a vested industry. To pass any legislation that

would overturn any practice in a certain line of business is not judi-

cious. In a meeting in my State the question came up and I opposed

it there, as I do here, but I presume they will pass it.

I want to allude to a criticism of Mr. Prince with relation to the

accepted practice in European countries. I would state that in the
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r('|M)rt that wus issui'd Ijist siniiiiici- with r(';^'ur(l to the rcjiairH of

roads ill the (h'pait incnt of the /'o/z/s t-t CftfinsHces, in Fraiicf, I waH

very iiuich suri)ristHl and {^ratified l)y tlic fact tliat that HyHtoin wuh

almost uiiiforiu with the Hystem that 1 liad arrived at. The HyHtem vian

cue of repairing iu large areas and based ni)on the ])ractice of making

the road as i>erfeet as possiljle and to maintaining that perfcH-tiou.

Mr. North alluded to the i)raetiee of i)utting on i)atclieH of screenings;

as I said, a little patching will last a few months and then you have

the hole there as before.

"With regard to the statement of Mr. Oastler, I should differ very

much with his suggestion, that the grading of the roadbed should be

level instead of being uniform with the finished surface of the road. I

must say that I miist plead ignorance to the practice as I have never

clone it; if you crown the toj) surface of the road you obviously lessen

the thickness at the side with a level bottom, and thereby reduce the

amount of the metal and also obviate the drainage which might take

place in the bottom of the Telford through the interstices. In fact, I

might state here, as to my own practice, that in my specifications for a

Telford road 20 ft. wide, when I come to the meeting of two grades I

construct on each side to the outlet in the culvert a blind drain; this,

if made of Telford, would carry the water passing through the Telford

and conduct it to the side, and so away from the end. If I had it level

that contingency could not be adopted.

Mr. Saabye's allusion to the question of hand-broken stone, I

think, contains a good deal of truth. I have a road of about 9 miles

in length which is entirely kept in repair by hand-broken stone. I

would state that the stone is broken by a number of gentlemen who sit

in a long row and do it with a hammer. They are convicts. They sit

there on short seats, and each man breaks about i yd. a day.

We get enough stone from them to repair about 9 miles of road.

I think there is a superiority in hand-broken stone; it is of a square

shape, with a better binding power. I am doubtful whether the econ-

omy of the machine-broken stone is better than the hand-broken stone.

In the construction of the tunnel of the D. L. k W. road through Bergen

Hill they broke all the stone used for ballast by hand; they thought it

was cheaper to break it by hand than to crush it by machinery.

I do not think there is anything more to allude to, except that I

wish to criticise one point of Mr. Bacot's where he speaks of an 8-in.
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Macadam. I wish to submit, with all due respect, that an 8-in. Mac-

adam is anomalous. I build my Telfords of 8 ins., and you can see

that it is better when you consider the amount of hammering it has to

go through. An 8-in. Macadam is not as economical as an 8-in. Tel-

ford. I have built 6-in. Telfords, but I would not suggest that as a

practice.

I wish to allude to one thing in the cost of repairs, and that is the

difference between an 8-in. and a 6-in. road. In a certain township in

New Jersey they are building a number of roads. They started them

with the idea of saving money and building 6-in. roads. They found

by experience that a 6-in. road that cost 68 cents, I think, originally to

build, at the end of three years had to be repaired at a cost of 48 cents.

The result was that the arguments for thicker roads prevailed, and

now no roads thinner than 8 ins. are built, and at the end of last year

they had a balance in the treasury of $4 000, due to the less cost of

repairs in 8-in. roads.

Mr. NoBTH.—Was that road made with the horse-roller?

Mr. Owen.—Yes, sir.
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ASPHALTUM FOR RESERVOIR LININGS.—DISCUS-
SION ON PAPER No. 566.-

By K C. Gemsiell, C. B. Beush, S. Whineey, J. F. Flagg, W. B.

Paksons, R. L. Habris, Foster Crowell, M. Fargusson, F.

CoLLiNGWooD, E. P. NoRTH and J. F. 0'Eoure:e.

R, C. Gemmell, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—A description of the

asphaltum-lined reservoir for the city water works of La Grande, Ore.

,

may be of interest in connection with Mr. Schuyler's paper. This

reservoir was planned about a year ago by my partner, Mr. A. L.

Adams, and myself, and was constructed during the summer of 1892.

The reservoir is oval in form, part in excavation in heavy, clayey

soil, and part in embankment made from the excavated material, with

inner side slopes of 3 to 1. The dej)th of water is 10 ft., area of sur-

face 20 880 sq. ft., and capacity 1 000 000 galls. The lining consists

of one layer of brick, laid dry on edge, covered by a layer of bitumen

f in. in thickness.

* " The Use of Asphaltum for Reservoir Linings," by James D. Schuyler, M. Am. Soc. C.E.,

Vol. xxvii, page 629.
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After the earth had been excavated and embankment made, the

whole inner surface of the reservoir was thoroughly tamped with iron

tamps weighing about 25 lbs. and having end areas of about 28 sq.

ins. The bricks were then laid on edge and settled solidly into place

by tamping, the joints and cracks being brushed full of clean sand.

Coal tar was used as a flux, the proportions being 1 part of tar

to 8 or 9 parts of California rock asphaltum, by weight. As the

reservoir was in a certain sense an experiment, there was some ques-

tion as to the proper percentage of flux that should be used, the idea

being to use as small a percentage of tar as x>ossible. The mixture

was "cooked "in a semi-cylindrical kettle, about 8 ft. long by 4ft.

wide by 2 ft. deep, set up between 8-in. brick walls, with bottom of

kettle about 18 ins. from the ground. A " batch " consisted of about

1 600 lbs. of asphaltum, with from 10 to 12% of tar added. Each

batch was cooked five or six hours, being continually stirred until the

mass became liquid and homogeneous. A large bucketful at a time

was then taken out of the kettle by two men, and spread in a thin

layer over the bricks by means of shovel and broom. It required two

layers put on in this way, to make the requisite thickness of f in. As

much sand as would adhere to it was sprinkled over the last layer

while it was yet hot.

During the progress of the work I made a number of tests of the

tenacity of the asphaltum by dipping the ends of two bricks in the

mixture, pressing them together and allowing the asphaltum to cool,

then breaking the joints. In each case the asphaltum remained intact;

and the joint broke by a thin layer of the end of the weaker brick

stripping off and adhering to the asphaltum. Through carelessness, a

rock about 6 ins. in diameter was shoveled out of the bucket with the

asphaltum and allowed to remain until it had cooled. I instructed the

men not to try to break the rock off, for fear of damaging the lining

;

but one of them misunderstood me and struck the rock a heavy blow

with a sledge. It broke off all around where the asphalt gripped it,

with no appearance of damaging the lining.

This reservoir has never leaked. During the process of excavating,

two or three very small springs, or rather "seeps," were discovered

in the bottom of the reservoir and in the sides close to the bottom, and

it was thought best to tile drain the bottom. This was done, the pipe

being brought out through the entry trench together with the other
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liijH'H and connoctod with \ lie ovrrllow pip*' Ix'Iow tli<» f^ato well. ( )nly a

littlo trickliiif^ Htroum camo from tlioso '•hoci)h" tliron^li tlic drain,

and after the ;vator liad Ix'on turned into tlic roHorvoir no dirteronco

could 1)0 noted in the discharge ; hence, tlie above Htatenient that the

reservoir has never leaked seems justifiable. The lining was considered

a success, but licjuid asphaltum, instead of coal tar, should have been

used as the Mux.

The cost of the lining, including the asphaltum, tar, bricks, sand,

wood and labor of mixing and spreading the asphaltum and laying the

bricks was about 12} cents per scpiare foot. The labor averaged 82.25

per day for man, and 84 per day for man and team, ten hours.

A description of a small asphaltum-lined reservoir for the City

Water Works of Waitsburg, Wash., just completed (January 22d) may

also be of interest. This reservoir we 2)lanned after Mr. Schuyler had

kindly given us by a letter a description of the asphaltum-lined reser-

voir built at Denver. It is constructed part in excavation in light,

ashy soil and solid rock, and part in embankment made from the earth

excavation, with inner side slopes of 2^ to 1. The depth of the water

is 10 ft., area of surface 12,000 sq. ft., and capacity about 4:20 000 galls.

The lining consists of one layer of the asphaltum and sand leaving

1^ ins. thick, covered by a layer of pure asphaltum about g of an inch

in thickness.

After the excavation was completed, the hollows in the surface of

the rock excavation were filled in with puddle, well tamped ; and the

whole of the inner surface of the reservoir was brought to a proj^er

slope and grade. The embankment was, during the i^rocess of con-

struction, watered, rolled and wheeled over, to make it as solid as the

nature of the material would permit without actually x^iiddling it, and

before the paving was put on, the inner surface of the reservoir was

thoroughly rolled with an iron roller weighing a little over 800 lbs.

Las Conchas asphaltum was used as a flux, the proportions being

2 parts of it to 8 parts of rock asphaltum. The asphaltum was

cooked from 10 to 12 hours, and then mixed with clean, sharp sand

in the jDroportions of 1 part of asphaltum to 5 parts of sand, by

weight. The sand was first heated to a temperature of about 200^

Fahr. , and the mixing was done in the sandpan by four or five men

with hoes and shovels. This was done within a few feet of the reser-

voir site, and the mixture was delivered in place by wheel-barrows at a
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temperature ranging from 300^ to 340'^ Fahr. It was then spread out in

a layer of uniform thickness with hot rakes and thoroughly rolled

with the 800-lb. iron roller, which was kept hot by means of a charcoal

fire in the pan hung inside of the roller. The paving was put on in

vertical strips, the edge being painted with pure asphaltum each time

before the next strip was put on, thus probably making the joints

stronger than any other part of the paving.

After water had been standing in this reservoir about five days, a

break occurred in the lining near the bottom over the entry trench,

and the water worked its way out along the pipes and around the

concrete cut-off walls. Investigation showed that the first joint in the

drain pipe from the reservoir, just inside of the first cut-off wall, had

not been caulked. The end of the pipe was plugged up, and this joint

leaked badly under very small pressure. The supposition is that, during

the five days the water stood in the reservoir, the leakage from this

joint was sufficient to cause the earth in the entry trench next to the

lining to settle away from it, leaving the liniiig alone to stand the

pressure of the water in the reservoir. Great care was taken in back-

filling the entry trench, to water and ram the material thoroughly;

but it was a difficult matter to make a solid bank of such light, ashy

earth. The hole in the lining was about 6 ins. in diameter, and

around it the lining was dished in like a bowl, showing the great

tenacity of the material. I found that on one side of the hole the

lining had, in the distance of 7 ins., bent in 4 ins. beloAv the face of

the reservoir without cracking. The reservoir has been repaired at a

comparatively small cost by the original contractor, who was still on

the ground.

The cost of the lining, including asphaltum, sand, wood and labor,

was about 12^ cents per square foot. The labor averaged $2 per day

for man and $3.50 per day for man and team, nine hours.

The rock asphaltum used at Waitsburg averaged in weight about

86 lbs. per cubic foot, and the mixture of liquid and rock asphaltum,

after being boiled 10 or 12 hours, then poured in a mould and allowed

to cool, weighed about 77 lbs. per cubic foot. A series of experi-

ments to determine the proper percentages of flux and rock asphaltum

that should be used, the best proportions of the asphaltum and sand,

and the proper length of time for cooking the asphaltum, would be

interesting and useful. With this in mind we prepared a number of
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(iiMiM.s r>. JiursM, ^r. Am. Soc. C E.—The paper is very intoreHt-

in<;-. It treats of a subject in relation towliicli we liave had very little

exixM-ience, or, at least, I have had very little experience. If it is true

that ri'servoirs can be lined with as])halt in the way described, at half

the cost of ordinary lininjij, and that the reservoir can be made im-

pervious to water aud at the same time can stand such a test as is

described iu this paper, that of allowing the water to freeze and be-

come fast to the asphalt, and all this without injury to the asphalt and

without impairing the water-tight character of the lining, it is certainly

something that requires very serious and earnest consideration.

Another feature which has been referred to is the ease with which

a repair is made in case of a leak. I am not familiar with the paper

—

I have just glanced over it hastily—but if I remember correctly, it was

stated that an opening 100 ft. in length and 6 ins. wide was repaired at

a very small cost, some $20, I think.

If that is a fair indication of the ease and economy of repairing such

an opening in the side of a reservoir, it certainly is a very interesting

fact aud it will be appreciated by anybody who has been called upon

to repair a leak in a bank of a reservoir ; such a repair is usually

made at an expense that runs into thousands of dollars rather than

hundreds.

This is the first time that I have heard this question intelligently

discussed. I have heard many claims, but I have never seen the subject

presented in so clear a way. I hoped that some of those who are famil-

iar with the use of asphalt might have been with us to-night and would

talk with us on the subject. It is unfortunate for us that Mr. Schuyler

is in the extreme West where we cannot get at him and ask him ques-

tions. Our friend, Mr. Whinery, is with us to-night, and perhaps can,

without attempting to discuss the paper, which is i^ossibly a delicate

matter for him to do, inform us a little further in relation to the uses

of asphalt in this country. As described here it seems as though it

would be perfectly feasible at any location or in any locality to con-

struct a lining for a reservoir as described in this paper. There would

seem to be no reason for not doing so, and yet, i^erhaps, there may be.

i
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"Whether there is anything in our eastern climate which differs from

the western which would make a lining of this kind not advisable is

something which we would all be interested to know. In the clear,

•drv climates of the extreme West a great many things are done with

cement and asphalt which do not seem to succeed with us. For in-

stance, stucco plastering of houses in New York City is a perfect fail-

ure ; it has always been attended with most unsatisfactory results, while

the stuccoing of houses in the West seems to be entirely satisfactory.

Whether there is anything in the moist climate of the East near the

seashore, or whether there is anything in the rapid changes in tempera-

ture in connection with the moist climate which would have a similar

effect on the use of asphalt for lining reservoirs as it does on the stuc-

coing of houses, would be an interesting inquiry. It is certainly very

important that we should learn all we can in connection with the mat

ter, and I would like to ask Mr. Whinery the simple question, whether,

in his experience with asphalt, anything has led him to suppose that

if these results obtain in the West, as described in this paper, they

would also obtain if applied in the East, and also whether the proba-

bility of durability is sufficiently great to warrant the use of such a

lining for a reservoir in this eastern section of the country. If Mr.

W^hinery could enlighten us to any extent on the subject we would all

be very much j)leased to have him do so, or if any one else in the So-

ciety could contribute to the discussion on this subject, he would

certainly be a public benefactor to all who are engaged in trying to

make reservoirs water-tight.

Samuel, Whineky, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—About five years since, some

two weeks after I first became interested in the asj)halt business, a

member of this Society who was then constructing the new water

works at Covington, Ky. , came to me to ask whether it would be prac-

ticable to line the new reservoirs with asphalt. I knew almost nothing

about the subject at the time, but in thinking over the matter there

occurred to me some objections. The time allowed to discuss or

consider the project was so short that it was concluded to drop the

matter.

One of the questions which occurred to me then was this: like all

other substances in Nature, asphalt contracts with cold and expands

with heat. Now, while the asphalt lining of a reservoir would not be

exposed to the same range of temperature that asphalt pavements are
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(>n stroots, still it wouM l>o oxpoHcd to very conHidcrablo changos m
that ivspoct. Cortainly tin* cliaiif^c from tho wanntli of onliiiarv nmor-

voir wator in Huniincr to a t('iup(U'atur(! })t!rliai)s many (lej^reoH ])olow

freezinp: is vorj oouHidorablo. Last winter I undertook, rathor nusiic-

cesafnlly, to d(»t«Miiiiii(' i lie cocfliricuit of expansion and contraction of

aspluilt in the form in Mliich it is used for pavoments. The resultB

were quite contradictory and not at all satisfactory. As nearly as I

could detorniinc from those experiments the coeflficient of expansion is

about half that of wrought iron. We propose to repeat those experi-

ments in a diflerout form this winter and hojie to determine, at least

apijroximately, the coctiicient of expansion of the material.

In summer time the contraction of the material would make little

difference, because it would be sufficiently malleable to draw out or com-

press, as might be necessary,without breaking; but at low temperatures,

say, 30^ Fahr. , or perhaps lower, depending upon the richness of the.

mixture and consistency of the bitumen, it might become so brittle as

to crack instead of yielding or drawing out. I would think that dur-

ing very cold weather in winter when the reservoirs were frozen to a

depth, as I understood Mr. Schuyler to state, of 18 ins., there would

be danger of small cracks forming, w^hich, of course, would allow leak-

age through the reservoir covering to some extent.

There was one other feature about which I had some doubt. Pure

bitumen is impervious to water, but when you mix it with sand you

make a more or less porous mass which is not perfectly impervious.

The best Trinidad asphalt pavements will absorb from 3 to 4:% of

water; like all other substances of a porous nature, the material will

gradually soften. A street, for instance, paved with asphalt if not ex-

posed to travel, or in the gutters where there is little or no travel, gradu-

ally shows a disposition to soften and become more porous; whereas,

in the middle of the street, where it is subjected to the compressive

effect of travel, this tendency is effectually counteracted. I would be

afraid that in the course of time this asphalt coating, particularly if

made up with a large proportion of sand in its composition, might be-

come more or less porous and gradually soften and lose its perfect

resistance to percolation. I think the method described in the paper

of applying the material is probably as effective as any other. There

would be a very delicate question as to what was just the right mixture

of bitumen. We find that a variation oil% in the amount of oil used
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for tempering the bitumen in the composition for paving purposes i»

sometimes sufficient to determine whether the resulting X3avement is

good or bad. If I wished to line a reservoir with this material, I should

make a careful series of experiments to find just the proper composition

for the purpose. I now see no good reason why a coating of asphaltic

concrete made in this way, quite rich in bitumen and made of the

proper consistency and properly put on, should not make a very

effective lining for reservoirs, and I think it would be reasonably per-

manent. I think Mr. Schuyler's figures as to the cost would be a safe

basis to estimate upon. It is possible that a lining of the thickness he

used might be put on for considerably less than the figures he gives,

but even at that cost it would not be a very expensive experiment, and

it is one well worth trying by all water works engineers.

I ought to repeat that I have had no experience in this character of

work, and only judge from my general knowledge of the material.

Mr. Bkush.—I would like to ask one question. Mr. Whinery spoke

of asphalt concrete and said that it would be desirable as a lining.

Does he mean a concrete formed of broken stone and asphalt ?

Mr. Whineey.—No, sir; formed of sand and asphalt. That is a

general term in the asphalt business, paving material being often called

asphaltic concrete. There is a material distinctively known as bitu-

minous concrete, which is made up of coal tar and sand and broken

stone.

Mr. Brush.—I want to ask Mr. Whinery if he would have a greater

feeling of security as to the lining of the reservoir if it was laid upon a

concrete 4 to 6 or 8 ins. thick, of stone and asjjhalt or tar or any proper

mixture, and then this lining put on the top, whether he would feel any

more security in the bank than if the lining were put on the earth. I

am not now speaking of the security of the bank, but rather of the

security of the asphalt, and for the purpose of enabling the asphalt to

be put on clean.

What I wish to ask is, whether he would have any greater faith in

the lining of the reservoir if the coating of stone concrete mixed with

asphalt or cement or tar, or any other mixture, were put on the bank,

and the asphalt put over it, and, if so, which mixture he would prefer?

Mr. Whinery,—I would say the asphalt coating must have a suffi-

cient support. The pressure is not very great, so that if the support

is uniform and of the strength of ordinary compressed clay 1 think it
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would he snnicicnt. piovidod you felt Hiiro the clay would not Hottle.

"What you need, in iiHiuf^ a coatiuf^ of that kind, in Konio rif(id Hurfaoe on

which to ])ut it. Not lU'coH.sarily a surface of vory ^oat stronj^th, Imt

one that will siiHtaiu the load without failure or Hottlcnumt. Tf you

have a bank that you are sure will not settle, it will afford Huflicient

sni)|>()it tor the asj)halt liniufjj. If you think the bunk in not secure,

tluMi ii livtlruulie concrete foundation would be better.

Mr. Brush.—I asked the ([ucstion because I have never seen a reser-

voir bank that is homogeneous. I have never seen one that wouhl not

settle more in one place than in another. 1 couhl not understand, as

this i)ai)or was read, how an earthen bank could be made sufficiently

rigid to hold this lining which it seems to me must act unsatisfactorily

if the bank was not uniform in its make-up. That being the case, it

seemed to me almost indispensable to the satisfactory working of this

lining to have something of the nature of concrete under it. I am glad

to have Mr. Whinery sj^eak so confidently on the subject, because,

unless we can get this ideal bank to support the asphalt lining, we have

got to put on a coating of concrete of some kind to support it.

J. Foster Flagg, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I would like to ask for a

little more information relative to the tendency of the asphalt to

wrinkle on the slopes of the reservoir walls. The author says: "al-

though it manifests a tendency in warm weather to creep and gather

in Avrinkles down the slopes in both reservoirs, it never breaks and re-

mains imi^ervious to water." Would not this creeping and wrinkling

be cumulative, and w^ould not, therefore, the rupture of the coating

be only a question of time? Even on pavements with a slight slope

there is this tendency to creep. I have seen samples from the asphalt

pavements of Washington with marked corrugations in them. With

the steep slopes of reservoir banks, although below the water-line, the

water would doubtless exert a beneficial influence, I should think this

action would be much more rapid. The experience, it seems to me,

is too short in time to form a jDOsitive opinion as to the durability of

this coating.

Mr. Whinery.—In reference to the difiference between the Trinidad

and California asj^halts, the California asj^halt is a very variable

article, and unless one could see the samples he could form very

little opinion of it. On the Pacific coast, as I am informed, it is found

of every consistency, from practically a crude petroleum up to the
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hardest pitch or bitumen. Not only does the consistency thus vary

when pure, but it is found in various degrees of impurity, mixed with

sand and clay ; it is not uniform like the Trinidad asphalt.

In reference to wrinkling, in asphalts which contain a considerable

amount of oil, volatile at ordinary temperatures, the oil will to some

extent evaporate, and the coating might become hard, or wrinkle, very

much as does coal tar. In the Trinidad asphalt there is such a very

small percentage of volatile oil that when exposed to the air it does not

change perceptibly for years, and I would say, that if the coating is

made of the proper consistency there would be no danger of that kind.

When Trinidad asphalt paving material is taken out of the streets

after years of use, it apparently has nearly, if not quite, the same de-

gree of plasticity as when put down.

EoBEBT L. Harkis, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—As to the matter of thin

coating of asphaltum on a thick backing of concrete, is it not as well

to avoid the latter? That is, does not the thin coating of asphaltum,

being flexible in degree, adapt itself to the settlement and slight

changes in the bank similarly to the skin upon animals, and so prevent

leakage in case of slight changes, by reason of not breaking, as would

concrete when its support should fail?

FosTEE Ckowell, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—My impression in listening to

the paper was that, with reference to the two reservoirs that were last

described, the author speaks of the treatment with asphalt not being

so necessary in one case, because the banks had had longer time to

settle.

Mr. Whineey.—I would say, further, in reply to Mr. Brush, that

the cracks referred to by Mr. Schuyler doubtless resulted from settle-

ment, and a very considerable amount of settlement must have oc-

curred to produce them. A small amount of settlement would hardly

cause them. Asphalt is malleable to a remarkable degree, and the lin-

ing of a reservoir deflects without breaking so as to accommodate itself

to slight settlements in the supporting bank. If there was unequal

settlement in adjoining sections of the bank it would doubtless cause a

break.

Wm. Bakclay Paesons, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It is to be regretted,

possibly, that the author, m writing this very interesting paper, has

not gone a little further and stated from his personal experience how

far he would dare to carry the principles he lays down.
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Under certain eonditions we know that it is jxwHible to conHtnict

larf::e banks that will not leak. There arc other caBCH where a j^ood

puddliufjf nuitorial can be had only at groat expcnHo, ho that the ditfcr-

(Micc in cost between constructing an asi)halt-liued embankment and

one that is water-tight in itself would be considerable. Now, would

Mr. Schuyler dare to build a bank not water-tight and line it with

asphalt, or would he simply use the asphalt lining as an adjunct to a

so-called water-tight embankment ? If an embankment can be built

out of non-water-tight materials and then lined with asphalt, it would

iu many cases reduce the cost materially.

There is another point that occurred to me—the effect the asjihalt

would have on the growth of jjlants. I sup2)0se upon the ordinary

floating algiTi it would have no eJBfect whatever, but on plants that

require a soil it would have some effect, until at least a deposit of soil

deep enough for them has been formed. The cleaning out would

j)robably remove most of the bed soil, and, therefore, it is fair to pre-

sume that a reservoir so lined would be freer from plant life than a

reservoir not so lined.

Mr. Bbush.—The impression from reading the paper and from some

remarks that have been made this evening w^ould seem to indicate that

there was a feeling that asphalt was one of those materials that would

accommodate itself to circumstances; if there was settlement, it

would stretch ; if there was a slight contraction, it would contract. A
somewhat similar idea prevailed when they were building the Wash-

ington Bridge. There is a long arch there of metal which rises and

falls, and the rise and fall of the arch chords necessitate a movement

at the abutment, and in order to meet that movement, when it was

decided to put asphalt in the roadway, an iron trough was placed on

the abutment where the iron-work arch closed against the masonry, and

this iron trough was filled with asphalt. The theory was that, as the

arch rose and fell, the asj)halt of the roadway w ould accommodate

itself to it and there would never be any opening at the joint. If any

of vou have been there you will see that the asphalt did not work that

way. My experience with asjjhalt, though very limited, does not con-

vince me that it is as accommodating as would seem to be indicated by

the paper now^ under discussion.

M. Fahgusson, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E.—That, I think, depends on the

time element. '^Tiile a rapid distortion would cause a rupture, a dis-
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tortion equal in amount, but taking place slowly and gradually, would

not necessarily so do. Because cracks are developed in asphalt laid on

a metallic structure of very long span subjected to great extremes of

temperature in short periods of time, and hence to fairly rapid

and often repeated distortions, it in no wise follows that the same

results would be effected by the slow final settlement of an embank-

ment carefully built and already well consolidated.

J. F. O'EouKKE, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Has anybody here had any

experience in laying vertical walls with water-tight material ?

Mr. Bkush.—I do not know whether I can answer the question; but

in building walls, in order to keejJ the water out in one house, and in

order to prevent the ground water from getting into an excavation I

had made, I put up two brick walls, leaving them about 1^ ins. apart

and filling in with coal tar; it worked satisfactorily. If the gentleman

means a plastering put on the outside, I have not done that.

Mr. Fakgusson.—The Consolidated Telegraph and Electrical Sub-

way Company, of New York City, had the utmost difficulty in making

their manholes water-tight.

Eight-inch brick walls laid in cement mortar and coated inside (and

outside too, I think) with a lining of the same, failed utterly to keep

the water out. As an experiment, one of the worst of them was coated

inside with an asphaltic compound, the proportions of which I do not

know, but which was quite hard and of a very fine and even grain. It

was put on quite thick, I suppose about J in., perhaps it averaged a

little less. It answered the purpose perfectly up to the time I last

saw it.

Mr. O'RouKKE.—The point I wanted to get at was whether you could

take a wall that is surrounded by water on the outside and permanently

keep the water out by means of an asphalt coating. The gentleman

has answered me in regard to keeping the water out of a manhole. I

would like to ask him if that was permanent ?

Mr. Fakgusson.—I do not know.

Mr. O'RouRKE.—How long has it lasted?

Mr. Fakgusson.—It was put on in 1888 or 1889. What its present

condition is I cannot tell. I have not seen it since a few months after

it was finished, at which time it was without cracks and perfectly

tight. Perhaps, there is some one connected with the Subway Com-

pany here who can tell us more about it ?
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F. C\)LLiN(av()()i), M. Am. Soc. C-. E.—Wo Hpcak ubont u wull of this

kind boiiiK ixTinanciit. TIk; (pioHtion, in my mind, in whether uny

iis})hult wall is porijumeut V Whether in these walls there Ih not u little

ehan^e which takes place in all asphalts by which they become brittle

and lose their tightness ?

Mr. Whinery.—I presume that there is a very little change, par-

tiiiilarly in some asphalts. Perhaps the best evidence on tliat i)oint

is the fact that what is known as the Pitch Lake in Trinidad has ap-

parently lain there for ages, and so far as we know it has undergone

but little change, and it must have maintained about the same con-

sistency for a long series of years. They to-day tind when they dig

into it that it grows a little softer below the surface.

Mr. O'RouRKE.—That is one point. Anybody who has taken the

trouble to observe an asphalt floor or sidewalk, after a time will see

that the crack that started in one year the next year will be larger.

In Central Park, I think, you will see cracks opened 3 or 4 ins.

which in the first place were hair lines. I think that is evidence enough

that there is constant shrinkage going on.

So far as asphalt plaster on the inside of a wall keeping the water

out is concerned, I know it cannot be successfully done in that way,

for the pressure would, in time, force it off. If you caulk a boat from

the inside it will fall out, and no one ever did any permanent caulking

on that side successfully, and if that be true of caulking, how much

more of plastering ? I think this question is a very imjDortant one, and

vou have got to decide that you can do it, and know what you can do,

and the way to go about it before adopting the idea of depending on

asphalt to prevent w^ater from penetrating masonry. I have given my

reasons for thinking that a coating on the inside will not exclude water

under a head; therefore, I believe that it should only be used, if at all,

where it can be properly applied on the outside or in the interior of

the wall. In regard to laying asphalt or anything else upon earth,

what Mr. Brush says is a fact of w^hich I have had the best evidence.

For a number of years I was connected with paving in this city, and

some work over gas mains laid in Broadway was paid for at a high

price in order that it should be done and finished and need not be

touched again. They would ram the earth, go over it and make it as

hard as possible, and also put in the strongest kind of a concrete found-

ation, but without avail. It had all to be repaved the next year.
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E. P. NoBTH, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Are not the Park walks made with

coal tar ?

Mr. O'EouRKE.—Some of them are, but those that I spoke of are

not.

Mr. Whineky.— Mr. President, there is another explanation of the

fact that cracks in an asphalt pavement, when once formed, grow

larger, than that the material shrinks. In some northern cities asphalt

pavements do crack during the extreme cold weather of winter. When

the crack forms it becomes filled with dirt and gravel compacted by

travel and when the summer heat comes the pavement expands, but

the crack, being packed up with sand, cannot close up and must com-

press. The next winter when the pavement contracts again you will

have, of course, a little wider crack. In this way the cracks often do

grow wider, but I do not think that it proves that the material itself

gradually shrinks. In milder latitudes such cracks do not occur.

Mr. O'RouKKE.—It is good enough evidence though of the fact thart

it gradually cracks.
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Spencer Mellee, Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E.—In reference to the

1 200-ft. cable-way used at Ogden, N. J., by T, A. Edison, I would add

some data respecting the handling of iron ore there. Three hundred

and fifty to four hundred tons per day are actually handled, and the

cost of operating cable-way, to hoist, convey and deliver the material

to crusher, does not exceed ^7 per day or about two cents per ton.

The cable-way, receiving its support entirely outside the working

limits of the mine, is entirely unafiected by blasts of the heaviest kind,

and as soon as the blast has been fired, the work of filling the skips may

begin. Thus the cost of blasting and handling material is reduced to

a minimum by the use of the cable-way.

* " Electric Eock Blasting—The American Method," by William L. Saunders, M. Am.

Soc. C. E. Vol. XXVn, page 530.
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I do not understand that I violate any confidence in giving some

costs as taken from the books of the Concentrating ComjDany.

A two weeks' run showed the entire cost of drilling, blasting labor,

filling the skips, blacksmith labor, clerical labor and the entire cost of

running the cable-way, to be 21k cents per ton. The cost of the powder

is 2 J cents per ton, making a total of 24i cents per ton. I am told that

the entire cost of mining, including stripping, is about 31 cents per

ton, including interest and depreciation, the latter being 1 cent per ton.

The cost of filling the skip is five cents per ton.

Mr. Saunders mentions the work at the Chicago Drainage Canal. I

take pleasure in stating that a portable cable-way of new design will

be used on this work, several having already been contracted for. I

hope at a later day to be able to present to this Society the cost of this

work per ton or cubic yard with this portable cable-way.

Samuel Whinery, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—About 12 years since, I had

quite a large experience in blasting rock, both in water and in quarries.

In this work we used electricity for igniting the blasts, and, it being

Government work, we kept an accurate account of the cost, and every-

thing else of interest about the work.

In one large quarry where we were procuring stone for a rip-rap

dam, we had a rock face about 50 ft. high ; the stone, was solid lime-

stone, the ledges from 6 to 12 ft. thick. The stone, when blasted out,

was loaded on flat boats at about the level of the bottom of the quarry

and had to be moved an average of about 60 ft. The heavier masses

were handled by derricks, and the smaller portions by wheelbarrows.

The actual cost of work at the quarry, including all labor, tools, ma-

terials and quarry superintendence, was 28-^^y cents per cubic yard. The

quantity of rock moved was obtained by cross-sectioning the quarry at

the beginning and the end of each month, and computing the amount

of solid rock removed. The work was kept up for at least three months

in succession, at about the cost named above.

Mr. Saunders, I think, underestimates the importance of testing the

fuses. I think that some sort of instrument for testing the circuit in

each exploder is exceedingly desirable. We used, for thus testing fuses,

a rude galvanometer made by surrounding a pocket compass with a few

coils of insulated copper wire, actuated by a single cell of Leclanche

battery. It was arranged so that the circuit was completed through

the fuse by slipping the bright end of each wire into spring clips con-
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noctiMl witli tho terminals of the iiiKtmincnt. Tlic sli^litoHt dcHcction

of the iK'iHllo showed tliat tlio couiuH-tiou throuKli i\w fnm; was iutuet.

A siuj<lo (lefectivo fuse in a line of blasts may result in the loss of 15

or 20 minutes of time lor nil the men em])loye(l, while they are out of

the (luiury, waitinfj^ for the defect to he Inuitcd iij), and tlu; blast fired.

It is tlierefoic important that every fuse should be known to be jxTfect

before it is used.

I think there is a general impression, which is quite incorrect, as to

the necessity of insulatiu^^ the leadinf? wires. The fact is, that with

naked copper leading wires, 100 ft. or less in length, lying in the water,

at least four of these fuses can be fired with a good plunge battery.

This seems quite incredible until it is tried. I had devoted a good

deal of thought to the matter, and had, as I imagined, devised a very

nice method of completely insulating connections. It was simjDly to

take a piece of soft rubber tube and slip it over one of the wires, and

after the wires were twisted together it w as slijiped back over the joint

and tied tightly at each end with a bit of cord. In the course of a few

days after we began blasting in water I found the men were neglecting

to thus properly cover the sjilices, and I called attention to it, and was

told that they found it was unnecessary where only three or four blasts

were in the circuit. Of course the explanation is, that the water is so

poor a conductor, as compared with copper wire, that, with the low

tension current used, the leakage of current amounted to very little

It is hardly ever necessary, even in wet weather, to insulate the con-

nections in ordinary land blasting.

In regard to tamping blast holes, there is little question as to the

l^roper method in ordinary land blasting. We had quite an experience

in securing a proper tamping for submerged holes. We were blasting

with holes about 2^ to 3| ft. deep, where the top of the rock was sub-

merged about 18 ins. In that case we found water tamping was insuf-

ficient. We found that ordinary sharp sand did not give a very good re-

sult, as the water seemed to act as a lubricator, and it was driven out with

very little effect. We tried a great number of things ; among others, we

tried running plaster of i:)aris into the hole though a tube, and allowing

it to set for about half an hour before firing it. This did excellently, but

it was impracticable to get the men to use it properly. Finally we came

back to using screened pebbles about as large as grains of corn.

In blasting with the higher explosives, I think it will be found in.
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almost every case, that a very large quantity of the material is wasted^

that the charges are made very much heavier than necessary. In using

dynamite the quantity required is so small, that it is almost impossible

to get the average foreman to put in only the quantity required. After

trying a number of schemes to prevent the waste of explosives, I finally

made a gauge, which was simply a rod of wood, one side of which was

graduated with feet and tenths. On the adjacent side, opposite

each mark, the length in inches of dynamite cartridge required for

that length of line of least resistance in the blast to be fired was

indicated. For instance, opposite 1 ft. there might be i-in. dynamite
;

opposite 2^ ft. there might be 3 ins. of dynamite. The foreman was

instructed to use this gauge by laying it on top of the rock in such a

way as to measure, as nearly as possible, the line of least resistance,

and then the quantity of dynamite marked opposite that figure was

used. We found that we reduced the quantity of explosive used in the

quarry about one-half ; this was in the open quarry. Of course it

would not be practicable in blasting under water.

James Owen, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—You don't remember what your

proportion was ?

Mr. Whineby.—I do not. I used the ordinary formula with co-

efficients determined by trial. It was some 12 years ago, and I do not

remember accurately.

George E. Hardy, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

—

Hoav was the test made

with the wire, in fresh or salt water ?

Mr. Whinery.—Fresh.

A. McC. Parker, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—For the last three years I

have had occasion to use considerable high explosives in the city work

at the foot of One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street. We are blasting

to get a uniform depth of 12 ft. below water, and at high tide that

brings it down sometimes as deep as 17 ft. below the surface. We
have had the same experience that Mr. Whinery speaks of in regard to

insulation. We led directly from the diving scow and thought it

would be quite important in salt water to see that the joints and con-

nections were all fairly insulated and covered up. We have fired as

many as six or seven holes in salt water without any attention being

paid to the connection. The wires were simply scraped bright with

an old knife. It has been a peculiar experience with us that in the ex-

plosive which we are using it has happened quite frequently that
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tluMlctoimtor lias ^^oncoty and not liicd tlic <'XploHivo. WC art* iiHing

iju'k-a-rock tlicic, Itccausc it is in the city limits, in the neigh-

borhood of S(>v('ral Mianuruct urin^ «'stal>liHlnn(Mits wliicli jiuvc heeii

luiincd out onco or twice and thcv arc a little uneasy about dynamite,

but do not seem to euro at all about rack-a-rock, and the fire insurance

l)coi)lc do not raise any objcc-tion. I don't think anybody has ever had

any cxi)criouce in which a detonator has blown out of a dynamite car-

tridj^c and not set oft' the charge, unless it was so badly frozen that it

was inert. But in rack-a-rock we have found that the detonators will

go oft" and we will pull uj) the wire and no explosion has taken place,

except that of the caj). W(^ have not had any trouble about breaking,

when wo have gotten our charges right. There has not been much
difiiculty about losing the charge, but it has hai)i)ened on several occa-

sions. We have always been blasting in such deep water that there

was no trouble about the tamjjing. We have had occasion, however,

to blow up several boulders in the Harlem Elver that would show at

low tide. They broke in just the shape we wanted them, 8 or 9 ton

pieces, but they were fired at high water, when the charges were

tamped ^^ith fuses on 5 ft. of water.

Edwakd p. Nokth, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—In regard to losing dynamite

blasts in cold weather as mentioned by Mr. Parker. In some under-

water blasting, under my direction, a No. 1 dynamite cartridge had its

top knocked off by an 8 or 9 grain detonator without apparently firing

any i)art of the cartridge. It was a very cold day, below zero, the top

of the cartridge was about 18 ins. below the top of the rock, which had

4 ft. of water on it, and some oakum was tied to the tojD of the cart-

ridge, to prevent its being lifted from contact with the cartridges below

it through floating ice striking the leading wires.

On seeing that it was a misfire I took a boat and found the top of

the cartridge on the rock by the side of the hole. A second cartridge

was taken and the same style of exploder, reinforced with a 9-grain

fulminate cap, was placed from one-third to one-half the depth of the

cartridge, which was then tied up with a wad of oakum, as before.

Although this must have occasioned a delay of fully half an hour,

during which the temperature of the main charge should have got

down to 32^ Fahr. , the shot when fired was aj)j)arently as effective as

any single shot with the same charge fired at that place.

Some experiments, which were made both before and after this, led.
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me to think that thoroughly frozen No. 1 dynamite could be fired, if

efficiently confined, by 15 or more grains of fulminate, but that no

amount of fulminate that can be pushed into a cartridge will fire it

when frozen and unconfined. The experiments, however, were

roughly made.

E. E. EussELL Tratman, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—In his remarks

upon explosives used in blasting, Mr. Saunders makes no reference to

the use of unfreezable dynamite to prevent the numerous accidents

which occur from the careless way in which frozen cartridges are

thawed. Probably many minor accidents of this kind occur which are

not reported in the papers ; but the accident on December 28th, 1892,

at the works in Brooklyn, N. Y., for the proposed tunnel under the

East Eiver, where the cartridges were thawed out in a steam chest,

and 40 lbs. of dynamite were exploded in consequence, several lives

lost, and great damage done, is one of the periodic occurrences which

come as reminders of the danger and uncertainty of dynamite. The

unfreezable dynamite is, I believe, a German invention, the principal

feature of w^hich is said to be the addition of a small percentage of

isoamylic nitrate to the nitro-giycerine or dynamite, rendering it un-

congealable and somewhat less sensitive to concussion, while at the

same time slightly increasing its explosive power. About two years

ago I met in England an exj^ert in explosives who had conducted

satisfactory tests of this material, and who gave me some instances of

the singular carelessness displayed by men in thawing cartridges by

baking, boiling or otherwise heating them. I have recently received

information from a gentleman connected with the invention in Eng-

land, stating that the material does not freeze at a temperature of 50°

below zero, Fahrenheit. It is manufactured in the same way as

ordinary dynamite, and the cost of manufacture is about the same. It

is not affected by damp or shock, and samples which were made two

years ago and have been subjected to the ordinary alternations of heat

and cold have recently been found to have undergone no change

whatever in regard to the non-freezing quality.
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STREET MOTORS ON THE GOVERNMENT TRAM-
WAYS AT SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.^

By George Downe, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Eead March 1st, 1893.

The wi'iter does not propose to discuss the relative merits of differ-

-ent systems of tramway traction, but to give only the details of cost

of working steam motors in the City of Sydney, as these are seldom

given with the fullness desired by engineers.

There are five main lines leading into this city, all joining into one

at a point about three-fourths of a mile from the terminal station.

From these main lines there are eight branch lines, three of which have

engines running to and from their Junctions only. The engines of the

remaining five of the branches run over the main lines to the head

terminal station. On every line there are many curves, ranging from

80 ft. to 196 ft. radius and grades up to 6%; and fully one-third of the

lines, both main and branch, are constructed on grades ranging from

3 to 5/0 , the last named predominating.

* The subject-matter of this paper was sent in the form of a letter to the Secretary, and
in view of its value in connection with the recent discussions on the subject, has been

prepared by him in its present form.
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All trains arriving at or departing from the main station pass over

the same lines up to the junction at Hyde Park. It may be said that

a proper tramway system should be less centralized, and should be

worked with small cars and a quick headway; but in Sydney, for

various reasons, centralization could not be avoided when the lines

were constructed.

The following rates are paid to employees on the running staff:

to drivers, lis. to 14s. per day; firemen, 7s. 6d. to 9s.; cleaners, 4s. 6d.

to 7s. 6d. per night. For these, 55 hours constitute a week's work. To

the repairing staff the wages are: fitters, 10s. to 13s. ; blacksmiths, 10s.

to 12s. 6d. ; turners, 10s. to lis. 6d. ; car-builders, 10s. to lis. ; machin-

ists, 7s. 6d. to 9s. ; laborers, 6s. 6d. to 7s. per day, 48 hours constituting

a week's work. These amounts form an important item in compari-

sons of working cost.

There are now in use 106 motors for working the city and suburban

roads, 93 of which were built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, 10

were built locally on American patterns, and three were by English

builders. All are 4-wheel, coupled. About 80j^^ have 35-in. wheels,

and 11 X 16-in. cylinders, and 67 of this number are now in ordinary

daily traffic. The cost of the locomotive branch of the service for the

year 1892 is given in detail in the following table

:

New South Wales Government Tramways—Locomotive Branch

C AND S Lines.

Statement showing the Mileage performed by Steam Motors and the

Working Expenses of the Locomotive Branch, with the Cost per

Train Mile for the Financial Year of 1891-2.

Particulars. 1892.

Total No. of motors in stock (average for the year)

In steam daily ;—Traffic
Shunting and ballasting

Average No. of motors under repair
Average available reserve
Total engine mileage run
Total train mileage
Average total mileage per motor
Average total mileage per motor in steam

106.35
61.85
3.oa
23.91
17.59

1 885 303
1 e07 308

17 7-27

29 072
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EXPENDITURE.

Head of Seuvick.

LocoMOTivK Superintendent anu Clehkk

Locomotive Hni)oriutendi>nt, etc
ClerkH 1111(1 incBsoiiyora
Accou ntiii^ staff

Drawing otlire

Stationery ami printing
Repairs to head olflcc

Office cleauiu{{ and sundries

Locomotive Foremen.

Total CoHt
18'.t2.

£ B.

5K'2 8
3*23 7

17

70 7

6

Inspectors, running foremen, etc.

Timekeepers, running staff

Locomotive Drivers and Firemen.

Drivers and firemen
Drivers' expenses

,

Holidays
Sick pay
Believing

Locomotive Cleaners, Coalmen, etc.

Cleaners
Running shed laborers
Storemen
Fuelmeu
Holidays
Sick pay
Relieving

LocojaoTivE Sundries.

Tools and machinery
GkJs, candles and oil lighting
Electric light in running sheds.
Sundries
Casualties
Repairs to yai d lamps
Repairs to running sheds
Holidays

92 10 9

£16C3 2 2

£ 8. d.

1 373 8 11
3.10

£1 723 8 11

£ 8. d

40 865 1

10 12 6

1 673 11 3

47 13 9

1 467 12 3

CoBt per
Train Mile

1892.

£44 064 10 9

£ 8.

5 106 12
1298 6
145

1904 4

336 17
4 18

84 4

£8 880 3 10

£ s. d
99 17 5

162 7 5

8i«l 5

122 17

2 15 11

5 4

144 15

£2 424 3 1

Coal, Coke, Wood, etc.

Fuel for locomotives £15 664 3 3

Water.

Water supplied to the Department . .

.

Wages, repairs of water supply pipes
Materials " " •'

£ s. d.

1801 15 8
136 7

113 3 9

£2 051 6 5

d.

.088

.087

.048

.000

.Oil

.000

.014

.248

d.

.205

.052

.257

d.

6.102
.002

.249

.007

.219

6.579

d,

.763

.194

.022

.284

.0.50

.001

.012

1.326

d.

.015

.173

.134

.018

.OilO

.000

.022

.000

.362

2.339

d.

.269

.0-20

.017

.306
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EXPENDITURE—Con«nMei.

Head of Service.

Oil, Tallow, Waste.

Oil, tallow, waste and other running stores

Stores for Cleaners.

Stores for cleaners ,

Engine Repairs.

"Wa?es and materials ,

Proportion of shop charges ,

New engines to maintenance

Car Repairs.

Wages and materials ,

Proportion of shop charges ,

Examining cars
l^ew cars to maintenance ,

Wagon Repairs.

Wages and material
Proportion of shop charges

Grand Total

Total Cost
1892.

£ s. d.

3 663 10 5

£ s. d.

562 3 1

£ s. d.

24 417 2

3 936 18 9

Nil.

£28 353 18 11

£ s. d.

9 035 8 11

977 9 4
227 18
Nil.

£10 240 16 3

£ s. d.

85 15 11

20 16 7

£106 12 6

£119 397 19 7

Cost per
Train Mile

1892.

d,

.547

d.

.084

d.

3.645
.588

,000

4.233

d,

1.349
.146
.034
.000

1.529

d.

.013

.003

.016

17.828

To understand the table it should be stated that the trains are run

with one to four cars each, as the traffic requires. The average num-

ber of cars per train was 2^. These cars are standard, and each seats 70

passengers. This makes an average seating capacity of 158 persons

per train, and the average weight of a loaded train 82 880 lbs. This

explanation is necessary, since the cars ordinarily employed seat only

from 16 to 24 each.

The motor service is thought to be very satisfactory, averaging per

motor 29 072 miles per annum in steam, with an average speed of 10

miles per hour. All the under-gear is exposed to dust in dry weather,

and mud in wet. Fully one-eighth of the number in steam make a

daily run of 100 to 130 miles, and the average for all in steam is now

over 80 miles per day. The state of efficiency in which the stock is

maintained can be gathered from the fact that at Easter and Christ-
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miis, the lougost holiday hoiisohh, the motors not uvjiilublc for traHic

"were only 1%, and of carH 2i",^ of tho total iniiiilK«r8.

From tlic roi)ort of tho Itaihvay ('omniiKHiouerH for 1K91-02 it will

be seeu that tho total working oxpouHOH for the year were £221) 145, of

which .£llJ)li98, or something more than one-half, was ex])on(led by the

locomotive branch, of which details are given in the table above, and

£73 318 was for salaries and wages to roadmen, conductors, etc. The

total working exiionae jjor train mile was therefore 34j{|77d., and the

portion dm> to the locomotive branch 17-i^d.

In comparing these expenses with those in other localities, it is

necessary to note that, in addition to the weekly i3ay, every employee

is paid for his time during all holidays proclaimed as general in the

Colony, and, also, in the case of a large portion of the running staff

for three to six good-conduct holidays.

The proclaimed holidays average at least 11 per year, so that all

the staff" is paid for 11 days, and the running staff for 14 to 17 days

more than he works, a concession beyond anything granted by iDrivate

companies.

Notwithstanding the rates paid for labor, the increased cost for

materials imi)orted from England and America, and the concessions

granted under the control of the present Commissioners during the

past three years, a net i^rolit of over 5% per annum has been realized

in addition to the expenditure of large sums out of revenue in

renewals of road and stock.

The fares are collected in sections, some at 2d., others a penny;

the average rate being slightly under a penny per mile.

All the employees are under civil service regulations, and must

retire at the age of 60, unless after medical examination the Commis-

sioners think it desirable to retain them. A son cannot work under

his father after his salary reaches £80 per year.
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JETTY HARBORS OF THE PACIFIC COAST.*

By Thomas W. Symons, Captain, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

Eead Mabch 15th, 1893.

The improvement of harbors on the Pacific Coast of the United

States by the jetty system has reached such a stage, and has been so

successful at several points where the work is now practically com-

pleted, that it has occurred to me that a statement and general de-

scription of the conditions met with, the plans of improvement

adopted, their execution, the results obtained and the lessons learned,

might be of interest to my brother engineers.

The Pacific Coast.—The Pacific Coast of the United States is gener-

ally high and rocky, with few good harbors. Enormous masses of

easily moved sands form the shores, and underlie the waters adjacent

thereto. The extent of shore line from the southern limit of Cali-

fornia to the northern limit of Washington is 3 120 miles, divided as

follows : along California, 1 097 miles ; along Oregon, 285 miles ; and

along Washington, 1 738 miles. This latter includes the shore lines

of the mainland and the islands of Washington and Puget Sounds.

* Discussions on this paper received before May 15th, 1893, will be published in a subse-

^juent number.
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Upon this proat extent of coast, the only firHt-clasH liarborH are at

San Francisco, the Columbia Kivcr, and in Pugot and Washington

Sonnds. TIio nnnihcr of harbors of any kind alon^^ th(! main ocean

shore is very limited.

Occdit Slopes.—As a rough approximation, it may be stated that the

slope of the bottom of the ocean in tlu; immediate vicinity of the land

averages above four fathoms per mile. The distance of the 100-fathom

curve from the shore diminishes generally from north to south.

Along the State of Washington it averages about 20 miles from

shore ; along Oregon, about 10 miles, and along ('alifornia, about 6

miles. To the south from Monterey Bay, the 100-fathom curve aver-

ages not more than 4 miles from shore.

As the prevalence and severity of storms increase from south to

north, it is probable that to this fact are largely due the flatter slopes of

the fore shore on the northern coasts. Beyond the 100-fathom curve,

the ocean deepens more rapidly, a dejith of 1 500 fathoms being

reached at an average distance of 60 miles from shore, giving a slope^

to reach this depth, of 25 fathoms per mile.

Plate XV shows a number of ocean profiles taken from the Coast

and Geodetic Survey Charts. These profiles show how much steeper

are the ocean sloj^es, and how much deeper the ocean becomes,

as we go from north to south. The i^rofile marked " 0," taken from

San Diego, exhibits the great ocean plateau lying at a general depth of

500 fathoms to the south and east of Santa Barbara, which includes

within its limits Santa Kosa, Santa Cruz, Santa Catalina, San Cle-

mente, and other lesser islands.

Currents.—The main drift of the waters off the coast is from the

north-westward. This is the flow of the great Japan stream after

striking the northwest coast. The great ocean current produces a

reflex eddy coast current to the northward. This northerly inshore

eddy current is established by much cumulative evidence. It is stated

by Professor Davidson, that 9 out of 10 of the buoys that go

adrift ofif the Columbia River go ashore to the north at distances

varying from 20 to 100 miles. A remarkable instance of this drifting

to the north is that of a large nun buoy, which went adrift from the

Columbia River bar in January, 1889, and traveled in 167 days 1 540

miles up into the waters of Alaska.

Along some parts of the coast, this northerly current is continuous
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throughout the year, but in many other parts it is modified by the

shape of the coast and the prevailing winds. During the summer,

along the shore, the prevailing winds are from the north and north-

west, while the winter and most severe winds are from the south and

southwest. The surface currents near the shore are modified and con-

trolled by these winds, the currents have the same direction as the

winds, and often reach a velocity of IJ to 2 miles per hour. These cur-

rents, controlled by the winds, extend ofif-shore to distances estimated

at from 16 to 50 miles. They are again modified by the projecting

capes and bights, establishing eddy currents. Our knowledge of the

ocean currents of the Pacific Coast is in reality very limited, as no

systematic and detailed study of them has ever been made, although

such study is highly important for engineering and navigation pur-

poses.

Professor Davidson, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, has en-

deavored for years in vain to secure funds to carry on the requisite

observations. All the engineers and assistants along the coast are

instructed to and do study these currents, but the range of observa-

tion is so limited, and the data gathered so scattered and disconnected,

that the results obtained are by no means satisfactory.

Tides.—The tides along the Pacific Coast of the United States are

of a complicated character. In general, they increase in range from

south to north, the mean range at San Diego being 3.7 ft., and

at the mouth of the Columbia, 6. 2 ft. In Puget Sound these heights

are much increased. At Olympia, situated at the head of Budd's

Inlet, the tide often reaches a height of 18 to 20 ft.

There is a marked peculiarity of these tides not observable in those

of the Atlantic Coast, this being the difference in the heights of the

two high and two low waters of each day. In each lunar day, there

are two high waters and two low waters, which are generally unequal

in height and occur at unequal intervals. These are ordinarily desig-

nated as the *' lower low," " higher low," "lower high," and "higher

high " waters. They succeed each other along the main coast as fol-

lows :

From the lower low water, the tide rises to the lower of the two

high waters ; then falls to a low water that is higher than the pre-

ceding low one ; then rises to the higher high water ; then falls again

to the lower low water. Sometimes there is scarcely any difference
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l)('tw(M'n the " lowci- \\'\^\\ " and ilic " lii^clirr low," ho tljat the tide is

ni)imnMitl.v at a .staiulHtill for luuny lioiirs. In the inuer waterH of

Pnj^et imd Washinf^tou Honiuls the ordtr of occurrence of thcHO tides

is reversed, and the dift'ereuet^s lu'come still more marked.

A datum plaue adopted by the Coast Survey and the Eu^ucer De-

partment is the mean of the *' lower low " waters. This is ordinarily

about 1 ft. below the plane of mean low water, as it would be deter-

mined upon the Atlantic Coast.

Plate XVI shows the peculiarity of the tides as exhibited on a

self-registering tide gauge for 15 days at Yaquina Bay, and for 15 days

iit Seattle on Puget Sound.

Shores.—The Pacific Coast is generally high and rocky. The main

bulk of the rock along the coast is sandstone of various degrees of

hardness ; here and there a point jets into the ocean, which is suffi-

ciently hard to resist the action of the seas. Some of these projecting

points are of hard trai) rock. The grinding up of the rocky coasts by

the seas has supplied the Pacific Coast very liberally with sand. The

coast range of mountains, the summits of which are at an average

distance of about 20 miles from the shore, are composed mostly of

sandstone, of which a great portion is soft and easily eroded. The sand

resulting from these two causes has accumulated along the shores in

vast quantities, to be the plaything of the winds, waves and currents,

and to render necessary most of the works which have been under-

taken for the improvement of the Pacific Coast harbors. The visible

sand occurs in the form of glistening dunes, entirely bare of vegeta-

tion, of great areas just above high water, upon which drift-wood is

scattered, and upon which a scanty vegetation seems endeavoring to

get a foothold, and of large areas exposed at low tide. Besides the

visible sand, there is that forming the fore shore, the shoals and bars,

and held in suspension in the ever-moving waters.

To control, properly and efficiently, this sand is particularly and

primarily the object of most of the improvements on the coast.

A careful study, therefore, of the movement of these sands in air

and water is necessary in order to hit uj^on the best plan for improve-

ment in any particular locaUty. In some places, as at Coos Bay, the

sand moves in a regular cycle, being washed up on the spit, and the

elevated sandy peninsula limiting the bay on the west. Here it is dried

to a greater or less extent, and then moved by the northwest winds
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of summer or the southwest winds of winter across and over into the

bay. The tidal ebb currents sweep it out to sea, and it is deposited

upon the bar to be again torn up by the waves and forced back upon

the shore, to resume its cyclical movement. As an auxiliary to the

regular jetty harbor work at Coos Bay, an effort is being made to con-

trol and limit this sand movement by establishing plant growth on

the sandy peninsula. This effort is still in its experimental stages, but

it is evident from these experiments that it requires only money and

time to accomplish great good in this manner. This was also done to

a slight extent at Wilmington.

The quality of the bar sands has also an imiDortant bearing upon

the question of improvement. If the sand is heavy and coarse, like

it is at the entrance of the Coquille River, it is with much greater

difficulty that a channel is scoured through a shoaled-up bar than it

is where the sand is fine and light like that at the mouth of the Siuslaw

River. But in the latter case shoaling is more apt to take place under

wave action, and consequently a bar channel is less stable when once

formed.

Drift.—The abundant forests of Washington, Oregon and Northern

California send down to the sea an enormous quantity of drift timber,

which in some instances is an important factor and has to be given

serious consideration in devising works of harbor improvement. The

whole of the North Pacific Coast is lined with this drift, consisting of

logs, 4 to 6 ft. in diameter, and 100 ft. or more in length, intermingled

with stumps and smaller forest debris. Where works are situated at the

mouth of a drift-bearing stream, special precautions have to be taken, to

prevent injury to the auxiliary and uncompleted work by the drift.

The photograph of the improvement works at the mouth of the Coquille

River (Plate XVII) shows a typical view along the North Pacific Coast,

and gives a slight idea of the enormous quantities of drift in many places

along the coast.

Harbor Improvements.

The necessities of commerce have demanded that a number of har-

bors along the coast be improved, and the Government has appropriated

money to this end. At two points along the coast. Port Orford in Ore-

gon, and San Pedro in California, it has been proposed to make har-

bors for deep-sea shijDS by means of breakwaters, but they have never

been commenced. A number of harbors have been, and are being, im-
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provovl by the conHtnu'tion of jottioH, and this is the particnilar class

of iTni)rovoinont with whit-h thin pai)or lian to do. It i.s believed that

a knowledge of the works and the resultH obtained can best ]>e com-

ninnicated by giving a few examplcfl.

The inauguration of the jetty system, pure and simple, on the Pa-

cific Coast, took place at Yaquina Bay.

Yaqnina Bay.—Yaquina Bay is a narrow estuary some 20 miles long,

situated on the Oregon coast, 115 miles south of the Columbia River.

The improvement of this bay was demanded in consequence of the

building of the Oregon Pacific Railroad, and the desire of the people of

the Willamette Valley to have an outlet to the sea and the markets of

the world sejjarate from, and independent of, the outlet })y way of Port-

land and the Columbia River. The tidal area of Yaquina Bay and river,

and all sloughs affected by the tide, is 5 square miles. The total drain-

age area of the bay and all its tributaries is 262 square miles. Except

in heavy freshet stages, the fresh-water flow is of relatively no import-

ance compared with the tidal flow.

The average height of the tides above the plane of reference, the

mean of the lower low waters, is 7 ft., with an extreme range from lowest

to highest of about 11 ft. There is a mean ebb outflow of 32 000 cu. ft.

per second, more or less, as the tide is spring or neap. In its natural

condition, the harbor throat lay between a rocky headland on the

north, and a low, sandy point on the south. The channel discharged

into the ocean over a sandy bar underlaid by, and interspersed with

rocks. As far as known, there was always at least one channel over

the bar, carrying about 7 ft. at low water. Sometimes this channel lay

in a north-westerly direction, and at other times in a south or south-

"westerly direction. At times, two channels were found, doubtless with

diminished depth. These channels were always narrow, uncertain in

alignment and depth, and bordered by sands upon which there were

constant breakers. About a mile in front of the shore, and about a

quarter of a mile in front of the outer edge of the bar, is a reef of rocks

extending nearly north and south, upon which there is a low water

depth, varying from 6 ft. to several fathoms. The heaviest of the west-

erly swells are broken by the reef before they reach the entrance of the

bay. This reef has a very imiDortant bearing on the improvement of

the entrance, acting as it does as a breakwater protecting the entrance

and the jetties.
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Between the bar and reef the depth was from 4 to 5 fathoms.

Outside the bar, the depth increased seaward very slowly to the outly-

ing reef ; beyond the reef, the depth increases more rapidly. Borings

through the sand indicated the whole entrance to be underlaid with

rock in nests, ridges, or in a stratum, or all combined. The highest

point of rock found in the vicinity of the proposed channel was 18 ft.

below the datum plane. These borings, made through from 8 to 15 ft.

of sand, gave but imperfect knowledge of the underlying rock, but

enough was learned thereby to indicate that the maximum depth to be

expected from scour was 18 ft.

The entrance opens upon the stormiest part of the coast, where

heavy gales prevail a* intervals, from November to April. These

storms develop waves of great magnitude, which break, or, in other

ierms, assume a motion of translation, in depths of 8 to 10 fathoms.

The summer winds produce waves of much less magnitude, which are

harmless in depths greater than 3 or 4 fathoms. On this sandy coast,

these violent waves produce great effects. In the act of breaking and

the rush that follows breaking, they displace great masses of sand and

carry it shorewards, often closing with greater or less completeness for

a time the outlets of rivers or estuaries. The same effect is produced in

less degree by the more northerly winds of summer. It is in this con-

nection that the outlying reef is thought to be so valuable to the

Yaquina entrance.

Plan of the Work.—The plan finally adopted for the improvement

of the entrance to Yaquina Bay is shown on Plate XVIII, and con-

sists of two jetties starting at the harbor throat, about 2 300 ft.

apart, and converging to a distance apart of 1 000 ft. ; the north

jetty to be 2 300 ft. long, and the south, 3 600 ft. long. The considera-

tions governing the locations in plan were, 1st, to give the shortest

available route to deep water for the entrance channel, the outlying

reef rendering it necessary to deflect this channel to the south, to facili-

tate vessels passing out around its end; 2d, from the best information

available, the entrance channel was in its best natural condition when

in this position; 3d, the location chosen was the most favorable of all

in reference to the rock underlying the sands; 4th, the location and

direction causes as little interference as practicable with the littoral

drift of water-borne sand; 5th, the extension was calculated to drive

the bar out to deeper water, and, at the same time, keep it well within
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the protection of the oiitlyiti^ roof; (Jth, the width of 1 000 ft. at the

extremities of tlie jetties (•()rresj)on<lH fairly well with interior widths;

7tli, fjfives reiisonal)h» facility to vessels seeking entrance; 8th, ^ves

ami)le water-way for the flooding ti<los to fill the tidal comi)art-

ment; 9th, does not contract the ebbing and flooding waters sufli-

ciently to produce a dangerous scour and active undermining along

the jetties; in fact, 10th, the converging form of th<^ plan tends to

accumulate sand along the inner portion of the channel sides of the

jetties and thus protects them from undue scouring; and 11th, the jet-

ties are so located that they can be extended, or the sj^ace between

their ends narrowed, if it should ultimately be found desirable so

to do.

The jetties are rubble mounds, built up to high water. The south

jetty is built on sand, and is supported upon a l)rush mattress about

4 ft. in thickness. The north jetty enrockment rests directly ujDon the.

bed-rock underlying the harbor entrance, and so no brush was used in

its construction. The method of building the jetties is by means of a

pile tramway w^tli two narrow-gauge tracks over which the piles, brush

and stone are transported, and from which the brush mattresses are

made and the stone dumped. The general form of tramway is similar to

that shown for the Columbia Kiver (Plate XIX). The south jetty tram-

w-ay w^as built for the greater part of its length with the pile bents 10

ft. apart, and 10 ft. space between the center of the tracks. The later

construction, adopted at Yaquina Bay, has 15 ft. between the pile bents

and 14 ft. between the centers of the tracks. The four piles in each

bent are spaced so that each pair will furnish as direct a supjDort as

practicable to the longitudinal roadway bearers. These piles are

capped with cross-timbers 12 x 12 ins. x 22 ft. Upon these are placed

the longitudinal roadway bearers 12 x 14 ins. x 30 ft. in length. These

are all drift-bolted together. Directly upon the longitudinal bearers

the rails are placed, no ties being used. Rails, 30 lbs. to the yard,

are used. The gauge of the tracks is 3 ft. , and they are spaced 14 ft.

apart from center to center. The distances between the bents and

tracks permit the rock to be dumi3ed from either track toward the

center as well as toward the outside of the tramway. The piles are

driven by a revolving pile-driver, mounted upon four diamond trucks

running upon the double track. The over-reach of the driver is suffi-

cient to allow the j^iles to be driven 15 ft. in advance of the tracks.
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The revolving motion is given to the driver by a pinion working into

a large cog-wheel, concentric with the circular track upon which the

machine revolves. At the top of the pinion shaft is a wooden bull-

wheel and a rope around this is taken to the Avinch head of the engine

whenever it is desired to turn. The hammer guides are 44 ft. long,

and the hammer weighs 3 600 lbs. When driving in sand at Yac[uina

and other points along the coast, the hydraulic method is now used

exclusively.

In building the north jetty tramway, rock was met with through-

out its length; what sand there was, was scoured away in advance of

the jetty. Some of this rock was soft enough to permit piles to be

driven in from 2 to 8 ft. , but the last 1 200 ft. would permit no i^ene-

tration. In this portion the method pursued was to place each pile of

a bent in position and immediately brace and tie it to those previously

placed. The four piles of a bent being so placed, the track was extended

over the new bent, the pile-driver run back out of the way, and the

dumping of rock about the new bent commenced. This was continued

until a considerable quantity was distributed about the foot of the

piles; then another bent was added in the same way.

This method was necessarily slow and expensive, and attended with

some loss, for, in a number of instances, before the new bents could be

well secured with rock, storms came up and carried them away. Dur-

ing one storm, six bents were carried away.

On the south jetty, the brush mattress work immediately followed

the tramway construction. The mattresses were constructed beneath

the tracks, and about the piles upon poles supported by ropes from the

tramway timbers. These mattresses were of brush fascines and i)oles

bound firmly together. When a convenient length was completed, it

was loaded with stone and lowered to the bottom. Side mattresses were

also constructed where deemed necessary. An ingenious mattress car,

to facilitate handling these side mattresses, was designed for and used

on the Columbia River Jetty; this has been adopted for the Coos Bay

work, but was not used at Yaquina.

The stone used in the jetties is a moderately hard sandstone, quar-

ried from bluffs along the Yaquina River, about 14 miles from the

entrance. In weight the pieces vary from 8 tons down to a few pounds.

The average weight has constantly increased since the commencement of

jetty construction, and now probably two-thirds of the amount aver-
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ageH 4 tons to tho block. Tlio Htoiic is loaded })y dorrickw directly from

the (luarrv ui)ou bargoa, IK) x 27 x 5 ft. depth, carrying a>)Out 250 tons.

These barpos are towed to a receiving wharf, where they are unloaded

upon cars which are run out upon the jetty and dumped.

The cars are of 3 ft. gauge and 5 ft, wheel-base. The car platform

is 8 ft. long and 5 ft. wide, and it is mounted upon rollers which permit

it to move sideways, so as to bring the center of gravity past the rollers,

when the platform tips up and discharges its load. It discharges in

'
' YAQU/NA BAY
DuM^ C^y^fr' - END V/EW

ScaJe tf^ ^ef-aruC irvches
tMjies tz s b 3 o ± z. rie^f

' I
I I

either direction. The side motion is given to the platform by means of

a rack and pinion. After discharging its load, the platform is easily

righted, and is locked by a ring fitting over a projecting i^in. In dump-

ing, this projecting pin limits the side movement of the platform by

"working in an oval ring. The drawing on this page is an end view

of the car. In some cars recently constructed the construction was

modified by making the limiting oval smaller and placing it beneath

the platform instead of at the ends.
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Co<t of the Work.—The total amount which has been appropriated

for the work is ^635 000, extending over the period since June, 1880.

This will nearly complete the work. The total length of the two jetties,

including the necessary shore protection at their roots, is : north jetty,

2 700 ft. ; south jetty, 4 300 ft. ; total, 7 000 ft. This makes the average

cost of the jetties ^90 per linear foot.

The work has been done by hired labor, with plant purchased from

the appropriations and owned by the Government, and which is in good

shape and suitable for similar work elsewhere.

The cost of the various items entering into the work has varied

greatly. During the past year, the cost of the stone dumped in the

jetty has been 82 cents per ton of 2 000 lbs. This is the least that it

has ever cost on this work. Piles have cost from 7 to 9 cents per foot,

and lumber, $10 to $12 per thousand. The cost of the double track

tramway on the north side, where piles could be driven to a good hold-

ing, was $4 76 per foot ; the cost per foot of that portion where piles

could not be driven was $8.54.

The construction of the jetties gradually changed existing conditions

inside of the harbor, and caused sand to accumulate in front of the first

wharf built on the south side, necessitating the building of a second;

changes continued, and a third had to be built. Two years ago this

also was shut off, and it then became necessary to extend a single track

tramway back to a new wharf 3 500 ft. from the old third wharf. These

changes in wharves added largely to the cost of the work.

Hiiitory of the Plan of the Work.—The plan of the work as finally

adopted, and which is now very nearly completed, was not matured at

the time work started. In fact, the plan has grown with the work.

The first work proposed and started was the protection of the south

spit against erosion, and the building of a short half-tide crib-work

and stone jetty, from the south spit, to keep the channel from taking

its southern and most dangerous position, and to direct the waters into

a central channel, where it was hoped to get a low-water depth of 10

ft. It was found impracticable to use cribs to advantage, and the plan

was changed to that hitherto outlined—a brush mattress and stone

construction built from a pile tramway ; this was in 1882. After the work

had been extended out about 2 000 ft. , lack of appropriations compelled

a cessation of work. In 1884, when work was resumed, it was found

that the small piles hitherto used were in such bad condition that a
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new tramway, huiltof lar«?«'r i)iI('H, and with the top at a lii^lior level

above the water, was neeessarv. Tn IHSC) tlie projeet was enhirf^ed by

l)rovi(linu: for an extension of tlic mid-tide sontli jetty, 1 700 ft., and

the eonstrnetion of a mid-tide north jetty, abont on the lines a.s hIiowd

on Plate XVIII. In 1HH8 this was ohanpjed by ])rovidinp: for the elevation

of the sonth jetty to full lii^h tide, and a^^ain in 1H<)'2 it was decided to

raise the north jetty to fnll hi^h tide.

Results of the Work.—The i^rimary restilt of the work has been to

donble the low-water depth on the bar at the entrance to Yaquina Bay

and to maintain the l)ar channel in a jjermancnt and p^ood location.

As before stated, the original ordinary depth on the bar was 7 ft. at

low water, and the channel was anywhere within a sector of 120^.

Now, there is, and lias been for a year jiast, a least depth of 14 to 15

ft. npon the T)ar. This has at times increased to 18 ft. ; this dej^th,

with an ordinary tide of 7 ft., gives 21 ft. least depth at the entrance.

Behind the jetties, that is, on the side away from the channel, great

quantities of sand have accumulated. Comi)utations show that on the

south side this accumulation amounts to fully 2 000 000 cu. yds., while

on the north side it is about 100 000 cu. yds. This brings into

prominence a second function of the jetties, which is to form reservoirs

where the drifting, moving sands, hitherto forming the bar, can

accumulate. These sands are thus not only removed from their

mischief-making location, but, by forming in and behind the jetties,

strengthen the weak rubble mounds and permit a reasonable hope

for i^ermanent endurance to structures, which, without this accretion,

would certainly be far less permanent. The sands behind the jetties

protect them against waves and seas coming up or down the coast, and,

by furnishing a solid backing, enable them to resist better the channel

waves. These sands, forming in front of the sandy cliffs to the north

and south of the jetties, shield these cliffs to a greater or less extent for

considerable distances against the waves, and thus tend to limit erosion

and the production of sand in the vicinity of the harbor.

The results of a permanent increase of depth and fixed direction of

the bar channel only came when the two jetties were nearing com-

pletion. The south jetty alone prevented the channel from occupying

its bad southern position, but it still roamed over a considerable sec-

tor and was driven hither and thither by the ocean currents and

waves. At times a heavy deposit of sand would form on the channel
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«ide of the south jetty, throwing the channel to the north and making

it shallow and crooked. The tendency to do this lessened as the

north jetty was extended, and now it has practically disappeared.

The work remaining to be done at Yaqnina is to increase the en-

rockment of both the north and south jetties, so that when final settle-

ment takes place it will be to full high water throughout their length.

It is also designed to put a few short groins out on the channel side

of the south jetty before it is finally left, as a safeguard against

undermining. It is hoped that the final result of the jetties will be to

increase still further and permanently the depth on the bar to a depth

at the mean of the lower low waters of 18 ft.

Jetty at Mouth of the Columbia River.—This great work is now prac-

tically completed in general accordance with the i^lan adopted in 1884.

The Columbia River, ever since its discovery in 1792, has been the

<;hief harbor of the Pacific Northwest. But the shifting character and

variable depth of the bar channels ever caused its entrance to be held in

terror by mariners and ship-owners. The work done has now changed

all this; the entrance to the river is robbed of its terrors, and is

as safe as any harbor could be made upon this stormy coast. The

largest vessels now sail in and out without difficulty.

The Columbia enters the Pacific Ocean between Cape Disappoint-

ment and Point Adams. The former is a rocky headland about 200 ft.

high, and the latter, a low changeable sandy i3oint 6 miles distant, in

a south-easterly direction. Taking this line of 6 miles as part of a

chord, the bar extended out convexly towards the sea, and its vertex

was about 4 miles outside of the chord. Inside the headlands there

•existed shoals and sand islands, dividing the river, and outside, there

were great areas on which the seas constantly broke. Through these

shoals and islands the entrance channel ran with dejDths on the bar

Tarying from 19 to 27 ft.

Eleven surveys of the entrance were made from 1792 to 1881, which

showed a great variety of conditions. The best water known for cer-

tain was 26 to 27 ft. in 1868, and for a short time thereafter. The

usual ordinary depth on the bar was about 22 ft. The estimated mean

tidal ebb discharge of the Columbia is 1 000 000 cu. ft. per second.

The river has a fresh-water discharge at low water of about 90 000 cu. ft.

per second, and at high water of about 600 000 to 700 000 cu. ft. jDer

second.
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In fixing upun ii ])liui of imi)r<)V(Mn('iit, it Avas found tliat the bcHt

natural eomlitiou oxistcnl when ClatHop Sj)it wuh raiHod well above low

water, and extended for more than 2 niileH from I'oint Adams in a north-

westerly direction towards the bar. This, and all other considerations,

indicated that the best method of improving the entrance was by build-

ing a jetty, starting at Point Adams and extending in a north-westerly

direction to a point about 3 miles south of Cape Disappointment, the

jetty to stop short of this point, or extend beyond it, as exi)erience might

indicate to be necessary. The object of the work was, in brief, to con-

centrate the river within moderate width, and to discharge it as a unit

to the sea. The jetty was to be a rubble mound, built on brush fascine

mattresses, 3 ft. thick and about 40 ft. wide, and to be brought up to

low water. This is the work which is now about completed.

The total length of the jetty, as constructed from the receiving

wharf, is 4i miles, of which 4^^ miles are of the jetty proper, and one-

half mile is the approach to the wharf. This is believed to be by far

the longest jetty ever built in the world. The method of construction

has been the same as that previously described at Yaquina Bay, but

with important modifications, necessitated by the greater magnitude of

the work.

The tramw^ay is nearly the same as that at Yaquina, being a double

track, 3-ft. gauge railway, on pile bents spaced 16 ft. apart and 24 ft.

above low tide. The tracks are 13 ft. between centers. The pile-driver

used in this work is a much more powerful and efifective machine than

the one used at Yaquina, and capable of extending the tramway 4 or 5

bents in a day. In connection with the driver is a tender car, running

on the two tracks, and carrying a day's supplies of piles, lumber, rails,

etc. The mattress work is essentially the same as that at Yaquina. The

stone used is a tough, hard, heavy basalt, which is quarried on the

Columbia and Willamette rivers, above the mouth of the latter, and

taken to the work on model barges, each carrying about 400 tons.

Plate XIX illustrates the jetty cross-section, tramway and mat-

tress w^ork.

The w^ork at the Columbia Eiver has been done by hired labor,

with plant purchased and owned by the Government, but most of

the material entering in the construction has been purchased by con-

tract. The old military post of Fort Stevens, with all its buildings,

•was turned over to the Engineer Department for its use during the
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progress of the work. Piles have cost ordinarily about 9 cents per

foot at Astoria ; lumber, $10 per thousand at Fort Stevens ; brush

fascines, about $2.75 per cord, and stone, under the later contracts,

from 63 i to 75 cents per ton of 2 000 pounds on barges at the quarry,

or at Portland.

The cars used are much more convenient than those used at Yaquina,

being so arranged that the platforms are removable and are lifted down

to the scows, there loaded with rock, and then placed back upon the

truck. They also right themselves after being dumped on the jetty,,

thus saving time and labor.

The work has been eminently successful. From a low-water depth,

generally of 19 to 22 ft. , in shifting and uncertain channels across the

bar the depth has increased to 29 ft. at the mean of the lower low waters

in a single and, so far, permanent channel one-fourth of a mile wide.

The width of the channel of 27 ft. depth is more than 1 mile. Enor-

mous masses of sand have accumulated about and behind the jetty, and

this accumulation is still going on. Up to the present time there have

been used in this jetty over 600 000 tons of rock. So far, there has

been appropriated for this work $1 687 500. It is estimated that ta

fully complete it an additional $175 000 will be required, making the

cost $1 862 500, or $83 per linear foot of the jetty.

Plate XX shows the condition of the entrance in 1880, prior to

improvement. There were at that time two entrance channels, sej)-

arated by the Middle Sands, upon which sands there were constant

breakers. In the north channel there was a minimum depth of 21 ft.

across the bar, but to get into the river proper it was necessary to

cross the Middle Sands where they hinged on to Sand Island, and upon

which there was only 17 to 18 ft. The available depth over the bar of

the south channel was 19 ft. This was nearly the condition when Avork

was commenced.

Following this is a plot showing the present condition of the mouth

of the Columbia. The profile shows the existing channel, and the

north and south channels as they existed in 1880, and are shown in

location upon the plot.

It is to be noted, that, while the Columbia River jetty is referred to

as a low-tide jetty, and is so outlined in the project, in its present con-

dition it is much more than a low-tide jetty. It has been built up to

an average of probably 4 ft. above low tide ; some of it is above high
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wiitrr. It has Iuh'H nuHcd iiIxjvc low wiiUt with tlit- object in view

of providiujif for HubHidcuci' to low wattT wlu'ii u coiiditiou of stubh'

equilibrium is roached. Also, it whh found tlmt in i)lacoH thore was a

docidcdiy strouf^ ton<l('nt'v iit tlir higher HtageH of tbt; ebb tide to break

across tilt' jetty and develop a eliiililiel uci-oss tlie sands. To C'ounter-

ai't this toudoncy, the jetty was streuf^theued und raised at those

places.

]\lh>iih(jfnn Ihtrhur, Culifortiiu.—The first attempt at improving a

harbor entrance on the Pacific Coast was at ^Vilmington, California,

and it is believed that nowhere in the world has there been a more suc-

cessful work of harbor im^jrovement, or one where the jDroiJortional

increase of dejitli obtained has been greater than at this point.

Wilmington Harbor is an estuary, connecting with San Pedro Bay in

north latitude 33- 45'. It is the only land-locked harbor between San

Francisco and San Diego. Its tidal area is about 1 400 acres, much of

wliich is sand flats w-ell above low water. The mean range of tide is 4

ft,, and the average mean tidal discharge is about 6 000 cu. ft. per

second. In its natural condition, there existed a bar at the entrance to

the harbor, with from 1 to 2 ft. of water at low tide. For many

years, this harbor, poor as it was, furnished the outlet for the magnifi-

cent country about Los Angeles, which city is only 20 miles from

it. San Pedro Bay, in which the depth of water varies from 4 to 9

fathoms, furnished anchorage to vessels loading and unloading, and

connection was made between the harbor and anchored vessels by a

system of lighterage. It was to do away with this expensive system of

lighterage, and to enable the ordinary types of coasting vessels to enter

and leave the harbor, that its improvement was undertaken.

On Plate XXI is shown the condition of the entrance to the

harbor before any works of improvement were undertaken. Above

Rattlesnake Island the estuary widens out, and is separated from

San Pedro Bay by this Rattlesnake Island, and a large area of low-

lying flat lands, often covered at high water. Rattlesnake Island

is a narrow strip of grass-covered sand dunes, rising 8 to 10 ft.

above high water. After passing the lower end of Rattlesnake Island,

the channel was held by an accumulation of sand to a contracted and

good depth for a distance of 4 000 ft. Then it spread out into a shal-

low bay on both sides of Deadman's Island.

The plan of improvement entered upon in 1871 was to connect the
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lower end of Rattlesnake Island with Deadman's Island, so as to confine

the channel and make it connect with the deeper waters of San Pedro

Bay to the west of Deadman's Island, and to do such work of dredging

as might be found necessary. This plan has been carried out, and is

now completed as shown by the plot (Plate XXI) exhibiting the en-

trance in its improved condition.

Besides this work, a second jetty has been built extending out from

the main shore to the channel, then parallel with it, past Deadman's

Island. Also, in the prosecution of the work, it was found that in the

line of the desired channel there was a reef of clay and stone which

did not readily scour, and this rendered necessary a large amount of

dredging.

The method adopted for accomplishing the desired end at Wilming-

ton varies much from the methods at other points, and this arises

largely from the fact that all stone and timber had to be brought from

points outside the harbor. It was proposed to connect Rattlesnake and

Deadman's Islands with a simple structure, composed j)rincipally of

piling. This structure was not intended to have any great degree of

permanency, but simply by its presence to bring about and determine

an accumulation of sand dunes similar to Rattlesnake Island, which

should form the real channel contraction works.

The first adopted project of 1871 aimed at getting a low-water

dejjth at the entrance to the harbor of 10 ft. The work was commenced

in 1872, and the connection of the two islands was completed in 1874.

The length of this jetty, or training wall, is 6 700 ft. The first sec-

tion of 3 700 ft. next Rattlesnake Island consisted of a line of double

sheeting piles, substantially braced, and rising to about a foot above

high water. The next 1 000 ft. consisted of two parallel rows of 12-in.

piles, 10 ft. aj)art, the piles in each row being driven in juxtaposition,

and strongly braced and partially filled with brush, sand, gravel and

stone. The section of 2 000 ft. next Deadman's Island is a rubble

mound.

Various vicissitudes were met with in the conduct of the work. It

was found that the sand did not accumulate as rapidly as wished or

expected along and behind the line of the jetty. It was attempted to

expedite this accumulation by encouraging plant growth, and by the

use of brush fences, and by building groins. The non-accumulation of

sand in the places desired exposed the work, without its hoped-for
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l>m-kin|^, to inulrniiininj^' iiiul sett Iciuciit, iind the tinilxT work, for

lou^^tT juMJods tliiiii cxin'ttrd, to the (loHtnictive action of the teredo.

It Ix'caiiif lu'ccssiirv to Htreiifjjthen the pile work l)y the addition of

stone iind ^riivrl. Between Deadiniin'.s Isluiid and tliemain shore it

was fonnd that the bottom was of sneli a nature that dredj^iu^ was re-

(juired, and a ehauuel was dredged across it. Stone j(!tties were built

out from the maiu work to contract the width of the channel, and con-

trol the action of the current.

In the year 1881, the desired object of obtaining a depth of 10 ft. at

low water had been more than accomplished. The two jetties had been

extended to Deadman's Island ; a channel 12 ft. deej) and 235 ft. wide

had been dredged through the reef at the island, and there was rather

more than 10 ft. depth at low water .at the entrance.

But the interests of commerce continued to demand further im-

provement, and a jn-oject was adopted that year, having in view the

securing of a permanent low-water depth at the entrance of 16 ft.

This project consisted of the strengthening of the existing works, the

dredging of a channel 400 ft. wide and 16 ft. deej) across the reef at

Deadman's Island, and the completion of the west jetty and the exten-

sion of the east jetty, beyond Deadman's Island, if found necessary, to

a depth of 18 ft. of water.

The desired object has been very nearly attained. There is a

through inner channel of not less than 16 ft. over a width of 300 ft.

through the channel at Deadman's Island, with a bar channel at the

entrance of 14 ft. depth and 200 ft. width. It is expected that, when

the west jetty is extended south from Deadman's Island, the point of

the bar shown will be cut off and the full depth of 16 ft. at the entrance

realized.

"While the general plan of this work as constructed is about the

same as that originally adoj^ted, yet many changes were made in the

various features and details of it, which were found to be necessary as

the work jjrogressed. It was found necessary to excavate many thou-

sands of yards of clay and stone not included in the original design.

The history of this work emphasizes, in a marked manner, that the im-

provement of harbors of this class is best made successful by a study

of the actions and tendencies of the currents as they are determined by

the constructions which are made to control them. These actions can

seldom be fully understood, and their directions recognized in advance;.
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"but when recognized, it is generally sound policy to act as far as pos-

sible in harmony with them, and plans should admit of alterations as

found necessary.

Nearly all the i3ile work at Wilmington was done by hired labor after

the failure of contractors to carry out their agreements. The method of

construction was as follows :

Six steam pile-drivers were used. The foremost driver was arranged

to reach out 10 ft. in front of the work ; it drove the scaffold piles, which

were 10 ft. apart, in pairs. Upon these, stringers were placed, and these

were crossed by other timbers at right angles, forming a platform 30 ft.

wide, upon which the drivers were worked. The second driver drove

the brace piles 5 ft. apart at an inclination of 30^ to the vertical.

The third driver drove the upright piles 5 ft. apart, and the fourth and

fifth drivers drove the sheeting piles. Driver No. 6 worked as oppor-

tunity offered, and followed in the rear, taking up the scaffolding as the

work was finished. The driving was done by an ordinary hammer, and

the difference between this method of driving and the hydraulic

method now used is shown by the fact that in some cases it took 350

blows from a 2 •lOO-lb. hammer to drive a pile 17 ft. into the sand.

At Coos Bay the average penetration is 27 ft. into similar sand, and

this is reached in a very few moments after the pile is in place and the

pump started.

The stone used in this work has been mainly brought from Santa

Catalina Island, which lies about 20 miles directly off" shore ; some stone

was taken from Deadman's Island, and some of the material excavated

from the channel was used on the jetties. This stone was all deposited

directly from the barges and scows without the intervention of a tram-

way or cars.

Starting out in the prosecution of this work with the idea and hojDe

that the wooden-pile tramway wall would cause an accumulation of

sand as an extension of Rattlesnake Island, which would effectually

contract the channel and guide the current, it was found, as the work

progressed, that this hoj)e was not realized in fact, and the work, as

now completed, is principally a rubble mound built up to about 6 ft.

above high-water level.

The southerly portion of the single pile work along which Rattle-

snake Island has been extended has been raised to about 2 ft. above

high water, so as to prevent the sand from drifting over the bank into
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the lmrl)()i-. It is found, ^onorally, tlmt, as tliin work in raiHCtl, the

toinloiu'v of ilic Hiiud luMU'h is to oxtoml Hoawanl.

The total aiiionut wliit'li has been a])i)roi)riat( d for tliis work is

!?i)()4 000, aud it is oHtimatod tlmt 851 000 will be rccinirod to coini)loto

it. It in to be noted that about half the niouev ai)i)r()i)riated had to be

discounted from 10 to 30"„' on account of the disparity between gold

and greenbacks on the Pacific Coast.

The results secured at Wilmington are not due entirely to the jet-

ties which have been built. Besides the reef of rock and clay which

was removed, a large quantity of sand has been removed from the

cliauuel by dredging. The necessity for this arose from the fact that

the channel debouches into the shallow waters of San Pedro Bay, and

it was feared that if the ebb current was allowed to do all the work of

scouring out the channel, it would carry oiit the material and deposit

it on a bar in front of the entrance, and. thus defeat the object of the

work. So it was decided to remove a large part of this material by

dredging, while the scouring action w^as being increased by strength-

ening, raising and extending the jetties.

It is believed that the results obtained at WilmiugtoD are largely

due to the protection afforded by Santa Catalina Island, which lies 20

miles away in a south-westerly direction. This island is 21 miles long,

and is directly in the line of apj^roach to the harbor of the most

severe storms which prevail along the coast. It is the opinion of those

most familiar with the work that without this island it would be im-

possible to maintain the entrance at anything like its present navigable

ca^Dacity.

Othei^ Jetty Harbors.—Besides the three places previously mentioned,

where the jetties are practically completed and the results of their

action knowTi, jetties are in course of construction at Humboldt Bay,

California, and Coos Bay, and the mouths of the Coquille and Siuslaw

Rivers, Oregon. At none of these places is the work near completion.

At each of them the projects consist of two jetties of brush mat-

tresses and rubble, built up to full high tide.

Humboldt Bay.—At Humboldt Bay the work already done consists

of shore protection and the building of the* south jetty to a length of

3 033 ft., all of which, however, is not yet completed. The north

jetty is to be 6 750 ft. long, and the south jetty 7 800 ft, long.

The w*ork so far done has been from a single-track standard-gauge
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pile-bent traniAvay, similar in other respects to the tramway at Ya-

quina Bay. There is no stone available directly from the navigable

waters of Humboldt Bay, and it has to be brought by rail, which adds

greatly to the cost of the work.

Coon Bay.—At Coos Bay, the north jetty is projected to be 9 600

ft. long, and the south jetty, 4 200 ft. long, both to be high-tide

jetties. The north jetty tramway and mattress work has been built to

a length at present of 6 700 ft. , and the enrockment has been brought

up to high water for 4 800 ft. The work is being done very cheaply,

as the following prices will indicate. Lumber is bought for $8 per

thousand
;
piles of the best quality of red and yellow j&r, for 3 cents

per foot; brush fascines, for $1.75 to $2 per cord, and stone is delivered

at the receiving wharf on barges at 53^ cents per ton of 2 000 lbs.

The work here is modeled closely upon that at the Columbia River.

The pile-driver used is one which was formerly used at the Columbia

River (see Plate XXII). The cars are the same as the Columbia

River cars, and were made at the machine-shop established in

connection with that work. Plate XXIII illustrates the car and the

method of loading. A number of extra platforms are provided, all

of which are interchangeable. The car body to which the platform is

temporarily attached when loaded is hung on trunions, and the com-

bination is so arranged that, when loaded, the center of gravity is

above the trunions, which renders it easy, by means of the gearing, for

one man to dump the load. When the load is off, the center of gravity

is below the trunions, and the body and platform return by the force

of gravity to the horizontal normal position. Plate XXIV shows a

loaded train of cars uj)on the tramway. Upon this picture is shown

a center mat ready for lowering.

Coquille River.—The work at the mouth of the Coquille River differs

from that at any other point along the coast in that the pile tramway

is made of two rows of piles driven as close together as possible.

These rows are 8 ft. apart and are surmounted by a single-track 3-ft.

gauge railway. From this track stone is dumped between and on the

outside of the rows. This construction was adopted for several

reasons. First, on account of the danger of an open-work pile tramway

being injured or destroyed by drift timber ^vhich comes down the Co-

quille in exceptionally large quantities ; second, the low price of piling,

and third, in order to get beneficial results as quickly as iDpssible.
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IM;itt> W'll shows tlic ('(>(|nillc Itivri- cut runcc ut low wiitci*, and

gives a gtMicrul view of the jetties as at i)ro.seut coiiHtnictcd. 'J'liia

]ilat(^ sliows 11 typical view alonp tlio Orcjjfon coast, and illustrates

tlu^ drift-wood as previously mentioned.

Sinalaw Hirer.—At the mouth of the Siuslaw the work is still in its

preparatory stages.

General Considerations.

These three works, at Yaquina, the Columbia River and Wilmington,

are now practically completed according to their adopted designs, and

the results desired have been accomplished. But what of their future?

They have been built in the most economical manner with the ma-

terials available, and those having them in charge have reasonable

hopes and confidence in their stability and the permanence of the re-

sults obtained. There are many things that may happen to cause

these hopes and confidences to be realized, and others, to blast them.

There are questions which can only be determined by time and the

elements. There are a number of features which are open to discus-

sion, and which are briefly alluded to in what follows.

Height of Jetties,

.

—There are, and have been, differences of opinion in

regard to the proper elevation to be given the jetties. The Columbia

River jetty is designed to be a low-tide jetty under the existing i^ro-

ject, in conformity with which work is progressing. As a matter of

fact, however, it is, at least, a mid-tide jetty in its present condition,

and the results which have been accomplished in the improvement of

the entrance have been brought about, not by a low-tide jetty, but by

a jetty built uj) to at least half tide, and with some portions above

high tide.

Both jetties at Yaquina Bay were originally designed as half-tide

jetties, but both have been raised in part, and are being entirely raised

to well above full high tide.

The Wilmington jetties are built to about 6 ft. above high tide.

The works at Humboldt and Coos Bays, and the Coquille and

Siuslaw Rivers, are designed to be high-tide jetties.

The advantages of low jetties, are, first, economy in construction;

second, that they are supposed to permit a freer entrance to the flood

tides and a more complete filling of the tidal compartment; and third,

that they are less exposed to the action of the waves and consequent
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deterioration. In regard to these advantages, it may be stated tliat

the differences in first cost between a low, mid, or high tide jetty,

constructed in the way the Pacific Coast jetties have been, is not very

great. For either, the same plant, in wharves, boats, scows, tramway,

pile-drivers, locomotives, cars, mattress foundation, etc., is required.

'The difference is simply the cost of an additional amount of rock to

raise the work 3, 6 or 7 ft. higher, as the case may be. Ordinarily

this additional amount will form but a small proportion of the cost of

a high-tide jetty.

In regard to the second advantage of permitting the freer entrance

to the flood waters, this might be a good point if the bottom of the

entrance were unyielding and remained the same as before the works

were built. But within the limits of scour, the beds at both Yaquina

and the Columbia, are of easily moved sand, and any reasonable de-

crease in width would readily be made up by increased depth. The

same is true of all other points along the coast where work is in pro-

gress, except Wilmington.

Unless it should be endeavored to choke down an entrance to an

abnormal degree, the advantages of the lower type of jetties in per-

mitting a freer inflow of the tides are more fanciful than real.

In regard to exposure, it is unquestionably true that a high-tide

jetty is more liable to injury and beating down by heavy seas than one

built only to low tide. But this liability is much reduced from the

protection given to the jetties by the outlying sands, upon which the

strong seas break before reaching the works; and because, with the

present facilities at most of the places where work is now in progress,

stone of large size, 5 to 8 tons in weight and even larger, can be readily

had to top out the jetties.

On the other hand, the advantages of high-tide jetties over those

lower are that they more perfectly control the tidal currents, com-

pelling a deeper scour with jetties equally far apart, or an equal scour

in an entrance of greater width.

High-tide jetties have also a distinct advantage over low-tide jetties

in counteracting a tendency which may exist from one cause or another

to cut through the jetty and develop a channel across it. This was

evidenced in the construction of the Columbia River jetty. In former

years, there existed quite close to Point Adams an outlet channel

known as Tillamook Channel, which carried much water. The jetty
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cro88t*s t he lociit ion of this old channel. 'The hnihlin^ ont of the jotty,

und, |n'rluii)H, other cauHos, liuvo dovclojx'd a Htroii^ tcudeucy on tho

part of tho watorH to flow out tluH way af^^iiin. To conntcract tliiHtcn<l-

oiu'V, tho jotty at this placo had to bo ])uilt In^h aud wide. If it liad

been loft at low tido, tho (.^roat volume of water eroHsin^ it would have

seonrod a do{>p ohannc^l acrosH tho sands and undermined and torn

down tlu> jetty. The building of it up to high water haH effectually

prevented the development of tlie channel.

Tho effective scouring force of an ebb current flowing out between

high-tide jetties would be enormously reduced if the jetties should

be dropped to low water. It is not far out of the way to state that the

reduction would be at least one-half as a general rule. On the Pacific

Coast, also, high-tide jetties are more efficient than low jetties in

their secondary function of impounding sand. The more of the moving

sand that can be kept out of circulation the better, aud hence this is

considered an important advantage. At all points, a very liberal amount

of stone is placed upon the jetties, bringing them up considerably above

what they are designed to be, to allow for settlement.

It is expected that th6 jetties at Yaquina will cause the deepening

of the bar channel to a still greater extent than that at present existing,

after they have been entirely completed and in full operation for a

longer period. And it is hoped that the combination of jetties, outlying

reef, and prevailing winds and currents will keep the sands from accumu-

lating in front of the jetties and from forming a bar through which the

ebb currents wdll be unable to keep a good channel permanently

scoured out. This latter feature of the case is fraught with some

uncertainty, liow^ever, and in the future it may be necessary to extend

the jetties.

At the Columbia, the entrance width between the end of the jetty

and Cape Disappointment is 3 miles. It is by no means certain that

the jetty, as now practically completed, will be able, with this width,

to maintain permanently the depth already secured upon the bar.

The jetty, in its present condition, is fully a mid-tide jetty. In this

condition, it has succeeded in developing a bar channel with practically

30 ft. of water, the depth aimed at by the project. It has done no more

than this. If the jetty had been built simj^ly to low water, and the

scouring force upon the bar thus greatly diminished, it may be con-

sidered as certain that this depth would not have been attained. And
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if, in the future, the jetty should settle to low tide, it is reasonable to

believe that the existing channel will not be maintained. These con-

siderations point to the desirability of leaving the jetty, when it is

finally completed, in such a condition that, when the enrockment has

fully settled into place, it will furnish as great a directrix to the waters

as it does at present. The additional cost of adding sufficient stone to

accomplish the end outlined above will be small compared with the

money already expended. It may also be necessary, at some time in

the future, to extend the present jetty or to build out a second one

from Cape Disappointment along Peacock Spit, or to do both, although

there is very little probability that either will be necessary.

It is excusable for all concerned in it and benefited by it, to be enthu-

siastic over the results obtained by this great work, which has been

built at about half the originally estimated cost.

Deterioration of the jetties themselves may be brought about by a

number of causes, as abrasion and disintegration of the stone, settle-

ment into the sand, beating down by the waves and undermining by

racing currents.

At the Columbia, the rock used is a hard, heavy basalt, the abrasion

of which is very slight. At Yaquina and other points along the coast,

however, the only rock available is sandstone of variable quality, which

is more easily abraded. It is endeavored to reduce this abrasion to a

minimum by putting the hardest, largest and heaviest rock in the more

exposed situations, and by using it with a lavish hand.

It is found that this sandstone has very much greater endurance

when constantly wet th an when exposed to the air, that the interstices

in the enrockment become filled with sand, and that the rock soon be-

comes covered with barnacles, all of which tend to preserve it from

abrasion. Sandstone is the material which is generally available and

generally used along the coast for jetty work.

At Yaquina, the north jetty being built upon a rock foundation, it

cannot settle into its bed. The south jetty is, however, built upon

sand, upon a mattress foundation. Three years ago, this south jetty

had been raised to high water, using the least amount of rock possible.

During these three years the crest of the enrockment has settled about

2 ft., due to various causes. A large additional amount of rock is

being added to put it in as certain a condition of stability as practi-

cable. It is believed that there will be no more deterioration due to
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HotthMiuMit. As far HH (Mm 1m' aHccrtjiiiuMl, thore aro im imlicationH of

scttlcinciit into the sand of the (*<)luinl)ia Kivcr j«'tty, uiid tlic Hain(» is

tnu* of tlio oomph^tcd Wilminf^ton jetties.

Ah ])revionHly stated, the jetti(»s at Ya(Hiiiia are protected, to a great

extent, bv tlie outlying reef ; and iit Wilmington, by Santa Catalina

Island, as well as l)y the outlying sands and slioals. These limit the

action of the seas in beating down the jetty enrockments very much.

In direction, the jetties are nearly head-on to the worst storms. The

beating down at Yatjuiua is mostly confined to the ends of the jetties,

and here they will bo greatly strengthened by enlarging the mound

and using the heaviest stones possilde. The Columbia liiver jetty

having been kept at a lower elevation, comparatively little disturb-

ance has been caused by the waves.

Just what result time will bring about in regard to l)eating down

the jetty enrockments by the waves can only be surmised. The

enrockment is being made now in the most inexi^ensive way, and if it

is beaten down to too great an extent, it will form a base or founda-

tion for blocks of stone or concrete of sufficient size to resist the wave

action.

In contemplation, one of the dangers to which the jetties are sub-

jected, is their undermining by strong currents racing along their

length or striking them at an angle. It is possible that the south jetty

at Yaquina might be undermined if left unjjrotected by groins, and a

part of it be dropped into the channel. There are as yet no serious

indications of danger from this source, although the main channel

between the jetties runs nearer to the south channel than it did a year

ago, due, probably, to the completion of the north jetty. Before the

work is finally considered as completed, a few groins, 50 to 100 ft. in

length, will be built out into the channel and up to low water, to

guard against this possible undermining.

Some groins and spurs have been built at Wilmington, to better

control the currents, which cause deposits of sand and prevent under-

mining, with excellent results. Before the work at the mouth of the

Columbia is finally considered as completed, the question of building

groins out on the channel side will undoubtedly be considered,

although there is at present no indications of their necessity.

On the long line of the Columbia River jetty, the creeping of the

rails, due to the loads all being carried in one way, is very consider-
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able, and nearly every winter many of the rails have to be taken up

and relaid on this account. The rails, exposed as they are to the sea

and salt spray, decay very rapidly, the life of a 30-lb. rail being only

about three years. Before being laid they are generally well painted,

but the protection thus afiforded is very limited.

At Humboldt, the work has been done from a single broad-gauge

track; at Coquille, from a single narrow-gauge track, while at the

Columbia, Yaquina, Coos Bay and the Siuslaw, the tramway has a

double narrow-gauge track. The latter is considered by far the prefer-

able construction, on account of the broad base afforded for the pile-

driver, and the increased facilities for carrying on the work of mat-

tress making and depositing rock and transporting piles, lumber, etc.

,

to the front.

At Wilmington and the Coquille, considerable dependence was

placed upon the close piling to bring about the desired results; but it

has been found that this dej^endence is not justifiable, and it may be

stated that in exposed works of this class little dependence should be

placed on structures of wood, but that they should be regarded simply

as auxiliaries in the construction of the permanent work of stone.

It seems to be impossible to lay down any general rule governing

the location and trace of jetties. Local circumstances must ever exer-

cise a controlling influence thereon. The preference of the writer is

decidedly in favor of converging as against parallel jetties, for the rea-

sons generally outlined in the description of the Yaquina Bay jetties.

It must, however, be acknowledged that there is a liability in some

cases, in jetties of the converging type, of an inner bar being formed

by the heavy seas coming in at the entrance and piling up the sands in

the wider portion of the jetty channel. This is the case at Yaquina

Bay, as can be seen by a glance at the map and profile. This inner bar

has, however, and it is believed always will have, fully as great a navi-

gable capacity as the bar at the entrance. This possible defect in the

converging jetty system is believed to be more than counterbalanced

by the defects of the parallel system, among which may be mentioned

greater cost, greater liability to undermining from racing currents,

lessening of the tidal area, and a greater interference with littoral cur-

rents.

The writer was anxious at one point along the coast to adopt a single

curved jetty, concave to the channel, instead of a pair of nearly parallel
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jetties, w it li t he hope tliiit ii jjfood iiiitl siiiiMfjictory chiiiincl would be

developed, us iiloiifj; t he couciive Imiik of a rivrr. Tlic situation wan

such that if the results hojx'd for shouhl not 1)«' attain<'d, a second

jetty, detiuin}jjthe channel on the other side, could he atlded witliout any

increase in the cost above that of the parallel jetties. Circnmstances,

liowever, prevented the project being carried out, and the value of a

single jetty witli a curved trjice riMiiiiins undftcrniincd.

In ordinary cases it is planned to extend thr jetties out to a depth

of ^vater ecjiial to, or slightly greater than, that expected to be developed

in the bar channel ; but the works built so materially change the con-

dition that it is impossible to tell at first just how far this extension

may be found necessary to produce the desired results.

The location of wharves is a matter of serious importance, as the

changes i)roduced by the work added to the natural changes may in a

short time render a wharf entirely useless. When work was com-

menced at Yaquina Bay there was a good channel near the South Beach

(see Plate XVIII), and wharf No. 1 was located and used for several

years. Sand accumulated about it, however, and wharf No. 2 was

built, from which in turn we were driven by sand. Wharf No. 3 was then

built, but the accumulation of sand soon after closed the south chan-

nel entirely, and the new "Receiving Wharf" was built and connected

by a single track tramway with the South Beach. The receiving wharf

at the mouth of the Columbia has been extended several times owing to

the accumulations of sand.

Nearly all of the jetty work on the Pacific Coast has been done with

hired labor, with plant owned by the Government, and of materials

purchased by contract or in the open market. The peculiarities of the

works and circumstances connected with them have rendered this

a more advantageous method than to do the entire work by contract.

Perhaps similar work might have been more advantageously done by

contract along the Atlantic Coast, where there are many experienced

contractors and an abundance of plant. But out here, when the works

were started, the case was different; there was no plant suitable for

carrying on the oj^erations, and no contractors experienced in such

work. In fact, the experiences with minor contractors for furnishing

rock and other materials, and doing certain portions of the work, were

in many instances disastrous—they failing to carry out their contracts,

and thus causing delay, trouble and expense.
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Besides all this, the work was new and the conditions but imper-

fectly known, so that it was necessary for those in charge to feel their

way, adopt various methods, and modify plans and designs. Added

to this was the fact that most of the works are in out-of-the-way

places, far removed from commercial centers and were commenced

and have been continued with small and inadequate amounts of money

appropriated only once in two years, and we have in general the

reasons why the system of doing the work by hired labor has been

ordinarily adopted.

It is the opinion of the writer that the system of doing the work as

it is being done at the mouth of the Columbia, at Yaquina and Coos

Bays, and at the Coquille and Siuslaw rivers, is decidedly more advan-

tageous than it would be if carried out at those places by contract, as

it has been and is being done at Humboldt Bay. It is more advan-

tageous for the Government because it is not more expensive, and by

reason of its flexibility, the work can be more perfectly controlled and

greater results can be accomplished. It is certainly also more advan-

tageous to the cause of labor, for men are invariably better treated and

their interests more carefully looked after when they are employed

directly by the Government than when employed by a contractor.

Experience teaches that, wherever practicable, it is best to build the

jetties up gradually from the bottom along a considerable distance,

rather than to push the nearly completed jetty to the front. At Coos

Bay the tramway is 1 000 ft. or more in advance of the enrockment.

The mattress work is pushed on in front of the enrockment, which

slowly follows, taking a very gentle incline towards the front. In

this way, the desired object to be accomplished by the jetties is brought

about by gradual changes in existing conditions. It is found that

directly in front of an advancing jetty there is always a scour, and

this is more marked as the jetty is pushed more bodily to the front.

It is always necessary, however, when work ceases for any length of

time, to carry the enrockment to the end for the protection of the

tramway. Then when work starts up again, there is in most in-

stances a deep channel or pocket, directly in front, to be crossed.

In some instances, as in building the north jetty at Yaquina, this

plan of building up the jetty over a long line, gradually from the

bottom, could not be pursued. Here the lack of j)enetration of the

piles compelled the rock work to follow them immediately.
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One of tlic loHHODH Inuiird ill ('(HKlnctin^ tliiH j<'tty work, Ih not to

plat'o too givat tloju'iulcncf upon rcsultH Htu'iinMl from a partial coni-

j)lotioii of thf works. It is HoinctiincH fonnd tliat a Hinall amount ol

work will chauge exi.stiu^c fouditious ho as to produce a great tempo-

rary benefit. This was illustrated at Coos Bay. When the work of

building the north jetty started, there was a swash channel several

hundred feet wide, and witli a maximum dei)th of 8 ft. at low water, to

be crossed by the jetty. When this swash channel was shut ofi', the

benefit to the main channel was very marked. The depth on the

bar increased to 20 ft. at low water, and remained so for some weeks.

But, as w^as to be expected, this was only temporary; the natural

forces soon rearranged matters and restored the bar dejjth to what it

had been previously.
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In 1857-58 the Croton Aqueduct Department of New York City

made a careful topographical survey of the Croton water-shed above

Croton Dam, with a view to locating all possible sites for dams and

storage reservoirs, should such reservoirs be required as the city grew

and the demand for water increased. The survey was made under the

direction of the late Alfred W. Craven, Chief Engineer of that depart-

ment, and covered some 338 square miles of the water-shed. Fifteen

sites were located as possibilities ; but of these some have since been

considered impractical for various reasons.

Dams were constructed on two of these sites a few years ago by the

Department of Public Works, and one more is now under construction

by the same department. Four more are in course of construction by

* Discussions on this paper received before May 15th, 1893, will be published in a subse-

quent number.
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tlu' AtHKMluct Coiniuissioii. und twoliavc recently l)eon com])lote(l l)y

the latter and are now in use; the latter being at "Double llcHorvoir

1," which is familiarly known as Sodom and Boj^ lirook UoHcrvoir.

This reservoir is termed doul>l(\ as it is eom])osed of two ])asiuH

(Plate XXV), couuected l)y a lO-ft. circular tunnel, '2 ()()() ft. long,

through which the overflow of the larger pasHes into the smaller before

any waste takes place over the 8i)ilhvay. The suialler, or Bog Brook

l)asiu, has an iuadecpiate water-shed of only :ii sfjuare miles, while its

storage eajjacity nearly ecpiala that of the larger. The combined

storage ca2)acity of the two basins is practically uiue and one-half

billion gallons.

Sodom Dam, the one which impounds the water in the larger of

the two parts of Reservoir '*!," is built of masonry throughout, but

Bog Brook Dam is an earth embankment with a rubble core wall.

Sodom Dam is situated near the village of Brewsters, in Putnam

County, New York, on the east branch of the Croton River, 18 miles

above the present Croton Dam ; is 54 miles from New York City, and

2 miles from the Connecticut State line. It spans a narrow gorge

only 500 ft. wide at coping line, 78 ft. above the river bed, and has be-

hind it 73.42 square miles of water-shed.

The Aqueduct Commission, in August, 1886, sent a party into the

field to sink test pits and make borings at the proj^osed site, to locate

the underlying rock and to determine its character. Upon information

thus obtained a location for the dam was fixed upon which crossed the

valley at about right angles to the stream (Plate XXVI), and which

difi'ered but slightly from that contemplated in j^revious surveys made

by the Croton Aqueduct Department and the Department of Public

Works.

On the site ado^ited, the hill east of the river (the stream flowing

north at this point) showed an outcrop of hard gneiss rock which rose

quite abruptly for about 30 ft. above the water and at the foot of which

were large boulders, gravel and river drift. The slope back from the

top of this outcrop was much flatter, rising 40 ft. in 100, and the rock

was covered with but a few feet of soil. On the west side the slope of

the hill starts from the river at a rate of 35 in 100 and gradually

flattens to about 5 in 100 at the elevation of the top of the dam. The

rock on this side was from 4 to 10 ft. below the surface, and was rotten

and shaly for a dej^th of about 15 ft. The river-bed was rock, quite
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solid, with a light deposit of sand and gravel overlying it (Plate

XXVII).

The hill on the east side of the river is simply a ridge parallel to,

and averaging 75 ft. above it, which begins about 400 ft. behind the

dam, and at the lowest point north of the dam is 9 ft. below the flow

line of the reservoir. On top of the ridge an earth dam was constructed,

600 ft. long, with its top at the same elevation as the masonry dam. At

the north end of the earth dam is the overflow or spillway dam, a

masonry wall 8 ft, high and 500 ft. long, with the lip set at eleva-

tion 415.

The waste water, after passing over the overflow wall, flows to the old

river course through a channel cut to bedrock and confined between

curved retaining walls (Plate XXVI).

The principal dimensions of Sodom Dam are (Plates XXVII and

XXVIII):

Length at coping 500 ft.

Length at top of foundation (elevation, 347) 240 "

Thickness at foundation 53 "

Thickness at center elevation 23 "

Thickness under coping 12 "

Height at center, greatest 98 "

Height above ground line 78 "

Elevation of top of coping (New York Datum) . . . 425 . 00

Elevation of flow line 415 . 00

Elevation of flood line 419.00

The greatest batter is on the lower face, changing at five points

between elevation 347.0 and 424.0 and varying from a rate of 9.3 in 10

to 2.7 in 10: the total batter is 37.0 ft. The rate of batter on the back

face is 1 in 10 between elevation 347.0 and 387.0 ; from the latter point

the wall is plumb to the coping.

Near the center of the structure at the back is the gatehouse,

37 X 42 ft., upon which a superstructure stands, rising 23 ft. above the

dam. In this gatehouse are the sluice gates, stop-planks, etc., for

controlling the discharge through two 48-in. pipes inclosed in, and

passing through, the body of the dam.

After the Avork had been commenced, the cross-section of the dam

was modified, as shown on PlateXXVIII—by the addition of 6 ft. in width
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at tiir foimdiition, .'{ ft. iit center elevation, and 2 ft. at elevation 407.0,

the top remaining nn('hanfi:e(l. Tliis (•lianf<(? was tlion^^ht adviKa))l(! by

the Acjnednct C-onmiissioners and the (^nj^ineerH aH an extra aHsnrauce of

safety, and was made at the time when tin; wad dt^tails of the terrible

disaster at Jolinstown, Peuu., were fresh in the minds of every one.

The chau}j:(^ was also a fj^reat help to construction in making it easier

to hold the facing stones in their places when laid upon ii sloi)ing bed

of fresh mortar.

The contract for Sodom Dam and its appurtenances was awarded to

Sullivan, Rider & Dougherty, December ;JOth, 1HK7, and ground was

broken by them on the 22d of February, 1888.

The first problem of imi^ortance to be solved was the care of the

river during construction. Croton River usually api)eared a very calm

and modest stream, but in the spring time, or after a heavy rain, the

water would rush through this narrow gorge at an astonishing rate,,

sometimes as high as 250 000 cu. ft. per minute. The floods always

came suddenly, raised for about 24 hours, and then slowly receded.

Several plans of flumes were submitted by the contractors (the

specifications putting upon them the responsibility of handling the

water), but were not approved by the engineers, being considered in-

adequate to the necessity. The plan adopted was the suggestion of

the engineer in charge, and consisted in throwing a timber crib-dam

across the river about 80 ft. back of the dam site and from this cutting

a canal, 26 ft. wide and about 15 ft. deep, into the west side hill, and

entering the river again 500 ft. below the dam. Before the comple-

tion of the work this plan proved itself to be the proper mode of

meeting the situation.

With the river flowing through this new channel the gatehouse and

the eastern half of the dam was built to from 25 to 30 ft. above the

discharge pipes, and when conditions seemed favorable in the dry

season of 1889, the water was turned from the canal and through the

pipes, and the remaining half of the dam was then started.

Excavations for the foundation were well under way in April, 1888,

and the center 200-ft. section was ready for masonry by the end of

August.

In preparing the foundation, drilling was done, both by steam and

hand, and light charges of 40 and Q0% dynamite used in blasting till the

rock appeared firm. Then all loose seams or shakes were followed up
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^ith block holes and black powder blasting and by barring out, until a

solid and practically tight bottom was secured. All excavation made

in the latter manner was classified as " deep rock," for which an extra

price of 50 cents per cubic yard was paid.

The foundation thus prepared was swept with wire stable brooms

and washed clean with streams from hose pipes, to insure a perfect

union between the rubble masonry and the rock.

When the bottom w^as ready for the masonry, the plan first used

was to fill the pockets, or holes, with a rich Portland cement concrete,

forming a series of small level beds upon which to begin the rubble.

Concrete beds were discontinued after a two days' trial, because it was

found that a surer and tighter bed could be formed of rubble made

with small stones.

A large quantity of water made its way through the loose rock

above the bottom, and in a number of places through seams in the

bottom itself; but in these cases, where the rock was solid, the seams

were not followed any deeper. The springs in the bottom would wash

the mortar out of the concrete, and in many cases render it worthless;

but in making the rubble beds the water could be led round and pre-

vented from doing damage. These streams were nursed about from

place to place till finally a small well, 2 ft. in diameter and 1 to 2 ft.

deep, would be formed just around the point where the water boiled up.

When the mortar about each little well had thoroughly set, the water

was bailed out, the well quickly filled with dry mortar, a bed of stiff,

wet mortar put on top of this, and on top of all a large rubble stone

was placed, and the spring would be successfully squelched.

This process was followed over the entire bottom wherever water

had to be contended with, and gave much better satisfaction than

could be obtained with the concrete. After the first 6 ft. of the rubble

foundation had been placed it was plain sailing, and the masonry pro-

ceeded without further difficulty.

Below elevation 357.0 the entire wall was composed of rubble

masonry in 2 to 1 Portland cement mortar; but above 357.0 on the back

and 364.0 on the face, it was faced with " facing stone " 30 ins. deep

and backed with rubble.

Bubble stones varied from a cubic foot to a cubic yard in bulk,

and in placing them the beds of mortar were made very full and the

stone thoroughly shaken to a firm position. The rubble was not car-
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ried ou iu lovcl courHCH, but was ])r()kon aH miKrli horizontally uh

l)ossil)li> HO as to avoid haviiif^ a Htraif^ht joint of mortar tlirou^^h the

wall.

In tilling tho interHticcs the rule invariaM} followed waH to put

the mortar iu lirKt, thou force into it all tlie Hi)allH it would take, thus

insuring i)erfectly tilled joints, and as much stone iu the work as

possible. ( fronting was not permitted at all.

All stones, of whatever size, were thoroughly washed before going

on the wall, and were usually wet when i)laced in the work.

Of the entire bulk of rubble the larger i)art Avas in 1 to 2 Portland

cement mortar, the remainder being in 1 to 3 Portland, and a small

amount of 1 to 2 American natural cement. All the facing stone and

dimension stone masonry is laid in 1 to 2 Portland cement mortar.

The largest quantity of masonry laid in one month was 3 000 cu.

yds. with 12 masons and three derricks. The average progress per

month was about 1 700 cu. yds.

In mixing the mortar for all classes of masonry, the practice was

to mix the sand and cement dry and to wet it on the wall only as fast as

it was required. The "dry mixing" was done in large boxes on the

ground at the east end of the dam in batches containing three barrels of

cement, and when thoroughly mixed, the dry mixture was carried in

these boxes to the mortar beds on the dam, and there divided into

smaller batches and wet according to the rate at which it could

be used up. By following this course the best results from the

cement were obtained, as the mortar would be in the work before its

first set had taken place, and the necessity of " tempering up " was

avoided.

The cement used was "Burham" (English) and "Giant" (Ameri-

can) Portland cements, and " Union " (American) Rosendale cement.

Of the total Portland cement used, only 15% was Burham.

A very careful test was made of all cements used, under the fol-

lowing requirements :

Tensile strength required in pounds. One day. One week.

Portland cement, neat 110 300

American natural cement, neat ; 35 85

Fineness.

Portland 80^ must pass through a sieve of 10 000 meshes per square inch.

Am. nat'192% " " " 2500
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Following are some of the results obtained from these tests :

Average Tensile Strength in Pounds.

Bbadn.

Fineness.

Average.

Time Set in Water.

1 Day. 1 Week. 1 Month 1 Year. 2 Years. 3, Years. 4 Years.

Portland.
Burham, neat

" 1 to 2 mortar

10 000
mesh
80^ 167 429

141
169
348
166
140

240
34

615
258
224
422
280
234

228
94

798
468
404
682
490
420

510
394

700
532
520
694
564
512

542
430

764
632
552
736
680
572

650
514

782
658

" 1 to 3 mortar
•Giant, neat 82%- 140 771

" 1 to 2 674
" 1 to 3

Natural.
"Union, neat

2 500
mesh
96% 160 654

" lto2 522

An excellent quality of coarse, sharp sand was secured from pits on

reservoir lands about 1 mile from the dam; each load had to pass in-

spection, and all containing any loam were condemned and rejected.

The quarries from which the rubble stone was obtained were about

a mile and a quarter from the dam. The stone was transported on

double team trucks carrying from 1 to l^cu. yds. at a load, and making

from six to eight trips a day. The rock was a hard and tight-grained

gneiss of irregular cleavage.

The facing stones were quarried and cut at a quarry opened espec-

ially for the Sodom work, at Towner's, New York, 7 miles away; were

brought on cars over the New York and New England Railroad and

unloaded at the dam, from which a switch was laid to and connected

with the railroad.

These stones, a light bluish gray limestone, were cut rectangular,

with " rock face " on exposed face, stretchers being from 3 to 6 ft. in

length, and 30 ins. deep, and headers 4 ft. deep. They were laid in

regular courses gradually decreasing in rise from the bottom up. The

face of the stone is square with the bed, and set with bed normal to the

batter.

At first considerable trouble was experienced in holding the stone

up to line when set on the inclined bed, but this difficulty was over-

come by building the rubble backing up first to about the height of

the course which, when set, could be braced against with wooden

blocks and wedges, and the stone held perfectly in place. When the

stone had been set for 24 hours or more the blocking was removed and

the space immediately filled with rubble backing.
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All (limonsion Htour ciinu' by rail from (lUurrii'H on the IJnindywine

Kivi^r. lit Wiliiiiuf^toii, Dfluwan', iiiul whs iiu cxcelliiut (piality of dark

bliUHli f^ranito of a very hard, tight grain.

Tlu' i)laiit used by the contraetorH in building th(? diuii waH, with

but two exceptions, the " cable " und the "traveler," without novel or

especially interesting features.

Three stiff-leg boom derricks with dou})le-drum steam hoisters, and

two stiff-leg derricks with double-drum horse powers,were used, which

were shifted from i)lace to place as required.

The "cable," which the writer believes was here used for the first

time as part of a construction plant, consisted of a '2-in. steel wire cable

weighing 7 lbs. per foot, stretched over two towers, one erected at

each end of the dam 6G7 ft. apart and anchored into the bedrock

behind the towers. Upon this cable a trolley or car ran which was

entirely controlled by a double-drum reversible engine situated back

of the west tower.

The cable was swung over the length of the dam, i)arallel to the

center line, and 10 ft. from the back face, and at such an elevation that

a car at the center of sj^an loaded to 10 tons would sag the cable to

25 ft. , and still clear the coping by 5 ft. when the work should reach

that point.

The engine was so constructed that it controlled both the move-

ment of the trolley from tower to tower and the raising or lowering of

the load. The load could be held at any desired distance below the

trolley, and run forward or back, or the trolley could be kept station-

ary while raising or lowering the load.

With this appUance nearly the whole of the excavated rock was

removed, and all material for the masonry was delivered upon the wall.

In raising the cable it was drawn uj) till the sag at the center was

about 20 ft. below the supports at the towers. A load would add from

3 to 5 ft. to the sag.

The 23rime cost of the Cable plant comj^lete and erected was $3 750.

In July, 1888, the first cable was raised, from which time it was in

constant use till October 29th, 1889, w^hen, without warning, it j)arted

at a point 50 ft. from the east tower and fell iipon the wall. At the

time of the break the trolley was running out from the west end with

a load of only 6 tons, and was one-third of the distance across. No

satisfactory conclusion was ever reached as to the cause of the failure.

d
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In the writer's opinion it was due to unequal wear at that point, for it

parted directly over the i)lace where stone and cement boxes were

loaded and taken up by the cable. A new cable was immediately secured,

and at the same time the towers were raised about 10 ft. , so that it

would not be necessary to draw the cable so tight, but allow a deeper

No further trouble was experienced, and this second cable was kept

constantly busy till the completion of the dam. "When taken down in

the middle of August, 1892, the cable was found to be in an excellent

condition except for a reasonable amount of wear showing on the out-

side wires; but no broken wires were discovered.

When the wall had reached elevation 395.0, the derricks standing

upon the ground were replaced by the "traveler," a traveling der-

rick mounted upon a 30-ft. trestle and running uj)on a track of 36-ft.

gauge. A 55-ft. boom derrick was erected at the center of the front of

the traveling platform and secured by two stiff legs to the back

corners of the same, and was operated by a double-drum steam

hoisting engine. With this traveler the dam was completed between

the points that could be reached by derricks placed upon the side

hills.

From start to finish the work seemed destined to delays of all

kinds. The celebrated blizzard of March, 1888, was the first serious

setback received. Then followed two unusually wet summers causing

a great deal of broken time and consequent loss.

In November, 1889, the most serious of the floods came upon us,

and a shutdown for the season was the consequence. All the month

of November had been rainy, but on the 28th the climax was reached

when in 18 hours the rainfall was 3.8 ins., bringing the total fall for

the month up to 8. 7 ins. Eight hours after the rain had ceasedj the

water behind the dam had raised 10 ft., and in 12 hours had raised 15

ft. and was pouring over the top of the wall in a perfect torrent, not-

withstanding the fact that both 48-in. pipes were open and discharging

at their full capacity all the while.

Provision had been made for such an emergency by always keeping

that portion of the dam directly over the new river channel from 4 to

5 ft. lower than the remainder.

A most serious loss was met with in January, 1889, when John

Sullivan, the head of the contracting firm, was removed by death after
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hut u l\'\v diiys' illness. To him hud htcii h-ft entirely the orj^iinizution

of the work nnd the i)lanniug for itH fiituro conduct. After Mr. Sulli-

van's death, his interest in the contract was cared forl)y IiIh executor,

C'liutou Steidiens ;
1*. ,1. ])ou{^herty, another member of the firm,

aaaumiug the superintendence of tlie work till its comi)letion.

Many otlier d(days, such as strikes at the granite (quarry and on the

railroads, failure of tlu^ railroads to deliver cement and other materials

on time, the exhausting of materials, etc., occurred from time to time,

so that instead of the contract being completed on December 31st, 1889,

the specified time, it was not finally finished and accepted till October

31, 1892.

Only one fatal accident occurred during the whole course of con-

struction, and that was caused by the breaking of the cable on October

29th, 1889. An Italian mortar-carrier was struck on the head by a

piece of the trolley and killed. Three minor accidents occurred in

which the sufferers required hospital attention.

Labor employed was for the most part foreign, at i:)rices ranging

from 81 25 for laborers to 83 50 for stone-masons.

The following is a partial list of the quantities of materials handled

in the excavation for, and masonry in the construction of, Sodom Dam
and the gate-house, and the contract-price paid for the same.

Quantity.
Cubic Yards. Price.

5 986. Earth excavation $0 35

16 260. Rock excavation 1 50

3 600. DeejD rock excavation 2 00

300. Rubble masonry, 1 to 2 Am. cement 3 75

23 280. " " '^ 1 to 2 Portland cement. 4 50

6 260. " " 1 to 3 " '' 4 25

530. Brick " 1 to 2 " " 10 25

776. Granite dimension stone masonry, 1 to 2

Portland cement 35 73

4 287. Facing stone masonry, 1 to 2 Portland

cement 10 75

The total bulk of masonry of all classes in the dam is 35 887

cu. yds.

The contract prices for the largest and most important items on

the whole work were extremely low, considering the situation and the

requirements, and this made it hard upon both the contractors and

the engineers to secure a first-class quality of work under such unfa-
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vorable circumstances, but it must be said to their credit that the con-

tractors faithfully lived up to their contract, even if at a loss.

The dam now stands in testimony of the accomplishment of the de-

sired result in every respect.

It is impossible to give exact figures upon the cost to the contractor

of the different classes of work, owing to accounts not having been kept

W'ith this end in view.

The following are some figures on the costs, estimated from such

data as could be obtained

:

Cement in shed at dam, per barrel:

"Burham," Portland ^2 51^

''Giant," " 2 31^

"Union," Natural 1 00^

Rubble stone from quarry on work, including 5

cents royalty, per cubic yard 1 97

Rubble stone and spalls from excavation waste

banks 67

Rubble stone, average from all sources 1 26

Facing stone on work, including 15 cents royalty,

per cubic yard 9 75

Dimension stone on work, including dressing,

per cubic yard 30 08

Rubble masonry, 1 to 2 Portland Cement, per cubic

yard 4 45

Facing stone masonry, per cubic yard 10 97

The dam was far enough advanced by the winter of 1890-91 to

admit of storing water behind it to elevation 390.0, and by the follow-

ing A\dnter to elevation 415.0. The extra storage supply was absolutely

necessary to meet the demand in the summer, since the new aqueduct

had been brought into use by this time and the daily allowance to the

city had been greatly increased. This early use of the dam caused

some inconvenience to construction, and was also a premature test

upon the green masonry, but no evil results came from it.

Sodom Dam was finally completed on October 29th, 1892, and for-

mally accepted by the Aqueduct Commissioners on December 28th, 1892.

The final estimate for dam and appurtenances amounted to ^436 499. 05.

When the bids upon this work were received on December 7th, 1887,

Sullivan, Rider & Dougherty's bid was S366 990, they being the lowest.

The highest bidder was Miles Tierney, at ^584 315, and the Engineer's

estimate was $540 030; all figured upon the same basis.
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Th(» (lirtVrcuco l)otwo(»n tho amount bid iind the final cstimatciH due

to nioditications made from time to time in tlie orif^iual i)lanH.

As to tho wator-ti^j^litncHH of Sodom Dam, it in perfect. When tin;

reservoir is tilled (witli (18 ft. of water behind the wall) many careful

examinations have failed to diseloso any leaks whatever, either through

the wall or under it, or thron^li tlu^ rock uroinid the ends in the side

hill. " Sweating " at the joints in tlie I'aeing stone ai)i)earH at several

l)oints only, but not in sufficient (quantity to produce a trickle. What
moisture there is will wholly disapi)ear on a dry, clear day; but if the

day be humid, dampness is visible upon the face of the stone as well

as at the joints.

To the question, *'Upon what did the successful construction of

Sodom Dam as a water-tight structure depend?" the writer's reply is : 1st,

ujiou the excellent quality of the material used and the methods adopted

in using them, viz. : the securing and preparing a solid, tight foundation,

the care to have every stone perfectly cleaned with w ater, the i)rompt use

of mortar after wetting, the perfect filling of every joint with mortar,

and the placing of stones so as to always break joints both horizontally

and vertically ; 2d, upon the careful study and close attention, given

by the engineers in direct charge, to every detail to see that the above

methods were faithfully carried into effect; and 3d, upon the desire and

endeavor on the part of the contractors to do good work and the existence

of a j)roper relationship between them and the engineers, which the

writer thinks is a most important factor in securing thoroughly satis-

factory work.

From start to finish the engineers had ever before their minds the

fact that they were building to resist water, one of the most subtle

and persistent enemies that our i^rofession has to cope with, and they

permitted nb defects in construction, however trivial they might

apiDear at the time, to pass unremedied.

The engineers to whom was entrusted the direction of work by the

Chief Engineer, A. Fteley, were George B. Burbank, Division Engineer,

and the writer as Assistant Engineer in charge, from the commence-

ment until June 17th, 1891, when, wpon Mr. Burbank's resignation, the

writer became Division Engineer, and assu^ned charge, with Frank

N. Speyer as his assistant.

In conclusion, the writer feels safe in saying that for water-tightness

Sodom Dam rivals all masonry dams previously constructed in this coun-

try, and stands in the front rank with, if not ahead of, those built abroad.
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In answer to questions put hy memhers of the Society after tlie presenta-

tion of the i^aper, the following additional informaticni was given hy Mr.

McCulloh:

Cements.—The American natural cement used was the "Union"

brand from Egypt, Pennsylvania, and was delivered in heavy duck bags

containing 100 lbs. each, three bags constituting a barrel. The
*' Giant " Portland cement came from the same mill as the " Union,"

in bags of 100 lbs. each, four bags to the barrel.

The purchaser of the cement was charged with the price of the bags,

which, if returned, he was given credit for upon his next order.

No greater loss or damage to the cement was sustained in using bags

than had casks been used.

Testing samples were taken at random from about 10^^ of the bags

in each lot received, and, if any question arose about the test, a second

and independent set of samples was taken, and a new test made. In

the average tensile strains given in the table of tests, some figures are

the result of over 1 000 breaks. The lowest number of breaks is prob-

ably about 15 or 20, but the average is over 100.

Maso7iry in Freezing Weather.—A small portion of the dam was

built in freezing weather, in December and early January of two

winters. This was considered necessary as it was desired to store

water behind the dam to a certain elevation, and to do it the back half

for a height of 4 or 5 ft. , and 200 ft. long, was built in this way. Hot

brine (5 lbs. salt to 1 bbl. of water) and heated sand were used in mak-

ing the mortar, and the rubble stones were also treated. "Work was

only allowed to proceed when the temperature was above 20- Fahr.

To protect the fresh mortar at night, salt would be scattered over it,

and if the conditions indicated a severe night in prospect, a layer of

sand was spread over it also. No straw was used to protect masonry.

In the spring the masonry laid in winter showed only slight damage

on the surface. A thin crust or scale iij to ^ in. deep could be scraped

off and would disintegrate. Under this scale the mortar was iu good

condition and set hard.

Each spring the old mortar was gone over with sharp picks, chisel

edged, to remove the scale and secure a clean, fresh surface for the

new mortar to fasten to.

It was not observed that the use of hot brine and sand caused the

mortar to set more raj^idly than usual.
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Fn'i'zing D'sfa nf Cements.—('ortaiii tcHtH woro made at tlio laboratory,

ln)tli with aud without usiiij^ brine, to ()l)Horvo tho offoctH of freezing?;

but tliov worn not coinph'tc* cnoiifj:!! to draw any i)OHitivo conchiHions

from thcin, Tlu> roHults obtaiiuMl were Hli^htly in favor of tlio use of

salt. Mortar frozen immediately after mixing would crumble, but,

\\\nm tliawinf?, th(> iuhhs w(nild then fiat very Hatisfactorily, the freezing

siini)ly suspending the setting. Bri(iuette8 broken after a week's ex-

l)()sure to frost showed slight falling oft' of strength, })ut the difference

was no greater than was often observed between two sets of samples

under ordinary tests.

Portland and native cements acted i)ractically the same under the

same conditions of freezing.

Gabl".—The main cable was 2 ins. in diameter, made of seven

strands of 19 wires each, or 133 wires in all. The total length between

anchors was 990 ft. The anchors, back of the towers, were oak ''dead-

men," 10 ft. long, 2 ft. diameter, in trenches cut 6 ft. into solid rock.

Near one anchor was a turn buckle used to take up the " stretch " due

to constant use and variations in temperature—the total stretch was

about 3 ft. No twisting motion in the cable was observed as a load

was run out upon it. The greatest indication of wear was in the cast-

iron trolley wheels, which would be cut in regular spiral grooves cor-

responding to the strands of the cable.

Cahie Failure.—The break that occurred in the first cable took place

between towers 50 ft. from the one farthest from the power-house,

and at the time the load was slowly moving from the power end toward

the center. It parted directly over the point where the rubble stones

were lifted from the trucks by the trolley. When observed, after the

break,both ends were found frayed for about 10 ft. , and each wire showed

a contraction at the point of parting, as is the case in testing samples.

Both cables were made by Cooper, Hewitt & Co. , and were of the

same dimensions. The original plant was furnished by the Lidger-

wood Manufacturing Co.

Preserving Batter Lines.—As each course of facing stone was com-

pleted, the true batter points for that course were established upon it

by the engineers every 20 ft., using the instruments. These points

were cut into the stone, and the foreman was required to work from

them for each succeeding course. At each change of batter, short pro-

files were set by the engineers 50 ft. apart, to insure the correct setting

of the first course at the new rate of batter.
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By Arthuk N. Talbot, M. Am. Soc. C. E., and Alva J. Grovee,

Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Arthur N. Talbot, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The series of observations

begun at Omaha promises to become a valuable contribution to en-

gineering knowledge. Exact knowledge of storm-water flow is quite

limited. Mr. Grover's observations ought to be continued through a

large number of storms, to secure the best results.

The comparison of the discharge of the sewer with the values

obtained from the Hawksley, Burkli-Ziegler and other formulas by

substituting the observed rate of rainfall brings up a question of the

meaning and legitimate limits of use of these standard formulas. Is

it a proper test to compare volumes obtained from the same rate of

rainfall for districts of different size? To the writer's mind these

formulas show the effect of the area of a district upon the maximum
rate of rainfall which may be expected over that district, and hence

* See Vol. XXVIir, page 1.
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ui)<>n tin' iniixiiiniiu flow tlicrt'froiii, wliilc r is jn-opcily u cocflflcient

iul>itnirily flu)S(»n to j^ivc j^ciUTiil form to the rcHults.

In order lu^ttcr to iiiwlcrstand tlic use of tlic foriimlus, let iik look

at till* miilorlyiufj: priufiplo.s.

GaufJciiiK^ of sewers nhow tlint if ii luird storm is of long enough

(Innitii^n to allow storm water from the remotest part of the district

to n :u-h the outl(>t before that rate of rainfall ceaseH, practically the

saiin^ proportion of this rainfall flows off at the maximum flow as

would tlow from the smaller district with the same rate of rainfall.

In other word«, if a sewer draining 2 100 acres discharges 385 cu. ft.

with a rainfall of .48 in. per hour falling steadily, this maximum dis-

charge being 38. 5 "o of the amount of water falling on the district at

anv one time, a district of 1 050 acres under the same conditions of

topography would give a maximum discharge of 38.5%' of the same

amount per acre, the sewer discharge being directly proportional t-o

the area for areas smaller than 2 100 acres, since the above rain fell

steadily 30 minutes, a time stated to be long enough for water from

the remotest part of the 2 100 acres to reach the outlet. This, of course,

is on an area previously saturated with rain.

The question then is, will not a short, heavy rainfall aflfect the small

district, while the same rate will not last long enough to make a max-

imum flow in the large district; and it is this element of time and

rate of rainfall which the Burkli-Ziegler formula is evidently intended

to cover.

It is well known that much higher intensities or rates of rainfall

are common in storms of short duration than in long-continued rains.

Some time ago the writer gathered all the available data of rainfall in

connection with the time of downj^our, and by platting them on diagrams

endeavored to secure a relation between duration of storm and rate of

rainfall. By a study of these diagrams, two curves were deduced, one

expressing the rate of rainfall, which is rarely exceeded, and the other

expressing the rate of frequent occurrence. This equation of rare

rainfall is ?/ = — '

, where y is the rate of rainfall in inches per
X -y- U.

hour for the time x expressed in hours. Likewise the formula for the

,. . . 1.75
ordmarv maximum is y =—,—pr^.

^ a; +.25
Judging from the records it may be said that this higher rate of

rainfall may be expected at any one station only a few times in a cen-
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iury. Judging from a total of 71 years of records from self-register-

ing gauges, and from over 3 000 years from non-registering gauges, the

rates wliieli this formula for ordinary maximum rainfall gives will

occur as frequently as two or three times in 10 years.

The real rate of the rainfall causing the maximum discharge from

a given district will be the rate which may be expected for a time

equal to that necessary for the storm water from the remotest part of

the drainage area to flow to and through the sewer to the point under

consideration. Comparing the district in Mr. Grover's paper with one

of the same shape and slope, and of one-fourth the area—525 acres—it

would be fair to assume, since similar areas are proportional to the

squares of their linear dimensions, that the sewer in the small district

would be one-half the length of that in the larger, and that the time of

flowing through the sewer is one-half as long. Saying, as before, that

30 minutes is used in reaching the outlet in the large district, and for

the purpose of illustration, that five minutes of this is used in reaching

the street inlet, we should have the time for reaching the outlet of the

small district as i (30 — 5) -f 5 = 17^. By the curve of ordinary

1.75
rainfall, y =— , it is seen that a rainfall of 2.33 ins. per hour may

be expected for 30 minutes, while 3.23 ins. per hour may be expected

for 17.5 minutes. For the small district, therefore, 1.39 times as much
storm water per acre would have to be provided for as in the 2 100-acre

district. This is evidently in keeping with the Burkli-Ziegler formula

which indicates that the discharge per acre varies as /_i. ^y. i]^Q,t a

525-acre district will give 1.41 times as much per acre as an area of 2 100

acres. In the same way the McMath formula states that the smaller

district will give 1.33 times as great a rate as the larger district. A
similar comparison could be made with districts of other sizes with

somewhat similar results. These formulas may then be taken as sav-

ing, in a general way, that the rate of rainfall affecting the maximum
flow of a sewer varies inversely as some power of the area.

If, then, a value of r in the Burkli-Ziegler formula gives the maxi-

mum flow for a certain area, the same value of r ought, by these for-

mulas, to give the maximum flow for any other area. Hence ?• is a

constant coefficient for all areas, and not the actual rate of rainfall

which gives the discharge from the district considered, r will vary
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with tlio dimato, and, of coiirHO, itH value in use will vary with the

nt'ccssity for })r()vi(linj^ for raro HtorniH.

With this view it is clt'arly iniprojx'r to tost tlu; I'oriiiula by siihsti-

tntiu^^ for /• tlu» actual rato of rainfall over the given dlHtrict, and

coniparinjj: the result with the actual discharge. An erroneous use of

the formula is therefore made in the paper (i)age D, Volume XXVIII),

and in the diagram on Plate V, when the Burkli-Ziegler and other for-

mulas are used, to find the storm water-flow in the given district for the

given rainfall. The Burkli-Ziegler formula for the assumed conditions

gives 0.15)5 ?• cubic feet i)er acre, while .385 of the rainfall actually

flowed oil". This discrepancy is not, then, an argument against the

validity of the Burkli-Ziegler or the McMath formulas. The experi-

ments would, with more reason, furnish a means of determining the

jDroper values of ?•, for if 385 cu. ft. per second (or some quantity

determined from a heavier rain) were the greatest flow to be expected

from 2 100 acres, then 385 = 1.322 r (2 100)^ and r = .939, and this

would be used for calculating flow for areas other than 2 100 acres.

The same error is made on page 42, Vol. XX, of the T)'ansactions,wh.eie

the rate of rainfall which may be expected for 44 minutes—the time

necessary for the storm water to reach the outlet— is used as ?\

The usual phrase, "the average intensity (rate per hour) of the rain

during the period of the heaviest fall " is very indefinite; since, in a

climate where the intensity varies so greatly with the length of storms,

a definite time must be fixed. It might be claimed that if, say, 38.5%

of the rain falling at a given instant reaches the sewer at a given

time, and if .385 r be substituted in the Burkli-Ziegler formula thus,

1.322 r yj -. 385 ,,^ ^j^^ resulting value of A, 136 acres, will be the

area for which r should be chosen, and the corresi^onding length of

storm would be, say, 8 or 10 minutes. But this is carrying the ma-

thematical treatment too far. ?• is rather a coefficient arbitrarily fixed,

without regard to area (probably corresponding to a rainfall for 8

to 15 minutes). As far as the writer's observation goes, it is the i^rac-

tice with American engineers merely to make it 1, 2, 3 or 4, according to

whether they wish to make provision for frequent or for rare storms.

It sometimes seems as if members of the profession were using these

formulas for the purpose of making a very small pipe seemingly carry

a high rate of rainfall. However, when properly understood, they be-

come as good a guide as our present knowledge will admit.
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As suggested by Mr. Grover, the formulas quoted are not perfect.

They take no account of the fact that long narrow districts will require

a longer time for the storm water to reach the outlet than compact

districts of the same area, and hence, that the amount of storm water

concentrating at the outlet will be less. With fuller data from self-

registering rain gauges, the relation between rate of rainfall and time

may be definitely determined. This, with a better knowledge of the

proportion of rain flowing directly into the sewer, will enable the storm

water to be determined by finding the time necessary for the rain water

of the remotest part of a district to reach the outlet and using a fixed

part of the corresponding rate of rainfall.

1 75
Thus, if the ordinary rate of rainfall be y =—-^—^, considering

that the number of inches of rainfall per hour may be used for the

number of cubic feet of water per second falling on an acre, without

material error, we shall have the following formula for flow from the

maximum storm.

o^ ^ • T,. ^ . 1 / X 6 300
Storm water m cubic feet per second per acre = ~ »

i _i_
^, 4- 900

V

where /is the proportion of rainfall flowing off immediately, I the

length of sewer for the given district, v the average velocity in feet per

second in sewer, and b the time in seconds required for water to reach

the sewer inlets.

While this method of finding the discharge has been criticised on

account of the introduction of the element of time, it is at least rational

and allows a much safer use of the engineer's judgment and experience,

since his knowledge of its derivation will permit a more satisfactory

application of its acquired data.

If the ratio of the length of sewers to the area in acres be such that

/ =: 360 VA (length about three times breadth), and if an average

velocity in sewer of 8 ft. per second be used, and if/ be 0.4:0, this be-

comes

—

55
Storm water in cubic feet jjer acre = —-^=

\/a + 20

28
For a velocity throughout the sewer of 4 ft. per second.

k/A + 13

will result. For suburban and country districts, lower values of/

must be used. It is in the direction of finding values of / for various
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CDuditious that ohHcrvutioiiM arc nocdcd, aud further cxiK-rimcntH may

show that it is not a coiiHtaut. However, Mr. (trover's work is a good

step iu the rij^bt directiou.

Alva J. Groveh, Ashoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—In Mr. Tall)ot'H dis-

cuHsion he has clearly illuHtrated the use of r = " rate of rainfall per

hour " iu the Burkli-Ziepler and McMath formulas.

His pointing out the value of the "rate of flow per second =/"
is timely.

If some one will as clearly illustrate the value of (s = slope) in

these formulas, I think it will be appreciated.
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THE TRANSITION CURVE—DISCUSSION ON
PAPERS Nos. 528 AND 576.*

By WiLiiiAM Cain, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Mr. Conway K. Howard, on page 33 of the Transactions for January,

1893, questions "the merits of formula (21)t as a general formula,"

because " the expression

„ 5729.65^= -D^
except when D° = 1° is an approximate value of the radius corre-

sponding to X)*^."

In my original paper* it is stated that "In running circular curves,

such a chord length should be taken that the arc and chord are prac-

tically equal. Thus, for 1, 2, 3 and 4° curves, chord lengths of

100 ft. may be taken; for S^-curves 50-ft. chord lengths should be

*'• The Transition Curve whose Curvature varies directly as its Length from the P. C, or

point where it connects with the Tangent," by William Cain, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxvi,

p. 473; and Discussion on " The Transition Curve," by Conway R. Howard, Esq., and A. N.

Talbot, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxviii, p, 32.

t See Vol. xxvi, p. 479.
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used, and ho on." This is common practice, nn far an I know, and it

was nocoHsarv to rcco^cnizo it. Mr. A. M. W('lliuf<ton, in tlic! cliai)terH

of his "Field IJook," published in Kngineerinfj Neu^s Home years ago,

strongly urges the formula for R above as a general formula, and it is

very generally used by wT-iters on the transition curve, including Mr.

Howard himself (sec his "Field Book," \>. t3). As it is an approximation,

as Mr. Howard suggests, it is well to ascertain the errors made by

its use.

If the chord length used was that corresponding to an angle of 1^

at the center, then there would be no approximation in the use of the

formula in running in circular curves. Thus, if a 10*^ curve is such a

curve that a 10-ft. chord length corresponds to 1"^ at the center, then

10 such chords correspond to 10^ at the center, and the formula ex-

actly applies, as is evident from a figure giving portions of a 1~ and

10- curve, included between two radii that make an angle of 1^ with,

each other. From similar triangles the radii are directly as the chord

lengths, or as 10 to 100, as is otherwise given by the formula

i? = 5729.65-^-1)0.

But in practice it is inconvenient to use such small chord. lengihs.

The following table will show the amount of the error resulting from

using the formula i? = 5729.65 -j- i)^ for curves run with various

chord lengths

:

Degree of Curve.
Chord Length.

Feet.
Angle Subtended

by Chord.
True Radius.

Feet.

^_ 5729.65

Z)'

Feet.

4° 100 4' 1432.69 1432.41
8= 50 716.34 716.21

10= 40 573.07 572.96
16° 25 358.17 3.58.10
20= 20 286.54 286.48
32° 12.5 179. OS 179.05
iO° 10 143.27 143.24
80= 5 71.63 71.62

The first column gives the value of D- (in this case) equal to the

angle turned in 100 ft., using successive chord lengths as given in the

second column, each subtending an angle of 4^ at the center. The

fourth column gives the true radius, comi3uted from the exact formula,

R= \ the chord length -i- sin. 2-. This differs from the results of the

approximate formula given in the last column by nearly 0.3 ft. for a 4^
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curve, and gradually diminishing to 0.01 ft. for an 80^ curve, run with

5-ft. chords. The errors made by the use of the formula in question,

when the curves are run as described, are thus practically insignificant.

For degrees of curve between 4^ and 8°, 50 ft., or any convenient

chord lengths varying from 100 to 50 may be used, even divisions as 60,

etc., being preferred; similarly for intermediate degrees of curve to

those given in the table. In fact, for the higher curves, much larger

chord lengths could be used, if desired, without appreciable error.

I trust it has been fully shown that if the circular curve is to be

run with chord lengths, about equal to those given in the table, the

formula for R gives practically exact results; so that all the funda-

mental formulas in the paper under discussion hold.

If, however, all circular curves are to be run with 100-ft. chord

lengths, then the formulas involving D^ in the paper above (as well

as in Mr. Howard's "Field Book"), need to be modified. Thus, in

paper 528, from (1) and (8), which does not involve (6) we have

—

900c , „ 900 X 100
r =—^^ and K = ^^—

,

TT N 7t N
where R is the radius corresponding to c = 100. Therefore, for the

same N,

^= ISO
=-1 ''"" (^^''

giving Mr. Howard's formula [a) in paper 576, whence, as he finds,

q = r { -p ver. sm. a I

which should replace my formula (21). This value of q must likewise

be used in (22), and the other formulas as (9), (10), (12), (13) and one

form of (17) and (18) must be modified since D° is to be computed

exactly by using the value of r given above.

This change, although easily made, I cannot think desirable, as it

would destroy the extreme simplicity of the formulas mentioned, and

thus would impair the usefulness of Mr. Howard's admirable concep-

tion in practice.

The best reason, though, for not making any change, is the fact that

it would be wrong in theory to do so, if the circular curves are run,

as usual, with chord lengths less than 100 ft., when the degree of

curve exceeds, say, 4^. I find that Prof. Talbot, in his comprehen-

sive discussion of the Transition Curve in the Technograph No. 5,

uses the formula in question, i? = 5 730 -^ D. I regret that I did not
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meet witli his articl<» until after my jmpor whh piibliHliod, or I Rhould

have caUod attontioii to it.

Lot mo add, too, that I rosorted to the calcnluH in develoi)ing the

theory of the transition curve, to put the fun<lamontal formulas upon

a firm basis, and not simply to compute coefficients and angles with

hair-s})litting exactness.

The only result aimed at was practical exactness, which approxi-

mate methods sometimes leave in doubt.

Further, it may be very desirable to extend the coefficients, etc.,

beyond iV= 15 (Mr. Howard's table extends only to iV= 12) to which

extension the method exposed readily lends itself.

Mr. Wellington and Professor Talbot have both called attention to

the fact that, at a point on the spiral where the degree of curvature is

i)^, the deflection from a station on the D- circular curve at this point,

having the same tangent to the same station on the transition curve,

is equal to the deflection at the beginning of the spiral from the tan-

gent there, for an equal length of spiral in both cases. This is very

easily shown from the aiDi^roximate formulas given in paper 528, pages

481-82.

Thus, in Fig. 1 of that paper, call L, station N^ and L\ station N.

Connecting L and L' by straight line, we have from (7) and (23), angle

Now, lay off on the circular arc LD, the distance LP = arc LL' {P

is thus on the circular arc just below L'). Therefore, arc LP = iV,— N
stations. Connect i and jP by a straight line. At the bottom of p. 482,

the deflection at L from tangent to circular curve for one station was

shown to be 6 N^ minutes. Hence, in Fig. 1, TLP = 6 N^ (i^i — N).

Subtracting from this the value of angle TLL' above, we have

—

L'LP = ^[N^ — Nf

which by (19) approximately equals the deflection at the beginning of

the spiral from the tangent for {N^ — N) stations, which proves the

proposition enunciated above.
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THE IMPEOVExMENT OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA.^

Bv H. D. Whitcomb, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Eead May 3d, 1893.

In a paper published in 1888, Colonel Craighill describes the

treatment of several tidal rivers on the Atlantic Coast, and observes

that much detail was necessarily avoided. In his reference to the

Dutch Gap Cut-Off on James River, he expressed the hope that further

information on that work, and other matters on the James, would

be brought out in the discussion of his paper bj two members of

the Society, who had been associated with him in dealing with that

stream.

The writer had been in local charge of the improvement from July,

1874, to the close of 1881, but refrained from joining in the discussion

* A Supplement to so much of Colonel W. P. Craighill's article as relates to this river.

See " Some Observations on the Subject of the Improvement of Several of the Rivers of th«

Atlantic Coast."—Transactions Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. XIX, p. 233.

Discussions on this paper received before July 1st, 1893, will be published in a subsequent
number.
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of tli«' paper dm iii'conut «)1" the cu^rosHin^ iiiiturc of othei' fii^^ugc-

meuts in IHHH aud want of information a.s to «U'tailH at that time. Mr.

C. P. E. liurgwyn. the othtr mcniber referred to, ^\ ho \>uis then in h»<iil

charge of the work, responded, giving information an to details iij) to

that time, and comments suggested by his cxi)erience on tin- work

The writer returned to his former position aft<'r tlie resignation of Mr.

Burgwvn at the ch)se of November, 1891.

The scope of the improvement had been euhirged by hiw, greatly

increasing the magnitude of the work; and it was necessary to examine

critically the successive maps, reports and details of surveys before and

after 1881, in order to learn what had been done from year to year,

and the results. A great deal of information collected by Mr.

BurgAvyu, especially on the lower part of the river, has yet to be

fully considered. This paper, in which the writer gives some of the

results of his examination, is submitted as a tardy response to the

invitation of 1888, with a hope that it will be more interesting from

the delay.

The article to which this is supplementary gives a clear and con-

cise history of the work, the character of the river and its bed, and the

methods of improvement adopted, including its regulation. The work

is still prosecuted in accord with the plans therein stated, which are

indicated by the river itself.

It w^as recognized from the first that the cross-sections of the river

w*ere due to its slope, its fluvial and tidal discharges, and the character

and conditions of its bed, and not to chance; and that under the

same conditions the contours of these sections could be changed by

excavation in hard material, and by works regulating its width else-

where, so as to give such depths as were needed and preserve ajDproxi-

mately the area which Nature had given.

It is difficult to see how anything more than a general plan for the

improvement of such a river as the James can be made in advance or

even after such examinations as are ordinarily practicable. The con-

ditions on works of this character are so varying and so different from

the indications of even a fair examination, that something must be

left to judgment and experience in each individual case.

If this is "tentative," the writer agrees with Colonel Craighill in

thinking that the improvement of the James must be more or less so,

to secure the best results.
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The James River proper is formed by the confluence of the Jackson

and Cowpasture, a few miles east of Clifton Forge, Va., and is 234^

miles long thence to tide-water at Richmond. In this distance the

fall is 1 018^ ft., an average of 4.34 ft. to the mile ; in the last 10 miles

above tide the fall is 124 ft. over a bed of granite rock. The tributaries

mentioned have their sources in the eastern sloj)e of the Allegheny

Mountains, and in ridges parallel to and eastward of that range.

Several tributaries of both these branches of the James, and of othor

branches on its left bank west of the Blue Ridge, interlock with those

of the south branch of the Potomac.

The Potomac and the James have a similar area of drainage. In

both there are frequent ridges parallel to the Allegheny with steep

slopes, separated by narrow valleys. Both rivers break through the

Blue Ridge, and both enter tide-water after a heavy fall for 10 or 12

miles. The James above Richmond has scarcely two-thirds the drain-

age area of the Potomac above Washington, has a more rapid fall, a

longer distance to traverse east of the Blue Ridge, and its bed is at a

higher level. Their sources are approximately at the same height

above tide, and their discharges are subject to great fluctuations and

cause violent freshets.

The James carries the drainage of more than 7 000 sq. miles at

Richmond, and in its whole length to Hampton Roads of about 10 500

sq. miles. Probably one-half this area is mountainous, and oh all of

it above Richmond there is no lake or natural pond worthy of mention

known to the writer.

The river was carefully gauged in the summer of 1877 by Colonel

W. E. Cutshaw, M. Am. Soc. C. E., the city engineer of Richmond,

when its flow was less than ever known before from any availaMe

record, and was found to be 1 332 cu. ft. a second. This measurement

is confirmed by the distance below the head of the tide to which the

tidal basin is tilled by the discharge in very low stages of the river, I. e.,

the point where the flood-tide current ceases. In great freshets the

discharge probably exceeds 300 000 cu. ft.

The greatest freshet of which there is an authentic record was in

November, 1877, when the rise was 28.6 ft. above mean low tide at

Richmond.* One of 24.3 ft. occurred in 1886, one of 25.2 ft. in June,

* All measurwments which would vary with the stage of the tide are referred to mean
low tide unlesB otherwise stated.
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IHHD, and uiiotlu'r of 2*2. Hiu Aiigust ol t Ih-kuhu' y<'«ir. IikIihUuk these,

only 11 have rcaclud a liri/^^ht ot 15 ft. or iiioic since December, 1870,

and, of these, five occiuitMl in iHHIi. There have heen 80 riHCS reported

between 1870 and l8iK3, not iueliisive, of whicli '.\\ were from T) to 10 ft.,

35 from 10 to 15 ft., 7 between 15 and 20 ft., and 4 over 20 ft. Th.-

average of all is 11.33 ft.

The fall below Kiehmoud is iue()usideral)h'. The ditl'erence in level

between mean low tide at Kiehmond and l)uteh](iui), from nine monthH'

observations with registering gauges in 1875-76, did not exceed 0.3 ft.,

the distance being 14 miles by the cut-off" and 19 hj the bend. This was

the difference excluding only rises exceeding 5 feet, the mean rise and

fall of tide being 3.6 and 3.3 ft., respectively; and at the lowest stage§

of the river, the difference should be even less. It is not likely that

the fall in the 101 miles from Eichmond to Hampton Roads is 1 ft. at

such a stage.

In the great freshet of 1877 the fall V)etweeu Eichmond and the

entrance of Dutch Gaj) Cut-Off" was 10.88 ft. or 1 in 6 612; through the

cut-off" (600 ft.) 2.15 ft., or 1 in 279; thence to City Point, 18i miles,

10.99 ft., or 1 in 8 678; and for 7^ miles below, 1 in 21 758.

The range of tides varies with the w^idth of the river and with the

fluvial discharge near Eichmond. The range at Newport News is 2.3

ft.; at the junction with the Chickahominy, 2.0; at City Point, 2.5; at

Dutch Gap, 3.3; and at Eichmond, 3.6. The tidal wave is arrested by

the Falls at Eichmond, the tidal basin is limited thereby, and it is de-

sirable to maintain the area covered by it in the upper reaches, as

stated by Colonel Craighill in his article.

The fluvial discharge decreases the tidal range, shortens the dura-

tion of the flood, and lengthens that of the ebb; and when about 13i

ft., the tide is imperceptible on the gauge at Eichmond.

"The rate of propagation of the flood tide from Fort Monroe to

Eichmond averages 18.8 ft. per second, or about 13 miles per hour.

The average velocity of the water at the swiftest period of the flood

tide is about 2 ft. per second, say one-ninth that of the flood-tide

wave."*

The sectional areas of the river at sundry points in tide-water are

as follows: those below Curies are taken from Mr. Burgwyn's report of

1885.

* Report of Captain Thomas Turtle, Corps of Engineers, June, 1883.
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Miles below Richmond, Square ft.

Richmond Bar 3 6 331

Drewry Bluif 7 8 047

Claaffin Bluff 9 10 622

Varina 15 14 530

Curies 20^ 17 500

Bermuda Hundred 30^ 24 725

Harrison's Bar 37^ 68 521

Dancing Point 59 124 392

Jamestown 71 172 955

Rocklanding Shoal 89 305 777

It is not probable that the great increase in area below Bermuda

Hundred, which is just above the junction with the Appomattox, can

be due to the increase in tidal and fluvial discharge. It may have

some connection with the change in direction of the river at that

point.

Like the Potomac and several other rivers on the Atlantic slope,

the James has a considerable fall over granite rock just above the head

of tide. This is the most easterly outcrop of any large area of that

character, and has a trend between Richmond and Petersburg of a little

east of south. It must have been a ridge, since the coal beds of the

Clover Hill mines 16 miles west of this trend are 600 ft. below tide

level.

The general course of the river for 79 miles above Richmond is

about 14^ south of east, approximately at a right angle with the direc-

tion of the ridge; at Richmond it turns directly south, and at 6 miles

below is little more than i mile farther from the head of the Falls

than at its abrupt departure from its previous course. It thus skirts

the slope of the rocky ridge for about 20 miles, which, with its hard

overlying material, may have affected the regimen of the river as far as

the sudden change in its section where it resumes its more eastern

course. At this point, the junction with the Appomattox, the line of

the rock is 7 miles west and the general direction of the river becomes

28° south of east to its mouth, 69^ miles in an air line. The granite is

here supposed to be from 200 to 1 000 ft. or more below tide level.

For about 3 miles below the entrance to the Richmond Dock,

the bed of the river is more or less in soft or disintegrated gneiss, con-

taining boulders of considerable size, some strata of harder rock, and
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ici'f.s of. ^rauitc or gueisH. Tlic most considcnildi of the reefH an- at

Hnckftts, near t lie city liiiiitH, and at (Jootlc's Rocks, 1
i|

iiiilcH brhiw.

Tliis lu'd was formerly covered with sand and j<rjiv<d, and witli Ijouldcrs

watcr-woru, but not rounded, the lighter parts of which have, for the

most part, been swci)t away whore the surface has been contracted V)y

works of regulation. Hock is found in small reefs at Richmond Bar

16 ft. below datum too hard for the dredges employed. It disappears

\ mile lower down at 22 ft. and afterward makes its ai>pearance at one

or two isolated points of small area on the rigid bank that are no o]»-

struetion to the channel. For 3 miles })elow Richmond Bar the

river-bed is in sand, with coarse gravel and some boulders, at varying

and generally increasing dei)ths, and the cobble has been found IH ft.

below datum in a shoal 11 miles below the city.

Between Drewry Blufi', 7 miles below the city, and City Point,

a distance of 25 miles, the river is generally of ample depth; but there

are shoals at intervals where the current crosses from one bank to the

other. Seven of these shoals remain with less than the required depth

of 22 ft., all of sand or mud; certainly so to a depth of 18 ft. below

datum.

At City Point the river becomes an estuary. It is brackish for 30

miles above its mouth. The widths and depths are greater than above.

There are seven shoals which require deepening for the new project.

While the river-bed, above City Point, is as described, at least on

the shoals, its banks, where more than 10 or 12 ft. above tide, are often

of indurated clay, nearly black in color, the top of which can be seen

at intervals a few feet above low tide. On this rests a sandy gravel

covered with varying depths of yellow clay. The indurated clay forms

the bed of Dutch Gap Cut-Oflf, and can be seen at Drewry and Chaffin

Bluffs and other points above. A similar bed of indurated material is

found at points east of City Point below tide level. This clay is wear-

ing away slowly w^here impinged on by the current, and in places small

areas have been undermined and swept away since the writer first ob-

served it in 1874. But the river banks, above City Point, are by no

means unstable as compared with those of rivers flowing in more re-

cently deposited material. The shoals have been very permanent in

position, extent and depth.

The first appropriation made by Congress, after the Civil War, was

$50 000, in July, 1870. In the preceding five years the City of Rich-
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mond had expended about !?70 000 in work at sundry points, and to a

certain extent navigation had been resumed. In 1871 the city made a

further appropriation of $250 000.

The first efiforts of the U. S. engineer officer in charge of the im-

provement Avere directed to the removal of obstructions i^laced in the

river during the War, the improvement of the channel through Rockett's

Reef, the worst obstruction on the river, and the opening of Dutch

Gap Cut-Off to navigation. A great freshet, which occurred in October,

1870, rising to 27 ft. , had reduced the depth on Richmond Bar and in

Trent's Reach to 7 ft. The reopening of navigation to at least the

conditions before 1861 was of superior consideration to any other at

that time, and all available means looking to that end were used to

secure it. In January, 1872, the obstructions had been removed, and

the cut-off opened to navigation with a depth sufficient for the largest

class of vessels then in the trade with Richmond. Many of the more

dangerous points on Rockett's Reef had been removed, and, later on, a

channel 15 x 80 ft. wide was completed through it.

Up to that time the city was dredging the shoaler parts of the chan-

nel and constructing training walls or dikes behind which the dredged

material was deposited. After this, the operations by the city were

carried on in conjunction with those of the United States, and under

the approval of the engineer officer for several years. The project at

that time was to secure a depth of 18 ft. at full tide in a channel 180

ft. Avide, from the Richmond Dock to Harrison's Bar, 37^^ miles below,

with 18 J ft. in rock excavation. Operations were directed to this end

until 1884, when Congress adopted the larger project under which the

work is now prosecuted.

Under the older project the work was comparatively limited. The

rock excavation near the city, although large in amount, had a smaller

percentage which required blasting, and considerable areas that were

sufficiently below datum require removal under the enlarged plan.

The channel below Warwick Bar, 5 miles from the city, needed no

improvement except in the removal of artificial obstructions, and in

deepening the shoals at Kingsland's Reach, Varina, Harrison's Bar and

Goose Hill Flats, near Jamestown. Trent's Reach was avoided by

opening Dutch Gap. Rock excavation did not extend to Richmond

Bar under that project. The plan of improvement below this rock was

to use contraction alone, except where dredging was necessary in hard
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matoriftl, or for otln-r rcasouH, sncli us thr more .sjmmmIv r«'li«'f of com-

inorco.

'Vho Hcctions of tlu> rivrr wliicli liiitl the rciiiiisitc (l('})th iiixi width

of clmnurl worv iit tirst asHunuMl to have the proper widthH for the

viciuity, and training avuIIk were i)huM>d at a correHponding diRtance

ni)iirt. or from the opposite shore. This improved the channel, hut the

coutraetion was j^enerally found insuflticient.

The tirat survey, under the direction of the engineer officer, which

covered any considerable stretch of river, was made by Mr. William

Popp early in 1874. This extended from the foot of the Falls to near

Varina, 21 miles below, including the bend at Dutch Gap. The sound-

ings were taken at right angles to the current, at frequent intervals,

and readily gave the sectional areas. These were found to increase

regularly, accompanied with irregularity in width and depth. The

areas ascertained, the width of the regu-lation could be approximately,

fixed.

The river near Richmond was narrow, varying in surface-width

from 400 to 1 200 ft. in the first 7 miles. It was important to contract

this no more than would prove sufficient for the project. The charac-

ter of the bed was unknown to any considerable depth in many places,

and it was uncertain how far the deepening of shoals and the opening

of the cut-oflf would affect areas above and the range of tide. To

preserve this width, as far as practicable, the more flexible jilan of

wing dams was adopted for regulating the width, with the expectation

that their outer ends would be connected by training walls at some

future time.

The wing dam can be extended, if necessary, for no considerable

increase in cost—if found too long, reduction is easy. The lines of

regulation can be modified in direction or width, whenever a change is

advisable, at a fraction of the cost which would be necessary if training

walls are used. The latter were used only in exceptional cases after-

ward until the regulation was sufficiently advanced to warrant their

use in connecting the outer ends of the dams.

The regulation for the old project was completed to Warwick Bar

in 1884, and had been applied in connection with dredging at Varina

1^ miles below Dutch Gap. Operations further east, at Curies, Har-

rison's Bar, Swan's Point and Goose Hill, were confined to dredging

alone; those below City Point, on account of the great expense of
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building and maintaining any work of regulation, and for reasons per-

taining to navigation in those wide parts of the river.

The scour from between the wing dams was deposited below,

especially on a shoal between them and deep water at Drewry Bluff,

which was of sufficient depth before ; and it became apparent that the

regulation must be extended over this shoal at no distant day. But

the original project was well advanced in 1884, needing only the longer

action of the current between the wing dams and the widening and

deepening of a few places in solid rock. At that time vessels drawing

16 ft. were taken from Richmond to the sea over shoals which had no

more than 10^ ft. on them at full tide in 1870.

In 1881 Congress directed a survey and estimate to be made and

submitted for an enlarged project. This was made by Mr. Burgwyn,

under the direction of the engineer officer in charge, and included

borings in the bed of the channel wherever it had less than 25 ft. in

depth at full tide.

In July, 1884, Congress adopted the project looking to 22 ft. at

mean low tide from the sea to Richmond, the width to be 400 ft. from

the sea to City Point ; 300 ft. thence to Drewry Bluflf, and 200 ft.

thence to Richmond. This increase in depth of channel, which is 7

ft. near Richmond, is almost exclusively in rock for 3 miles below the

city limits; and, although the larger part can be removed by dredging

alone, the estimated cost of this section was more than half that of the

entire project. Elsewhere the increase in cost, although large in

comparison with the old plan, is very small when the increased benefit

is considered. The cost of the enlarged project was estimated to be

about ^3 800 000, and, of this, ^812 500 has been appropriated, including

^200 000 in July, 1892.

Nothing has been done towards the new project below Dutch Gap,

except in surveys and the deepening of Swan's Point shoal. The cut

at Dutch Gap has been enlarged and deepened. Training Avails have

been constructed on the shoal at Kingsland Reach and a channel

dredged to the required depth. A large amount of dredging has been

done between Richmond Bar and Drewry Bluflf, and the old line of

regulation above Warwick Bar changed for the new project and

extended to deep water at the bluflf.

Rock excavation between the bar and the city limits has been

prosecuted as fast as means would permit. The channel through
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Goodr s Kucks, w hicli it w us fdiiiul iulvisahli; to excavate on cntirt'lj

(listinct linos ircnn tin- old, owin/^' to the increaHi' in d«*i>tli and

otluT reasons, is now f).") ft. widi' and ^cufrally 22 ft. deep, l)ut not yet

available for navigation. In the softer rock above, the channel, with

ndnor exceptionH, is 18 ft. deep to the Chesapeake and Olno Ilaihvay

wharves, with considerable but disconnected excavations between them

and t lie city.

A contract has been made, under the ai)i)ro])riatiou of 1H92, for

work on the whole distance to the sea wherever there are less than IM

ft. in the channel at low tide. The works of regulation are designed

ti» secure the widths and depths of the full project. In rock excavation

where blasting is necessary this depth will be secured, but not for the

required width. "Where dredging alone is done, the depth will not be

less than Ls ft. The contract expires })y limitation December 31st,

1894.

The examination of surveys heretofore mentioned as made by the

writer was especially directed to the line of improvement from Rich-

mond Bar to Drewry Bluff, a distance of 4 miles, where the most

extended works of regulation have been tried. The areas, etQ., of 14

surveys were computed. The depths had been taken on lines at right

angles to the current, and except in that of 1874, heretofore mentioned,

at 10 ft. apart across the stream. The lines were usually at the sites of

wing dams alone, but some surveys included intermediate lines.

This stretch was divided into seven sections, four representing, as

near as may be, where the current follows one side of the regulating

works, and three where it is changing from one side to the opposite. The

sections are show^n on Plates XXXI and XXXII, Sections 1, 3, 5 and 7

representing the conditions first mentioned, and alternates, the cross-

overs. On Sections 4 and 6 the centers of cross-overs are i and ^ mile

above those previous to the regulation, a change due to the rectifica-

tion of the irregular courses of the channels above and below and the

abrupt changes of the current from one bank to the other on the shoals

between, scarcely marked by any distinct channel.

The mean width, area and depth on each of these sections and their

ranges, and the least and best channel dspth not less than 80 ft. wide,

is given on Statement A. On the first five, which include Richmond and

Warwick Bars, these items are given from and after 1884, when the new

project was adopted; the other two, from 1887, when that part of the



Mean Width, Areas, T>e^ Times between 1874 and

lolph Flats, 3 340 ft.

1888. 1889 May, Oct.,
1892. 1892.

Least sui'face width 409
439
417

407
440
419

406
438
418

407
Greatest " 438
Mean " l2 418
Least crosa-section .2 6 230 6 560 6 836 6 685
Greatest " 6 738 7 346 7 123 7 209
Mean " ;V 6 404 7 045 6 914 6 870
Least mean depth of section. !8 14.65 15.68 15.82 15.70
Greatest " " .>7 16.11 17.92 17.38 17.50
Mean depth of all sections.. 13 15.37 16.79 16.50 16.43
Least channel depth, 80 ft. widt 16.0 16.9 17.1 17.3
Best " " " 18.2 21.0 20.5 20 5

»28 ft. Section 7, 2 066 ft.

Oct.,
1892 1874. 1891.

May,
1892.

Oct.,

1892.

Least surface \^idth 520
568
540

8 455
8 824
8 608
15.23
16 84
15.93
16.t

21.2

700
770
726

9 327
10 854
9 888
12.42

14.49
13 72
16 5

21.4

520
568
540

8 366
8 785
8 577
15.32
16.80
16.18
18.3

22 9

523
583
536

8 589
9 092
8 743
14.73
17.35
16.31

17.6

23.4

523
Greatest •' 575
Mean " ' 533
Least cross-section
Greatest "

8 518
9 044

Mean " ' 8 807
Least mean depth of section....'
Greatest " " ...j

Mean depth of all sections '-

Least channel depth, 80 ft. wid
Best

15.26
17.26
16.53
18.0

22.8

Note.—The minor dififereit is less than 6 ft. A large increase
indicates injury by flood or ice.



STATEMENT A.

Mean Width, Areas. Depths, etc., on Seven Sections of James Eivee, Va., between Richmond Bae akd Dkewey Bluff, at Different Times Bm-n'EEN 1874 and
1892. Aiiii Measurements in Feet at Mean Low Tide.

Section 1. Richmond Bar, 2 479 ft. Section 2. A Cross-Over, 1 877 ft. Section 3. Randolph Flats, 3 .340 ft.

1874. 1884. 1885. 1887. 1888. 1889.
May,
1892.

Oct.,
1892.

1874. 1884. 1885. 1887. 1888. 1889.
May,
1892.

Oct.,
1892.

1874. 1884. 1885. 1887. 1838. 1889.
May,
1892.

Oct.,
1892.

940
1210
1 0K2
5 159
7 335
6 190
4.76

7.80

5.57
8.1

15.4

435
467
443

5 642
6 332
5 933
12.08

13 94
13.38

14.4

16.3

434
467
444

5 742
6 223
5 898
12.32

13.96

13.27

14.

16.

437
467
446

5 909
6 168

434
465
444

5 471

440
470
447

5 969

435
467
446

6 100
6 569
6 330
13.46
14.80

14.19
15.0

16.6

437
467
446

5 993
6 562
6 273
13.50
14.90

14.10
15.0

16 3

'980

1065
1051
5 670
7 034
6 614
5 79
6.70
6.29

9.3

15.4

410
463
424

6 024
6 332
6 203
13.68
15.16

14.60
14.4

16.2

410
463
427

6 168
6 368
6 246
13 46
15.20

14.65

14.4

16.1

409
463
425

6 14.5

6 842
6 376
13.29

15,68
14 99
15.3

16.7

408
461
419

5 974
6 268
6 093
12.96
15.33

14.58

14.9

16.5

323*
460
373

6 099
6 779
6 184
14.15

18 10
16.35
16-6

18.3

353*
467
401

6 372
7 108
6 635
13.82

18.05

16.58
16.1

20.

349*
466
38i

5 213
7 209
6 316
14.00
18.80

16.50
16.1

21.0

895
990
955

5 670
8 091
7 176
5.38

9.04

7.51

,
9.3

14.0

440
530
490

6 202
6 970
6 687
12.63

14.31

13.65
144
15.2

440
u26
492

6 158

6 742
6 440
12.54
14.32

13.08
14 2

15.3

440
610
502

6 812
7 370
7 147
13.08

15.57

14.23
15.4

16.7

409
439
417

6 230
6 738
6 404
14.65

16.11
15.37

16.0
18.2

407
440
419

6 560
7 346
7 045
16.68
17.92

16.79
16.9

21.0

406
438
418

6 836
7 123
6 914
15.82
17.38

16.50
17.1

20.5

407
438
413

6 635
7 209
6 870

Mean ••

6 115 1 6 702

Mean " 6 031 5 946 1 6 412
12.83 12.41 ' 13.44

Greatest " " 14.02
13.51

14.6

15.6

13 91 ' 15.16

13.41 i 14.34
17.50

Least channel depth. 80 ft. wide
Best •• • "

14.8

15.3

15.5

17.2
17.3
20 5

' U. S. Monitor fleet reduces width.

Section 4. A Cross-Over, 3 361 ft. Section 5. Warwick Bar, 4 841 ft. Section 6. A Cross-Over, 2 928 ft. Section 7, 2 066 ft.

1874. 1884. 1885. 1887 1888. 1889.
May,
1892.

Oct.,

1892.
1874. 1884 1885. 1887. 1888. 1889.

May,
1892.

Oct.,

1892
1874. 1887. 1888. 1889.

May.
1892.

Oct.,

1892
1874. 1891.

May.
1892.

Oct.,

1892.

800
895
846

6 147

8 578
7 916
7.86

10.18
9.36

12.5
14.7

530
690
.S63

6 920
7 938
7 364
11.96
14.23

13.09

13.1

16 5

526
600
563

6 675
7 8.i5

7 314
11.62

14.IH
12.98
14.2

16 1

540
605
576

7 083
8 784
7 813
12.28
l.'i.72

13.56

15.1

18.1

431
458
439

6 738
7 637
7 201
15.45

17.13

16 38
16.9

19.8

435
460
442

7 398
8 299
7 908
16.85

18.27

17.90
183
20 2

433
456
440

7 113
8 124
7 746
16 31
1831
17 60
18.0

19 2

434
460
441

6 979
8 140
7 604
16.00
18.30

17.23

18
19.3

580
810
776

8 104
10 313
9 007
9.66

14.13
11.61

14.2

22.0

558
660
600

7 822
8 375
7 992
12 66
14.23
13.29
14 3
17 4

564
690
608

7 8.55

8 335
8 008
1185
14.18
13.18

15.1

16.9

487
681
574

6 875
8 724
7 932
11.96
15 72
13.82
15.8

19.4

458
550
499

6 889
8 031
7 482
13.85
16.25

14.99
16.1

19.3

460
560
505

7 503
8 776
7 962
14.02
18 04
15.76
18.2

22.3

456
569
511

7 561
8 781
8 043
14.35

17 81
15.74
17.3

21.6

460
563
607

7 627
8 617
8 021

14.30
17.70
15.83

17.2

21.2

580
710
652

8 104
9 339
8 712
12 35
14.19

13.37

17.0

21.3

518
577
565

7 331
8 173
7 749
13.65
14.24

13.96
17.6
18.6

623
577
558

8 018
8 435
8 235
14..93

15.35

14.77

17.6
18.9

527
684
560

8 589
9 705
9 113

15.40

17.60

16.27

18.6

22 2

523
577
550

8 495
8 781
8 648
15.00

16.79
15.72
16.5

21.6

520
568
540

8 455
8 824
8 608
15.23
16 84
15.93
16.t

21.2

700
770
726

9 327
10 854
9 888
12.42

14.49
13 72
16 5

21.4

520
568
540

8 366
8 785
8 577
15.32
16.80
16.18
18.3

22 9

523
583
536

8 589
9 092
8 743

523
575

Mean " 533
8 518

Greatest •• 9 044
Mean " R 807

14.73 1 15.20
17.33 17.26
16.31 1 16.53

Least channel depth, 80 ft. wide
Best " •

17.6

23.4

18.0

22.8

SoTE.—The minor differences in widths from year to year in theae statements are due to sundry causes. There was usually no change in the width of regulation where it is less than 6 ft. A large increase
indicates injury by flood or ice.
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regulation was hof^un. The concsjxjinliiig itt'iiis in 1H74 aro ^veu for

comparison. Tlirrc <)l(i»>r surveys than lMH4 are referred to iu State-

ments H aiulC, wliieh also ^(ive the raiif^e of frcHbets that occurred

between or iiuniediately before the .snrveyH,

The poaitioDH of the wiuj^ dams, and the lines to which they will be

extended under the eoutraet, are shown on Plates XXXI and XXXII,

and a statement of the amount of traininj:^ wall already eonstrueted,

eounectiufT their outer ends, can be found in Statement D. This is

also shown on the map.

Statement A shows that the areas after contraction soon became

about the same as in 1874. They vary with the power of the freshets,

and sometimes diminish in periods of drought or after the abnormal

scour of great freshets. In October, 1892, the areas averaged 95/^ of

1874, varying from 101 to 89 ; the former where the works have been

longest in service. The widths were then 56% of 1874, varying from

36 to 83, and under the present contract will be made from 34 to 695^,

or from 370 to 500 ft. The widest of these sections in 1874 was the

first, and the narrowest, the sixth. The regulation reverses this by

making the greatest contraction above, where the natural channel

depth was least, with the intention to make the contraction no more at

any point than is needed to maintain the minimum requirements of

the channel in this part of the river,

A diagram giving the heights of freshets since 1876 is shown in

Statement B, and, connected with it, percentages of widths, areas and

depths at successive periods compared with those of 1874, considered

as 100. The ranges of channel depths are given in feet. Those previ-

ous to 1887 are for the parts of the river which were under regulation

at the time of the survey, and have no proper ratio to those of later

date, which are restricted to Sections 3 and 4. These were selected

because the regulation was there completed to provisional lines, with

training walls constructed and the surface-wddth constant since the

contraction made in 1887-88, offering the fairest conditions for compari-

son from year to year.

This contraction was 17^ on Section 3 and 24% on Section 4 in

surface area, and cut off 1M% of the solid areas ; 168 000 cu. yds.

from the two sections. An estimated amount of 160 000 cu. yds. was

dredged previous to May, 1889, which represents an average increase

of li ft. in mean depth on the contracted width.* The statement

*This was taken from a strip never more than 100 ft. wide. There was no trace of it in

1892, but there was a nearly uniform increase in depth in the cross-section. See Plate XXXIV.



Mean Widths, Ar^—20 899 ft. , in 1874 and 1892.

Locality of
and

direction of current.

First-
Lower part of Rich-
mond Bar

Curve to right 24 000
ft. radius

Second

—

Cross-over to Ran-
dolph Flats

Curve, right, 24 000 ft.;

straight. 478 ft.;

curve, left, 11 000 ft.

Third-
Randolph Flats

Curve, left, 14 000 ft.

radius
Fourth—
Cross-over to Old War-
wick Bar

Straight

Fifth-
Old Warwick Bar ....

Curve, right, 3 377 ft.,

9 000 radius; 978 ft.,

4 900 radius; 466 ft.,

15 000 radius
Sixth—

Cross-over
Curves right and left,

15 000 and 16 000
radius

Seventh

—

Approaching Drewry
Bluflf

Curves left of 16 000
radius and 2 400
radius

Works of Regulation.

36 to 45 lis on right side of brush or stone except for 400 feet.

walls on left side except 650 ft. of sheet piling below
2 479 ft. 46i Wing dams on both sides.

45 to 54

1 877 ft.

54 to 70

3 340 ft.

70 to 84

3 361 ft.

11 of brush continuous on right side »

ill 52 to 54 ft. on left side, 479 ft. only. Wing dams on
. The United States Monitor fleet moored on right side

Qg of 1889, occupies 1 650 ft. in length, reducing mean
't.

1,11 of brush on the right side except from 67 to 69 ft.

til of brush on left side except 100 ft. openings below
68 and 70 It. Wing dams on both sides.

lis on both sides except 100 ft. openings below 70, 72,

Lud 80 ft. Wing dams on both sides.

walls on right side. Training walls of brush on left

96, 2 8H0 feet. Wing dams on both sides, except for

84 to 103 Blow 96 on left bank. Wing dams on right bank short-
freshet 13 to 30 ft, since 1888, increasing width of

f
5 per cent.

4 841 ft.

walls on either side. Wing dams on right bank built
103 to 116

^ and two on left bank in 1891, covering 369 ft.

^ dams shortened by freshets 3 to 23 ft. Water-way
2 938 ft. 2 per cent.

116 to 132 11'^ ^'Ki 119 built on right side in 1888-89; none below.

2 063 ft. 118 and 132 built on left side in 1891.



STATEMENT D (see Map No. 1).

Mean Widths, Abeas and Depihs; and Channel Depths on Seven Sections of James Riveb fbom Wing Uam 36 to Wing Dam 132—20 899 ft., in 1874 .and 1892.

o a

|l

a ^

Mean widths, areas, depths and channel
depths at sites of wing dams in 1874.

Mean widths, areas, depths and channel
depths at wing dams in October, 1892.

Mean widths, areas, depths and channel
depths on intermediate lines, October,
1892.

Locality of
and

direction of current.
g'

^ <

Best channel
depths 80 ft.

wide.

Greatest
depths in
these 80 ft.

M

?

d
&
Q

Best channel
depths 80 ft.

wide.

Greatest
depths in
these 80 ft.

.a

£
4

Beat channel
depths 80 ft.

wide.

Greatest
depths in
these 80 ft.

Works of Regulation.

Min. Max. Min. Max, Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max,

First-
Lower part of Rich-

36 to 45

2 479 ft.

45 to 64

1 877 ft.

54 to 70

3 340 ft.

70 to 84

3 361 ft.

84 to 103

4 841 ft.

103 to 110

2 938 ft.

116 to 132

2 063 ft.

Training walls on right side of brush or atone except for 400 feet.

1 No training walls on left side except 650 ft. of sheet piling below
Curve lo riglit 24 000

1 082 6 190 5.6 8.0 15.4 9.2 15.8 446 6 273 14.1 15.3 16.3 16.2 17.4 470 6 467 14.1 16.0 16.8 16.4 17.5

Second

—

Cross-over to Ran-
dolph Flats

Curve, right, 24 000 ft.;

straight. 478 ft.;

curve, left, 14 000 ft.

Third-
Randolph Flats

Curve, left, 14 000 ft.

Training wall of brush continuous on right side

f Training w.ill .52 to 54 ft. on left side, 479 ft. only. Wing dams on

J
both sides. The United States Monitor iieet moored on right aide

1 since spring of 1889, occupies 1 660 ft. iu length, reducing mean
1,

width 36 ft.

Training wall of brush on the right side except from 67 to 69 ft.

( Training wall of brush on left side except 100 ft. openings below

1 051 614 6,3 9.3 12.7 9.3 14 4 383 6 316 16.5 17.7 21.0 18.3 21.8 390 6 427 16.5 18.1 21.4 19.3 22.2

965 7 176 7.6 9.5 14.0 14.0 14.5 418 870 16.4 17.3 20 5 20.1 23.0 442 6 926 15.7 16.9 20.9 18.6 22.1
Fourth—
Cross-over to Old War- (Training walls on both sides except 100 ft. openings below 70, 72,

Straight 846 7 Bie' 9.4 12.5 14.7 13.7 17.0 441 7 604 17.2 18.0 19,3 18.8 20.1 444 7 649 17.2 17.3 19.9 18.6 20.8
I 74, 76, 78 aud 80 ft. Wing dams on both sides.

Fifth-
f
No training walls on right side. Training walls of brush on left

side 84 to 96, 2 8fi0 feet. Wing dams on both sides, except for

I 1 981 ft. below 96 on left bank. Wiug dams on right bank short-
1 ened by freshet 13 to 30 ft. since 1888, increasing width of

[ water-way 5 per cent.

j No training walls on either side. Wing dams on right bank built

Curve, right, 3 a77 ft.,

9 000 radius; 978 ft.,

4 9O0 radius; 466 ft.,

15 000 radius
Sixth-

776 9 007 11.6 14.2 22.0 14.5 23.0 507 8 021 15.8 17.2 21.2 17.9 23.2 528 8 059 15.3 16.2 21.3 17.6 23.8

Curves right and left,

15 000 and 10 000
662 8 712 13.4 17.0 21.3 17.6 22,0 640 8 608 13.9 16.4 19.7 17.0 20.1 560 8 074 15.3 10.4 19.6 17.0 20.2

1 Upper wing dams shortened by freshets 3 to 23 ft. Water-way

Seventh

—

Approaching Drewry
Bluff Wing dams 117 and 119 built on right side iu 1888-89; none below.

Wing dama 118 and 132 built on left side in 1891.

Curves left of 16 000
radius and 2 400

726 9 888 13.7 16.5 22.4 17.0 23.0 533 8 807 16 6 22.8 19.0 24.3 696 9 288 15.6 18.6 22.6 19.0 24.2
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shows au increase in depth culminating in the remarkable freshets

of 1889, by which an additional amount of 148 000 cu. yds. was

swept from between the training walls, leaving the areas within 5%
of 1874, with only 53%^ of the old- width.

The mean depth decreased S%, and the mean channel depth nearly

2%, after these freshets, the decrease more on Section 4, which is the

cross-over. But the limiting depth of the channel improved over 4 per

cent. The channel depths in these statements give a fairer indication

of improvement than mean depths or areas, as the latter, if taken

shortly after a contraction, show too great a mean de]3th and too small

an area for purposes of comparison.

In Statement C, which is confined to Sections 3 and 4 throughout,

the sections are separated—the latter is a cross-over. It is ajjproxi-

mately 3 000 ft. long, and the regulating works are on straight lines,

widening uniformly from 439 to 460 ft. , and are separated 5^% more than

those of Section 3, where the current follows the right bank on a curve.

The items are given in feet, and show the effects of the freshets of 1877,

1886 and 1889.

The conditions of these sections have been reversed in direction of

current during the progressive regulation. Section 3 covers for the

most part the former shoal known as Randol23h's Flats, which was

a cross-over, while the current on Section 4 followed the right bank

for the most part in the same period. In 1874 the width on Section 4

was 11/^ less than on Section 3; it is now ok% more. The mean depth

on Section 4 was 25% greater, and remains 5% greater. The channel

depth was 175^^)^ more, and is now 2% less ; but the two have now nearly

50%^ greater depth of channel than then, and the limiting depth for

navigation has been increased 8 ft., or to 86% over 1874. The area of

each within the lines of regulation is 969^ of that it had in 1874, from

bank to bank.

The effects of regulation are still in progress where the nature of

the bed permits. The current has not fully changed the channels for

the new lines of the cross-overs. The old bars have been deej)ened

sufficiently for the present needs of navigation, but the effects of former

shoals are seen in the narrow widths of the channels where they ex-

isted, and the same may be said of an opposite effect due to the deei3er

reaches of 1874. The wide channel between contours of 18 ft. on Sec-

tion 4, as compared with Section 3, is shown on Plate XXXIII, which
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tlif w liter thinks will Ix- moditicd wlini tlu* cfft'ctH of regulation have

])«'»ll lougtT t\*lt.

A similar \\\dc chunucl is s«m'1i on Section 2. This is alHO a orosH-over,

l>ut tilt' riilarj<t'ni»'nt ln'twccn contonrH of 18 ft. is dn*' to another

('jins«'. A tlrct of U. S. Monitors has })(>en moored witliin the lines of

rt'fjfulatiou, on the rij^^ht side, sinee early in IHH'J, and for the time has

decreased the width, and the mean depth has inerease*!. These ships

have very Hat bottoms, and a deposit has been forming under tlit ui for

their full width. This has been dredged once, and must soon Im-

dredged again to keep them atloat. The depth of water under them

when first nioored was about 4 feet.

The result of regulation will be to decrease the range of width an«l

depth. The area is plainly due to some stage of the river, and will

not vary materially so long as the discharge remains the same in char-

acter and extent.

The wing dams and training walls used are simple and inexpensive.

In the part of the river under consideration the dei3th on the lines of

wing dams averaged 11 ^ ft. with an extreme of 20 ft., and their cost was

83.47 per linear foot by contract. The training walls were built in an

average depth of 10^ ft., with an extreme of 17 ft. for the same price.

Under the present contract the price for wing dams is 83 and for

training walls 8*2.50.

The wing dams are of sheet piling 3 ins. thick, driven 1 to 10 or

more feet into the river-bed, supported by round piles driven 8 ft.

between centers, braced from a second row driven 10 ft. lower down

stream. The up-stream face of the sheet piling is protected with mats

of ordinary brush fastened with galvanized wire. These mats are

3 ft. thick and 10 ft. wide, project beyond the end of the dam, and are

loaded with stone or gravel. The sheet piling is spiked to wales

bolted to the piles, and is capped with 3-in. stuff. Its upper surface

is at the level of mean high tide. The shore ends rise with a slope to

varying heights, and are protected with stone ; a cluster of white oak

piles driven at the outer end is left high enough for a mark in ordi-

nary freshets, and is also a protection to the dam. Materials from ex-

cavation, stone and gravel especially, are then dumped on the upper

side and outer end. If the outer end is well protected in this way, the

dam is rarely injured.

The training v>-all consists of two rows of piles 6 ft. apart, driven
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8 ft. between centers, filled with brush from any live timber. The

bottom layer is made of saplings fastened with wire in sections 30 ft.

long, j)laced at right angles to the current, projecting 15 ft. in front

and 9 ft. in rear of the wall. This layer is loaded with stone or

gravel. Above this are packed tiers of brush cross-ways to the first,

between the piles to their tops, which are left 4 ft. above low tide. The

piles are then bound together in both directions near their tojDS with

No. 12 galvanized wire wound around them six times. When the

brush settles with the silt which fills it, more is added, the transverse

wires being temporarily removed for the purpose. The wall is then

gradually loaded and revetted from excavation. In this way both dams

and walls become embankments of imperishable material, the core alone

being the original structure. The piles, except as stated, are the

ordinary second growth pine of the vicinity, and the timber, exce^Dt

for wales and braces, is of good merchantable pine.

Some of the wing dams are 17 years old and as efficient as ever.

Several have been shortened by freshets, owing to insufficient protection

at their channel ends. None of the training v/alls have been injured

by currents or ice. The brush in the latter is now about the level of

low tide.

Returning to the consideration of the seven sections mentioned, it

may be interesting to compare the efi'ects of wing dams and training

walls on the channel so far as has been observed.

On the whole distance, 21 000 ft. , there are 7 800 ft. with training

walls on both sides, and 2 700 ft. with them on one side, connecting the

ends of wing dams previously built that extend to the old banks of

the river. There are 5 500 ft . with wing dams alone on both sides, and

5 000 ft. with them on one side only. The examjDles of these conditions

are found on Sections 3 and 4 for training walls on both sides ; on Sec-

tions 1, 2 and 5 for walls on one side and dams on the other, and on

Sections 6 and 7 for dams alone on one or both sides.

On Statement D will be found the mean width, etc. , of each section

taken at the sites of wing dams in 1874 and 1892, and in a third column

the same items on lines about 100 ft. apart between the wing dams in 1892.

The intermediates include such distances inside the ends of the

dams as a boat could float, and do not in many cases reach the low tide

shore. The widths and areas given are therefore slightly less than

they should be, while the mean depths are less from including the
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slmlltiw lUiMiH iusidc the tiuls of the diiiiis. Tlu' tniiuiuf< walls, miliar

liiiilt. \vi>rt» i)lactHl 12 ft. inside t he ciids <»f tlu- dunis, Imt Inter oueH

onlv :{ or I ft. This sli;4litly utVccts tin- widths aud areas where there

are traiuiu^^ walls, which are thus uuiforiiily j^reater on iutennediate

hues, while the meau de})Lhs are never so, and are usually leHs than on

lines taken at the win{< dams.

The ehannel de})thssh(>w no material diti'erenee in the effect of the

current on intermediate lines in either of the three conditions as eom-

piircd with those at the dams. The details from wliich these means

were taken show the same favorable comparison.

Nine of the winjj^ dams on Sections 5 and 6 were shortened from H to

27 ft. by freshets before they could be revetted with material from

excavation. This exjjlaius the large increase in mean width over that

of the fourth section. The sixth, which is also a cross-over, is even wider

than the seventh. This has impaired the effects of regulation, as is

seen in the channel and mean depths when compared with the section

above; but Sections 5 and 6 none the less show the equality in dej^th on

intermediate lines with those at the wing dams.

The following table gives the average channel depths available for

navigation with their* ranges, opposite the wing dams and on inter-

mediate lines below them, which further illustrates the conditions

given on Statement D, and, incidentally, comparing the three condi-

tions, the effect on the channel from widening or contracting the lines

of regulation. * Section 1 is omitted in this table because the river-bed

has been in material practically immovable by the current for several

years; and Section 7, because the regulation there has not had the

effect of any considerable rise in the river.

On line of wing dams.

I space below

Sections 3 and 4.
Sections 2 and 5 g^^^.^^ ^ ^.^^

Training walls on t^:^ ArZ t^.?^ dams alone on one
both sides. ^^^^ ^*°^«'

^'^^^i or both sides,
sides.

Chan-
I

Range of
nel

j
channel

depth. depths.
Feet. Feet.

18.70
18.81
18.66
18.24
18.24

17.3 to 20.5
17.3 to 20.9
17.6 to 20.2
16.9 to 19.9
17.2 to 19.7

Chan-
nel

depth.
Feet.

19.17
19.16
18.92
18.96
IS. 92

Range of l Chan-
channel

j

nel
depths.

I

depth.
Fe^t. I Feet.

17:2 to 21.2
17.2 to 21.3
16.2 to 21.0
16.9 to 21.4'

17.8 to 21.1'

17.95
17.92
17.8(1

17.73
17.64

Range of
channel
depths.
Feet.

16.4 to 19.7

16.6 to 19.6
16.4 to 19.5
16.4 to 19.2
16.5 to 19.1

* The Monitors decrease the mean width on Section 2.
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The working maps show a distinct line of deepening between the

ends of the wing dams on the concave side, or where the current im-

pinges, often from 7 to 8 ft. in 60, and quite regular, as shown by con-

tours 1 ft. apart. On the convex side the line is not so distinct or

regular, nor is it so on that side where there are training walls.

In light material there was a deep scour at first from the end of the

wing dam down stream trending outward toward the channel. It was

more marked than the abrasion along a new training wall. Both be-

came relatively less as the section regained its original area. On this

part of the James the holes at the ends of the dams are of no conse-

quence, rarely exceed 3 ft., and are usually less ; nor are there any

noticeable abrasions of this kind near the wing dams at Varina, 15 miles

below the city, j)laced there in 1880.

There is more regularity in the lines of scour or abrasion by train-

ing walls ; they retain better the deposits of silt and dredged material

between the wing dams, neutralize the effects of waves from high winds

or passing steam vessels, and give a finish to the works of regulation; but

the writer thinks the effect in deepening the channel is about the same

with one as the other on James River. He does not intend to say that

under other conditions and on other rivers regulation by training walls

should not be preferred, but is simply giving the results of his observa-

tion on this as well as other matters on this work.

The shoaling below the works has been referred to earlier in this

paper. The mean depth of deposit in 13 yeal-s after 1874 was about

2 ft. for 3 miles below the last section of the regulation under consid-

eration, accompanied with a contraction of 13 ft. in surface-width, and

llj^ in cross-section. It was deeper on the shoaler areas than else-

where, and does not appear to have increased since; but is showing

lower down on a shoal 12 miles below the city and 5 miles below the lower

wing dams. A suitable contraction is all that is needed at these points.

The obstructions j)laced in the river at Drewry Bluff (1861-65), espe-

cially mentioned by Colonel Craighill, caused a scour for 1 500 ft.

below. They were removed in 1872 to a depth of 20 ft. The channel

where they were placed was from 24 to 28 ft. deep in 1853. The scour

remaining under the old bed in 1874 was 8 ft. just below the ob-

structions, rising to 2 ft. 1 500 ft. below. This is now replaced by silt

or scour from above, and the profile of the bed of 1853 is nearly

restored.
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Tlicrc iirr t wo shoals lu'low Drcwiy UliilV wliicli were iiicroaHCtl by

fresliets so nnu'li us to Ix' trouldcsoinc even umlrr tlx- old ])roject.

Out' of those, in Trent's KcMich, was avoided bv J^ntch (lap (!iit-()ff;

the other is iu Kiupjsland Reach, 10 miles below the city, at a ciohs-

over where the surface width was 1 100 ft.

The usual dei)tli was IM ft., l)ut after the freshet of 1877 there were

Imt 10 ft. in the elunnicl. It had been dredged rei)eatedly. The cur-

rent is now coulined between training walls 550 ft. ai)art, and a channel

has been dredged to 22 ft. Below a d<'pth of 18 ft. it was found to be

hard compact gravel and cobble, with indications that the bedrock

was not far away. This is the farthest i)oiut from Richmond that cob-

ble has been found iu dredging, and the supposed line of rock between

Richmond and Petersburg is not 1^ miles distant. A patch of granite

appears on the right bank, 2 miles below.*

There is a marsh on the right, draining into the river 1 mile below,

iu a distance three-fifths that between the banks. A levee, separating

this from the river, is not high enough to hold the discharge in gi-eat

freshets, and a diversion then occurs which tends to increase the shoal.

It will require 27 000 cu. yds. to raise the levee and j^revent this.

It has been mentioned that a deposit was forming under the fiat

bottoms of the Monitors; an instance of scour on this shoal may be in-

teresting. An ice gorge formed here in 1879. It began at the lower

end of the shoal in 30 ft. of water in a sharp bend where the surface-

width is 550 ft. This raised the river to 18 i ft. above low tide, and

part of the discharge escajDed through the marsh. But more or less

passed under the ice and scoured off 4 or 5 ft. of the shoal for a consid-

erable wddth down to the gravel. The actual rise in the river with-

out this obstruction may have been 10 ft. It was 5 ft. on the Falls at

Richmond as observed at Belle Isle. The river was packed with ice

for 7 miles above the gorge, which remained unbroken for a week.

A few days later the writer measured some masses left on the shore

that were 9 ft. thick. The shoal was not troublesome for several years

afterward.

The shoal at Yarina, the first cross-over below Dutch Gap, had

about 15 ft. on it in 1880, and had varied but little since the Coast

Survey in 1853. The contours of 18 ft. were nearly half a mile apart;

the surface-width was 1 300 ft. At that time a modification of the older

* See Plate XXXIII.
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project had been adopted under which the channel would be made as

deep at low tide below Warwick Bar as the project called for at full

tide; so that vessels loaded for 18 ft. would not be detained at any

stage of the tide except for the 5 miles below Richmond.

To maintain this depth at Varina, wing dams were j^laced on the

left bank contracting the width to a mean of 920 ft., with a minimum

of 900 ft. at the middle of the cross-over. No dams or other protec-

tion were placed on the right bank, but a channel was dredged

through the shoal to at least 18 by 200 ft., measuring 48 000 cu. yds.

The material was sandy mud, with some rather tough areas. The re-

duction made in width was 20%; the area cut off by the dams, 11.^%.

The dams were x)rotected by brush mats, but no stone was used. A
limited amount of the indurated clay excavated from the cut-off a

mile or so above was used for revetment.

The dams remained intact until April, 1886, when a freshet of 24 ft.

occurred at Bichmond, and the two upper dams were shortened; the

first, 80 ft., and the second, 120 ft. The remaining three were unin-

jured, and no further damage has occurred.

A survey made in 1884, two years before this, showed that the

channel had widened, and 232 000 cu. yds. had been scoured from be-

tween the wing dams and the opposite shore, in addition to the

dredging of 1880. The wing dams had accomplished the purpose

intended.

The next survey was in 1890, and showed that a deposit had taken

place since 1884 above the upper uninjured wing dam, and that im-

provement had continued below it. This will be apparent from the

following statement

:

Wing Dam 1. Wing Dam 2. Wiug Dam 3. Wing Dam 4. Wing Dam 5.

.d ^ .d .d ji
> -t-»

U A &4 ^ 03 ^ ft
.a

ft
.d

ft

00 Q,
13

P< ^3 a 'V a -a ft
-C

<v 01 o 4J ® V
o

o3 5
fa

a ^̂ a
CO

a ^ a

CO

.a

3 03 5 C5

«

a*

^ 5 ^ S O P^ O ^
0) U

O

Ft.

s
(.1

o

Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft Ft.
1877 1020 14.2 15.7 1125 12.7 16.1 1 190 12.0 15.2 1 300 11.2 15.8 1 250 12.0 23.0
1884 940 16.8 20.7 910 15.8 20.5 900 15.4 20.5 920 14.5 21.2 930 15.5 22.5
1890 1030 14.8 17.6 1030 14.5 17.3 910 15.6 19.4 9U0 18.3 21.7 930 17.8 24.4
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'Vho cuhif viiitls (if wiitt'i- oil this slioiil at tin- tiiin- nt' tin- tlircf sni*-

vcys ^v(M•t> as follows:

Cu. yd*.

Above No. 3. In 1H77, betwoon banks M27 175

1S80, " wtiin (lams and oppoBlto Hhorf 711181

1S84. " " " " HO'i 21)1

IS'.IO, " " " " W4 188

Below No. ;l. iu 1877, between banks 853 878

" " 1880, " winy dams and opposite Hhore 073 133

1HH4, " " " •• 802 297

IH'JO, ••
" •• •• 941 728

The quantity of water between the wing dams and opposite shore

iu 18i)0 was 7% more than between the banks iu 1S77. Tlie scour in

1890 had increased to 438 000 cu. yds., including, however, au abrasion

on the right bank which will be restored by works of contraction on

that side. The wing dams, as they are at this time, are shown oii

Plate XXXIII.

The restoration of the old work and the construction of new dams

on the right bank are contracted for, by which the minimum width

will be reduced to 600 ft.

A shoal known as Curies, 5^ miles below Varina, is shown on Plate

XXXIII at the lower end of the j^ossible cut-off through Jones' Neck.

It is at a cross-over Avhere the 18-ft. contours were 3 500 ft. apart in

1881. The flood and ebb channels were very distinct, the 16-ft. con-

tours overlapping, separated by a middle ground of 15 J ft., and nearly

this depth could be carried in a direct line between the 18-ft. contours.

A channel was dredged on such a line in 1881, 200 ft. wide and at

least 18 ft. deep. No works of regulation were constructed for want

of means. This channel had disappeared in 1890 and one area of half

the width of the cutting had 1 ft. less depth of water than before the

dredging. There was an increase in depth of the flood and ebb

channels. The middle ground had 16^ ft., and the distance between

the 18-ft. contours was reduced to 2 300 ft. The turn between the

flood and ebb channels is too abrupt for navigation, and less than 15^

ft. can be carried in a direct line. In effect on navigation the shoal is

restored.

The amount of dredging estimated to contractor in 1881 was

55 000 cu. yds. In 1890 the shoal still measured 33 000 cu. yds. less

than before the dredging was done.
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Contraction and jDrectj/iru/

g W/j\/coAKMS 83. Q^
\

Scale in Hor. = 200 ft. ; Vert, = 8 ft.

Width. Contraction. Area.
1874, 835 ft 8926 sq. ft.

Nov., 1880. 555" 1921ft., 7 005 "
Mar., 1887, " " After freshet. 1886, 8 724
Oct., 1888, 460 "

1 409 sq. ft., 7 315
May, 1889. " •' Dredging, 7 911 •'

Oct., 1892, " •• 8114 «•

Areas at other dates.

Mar., 1878, 645 ft. After freshet of 1877, 9 717
" 1881, 555" 7 779

May, 1882, " " 7 675 "
April, 1884, «• " 7933
June, 1885, " " 7 855
Aug., 1889, 460 " After freshet of 1889, 8 299
Sept., 1891, " •« 8197 "
May. 1892, " '« 8 124 "

'tf////V^^f/////^^///ff^.
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The surface-widths are unchanged and are from 1 020 to 1 570 ft.,

increasing regularly down stream. The section at the narrowest i)oint

is 16 500 sq. ft., at the widest 18 650 sq. ft., and the shoalest—1 400 ft.

wide—17 850 sq. ft. The water-way will now be contracted by wing

dams on both sides to a minimum of 710 ft., expanding above and

below to 730 ft., and 750 ft. on curved lines of 6 300 and 12 100 ft. radius,

in reverse directions, intended to form a channel 300 ft. wide and 22 ft.

deep by scour alone.

Five other shoals than those mentioned by name, between Drewry

Blufif and City Point, will need contraction, to iDroduce and maintain

the channel of the project, and works for two having less than 18 ft,

are under contract.

Dredging in material readily moved by the current anywhere above

City Point has had no lasting effect on the contour of the river-bed.

Channels cut are obliterated by a few freshets, and the bed left with a

transverse slope and shape strikingly like its former condition. There

is an equivalent increase in the mean depth if there are regulating

works to maintain it. The channel has been modified in many places

by such works, but the writer remembers no case where dredging has

done it in such material on this part of the river. Dredging has

hastened work needed by the interests of commerce. Material has

been disposed so as not to be found again in the channel below, as it

has been when moved by the current, considerations important enough

to warrant it at times.*

The river is very tortuous between Kingsland and City Point.

Pour cut-offs have been considered, of which that at Dutch Gap has

been made. The three remaining are much longer, but through less

elevated ground. The practicable distance to be saved by them is 9j

in 17i miles. The writer thinks that all would be mainly through

firm ground similar to that at Dutch Gap.

Since these bends are in tide-water i^ractically level in low stages

of the river, and with a slope not exceeding 0.62 ft. to the mile in the

highest freshet, except as hereafter mentioned, the writer thinks that

any increase in height of flood line due to cut-offs would be local,

* On Plate XXXIV will be found a section at wing dams 83.84, at the end of Section i

mentioned heretofore, which shows the original bed of 1874:, the contraction for both projects,

and the bed at three periods since 1874, including the dredging previous to the freshets of

1889, The bed just after the freshets is not shown, but it was deeper than in 1892, and had

an area ot 8 299 sq. ft. The similarity in slope of bottom will be noted, as well as the absence

of the dredged channel of 1889 iu 1892.
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Mild cfi-tiiiul V ti(» luorc at iiiiv point tliiiii Ims hccii oliso'voil Im-Iow

Dutch ( iiij).

lu groat I'ri'shi't.s whiclj Hood the low {^rounds, tlic kIojk? is aftectcd

bv tlic contonrs jilxnc tidc-h^vd. Tlic lin(»s 20 ft. abovo tide botwoon

Kioljiuoud aud Kiup^slaud varv Iroin :$(){)() It. at tli(! forinor to 2 200 at

the latter, intermediate poiuts uoted being 1 500, 1 HOO and 1 000 ft.

Below Kingslaud, where the larg(»r bends occur, the following con-

trolling widths are found: At H miles below Kingsland, in tin; Dutch

(liij) bend, ^ mile above the lower entrance to the cut-oti', the contours

are 2 :}()() ft. ai)art; at Varina, 1? miles farther, 2 100 ft.; at Cnrles, 5^

miles still lower, 2 050 ft. ; and at 2 miles above City Point, 2 700 ft.*

Below this they widen rapidly, and the slope, even in great freshets,

has brought the surface far below this level of 20 ft. above tide.

Bnt the bends to be cut off are for the most part flooded in such a

freshet to an average depth of jDcrhaps 10 ft.; lessening in depth, but

increasing in area, in the lower bends. These form w'ide waters of 1

mile aud more, with areas of 2 sq. miles and upward. One of

them is at Dutch GajD, nearly 2 miles long, with an area fully 2 sq.

miles, covered with an average depth, rouglily estimated at 10 ft.

above tide in 1877. Another begins at Varina, where the distance be-

tween the contours sw^ells from 2 100 to perhaps 6 000 ft., in about 1

mile. There are similar areas below.

In the freshet of 1877, 28.6 ft. on tide at Richmond, the surface-

slope from the city limits to Drewry Bluff was 0.943 ft. to the mile;

in 4 miles below to Kingsland 0.62 ft. ; in the succeeding 3 miles to

Dutch Gap, 0.52 ft. ; in the 5i miles around the bend it was reduced to

0.41 ft., the fall through the cut-off being 2.15 ft. The slope to Varina,

1^ miles, was increased to 1.40 ft. ; and thence to City Point, 17 miles,

the average slope was 0.544 ft., and the surface had fallen to 4.7 ft.

above tide. For 7.^ miles below, the slope fell to 0.051 ft. per mile.

From the upper entrance of Dutch Ga^) around the bend to City

Point, a uniform sloj^e would have been 0.557 ft., and the flood line at

Varina 0.28 ft. higher than observed. A uniform slope from Drewry

Bluff to Dutch Ga23 would have been 0.597 ft., and, if continued around

the bend to Varina, would have raised the flood line at that jDoint 0.02

ft. The discharge of the cut-off raised the flood line at the lower en-

trance 0.58 ft. above a uniform sloi^e from the upper entrance around

^ This contour is shown on Plates XXXI, XXXII and XXXIII.
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the bend to Varina, and caused the slope of 1.40 ft. to the mile before

mentioned. Had the supposed uniform slope of 0.597 ft. continued

below Varina, it would have reached the height found at City Point

only 1^ miles above it.

If the cut-off had any effect on the slope above the Gap, it should

be to increase it and lower the surface ; and if it lowered the surface

above as much as it raised it below, 0.58 ft., then the slope from

Drewry Bluff to Dutch Gap, in the absence of the cut-off, would have

been 0.52 ft. to the mile, and would needs be increased to 0.69 ft., to

reach the flood line at Varina as observed. The writer does not find any

cause for such a change in the slope in the absence of the cut-off; and

in view of the remarkably uniform slope of the river from Drewry

Bluff to City Point, except as disturbed by the cut-off, thinks there

was no sensible increase in the height of the flood line by it at Varina;

and that the disturbance in the slope caused by it was completely neu-

tralized in the wide water immediately below, and that the increase in

height from other cut-offs would be neutralized in like manner. He

regrets that no observations were taken between Varina and City Point

in 1877 after this freshet by which this view could be sustained, or

otherwise. There are no records of previous floods with which to com-

pare the line of this at Varina or near it, but no complaint was heard

that it was increased in height by the cut-off.

The line of highest water at the Gap and City Point was marked

by men who had been, or were, tending the gauges at those points. The

height at Varina was marked by Mr. Aiken who owned the place.

The other points, except at Pichmond, were water-marks. All except

City Point were referred to well-tested bench marks, and the zero of

the gauge at City Point was accurately known.

The effect of the Dutch Gap Cut-Off on the regimen of the river has

been carefully observed. The writer adds to the information brought

out in the discussion of Colonel Craighill's paper some data from surveys

made since that time. The cut-off is shown on Plate XXXIII, and is 14

miles by river from Richmond. It was begun during the Civil "War by

the National forces in aid of military operations, but not completed to a

sufficient depth for that purpose, for want of time or other reasons. It

had a width, in 1870, of from 60 to 70 ft. and a depth of from 7 tom ft. It

was closed soon after the War by a causeway across the upper entrance.

This was washed out by the freshet of 1870, about the time when the
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lirst iii>|tr(>)tiiat ion liv Coiij^i-css bccaiiic a\ailal»l<'. and the ciif.^iuccr

oHiccr ill ('liiirg(» rccoiunicndcd Ihc cnlai'fj^cnH'iit of tlic cut us ])ait of

the iin])rov('nu'nt. Iicciuisc it would siivc over 5 miU*H of tortuouH iiavi-

{.jation, including one of the most troul)lesouie shoals ou the river.

Tlu> noi'k of land ent thrtnip^h ^vas very narrow, with a height above

tide at thi> h)\vest poiut of i)erhai)s4()ft., aud re(]iiired a cut 250 ft. k>ii{<

at to]),* 450 ft. at water-surface, aud ()-40 ft. at 18 ft. l)eh)W. The chau-

uel hug}j:od the shore ou each side. The material to a few feet ahove

water is a highly iudurated clay, yielding with difficulty to any dredge

heretofore employed on the work, aud blasting has almost always been

resorted to in its excavation. Above this is gravel and sand covered

with yellow clay.

The bed wears slowly under the current and is 10 ft. higher than

the river-bed just above. In 1877, the year of the freshet referred to

above, the cut had been enlarged, to 180 ft. wide and 15 ft. in depth
;

in 1880, to 200 ft. wide at center and 300 ft. at the entrances, with a

dejith of 18 ft., and in 1889 was widened to 300 ft. throughout. It is

now 550 ft. wide at the upper entrance and 330 ft. at the narrowest i^oint,

which is near the lower entrance, with the dejDths and contoiirs shown

on Plate XXXV. The estimated quantity removed from first to last is

about 575 000 cu. yds. The depth will be made 25 ft. for 100 ft. wide

under the existing contract.

The heights of the three great freshets of 1877, 1886 and 1889, were

observed above and below the cut, and are given in the following state-

ment, with the heights at Richmond. The distance between the jDoints

of observation was 600 ft., and measured around the bend, 25 730 ft.

Observations at other points, either above or below, are not on record,

except for 1877.

SubFACE ABOVE Low Tide
AT

—

Fall from— Slope of Surface.

Year
Rich-
mond.

Dutch Gap,
upper en-
trance.

Dutch Gap,
lower en-
trance.

Rlrhmond
to upper
entrance.

L'pper to
lower en-
trance.

From Rich-
mond to

upper en-
trance.

Through
the cut-
off.

Around
the bend.

1877.
1886
1889.

Ft.
28.62
21.28
26.18

vt.

17.84
13.12
14.16

Ft.

15.16
11.38
12.10

Ft
10.88
11.16
12.02

Ft.
2.15
1.74
2.06

• Ft.
1 in 6 612
1 " 6 450
1 " 6 000

Ft.

1 in 279
1 " 345
1 •• 291

Ft.

1 in 11 960
1 " 14 7N7

1 " 12 400

'*' These above-water dimensions are approximate. There are no records of measure-
ments above water-surface known to the writer. The under-water measuiement is from the
U. S. C. S., 1853.

I
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A fair deduction is that the sloj^e above the cut-off has increased

with its enlargement.

The least area of the cut in cross-section at low tide is 5 459 sq. ft.,

the mean section is 6 720 sq. ft. The river for 1 200 ft. above has a mean

area of 11 528 sq. ft. ; in the bend cut-off, 4 715 sq. ft. In 1874 this latter

area was 12 371 sq. ft.*

In the freshet of 1889 the flood area of the cut-off was about 9 000

sq. ft. ; in the wide water above it the area may have been 60 000 sq. ft.,

and at a point in the bend half a mile above the lower entrance to the

cut-oflf, 25 000 sq. ft.

By the drain of the cut-off in 1877 the surface-slope of 0.52 ft. for 3

miles above was reduced to 0.41 for 5 miles in the bend, and then in-

creased to 1.40 in the 1^ miles to Varina. From these and other imper-

fect data at hand, the writer thinks that one-half the discharge may

have passed through the cut-off in the rise of 1889. The bottom of the

cut, being 10 ft. higher than the river above, is a submerged dam,

which will be partially removed under the existing contract.

The current in the cut-off is stronger than elsewhere in the vicinity,

but has been greatly reduced by the enlargement, and is not trouble-

some for navigators in ordinary stages of the river. In great freshets

it has been too strong for even steam vessels, as may be inferred from

the surface-slopes given above.

This current, meeting the flow around the bend at nearly a right

angle, forms a whirlj)ool when the river is high. The bed immediately

in front has been scoured to a depth of 50 ft. The channel for 2 000

ft. below has been changed by the current, and ho longer hugs the

left bank, as formerly, for that distance. This is favorable to naviga-

tion, as the lower entrance can be made more directly by ascending

vessels.

The current is slowly abrading the hard-clay bed of the cut-off at

the lower entrance, shortening the distance between the 22-ft. contours

80 ft. since 1876. From the lower contour the bed slojaes 28 ft. in 120 ft.

to the extreme depth mentioned, which is 25 ft. lower than was found

there in 1853. It then rises rapidly for a few hundred feet, and then

gradually, to about its old dej^th 1 mile below.

The angle turned by a ship passing through the cut is 158^' in 2 200

* The mean areas of the ait-oflf and the bend in 1892 added are 92.4%" of this area of

1874.
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ft., 1111(1 tlic best i)mcti(iil)l('(Mirvo in 750 ft,. radiuH. TlH'proi)OH('(l cnt-off

iiMiiu'diiiti'ly above, shown on Phitc XXXTTT, would avoid more than

lialf tliis t'urvatur(> and the sliarp Ix iid 2 inilc. iihov*-, besides savin^^^

1 1 miles in distauee.

The mean areas, etc., al)()ve and below the cut-oil" in bS7-4 and IHW)

were as follows:

1 220 Ft. AnovK. 2 570 Ft. Below.

1874. 1890. 1874. 1890.

Number of pcctious taken
Mean surface width ft.

depth ft.

Average center depth ft.

Mean area sq. It.

Solids of water oil. yds.

5

495
22.65
37.70

11 209
500 497

10

549.7
20.97
37.10

11 528
532 245

12

647
23.0
39

14 908
1 419 013

11

667 5

23.02
40.70

l.-> 367
1 466 416

The deep scour opposite the lower entrance is not included iu the

above statement. There was an abrasion of the right bank of the

river above and below the entrances. The former due to the flood-

tide current, and the latter to freshets. This was corrected by brush

training walls. The cut-off can hardly be held to have made any

disadvantageous changes in the regimen of the river above and

below it.

The bend is no longer navigable throughout at ordinary stages,

having but i. ft. on the Trent's Keach Bar. The mean widths, areas

and depths, and the amount of deposit since 1874, are as follows:

Year.
Mean
width.
Feet.

Mean
areas.

Square
Feet.

Mean
depth.
Feet.

Cubic yards
of water.

Cubic yards
of deposit.
includin;^
material
dumped.

AVEEAGE Yl
ING M

1874-87.
Cu. yds.

:ably Deposit, exclud-
ATEKiALS Dumped.

1887-92. 1 1874-92.

Cu. yds. ! Cu. yds.

1

1874
1892

797
720

12 371
4 715

15 52

6.49

11 866 969
4 542 y2d 7 321041 419 777 294 441 3=7 184

The amount of dredged material dumped in the bend during this

time was 394 730 cu. yds., not far from the yearly dejDOsit from the

river. The whole amount of material excavated by machines and

scoured by the current due to regulation iu 6 miles below Richmond

during this time does not exceed 1 500 000 cu. yds. , about 2S% of the
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silt deposited in this bend. It will be noted that the yearly deposit

in the last five years is less than that in the 13 years preceding 1887,

but a much larger proportion of material was dumped in the bend

in the later period.

Three of the shoals below City Point were dredged to 18 it. depth

in 1880-81. These were Harrison's Bar, Swan's Point and Goose Hill

Flats. Swan's Point has since been deepened to 20 ft.

The crest of Harrison's Bar, which was in hard material, remains

at least as deep as when dredged. The extensive flat a mile or so

below has, as in 1880, but little over 17 ft. on it. The imj)rovement

now under contract will require 22 000 cu. yds. of dredging.

The channel at Goose Hill has lumps in places, with nearly 1 foot

less water than after dredging in 1880. The upper entrance is nar-

rower, but retains its depth. The contract calls for dredging 30 000

cu. yds. which will restore its condition. This appears to have been

a swash channel through flats extending to a former main channel,

which followed nearer the southern shore of Cobham Bay wdth a con-

siderable bend. The river is 3 miles wide. The old channel had

but 13 ft. depth in 1873 and is shallower now. The current through

the dredged channel would be materially increased by a training wall

on its south side, and training walls were provided for in the estimates

for the new project, and may be found expedient, if not necessary,

when that enlargement is made.

It is expected that a channel 18 ft. deep, from Hampton Roads to

Richmond, will be opened in December, 1894. In the 3 miles be-

low Richmond, this depth may be only 80 ft. wide in places, looking to

further widening later on, and then carrying it to the full depth re-

quired by the project. Rock which requires blasting will be taken

out to the full depth in all cases.

The depths available for navigation in 1870 and 1892 were as fol-

lows :

1870. 1892.
Feet. Feet.

From the city to Richmond Bar 7.0 13.8

Over Richmond Bar and Randolph Flat .. . . 7.0 15.0

From Randolph Flat to Warwick Bar 12.4 15.4
'

' Warwick Bar to City Point 7. 15.

4

" City Point to Hampton Roads 14.8 17.0

Vessels drawing 16 ft. were brought to the city limits in the past

year at high tide. The available depth for navigation near the city
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Avill cnntijiuc Iiiuit»Ml to 1:5. S ft. ut lufiiii low title, at wliicli it Imih

iiMimiiu'il for Kovcral yoars, until tlio uew chauuel at (toode'H liocks is

ma(l(^ Avidc (Miouf^h to allow a siiic passage for vosscls. This is iiiclndofl

ill tlu> work luulcr contract.

The amount which lias l»ccn ii))i)roi)riiitc(l for the work l>_v the

Unitod States sinco July, 1870, is !?1 552 500, of wliidi ul.out S200 000

is un(>\})cndcd. liiclnnoiid City has expended about 8500 000 in

addition.

Tli(> work done by the United States has l)een under the direction

of Colonel W. P. Craighill, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., since its

commencement in 1870, except for two years following July, 1884,

when it was directed by Lieutenant-Colonel P. C. Hains, Corps of

Engineers.

The work done by the city for several years past has for the most

l)art been within the city limits, and is under the charge of Colonel

W. E. Cutshaw, City Engineer.
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Eead Apeil 19th, 1893.

WITH DISCUSSION. ^-

In no way is the progress in any branch of art or industry more

strikingly illustrated than by a glance at the methods in use a century

or more ago. The annals of the American Society of Civil Engineers

are supposed to be a repository of American practice and American

methods in engineering. The writer, therefore, deems it no unworthy

task to collect for preservation therein such examples as he can of

the motors and methods employed by our ancestors of the preceding

century in availing themselves of the power of water.

Had the task been attempted earlier, it would have been done

better. The old millwright was a busy, practical man. He had little

leisure, inclination or ability for putting his knowledge on record in

* Additional discussions on this paper received before July 1st, 1893, will be published in

a subsequent number.
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III! iutt'lli^ihh' miunu'r. lie iniidf little use of Itooks in his voculiou.

Ho IcMirnod his trade us an aj)])routico. He ini))artt'd liis knowledge

to other u]»|trent icoa by oxnniph' and woi-d <»1' mouth. Of the crude

results of his labors very few exanii)les now Hiirvive.

The sources of iuformatiou available to the writer are: (1) Such iso-

lated examples as have come within his knowledge and recollection, (2)

The drawings and sketches extant in old books, which are usually mere

hints and indications, requiring to be carefully studied and pieced out

in order to yield any intelligent notion of methods of construction.

Of these the book of Oliver Evans exceeds all others in value. (3) Suits

at law for the interpretation of old grants of water, in which he has

been employed as expert, sometimes involving an inquiry into the

methods and appliances in use at the date of the grant. From the

testimony and traditional knowledge of old millwrights, and such

meager records as are available, some knowledge can be obtained.

The writer is quite well aware that this is a very hasty and incom-

plete summary of the subject; in fact, little more than a beginning. It is

exj)ected, however, that every man who takes it upon himself to com-

ment on this subject will contribute something of his own knowledge,

and that, in this way, this paper will result in putting on record a

much larger body of information than it contains.

Up to the beginning of the jDresent century the chief and almost

the only application of water-power was for grinding grain and sawing

lumber. Occasionally a wheel was set up, to create a blast for a foun-

dry, or for fulling cloth, or for carding wool, the spinning and weaving

being carried on in the household.

A wooden water-wheel consists in general of five principal parts,

the shaft, the arms, the shrouding, the soling and the floats. It is

only in the latter element and in the mode of letting on the water that

any distinction exists between the overshot, the undershot and the

breast wheel. The shaft was an oak log 18 to 30 ins. in diameter,

dressed to a square, circular or polygonal form, with iron bands and

gudgeons. There were two methods in use of attaching the arms to the

shaft. The method of Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XXXVI, was not so common

in this country as that of Figs. 4 and 5, although much used in Europe.

The shaft was squared at the place of application of the arms, or, if

octagonal, was made square by the insertion of corner blocks. The

al-ms were halved or locked together and set firmly upon the shaft
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"by means of wedges. This admittetl of some adjustment of the wheel

with reference to the shaft. This was a very strong and durable

arrangement for wheels up to 14 ft. diameter. Beyond that size the

four pieces forming the arms would not give sufficient sup^Dort to the

shrouding, and the additional pieces ccc were inserted, with the blocks

on which they were footed. These were notched to the timbers naa
and fastened with j^ins or keys.

The second method of inserting the arms is indicated m Figs. 3

and 4. Though the shaft is here represented as round, it was more

commonly dressed to a polygonal form—six or eight sides, rounded at

the ends to receive the bands. The arms were inserted in mortises

passing through the shaft. They were notched and locked together as

shown at Fig. 3. This method required the length of the mortises to

exceed the width of the arms by an amount sufficient to admit of their

insertion. The widest vacancy thus made was closed by a heavy oak

key solidly confining the arms as shown in Fig. 4. The drawing shows a

wheel of six arms, each of the three pieces forming the arms being cut

away to the extent of two-thirds of its width. The same construction

is used for a wheel of eight arms, each of the four pieces being three-

fourths cut away. When the number of arms exceeded eight, the ad-*

ditional arms were inserted as shown in Fig. 5.

All wheels run upon iron gudgeons inserted into the ends of the

shafts. Figs. 1 and 2 show a cast-iron giidgeon. The i^art inserted in

the wood is a cross of four feathers coinciding with the shaft in diam-

eter. It is confined by heavy bands, driven on hot. A wrought -iron

gudgeon is shown in Fig. 4. It is a little wider at the inner than at

the outer end. It is inserted in a mortise cut from the outside of the

shaft to a depth sufficient to bring the gudgeon to its proper position.

After driving on the bands, the mortise is closed with keys and wedges

driven with great force. The wood is further compressed by driving

thin iron wedges into the end of the shaft.

The shrouding consists of segmental pieces b (Fig. 1) of 3 or 4-in.

plank, forming a ring like the felloes of a wheel. They are attached

to the arms in different ways. Halved and pinned as in Fig. 1, or

forked as in Fig. 10, which shows a wheel with radial floats. With

shrouding of sufficient thickness the arms are attached with mortise

and tenon, which simplifies the insertion of the floats. The shrouding

pieces are halved and pinned to one another at their ends, and where
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tlio .s»>liii^ is wiiiitiuj^ tlir joints urc strciij^thciicd witli sj)liciii^ picccH.

Tho soling <i (Fi^r. 1) couHistH of jointed plankiiif^ faHtcucd to tho

inner circtini^'n'nt'c of tin' slirondinj^, forminji? a tight circular diiini

and l»indin^- the whole wheel rif^ndly together.

The tlojits were HonietimeH inserted iu grooves cut in the shrouding,

sonietimes merely "sprigged " to the shrouding and confined at their

(>nds by blocks of 1-in. board, fitted in and nailed to tlu; shrouding.

In the earlier forms of breast and overshot wheels, they were inserted as

shown iu Fig. 0. They were different in the later forms, as will api)ear

furtlier on. The space contained between two consecutive floats was

called a bucket.

Fig. (5 represents a high breast wheel and the manner of letting on

the water. The part loaded with water is surrounded, at a dis-

tance of about i in., by a tight drum of planking called the

apron. This prevents the water from si)illing freely out of the buckets

as they descend. To transform this into an overshot wheel it would

only be necessary to remove the ajDron, reverse the direction of the

floats and carry the water over the summit. The overshot wheel did

not usually have an apron, as that forces the water to leave the wheel

in the same direction as it approaches. Both the overshot and breast

wheel ran at a speed much in excess of what would be considered

economical in modern practice.

Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10, Plate XXXVII, show an undershot wheel in com-

mon use for grist mills. The floats being radial, the arms are forked,

on to the shrouding. The floats are set in dovetail grooves cut in the

shrouding and confined with keys, the expectation being that they

would yield instead of breaking when foreign mr.tter Avas caught be-

tween the float and the sill of the race. The whole structure is evi-

dently made light and elastic with that view. The floats moved with a

velocity about two-thirds that due the head of water, instead of half,

which is all that modern views of hydraulics would allow.

These wheels never required more than two sets of arms. They

were never geared to more than two run of stones, and the width re-

quired was from 2 to 6 ft.

Figs. 8 and 9 shoAv the style of gearing in use for two run of mill-

stones; a is the "big face wheel" which gears with the two " wal-

lowers" b b. On the same shaft with the wallower is the "little face

w^heel "
c. This gears with the " trundle " c/, which is attached to the
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spindle of the millstone. The velocity of millstones was about 100

turns per minute for a 5-ft. stone, more for a smaller stone, less for

a larger, a rough rule being to give the circumference of the stone a

velocity of 1 500 ft. per minute. The gudgeon of the wallower shaft,

next the main shaft, rested in a sliding block, which enabled the wal-

lower to be drawn out of engagement with the big face gear, leaving one

stone idle. It will surprise some readers to learn that the gudgeons of

horizontal shafts ran on stone bearings. Oliver Evans gives directions

for the selection of these stones :
" hard and free from grit." He also

enjoins great care, to prevent the heating of gudgeons, as it is liable to

crack the stones on which they run.

This was the traditional gearing for a two-run mill. Mills, by this

and closely analogous methods, were fitted up and operated for

generations and centuries; and no man entertained a doubt that they

embodied the perfection of mechanism.

Figs. 11, 12 and 13, Plate XXXVIII, show another wheel much used for

grist mills, viz. , the tub wheel, so called because it ran within a circular

enclosure of thick planking put together in the form of a tub, without

bottom. It runs upon a vertical shaft, and, with a head sufificient to

give the necessary velocity, drives the stone without the intervention

of gearing. More commonly a spur gear and trundle were used as

shown. The wheel as shown is 7-ft. external diameter, with a head of

10 or 12 ft. The floats d d are radial and are fastened to starts c c in-

serted in the shrouding pieces a a by means of dovetail tenons and

keys. The water was let on through a spout leading from the flume

as shown.

A wheel of this construction was running at the Lowell machine

shop some 30 years ago, and isolated specimens are still extant in

old mills. Sometimes the circular rim was made lighter and attached

to the floats forming a part of the wheel and revolving with it. Often

the floats were set in an inclined position, more nearly perpendicular

to the direction of the water issuing from the spout. Ordinarily a

small wooden pipe was inserted in the top of the spout close to the

flume, reaching to some height. The precaution was necessary, to pre-

vent the collapsing of the spout on the sudden closing of the gate

from the partial vacuum created by the momentum of the water.

A flutter wheel was simply a tub wheel without the rim, or perhaps

more properly, a tub wheel without the tub. Plate XXXIX shows two
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examples of this form <>f wlu'cl us uhjmI in saw mills, wliidi wus tlicir

principal ajtplicjition. FiK''^. 14 and 15 show the wiiccl nscd for

j^viuj^ motion to tlic saw. Tliis liad to be of small <liam<'t«'r in order

to ii^iw, under any ordinary head, the rijciuircd sia-cd of about 120

strokes per minute to the saw. The })ody of the wheel iH represeuted

as a solid jiiece of 27 ins. diameter. At ouo end a ^idp^eon Ih inserted, at

the other a erank for ^ivin^' a reci])roeatiug motion to the saw frame, l)y

means of a lon^woodm rod called the i)itman. The Moats are secured

in forked starts set in to the body of the wheel by dovetail teuous and

keys. The weight of the wheel was considered advantageous as giving

a more equable motion to the saw. The water was let on from an

opening at the bottom of the tiume. Figs. 17 and 18 show another

arrangement of sluice for apjjlying the water, allowing it to fall down

an inclined chute through a gate opening formed to give it the proper

initial direction. Fig. 17 show^s an old method of lifting and drojjping

a gate. The gate stem jjassed through a guide not shown. A chain

for lifting the gate was attached at a point low down on the stem.

Another for lowering it at a point near the toj). The chains pass in

opposite directions around a drum and are fastened at the back. The

ojjeration of the gate by means of the lever is obvious.

Fig. 16 shows the flutter wheel used in a saw mill for running back

the carriage. It is 4^ ft. in diameter to the extremity of the floats. Its

construction is the same as that of the tub wheel already described,

except that the shaft is squared where the arms go on, and the latter

are applied as show*n at Fig. 1.

The figures of Plate XL show the mechanism of the primitive saw-

mill now as much an antiquity as the old domestic spinning wheel, ^i

is the water wheel (Figs. 14, 15). 6 the flutter wheel (Fig. 16). The saw

stretched in its frame g, ran in grooves in the fender posts//. These

were attached by hook tenons to the beams of the mill and were

adjustable laterally by wedges, d d is the carriage which supports the

log. It runs upon the ways e e, consisting of narrow plank set edgewise

in notches cut in the floor beams and secured by wedges. The carriage

is moved by a trundle on the same shaft with the rag wheel c. This

wheel has an iron ratchet ring in its periphery, and is jn'ovided with

teeth in the manner of a face wheel. The vertical shaft of the flutter

wheel h carries at its upper end a lantern which remains in gear with

the face wheel c, the flutter wheel conforming to the movements of the
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carriage. A series of teeth is inserted in the bottom of one of the

side timbers of the carriage frame. They are alternately on opposite

sides of the way on which it runs and lit the latter closely. The way is

interrupted at the point where the trundle engages with these teeth.

A lever 7^, worked by the top of the saw frame g, imparts a rocking-

movement to a shaft with a projecting arm to which the hand pole A: is

jointed. This pole carries an iron -'hand" at its opposite end resting

on the rag wheel c. This wheel is provided with a pawl which pre-

vents it from going backward, and, by the action of the hand pole and

through the trundle, advances the carriage slightly at each stroke of the

saw. The hand pole k is attached to the arm by a pin, and by means

of a series of holes in the arm the feed can be varied according to

necessity. One end of the log rests upon the head block I fixed upon

the carriage, the other on the tail block which is adjustable to suit the

length of the log. "Dogs," attached to the blocks, are driven into the

log to hold it in position. When the tail block closely approaches the

saw, a projection on the carriage strikes a trigger which lifts the hand

pole and pawl off the rag wheel, turns a light stream of water on to the

flutter wheel and the carriage runs gently back till the saw, which does

not stop, enters the recess m in the head block. The attendant then

releases the dogs, adjusts the log with his mill bar to a new position,

drives in the dogs, drops the hand pole, and the work goes on.

The several figures of Plates XIjI and XLII show the form which the

breast wheel assumed early in the present century when textile manu-

factures began to extend. It was at a later date that iron shafts were

introduced. In this form many specimens still survive, though no new

ones are constructed. It was not far from 1845 that the breast wheel

in New England began to be replaced by turbines, and as the substitu-

tion is not yet complete, it is apparent that the wheel must possess

merit in order to hold its ground so long.

In this form the wheel has a width, or as we should say, length,

greatly exceeding the old grist mill wheels, the one shown being some-

thing over 20 ft. long. It has four sets of arms and shrouding. The

shrouding at one end is made much heavier than the others, and on this

is bolted a series of segments forming a toothed ring through which the

power is transmitted to a pinion called the jack gear. The arms radiate

.from cast-iron hubs or discs fixed upon the shaft. In the example

shown, the larger ends of the arms enter recesses in the hub and are
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fitrouj^ly Hecured by liitrd wood wrdi^'cs, tlnu covrrrd by a j)latc uuit«'d

to the disc by bolts aud nuts. In the rxuiuplc of I'latr XLI, the Hol-

ing is securod to the Hhrondiu^' by wood HcrewH or laf^ scrcwH. The

buckets dil!'er from the older form of wheel iu being made in two i)artH--

the start, which is radial to the wheel, and the float, which is usually in

H direction nearly tangent to the soling. This bucket does not empty

so soon as the older form. In the construction of Fig. 22 the Hoats

and starts can be inserted in grooves cut in the shrouding, the soling

being ui)i)lied afterwards. In that of Figs. 26 aud 27 the soling is

put in tirst, forming a continuous drum or barrel before inserting the

buckets.

The admission of water is controlled by horizontal sliding gates, as

shown, the wheel having three sets of three gates each. Each gate is

attached by two rods to arms on the rocking shaft c, which is con-

trolled by a regulator in the manner indicated. In wheels of more

recent construction, the method of admitting the water shown at Fig.

28 has been employed. A heavy web of rubber cloth or leather is

wound upon the iron cylinder b, which is rolled up and down under

control of the regulator, covering and uncovering the orifices a a a ac-

cording to the requirements of the work. This method, however, does

not appear to offer any advantage over the old arrangement of sliding

gates. On the contrary, the latter appears to offer a more ready ad-

justment of the velocity to sudden variations of .power.

Ancient Gearing.—Large face wheels were made of two thicknesses

of 4-in. plank, each wheel requiring 12 pieces called "cants." The

pieces were all circled to the proper radius. Six of them were scribed,

halved and pinned together into a continuous ring; the remaining

six were butted together, forming another ring, which was confined to

the former by a great number of wooden trenails. A face, some 6 ins.

wide and projecting ^ in., was formed on this latter ring, in which the

teeth were inserted. A set of arms was inserted in the shaft as already

described for water-wheels. To these the wheel was adjusted by suit-

able notches and shoulders and secured by pins.

The lantern was formed of two discs united by the rounds which

served as teeth. Each 'disc was made of two 'thicknesses of plank or

boards pinned together and strongly banded. These wheels were

attached to their shafts or spindles by wedges.

TJie Constructicm of the Spur (xear.—Figs. 11 and 12 are gathered from
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descriptions of old gearing. A series of thick wooden staves or seg-

ments is bound together by iron hoops at the ends, leaving the central

part free for the mortises in which the teeth are inserted. The seg-

ments are cut with the grain parallel to the axis of the wheel. The

wheel thus formed is mounted on the arms in the manner indicated.

A mode of constructing large spur wheels more common in Europe

was the following : two sets of arms were mounted upon a square

shaft in the manner shown at Fig. 1. To these were applied shrouding

pieces, as in the case of the water-wheel, forming two rims at a suitable

distance apart. Between these rims was inserted a series of segmental

blocks, the grain radial, a tooth being formed on the outer end of each

block. The whole was firmly bound together with bolts and straps.

Fig. 29, Plate XLIII, though not comprehended in the title of this

paper, will be of interest in this connection. It is borrowed from

Fairbairn's "Useful Information for Engineers," and represents a

corn mill erected in England in 1730. It is said by Mr. Fairbairn to

correctly represent the state of art with reference to mill gearing at

that time. It shows that our American millwrights were not much

behind their fellow craftsmen of England at that early date.

DISCUSSION.

F. CoLLiNGwooD, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I would like to ask Mr. Frizell

whether he has paid any attention to cast-iron wheels ? As a lad, I

remember there was a foundry near where I lived where a great many
cast-iron wheels were made. That was in 1845.

J. P. Feizell, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Do you refer to breast wheels

or overshot wheels of cast iron V

Mr. CoLiiiNGWOOD.—They were small wheels, not over 4 ft. in diame-

ter, with curved buckets cast in iron.

Mr. Frizell.—Many turbines have been and still are made almost

wholly of cast iron. Some very efficient wheels are made in this man-

ner. A preferable method, in my opinion, is, to make the floats and

guides of wrought iron or steel. These are set up in the molds be-

fore casting, and on pouring in the molten metal they become solidly

united with the cast-iron ]3arts,

Mr. CoLLiNGWooD.—I asked the question because it seemed to me
that was probably the beginning of the introduction of the turbine,

which has finally displaced the wheels that are described in this paper.
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Mr. Fhizell.— Watfr-wliccls wliollv of cast iron arc not now, iin«l

uever havt- lu-en, to my knowled^'c, luiido. I UHe the term " water-

wlu'(>l," lu)^v, in distinction from " tur})in<'," to indicato h wheel rnu-

niiifien a horizontal shaft, with a dianietrr nearly or (juite (vjual to the

fall, sometimes j:rreatly exeeediup the latter, tlic water actin^f on the

wliet'l nniinly by fjfravity. Such wheels continued to he made after the

substitution of iron for wood in construction. The shaft, and what we
mif^ht call the " hubs," that is, the members which unite the radial arms
with the shaft, called rosettes or centers, were of cast iron ; the remain-

in«; parts of wrouj^dit iron or wood. Wlieels of this construction still

continue to be made iu Europe. As late as lH8(j, an elaborate German
work, by Bach, was issued, devoted mainly to these wheels.

One of the largest and most elaborate wheels of this class, made
wholly of iron, was erected at Greenock, iu Scotland, some time pre-

vious to 1850. It was some 70 ft. in height. Its construction was

similar to that of the Columbia bicycle, the weight of the water acting

directly on the gears and producing no torsional strain on the shaft.

For aught I know, it may be still in operation.

The extension of the iron industry, and the substitution of iron for

timber, was not, as has been suggested, the sole cause of the replacing

of these wheels by turbines. Other reasons contribute largely to this

result. These wheels were bulky and occupied valuable space. In our

rigorous northern climate they had to be housed in to protect them
from the frost. I imagine that a turbine 5 ft. in diameter would
furnish as much powder as the enormous breast wheel that I have just

referred to. There was still another reason of great force. These

wheels revolved with a slow speed. The Greenock wheel referred to

would not probably make more than two revolutions per minute, and
an ordinary 20-ft. breast wheel not more than seven or eight. To bring

this speed up to the requirements of modern industry involved changes

and transformations consuming much power. So that, although the

old overshot and breast wheel might, and no doubt often did, realize

quite as large a percentage of the power of the water as the modern
tur))iue, the losses incident to the intermediate gearing made the net

result materially less. When we reflect that, as compared with the

great wheel at Greenock, a modern turbine of 5 ft. diameter, would not

only furnish the same power, but would run with a speed of 200 or 300

revolutions a minute, we perceive the enormous practical disadvantage

under which the great wheel works.

For operations requiring a very slow movement, there is no ques-

tion that water-wheels maybe made to use -water with an efficiency

quite equal to that of the turbine, or even greater. The Sagebein

wheel, invented in Europe, some 20 years ago, yielded by actual test,

and under the hands of an experimenter no less distinguished than M.

Tresea, an efficiency of 93%, a result never equaled or closely
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approached by any turbine. This wheel had a diameter many times

the fall, and revolved with a very low velocity, not more than 4 ft. per

second at the circumference—thus wholly unsuited to most modern

requirements.

There is one use to which a wheel of this kind may be applied in

which it will probably never be superseded by the turbine, viz. , the

raising of water for irrigation or other purposes. A wheel of large

diameter working on a very low head, too low to be available for a

turbine, is provided with a series of small vessels, which fill when at

the lowest point and at the summit of the wheel, discharge into a spout

leading to the irrigation ditches. Many such wheels are met with in

Southern Texas, Mexico and California. They are found in great

numbers in India, China, Southern Italy and in Spain. Being used ex-

clusively in hot countries, they require no protection from the frost.

It is said that more water is raised by this means than by any other

device known to man.

T. C. CiiAKKE, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I remember seeing the old-fash-

ioned wheels. It may be of interest to call the attention of the Society

to the reason, which I do not see given in this paper, why all these

wheels have gone out of date and have been superseded by the turbine.

It is because the age of iron has superseded the age of wood. In the

old days they made what they could in wood; the facilities of the

country in working in iron were not sufficient to make the modern tur-

bine, even if it had been invented. After the invention of modern ma-

chinery the wooden wheels were superseded by iron, just as you have

«een the iron plows take the place of wooden plows on the farm.

Mr. FrizeilL.—I think the reason why these great wheels have

been superseded is not altogether on account of materials, etc.

Mr. Claeke.—That confirms the view which I suggested. It would

be impossible to make a turbine or Pelton wheel out of wood; you

have got to learn how to work the iron before you can make these

modern wheels at all.

Joseph T. Dodge, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—This being the first time I

have happened to attend a meeting here I feel a certain embarrassment

about making any remarks, but I remember the use of a wheel with

cast-iron curved buckets placed inside of a rim, which was used spec-

ially to run the carriage back where they were sawing lumber. The

spout conveyed water down at an angle of about 45'
, striking the

curved buckets at a right angle as nearly as possible. Those curved

buckets were supported by an outer and an inner rim. The overshot

and undershot wheels were also in use, as has been described. That,

of course, refers to the time between 1830 and 1840. I recall how the

wheel was propelled in one saw mill. The saw was an up-and-down

one; the wheel consisted of two rims with straight floats between; the

water was delivered at an angle of 45^, striking the flat faces and work-
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in^ tin' iTuuk wliidi npiTiitcd the siiw. That in the way tin- couutrv

sjiw mills wore oj)orated. Tlio overshot was used too, in soim- t-ases.

(). F. Nkmot.s. :\r. Am. Soc. i\ E. TIh' Hnr.lni ovcr-Hhot wIhm'1 ut

Trov, which luis, 1 tliiuk, hccu moutioucd, should rauk amonj^ the old

Amoricaii wheels. It was coDstnicted of metal, and its tliauieter was

very great, ahout GO ft. The conditions under which it was used are

still maintained, and the wheel is now in use. These conditions

were very i)eculiar. There was a comi)aratively slight flow of water

reaching the site of the wheel through the tail race, and falling <>() ft.

over the wheel. This was an uncertain How, reliable when you could

have it, but you could not always have it, and at very low stages of

the river every drop of the water was allowed to i)ass over the wheel.

Tht^ wheel was 22 ft. wide on the face. It had 36 buckets, each i\ ft.

deep, and, of course, every time it turned around there was a great

deal of work done with a relatively small amount of water.

Mr. Frizell has spoken about the necessity of housing in; as to the

space occupied by this Troy wheel, the wheel was placed in a niche

or cranny of the rock that could hardly be used for any other pur-

pose. They simply housed in a corner in the rock in which this

wheel was placed. I doubt if the space could have been as well

utilized in any other way. Working under a continuous supply of

water, the efficiency of this wheel would be very great indeed, perhaps

surpassing that of some of the modern turbines. The Burden Iron

Company advise me that the wheel was built in 1851, is still in oper-

ation and is rated at 200 H. P.

The turbine wheels of modern times are among the most efficient

of prime movers, and skill and ingenuity have so develojjed and im-

proved these machines that they have been introduced to the exclusion

almost of all the other forms which utilize j^eculiar surroundings, as

at Troy. The modern wheel is compact and convenient
;
you can

use several smaller wheels in the same space occupied by one large

one.

I recall an instance in ordinary railway experience where it was de-

sirable to furnish the power for drills, etc., in tunnel boring, and

where it would have been very difficult to obtain or set up steam ap-

paratus or indeed any machinery, and very expensive to transport it

to the tunnel sites. In one or two instances we arranged to use a large

overshot wheel. The reason for selecting this character of wheel was

that, having a pretty good grade in the river, a mountain torrent, we
could use a closed tube under very light pressure, carried at very

light grade, about one-half of one per cent. This was enough to carry

the water along the bank of the river, and then we simply extended

this pipe or tube until we had reached the level of the toj) of the

wheel. The wheel was ma'de in sections and could be moved easily

from one place to another and had no expensive foundations. A tur-
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bine wheel in such cases would be out of the question. I wish Mr.

Frizell had given us some instances and illustrations of the more

celebrated of the older wheels. I know that the wheels he speaks of

in Europe have been illustrated, and I wish the Troy wheel might have

been pictured, and its efficiency, present condition and relative use-

fulness made known ; it was certainly one of the older of the power-

ful American wheels, and the forerunner of the more comjDact but not

more efficient turbine.

Mr. LeValle.—I hope I do not impose on the kindness of the

members. In France, esjjecially on the Seine, where the current is

very rapid, they have large wheels made like those of a steamboat;

these are in the front. The paddles are very long and instead of

moving the boat, the boat is anchored and the w^heel is let loose and
it is moved simply by the velocity of the current, and this is utilized

for small industries, for turning a lathe, or for grinding coffee,

or probably chicory or whatever goes into the coffee. I do not

know whether these have come to the knowledge of Mr. Frizell. I

think it would be interesting to know. I think they would be of value

to small industries. I do not suppose they could be applied in this

country to large industries.

Mr. CoLLiNGWOOD.—In reference to those wheels, I saw a great many
of them in going down the Danube; there were quantities of those

wheels. I think they were used for all milling purposes, I think for

grinding corn.

A. McC. Pakkek, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I have seen a water-wheel much
of that pattern used in Colorado for irrigating purposes. A wheel was
put in a stream so it could turn, and as it turned it had boxes on the

outside of it, each of which took up a small amount of water which
was thrown into a flume and used for irrigating purposes.

L. L. Tkibus, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I remember an instance of

what might be called an automatic water wheel running a small saw-

mill which I came across in a small stream high up in a Swiss moun-
tain district. I was curious, also wanting to rest, so went into the

saw mill, but could find no one oi3erating it. There was, however, a

vertical saw industriously cutting through a log. I waited a little

while to see what would happen. Attached to the end of the log was
a small stick nailed at right angles to it ; when the saw reached this end,

the stick of wood struck a lever, releasing a gate in the flume; the gate

fell and the mill stopped. When the proprietor returned from his

morning's farming he would turn over the log, lift the gate and the mill

would start in again and work until another board was sawed off. Two
boards a day or perhaps three.
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The demand in recent years for improved street railway service has

developed an active interest in the cost and efficiency of cable roads,

but the contributions to the general fund of knowledge by those who

have built or operated them have not been in proportion to theimjDort-

ance of the subject.

There has been so much misinformation about the net results which

can be expected from a cable railway, inspired by commercial interests,

or by a vicious tendency to generalize withput studying the special

cases, that it seems proper to present a few facts, and to draw from

them some inferences as to the real importance of what have been

* Discussions on this paper received before July 1st, 1893, will be pTiblished in a sub-

sequent number.
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properly considered as serious objections to the cable system. It is,

perhaps, generally understood that the cost of operation for a fast and

frequent service is less with the cable than with any other form of

traction; and that the cost of first-rate construction is so large that a

considerable volume of business is necessary to produce a return on

the investment.

It is not well understood where to draw the line which determines

the amount of gross receipts which will justify constructing a cable road

of a given cost, and some conclusions may be drawn from an exhibit

of the actual facts as to first cost and cost of operation in the case of a

single system in Kansas City, which, as operated under the conditions

of its last fiscal year, may be selected as representing the inferior limit

of justifiable cable operation, its net earnings having been about S^%

on its cost; and the daily average of passengers transported having

been but 1 706 per mile of double track. This system is well equipi^ed

and managed, has given a very satisfactory service, and affords an

excellent illustration of what can be done with cable traction under

adverse conditions of business.

The property comprises 8.54 miles of double track, disposed as a

trunk line in the business part of the city, with three diverging feeders,

the whole being oj^erated as three distinct lines with one common

terminus, and serving a territory of which about two-thirds is sparsely

built up.

There are three ropes, 14 200, 29 500 and 31 000 ft. long, respectively,

driven from a power-house at the junction of two of the lines, and a

fourth rope, 18 900 ft. long, driven from a separate power-house at the

outer end of the third line.

The speeds are as follows: 7.8, 9.85, 9.85 and 10.25 miles per hour.

The track includes 716- of double track curvature, with no grades

exceeding 10%'. The conduit is 36 ins. deep, and the rope l^ins. in

diameter, carried on 12-in. pulleys.

The cars are of the combination type, seating 40 persons, and run-

ning on two four-wheel trucks, with 22-in. wheels, and equipped with

side-bearing grips. The machinery plant of main house consists of

one 36x48-in., and one 32 x 48-iu. simple non-condensing engine,

which are run alternately, three 200-H. P. boilers, and an electric light

plant. The driving drums are 12 and 14 ft. in diameter, with solid

grooves, and one drum of each pair is an idler.
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Tln» uitti'hinorv plant in tlic hruncli jyowrr-liouHf cousiHtH of one

24 X 4H-iii. sini])I«' cnKiiu'. with twt) 175-H. P. water-tnlx' hoilcrs and

(Iriviu^f miifhiuerv. The main •u^ne-houHe coutains tlic olHcrs and

shop. The ])ran('li ouj^iue-bonse inclndcs car Htora^r for tlif cars of its

own line, and tlicro ar(» car-bonscs at the ends of the otlicr two lines.

The e(]iiij)meut comi)rises '.)'.) combination cars.

The system baa been in operation four years, so that its mainten-

ance expense has reached a normal rate.

The construction account is as foHows:

Real estate .^110 736 38

Underground obstructions 20 285 38

Substructure 542 819 65

Track and line machinery 276 074 99

Paving 159 091 83

Buildings 184 391 69

Machinery 130 003 37

Equipment 202 926 47

Ropes and splicing tools 30 759 65

Patents 12 950 75

Engineering, legal and miscellaneous ... 83 017 47

Discount and interest 146 931 31

Total 81 905 989 11

The figures are exclusive of cost of franchise and grading new

streets, and show an average cost jDer mile of S223 184.

The conditions and results of the operation of this line for the

year ending April Ist, 1892, are condensed in the following table

which is taken from the Company's published reports, the details of

motive-power expense being somewhat amplified.

As the cars weigh 11 000 lbs. , seat 40 people, and entail the same

train-service expense as the more usual train of grip and trail car,

each car mile is equivalent to two standard car miles, and the term

car mile should be understood in what follows to mean a standard car

mile.
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Operating Expenses.

Car service and expense ^73 314 87

Injuries to persons and property 5 086 57

Secret service 528 65

Repairs, cars 4 862 14

Car-house service and expense 9 620 34

Maintenance, track and building 8 429 07

Motive Power

—

Fuel ^17 407 00

Water 1 157 10

Oil and grease 1 040 61

Engine-house service 7 786 11

Repairs, machinery 268 21

Engine-house expense 299 01

$27 958 04

Ropes $29 380 60

Rope service and expense 3 065 69

Repairs of grips 1 789 46

34 235 75

62 193 79

Taxes 4 596 00

General and miscellaneous 26 610 30

Total $195 241 73

The total car mileage was (
" comb. " cars, 1 415 366) 2 830 732

The number of revenue passengers carried 5 318 410

The number of passengers per car mile 1.9

The average number of (combination) cars run daily 61

This statement includes every item of expense, and shows a net

result of 6.9 cents per car mile, or 10.3 cents if the interest on cost at

b% be considered.

While there is no unit of operating expense which can be used as a

basis of comparison between roads run under different conditions, the

"car mile " most nearly serves the purpose. The item of motive power

being directly affected, however, by the ratio of weight of passengers

to weight of cars. It is probable that the cost of operating these
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liuoM mi^ht hiivt' ht'.ii increaHed to a siinill extent, possildv j ",, i)er ear

mile. Itv a lar^^er volnine nf huHiuess.

lu'ciiniii^r to tlie details of luotive-powor (!Xi)enHi', tlje fuel ami

rope acconuts are ohjt'ctH of special interest. The fuel used is hitniiii-

nons Kausas eoal, with a])ont IH",; asli used in the form of nnt ami

slack coal, iu proportions of 3 to 2, the cost heiuK .:r2.()li jicr tou

of 2 ()()() lbs. Allowinpr 80 H. P., or a cousumption of about 25") tonn

pi'r annum, for (dectric lijjjbt and shop enj^ine, \v(; find that the coal

consum])tion without deduction for getting up steam and banking fircH

was o.UH lbs. })er car mile, and about 2.1 ll)s. of coal per ton mile.

The great variation of engine loads makes it rather impraetical)le to

determine the average i)ower required; but by assuming the evai)ora-

tion ratio as 7 to 1, as determined by tests made of one of the boilers

run under average conditions and steam consumption of 28 lbs. per

hourly horse-power, and allowing about 6% of the fuel for banking

fires and getting up steam, an average horse-power of 575 is indicated,

as developed by the two engines, this result seeming very reasonable

iu the light of the indicator cards which have been taken.

The total indicated engine friction is 64 H. P. , and the total resist-

ance of all ropes when no cars are on the line has been accurately

determined at 345 H. P., leaving 166 H. P. as the average increased

resistance of rope due to loads, and the traction of 61 cars with their

passengers, or 2.72 H. P. per standard car. The actual efficiency can-

not well be determined in the absence of reliable data of power required

by the cars, and of the increase iu rope resistance due to loads, but

the net result of yVV cents per car mile for all engine and fuel expense

is sufficiently definite.

These figures by no means represent the results which may be

attained by cable traction under more favorable conditions, and a

better showing can probably be made by a number of roads. One

line in the East had a record last year of 2.28 lbs. of coal per car mile,

the average load being 4f passengers per car mile.

The cost of ropes on the Kansas City road, with incidental service

and grip repairs, is 1.21 cents per car mile. These ropes last from six

months, in the case of the short main-line rope, to two years in that of

the independent branch-line rope, and have an approximate life, respec-

tively, of 20 000, 55 000, 68 000 and 130 000 miles.

As the cables are bought on a guarantee and the cost charged out
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each month, this account is a perfectly definite one, and its relative

amount—about one-sixth of the whole—does not justify the terrors

with which the maintenance of the ropes has sometimes been invested.

The statement of first cost given above is of value in showing the

distribution of the construction expenses in a substantially built road,

and in a general way the cost of the items which are peculiar to the

cable system, and also as an approximate indication of the addition to

the operating cost to be made on account of the interest charge.

Nearly all these items would be modified by difi'erent conditions, but

these lines could be built to-day for less money than they cost five

years ago.

For further illustration, and for comparison with the cost of the

Kansas City road, a summary is given below of the cost of a line in the

East, built to serve a heavy traffic, and designed to secure results of

permanence and small operating expense, which have been fully real-

ized. It is almost straight m its alignment, very fully equipped,

and the 33 000-ft. rope is driven by comjjound condensing engines of

300 H. P.

Cost of Cable Road 3.05 Miles Long.

Real estate $67 065 21

Underground obstructions 46 500 00

Substructure and track 222 386 38

Paving 83 000 00

Power-house and vault 103 032 02

Machinery and plant 65 563 34

Equipment (88 cars) 85 949 98

Rope 10 394 34

Patents 8 000 00

Interest 22 136 05

Engineering, legal and miscellaneous 16 845 61

Total $730 872 93

A total cost per mile of $239 240.

Census Bulletin No. 55 states the cost of 10 cable railways, varying

from $160 000 to $684 000 per mile, and averaging $350 000 per mile.
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These statiHticH, althoiif^h bearing' tin* (ioverniin'iit inipriut, are

luiHk'adin^ iu failiiif^ to hIiow how they arc derived, aud certainly ^ive

no indication of the h'^ritiinate cost of ca])U' railway couHtructiou

under any usual circumstances, and irrespective of the value of muni-

cipal franchises, aud cost of abs()r])ed horse railway i)ropertieH. It is

true tlmt the actnul constructiou accoimt will vary with the condi-

tions of location aud alif^'ument, the extent of the e(iuipmeut, aud other

causes, l>nt the more usual rauf^e of cost should be between the limits

of 8150 (KM) aud 8250 000 per mile.

These figures are sipfuificaut so far as they bear on the (question of

probable net earniuj^s, aud indicate an addition to the oi)erating ex-

pense per car mile of from 2i to 4i cents, under almost all conditions,

with a service not materially less than 1 000 car miles per mile of

double track daily. It is true that there are cable roads which have

cost somewhat more to build and a great deal more to operate than

those the writer has referred to, but to reach conclusions upon the

system it is proper to consider only such as have been built without

entanglement with construction companies, or incompetent engineer-

ing, and which have been run with a reasonable amount of .skill and

economy.

An analysis of the afifairs of cable roads which have been skillfully

designed to meet the conditions of city traffic, with a view to the

results of a long investment, and which are being intelligently operated,

will usually develop figures of cost for doing the work so low that the

popular statements as to exj^ense of cables and extravagant use of

power cannot well be sustained.

It is to be regretted that the interests of the owners of street rail-

ways usually require that their afifairs should not be made a matter of

public information, as otherwise facts of great interest and value could

be readily collated bearing on the details of their operations. There

has been sufficient experience, however, to take the consideration of

cable roads as business propositions out of the region of conjecture,

and to enable the engineer to make a reasonably correct forecast of

cost, traffic and operating expense.
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TUBERCULATION IN WATER PIPES—DISCUSSION
ON PAPER No. 575.^

By Charles B. Brush, John Bogaet, WiLiiiAM Barclay Pajisons, H. W.

Brinckerhoff, William Metcalf, William K. Hutton, L. L.

Tribus, F. Collingwood, Desmond FitzGerald, Charles C. Hop-

kins, Mansfield Merriman, Dexter Brackett, John C. Trautwine,

Jr. , C. W. Sherman and James Duane.

Charles B. Brush, M. Am. See. C. E.—Mr. President, the paper

certainly has the merit of being concise and to the point. Mr. Duane
has told us in few words what he has to say. The conclusion he has

reached, that after 11 years of service, a water main properly coated

with tar is free from tuberculation, coincides with my own experience.

1 have had occasion during the i^ast year to make several examinations

of such coated water mains, 24, 20 and 14 ins. in diameter, that have

been in constant use, and 1 have found little or no indication of tuber-

culation on the inside of the main. I believe that the general experi-

ence will be, that in waters of the class corresponding to the Croton,

*"The Effect of Tuberculation on the Delivery of a 48-in. Water Main." By James
Duane, M. Am. Soc. C. E. Vol. XXVIII, p. 27.
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that this result will ohtiiin. ( 'onsftjutnt ly I do not tliiiik \v(; ucvd

fear vciv niiuh tlVccts of tnhcrcnlation on proitcily coattul iiiaiuH, at

any rate until attrr a much lon^^ci' period than 10 years.

1 rt'incniher auothei' main that I have examined durin^( tlw hist

year tlnit has hcon in service ahout 20 years ; that was also coated with

tar ill th(> nsual way, an«l was free from tulxrculation. Tlie use of

water pipe uot eoated with tar is now praetieally obsolete ; I do not

know of any ease where it is l)eing used, and certainly sucli nse would

not be wise.

It may be out of place, perhaps, to refer at this point to another

matter which is suggested by this paper, and that is the fact that

after the Aqueduct is brought down to a certain jjoint in masonry, it is

carried beyond that point in iron pipes. I think most of ns have seen

how this is done. There are half a dozen or more 48-in. pipes laid

parallel to each other, and, for a considerable distance, the main sup-

ply of the city is carried through these jjipes lying close to each other.

The result of a break on one of those lines might lead to very serious,

results to the City of New York, and it has always been a surprise to

me that those mains were not carried through diflferent streets, so that

a breakage in one might not lead to a breakage of the others alongside

of it. I do not know, however, that that has anything to do with

tuberculation.

The paper is very interesting in relation to the loss in carrying

capacity of the pipe by reason of tuberculation. 1 am a little sur-

Ijrised at the large results that seem to have been reached by the

author, in the reduction of the capacity of the pipe. I do not think

the paper clearly indicates either the proportionate area of the pipe

that was affected by tuberculation, nor how much tuberculation pro-

jected from the face of the pii^e. The result was certainly larger than

I should have expected. The statement that the leakage from

these pipes was practically nothing indicates the fact that the

author allowed nothing for leakage. I fear that the leakage from

mains is very much greater than generally supposed. The theory

that leakage from the main can be determined by the fact that

no leakage appears on the surface of the ground, I have long since

found fallacious. Very much the worst leakage that I have had the

misfortune to be obliged to provide against never appeared on the

surface of the ground at all. I have had a number of instances of
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mains, where I felt sure that they were tight, as far as any visible

evidence to the contrary conld be determined, and yet 1 knew those

mains leaked, and I knew it because I knew the amount of water that

was delivered from them, and the amount of water that was put

into them. The difference was very considerable. I have deter-

mined that in several ways. I have determined it by filling a long

main and shutting the gates and then finding that the water

receded in the main. I also found it by taking the sum total of all

the meter readings from the main and the amount of water put into

it, and the difference was always the wrong way. I should not

be surprised at all to find that there was a considerable leakage in the

main under discussion, and, if there was, it reduces the percentage of

loss as stated by the author in his paper. I am bringing this up as

part of the discussion, because, if water leaked from the main, that

would account in part for the differences he finds in his results. In

the old main the leakage was probably a great deal more than in the

new one.

John Bogaet, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. President, in connection

with what Mr. Brush has said as to the unexpected in leakage of

water mains, I had the opportunity of observing an instance a number

of years ago. It was in the water distribution of the Central Park of

the City of New York, which is an entirely separate distribution from

that of the general city water supply. At one part of the Park it was

very plain that there was a lack of pressure and of delivery from the

hydrants from what ought to have been |he case had the pipe been in

perfect condition. There Avas no indication of leakage at the surface

of the ground, although the probability of surface indication in the

Park was generally as great or greater than would be the case in city

streets. The pipes were largely laid under the grass surfaces at the

sides of the roads, and any leak would be apt to declare its existence

by a settlement of the ground, even though the water might not ap-

pear at the surface. The matter was bothersome and troublesome, but

I could not locate the point of failure. At about that time it became

necessary in the imj)rovement of the Park to cut through one of the

main drives for the purpose of building a new footway arch. At this

place the original construction had been, as we found, a filling of loose

rock; and where the pipe passed over this filling we found the leak,

with a stream running out of the water pipe perhaps J in. in diameter.
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The water went down tliroii^^li tliiw loose rock filling' iiiul juiHsed into

the lower park hike, aud that leak had exiHted uobody knows how

many years.

That is one exaini)h» which sliows the i)OS8il)ility of tl»e exiHtence

of h'aks witliont indications on tlie surface of tlie ground, aud

with little ])rol)iil)ility of discovery except by uncoveriuK the i)ii>e or

by tests of pressure or quantity delivered. That i)ipe was not a cast-

iron uuiin, but one of the jnpes which had been originally laid in the

construction of the Park, a wrought-iron i)ipc with cement coating in-

side and out. It may V)e of interest to say that the place where the

water came through the inside lining of cement was some dis-

tance from the place where the water finally worked through the

wrought-iron pipe, and that was some distance from the place where it

finally got through the outside covering of cement.

I want to add a word to what Mr. Brush has said in commendation

of the paper under discussion. It seems to me that the examination of

this tuberculous deposit, and the description of it as given by Mr.

Duane, is of great value to all of us, and we ought to be very glad to

have this kind of practical paper, showing actual experience and ob-

servation in just such instances; we don't have enough of them.

William Babclay Parsons, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—This question of the

loss of head through tuberculation or other roughness on the interior

surface of pipes is an old one, but it is well, occasionally, to have our

attention called to some of these old i^rinciples, especially by such a

carefully worked-out, concrete example. The loss of flow is not due

to the diminished diameter of the pijje, but to the eddies that are

formed by the jDarticles of water impinging against the projections,

and thus being deflected into the main stream and disturbing the even

direct flow of other particles at a considerable distance from the sides.

This tendency to eddy is far greater than one would suppose, unless

attention had been called to it by actual experience.

Some time since, I had occasion to construct a basin, with a varying

cross-section, through which water was to flow with a minimum of im-

pediment, and where eddying would be fatal to the purpose. I found

that although dealing with a smooth surface, like new tin, that a very

slight change in the curves forming the bottom and sides of the basin

would make an extraordinary difference in the results.

At the present time, it may be said that no cast-iron pipe is laid
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uucoated; but it does frequently happen that an engineer is called

upon to deal with lines of old pipe, and then, unless he bears in mind

the effect of tuberculation, he will be seriously disappointed in deliv-

ery. As a case in point, I was recently called in to extend a small

water-works system, built a few years previous. The force main was

a 3-in. wrought- iron pipe. I found that the frictional resistance, as

shown by the pressure gauge on the pump, was 41 lbs., while accord-

ing to the formula for clean j)ipes, it should have been 14 lbs. The

loss due to tuberculation was, therefore, 27 lbs., or nearly 200% of

that due to ordinary condition. Wrought-iron pipe, however, rusts

much faster than cast iron.

I had an opportunity, some few years ago, to examine a cast-iron

main that had been laid something like 30 years, and the coating inside

of it was apparently as perfect as any new pipe that I had ever seen.

The coating was smooth, clean and unbroken, and that pipe had seen

continuous service during that time.

H. W. Bkinckerhoff, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—As an illustration of how

large leaks may exist undiscovered in water pipes, T would mention

that in putting in the tracks of the Broadway Cable Road on Seventh

Avenue we had to remove a portion of what had been a water pipe,

which was considerably tuberculated. It had been broken square

across, aj^parently for a long time, as the edges were rusty, but no leak

appeared on the surface. I do not remember what its diameter was.

Do you remember, Mr. Carr? You can tell us more about it.

Albert Carr, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It was a6-in. pipe. I don't

know how long it had been down. The jjipe was laid on a miserable

rock filling, the cast-iron pipe right down on it; large pieces of rock

had been dumped into the trench. We found some pipe broken square

across, and apparently no leak; nobody had known anything about it.

There was a 12-in. sewer trench filled with this same sort of filling,

and the water had a good chance to get away.

WiiiLiAM Metcalf, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—There may be some other

members as ignorant on this subject as the Chair; would somebody

who is well informed explain the cause of the tuberculation ? Is it from

the rusting of the pipes or from deposit of the water? Will Mr. Brush

enlighten us ?

Mr. Brush.—My impression is, from the deposit of the water; the

rusting forms a nucleus, and then the deposit forms around it. My con-
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chlHioii is t Imt the fiiiliiiT ol' w loiii^^lit -iron piprs is vcrv imicli iiiore

ni|>i(l limn that oi' ciist iioii, us liiis hccii Htutcd hv Mr. I'liisoiis. That

oi't'Ui's inoif nipidlv in (irdiimrv l»Iiick iron tlnm in any otlicr; for tliat

rt'uson it is not dt'sinihU' to ix' used us a Hcrvit'c pijn'. Tiic scilinicnt

in tin- wuttT, us hoou us the rust coinincuct'H, bc^ius to form around

tin' rusty i)lai't's, uud it is Huri)riHiu^ how hoou awrouglit-irou pipt* will

close entirely. In ordt-r to uvoid that 1 have used gulvauized irou, but

{hv ditliculty is that wh(>n it commeuces to ^o, it ^oes sooner than

bhuk iron; there seems to be a galvanic action, and the i)ip(' seems to

rust away very rapidly.

There was a process in use here a few years ago that was called

the "Rustless Process." I have used that quite frequently, and, at

tirst, with excellent results. I have laid the pipe along the top of

banks of reservoirs, and there was no sign of rust at all. I did that for

one season, but I found that in putting the pipe together, the grip of

the pipe tongs injured the coating, and then the pipe commenced to

rust. That was remedied by putting on a preparation that answered

the purjiose very nicely. I found, however, that after two or three

years of use that pipe corroded on the inside just as badly as l)lack

iron did, and, therefore, what I thought was a very valuable prepara-

tion for the use of wrought iron, I have found since by ex2:)erience to be

not so valuable. I do not think there is any i^reparation, except the

tar coating, that will i^revent tuberculation. I do not suppose that

will prevent it forever, but it does so to a greater degree than any

other preparation we have. So far as the two pipes, wrought and

cast iron, are concerned, the cast iron resists tuberculation better than

wrought.

The protection of water mains from leakage is one of the questions

we could talk a long time about. One of the most peculiar cases that

has come under my observation was that of a main which had been laid

about 20 years. Although the main was 12 ins. in diameter, the in*es-

sure was not very great. Suddenly there was a break, and the supply

of the town was cut off. We shut the gates and found that a root from

a tree had gradually enlarged until it forced the pipe uj) and broke it.

The pipe was broken square across. In two or-three instances, where

leaks have taken jDlace, it has taken our people a long time to find

them. In crossing a culvert, if the pi2)e happens to be submerged or

a little out of sight, the water can be running a long time before the
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leak is discovered. In one case the leak was so great that we lost our

pressure entirely, and it took us about ten hours before we could find

our leak; and finally, when we found it, the water appeared fully 500

ft. from the pipe. The leak had taken place under the frozen crust

and had got out into the stream and was not noticeable. It was a small

river that was flowing there, and we did not know of it until a farmer

came in and said his hencooj) was being drowned out.

There was a case at a river crossing where we used the very best pipe

that I knew of for that purpose, a ball-and-socket pipe which is known as

the Ward joint, which accommodates itself to the inequalities of the bot-

tom of the river. For a longtime we knew there was a leak in the main,

but could not find it. The water was 14 ft. in depth. There was no indi-

cation on the surface at all, but from our draft we knew we were losing

easily about 1 000 000 galls, a day, until, all of a sudden, we lost every-

thing. Then we found there had been a stream there that had scoured

out the bottom of the river, and that the pipe had held together until

iron met iron, and then the bell had snapped off and the whole thing

separated. I knew for two months before that break took place that

there was a leak, but I could not locate it until it located itself; and I

am perfectly confident that a large portion of what we call " waste " is

leakage from mains. By that I do not mean to discredit the consumers'

^vaste at all, Avhich is enormous ; but there is a large portion of what

we know as waste, the difference between the amount of water put in

the pipes and the water we receive from our pipes, that gets out of the

mains without our knowledge, and it is a j)roblem to locate it; it usu-

ally locates itself.

William E. Hutton, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Tubercles are formed

almost entirely by chemical action, although in some of the European

water pipes calcareous tubercles are found. They are not usually

formed in hard waters. The effect of tubercles in diminishing the dis-

charge is owing not so much to the reduction in the size of the pipe as

to the resistance to flow caused by the roughening of the surface, and

the j)ercentage of loss will vary with the degree of roughness. Darcy's

extensive experiments upon the pipes of Paris and Dijon led him to

conclude that, in a general way, the loss is about 33 per cent.

Mr. Brush.—The reason I thought the percentage was high was

because, after I had been running our mains for about one or two

years, I found that I was not getting the amount of water that I ex-
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pcctcd (») receive, aiitl uttrilnitcd it to tnlxrculution ; I iniiiid that

much of it WHS duo to Icakuf^'c from tlic nmins.

Mr. HrxTON.—lu oj)cn cluinucls, the cocllicKiit dciicndcnt iii)on

ronv^hiicss will vary from 1"5<) down to 50.

L. L. Tkihi's, Ahsoc. Am, Soc. C. E.—I have liad oj)i)ort unity for

observiufj: this tulx^rculation during the recent removal of a wron^'lit-

iron stand i)ii)e some 20 ft. in diameter by HO ft. in height. It had

been in constant use for about ei^ht years under a v<'ry variable

daily service, bcin^^ for a few hours very full of water, and then

rapidly lowered to within 15 ft. of the bottom. The ({uality of the

water was, duriu<>; the flood season in the river from which the supply

was taken, very soft ; during thcs summer and autumn, in the low-

water stage, very hard. That portion of the stand pii)e always full of

water showed very few tubercles, and also that near the top, which

was in contact for but a short time daily.

These tubercles in the intervening jjortion were, in aj^pearance, as

Mr. Duane has described, from ^o J in. in diameter at their bases,

from i to ^ in. in height, and shaped like a hollow cone, or mud-wasp

nest. A slight jar served to detach most of the tubercles, and ex-

hibited a pitted condition of the iron underneath, clearly showing a

chemical action rather than a sedimentary deposit from the water ;

further evidenced by the lesser number of tubercles in the lowest

part of the stand pipe, where sedimentary matter w'as abundant.

Mr. Brush.—I think in every case where we find this tuberciilation

we will find joitting of the iron, just as Mr. Tribus stated. I think

that invariably occurs. My theory was that rusting took place first

and then tuberculation commences there afterwards.

Mr. Brinckerhoff.—I want to ask Mr. Brush if any chemical analy-

ses of the tubercles have been made. What are they made of ?

Mr. Brlsh.—I do not know of any, sir. I have found so little in

my exjDerience that I have not found it necessary to make the examin-

ation.

Mr. HuTTON.—There have been some made.

Mr. Brinckerhoff.—The difficulty that you speak of in Ward's

patent joint has since been obviated, so that the pipe will hold together

without breaking, even if there is no packing.

Referring to the so-called "rustless" iron, I heard of a case in

which a i3retty large piece of work was done with it in piping a private
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residence, and it was found that it rusted very badly. The trouble

seemed to be that the coating of black oxide was practically inelastic,

and that the strains to which the pipes were subjected in shipping and

handling cracked the oxide both inside and outside. The coating

seems to be an excellent protection as long as it is intact, but it does

not yield at all and the least bend destroys its integrity.

F. CollinGWOOD, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I would like to ask Mr. Brush

whether it makes any difference as to the hardness of the cast iron—

I

think Mr. McAlpine once stated that the best iron for resisting salt

water was the hard white iron—whether there would be any difference

in the various kinds of cast iron in this case ?

Mr. Brush.—^I do not think it is desirable to use hard cast iron in

water pipes. I would much prefer softer iron. A practical considera-

tion, also, in the laying of the pipe requires the use of a soft iron.

Where cutting is needed for making connections, a hard, brittle iron

would be not only unsuitable, but unsafe to tamper with, while the

softer grades will cut readily and truly.

Mr. MetcaxiF, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I would suggest, in considering

the matter of the rustless iron, whether it would not be worth while

for engineers to consider the effect of a long-continued red heat on the

iron and the action of steam applied to it afterwards; whether it is not

seriously injured in structure before it is jout into use.

I would like to emphasize the remarks of Mr. Bogart in regard to

this paper. There can be no question that practical, short paj^ers of

this kind are of the utmost value. I wish particularly to call the at-

tention of the younger members to this: if you meet anything that you

do not understand, write it out, and you will draw out the experience

of the older members.

Mr. BoGAET.—Mr. President, what you have said encourages me to

say a few words more. That water pipe coated with the tar prepara-

tion is decidedly better than jDipe that is not coated with it is a fact

which, of course, engineers know pretty well; but sometimes it is

necessary to persuade people who have to do with supplying the funds

for these projects that such a pipe is best, and it is well to have a paper

which shows that by actual experimental observation. With reference

to the flow of water through these pipes, whether it may be of the

exact percentage resulting from the observations of Mr. Duane, or

whether the results ought to be modified somewhat by the jDossibility
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of Ifjikjif^c, vet 1 lu' compHrisoii of t lie llou t liion^'li t In- cuiiti'd |)i|»«' mid

tlir uiu'oiitctl pipe is of ^rnit Milue. ami this jm|)('r iimy lead to more

caivful ol)si»rvations, if thov arc necossarv, in just sucli inntauceH, au<l

tlu> ]u>tti>r dctcriinnatioii of tlic additional ('onijdications wliicli Hur-

ronnd the snhjoi't.

Dksmond FiT/XiEKAhi), IM. Am. Sot*. C E.—The Ku])j('ct of a })roj)or

liniujjf for a oist-irou niaiu is a most important one, when we couHid<'r

the enormous milcajjfc of cast-iron pipes in use for various purposes.

It is well known that as far as the water-sup])ly (question is con-

cerned, there is a vast deal of difference in the action of different

waters in jjroducing tuberculation. Some waters have practically no

eftect on a cast-iron pipe, whether it be coated or uncoated.

The Boston water, which is very similar to the Croton, lias a decided

effect on a cast-iron pipe, althou<:?h, happily, the tubercles, after a cer-

tain lapse of time, do not increase, as stated in the second proposition

at the end of Mr. Duane's paper. The third and fourth j^ropositions

should, however, be received with caution, if not suspicion. Certainly

such propositions cannot ai)ply to the Boston w^ater.

The writer has found tubercles in a tar-coated pipe at the. end of

one year after laying. Sometimes, after removing a tubercle which is

just beginning to grow, the lining will be found to be intact under-

neath, as far as the eye can discern; probably some microscoi)ical hole

may exist.

If some one can bring forward a practical lining which will be

proof against tuberculation, it will be worth a great deal of money to

the water works of the City of Boston.

Charles C. Hopkins, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—In 1891 the demand for

water in the City of Rome, N. Y. , made necessary the removal of the

water-works force main from the pumj) house to the reservoir, and the

relaying of a larger main. The old force main, 12 ins. in diameter, laid

in 1892, extended westwardly from a valve placed within the pump

house ; this main was of wrought iron, with cement lining and exterior

coating, excejDt a short portion immediately west of the aforesaid

valve, which was of cast iron, coated at the pipe foundry in the

usual manner with hot tar. Just east of the valve, connecting it with

the i3umping machinery, was a special casting, made at a local foundry

and without the hot-tar coating, and possibly with no coating at all.

The writer was unable to learn from the firm making the special

1
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casting, whether the latter was entirely uncoated or only painted, as

was customary at their foundry.

The removal of these pij^es, after 18 years' constant service,

showed the coated pipe entirely free from incrustation or tubercula-

tion of any kind, in fact, with the tar coating quite i)erfect, although

probably not as perfect as when first a^jplied ; while the diameter of

the special casting was reduced fully f in. by the tubercles. The

tubercles were approximately hemispherical and appeared to overlap

each other.

The water for the city's supply is pumped from the Mohawk River,

and at the pumping station is soft, having but 2.5 to 3.0 grains of car-

bonate of lime per gallon.

Mansfield Merriman, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The values of the co-

efficients for the second exj)eriment, where the same water passed

through both the tuberculated and clean mains, can be compared

without knowing the quantity of water discharged. Let Cj and Q be

the respective coefficients, /^ = 0.00035 and I.^ = 0.00018 as observed,

A = area of cross-section and R = hydraulic radius. Then

whence C^ y^ j^ = Co V
i-z-'

^^^ accordingly C'l = 0.72 C., or C, = 1-40

C^ gives the ratio of two coefficients.

In the first experiment, the value C = 96 for the tuberculated

mains, was deduced by using the discharge as checked by the flow

through the Aqueduct at Sing Sing. In the second exj)eriment there

is no similar check, but the assumj)tion C^ = 96 for the old main brings

out C2 = 134 for the new one. The velocity of flow in the two experi-

ments was not the same, however, and this might make a variation of

several i^er cent, in C. In the first case the velocity was 2.1 ft. \>eY

second, in the second it was 1.65 ft. per second. According to the

curves derived by Hamilton Smith, Jr., M. Am. Soc. C. E., in his

thorough study of the subject, the coefficients for clean pipes cor-

responding to these velocities are 131 and 127 respectively instead of

134. If these be correct, the coefficient for the tuberculated pipe for

velocity 1.65 ft. i^er second should be 91 instead of 96. Perhai^s it

may yet be possible to obtain the record of flow through the Aqueduct

at Sing Sing on the date of the second experiment, and thus determine

better values of Oj and C^-

The tuberculation in this case was sufficiently marked to produce
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11 iTiluct ion in ci-oss-si'ct ion uiul liydniulic mdiiiH, wliidi iilr»n<' would

l)rol)iil)ly (liiuinish t lie tliscliiu>c«' nniily 'J per cent. 'I'lic iJiipn- forcil)lv

illnstmtcs t]i(> ii.aikctl iiifhu-iicc of drtorioration of HiirfafM- in clipck-

iiiij: i\\o flow, imd the f^ivat viilnc of interior coiitin^ in ]>r('V('ntinK

t\il)('r(d('s.

Dkxtku IJuAcKirrr, M. Am. Soc. C E.—All of the i)ii)OK laid iu

Boston from 1S48 to 18(18, with tlie exception of a few hnudred feet,

were uueoated, and tlie entire inner surface of these pipes is covered

with tuberck^s from \ to 1 in. iu thickness. As early as 1852, only

four years after the comi)letiou of tlie works, the late Mr. E. S.

Chesbrough, ^I. Am. Soc. C. E., then City Engineer, reported that

" all the large pipes that have been examined have been ])artially or

entirely covered on their inner surfaces, some with detached tubercles,

varying from i to 2J ins. base, with a depth or thickness iu the middle

of from i to I in., and some entirely to an average depth of ^ in.,

with a rough coating as if the bases of the tubercles had crowded

together."

The experience in Boston confirms Mr. Duane's opinion that the

growth of tubercles in an uncoated pipe is at first very rapid, but that

the growth practically ceases after from 7 to 10 years.

In 186(5 I made some experiments to determine the effect upon the

discharging capacity of 4 and 6-in. pipes, of removing the growth of

tubercles by means of a mechanical scraper. The pipes were cleaned

in a manner similar to that described by E. H. Keating, M. Am. Soc.

C. E., in a paper " On the Kemoval of Incrustation in Water Mains "

[Tranaactioaa, April, 1882). The scrapers used were of different design

from those used by Mr. Keating, but the method of ojDeration was

practically the same.

The discharge of the pipes both before and after cleaning was

measured by means of a Deacon meter ; the friction head was deter-

mined from readings of Bourdon gauges attached to the fire hydrants.

Very great accuracy was not aimed at in these experiments, and they

are given to show, in a general way, the great loss in discharging capa-

city caused by the coating of tubercles. The following tables show

the results of the experiments.
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Tuberculated pipe, 38 years old Same pipe, after cleaning.

Length, 525 ft ; original diametor, 6 ins. Length, 525 ft. ; original diameter, 6 ins.
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4.70 0.76 66.6 31.4 225 36.1 1.06 41.7 19.3 218

5.40 0.95 83.3 36.3 245 50.1 1.23 48.3 19.1 258

9.60 1.13 100.0 32.6 3-25

11.80 1.32 116.6 34.5 360
14.70 1.51 133.3 35.4 400
18.00 1.70 150.0 35.5 440

Tuberculated pipe, 38 years old. Length, 629 ft ; original diameter, 4 ins.

Observed head,
i'eet per 1 OUO.

Velocity. Feet
per second.

Observed dis-

charge. Gallons
per minute.

Value of c in

formula

V = C Viii

Calculated dis-
cbarge of clean

pipe under
same bead.

Darcy's formula.

21.02
36.95
48.70

0.51
0.85
1.19

20.0
33.3
46.6

12.2
15.3
18 7

169
221
254

These experiments show, as might be expected, owing to the small

size of the pipe, a much smaller value for G than was obtained by Mr.

Duane.
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It will !)(• n()ti('«Ml tliiit 11m> (lisclnir^^fc of the <t-in. t iilH-iciiIiitctl |)ij)('M

was troiii 2.') to 85
",f of the (|niintitv which ii ch'iiM cniitrd pipe might

l)<> t'xjx'i'tcil to (h'livci- niiih'T the sunic hciid, uii<l that tlir discliargiug

capat-ity of t h(> pii)^ was mori" than (h)ul>l<'(l Ity thr removal of the

tnl>i'r('h's. 'I'hc tin. i)ip('s show an even j^reatcr n^Kistanc** to the

flow, ami a head of 2.") ft. was required to deliver the same (jiiantity of

water that a elean jJipe would furuisli under 1-ft. head.

By meaus of the scrapers above meutioned the tuhcrcks were

removed from 58 000 ft. of fi-iu. pipe at a cost of 14 cents per foot,

aud from 20 300 ft. of Ti-iu. pii)e at a cost of 20.6 cents per foot.

These prices include 5 cents per foot royalty paid for the right to use

the scraper.

My observation of the coated jiipes, in connection with tli(i works

in Boston and other cities in Massachusetts, leads me to question Mr.

Duane's conclusion that "a proi)erly applied tar coating is an absolute

protection against tuberculation," if it is assumed that jnpes ordinarily

furnished by the manufacturers have the coating properly applied.

Coated pipes in this vicinity, after from 10 to 15 years' use, are gen-

erally pitted to a greater or less extent with tubercles.

The first coated pipes used in Boston were of Scotch manufacture,

and a few hundred feet were laid to determine the value of Dr. Angus

Smith's coating. In 1866, after eight years' use, this pipe was reported

"to be as free from rust as when first laid," but on a second examina-

tion, in 1873, it was found that tubercles had formed, "about half the

size of an English walnut, and very evenly distributed, averaging about

20 to the foot."

My opinion is also confirmed by the results of some experiments

made by Mr. F. F. Forbes, Superintendent of the Brookline Water

Works, and reported in the Journal of the New England Water

Works Association, Vol. 6, on the discharge of a 16-in. tar-coated

main 13 350 ft. in length, which had been in use 18 years.

These experiments give values of Cas follows:

Velocity. Observed head. Value of c in formula.

Feet per secocd. Feet per 1 000. V — C \/RI.

1.15 0.459
'

92.7

1.40 0.713 90.9

1.70 1.011 92.6

1.97 1.44 90.0
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In order to afford complete protection against the growth of tu-

bercles, the tar coating must be an absolutely perfect covering on the

surface of the pipe, as every minute hole in the coating forms the

nucleus about which a tubercle is -sure to form, and it seems to me that

more attention should be paid to the details of the composition of the

tar coating and to the method of its ajjplication.

John C. Trautwine, Jr., Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. Duane's record

of his experiments with tuberculated cast-iron pipes forms a valuable

contribution to our store of facts. The values of the coefficient n of

roughness in Kutter's formula, deduced from these results, are ap-

proximately: n =z 0.0112 for the clean joipe and n = 0.0154 for the

tuberculated pipes. The former value corresponds well with those

usually obtained. The latter is rather low as compared with average

values obtained from other experiments.

In Mr. Duane's paper there is one paragraph to which I am con-

strained to take exception. It is this:

"In common with many hydraulic engineers whose sympathies are

rather with the practical than the theoretical, the writer has a decided
preference for the simple formulas of flow of the Chezy type over the
more complex, and he believes not more accurate, ones of Kutter,
Weisbach etal; for the degree of accuracy obtainable from any formula
is dependent on the ability of the user to make a more or less (usually

less) scientific guess at the value of a modifying coefficient appropriate
to each specific case."

Considering how long Kutter's formula has been before the engi-

neering profession, and how extensively it is to-day employed, it is

surprising how tenaciously certain misconceptions prevail respect-

ing it.

Four of these erroneous ideas find more or less direct expression

within the narrow confines of this paragraph, and are as follows

:

First.—That Kutter's formula is intended to cover the same ground

as the Chezy formula, and appears as its competitor.

Second.—That Kutter's formula is based rather upon theory than

upon practice.

Third.—That Kutter's formula fails to enable the user to make a

scientific guess at the value of the modifying coefficient appropriate to

each specific case.

Fourth.—(By implication only.) That the application of Kutter's

formula is as cumbersome as its appearance would indicate.
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Let iiH see to wlwit I'xtciit thrst- it»ui" ui-ticlt'H of iiii])«Ufliiii(ul are

hast'il upon tact.

1st. So far from lu'iug iu auy sense a rival of the wcll-kuowii C'hezy

formula, \' = C \/ HI, the Kutter formula assumes the correctncHH of

that expression uud limits itself solely to the determination f)f the co-

etticieut C.

2(1. Kutter's formula lor the value of the eoellicieut C in the ('hezy

formula is the result, not of abstract theorizing, but of a care-

ful comparison of all available and reliable data. It is therefore

purely empirical, and in the highest degree i)ractical rather than

theoretical.

3d. Kutter's formula is pre-eminently adapted to enable the user to

make a guess, not only more scientific, but more probably correct, than

is otherwise possible, at the value of a modifying coefficient appropri-

ate to each specific case. It is, I think, quite safe to assert that if

there is any one thing in the literature of hydraulics better calculated

than another to aid such guessing, it is that monument to the intelli-

gent and indefatigable thoroughness of Mr. Hering, the Table No. 1 of

our translation of Kutter's work. This table, covering 90 pages, con-

tains the results of "over 1200 gaugings," comprising all that the

most diligent search could bring to light, and ranging from small glass

pipes 0. 9 in. diameter up to a brick-work siphon 7. 5 ft. diameter, and from

3-ft, semi-circular channels in neat cement to the Mississippi River.

For each gauging this table gives, in addition to other data, the four

values, T', C, R and / of the Chezy formula, together with Kutter's co-

efficient It of roughness.

4:th. While Kutter's formula for the value of C in the Chezy formula

is indeed very complicated, it must be borne in mind that in practical

work its results are obtained, not by arithmetical computation from

the formula itself, but by the use of the "Kutter diagram," which em-

bodies that formula. Having made our guess at n from Table No. 1,

and having, of course, from the data of the case the values of R and of

/, the mere stretching of a cord between two points in the diagram

gives us immediately the value of Chezy's coefficient C, as obtained by

Kutter's formula. Indeed, by means of an addition to the diagram,

suggested by Mr. Hering in Transactions American Society Civil En-

gineers, January, 1879, we may obtain from the diagram, by a second

stretching in the cord, the velocity itself by Chezy's formula, with the
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value of G tleterminetl by the light of the experiments uijon which

Kutter's formula is based.

In short, the Kutter formula, as embodied in the diagram by which

it is invariably represented in practice, is nothing more or less than

the means by which we are enabled to apply the Chezy formula with

the utmost simplicity and with the highest degree of probable accu-

racy at present attainable.

C. W. Shekman, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E.—This is a paper of consider-

able interest and value to hydraulic engineers, especially as it shows

the value of a good coating in preserving the pipes. I think, however,

that the rapidity of tuberculation in uncoated pipes is not as surjDris-

ing as it seemed to Mr. Duane. I find in the handbook of the Addys-

ton Pipe and Steel Co., the following statement: "In Boston, cast-

iron pipes, 4 ins. in diameter, became closed in seven years, and those

of much larger diameter became seriously reduced in the same time."

In R. D. Wood & Co. 's handbook, I find a quotation from the Report

for 1852 of the City Engineer of Boston, relating to some pipes which

had been exposed to the flow of Cochituate w^ater for nine years. It

reads :

'

' Some of the pipes were covered internally with tubercles

which measured about 2 ins. in area on their surfaces, by about I in.

in height, while others had scarcely a lump raised on them."

I have found it interesting to compute from Mr. Duane's data the

/ V-
the values of the friction factor/in the equation li =/. --. -^ for loss

of head due to friction. I find—for the clean pipe,/= .0146; for the

tuberculated pipe,/= .0281; bearing out very closely Darcy's conclu-

sion that the friction is doubled by these formations or deposits.

If, however, we compare these figures with the values of / found

from Darcy's formula

—

/= 0.01991
+"-~

(for clean pipes)

we have/ = .0146 from the experiments, as against/ =^ .0203 from the

formula. But it is quite likely that this formula is slightly in error

for so large a pipe. Merriman's "Hydraulics " contains a table, com-

piled from the discussions of Fanning, Smith and others, from which

we find the values of/ for clean 48-in. pipes as follows:

V = 1 2 3 ft. per second.

/=.017 .016 .015
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or sli^litly lar^tT tluiii the viiliic toiiml Irom the <\ jMiinu'Ut (in wliich

t>= 1.78).

James Dfane, M. Am. Hoc. C. E.—Unfortunately tlu' oriticiHraK on

my paper on Tulu'rcnlatiou roach me at a Hpecially busy time, and ac-

comi)anie(l 1)V a re([uest from the Secretary that a rei)ly ])e returntul as

Bl)ee(Uly as i)orfHil)le. Under these circumstances it will l)e impossible

to do more than answer the most salient points brought out })y the dis-

cussion. Replying to Mr. Brush and others who urge that undiscovered

leaks of considerable magnitude may have existed, thus throwing sus-

picion on the value of the deductions from my experiments, I would

say that this possibility had been carefully considered, and only after

a thorough personal examination was the statement made that the

leakage in this special case is believed to have been practically

iuai)preciable.

The Tenth Avenue mains were laid on good foundations and for

nearly their entire length in excavation, only a very small portion l)eing

laid on embankment, which had been carefully prepared. More were laid

on embankments of poor material or loose rock. On both sides of these

pipes for the entire distance, and but a few feet from the outside lines,

sewers were built at a lower level than the bottoms of the jjipes. It is

believed that, had any serious leak existed, these sewers must certainly

have intercepted it. A careful examination of the sewers during a dry

spell and when the country drained was but sparsely settled, so that

the natural flow into them was of the lightest, failed to show any leak

of imjDortance—which it is believed could not have failed of detection

had it existed. So much for the probable leakage in the general

system.

For the compound main that furnishes the data for the paper under

discussion, even more satisfactory evidence of non-leakage is fortun-

ately available. In 1890 this main was shut ofif for several days while a

connection was being made with the Aqueduct at Eighty-fifth Street,

and during this time the leakage, as determined by the fall of the water-

surface in the pipe, was rather less than 3 000 galls, per day (a very

small fraction of 1 per cent) . This included evaporation from three water-

surfaces. As the actual working head on the main was but 6 ft, greater

than at the time this observation was made, it is obvious that the leak-

age was not much greater at the time when the flow was observed.

The gates feeding this pipe were all accessible and were carefully
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examined, showing no appreciable leakage into the pipe. Therefore it

would seem that the comparative losses of head due to friction in

the smooth and rough pipes had been accurately determined and were

practically reliable.

Prof. Merriman's point that the value of '* 0" should vary with the

velocity seems to be well taken. But, with all due deference to such

eminent hydraulic authorities as himself and Hamilton Smith, it is

believed that the actual variation was less than he seems to assume

—

well within the 2% limit set, I firmly believe. The discharge through

these mains, as observed last fall, was checked by the flow through the

Aqueduct at Sing Sing, but no statement of this fact was made in the

original paper, as it seemed desirable to avoid all unnecessary detail.

Suffice it to say here that the results then obtained indicated that

the old value C = 96 still applied within 1 or 2 per cent.

The statements of Messrs. FitzGerald and Brackett that tar coat-

ing has not furnished an efficient protection against tuberculation in

their practice seems in the light of our experience here to be a little

remarkable, to say the least. We have coated mains that after thirty

years' use show no signs of tuberculation whatever, and of the many

mains examined, of all sizes from 6 ins. to 6 ft., I do not remember a

single instance of tuberculation in a tar-coated pipe where the surface

had not been carelessly injured, and in that case the tuberculation was

confined to the parts from which the coating had been removed.

Mr. Trautwine's admission that Kutter's formula for the value of

" C" in the Chezy formula is, indeed, very complicated, is a practical

concurrence with the opinion expressed in the original paper.

He recommends the use of a diagram for obtaining the value of " C"

after having made our guess at "w." That users might make a correct

guess at this value appropriate to a badly tuberculated 48-in. main

was the motive that prompted the presentation of this paper to the

Society, and it is hoped that all other members having similar data at

command will submit it in like manner, as such data drawn from

observations on the actual workings of real water mains in active use

is ai3t to be far more satisfactory than is much of the data from

which the coefficients in our present formulas have been deduced.
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RAILWAY SIGNALING.—DISCUSSION ON PAPER
No. 560.*

By Foster Croweli;, H. G. Prout, O. F. Nichols, H. S. Hatnes, T. H.

Grant, Theodore Voorhees, George R. Hardy, C. W. Bradley,

E. E. R. Tratman, Henry Johnson and John P. O'Donnell.

Foster Crowell, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I should like to ask Mr.

O'Donnell whether in England there are any of what we call automatic

signals apart from the lever systems in use ?

Mr. O'Donnell.—There is now being placed on the Liverpool Over-

head Electric Railway, on the Timmis patent system, with secondary

current, a complete system of electric automatic signals. The Board of

Trade limits the experiments of railways as far as, or rather where, the

safety of the people is concerned. The Fresh Water Railway of the

Isle of Wight is fitted up with automatic signals. When General

Hutchinson, of the Board of Trade, insj^ected it, he ordered the system

* Railway Signaling as Applied to Large Installations, by John P. O'Donnell, II. J. M. E.

Vol. XXVII, page 516.
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taken out, and it has not since been restored. The primary current was

then used, and a description would be interesting. Here you are

rather in favor of the use of the automatic pneumatic system.

H. G. Pkout, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I was quite interested in what Mr.

O'Donnell said about the economy of levers that he had introduced at

the Waterloo Installation. It has been one of the special points with

the American signaling engineers to economize levers, and they claim

that in recent large plants that have been put in they have been able

to reduce the number of levers very much below what would have been

used in England, there being a like amount of work. That is done by

causing one lever to move two switches in a cross-over between two

cars; or in causing one lever to unlock the switch, move it and lock it

again. My own notion has been that our signal engineers were over-

loading their levers and were overdoing their economy in that direc-

tion. I should like to know Mr. O'Donnell's opinion on that subject.

Mr. O'Donnell.—I have made it a special object to follow the dif-

ferent improvements and stages of investigation in this country,

although I have never been here before. With reference to the re-

marks of the last speaker, in regard to unlocking a pair of switches,

working them and locking them again, that was the first system

adopted by English railways. That you will find on the majority

of foreign lines, and especially in Ireland. The English Board thought

the operation of the switch should be distinct from its locking, the

reason being that if the rod broke there is one chance only; the

switches would not be locked and the signal might be lowered and the

train go over the switch, and the Board of Trade says that if the rod

operating the switch breaks, it might lie off the wrong direction, or be

partly moved and not lie right for either track. The movement in the

signal box is sufficient to operate the lever. This is not a case that is

hypothetical, because many such an accident has occurred in England.

With regard to selectors as fixed on the ground, they are not prac-

ticable; they overload and are not a saving. The selectors used at

Waterloo are in the signal cabin fixed under the tail of the lever.

There are only six gear levers in the 236 at Waterloo. There are, I

think, 150 levers saved by their adoption; and, apart from any saving

in mechanism, the cost is greatly lessened and also the distance

through which the levers are operated. In course of time it would

mean a tramway to go from one end to the other. Under normal
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foiulitions only foiii' operators ar*- cinployt'd, iicvrr iiioff, and at n-r-

tain hours l»nt two. In very luisy Ijouth, I'roni '.> to 11 a.ai.. or from

4 to () I'M., ulicn the jK'ojtif ar«' ^^oinj^ to th«' city and i-<'tnrninj< from

it, tlieu four are rocpiirtMl.

(). F. Ni<'in)Ls, AI. Am. Soc. C. E.—How are tb(» counectionH made

at till' Waterloo station, 1)V jnpes, or hy a set of wires V

Mr. O'UoNNELL.—The eiistoni is to oj)erate sets of wire. If you

operate the signal liy rod and take out the lever, you eau hardly ex])ect

the signal to draw haek 200 or 300 ft. of rod. The Board of Trade rule

is that the signal must be operated by wire, and it must be of such a

nature that the balance arm must return to the danger attitude in

case of a fracture.

Mr. Nichols.—On many important lines—short lines running a gi'eat

number of trains—the difficulty is that the signal stations become very

long and difficult to operate with piping, and the levers become, as

Colonel Prout has said, very much overloaded. Operating a long line

of piping, reaching 1 000 ft. in length, is not easy work on the lever.

On the other hand, there are instances in using the wire system of the

fireman getting out of his cab to set the signal, this l)eing permitted

by the slack in the wire.

Mr. O'DoNNELii.—If such a case occurred in England, if an

engine-man left his engine and operated the switch, he would be dis-

missed. I ho^De the Society will not misunderstand me when I say

that condoning any operation of that nature is very severely to be con-

demned. We do not allow discretion to the engine-man at all. If his

signal authorized an accident, he could not be blamed in effecting it.

Mr. Nichols.—That is the practice on the best lines in this country.

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—I thought that the Train Rule Committee of the

Railway Commission was especially constructed for the purpose of

drawing up such rules as would place engine-men amenable to punish-

ment if they went outside of them. In England every railway official,

from the general manager down to the telegraph operator, has a book

of rules in his pocket and has to sign for them.

Mr. Nichols.—In this country we cannot be as radical, I suppose,

as they can in Great Britain and some other countries in administering

absolute punishment by law. Here the case would come before a jury,

and a man's personal appeal, or the condition of his family, etc., ope-

rate, and the man escapes scot free. In England the jjunishment is
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more certain to follow, I think. There is a growing tendency here, I be-

lieve, to have strict rules laid down and have them rigidly enforced,

and leave the engineer little discretion but to obey. It becomes more

and more necessary that the man in the tower should be the arbiter of

the destinies of the people on the trains.

The various interlocking companies in this country are very well

managed and generally they have very efficient signaling engineers in

their employ. One of the difficulties we meet in dealing with these

gentlemen is that there are some four or five different systems. The

Saxby and Farmer machine was the first to be introduced in this coun-

try, and growing out of that there have been improvements and

changes made by several companies which have led to the use of

live or six different systems of interlocking with great want of uni-

formity in constructing and handling them.

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—We have gone through the various stages in Eng-

land that you are speaking of. We are in a more fortunate position

in reference to the Board of Trade, who say to the different com-

panies, '* We want that result; get it how you can, so long as it satisfies

our requirements. " We invariably insist on the use of a distant signal.

In our opinion it is almost the most important signal on the railway.

It is the only one that can be passed when it is at danger. Whatever

its condition, it may be passed. It is simply an indication, 800 yds.

in the rear, of the general condition of the home signal. The distant

signal usually rules the home signal. If the distant]signal is in a safety

attitude, you may take it for granted that the home signal is also
;

but if it is in the danger attitude, that may not be the condition of the

home signal.

Mr. NiCHOiiS.—One of the troubles in this country is in being

obliged, at times, to allow the engineers discretion as to whether

they shall pass the signal or not. Having the distant signal the same

color, or allowing an engineer to pass it under certain conditions, gets

him into the habit of thinking he may pass the signal at any time with

impunity. I think the tendency in this country is to abandon the

distant signal on lines requiring rapid movement of trains in which two

signals at the danger point are to be noted. No case occurs to me

when the same color is used for the signals. I think a different

colored light, something like the j)urple light used in the shunting sig-

nal, should be used for distant signals, to make it a special and distinct
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Hi^fiml. This woiiUl lie prt'ft'ialily tin- j^ncii caiitiouiiry Higiial uow fre-

t|nciit ly used.

Mr. riioi'T.— I really belu-vo Mr. NicholH in at fault in that respect.

I do not believe tiiere is a ease in the United States of a diKtant Hij^nal

with a s(|uare end that an enj^iue-nian is allowed to i)ass. A distant

sifj^nal is })ainted j^reen and has a tish-tail end. There is this excei)tion,

whieh may have misled Mr. Michols : on many roads it is the custom

to protect the facing points by signals placed some way in advance ;

a main line train can never pass the signal when it stands at danger,

but a freight train destined for that siding may go slowly }>y and take

the siding. But a distant signal, i)ainted red, which a trainman is

allowed to pass, I do not think exists.

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—I was about to agree with the remarks of Mr.

Nichols that under some circumstances the distant signal is an

anomaly. I once wrote a paper in which I pointed out that such

things should not occur. The distant signal outwardly, at night, so far

as England is concerned, is the same as the home signal ; unless the

engine-man knows his location, he may mistake the distant for the

home. In this country the distant signal is fish-tail and is painted

green. A distinctive character should be given by day and night to

the distant signal. The giving green as the danger position ])y day

appears to me to be more in accordance with the special attitude of

the signal. When they follow that out by night, as I should suppose

they should, I do not know, I imagine they would give a green light

for danger. The only question that arises is that' they use green for

the caution or safety attitude for the automatic signals. If that is so,

the anomaly then comes in that you have the danger position for the

distant signal by night green and the "all-right" position for other

signals green. I think Mr. Haines says that green is the color.

H. S. Haines, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. Chairman, I did not come

here to-night expecting to hear a criticism of the address which I

made at the recent meeting of the American Eailway Association.

These remarks were not intended as the opinions of an expert on block

signals, because I did not represent myself as an expert in such mat-

tors. I had only intended to point out the difficulties which our stand-

ing committees have experienced in discharging the duty imposed

upon them, of comjiiling a book of rules for the guidance of railway

employes in the operation of block signals. In doing that I had to
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keep iu mind the restrictions which controlled our committees in com-

piling these rules. They are the same limitations which were im-

posed on us in preparing the book of standard train rules, now so

generally used in this country; that is to say, that it should embody

only the recognized practice. I think if the gentleman will, keep that

in mind in reading over the remarks to which he has referred, he

will see why I stated the subject as I did. For us to attempt to operate

our roads in accordance with what we understand to be the rules

established by the Board of Trade in Great Britain, or upon the lines

estimated in the gentleman's remarks,^ would mean bankruptcy to

some of the railroad companies in this country; many of them could

not raise the money to provide such an installation as would be neces-

sary to conform to those requirements. It is for that reason that I

referred to the time interval as in general use in this country, and the

conditions under which our railroads are operated are such that it is

imperative that this should be so. It is only in the vicinity of large

centers of population, where the train service is frequent and conducted

over two or more tracks, that such expensive installations as the

gentleman has described could be expected. If you will permit me to

say so, the interlocking switch system is one thing and the operation

of trains on the main line under block signals is another, and the rules

that we are now seeking to prepare in our Association are intended for

the operation of trains on main lines, not particularly for the control

of interlocking switch systems at terminal stations.

Pardon me for the time I have taken in making this explanation of

the position I assumed in my address. I would add that I have

listened to the gentleman with a great deal of interest.

In the reference that he made to my remarks about distant signals

he has referred to interlocking switch systems rather than to the

movement of trains under the block system on the main line; but if the

block signal is visible at a distance suflicient for a train to be sto^D-

ped before passing the signal which is at danger, then a distant signal

is not necessary for the safe operation of trains. It is only when the

block signal is not visible at a sufficient distance, or when trains are so

numerous that without it the traffic of the road would be delayed,

that a distant signal on the main line is absolutely necessary. This

has been accomplished, I should say successfully, in what we know as

the pneumatic automatic system. Any one who will observe that sys-
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trill in iii'tuiil use will see Imw tin- Itlnck sit^iml in one hlock is n.st'd aB

tin' tlistaiit si^iiiil for tlir Muck iiliciul. I li-iirn from tlic ^fcntlcman'H

niimrks that in Enj^lund that system dors not nu-ct with favor with

thosr who arc considerctl itiitlioritics in sncli matters, hnt that prtt-

erence is ^iveii to thi' controlled nuinnal system. It seems to me that in

this eouutry the teudeuey is toward an automatic system, and for one

reason that it d<ies to a p:reat extent eliminate human agency, which is

an advantajjjo in the oi)eratiou of railroads in two ways—that it mini-

mizes the opportunity for linman error, and that it materially decreases

the cost of operating? a system of block sip^nals.

There was one point the f?entlennin touched on, to which I wish

he had devoted a little more time, and that is, as to what I might call

the preliminary notifications that are given by signal in an extensive

terminal station to those who are interested in knowing what the next

movement is to be. I understood him to say that the system of signals

in the installation described by him jjrovided for an intimation to the

men on the jjlatforms as to Avhat they might next expect. I do not

understand from his remarks just how that was managed, what infor-

mation was conveyed, and by what means.

I would make one point more, that is, as to a uniform system of sig-

nals. The gentleman has referred to the fact that the distant signal,

as used in England, is somewhat of an anomaly because it requires an

engine-driver to pass a signal set at danger. Now, one trouble which

we have encountered in our Association in preparing a set of rules is

that the development of train signals has proceeded from several in-

dependent centers, and they have not followed the same general prin-

ciples. As, for instance, there are important railroad systems in this

country in which the signal for "line clear " is the green light, which

on others is either a cautionary or a distant signal. I mention this as

accounting for our not having a uniform system of signals. That is

something very desirable to attain, and which I supposed had been

established by Government authority in England. If attained at all

in this country it must be by concerted action of the railroad com-

panies, as through the American Railway Association.

I was also interested to learn that there was no such thing as an

absolute block system in England. I understood the gentleman to say

that they permit more than one train in the block at one time. If that

is permitted by a signal, then, under the ideas that are beginning to
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prevail with us, that is not an absolute block system. Perhaj^s I mis-

understood him.

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—What I said in my paper was that in certain cir-

cumstances in England, the permissive block system is used. During

April there occurred in New York the Columbian celebration. I

should like to ask the railway managers in this country whether they

maintained the absolute block system in bringing the people into the

city? The answer is, they did not; and it is under those circumstances

that we do not in England. I, myself, maintain that a railway rshould

be conducted for the safety of its passengers and not for the share-

holders. The permissive block system is used only on such days as the

Derby Day, and the Oxford and Cambridge boat races, when the enor-

mous traffic could not possibly be handled under the absolute block

system; the permissive block system is used, but without authority.

The difiference between the absolute and permissive is that in the ab-

solute block system a clear section must be maintained by trains.

That is to say, that if you have three sections. A, B and C, and you

have a train leaving A, you cannot have any in B, the previous train

must be approaching C before you can allow the A train to approach B.

Mr. Pbout.—Passing only by the danger signal ?

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—Yes.

Mr. Prout.—How long ?

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—I ask Colonel Haines if there is any railway in this

country that runs on a time interval.

Mr. Haines.—I think it could be maintained that where a train

is permitted to enter a section under a block in which there is another

train already, that is, to a certain extent, a time interval. It requires

you to protect the rear of every train in the same way that you would

j)rotect the rear of the train where you run trains under a time interval

without block signals. The distinction that we are inclined to draw is

that an absolute block system does not authorize one train by signal to

enter a block in which there is another train ; that a second train can

only enter with a special order. That is, that where, under any cir-

cumstances, one train is permitted by signal from the signal tower to

enter the block in which there is at the time another train, that is a

permissive system.

While I am on my feet I will read a note that has been handed me.

It is a statement that on the Third Avenue road last Wednesday 12 000
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t'U^iin'-iuih'H wcit' imulf. tlir mud hriuj^ M iniU-s l()Uj<, with two trackh,

imd 7">ii trains ciich way in '2\ Ikuu's.

Ml. ODoNNELL.—lu takiuR tho Elevated Kt)ad the only lineH we

eau pit a^aiust it ia tlie Metropolitan Uudergrouud Railway iu London.

With reference to the (juestion of time interval, it means the lapse of a

certain amount of time. The permissive system has no reference to

the time interval, because it is covered Ijy signal, either permissive

or absolute; and if the train was delayed for an hour inside, while it

is the permissive block system, the train, a lew liundrtHl yards in the

rear, would also be delayed. It is time interval, if you like; but it is

not «i-overued by specified time.

Now, as to the distant signals. Mr. Haines cited an automatic sys-

tem in this country in which the distant signal was not needed. If

there is any gentleman here on that road, he will ])ear me out that the

pneumatic system there has never been a success. In the AYoodlawu

system they were all free; they were all free on the Bound Brook line.

Theodore VooRHEEs, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—We had some 7 miles of

the Hall automatic system put up some two years ago, and it was all

put up with difitant signals.

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—That bears out what 1 say. I was about to remark

that while I don't wish to appear a prophet from the experience in

England, you will come to distant signals in this country as sure as I

am here to-night.

Mr. VooRHEES.—On the subject of distant signals, you stated that

the usual distance in England was 800 yds. ; is that the usual distance

from the home signals ? I would ask also whether the single signals

are worked by a double wire ?

Mr. O'DoNNELL.—That is the specified distance by the Board of

Trade; if the signal boxes are at a sufficient distance to warrant it,

800 yds. ; on a down grade, 1 200 yds. There is no single distant sig-

nal, to my knowledge, in England, which is worked with a double wire;

we never use a double wire. I once operated a signal a distance of

1 mile; we used a capstan and wheel. But the usual run of signals in

England is usually 800 yds. In the signal boxes we use an adjuster

which the signal-man oj^erates as he finds the signal is not working;

if there is a 50 or 60 lb. weight at the end of the arm, that is sufficient

to put the arm at the danger attitude. We do not have such extremes

of temperature as you have here. The extremes of temperature are
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not such as to give us any great difficulty. We have a difference of wire

occasionally, amounting, perbajDs, to 10 ins. ; that is not sufficient to

make the arm come off. Our practice is one wire, and I think that if

expansion and contraction is to be a difficulty, it is equally applicable

to one or two wires; they are both being expanded and contracted.

Mr. VooRHEES.—The experience has been in this country, so far as

my knowledge goes, that a single wire does not operate successfully.

We have had considerable experience with single wires running to

i mile, and they have not worked well. We are using the double wire

now, but limiting the distance to 1 600 ft. We find it difficult to operate

double wire to any distance greater than 1 600 ft., on account of

expansion and contraction.

T. H. Grant, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—While the majority of

railroad engineers naturally regard England as the home of modern

signaling and interlocking, they may j)roperly question whether there

exists in this country, on well-regulated roads, the looseness and want

of method that may be inferred from this discussion.

The signals on the Central Eailroad of New Jersey between Jersey

City and Bound Brook, a distance of 30 miles, may be taken as a fair

example of American practice. This i^art of the road is under the

operation of the automatic pneumatic system, the first section, from

Jersey City to West Eighth Street, Bayonne, having been j^ut in ser-

vice in the spring of 1889; and the second section, from the latter

point to Bound Brook, during the past summer. The signals which

govern the running of trains on four tracks nearly the whole distance

are located from 1 200 ft. to ^ mile apart, depending upon local con-

ditions. There are two blades for each track, one over the other; the

upper, or red blade, and the lower, or green blade. If both are ex-^

tended horizontally to the right, it is indicated that the two blocks

ahead of the signal are occupied, and no train or engine may enter the

block. If the red blade has droj)ped and the green blade is extended,

the train may enter the first block, knowing the second is still occu-

pied. If both blades are down, two blocks are clear. The signals are

operated by compressed air from three power stations in connection

with electric track circuits.

The movement of trains over the same part of the road is further

governed at junction, crossing and terminal j)oints by thirteen towers

for the working of interlocking switches and signals. The system is
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priu't ifully t lie same at all t ow i-rs, alt li<in)/h tlicic arr some jxjints (if

tlitt'iTciuT 111 tln' iiiiichiiit's liiiilt l>y the variouH Hi^ual compauieH.

While tlicic may he a Saxhy A' Farmer, u National, oi' a .lolmson

miu'hino at a i)arti('\ilar jioiiit, th«'r«' is uo extoriiul evidt^ucc to the

trainmen of any dift'erence from any one of the other tow<'rK. It is,

therefore. })roper to say there is an uniform Kystem.

The largest and most important tower is located at the Jersey City

terminus. It operates by means of a 72-lever Saxhy A: Farmer ma-

ehine, tJie sifj^uals and switches in front of the train house. It is

supplemented by another tower, containing a 4H-lever National inter-

locking machine, about 2 000 ft. further up the yard, at which point

the passenger trains are shifted and made up, and the Lehigh Valley

and Newark trains let in upon the main tracks.

Two other towers, one at Jersey City Junction, 1 mile out, and one

at Claremont, 2 miles from the train house, complete the interlocking

system at Jersey City. The remaining nine are distributed to cover

junction and crossing points.

At points where switches, crossings, etc., controlled from a tower,

come witlim the territory protected by the automatic signals,- it is so

arranged that the two systems must work in unison. A lever-man

cannot give a clear route to a block while the automatic red blade for

that block is at danger.

The company spares no expense to make its employes fully ac-

quainted with new signals, for this purpose issuing books of instruc-

tion and rules, and requiring strict adherence thereto. The signals,

connections, interlocking, etc., are carefully looked after in all their

details and maintained in good working order by a supervisor and a

well-organized and sufficient corj^s of assistants.

Mr. O'DoNNEiiii.—I gather in the last remarks that you have stated

that four of the different companies have all put up signals. Now,

the Hall system is radically different from any other system. It is

purely electric. In describing the pneumatic system at Bound Brook

you mentioned that there were permissive blades and absolute blades.

They are precisely the same as those used with the pneumatic plant

at Woodlawn.

Mr. YooEHEEs.—I cannot very well sit here and let i^ass one ob-

servation the gentleman made. As the only representative here, so far

as I have been able to discover, of roads entering New York Citv from
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the uorth, I wish to state that, so far as I know, all the trains on the

Hudson River Railroad and the New York, New Haven and Hartford

Railroad carefully observe the block system; the Hudson River is

governed by the absolute block system. I have carefully observed the

pneumatic block plant that we put in from Mott Haven to Woodlawn

ever since it was put there. We cannot work it under any absolute

rules. We found that we had to make it the rule that engineers could

pass the block signal when at danger, provided they waited a time in-

terval. I do not think it possible to work any automatic signal except

under such a rule. It is under that view that the New York Central

and Hudson River Railroad has gone into the Sykes system from New

I'^ork to Buffalo, which is now under contract.

Geoege R. Hakdy, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. O'Donnell's pajDer is a

very interesting one, and the explanation which followed the reading

of the paper touched upon the subject of the position of the sema-

13hore, concerning which there seems to be considerable variation in

practice. It would seem that in conformity with the principle of

organizing signal systems with the largest degree of uniformity as

pertaining to those characteristics which are observable by the engine-

men or drivers, that we should have a constant rule in regard to

the location of the semaphore which can be easily understood at

first glance. The rule which has been applied to a great many

railroads, and concerning which there can be as little difficulty in its

application as any, is to provide the semaphores as nearly as possible

over or just to the right of the track on which the train is approaching.

When the roadway consists of three or four or a larger number of

tracks, this necessarily demands that a signal bridge should be con-

structed so that the standard signals may be placed above the tracks,

although small or dwarf signals might be placed on the ground be-

tween the tracks. With this arrangement it is sufficiently clear to

any engine-man that no other signal than the one he is so directly

approaching relates to his track. If the signal he approaches is

simply a block signal, governing no variety of routes, it is unnecessary

to make any other arrangements for indicating the route it relates to;

but if an arrangement of switches makes it possible to use one of two

or three or four routes from the approaching track, then the practice

of placing all of those signals relating to the same number of routes

on the same pole in the same position, as for one signal, is much better
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tlmii tt) nmkc two of luorr iii(l«'])('ntl»'iit posts lor tlir various i'out«'H;

)>ecauH(», as soon us tlu» lattfr plan pirvails, the s)>aci' allot ttti to the

si^UJils bt'lou^fiu^ to tlio Ufifj^hboiiii)^ track is imjxjscd iijxuj, and if a

noi^hboriuK track slionM rccpiirc nniny si^^nals, sonn* of them nii^'ht

be crowded C()in]detel_v out of j)rop('r position iclativc to the tiaik to

whicli thev relate.

The answer in objection to this arrunj^ment bv some parties is that

the hipjh-s])eed route should recpiire a most conspicnouH signal. We
^aant this criticism, and favor the use of emi)hasizing the signal for

that route of a group of routes which, ])eing the liighest sjjeed route,

recjuires the largest degree of convenience for the engine-men. But

this determination of which signal of several on one post applies to a

particular route may easily be provided for under one of two rules.

The tirst rule is to i)lace the signal for the extreme right-hand route at

the top, and the others in natural sequence below for the routes fur-

ther to the left. Some roads vary this rule in applying the rule only

to the slow or switching routes, and always putting the high-speed

route at the top of the post. We think the situation is best adapted

to all circumstances by adhering exactly to the rule as first indicated,

and for the sake of giving more convenience for determining which

signal governs the high-speed route, that signal can easily be made

larger than the signal for the slow routes, both in length of semaphore

and by manner of lighting at night. The slow or switching routes

may be lighted by simply illuminating the blade with reflected light.

All of the above suggestions are in actual and successful practice

during a period of several years, and, as far as I know, no sutficient

grounds of criticism have yet been established to modify the same.

The subject of distant signals is a matter which is not usually so

well analyzed as it might be. Not undertaking an exhaustive discus-

sion of this point, I will only refer to one or two points in this con-

nection. The right to pass a distant signal at " caution," as indicated

bv the horizontal position of the distant signal, is a right which may be

used by an approaching train, providing the extent of observation of

the track commanded by the engineer is sufficient to enable him to

know that the track is clear, and that he proceeds only at a speed

which will enable him to stop within the clear track which he can see

—

"Proceed only as the way is known to be clear." Thus he may ap-

proach to the home stop signal, and at that i)lace wait for orders.
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This practice with regard to the distant signal does not modify its pur-

pose at all, as some have supposed. The great value of the distant

signal is that, when cleared, it offers definite assurance that the speed

may be maintained into the territory controlled by the next home sig-

nal. While the distant signal remains at " caution," the rear of a train

which has drawn entirely past it has the same protection that the en-

gineer of that train afforded when he passed it at "caution," knowing

the way to be clear. But when a train which has passed a distant sig-

nal has to back up, then it is absolutely necessary that the flagman

should first protect the whole space to be used by such back-up.

We are unable to aj)preciate in detail the conditions under which the

movements are managed at Waterloo Junction, but if the information

which was hinted at during the discussion, that the engine-men

conveyed to the signal-men what they wanted to do, it seems to us

a large digression from the advantages of using interlocking appa-

ratus. We had supposed that the English practice was ready to take

advantage of introducing engine control from one standpoint over all

the business of switching or work done on the tracks controlled by an

interlocking apparatus. In other words, some one so authorized

should by signals direct all the yard-work or movements of trains.

This has been successfully accomplished at many places in this coun-

try, and on a large scale.

We regard the business of making fly switches with passenger trains

under interlocking appliances as an unfortunate arrangement which

we doubt has as yet been divested of the elements of danger. The

most conspicuous case of that kind in this country, so far as we are in-

formed, appears to be continued in conformity with some prejudice as to

permitting the locomotive to run into the train-house where the smoke

would be objectionable. If such practice should be changed and the

tracks and connections be rearranged, we are certain that the same

areas might be made to furnish facilities for accommodating a large in-

crease of train service with less interruptions.

At Waterloo the right to use the incoming tracks for movements in

the opposite direction appears to have been provided for by a special

description of signal as well as some other attachments. Our conten-

tion in this regard is that such advantage in using the territory con-

trolled by the interlocking does not require the use of any new devices

to be exhibited to the engine-men, but that the combination of well-ex-
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presspd mloH and tlu> Hi^imlH of lituiti'd varit'tv autl uuiforiiiity, will

provide nil thiit Ih needed.

Mr. i\ W. IhtADLEY, Ahsoc. iSI. Am. Hoc. C. E.—I have been very

imuh interested iu the i)aper of Mr. (^'Donnell, aud the diHcuHsion has

takeu Hiich shiijx^ that T almost think this is a meeting of our Train

Rule Committee. As a memher of the Train Kulo (Committee of the

Ameriean Itailway Association, we have now in hand the (juesticm of a

standard code of rules governing the operation of the hlock and inter-

locking signals on our Ameriean railways. We have found so many

devices and appliances that the Committee are almost at a loss to know

just what to recommend, or how we can formulate a code of rules that

TN-ill cover all the appliances and conditions of the service. The stand-

ard code of train rules adopted by the American Railway Association,

and now in use on 75% of the railroad mileage of this country, is a

great advance in the operation of our roads. "Whether we can do as

well with the rules governing the use of signals is an open question.

Mr. O'Donnoll has given us a good many good points. We are now

looking for some device that will not only interlock the signals, but

will interlock the engineer or driver as well, and I would ask Mr.

O'Donnell if they have any such device in use in England.

Mr. VooRHEES.—We have been groping in the dark on the rule

question, and I would like to ask a question in regard to that. As I

said before, the Hudson River Road is under the absolute rule not to

permit an engineer to pass a red signal when at danger. But we have

often run against a case where the red signal could not be brought to

safety by reason of a failure in the electrical apparatus, and the ques-

tion was whether to let the train stay there all night or get a rule that

would not delay the traffic.

Mr. O'Donnell.—There is a rule.

Mr. VooRHEES.—I have studied the English rules very carefully.

Have they got such a rule ?

Mr. O'Donnell.—The station-master issues instructions to the

engine-man, I believe.

Mr. Voorhees.—We undertook at first to permit trains to pass at

the display of a green flag from the cabin, when the man in the cabin

knew that the block ahead was clear, but was unable to move the signal.

Mr. O'Donnell.—You can lay down certain rules authorizing the

driver to- pass such a signal if it cannot be lowered. It would have to
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be worked in conjunction with the automatic Sykes system. You

woukl have to break the glass and press the button. I don't know

whether you would permit a man to do that.

Mr. VooKHEES.—We do not permit a man to do that under any cir-

cumstances. We don't allow him to unlock himself.

Mr. O'DoNNELii.—We allow him to do so, but by a time gauge which

registers against him. He might do it 10 times.

Mr. VooEHEES.—We j&rst made a rule that a man might pass if a

green flag or light was displayed toward the approaching train by the

operator in the cabin. Experience taught us, however, that there was

danger of this signal being misunderstood by the engineer of an ap-

proaching train, and our present rule obliges all trains to come to a

full stop unless all signals are clear, and not proceed without a written

order from the operator.

E. E. EussELL Tbatman, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The present

lack of uniformity in codes and rules is shown by Colonel Haines'

remarks, and while it is true, as Mr. O'Donnell says, that railway

officers are left to themselves to prepare rules and adopt methods for

their own lines without regard to any standard system, it seems not

improbable that the development of the work of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission may result in a certain amount of government

regulation of railways, under which a standard code and system of

signaling would almost certainly be adopted. The adoption of a

standard system does not imply absence of comj)etition, as the regula-

tions would merely require that certain specified results must be ob-

tained, and that the plant must meet the approval of the engineers of

the regulating body. This is the system in England, where several

signal companies carry on business and have their own specialties.

Mr. Bradley remarks, jokingly, that it will be necessary to interlock

the engine-men; but, as a matter of fact, they must be so interlocked

morally, by being educated to habitual observance of, and absolute

obedience to, the signals. In this way alone can the highest efficiency

and safety be ensured. There are signal devices to practically inter-

lock the engine-men by applying the brakes, sounding the whistle or

smashing the headlight glass; but the advisability of the use of such

devices is very questionable. For special cases, however, an apparatus

which automatically places torpedoes on the rail while the signal is at

^' danger " has advantages which must not be overlooked.
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lu this count rv wc aro Hpocially interoflted in the int rotlnction of un

ortii'i(»iit jiiul ccononiical HyHtom for single-track Hues with morr or N-hh

ilisadvantaf^oouH tinancial cinniiiiHtancoH. Tiiis lias h'd to tlic intro-

(hictiou of the Mozier system on the New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio

Railroad, and the Lattig system (National Switch <fe Signal Company,

Easton, Pa.), which is ap])licablo for cither singh' or double tra(*k

working. The Lattig system is a promising combination of manual

and automatic working. By means of an adaptation of the electric

slot, the signal is automatically set at "danger " by the i)as8ing of a

train, and cannot be lowered by the signal-man until the train has

passed on to the next block. In other words the signal is automat-

ically set and maintained at " danger," but is lowered by hand power

only. To get the best results the block system must be in general use.

If an eugine-mau runs 100 miles by train orders and then 20 miles by
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signals, he is not likely to give due attention or obedience to the

latter. Where the system is in use, the notoriously inefficient plan of

sending back rear flagmen should be abolished.

The hand-operated system of signaling is by far the best and puts

a check upon the engine-man, who is less likely to disregard the signals

under the eyes of a signal-man who will report the occurrence than to

disregard an automatic signal which can tell no tales. Automatic

signals may be applied at certain jjlaces and for special purposes, as at

crossings of street railway and steam railway tracks, etc. ; but it does

not seem advisable to use a complete automatic block system for main

track operation. In the event of any failure of plant the automatic

system is inert and useless, while with the manual system there are

men to take action, provide against accidents and straighten out any
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tangle of traffic. The automatic system on the Central Railroad of

New Jersey, which has been referred to in the discussion, was described

by me in Engineering Newf^, New York, March 29th, 1890. The signals

are operated by compressed air, with a cylinder and gear for each arm

attached to the signal posts, the valves being controlled by electricity.

It is arranged with double or overlapping blocks, and the sketch on

opposite page shows the operation for one track. At the end of each

block is a separate post for each track, and each post carries two

blades; the upper blade (and lamp) red, and the lower blade (and

lamp) green, the lamps showing white when the blades are lowered.

When a train enters the block AB, both blades of post A are auto-

matically set at "danger" (Position 1). On entering the next block

BC, both blades at B are set at " danger," and the top blade at A is

released (Position 2). On entering the block CD, both blades at Care

set at " danger," the top blade at B is released, and the lower blade at

A also released (Position 3). Thus, an engine-man can see whether one

or two blocks are clear. The rules provide that an engine-man passing

a signal with the red arm down and green blade u-p must slacken speed

and prepare to stop at the next signal, expecting to find both blades at

" danger, " Through disregard of this rule an engine-man was not able

to stop his train at the signal, December 8th, 1892, and ran into a train

on the next block, causing a serious accident. Automatic or other

signal systems which require special fittings to the locomotives (to

apply the brakes, sound the whistle, etc.) should not be considered for

ordinary main-line working, at least.

The semaphore should be the standard form of signal, as it is the

accepted form in general use in this country and abroad. In most

cases the blades are pivoted at the end and provided with a counter-

balance; but on the Great Northern Railway of England they are

pivoted at the middle and stand vertically for "track clear." A red

blade with white square near the end is more distinctive than an all-

red blade. White is the best color for the posts, as any other color

tends to kill the brightness of the color of the blade. The normal

position of the blade should beat "danger." As to the question of

position-signals by night and day, the Koyl parabolic semaphore

(National Switch and Signal Company) generally shows an inclined

white streak of light for " track clear," and a horizontal red streak for

" danger"; but the red might be eliminated and the position alone of
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tho Rtroak of li^ht iiflod as tho sifj^nal. Tho Union Switch and Siprnal

C'ompauy has an illuminated scunaphore, witli a liollow box Made,

liavinp a stri]) of fj^lasH in tho front, lij^ht bein^ rcHcctcd from the lamp

on the post into tho blado, and also (if dosinMl) into th(( ordinary Ions.

Tho Boston and Albany Railroad and Old C'olony Railroad use three

liuni)s to each si^'ual. Tlic former has two white lij^hts in a horizontal

line for "danfjjer," and two ^n^on lights in a vertical line for "track

clear"; while the lattcM- lias two red and two white lights, respec-

tively. This arrangement has the objection of expense. Note that

the Boston and Albany Railroad uses white for the "danger" or

"stop " signal.

The signal lamps should have large lenses, and at large city sta-

tions, where numerous electric and gas lights are almost certain to be

visible, it may be desirable to abolish the white signal light, or else

make it the "danger" signal, so that engine-men would be on the

look out for a colored light. The Midland Railway, of England, uses

red for " danger " and green for "track clear." The distant signal

should be distinctive by day and night, and this is a matter of consider-

ation, as at present the home and distant signals are distinctive by

day only. In view of the increase in the number of high-speed

heavy trains, it becomes necessary to arrange for signaling them

so as to ensure their being able to pull up at a "danger" home

signal. From the oflQcial reports of the Board of Trade (England)

inspectors upon all railway accidents in Great Britain, much may be

learned in the way of providing against defects and accidents which

occur with the very complete signal systems in England, and the

Society ought to, if it does not, preserve these reports regularly for

the library.

While the equipment of main tracks with block signals is very

desirable, it is especially necessary to provide interlocking s-^-itch

and signal plant at terminals, junctions, track crossings at grade, and

drawbridges. The Board of Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners

of Illinois requires this protection for grade crossings, and a set of

rules and regulations on this matter has been prepared by Mr. Charles

Hansel, engineer to the Board. The frequent accidents at grade cross-

ings of steam and street railways show the insufficiency of gates and

gatemen, and suggest the use of automatic signals and derailing

switches on the street railway, operated by trains on the main line.
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In case of failure of plant or other reason preventing the giving of a

** track clear" signal, although the block is known to be clear, there

should be some rule allowing the signal-man (or station-master) to give

a written order or sj)ecial card to the engine-man, authorizing him to

proceed to the next block, due record being kept and report made.

This would prevent the stoppage of traffic by a failure of the plant,

when the track is known to be clear.

Henky Johnson, Esq.—I have read with interest Mr. John P.

O'Donnell's paper and the description of the system in operation at

Waterloo Station.

Mr. O'Donnell, however, does not show clearly what advantage is

gained by the use of independent signals for different kinds of traffic

over the same route. It would seem that the same signal would answer

for an empty engine, as well as for a complete train.

Quite a number of blades might have been saved, and the system

simplified, by the use of large and distinct indicators for the several

routes from any one track, instead of the use of bracketed signals.

In the paragraph commencing at the bottom of page 518, and

ending page 519, after saying that the custom in England sanc-

tioning movements in a wrong direction, or, to put it more clearly,

an east-bound movement along a west-bound track, or a north-

bound movement along a south-bound track, is to perform such

movements by special authority, and deprecating the system in use

in this country, sanctioning the movement by a mechanical signal,

the author goes on to say that in England many accidents have

occurred through trains proceeding along the wrong track through

ignorance.

It would appear from this that the system which he commends has

not proved efficient. He does not state how the special authority is

conveyed to the engineer; but, for the information of those who may

not know, it may be here stated that it is conveyed by means of hand

signals.

The one case which he cites to strengthen his condemnation of the

American practice, in my opinion, does nothing of the kind, but on

the contrary condemns the system in use in England. He says :

"At Kingston, on the London and Southwestern Kailway, where an

engine-man thought that the crossing points had been moved for

him to proceed to the right road, the points themselves had not been
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luovcil at all. Wr proctiMltd to the iioxt scctiou on tlir wroug road,"

etc.

Tliis wonhl Hoou\ to jnove the need of bohh- w^n-o n'liablo uioanR of

cominnnicatin^ to tho euf^inoor that the j)oiutH or switch had not ])oon

revorsod and did not stand riglit for liini to croHs ovor to the right

road tlian tho ono ho advocates.

The ])ractice in this country, as stated by Mr. O'Donnell, is objec-

tionable and has long been condemned by some signaling experts; but

he is wrong in supposing it to be the general 2)ractice. The practice

here is to provide signals for all regular shifting movements and is, in

this respect, better than the English practice; but in many cases the

interlocking is so arranged that such signals cannot be made to

authorize a movement, when such movement -would lead, say, south

on a north-bound track. There is, however, reasonable objection

to this practice, and many railroad men claim that such signals

should be given for wrong roads to avoid the l)ad practice of hand

signaling.

There are these objections to every present-known practice, and

some solution of the difficulty is needed. I suggest the following :

Use the signals in the manner they are now used at Woodlawn

Junction, and condemned by Mr. O'Donnell, and avoid the risk he

points out by inserting trailing derails on tracks where such move-

ments are permitted, such a sufficient distance ahead as not to derail

a train making a legitimate movement, but near enough to derail a

train that may be accidentally taking the wrong track. Such derails

need not be operated from the towers, but may be weighted open, so

that all trains making proper use of the tracks at such points would

close the switches when passing over them.

Kear home signals should be placed at such derails, to give an

operator the power of stoj^ping an approaching train before entering

the field of an authorized shifting movement.

The following sketch illustrates the suggestion :

-f
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Mr. O'DoNNELL.—In closing the discussion which has taken place

upon mj paper, I would observe that the majority of speakers at the

discussion on October 19th last have revised their statements, and in

certain cases they appear to be somewhat different from the remarks

spoken at the meeting. I have not revised the statements I made at

the meeting at all, but it would have been better if certain of the issues

now raised had been raised at the time, when I could have given ex-

planations and could have been criticised again as to any views I hold

with reference to them.

Now, however, I regret, as this is the final statement of my views

on railway signaling, the opportunity is not offered to others to criti-

cise, otherwise the discussion might be prolonged indefinitely; but I

will endeavor, as far as possible, to keep to the lines laid down in my

paper. I will, however, take this opportunity to enlarge upon the

new issues raised by communications and revised statements since, and

give as my reason for doing so that as the matter is new and has been

entered as part of the discussion, I claim the right of replying to it.

Adverting again to the remarks of Mr. H. S. Haines, I cannot fall

in with his view, that allowing the principle of time intervals in sub-

stitution for some form of block working is in any way economical or

would tend to assist the companies which are of the poorer class, which

he suggests should be allowed the latitude of such privileges as time

intervals.

A poor country line whose trafiic is very small, possibly not more

than three or four trains a day, need not necessarily indulge in such

large expense as a lock and block system of signaling; but, on the

other hand, there is no reason why they should adopt a time interval,

as a time interval would mean no block system of any description at

all. The ordinary block instruments for signaling trains from one

section to another is not an expensive system, and, as the telegraph

installation is down for other purposes, it does not add much to the

cost, and there is no reason why a time interval should be adoj^ted on

any line in the United States or in any other part of the world. It is

generally conceded that an entire line, no matter how cheaply con-

structed, should have the facilities of a telegraph system; in fact, such

a system is generally used in the construction of a line.

It may, therefore, be taken for granted that a time interval proper,

as a substitute- for block working, is a thing of the past.
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Tlirrc HoeniB to be soiiif confusion uh to tlin*' Ix-in^^' ii (linVrrncc l»o-

tween interlocking Hwitcli HVHttMus im.l the operation of trains on nmiu

linos under block Hij^naln. I would remark that tiie two are Hvnony-

luous. The interlocking^ HVHtein is Hiniply interlo(*king the outside sig-

nals with each other atid with any conflicting Hwitches. As I have

pointed out, immediately you interi)<)sc a switch on the main line—and

it is to be hoped that every station in the United States, sooner or

later, -will have switches—you must introduce the interlocking system

to have any degree of safety, and this system cannot be automatic be-

cause you cannot work a switch automatically, at least not from a

practical railway point of view.

I would respectfully suggest to Mr. Haines that if the Railroad

Association is preparing rules for the operation of trains on main lines,

and particularly for the control of interlocking switch systems at sta-

tions, it would be better if the last paragraph were eliminated, as any.

rules must include the working and the control of the interlocking

systems. Terminal stations have no special reference to the matter,

for it is not only at terminal stations that interlocking systems would

be used. The word "switch " is a misnomer as applied to interlocking

systems.

I would take up too much space if I were to reply in detail to the

remarks as to distant signals, interlocking swdtch systems, and the dif-

ference between these and the movements of trains under block systems.

The remarks at the discussion became so involved in reference to these

points that it is better to leave them to a future occasion.

There are few railway men who will agree with the statement that

it is only when trains are numerous that a distant signal on the main

line is necessary. I must again disagree w^ith the statement, because

it is incorrect, that the system in actual use in the United States is

that the block signal in one block is used as the distant signal for the

block ahead. I am sorry to again remark that this question has be-

come very much involved.

In the automatic system at Bound Brook, the block signal in the rear

block is certainly not the distant signal for the block in advance.

There are in the signaling arrangements in connection with Bound

Brook a stojj signal and a distant signal to each block, and they are

supposed to answer the same purposes as the stop and distant signal

in any other part of the United States; and the stop signal under no
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conditions answers the purposes of a distant signal, because each block

has its own separate distant signal which may be jjassed at " danger,"

whereas no block signal should be.

The question of cost hardly enters into this discussion, as I would

venture to say that after a due interval of time has elapsed for the av-

erage maintenance of an automatic system of signaling, and a corre-

sponding manual system, that undoubtedly it will be found that the

manual system is the less costly, while, at the same time, being infin-

itely more satisfactory from all points of view.

I am sorry if any remarks I made at the meeting conveyed the sense

that I looked upon the signaling of American railroads as being con-

ducted with looseness; want of method I certainly inferred, but not

looseness. These are remarks offered by Mr. Grant. He states: " The

signals on the Central Railroad of New Jersey, between Jersey City

and Bound Brook, a distance of 30 miles, may be taken as a fair ex-

ample of American practice." Now, I do not think that this can be

considered a fair example of American practice, because I believe that

the larger amount of American signaling is on the manual system. It

certainly cannot be called a uniform system between Jersey City and

Bound Brook, as wherever a switch is interposed and controlled it is

non-automatic, and, as I have pointed out, there is no unison between

the automatic and the non-automatic systems. It must be obvious to

all, that such an arrangement as allowing, in the same block section,

certain signals to be automatic, normal position "safety," and other

signals (which ought to give the same indication to the driver),

worked by a signal-man, the normal position being "danger," can

hardly be called uniformity of practice.

Mr. Grant cites the question of locking frames as no external evi-

dence to the trainmen of any difference from any one of the three

towers. If the point of external difference is an important one, surely

the question of the normal position of the arm enters vitally into this

question.

The pneumatic system, both automatic and non-automatic, is the

last system that ought to be called uniform ; it is the most ununiform

system of any I have known, for the reasons given that the normal

positions of the signals are different.

The operating power is not one which I will enter upon in this

reply at all, as I am dealing rather with the results.
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Ill the iimttrr of the niiuukH of Mr. VoorheoH an to tho lines enter-

ing New York (Uty from the north ol)Hervinj,' tlic Mock HVBteni, I did

not niak(> unv statenient that Huch lineH did not as a principle olmerve,

not only the block syHtem. but the absolute block HVHtem. What
I inferred was, and I think I made it clear in my statement, that

on Columbia Day, which is somewhat ecjuivalent to our Derby Day or

Oxford and Cambridge lioat Race Day, where the traffic is abnormal,

that it is almost imi)ossible to conduct the traffic on the absolute block

system, and I stated that I was almost certain that such lines sus-

pended the absolute block system and used the permissive for that

day. With the absolute block only one train can be in one section at

one time, and it is doubtful whether the traffic could have been con-

ducted throughout the day with that limitation.

In answer to Mr. G. R. Hardy, the information at Waterloo Junc-

tion is not conveyed by the engine-men to the signal-men as to what

the signal-men are to do. The English i)ractice undoubtedly takes

advantage of introducing engine control from one standpoint over all

the business of switching or work done on the track controlled by

interlocking apparatus. What is done at Waterloo, which is con-

demned by the writer, but must be done for want of space, is fly-

shunting; then there must be some communication between the switch,

man and the man in the box. The engine-man or driver has nothing

to do with the matter at all. Where fly-shunting is authorized, ground

pointsmen are employed, and indication must be given by them at the

right moment to the signal-man when he is to move over his switches

to allow the engine to go down one road and the cars down another, or

vice versa.

I would only remark that nothing has been done at any large sta-

tion in x4.merica that has not been previously executed in Great Britain,

and if fly-shunting is introduced in America I should like to see the

system that would control it from a signal box irrespective of individ-

uals on the ground to give notice of the time when the switches should

be reversed for the purposes of fly- shunting. This is only another

case of where automaticity is not desirable or even jjossible.

In the matter of using in-going tracks at Waterloo for opposite

movements, no amount of interlocking gives any right to shunt on a

line in an opposite direction to which the line is intended to run, and

it is only right that unusual and independent ajjpliances should be
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given to the signal-man for a movement in the wrong direction on

a road that is within the control of the section from which such

authority is given or such movement takes place. No amount or com-

bination of well-expressed rules would prevent an accident if drivers

are allowed to perform wrong-road shunts without any limit to the

extent of such shunts. I am certain that these remarks made by the

gentlemen addressing them have been made from a want of knoAvledge

of the particular subject.

In this matter, I quite agree with the suggestion made by Mr.

Henry Johnson, and in fact they are identical with the suggestions I

made to the Southwestern Company after the Kingston accident ; I

even went further, and suggested that between each block section there

should be a derailing switch which would turn a train which haj^pened

to be running on the wrong road off the road. This did not api^ear to

find favor with the permanent-way engineers, and the matter was there-

fore allowed to drop. It of course becomes a serious question to turn

a train off the road, especially if it should be going at a high sjjeed

;

and as the accidents are not very frequent from the cause cited, it was

thought desirable to simply provide a wrong-road stop signal.

I am obliged for Mr. Henry Johnson's contribution to this discus-

sion, and I regret he was not present at the meeting in New York. It

gives me additional pleasure in receiving any communications from

Mr. Henry Johnson, as I was once his colleague and received many

valuable suggestions and instructions from him when we were both

on an important English railway together.

It is*, However, with some degree of diffidence that I entirely dis-

agree with his remarks in reference to the statement that " Quite a

number of blades might have bqen saved, and the system simplified,

by the use of large and distinct indicators for the several routes from

any one track, instead of the use of bracketed signals " (at Waterloo).

Mr. Johnson no doubt refers to the system adopted in this country

for many years by Messrs. Saxby & Farmer, which finds its largest

illustration in the signaling of London Bridge Terminus of the London,

Brighton and South Coast Kailway.

It will be obvious to any signal engineer who carefully compares

a diagram of that station with the Waterloo diagram, that the principle

involved in the Waterloo scheme is that one lever operates, in certain

cases, several signal arms and outward indications, all indicating a
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spocilic and tlistinct iiiovrintiit , s)M'('iuI locking Ixiiif^ L*ini)loye(l tor

that puri)<)Hr; wlicrras, in London l>rid(^'»' the very oppoHite Ih the cehc,

several levers liein^ employed, for tiif |»nrpoKe of savinfj^ lockinpf, for

operatinfj; on(> and the Hame sij^nal arm. Ah Htatod in my paper, an im-

nieuHo savinj^ of levers and a]>paratiiH nii^^ht have \)0V]\ efTected nt

Loudon Bridge and all th(> large termini if the ]»rineiple carried out at

Waterloo was adoi)ted there.

The large and distinct indicators nieutioued hy Mr. Jolmsou have a

light reflected ou to them by a lamp which at night shows a number on

the indicator. This, I maintain, is not so satisfactory as giving a

separate and distinct signal by night, by illumination; moreover, all

reasonable assistance should be given to drivers where there is a multi-

tude of roads, like at Waterloo, as to which road he is to go out ui^on

and which road he is to enter ui)on, and I certainly consider that,

especially going out of the station, the same signal should not be

given for a passenger movement, which would be an authority to pro-

ceed straight away into the next section and proceed on its journey, as

would be given to an engine which is shunting a few yards ahead, not

going out of the section, possibly having to be shunted back into the

engine-shed or on to a turn-table. Only those who have to work such

big yards, from a traffic point of view, know the assistance which is

given by the ample signaling arrangements at Waterloo.

Mr. Johnson is wrong when he suj^iDOses that I commend the system

w'hich involved the accident at Kingston ; it was the want of such a

system that involved the accident. There was no wrong road signal

at Kingston; moreover, the switch points were not arranged for correct

working with the disc signal, and this should be the case in all move-

ments through cross-over roads or shunt-back movements from main

line into sidings. It is infinitely more necessary to detect a trailing

point on the main line which is set in the facing direction for a shunt-

ing movement than it is to detect for a facing switch jDoint at a

junction. The switch jDoints at a junction lying to the wrong road

would not lead to two trains meeting each other in ojDposite directions
;

that is to say, there would be no wrong-road w^orking, but a switch

point at a cross-over road, in the event of a shunt-back movement

failing to w^ork, the signal being lowered and the train proceeding,

such train would go in the wrong direction on the main line, as it did

at Kingston.
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Briefly, I may say that I do not consider that wrong-road signals,

except at terminal stations, should be given at all. Better to let the

instructions be special from the signal operator to the engine-man, or

from the station-master or whoever is in control of the section.

With reference to the remarks of Mr. Tratman, it is obvious to all

who know the working of railways in this country that the adoption

of a standard system does not imply absence of competition ; it would

tend rather to the reverse, for, as I have jpreviously stated, what the

Board of Trade asks for in this country are results, the means em-

ployed, of course, being subject to their inspection and approval.

There are five signal companies in England who are doing a large

business, and who all have their specialties, but this does not refer to

the case of the lock and block, as at the present moment there is only

one signal company that is offering to the public a suitable lock and

block system, in addition to Mr. W. K. Sykes, Sr., who runs his own

lock and block system in England.

The space at my disposal is too limited to enter into the question

as to the requirements for automatically placing torpedoes on the rails

while the signal is at " danger." The use of the torpedo, or what we

call the " fog signal," in the United States, seems to be diff'erent to its

a,pplication in England, in the fact that, more especially in tunnels, the

torpedoes are in position on the rails when the stop signal is in the

" danger " attitude ; so that if no train for a period of 12 months were

to run past such signal of danger, provided with such a torpedo,

there would be no explosion of the torpedo during the whole of that

time. In England, during foggy weather or in certain positions

where such appliances are desirable, they are generally applied to the

distant signal, and, of course, are exploded in the ''danger " position

of that signal, as trains are authorized to proceed even when the signal

is in this attitude.

Mr. Tratman refers to the introduction of the Mozier system on the

New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio as applicable to single-line tracks. I

conclude that he infers that this and the Lattig system apply to lines

in more or less disadvantageous financial circumstances, over other

systems ; although the financial circumstances of any system are, no

doubt, desirable, yet it would appear to me to be the first duty of a

company or its officers who sanction the adoption of these appliances,

to consider the best results to be obtained with reference to the safety
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<»!' tlic t nive'lin^^: ])ul>lif nillnT t lijin fiiiiiiiciul conHulcrutionH. It Ik, no

(loul)t, j)()ssil)l(' to f^ct 11 clicuit luwl ii luiHty HyHtrin ; oil tlic dIIm r hand,

it is, no (l()iil>t. possiKlc to ^ot u tlioroiif^lily Rooil and r('li»il)lo Hybtem,

giving a greater uiaxiniuni Hafety, even althoiigli it may cost more; and

no doubt the latter is that which Ih deHira})h».

With the Lattig system, promoted by the National S\vitth and

Signal C'onipauy, of Easton, Pa., I would remark that the object set

out in tlio invention is the replacing of the rear signal to " danger " by

till' passage of a train, and l)y that means it is considered a block

system is established.

A description of this system appeared in the Engineering Newft of

January 12th, 1893. I would remark in connection with this that

in looking over the description of this invention there are certain fea-

tures which I think would not commend themselves for general adop-

tion. The first objection is, that if the balance lever on the post is.

pulled sharply over, the lever in the special apparatus on the post,

which acts as an armature, is liable to be wrenched away from the

magnet, owing to the sudden jar on the bevel-shaped piece. The rigid-

ity necessary to operate the arm when it should be operated. dejjends

upon the magnet holding the before-described lever in position, and,

therefore, the force needed to operate the arm is acting to thrust aside

the lever as described, which, if thnist aside, the arm would not oper-

ate to the " safety " attitude. This objection is not only liable, but

has taken place in similar slot arrangements designed in England

for similar purposes.

The second objection is, that it has been found next to impossible,

at least in Great Britain, to use a track circuit, and I would venture to

remark that track circuits in the United States are hardly as correct in

working as railway officials would like to see them. Thirdly, the cur-

rent in the Lattig invention is always on, the batteries requiring much

mord attention than if only occasionally used, and there is a great

liability in them to run down unknown to the attendants, and the line

be blocked, certainly automatically.

This and other systems have been called lock and block systems,

but the great feature in a lock and block system is the means of re-

leasing the instrument in the block section, if the train does not go

beyond the said section; that is to say, that supposing there are three

sections, A, B and C; a train has arrived at B and is shunted into the
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siding at B; now where, in the systems I have pointed out, Lattig and

Mozier, or any other systems (except the Sykes, Sr., or the Sykes,

Jr., and O'Donnell), does the release come in ? Even in the Sykes,

Sr., in England, the release takes place, or what we would call

*' cancellation," takes place by means of a key, and although I should

be extremely sorry to differ in any way from Mr. Voorhees, yet I see, in

answer to a question put by myself, that he replied, " We do not per-

mit a man to do that under any circumstances. We don't allow him

to unlock himself." I have before me a photograph of the instructions

for working the Sykes system on the New York Central and Hudson

River Railroad, Harlem Division, signed by Mr. J. M. Toucey, and I

see that under Rule 10 it says: "Unlock me; train has gone on siding

and switch to main line is closed. Repeat 10 to sender; if unanswered

by 2, plunge." The meaning of that is that the operator at B has i^ut

the train into the siding, has put back his switch points to the normal

position, and he goes through a false movement to unlock his instru-

ment in order that he may plunge to A to release A to send a second

train. I am not aware of any system of automatic releasing used in the

United States to obviate the necessity for cancellation or the use of a

key, but if there is such a system, then my remarks do not take effect.

With the Lattig system, which in this respect is no better and

no worse than every other system that is known to me, even

including the Sykes, Sr., system (except the Sykes, Jr., and

O'Donnell system, which is a recent invention), all "train in error"

signals or all means of delaying the despatch of a train previously

sent from the rear section is effected by key, button or false move-

ment. The reasoU of this is that with all the instruments known,

with the exception named, even with the well-known Sykes system,

the starting or sectional signal in the section must be in the " danger"

position, or, at all events, the operating lever back in its normal posi-

tion in the locking frame, before the signal-man or operator can plunge

to release the section in the rear to allow a train to proceed. It is

customary when the operator receives information that the train is

coming to request sanction of the section in advance, and when such

sanction is given he lowers his starting signal before the train actually

gets into his station, consequently if this train does not proceed to the

next section, but is shunted into a siding, he is locked up and cannot

plunge to accept another train from the rear until he has put his own
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stmt iiijjj signal to " duni^cr," wliicli action i-clcascs his iiist I'lniicnt and

allowH him to ui'fcpt a Hci'oud train from tlu? n^ur ; Imt, having; put his

own starting:: si^mil to " danfj^ci- " for tlic rcaHons f^iviii, lie cauuot h)wcr

it ajjjaiu until (\ th(^ section in advance, has reh'ased liim or ^^iven

him sauetion, and C having already j^veu him sanction onee cannot

release himst»lf to give a second sanction until he, C, ndeascK his

instrument hv going through a false movement, as though a train were

passing througli. This description refers to the Sykes system, where

treadles are not })rovided. Where a treadle is i)rovided lyith the Hikes

system, the same objection of cancellation takes place, or what we

term cancellation of signal takes place; hut, instead of as previously

described, the action is as follows :

B accepts a train from A and concludes it is going into C, D lowers

his starting signal ; the train arrives at B, and it is decided that it

shall not go to C, but be shunted into a siding at B. A treadle is

tixed a suitable distance ahead of the sectional signal at B, in fact,

where a treadle is used for block purposes, it is fixed in advance of all

sectional signals ; the operation of the treadle is that when the start-

ing signal, say at B, is lowered, sanction having been given by C, ii'.s

treadle is placed in operation ; when B'a starting or sectional signal is

worked over, it becomes locked in this position, that is to say, the

worked position, and is held locked in that position, under ordinary

circumstances, until the train has reached the treadle, which releases

it and allows it to be placed normal. If, therefore, the train is not to

proceed to C, but is shunted into the siding, B'a starting signal is

locked in its over position, and it must be returned in order that he

may plunge to get a second train from A ; and in order that it may be

put back to allow the instrument to be plunged, it must be released,

and this is done by the pressure of a button, or, in other words, by

" cancellation." In this case, also, C having once jjlunged to give sanc-

tion to B to send a train, his instrument is locked, and it must be

released in order that B's starting signal may be lowered. To obtain

this release a false movement must be gone through to obtain the can-

cellation of the previous signal, in order that fresh sanction may be

given to B to forward a train.

In all of these systems it will be observed that the very wrong prin-

ciple of giving authority and allowing it to be cancelled at will by the

signal-man is employed. It is obvious that no true definite safety ia
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obtained by means of this privilege of cancellation, because, by a

stretch of imagination, although it may actually occur, a signal-man

may cancel his signals a sufficient number of times to have the whole

of the section in the rear blocked by trains.

Although these peculiarities of lock and block system are known to

railway managers, it is doubtful whether the traveling public, who

place such implicit faith in the union of the lock and block systems,

are aware of these characteristics.

It therefore occurred to me, in conjunction with Mr. W. R. Sykes,

Jr., as to whether the radical disadvantages of these systems could

not be obviated by devising a method by which, in lieu of the cancella-

tion of signals, the suspension of the operation be employed.

This we claim to have successfully accomplished, with the result

that, assuming three sections, J , B, and C, if a train arrives at B and

it has been previously signaled on to C, and B decides that it shall

not pass his section but go into a siding, the previous sanction obtained

from C remains operative for any train that may next pass into C's

section. B releases his instrument through the legitimate movement

of passing his train either into the siding, on to the other road, or in

any position clear of the main line.

Another feature which is certainly desirable and which is not

obtained in any of the existing systems so far as I am aware, is that,

assuming C has given sanction to B to send a train, and for some

reason or other it is undesirable that C should receive the train at the

particular moment and he wishes to delay it, say for a quarter of an

hour, by other systems cancellation takes place by means of a key, or

through the movements reversing the sanction; whereas, with our sys-

tem the operator at C reverses his suspension switch, places the start-

ing signal or sectional signal at B if it has previously been lowered,

to " danger," indicates in the instrument at B that he has placed the

signal to '"danger" by the semaphore arm in the instrument at B
assuming the " danger" attitude, and also replaces the semaphore arm

in his own instrument to the " danger" attitude ; now, when the time

has elapsed and G finds it convenient for the train to come on to his

section, he does not need to give any fresh signal, but simply replaces

his suspension switch to its normal attitude making operative the

sanction he first gave for Bio send the train. Again, with this system,

the result of which is not claimed as novel (but the particular means
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of nflfot'tiup; it aro claiiiuMl as novel), aH <»a«li tniiu h-avtm itH Hcction it

(loprossoH a treadle (if tlcHirablc a track circnit may l)o iihcmI, as tlu'v

are so sueeessl'iil in the United States), wliieli replaces the; sectional

signal in its rear to "dauger,"and releaseH tlio inHtrnnieut immediately

in its rear, allowing the operator to plunge and accei)t another train

t'n>m tlie rear.

1 would remark, in reference to the praise; of tlie electric slot,

tli(> si}j;nal being aiutonnitieally set to "danger" by the passing of the

train until the train has passed on to the next section, that it

has been tried for several years in America, that it has been success-

fully in operation in connection with all the trains passed out of

Waterloo Station (Loudon and Southwestern Railway), which amount

to some 800 every 24 hours, since May, 181)2, and it was carried out by

Mr. W. K Sykes, Sr.

I fully agree that the best results can only be obtained by the union

of the lock and block system, but this union must be of the latest and

best type.

I need only take the opinions expressed in the course of this discus-

sion as an answer to the automatic system of signaling being the best

system for the States or any other country. It is considered essential

on all hands that a thorough lock and block system, whether auto-

matic, electric, pneumatic, or manual, is desirable as a result. We
have Mr. Yoorhees' words set forth in this discussion, that he had to

make it a rule that engineers could pass block signals at " danger,"

provided they waited a time interval. This refers to the i^neumatic

block plant put in between Mott Haven and Woodlawn. He says:

"I do not think it jDOSsible to work any automatic signal except under

such a rule. It is under that view that the New York Central and

Hudson River Railroad has gone into the Sykes system from New York

to Buffalo, which is now under contract."

In the matter of illuminated signals for night, that is to say, means

emploved for illuminating the arm, I do not think that this would be

considered as practical by railroad men generally. Many devices tried

in England I can only class as failures. The great difficulty is to

give a suitable and correct view of the distant signal in advance, and I

believe it is generally said that all the methods of illuminating the

arm, in preference to the usual system of lamp, have not given a greater

assistance of correct sight beyond 120 yards.
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THE DETROIT UNION DEPOT VIADUCT.

Bv J. W. ScHAUB, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

In the year 1890 a company was incorporated under the laws of the

State of Michigan, known as the " Fourth Street Union Depot Com-

Ijany," of Detroit, Mich. It was composed of four prominent railroad

companies, namely, the Wabash, the Canadian Pacific, the Flint and

Pere Marquette, and the Detroit, Lansing and Northern. All of these

railroads were then entering the city of Detroit over various lines,

with widely separated termini ; and in order to facilitate the inter-

change of business, and for other reasons, they determined to build a

Union Depot in the heart of the city, with elevated approaches, similar

to the Broad Street Station in Philadelphia. In order to accomplish

this it was necessary to build a three-track viaduct about 4 000 ft.

long through River Street. After a great deal of litigation, the route

was finally secured, and the locations for the columns of the viaduct

were fixed. Thereupon, Mr. C. H. Ellis, the Chief Engineer for the

Depot company, prepared the specifications and invited tenders.

In January, 1891, the contract for the viaduct was let to the

Detroit Bridge and Iron Works, the work to be completed in eight

months. The writer, as the engineer for the Detroit Bridge and Iron
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W(n"ks lit that tiiuo, whh chIIcjI uim.!i to dcsif^n the suixTHtnu'tiin'. and

lit> will contiiK' liiiiisclf in this pajn'i* to (h'H<'ril)iii^j; only that |»ortion of

tlir wdiU. 'I'hc locations lor thr colnimis were fixed hy Mr. lOUis. who

also tlcsi^ncd the foundations and footiiifj^H for the iniiHonrv piors.

Superstructure.—The live load assumed for each track consiHts of

two lOl-ton ciifj^incs (('oopcr's J^xtra Heavy " ChiSH A "), followed hy

:{ 000 lbs. per linear foot.

To provid(> against the (^tiect of tli(> loufi^itndinal forco duo to fnc-

tiou ])otwoeu the Avlioels aud tlie tiuIm, two trains, each weif^hinj.? '.) 000

lbs. ])er linear foot, were assumed to be moving? in the same direction

upon the outside tracks. The maximum coeliieient of friction be-

tween the wheels and the rails was assumed at one-fiftli. To resist

this force, a longitudinal bracing is provided for between the columns.

In some cases this bracing goes to the ground; generally, however, it

is taken up by means of flexure in the columns. No account was taken

of the "horizontal displacement " of the live load due to friction.

To provide against wind strains and lateral vibrations, a wind force

of 750 lbs. per linear foot was assumed. For convenience, this force

was assumed to be acting in a horizontal i)lane passing through the base

of the rails. To resist this force, a transverse bracing is jirovided for,

between the columns. In some cases this bracing goes to the ground;

generally, however, it does not, and flexure is jDroduced in the columns.

The horizontal displacement of both dead and live loads, due to wind,

is provided for in proportioning the columns.

In speaking of the horizontal displacement of a load, due to wind

or friction, it might be well to explain the conditions under which this

takes place. The following demonstration is original, and is so gen-

eral in its application that the writer thought it worth while to pre-

sent it in this paper.

Any force in space, whether it be in a vertical, horizontal or

inclined plane, which acts upon any structure, must ultimately find its

reaction in the ground. The route which it selects, in finding its re-

action, will be such that the internal work which this force does in

producing strain in the structure will be a minimum.

If a structure, like this viaduct, rests upon immovable masonry

piers bedded in the ground, we can, for the time being, assume that

these reactions exist at the supports for the columns. If the columns

are square-ended and firmly held down to the masonry by means of
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anchor rods, so that the columns and the masonry act as a unit, it is

evident that the columns themselves can exert reactions against exter-

nal forces in any direction.

If the external forces be vertical, the reactions Avill be vertical,

without producing any direct bending in the columns. If, however,

the external forces be horizontal or inclined, such as those produced

by wind or the friction of the wheels on the rails, then the reactions

mil be both horizontal and vertical, and their resultant must neces-

sarily balance the resultant of external forces. The horizontal reac-

tions are opposed by the resistances of the columns to flexure. The

vertical reaction produced by any external force is the result of a

couple produced by the horizontal component of the external force

and its corresponding reaction.

In the figure, let us assume an external force F acting uj)on a por-

tion of a structure supported by two columns, whose unsupported

lengths are I and /', placed a distance b apart. For convenience,

the force F is assumed to be horizontal. The bracing between

the columns does not go to the ground, so that the external force F
produces direct bending in the columns. As the columns are assumed

to be fixed at both ends, their bending will cause them to assume lines

of double curvature with points of contra-flexure midway between

their supports. Let /and 1' represent the moments of inertia of the

columns. Let E represent the modulus of elasticity of the material

in the columns.
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IjOt'.r ami v r<'|>r<'s«'nt the Imi i/ontul rciicl i<»ns prodiiccil 1»\ /'/ then

-'•(O'
-^^Q'

. .

but .r -{-}/=: F .
. If = F— .r; then ((juation (1) becomeH

—

X T /'•' F
F ~ X 7' -^ /^« • •

•*'

. . J' i' ^
'

Suhstitutiup: ill oqiiation (2) tlio valnoH for / and /', aud assnmiufx

valui's for /aud /', wo can solvo for x aud then find >/.

The bending moments on the eohimns are:

X X -^, aud ;/ X -^ f'-i)

The vertical reactions i)i{)dnced by ^are:

+ and — ( :p^ \ '.
. . ( 4)

which represent the horizontal displacement produced by F; inas-

much as they would sim^jly increase and diminish the reactions i)ro-

duced by any purely vertical load, without changing their algebraic

sum. Their effect is the same as if the vertical load wore disjjlaced

horizontally; hence the term horizontal displacement. Here, we

have assumed the lengths of the columns to be different. We have also

assumed / and J' to be different. When I = I' and /= I', then from

F F
equation (2) x = —r- .' . ^ = -77-- The bending moments (3) become

F___l_
2 " 2

The vertical reactions (4) become + and — (
- ^ \ = -{- and

— (—-—
) . If the construction should be such that I = 0, w^hicli

means that the cross-girder is supported at one end on solid masonry,

while the other end is supported by the column /', then from equation

(2) X =^ F .
•

. y = o, which means that the horizontal reaction is en-

tirely taken up by the masonry, and no cross-bending is produced in

the remaining column.

We have also from (4) the vertical reactions produced by F

-f aud — ( —7—- ) . As Hs now =0, a is the vertical height of F

above the masonrv.
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It is apparent that F is assumed here as a transverse wind force

acting against cars, the center of pressure being assumed in the

center of gravity of the exposed area. The force F might have been

assumed as a longitudinal force due to friction, acting through the

center of gravity of the moving load, in which case it would produce

bending on the columns in a longitudinal jjlaue-

In proportioning the columns, the combined stresses resulting from

direct loading, displacement due to wind, and cross-bending were

l^rovided for; but in no case were the stresses resulting from wind and

friction assumed to occur at the same time.

The material in the superstructure is steel, excepting the bracing

and the anchorages, which are iron. The bearing plates for the columns

on the masonry are cast iron. The steel used was specified as "me-

dium steel," excepting for rivets, where "soft steel " was specified.

The requirements of the si)ecifications were practically the same as

given for " medium steel " and " soft steel " in Carnegie's " Hand Book

for 1892." No shape iron or steel weighing less than 6 lbs. per linear

foot was used, nor any web plates less than | in. thick, nor any other

metal less than --^^ in. thick. All holes in steel were punched and

reamed, and all sheared edges of web plates were jDlaned. The per-

missible working stresses for steel in pounds jjer square inch were as

follows

:

For tension flanges of longitudinal girders and cross-girders (net)

10 000. The compression flanges were made to have the same gross

area as the tension flanges.

For columns whose length exceeds 100 times the least radius of

gyration, P = j^ ; for short columns P = 9 600 lbs. per

^ + 40 000 R'

square inch. In no case, however, do the stresses from direct loading,

combined with the stresses resulting from wind or friction, in any

column exceed 12 000 lbs. fiber strain jjer square inch on the outer

fibers.

For shearing on rivets 9 000 lbs.

For bearing on rivets 14 000 '

'

For field or hand-driven rivets, only two-thirds of the above values

were allowed. In place of the field rivets, bolts were used. These

bolts were cut from cold-rolled steel shafting, it in- in diameter, or
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tlif siuiic as the (liiimrtri' of the lust iriiim r us('<| in rruininj^ tin- liolcK.

Tin- Ixtlts wt'vv tlircjidcd at rucli iiid, and j)i(»\ idcd witli a nut and

waslicrat iiu li end. As tlicv ^V( re pcrfoctly Hmootli and imnid, tlioy wore

t'iHii\ alcnt to turned stcid holts, antl tlicir values wcic taken the Hanic

us i^iven I'or Held rivets.

The }4,-en«ial (diaracter of the* details of the Hnperstruetnre is shown

hv tlie aeeonipauyiu}^: i>lans. Tlie salient features in the design are:

i'7r.s7. -The ahsenee of all adjustahle iiienihers, all hracinj^ hein<j^

riveted.

SecouiL—The form of expansion joint used for lh<' longitudinal

girders.

Tliini—The eouueetious for anchor rods to eolumns.

Fourth.—The us(^ of east bearing plates for distributing the press-

ure on the masonry.

FiftJi.—The form of the longitudinal bracing.

Plate XLIV shows the general design for longitudinal and traus-

A-erse bracing where no clearance is required under the structure and

the bracing is permitted to go to the feet of the columns.

Plato XLV shows the general design for bracing where a clearance

of 14 ft. is required over the streets.

Plate XLVI shows the details for columns and cross-girders, also;

the details for the expansion joint used. Expansion joints are pro-

vided in every 90 ft. longitudinally.

Plate XLVII shows the general design of the traveler used in erect-

ing the iron-work (see, also, view of traveler, Plate XLVIII). The

conditions governing the erection of this viaduct precluded, the use of

a through traveler, so that a deck traveler was used. The heaviest

single piece handled by this traveler was a cross-girder weighing 50 000

lbs. at the end of the booms reaching out 80 ft. In order to handle

heavy weights at such a distance, the rear end of the traveler was

counter-weighted with 75 tons of pig iron.

In erecting this work no special difficulties were encountered be-

yond those that were expected and j)rovided for. In some cases it was

found necessary to set the cast bearing plates on a thin layer of cement,

to bring them to a level. This w^as owing to improper setting of the

coping stones, or imperfect finishing of the castings, or both these

causes combined. This difficulty is commonly met with in all kinds

of work where accuracy of bearing on masonry is required. The writer
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does uot recommend the use of tliin layers of cement for shims. The
cenuMit does not make a bond with the coping stone, and soon crum-

hk>s and wears away at the edges of the casting.

In the Testing Laboratory of Washington University at St.

Louis, phaster of paris is used for shims under stone columns while

being tested. This method of leveling up bearings on small areas of

masonry seems to promise well. The j^laster, even in thin layers,

makes a bond with the stone and sets rapidly. If it becomes necessary

to retard the setting, a little lime can be added to the mixture.

The use of sheet lead is questionable in such cases, especially

where the surfaces of bearing plates are unbroken by recesses. Or-

dinarily the working pressures on the bearing plates are not sufficient

to cause the lead to flow. The coping stones might be dressed to a

true level, and the bearings planed exactly square; but even then, when

the columns are placed in position, it is not unusual to find that they

are not plumb. Under such conditions some simple method of

remedying the evil must be found, so as not to delay the work. The

question is an important one, especially where the direct bending in the

columns is such a lar^-e factor.

DISCUSSION.

F. CoiiiiiNGwooD, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—There is one subject

spoken of by the writer, that is, the use of plaster for leveling up
bearing plates, which is a very important one. It has been found in

testing cubical blocks of stone, where it is desirable to get an absolute

bearing to distribute the pressure uniformly, that there is nothing so

good as plaster of paris. That was the experience at the Watertown
Arsenal. They tried thin layers of wood, and the result was that under

heavy pressure the wood itself seemed to exert a force in a direction

across the fibers, tending to cause rupture in a direction parallel with

the fibers rather than the other. There was nothing which gave so

uniform results as plaster of paris. When used and given time to set,

the results were more nearly comparable than from the use of any other

material.

Chaeles Macdonald, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—There is so much of it

that looks familiar to us, that to many who have been all over this

ground before it seems like ABC; but if any j)oint suggests itself, we
should be only too glad to hear it.
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Do I uiulcistiiMd corrrctlv that tliri-c is ii circulur niilidiid, some-
thiiif^: <>l tliis clmractt'r, aioiuid HtTliuV

\V. (J. TiviKsr, J nil. Am. Soc C. E.

—

Tlic ronA wliicli is rcfcrrctl to

is the IJcrliucr Stadtlmlm, au olovatod Htnicturc which croHHeH tho

i'iiy from <'ast to west in a simions lin(\ not following any stro<'tH, l>nt

t'uttinj;' tln-ou}j^li tlic hhx'ks. Outsith' of tlic citv limits, hcvi^nd tho

jimction depots, its tracks hIojx' (h»\vii and connect witli tl»c nortli and

soutli l)clt lines which conii)lct('ly snrronnd Berlin, and with tlio clovpn

railroads which rnn into that city. The strategic desiia})ility of con-

nectinfj: etVectnally th(^ eastern and western railroads led orij^inally

to its constrnction, hnt the Stadtbahn has now become an indispensable

factor in the conveyance of local trafiic. It is a four-track archcil via-

duct, with embankments at each end as ai)i)roaclies. Of the tracks,

two are reserved for local trafltic, while the other two are traversed by

the suburban and through trains of the connecting railroads. The
length of the viaduct between the two termini, Schlesischer Bahuhof

and C'harlottenburg, is 89 850 ft. The radii of the curves vary be-

tween 980 and 1 640 ft. The grades are from 0.2 to 0.8 per cent. Of
the entire structure, 26 120 ft. are built as arched viaduct, and 5 980 ft.,

including street crossings and iron bridges, have iron superstructure.

The rest consists of ordinary embankment and embankment between

retaining walls. The width of the viaduct is 51 ft. from face to face.

This width accommodates four tracks, but does not leave room.enough

between tracks to operate and repair the road conveniently.

The arches are generally of 50 ft. span, 10 ft. rise and curved to a

radius of 29 ft. The ground plan is mostly rectangular, and oblique

arches were resorted to in a few isolated cases only. The arches have

on top a course of hollow brickwork carefully arranged for drainage

and air circulation. The drainage is carried off through the center of

the piers. All arched masonry is covered with a water-proof layer of

felt and asphaltum. Above the arches the ^^aduct is finished with a

low retaining wall on either side, which confines the materials of the

roadbed and supports the coping and railing. The masonry of the

foundations and of the piers and arches consists of brick laid in

hydraulic cement. The masonry is plain, with little attempt at orna-

mentation, and only at street crossings or where the viaduct runs

parallel to a street for some distance is the architectural appearance

of the structure improved by stone trimmings, cornices -ind recessing of

the masonry. The foundations did not jDresent particular diflBculties.

Good sharp sand was foiind within a few feet of the surface, excepting

in a few exceptional locations which were originally old water-courses,

and where the sharjj sand w^as encountered at -greater and irregular

depths with overlying strata of i^eat. The viaduct structure is founded

either on masonry direct, on masonry or concrete between sheet piling,

or on piles. There are 65 street crossings w^hich, on account of
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the limited head room, were mostly constructed as irou bridj^es on
massive masonry abutments. Where it was i)ossible, arch bridges were
used, but beam bridges predominate. The length of span of the latter

varies from 25 to 50 ft; , and most of them are continuous plate girders,

resting on four supports. The floor of the bridges consists of galvan-

ized buckle-i^lates resting upon a grating of angles. The convex side

of the plates is turned downward, and is joerforated by " a hole in

its center which connects with a system of wrought-iron leaders. The
plates are ballasted, and the rails and ties are bedded in gravel. All

street crossings are provided with sidewalks and hand railings.

The River Spree is crossed three times, the Landwehr Canal twice,

and a canal basin once. Of these six bridges two are built of stone,

and the others have iron superstructure on stone piers. One of the

Spree crossings, which is on a curve of 980 ft. radius, has two openings

of 59 ft, measured at right angles; the arches are each built of 11 con-

centric rings of masonry, eight of w^hich carry the four tracks. The
other stone bridge crosses the canal at right angles and has one open-

ing of 80 ft. ; of the four iron bridges, one is a two-hinged arch, cross-

ing the Spree with a clear opening of 158 ft. The bridge over the

canal-basin is the largest one on the line, with live openings of about
100 ft. each. Each track is carried by a pair of single-web system
lattice girders, with floor beams at each panel point. The stringers

are trough-shaped and filled with gravel in which the sleepers are

bedded. The bridge over the Spree at Bellevue crosses the river at an
angle of 45°. It has three openings of 56 ft. in the clear, and the

superstructure consists of four main lattice girders, one under the

center of each of the four tracks. The bridge over the Kupfergraben
has two spans of 85 ft. each. There are two two-hinged plate girder
arches, 8.2 ft. deep for each track, carj-ying the tracks on irou floor

beams.

The Stadtbahn has eight stations besides the two terminal deijots.

Out of the 10 depots, five are used for local traffic only. The stations

have two stories, of which the lower, on the street leyel, contains the

ticket offices, waiting rooms, buffets, etc. Wide staircases give access

to the upper platform, which is on a level with the road and covered.

The immense arched hall at the Friedrich-Strasse station is worth
mentioning; it is 230 ft. wide and 492 ft. long. Those at Alexander
Platz and at the Schlesischer Bahnhof are also very large.

The total first cost of the Berliner Stadtbahn is $S 377 400 for the

acquirement of right of way, and $9 482 900 for construction. The
building of the railroad began in the fall of 1875. The road was opened
for traffic in May, 1882,

C. E. MooKE, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—From the inception of the enter-

prise until the plans were completed the writer was in the service of

the Fort Street Union Depot Conipany as Principal Assistant Engineer,
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"Mv. ('. H. MIlis hciii}^' tlir Cliirl' lliif^incrr. 'I'lir timr nl tlir ('liicf

l^tif^iiiccr hciu^j^ to a ^^rcat cxtrut oi'cupic d by tin- litiK«iti«»n iiicidj'iital

to (M)ust met ion in a larf^c city, and in j^cncral ])lans and Hnix'i'intcncl-

oui'c, the ( alcnlat ion and detail work of tlic viadnct drvolvcd cor-

rospondinj^ly n))(»ii tin- wiitcr. PosHiMy a lew woi-ds from the |»niiit

of view of tlic company's engineers may bo of iutci'cst.

The conditions imposed fj^enerally fixed tlie location and si/e of

colnnms, clearance under cross-<j^irders and bracing, and under longi-

tudinal l)racin<;-.

l-'conomy f^-enerally demanded the ji^reatest dei>tli of cross-f^irder,

and the larj^est column which the conditions allowed. Only for a short

distance ou railroad property could the design be made for economy
only. The result was necessarily great irregularity, very few l)eut8

being du])licates one of another.

To satisfy all the varying conditions and to get the matter in shape

for proposals, plans were made embodying the general features of the

design, before submitting to the bridge companies.

The length and dei)th of all girders Avere determined by conditions

as above noted. The 230sitiou of longitudinal girders was fixed, it

being necessary to place them in a great variety of positions with refer-

ence to the columns. In many cases the outside girder was supported
by an overhang of the cross-girder projecting beyond the column.

The question of longitudinal thrust was taken up, and, after con-

siderable study of the problem as affected by the circumstances of this

particular case, it was decided to make each section between expansion

joints self-supporting as regards this thrust from two trains, and not to

rely upon the track connections, etc., to carry it from one section to

another.

The method of treatment for columns Avas fixed upon, anchoring

the base and thus dividing the length as regards flexure, and calcula-

tions were made for each column. The weight of the structure was
calculated and combined with the maximum live load, to ascertain the

maximum load on each column base.

The plans were then submitted to the bridge companies, leaving

the details for design by the contracting company subject to approval.

I think Mr. Schaub is mistaken in saying that '

' no account was taken

of the horizontal displacement of the live load due to friction."

Eeferring to notes of calculations I find the following determination

of required column sections

:

A = Section of column in square inches.

JI' = Bending moment from longitudinal thrust on one track

in foot-pounds,
3/" = Bending moment from wind pressure.

r' = Radius of gyration in inches longitudinally.

r" = Radius of gyration in inches transversely.
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y = ^ thickness of post or distance from neutral axis to outer

fiber, taken longitudinally.

JV" = Same, taken transversely.

L = Length of column in feet between fixed points.

aS* = Strain per square inch from direct loading.

S' = Strain per square inch on outer fiber from 31'.
.

S" = Strain per square inch on outer fiber from M".

By the specifications .<; + 5' shall not exceed 12 000,

and s -}- s" " " "

Then longitudinal force on one track = distance between expansion

joints X 600.

Displacement due to friction = longitudinal force X Ht. -^ length

of fixed span.

The lengths of the two columns were always practically equal, and

as the force may act in either direction, the displacement is positive for

everv column.

31' = i longitudinal force X -^ ,

[Load 4- displacement 31' x 12 X iV'

Also—

and

^"^
12 000 ' r2 000x(r')2

a modification of above being made for posts not placed symmetric-

ally.

For wind pressure we have

—

Wind pressure x Ht.
Displacement

Distance c to c of columns'

and

,,„ Wind pressure L
^^ =

-2 "" 2

'

. Load 4- displacement 31" X 12 X JV"

12 000 ^ 12 000 X (r")2
'

then the greater value of A is taken as the least allowable section, that

having been first approximately calculated to obtain r' and r"

.

The following is a classification of the foundations, giving some in-

formation as to loads, etc.

There is also apjjended a sketch showing the arrangement of columns
and girders at the crossing of the Michigan Central Railroad tracks.

This i)ortion was designed to provide for a roadway with inclined

approaches on one side of the viaduct projjer and a sidewalk on the

other. The foundations for these columns were put in under the im-

mediate supervision of the writer, but when he left in May, 1891, the

roadway portion was not included in the bridge company's j)lans, and
he is unable to say whether that was carried out or not.

There was in the alignment, besides some light curves, one 5° curve

with easements at each end.
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Statement of Classified Foundations.

321

Class.

<See foun-
dation
plans.)

Greatest load
iu tons.

Size of stone
cap.

Size of
concrete
base.

8' x8'

Number of
piles.

Number
( f tons
on each
pile.

Tons allow-
able for

150 lbs. per
square inch
ou cou Crete

under
stone cap.

Tons
per

square
foot on
earth
under
con-
crete.

A 97 at 84 a
169 " 72 6

180 •• 73 b

212 " 50 6

301^ " 49 b
177^
151^ at 91 a and 6

184^

201

226^

320i

164i

192

3' X 3'

3' 9" X 3' 9"

4' x4'
4' fi" X 4' 6"

5' 4" x 5' 4"
3' 9" X 5' 0"
3' 9" X 3- 9"

4' x4'

4' 0" X 5' 4"

4' 6" X 4' 6"

.5' 4" X 6' 0"

4' 3" x4'3"

4' 6" x4' 6"

97.2
151.9
172.8
218.7
307.2
202.5*
151.9
172.8

230.4*

218.7

345.6*

(195.0
1218.7

1.51

B 9
9

13
16
12

17.7
20.0
16.3
18.85
14.8

C
D
E
H
O
K

10' X lo-

ll' X 11'

1.51

1.52

Special for

41 b 16

( Notes )

{not at >

( hand. )

22

( Notes )

1
not at [

( hand. )

12 5
Special)

lor 45 a
I

and&.. )

Special for
46 6 14.6

C special...

C special,
43 a

* Designed to carry roadway column.

J. W. ScHAUB, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The principles involved in tlie

designs of a structure similar to this viaduct may be very simple, but
the fact was brought out three years ago that there are very few
structures of this kind which are properly designed. Previous to

making the detail j^lans, the writer made an examination of some of

the most important elevated structures in this country, especially in

the East, and found the following salient features:

First.—Lack of proper provision against longitudinal force due to

friction.

Second.—Imperfect connections at expansion joints.

TJiird.—Imperfect distribution of the ju-essure on the masonry. The
writer now recalls one important structure where the bases of the

columns were imbedded in the earth, owing to some slight changes in

the grade of a street. Here the bases were of wrought iron, and the

a,ction of the rust had eaten away the metal so as to reduce the sections

by about one-half, and in many cases the rivet heads were entirely

eaten away. x\gain, it was found the rule, where anchorage was pro-

vided, to fix the ends of the columns, the connections for the anchor
rods to columns were entirely inadequate to develop the strength of

the rods. It occurred to the writer at that time that a suitable base

for a column was a casting high enough to keep the end of the column
away from the ground. The casting had advantages which were two-
fold. It was better able to withstand the action of the rust,, because
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tlir sections would he luiidc licMxirr tliiiii in imy tnini nl' wroiii^lit Imsc.

.\f4:uin, it <*an 1)«> so tlcsi^ncd as to distrihiitr tin* jd-i'ssurr ovrr tho

masonrv nnicli iiioi< clVrctivcly and inudi clHaprr than l)y any other

means. Mi". Moor*' is mistaken in re>4,ard to the eom|)ntations. TliiH

vijuluet was ch-si^ned, and all oi" the eoniputatiou.s were made, rither

l)v tlu* writiM' himself or hv iiis jissiHtant, Mr. F. ('. INhvMath, ami no
account was taken of the hori/oidal dis])laeement dwi- to friction.
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RAINFALL AND EIVER-FLOW.

By Cyeus C. Babb, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E.

The futilit}^ of basing computations of discharge for any river upon

percentages of the average monthly rainfall in its basin has become

pretty well recognized. It is desirable, therefore, that another

method, giving similar results and with a fair degree of accuracy, be

found if possible. The results of any stream gaugings, to be of value,

necessarily require that they cover a considerable period of time,

which is generally beyond the limits of the average engineer to carry

out, both financially and in point of time. A great misconception

exists in the minds of many engineers as to the percentage of the

annual rainfall that finds its way into the rivers. One western en-

gineer that the author knows of used in designing certain works for

irrigation as high as 60%, when one-half of it would have been nearer
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t Ik' t rut II. (
)|" course, sudl t'rrurs Jll c t lir d Ur irsu It ol' liick of iiilul-lUll-

tioil and ol" (Int. I upon t he siihjcct in (|u<'.sti(»n.

Tin' incscnt piiixT st'ckH to hriii^? out t'»'rtain fiirts iu iv^anl to tlu»

llow of strciinis as shown bvthc piupfinj^s of rivcrH in the United Statc^H.

All of tin' availahlr <latu lu«ariug upon the subject, much of which lias

never l)»'en puhlislu'd before, were eoni])iled, ami, together with the

results of certaiti oii^^inal investij^atiouH l»v tlie author, were digested

lor this article. A method is j^iven for estimating monthly discliarges

based upon the jurcentages of annual run-off to rainfall, and upon the

distribution or i)ereeutao;es by months of the entire flow for the year

for dirt'erent basins iu the United States. A brief descrii)ti()n of the

eoutrolling factors of discharge for several drainage basins will be

given.

The Connecticut River rises in uortheru New Hami)shire and flows

iu a generally southern course for about 375 miles until it reaches the

sea. The total drainage area is 11 08:5 scj. miles, apportioned

among the different political divisions as follows : Canada, 156 sq.

miles ; New Hampshire, 2 986 ; Vermont, 3 810 ; Massachusetts, 2 705,

and Connecticut, 1 426 sq. miles. The river flows through a

glaciated region, and as a natural consequence the basin contains a

large number of lakes and springs that tend to regulate the dis-

charge, reducing the intensity of floods and increasing the summer

flow.

The topograjjhy of the basin is hilly and even mountainous. The

older rocks, granites, gneisses and schists, are found in the mountains
;

while the glacial drift, composed of clays and sands interspersed with

boulders of all sizes, occurs in the valleys. One notable formation is

the belt of triassic red sandstone extending from the northern Massa-

chusetts boundary soutli to the coast.

Numerous raj^ids and falls occur throughout the course of the river.

From its source to the New^ Hampshire-Massachusetts State line, a

distance of 240 miles, there is a total fall of 1 830 ft., giving a grade of

7.6 ft. per mile. From there to the moiith, a distance of 135 miles,

the total fall is 205 ft., or 1.5 ft. per mile. For its entire length the

fall averages 5,4 ft. i^er mile. In Termont and New Hampshire the

river drains elevations of from 4 000 to 6 000 ft.

The investigations of the Engineer Corps, U. S. A., in this basin,

^ive results of great value for the study of this and similar water-
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sheds. Their discharge measurements cover a i)eriod from 1871

to 1879, with daily gauge-height records to end of 1885 and partial

ones since that date to the present time. Access was had to

considerable unpublished daily rainfall data of the Weather Bureau

which are also incorporated into this article. Table No. 1 gives by

months and years the average rainfall, the average discharge, and the

relation between these two, or the percentage of discharge to rainfall,

for the Connecticut basin from 1871 to 1885, inclusive, except for 1882

and 1883, for which the data could not be obtained. Column 1 gives the

means of the records of 12 rainfall stations distributed quite uniformly

throughout the basin. Column 2 the monthly run- off in inches,/, e.,

if the total flow for the month were spread over a plain of the size of

the drainage area at the point of measurement it would cover it to the

depth specified in the table. Column 3 gives the percentage of dis-

charge to monthly rainfall.

TABLE No. 1.

1871. 1872. 1873. 1874.

Month.
. «5

(I, a
h-

1

a
o

. CO

a '^

o
u

. 09 a

U

0!

ea W

. 03 P
o

January .

.

1.70

2 10
2 50
1.61

4 41
5.56

5 49
7.91

4.33
3.62

4.47

3,01

123
.77

.90

5.50
3.46

2.64
1.13

2.52

2.24
1.76

2.64

1.92

72.5

36.7

36,0

344.0
78.5

47.5

20.6

32 1

51.8

48.6

59.1

63.8

3,97

2.82

381
1.85

2.70

1.68

5.28

3.15

4,03

6.84

3.57

3.55

2.71

1.90

1.82

7.61

5.84

1 18
.80

.73

.74

2.81

1.67

2.81

68.2
674
47.8

412.3
217.0

70.3

15.2

23,2

16.0

41,1

46.8

79.2

4 21
2.68

2.17

6 52
3.95

4.76

6.09

3.52
2.74

2.81

2.21

1,58

5.70

4 06
3,00
2.61

5.86

3.11

2 32
1.19

.73

.81

.67

.75

135.6

February..
March. ...

April
May
June
July
August
Septemb'r.
October . .

.

November,
December.

2.60
4..30

3.20

3.40

3.50

4.10
5.80

1.50

3.70

3.00

2.60

1,87

5.64

2.74
3.4-2

.99

.69

.80

.85

102
1.65

144

72.0

131.1

85.6

100.0
28,3

16.8

13.8

56.7

27.6

55.1

55.4

151.6

138.4

40.0

146.9

65.4

38.2

33.8
26.7

28.9

30.4

47,6

37.70 21.11 56.2 46.71 26.71 56.6 43.85 30,62 69.9 43 24 30.81 71,4
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1876. lb7e. 18TT. 1878.

Month.
.

«•

'1
*i

II

«;

as

3.24

^2

a

I
as

2.48

a

120.1

as

a

January... .72 22.2 2.98 2 61 .73 81.0 3.87 1.66 42.9

February . 3.31 1.13 34.2 5 02 2.70 63.8 .79 .78 99 3.42 204 69.6

March 3.77 2.05 ft4.3 6 77 3.94 68 2 7.02 391 66.7 3.10 3.65 117.6

April 2.76 6.14 222.1 3.21 6.74 210.0 2.77 4.64 167.5 , 6.78 6.15 76.0

May 2.85 4.68 164.5 3.79 664 172.8 1.07 1 90 177 6 : 3.14 3 57 113 8

June 4.44 1.49 33.6 4 44 1.72 38.8 I 4.64 .H8 19.0 6.07 1.51 29.8

July .... 3 66 .96 2«>.2 6.10 .93 16.3 4.76 1.07 22.6 3.72 .85 229
August 6.45 1.34 20.8 1.97 .70 35 6

1
4.60 .96 20.9 4.80 1.09 22.8

Septenib'r. 3.41 .73 21 4 5 30 .72 13.6 1.45 .76 52.6 2.76 .84 30.4

October . .

.

4.44 1 15 25 9 2.14 .71 33.2 5.79 1.33 23.0 3.38 .77 22.8

November. 3.61 1.72 49.0 3.13 .85 27.2 5.84 3.18 54.5 4.42 1.46 33

December. 1.23 1.84

23 95

149.5 3.H3 .72 18.8 1.68 1.95 123.4 6.74 4.93 86.0

43.07 55.6 48.18 29.15 60.6 42 92 22.09 51.6 60.20 27.61 64.7

1879.

MOKTH.

January
February .. .

.

March..'
April
May
June
July
August
September. .

.

October
November ...

December....

Rain.
| Flow,

luches.i Inches

3.03
3.25
4.69
3.97
2.51
5.48
4 82
5.77
3.37
2.22
3 89
4.24

1.58
2.21
2.28
5.28
5.21
.79

1.03
1.11
.87

.72

1.34
2.49

47.24 24.91

Per-
cent.

52.2
68.0
48.6

131.1
2U8.1
14.4
21.4
19.3
26.8
32.4
34.5
58.7

52.6

I
Rain,

luchea.

3.58
3.01
2.63
2.73
2.10
2.79
5.43
3.60
4.28
4.15
3.15
2.57

40.02

1880.

Flow.
Inchep.

1.67
2.22
2.92
3.46
2.02
.90

.85

.70

.66

.77

1.19
.89

18.25

Per-
cent.

46.6
73.8

111.0
127.1
96.3
32.3
15.7
19.5
15.4
18.6
37.8
34.6

43.6

1881.

Rain. Flow. Per.
Inches. Inches. cent.

3.82 .87 22.8
3.62 1.75 48.3
4 41 3.91' 88.6
1.50 3.80 253.6
4.91 4 80 97.6
3.83 1.25 33.6
4.05 .86 21.2

1
3.42 .82 24.0
2.08 .82 39.4
4.17 .76 18.2
5.13 1.71 33.3
5.99 2.53 40.6

46.93 23.88 61.0

1884. 1885.

Month.
Rain.
Inches.

Flow.
Inches.

Percent.
Rain.

Inches.
Flow.
Inches.

Percent.

January
February
March
April
May
june
July
August
September
October
November
December

3.81
4.75
4.56
•J. 65
3. 90
2.75
5.17
4.22
1.80
3.15
3.56
4.83

1.31
3.60
3 59
6.95
4.30
1.20
.86

.73

.72

.73

1.16
2.15

33.4
75.9
78.8

252.1
110.4
43.6
16.6
17.3
40.1
23.2
32 6

44.4

4.14
2.92
1.47
2.79
2.43
3 20
3.56
8 06
1.84
4.72
5.20
3.29

3.89
1.50
1.32
2.86
2.91
1.28
.89

1.03
.88

1.13
3.60
2.36

93.9
51.4
89.6
102.4
119.7
40.0
25.0
12.8
47.8
24.0
69.3
72.0

45.15 27.30 60.4 43.62 23.65 64.3
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111 Table No. 2 the averages for the preceding table are given ;

column 1, the average monthly precipitation for the entire 13 years;

column 2, the average discharge, and column 3, the percentage of these

averages. The next three columns give the so-called smoothed-out

values for these figures, computed by the formula J (d + 2b-\-c). Thus

the value 3.35 ins. for February was obtained by ^ (3.27 -\- 2 X 3.10 +
3,94) = 3.35. By this method abnormal observations are eliminated, and

when the figures are treated graphically the resultant is a more char-

acteristic curve.

Connecticut Basin,

TABLE No. 2.

Mouth. Average
rain.

Average
flow.

Percent.
Smoothed

rain.

Smoothed
flow.

Smoothed
percent.

January
February
March

Inches.
3.27
3.10
3.94
3.26
3.17
4.00
4.79
4,87
3.04
3.93
3.93
3 39

Inches.
1.93
2.01
3.00
4.73
4.19
1.46
1.02
1.06
.89

1.11
1.76
2.06

59.1
65.8
76.3
145.0
132.2
36.5
21.3
21.8
29.3
28.3
44 8
60.7

Inches.
3.26
3.35
3.56
3 41
3 40
3.9tl

4.61
4.39
3.72
3.71
3.80
3.50

Inches.
1.99
2.00
3.19
4.16
3 64
2.04
1.14

1.01
.99

1.22
1.67
1.98

61.2
66,8
90,9

April
May

124.6
111.5

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

56.2
25.2
23.5
27.2
32.7
44.6
56 3

Totals 41.69 25.25 56.5

F/G. f.

' 10 w •

CONNECT/CUT -'--POrOAtAC

A yERA GE'CURVES roR a SERIES '6/YEARS
CONNECTICUT an'oI POTOMAC RIVERS.
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Fip. 1 is Table No. 2 treated ^^rupliinill v. It lirinj^H out the iiiiture

of tlie Couuectieut discluir^e. Ajuil and IMav are t he Hood montliB,

with peroontages ov(>r lOO. .Mthoiif^h the niiixinnini point of tlje rain-

fall curve is attained in .Inlv, prucTicaily the niininnmi ))oints for the

other two eiirves oceiir in this mouth. For jjurposes of coniparisou are

shown the similar enrves for tin* l*otomac Kivor as {^iven in the author's

l)ai)er ou " Hydro^^rajjliy of the Potomac Basiu," iu Vol. XXVII, i)age

21, of tlip TVcvisacdons of the Society. The Connecticut curves are in

full, and the Potomac ones in dotted, lines. Comparing the rainfall

curves of the former stream with those for western Massachusetts as

given by Mr. Desmond FitzGerald in his recent paper ou "Rainfall

and Flow of Streams," in Vol. XXVII, page 253, of the Transaclions, a

wonderful uniformity is discovered; three maximum points occur in all

of the curves in March, July and November. When it is considered

that the Connecticut curve is the resultant of the means of 12 stations

for 13 years, this coincidence is significant and cannot be considered

simply a matter of chance.

Tables Nos. 3, 4:, 5, 6 and 7, for the Sudbury, Croton, Neshaminy,

Potomac and Savannah Rivers respectively, are similar to Table No. 2.

For the first-named stream the data were obtained from Mr. Fitz-

Gerald's paper above referred to; for the Croton, from the report of the

State Geologist of New Jersey for 1890, and for the Savannah River,

from computations based upon the work of the Ai-my engineers in that

basin. The Neshaminy data were obtained from the reports of the

Philadelphia Water Board.

TABLE No. 3.

SuDBTKY Basin.

Month.
Average
rain.

Average
flow.

Percent.
Smoothed

rain.
Smoothed ' Smoothed

flow. percent.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Inches.
4.18
4 06
4.58
3.32
3.20
2.98
3.78
4.23
3.23
4.41
4.11
3.71

Inches.
2.05
3.18
5.02
3.62
2.00
.87
•34

.55

.46
1.02
1.62
1.95

78.5
110.0
109.0
62.5
29.2
9.0

IH.O
14.2
23.2
39.4
52.7

Inches.
4.03
4.22
4.14
3.61
3.18

1 3.24
3.69

i

3..87

, 3.78
1 4.04
1 4.U9
!

3.93

Inches.
2.31 .=57.4

3.36 79
4.21 101.9
3.57 97.6
2.12 65.8
1.02 32.5
.53 15.1
.48 12.3
.63 16.2

1.03 25.0
1.55 38.7
1.89 48.5

Totals 45.80 22.67 49.5
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TABLE No. 4.

Ceoton Basin.

Month.
Average
rain.

Average
flow.

Percent.
Smoothed

lam.
Smoothed

flow.

Smoothed
percent.

January
February
March

Inches.
3.65
3.30
4.3tt

3.64
3.28
3.66
3.92
3.76
4.00
4.00
3 98
3.53

Inches.
2.12
2.47
3.80
3.51
2.44
1.06
.60

1.05
.93

1.01
].33
2.04

58.2
14 A)

89.6
96.5
74.4
29<0
15.3
28.0
23.3
25.3
33.4
57.8

Inches.
3.53
3.65
3.92

! 3.73
3.47
3.63
3.82
3.86
3.94
4.00
3.87
3.64

Inches.
2.19
2.72
3.40
3.32
2. 38
1.29
.83

.91

.98

1.07
1.43
1.90

62.3
74.4
87.7

April 89.2
Mav 68.6
June
Julv

36.9
21.9

August 23.7
September
October
November
December

25.0
26.8
37.5
51.8

Totals 45.08 22.30 49.6

TABLE No. 5.

Neshaminy Basin.

Month.
Average
rain.

Average
flow.

Percent.
Smoothed

rain.
Smoothed

flow.

Smoothed
percent.

January . .

February
March
April

Inches.
4.28
4.42
3.88
3.06
3.75
4.31
6.05
4.91
3.88
4.04
3.84
3.78

Inches.
3.98
4.22
3.51
2.19
1.03
.75

1.34
1.35
1.18
1.34
1.73
2.56

93.1
95.2
90.5
71.6
27.6
17.4
22.2
27.5
30 4
33.2
45.1
67.8

Inches.
4.17
4.25
3.81
3.44
3.47
4.61
5.33
4.94
4.18
4.20
3.88
3.92

Inches.
3.69
3.98
3.36
2.23
1.50
.98

1.19
1.31
1.26
1.40
1.84
2.71

87.5
93.5
87.0
65.3

May 36.1
June 21.2
July 22.3
August
September
October
November
December

26 9

30.4
35.7
42.8
68.5

Totals 50.20 25.18 50.

1
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TABLE No. ().

r <) r » ) M A (• li A H I N .

Month. Average
rain.

Average
flow. 1

rttill

.

Smoothed
flow.

Inches.
2.21
3.11
3.53

Smoothed
percent.

January
February
March

Inches.
3.21
3.35
4.39
3.48
5.11
5.25
4.89
3.81
3.86
2.65
2.88
•2 . y.)

Inches.
2.09
3.36
3.62
3.61
2.36
1.93
1.00
.78

1.06
1.21
1.7'.t

1.32

65.2
100.1
82.6
101.0
46.3
36.8
20.5
20.5
27.5
45.7
62.3
51.1

InchoH.
3.09
8.67
8.90
4.12
4.74
5.12
4.71
4.09
3.64
3.01
2.75
2.82

70.4
87.0
91.8

April 3.26 82.

7

May 2.54 57.6

Jane 1.81 36.1

July 1.18 24.6

August .91 22.3

September
October.,
November
December

1.03 30.3
1.32 45.3
1.53 56.4
1.63 57.4

Totals 45.47 24.03 53.0

TABLE No. 7.

Savannah Basin.

Month. Average
rain.

Avera ge
flow.

Percent.
Smoothed

rain.

Smoothed Smoothed
flow. percent.

January
February
March
April
May ;

June
July
August
September.-
October
November
December

Inches.
4.34
3.47
4.86
2.08
4.05
4.44
6.46
4.59
3.70
3.03
1.68
2.71

Inches.
2.50
2.69
3.13
1.99
1.51
1.41
1.47
1.96
1.73
1.26
1.33
1.31

57.6
74.6
64.4
95.7
37.3
31.8
22.8
42.7
46 8
41.6
79.1
48.1

Inches.
3.72
4.01
3.83
3.27
3.65
4.85
5.49
4.83
3.77
2.86
2.27
2.86

Inches.
2.22 59.5
2.70 ' 67.8
2.71 74.8
2.15 73.3
1.61 50.5
1.45 30.9
1.58 30.0
1.78 38.8
1.67

,
44.5

1.39 52.3
1.31 1 62.0
1.61 ' 58.2

1

1

Totals 45.41 22.19 48.9

1

i 1

In Figs. 2 and 3 these tables are also represented graphically,

similar to Fig. 1. The Sudbury, Croton and Neshaminy are relatively

small basins, having, respectively, 76, 353 and 139 sq. miles of drainage

area; but in the form as presented in the tables, the results are compar-

able with the larger streams.

Daily gauge-height observations have been maintained on the

Savannah Eiver since 1875 by the Weather Bureau. Taken in con-

junction with the discharge measurements made by the Engineer
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Corps, the daily discharges for this period have been compvited. An

inspection of the results has shown, however, that reliance can only be

placed upon the computations since 1884, so that the figures for the

FtG.S

CROTON ^y " r
•SUDBURY

AVERAGECURVES for a SERIES of YEARS
CROTON ANo SUDBURY RIVE.RS.

F/G.3

INCHES

SAVANNAH NEISHAMINY
AVERAGECURVES FOH A SERIES of YEARS

SAVANNAH and NESHAMINY RIVERS,

years previous to that date have been excluded from this discussion.

The only rainfall data obtainable were the records for Augusta,

Ga. , which are taken as the average for the basin.
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Tin* Sii\ ainiuli liivcr is formed liv tlir jiiiKtioii of llic 'I'li^^iiloo and

Scnrra JJImts at A iidcrsouN il Ir, (tii., and Hows in a soul li castcily

diroi'tion to tlic sea. The total tall of the river Itetween A ndersoiivilh'

and Aujjfustii is 400 ft., ()ccuninf.( in lulistuuiu! of l()<» miles, and f^ivin^

a grado of uoailv 1 ft. to the mile Tin' river l)i'twei!U AiidcrHonvillc

aud l\>torsl)urg, a distanrc t)f '>'> miles, has a fall of 2HH ft., or an

average of 5.25 ft. per mile. From the latter i)oint to Augusta the

slope is 2.2 ft. per mile. The drainage area of the river at Augusta is

7 294 SCI. miles.

An inspeetiou of all the above curves shows that their character is

dependent upon the gcograi)hical positions of the resj^ective rivers.

The farther south tlu^ rivers are, the more uniform are their average

curves. Taken, however, by individual years the reverse is the rule.

The northern streams are characterized by an annual spring flood, the

waters gradually rising in March or Ajjril, maintaining this high level

for a few weeks and declining through June aud July, with a low-water

stage for the rest of the year. The southern streams, on the contrary,

are subject to freshets throughout the year, rising to considerable

heights and then disapi^earing in a day or so. These ijhenomena are

due to two causes, climatic and topographic. The northern spring

floods result from the gradual melting of the winter snows, their in-

tensity being controlled by the characteristic topography of the

northern valleys—one might almost call it an accidental feature—that

is, to the occurrence of glacial drift in the entire northern section of

the country. Owing to the absence of this feature in the southern

valleys a rain falling upon a certain water-shed soon finds its way into

the river channels. For the entire year, however, the percentage of

the rainfall that finds its way into the rivers is about the same for all

sections.

Fig. 4 gives the daily discharges of the Connecticut River for the

year 1873, and for the Potomac River for 1890. These two diagrams

are typical for their respective streams, and, in fact, are representa-

tive, one of a northern and the other of a southern river.

In Table No. 8 are given the totals for the year for the several

basins under discussion. For the three smaller basins the j)ercentages

of annual discharge to precipitation are noticeable, as they vary very

slightly from each other, averaging 49.7 per cent. The Savannah ])ev-

centage is very near to it, 48.9 per cent. For the tw^o larger rivers, the
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Potomac and Connecticut, the percentages are larger, being respect-

ively 58.0 and 56.5.

FlC if.

^0(1000

^000

Honoo

CONN LCTI CUT A«o POTOMAC RIVERS.'

TABLE No. 8.
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In Tal)!*' No. '.> the (nustion of Diii-otV is trnitrd in iiii(»t Imt wav.

Ill it the piTct'nta^^r of tlir ciitiic (liscliarj^M' for tlic voir flowing ofV in

i'licli niontlj is M^ivcn f(»r a nuniltcr of basins tlirou|<liont tlj.- I'nitctl

Stat«>s. Tlic (lata for the wcsttTU half were obtaiiu'd from tin- work of

the Irri^Mition Division of the ITnitcd States (icolo^ical Survey iu that

section. Tlu' r(>snlts for the iMississi])])i aud Ohio Kivers were eom-

l)uted from the work oi the Army eii{<ineers, Tliey are for the year

1882 ah)ne, but are considered not far from the averaj^e. The station

for tlie ui)i)er Missis8ii)i)i is at (irafton, 111., just above the junction

with the Miswouri, with a drainage area of 164 534 h(j[. miles. The
station on the Missouri River is at St. Charles, Mo., just above its

mouth, with a drainage area of 526 500 sq. miles. The results are the

means of 12 years' observations, from 1879 to 1890, inclusive. On the

Ohio Kiver the measurements were made at Paducah, Ky., where the

drainage area is 200 500 scj. miles. For the lower Mississippi th^

station is near its mouth, at Carrollton, La., with a drainage area of

1 214 000 sq. miles.

The percentages for the western streams are grouped by localities

or States, and are the means for several streams for a number of years.

Owing to similar meteorologic and topographic conditions, the results

for the separate basins do not vary greatly from each other or from the

mean for each locality. In Montana the results of work on the upper

Yellowstone, Madison, Gallatin and upper Missouri are averaged ; for

Colorado, the Cache la Poudre, Arkansas and Rio Grande ; Arizona,

Salt and Gila Rivers ; Nevada, Carson and Truckee ; Utah, the rivers

draining into Great Salt Lake ; Eastern Idaho, Henry Fork Falls,

Teton and Upper Snake, aud Eastern Oregon, the Weiser, Malheur

and Owyhee Rivers.

Table No. 9 can be used in various ways. If the average flow for a

certain month for any stream is known, then from this table, by taking

the percentages of the locality in which the stream occurs, the dis-

charges for the other months and for the entire year may be obtained.

Knowing the annual rainfall for a certain basin, from Table No. 8,

taking the percentage of the locality in which the stream occurs, the

annual discharge can be computed, then froni Table No. 9, the monthly

distribution of this annual discharge can be found.

It is considered for several reasons that more accurate results can

be obtained by this method of comimtation than from figuring dis-
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charges from records of monthly rainfall. To begin with, there is no

uniformity in the percentages of monthly flow, as is shown by the in-

spection of Table No. 1. On the other hand, the yearly percentages of

run-off, as given in Table No. 8, have not a great variation in range, nor

have the percentages of monthly discharges, as given in Table No. 9.

r/G.5

MONTHLY PERCENTy^GE orDlSCHARGE
The rainfall records for the western States ara very unsatisfactory;

little data for precipitation in the mountains are in existence, as most

of the raiofall stations are out upon the plains or in the valleys. In

some cases, in Table No. 8, blanks had to be left in the rainfall column.
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riG.6

MONTHLY PEROEHTAGE or D/SGHARGE:
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Table No. 9 is represented graphically in Figs. 5 and 6. They also

bring out the characteristics of the average curves for rivers of differ-

ent sections ; that is, the curves for the southern rivers are of a more

uniform character than those for the northern ones.

TABLE No. 9.

Monthly Pekcentages of Flow.

Basin.

Sudbury...

.

Connecticut
Croton
Neshaminy.
Potomac
Savannah .

.

Miss., upper
Missouri.
Ohio
Miss., lower
Montana
Colorado.
Arizona ....

,

Nevada
Utah
East Idaho.

.

East Oregon

i

Jan. Feb. . Mar. Apr. May. June. July.

9.0 14.0 22.2 16.0 8.8 3.8 1.5
7.6 8.1 11.9 18.7 16.6 5.8 4.0
9.5 11.0 17.0 15.7 10.9 4.7 2.7
15.8 16.8 13.9 H.7 4.1 3.0 5.3
8.7 14.0 15.1 14.6 9.8 8.0 4.2
11.3 11.7 14 9.0 6.8 6.4 6.6
5.7 6.0 9.2 12.4 15.8 16.9 15.0
4.3 6.5 8.5 12.1 11.4 16.3 14.7
18.9 19.9 17.7 8.4 9.7 8.1 5.8
10.0 10.5 12.7 11.4 11.1 9.1 10.5
3.2 3.4 3.6 5.7 21.7 24.6 14.3
3.9 4.0 3.9 5.9 21.7 28.4 12.7
17.7 15.7 25.1 10 3 3.2 1.5 1.6
2.7 2.7 4.6 10.1 24.7 22.9 15.3
4.6 4.9 8.2 15.8 28.4 15.0 5.8
3.9 4.0 4.0 7.7 24.0 20.9 11.0
1.4 4.3 26.9 30.1 24.7 6.4 1.7

Aug.

2 4
4.2
4.7
5.4
3.2
8.8
5.5
7.7
2.4
8.4
6.4
6.0
1.2
5.3
3.6
6.1
0.6

Sept. Oct.

2.0 4.5
3.5 4.4
4.2 4.5
4.7 5.3
4.4 5.1'

7.8 5.7
3.6 3.4
5.6 4.7,

2.7 3.5,

4.2 4.0
4.9 4.4
3.4 3.9
1.5 1.2
3.3 3.0
3.1 3.4
4.9 4.61

0.5 O.7I

Nov.

7.2
7.0
6.0
6.9
7.5
6

3.4
4.7
1.4
3.7
4 1

3.1

2.11

2.7
3.3
4.5
1 2

Dec.

8.6
8.2
9.1

10.1
5.5

3.

3.

1.

4.

3.

3.1
18.9
2.7
4.0
4.4
1.5

I3ISCUSSION

Chakles Macdonald, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The illustration just

exhibited calls to mind an exi^erience which an honored President of

this Society had, in discussing a similar question for the Ohio River.

A very distinguished engineer had proposed a means of pounding
the excessive rainfall in the headwaters of the Ohio, with a view to

maintaining a regular flow in that river. He discussed the question

entirely upon theoretical grounds, and came to the conclusion that all

that would be necessary would be to construct six reservoirs on the

tributaries of the Ohio, in order to maintain a uniform flow of not less

than 5 ft. in that river.

The pamphlet in which his views were presented was so well writ-

ten that a very strong pressure was brought to bear upon Congress

to have an appropriation made for a series of surveys taking in the

headwaters of the Ohio, with a view to determining the location of the

suppositious reservoirs.
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M r. lutlxTts took nil ordiimrv iiiiip (»! t lie coin it rv, iiiid in tin- coiirHO

ol" a tew hours' calciiliit ioii of t lir iiuiiilxT of H(|uiir(> milcH of niiii imni

a\ailiil)U' for cvt'rv conctival)!*' trilmtarv of th«' river, hIiowccI conclu-

sively tiuit there was not a single j)lac«' where it would be jiosHihlo to

erect one of the six inuiji^inarv dams; and then he went on to i)rove

that even sui)i)()sin{jj it were poHsibh' to tind suitable locations for the

six rt^servoirs, the so-called im])r()venient would do more harm than

good, owinj^ to this very irn'jj^ularity of rainfall.

He referred to records taken at Wheeling for 30 years previouH, from

wliieh it was evident that storage reservoirs, such as had been pro-

])osed, would have, at many times, actually increased the Hoods in the

main stream.

This is a mere outline of the statements made by Mr. Roberts in

the admirable^ j)amphl(^t which he wrote upon the subject. It had the

ett'ect of checking the movement which had in view the spending of

a large sum of money for a purpose which was not warranted by the

known facts.

William R. Hittton. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—May I say, Mr. Chairman,

that Mr. Roberts' conclusions wore not universally accepted. Mr. El-

wood Morris and others at that time differed from him very much, and

Mr. Ellet, in his report on the improvement of the Kanawha River,

describes one reservoir quite as lai'ge as any he had recommended.

Mr. Macdonald.—If there is any other subject connected with

the flow of water in rivers, it is a very proper time to take it up,

especially as our western rivers are now said to be overflowing their

banks. Perhaps some gentleman has an opinion on the advisability

of spending United States money for keeping the Mississipj^i River

within its banks.

Mr. HuTTON.—May I say in reference to the subject mentioned

before, that the Government has begun a number of large reservoii's

on the upper Mississipj^i, to supply water to the river for navigation

during the dry season. Some of them are as large or larger than those

proposed by Mr Morris. They also, to a great extent, control the flood

water.

A. Fteley, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Having just arrived, I hardly know
the subject of the present discussion, but it may not be out of

place to state that the water-shed of the Croton River furnishes

a very good illustration of the wide differences Avhich are often

observed in the rainfall of contiguous drainage areas. The records

show that those differences are frequently very large, amounting

sometimes to more than 100 "y in tributary . valleys a small distance

apart; the differences between the average rainfall on the Croton water-

shed and the precipitation in New York are also conspicuous.

A short time ago this condition of facts was well illustrated in con-

nection with the construction of one of the dams now being built by
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the Aqueduct Commissioners on a small tributary of the Croton River.

Owing to special local circumstances, a temporary dam with an earth

canal and timber flume had been erected, to divert the stream over the

foundation works; the size of the temporary structure was very large

as compared with the conditions generally obtaining in the region, but

the excessive rainfall which took place in that particular valley at the

time caused an exceptionally high freshet which taxed the temporary

channels just mentioned much beyond their cai^acity and caused some
damage.

The tables of rainfall on the Croton water-shed have been jjublished

and are well-knoAvn, and they do not show very wide differences from

year to year.

E. B. DoRSEY, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—What is the flow at the Croton

Dam as compared to the total rainfall on the water-shed ?

Mr. Fteley.—The average flow, I should say, 49 i)er cent.

Mr. WoKTHEN.—Thirty-five; around there.

Mr. DoKSEY.—Taking a series of years ?

Mr. Fteley.—Taking a series of years it is 49, almost exactly.

Mr. Macdonald.—In addition to the amount consumed by the

city ?

Mr. Fteley.—No, sir; w^e refer to the percentage of water which
flows in the stream, as compared w4th the total of rainfall over the

whole water-shed.

Mr. DoRSEY.—Can any of that 49^'\,' escaj)e by flowing under deep
sand or through the gravel ?

Mr. Fteley.—Hardly so, because the rock is very near the surface,

and there are on both sides of the valley some pretty high and rockv
hills. I hardly suppose there is any considerable quantity that can

disappear in that way. In a very dry season, w^hen all the flow of

the river is retained by the storage reservoirs, the flow in the river

below Croton Dam is insignilicant.

John Bogart, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. President, it seems proper
that I should say in regard to this paper that, in my opinion, the hesi-

tation in discussing it here this evening is not due to any lack of com-
l^rehensive statement in the paper, but to the fact that the subject is

one of great delicacy and intricacy, and that it would be almost impoS'
sible to properly discuss a paper which is as condensed as this, with a

very large amount of information shown in a tabulated form and by
diagrams, without a careful comparison of this paper with other data
and information which can only be found in an office and with consid-

erable study. Mr. Babb, however, the writer of the paper, makes
some decided statements which are in certain respects different from
conclusions that have been arrived at by other engineers who have
given a great deal of attention to this subject. For instance, he claims,

on page 12, that his Table No. 9 can be used in various wavs. "If
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t lir jiV('rH<,r»' ll<»\\ l"t»i' II celt uiii inoiitli I'ur iiiiy Htrriim is known, thru

from this tiihh-, hy tjikiii}^ thr prrcrnta^^t'M of tin* hx'ulity in wliirh the

strt'Jini occurs, tin* dischiirf^cs for the other inonths and for the entire

year may be obtained." That is a i)retty hirf^e claim for thin table.

He further says: "Kiiowint; the ;unmal rainfall for a ceitain basiu,

from Table No. 8, takiiif; the |iercentafj:e of the locality in \vhich the

stream occurs, the annual dischar^^e eau be coin[)uted; then from Table

No. '.», the monthly diKtril)ution of this annual discharge can be found."

That is another i)retty larjjje claim. I am inclined to think that the

careful jud^nuMit of an ex])erieuced enhancer had b(>tte)' bo a])])lied to

a study of ail the records available in each cas(\ and that the c(»nclu-

sions resultiu}^ from such a study are more reliable than arbitrary

tabulations.

H. M. Makshall, M. Am. Soc. C'. E.—To one who has i)lotted

gauge heights as ordinates and measured discharges as abscissas, for an

extended period of observation, it is well known that the resulting

curve forms a loop near the maximum, and that the maximum dis-

charge exceeds by quite a considerable amount the discharge at the

time of the highest gauge reading. An example is shown in the January

number of Ponfs et Chnussecs, in the article by M. Yoisiu Bey, on the

improvement of the mouth of the Danube. It follows from this that a

relationship discovered between a gauge and the discharge, if founded

on a few observations, is apt to be illegitimate. To show how wide of

the mark one will go in guessing discharge from gauge reading, refer-

ence is made to the Bulletin of the Weather Bureau, giving gauge

heights of the Mississi})pi and its jjrincipal tributaries for 1890-92. On
page 7, the discharge of the Red River at Alexandria, La. , is stated to

be 2 500 cu. ft. per second for a stage 2.2 ft. The measured discharge

there was 4 826 ft., when the gauge read 1.7 ft. The discharge meas-

ured at the next higher stage was 8 613 cu. ft. per second, with the

gauge 4-1.9 ft. Which goes to show, we may again be discussing why
a fish weighs more when alive than dead; and as Mr. Babb has served

his fish in a tempting dish, we had best look into his cooking before

we swallow.

Table No. 9 shows a small range of i)ercentage, but being iDerceu-

tages of large or relatively large quantities, a small variation means

more than it looks.

For instance, the lower Mississippi minimum discharge is given by

that table 3. 7%, and the maximum 12. 7 per cent. The Mississipi^i River

Commission report, 1883, page 236, gives for the former 240 000 cu. ft.

per second at Red River Landing, and for the latter, 1 400 000. A varia-

tion of 1",) in Table No. 1 would therefore correspond to a differ-

ence of about 100 000 cu. ft. per second, or from one-fourth to more

than one-third of the discharge for a month.

The discharge for the Connecticut for January is given at 1.6% of
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the total discharge ; but the average outfloAv for 13 years, which, by

the way, is derived by dividing 12 years' observations by 13, is stated in

Table No. 2 to be 1.93 ins. In the absence of exact information as to how
the 7.6% was arrived at, it is fair to suppose it was derived from

Table No. 2, and corresponds to the 1.93 ins., which is 7. 6j?^ of the^total

25.25 ins. Then, what would be the error if the outflow for January,

1874, should be calculated on that basis ?

It matters little how the percentages are derived, whether from a

single year or the average of a number of years, they appear as con-

stants for each stream and for streams in the same region; hence they

cannot be a measure of the outflow, which is variable from year to

year and month to month. That the outflow has as wide range of

variation as the rainfall is seen by comparing the maximum 30.81 ins.

of 1874 and the minimum 18.25 ins. of 1880, with the rainfall 50.20 of

1878 and 40.02 of 1880. In view of the claim that "the yearly per-

centages of run-off, as given in Table No. 8, have not a great variation in

range," it is somewhat astounding to find 65.0 for Madison and 28.6 for

Missouri Craig, in the last column of that table in sequence, and for

rivers of the same region at that.

Because the outflow may be least when the rainfall is greatest, or

vice versa, can hardly be taken as proof that the former is not an im-

plicit function of the latter. The complexity of the problem is well

stated by Mr. F. H. Newell, in the discussion on Hydrography of the

Potomac Basin, and under the title. Influence of Forests on Water

Supplies, in the report of the Department of Agriculture for 1889, page

297 et seq. , Mr. B. E. Fernow, Chief of the Forestry Division, writes on

the subject in a manner as entertaining as it is instructive. That the

matter lacks much of being reduced to a scientific basis goes without

saying, but that the truth is to be sooner reached by discarding the only

usually known cause is incredible. Furthermore, while the results of

experiment and observations are the touchstone of theory, they can

scarcely originate more than empirical rules w^hich fit only like cases.

It is far easier to reason from causes to combined effect than to assign

a law from effects.

In regard to the " smoothed rainfall " and " smoothed flows," it is

difticult to understand how they are more characteristic after their

distinguishing features are taken out of them. The figures were not

only reduced by averaging for all the same months, but they must

needs be made like all other months.

He who sees only defects without offering a remedy is only a scold;

therefore suppose

q/ = ax -\- hx^ -|- cx^, etc.

,

where y is the outflow for a month, and x, x^, x.,, etc., are the rainfall

for that month and the preceding months, respectively, and a, b, c, etc.,

are coefficients to be determined for each month from observation. By
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iust'rtiiijjf tlio vahu's of y and tin- .r'.s from ii HcrieH of olmorvationH,

eilimtions of conditioii will be fonucd from which a, b, c, etc, can ]m

evaluated. The ditlcrciiccH between computed an<l obHcrvcd valut'H

of j/, when the right-hand memlter of tlu; ecination is oxtondcd or con-

tracted by one month, will determine when the rainfall for a ])receding

month ceascH to be signilicant, the form which gives tho least resid-

uals being accepted for that month.

If this method seems complicated, it is no more so than the prob-

lem, and in that wis(> ought to be a hit.

Clemens Heusciiel, M. Am. Hoc. C. E.—The tendency of numkiud
to follow routine and precedent, has often been noted by philosophers,

and its tenacious hold ui)on men may be observed in their several

walks of life. Nothing else will i)robal)ly exi)laiu the insistence of

engineers, when about to i)ortrr.y the flow of rivers, first, to sheer off

into a i^ortrayal of rainfall, and pass by a clumsy, unscientific, un-

truthful system of monthly i^rojiortions back to the desired result.

The direct method would seem to be simple enough. If we are in-

terested in and are plotting monthly averages, let us plot for each

month the maximum monthly average, the minimum monthly average,

and, if we like, the average monthly average for all the months of the

years of gauging. We thus obtain a jjicture of the range to be ex-

pected in each month for that river, and for similar rivers in the same
section of country ; and no juggling with the data thus represented

can ever teach any more than these primary data. A diagram of this

kind, by the writer, may be found in the volume for 1878 of these

Transactions.

If we are interested in daily amounts of flow, an excellent way to

represent them graphically is to arrange the 365 daily discharges that

go to make ujj a year's flow, in their order of size. Several years' flow,

thus represented, will again give breadth to the line showing the

year's discharge, and this breadth will indicate the range that may be

expected in a year's flow. No observations of rainfall dragged into

this study can ever teach any more about the river flow than such

data will teach ; so why consider both simnltaneously ?

Rainfall, again, forms a study by itself. Engineers are interested

sometimes in annual rainfalls ; more frequently, only in maximum
rainfalls during short periods of time.

To express by a percentage the relation between a certain flow, or

run-off, during one period of time, and the rainfall during another,

may, under certain circumstances, be expressing a relation of cause

and effect ; and again, may, as it not infrequently does, be the forced

linking together of two quantities, only remotely or partially depend-

ent the one ui^on the other. When thus joined in discussing the flow

of rivers, this relationshiiD has, to be sure, a jjassing, j^urely scientific,

interest, but one that cannot be j^ut to any useful purpose. In the
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case of engineers, it only detracts from a proper study to be given to

river-gaugings, which alone form the basis of engineers' knowledge of

the flow of rivers, and, unaided and alone, will better do the work re-

quired of them by the engineer than if clouded and obscured by an

uncalled-for admixture with considerations of rainfall on the same

territory, and of a series of untruthful and therefore worthless coef-

ficients of percentage.

Suppose we consider the discharge of the Mississippi Kiver past

New Orleans, on any one day. Will anyone pretend that that body of

water, some of which has been months coming thousands of miles, can

properly be made to bear any relation to the rain that fell that day

over all that continental drainage area ? Does it help matters any to

compare the flow in March to the rainfall in February ? Isn't one as

untruthful as the other, and neither of any use ?

Or take the small drainage areas that figure in water-works re-

ports. Suppose no rain fell in a certain month, which has happened

and is not unlikely to happen again. The rivers would not all dry

up, and for any flow, we should have the proportion of rainfall yielded

that month to equal an infinite number of 100% of rainfall. Some-

thing like this we have annually recurring, when March is made to

yield 180 and 150% of rainfall, due to snow that fell in February

flowing off in March ; and other months are similarly maltreated. But

the presence of snow only serves to show, in a glaring manner, a delay

in run-off that takes place constantly, either due to distance to be

traversed and depending in amount largely on the slope of the terri-

tory to be traversed ; or due to the rain soaking into the ground and

appearing many months after, may be in the form of springs in the

channel of the river itself.

Here is a system, then, which is of no use, and is so hideously un-

scientific and untruthful as to be the reverse of ornamental, and which

should, therefore, cease to form the model upon which rej^orts on

river-flow are fashioned.

If any comparison between rainfall and river-flow is permissible, it

is only that of the annual measure of each. And, even then, care

should be taken so to choose the beginning and ending of the year

cited that no large credits or debits exist when the accounts open,

and again when they close. For this purpose, the 1st of January, as

generally taken, is a singularly infelicitous date. Some years rivers

in northern latitudes are then in a drought, although they may then

have a large volume of the last year's rainfall lying upon their drain-

age area. Other years, they may then be in a freshet, with the ground

bare and frozen hard, and no rain for a month past to speak of. The

fairest time to begin and end such an annual comparison of rainfall

with river discharge would probably be during the summer months,

say, June 1st or July 1st.
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lu'l'cn'iicc luis hit lici't »> l»('«'ii iiiadr t (> hut two luct ois in t h*- fdiiiiula

^vlli(•ll is to (»xproHH the rchitioii <»l' lainl'all to ri\ ci -tlow , iiuiik-Iv, (hiiiii-

Jigf arcii and iimonnt of rainfall. ()l)S('rvationH kIiow, liowi-vcr, tliat

tilt' (listril)ution of ijiinfall, tlie tinicH and the rates at wliicli it fallfi,

havo a most potent ott'oct on tliis relation. Hence it comes that years

of i)raetieally the same rainfall have widely differinfjj amounts of nin-

of!', not to s])eak of the ditl'erences of yi(^ld of months and of single

showers, havinj:; the same measure in inches of rain.

The slopes of the drainage area, and the nature of the surface, are

additional factors to be taken iuto a(rcount. Thus, on the same river,

the Durance, in Franc(\ from a seven years' record, the u])i)er ])ortion

yielded 74",, of the rainfall, while a dividing line; drawn further down
stream, and although it included the ui)i)er portion just named,
yielded only 67",)'' of the rainfall on it during the same period of time.

Thus, also, the same eight years' records on the Perkiomen,
Neshaminy and Tohickon, of 152, 139.3 and 102.2 sq. miles, respect-

ively, of adjoining drainage areas, yielded 52.4, 48.8 and 60|V of the
rainfall, resi)ectively.

Thus, also, the Pequannock drainage area, down to Charlottsburgh,

from June 1st, 1891, to June 1st, 1892, yielded 23.23 ins. of run-off,

while the drainage areas of the Croton and of the Sudbury, all three

being situated in the same range of rainfall, and having, as far as

known, jDractically the same rainfall and distribution of rainfall during
that time, yielded only 15.74 and 15.63 ins. of run-off, resi^ectively.

It is in the study of the effect of these additional factors upon the

run-off of streams, in the study of the effects of slopes, of quality of

surface, and, to some extent, of the distribution of rainfall, that the

customary percentage proportions of rainfall to flow of streams have

their proj^er jjlaces, and have value. But not as expressing, or for the

purpose of foretelling what the flow of the river that has been observed

will be at other times, or for the purpose of estimating what the flow

of similar rivers in the same region of country is likely to be. For
these latter j^urposes, it should stand to reason that no artificially com-

plicated expression of the observed or gauged flow of a river will ever

teach more than Avill the same results expressed in the standard cubic

feet per second, or 1 000 000 galls, in 24 hours. To guess at half, and
multiply by two, ^jroduces no better result than to guess at the whole.

And to call a thing 50"o of 4 is no nearer truth, and teaches no more,

than to call it plain 2 ; while it is, on the other hand, a good deal of

deception, and is a sham.

F, H. Newell.—The above j^aper prepared- by Mr. Babb brings to-

gether the results of studies made by him of all of the available data

concerning the Connecticut and Savannah Rivers, and has been pre-

sented with facts relating to other streams of the United States. The
matter is given in the most concise form, as it would obviously be im-
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possible to present the details ; but it serves to call attention to the

fact that these are to be had for future study. In considering any-

particular problem the engineer should undoubtedly go to the original

records, in order that he may judge for himself as to the value of the

deductions and their applicability to the case in hand. Papers such

as the above have their value as showing general conditions and ten-

dencies; but the averages and percentages presented in the tables

should not be used as though relating to established facts. At best

they represent conditions which have prevailed, and which may con-

tinue to do so.

In connection with the data presented by Mr. Babb, he brings

out fairly well the fact that the relation between the measured rain-

fall and the measured discharge of a river is so remote or uncertain

that computations based upon this assumed relation have a dubious

value. In concluding he suggests that the run-off may be estimated

in another manner, one in which the question of rainfall does not enter.

His statement of this, however, was not sufficiently guarded and reads

as though definite results might be obtained, although, as is obvious,

computations of discharge made by any method are little more than

approximations, since each of the factors represents strictly, not what

is, but what has been. His table No. 9, if used with this fact in mind,

becomes, at times, very convenient in estimates of the probable water

supply at various points. At all times, however, the engineer must
bear in mind that most streams are erratic, and because a certain rou-

tine has been followed in past years there is no guarantee that the

same order of things will prevail at any particular time. As stated in

a preceding discussion, the non-periodic oscillations of river flow, de-

pending upon slight temporary changes of climate, are exceedingly

great, and cannot be correlated with any one factor, such as rain-

fall.

The paper shows how little, rather than how much, information is

at present available concerning the behavior of the rivers of the

country. The data are exceedingly fragmentary, and in discussions of

floods and droughts it is necessary to depend upon testimony of the

most illusive character, viz., the memory of the "oldest inhabitant."

It is generally conceded that the rivers of the Atlantic slope at least

have been changed in their regimen by the progress of improvements at

their headwaters. In most cases this idea seems to rest upon general

statements that 40 or 50 years ago the river was never as dry as

at present, or on similar assertions. In examining any long record of

river flow, of which few are available, it is difficult to detect any pro-

gressive changes continuing for more than two or three years at a time,

and yet, at the same time, there are sufficient variations and of a char-

acter so decided as to make a lasting impression upon the memory of

an observer. Thus, in the absence of measurements it is possible for
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various divcr^icnt tlicorics coiicciiiiiij^- tin' l»clijivi(ir of rivers to liud

s\ij)|)()it fnuii the toHtimonv of livin^^ witncHHCH.

AVm. Fj. AVoiniiKN, I'aHt-Pn'Hidont.—Tho jmjx'r ])roHonte(l coiitaiuH

a ^rcat deal of valuable inforniatioii, and tlicrc is often a ncccHHity of

taking averajj^i-s when nothinfj: else can be be luul, "and Hniootliing out

of values " enables one to make f(ood-lookinf^ average eurves, but not
praetieal value in eoniparison with the actual facts as j^iven by him in

Fig. 4. It is Ix'tter to comi)are the absolute flows of streams with
each other rather than by averages of a few months, or even years, of a
single stream. We must, if possible, use such figures, and I have
made a diagram of the daily flows of the Connecticut River, from the

reports of the Engineers Corps U. S. A., and submit one of the Croton
flows from 1881 to 1892, inclusive, from the data furnished by tlie

Department of Public Works.

The ordiuates of flows are on a scale of 100 000 000 galls. The
space mostly in white at the bottom of the i)rofile presents the supply

to the city *^from 1880 to July, 1890, 80 000 000 to 100 000 000 galls';

from July, 1890, out, 150 000 000.

The ordinates within this space represent quantities drawn from
reservoirs when the natural flows were InsufKcient.

Such i:)rofiles enables an estimate to be made of the practical

value of the stream for city and town supplies, or for use as water-

power.

It is evident, by this profile, that without reservoirs the Croton
flows would fall short of uniformly supplying the City of New York.

To estimate how much could be drawn if pounded, and the capacity

of reservoirs needed, try, for example, a daily sujDply of 300 000 000

galls., draw a line through the ordinate of this flow, which w411 be
parallel to the base ; the ordinate above the line will represent the flows

which are now washed over the dam, and the capacity of the reser-

voirs to secure this waste by storage.

By trials of lines of different daily supplies, the capacity of reservoirs

may be determined and possibilities of such reservoirs from a contoured

majj of the shed.

It will be found that extreme freshets often cannot be x>onded, and
that at these times there must be waste. With large water area of res-

ervoirs the evaporation becomes a large factor, and loss by leakage is

also to be estimated. The usual practice is to take the water area of

reservoirs from that of the shed on the hypothesis that the rain water

falling upon the pond would compensate for the evaporation.

In constructing this table of flows, the ordinates are taken at Jq^

Formula A = CI x hi C and I being constant, the scale of quantities

can readily be constructed, and calculations are avoided. If at any
time G can be absolutely determined from the flows over the dam, no
new profile is involved, but merely a change of scale.
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I have found this x)rofilc of the Croton of value in determining the

amount of water power diverted by the several dams.

Consider the flows of the Croton as applicable to any water-shed

ui^on it. The Croton shed is 354 sq. miles; now, if the partial shed on

Avliich the water is diverted is 17 sq. miles, then it is only necessary to

enlarge the scale of the full shed on the proportion of 354 to 17,

and the daily flows of the partial shed can be at once measured fairly

to the proprietors of the small shed ; since the large flows would be

proportionally greater and the small smaller than on the full shed, ex-

cessive flows cannot be utilized as the wheels are drowned, neither

can very small flows, because no power can be utilized from the wheel.

It is shown by the paper that there are many streams in which the

daily flows have been kept, and it is of more practical value to have

the profiles similar to those that I have given of the Croton than any

system of averages from month to month. The variations from year to

year are as important as the monthly or daily changes, and it is of

more importance to manufacturing industries and municipal supplies

that records should be kept of the flow of streams than of rainfall.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A WATER-TIGHT MA-

SONRY DAM.—DISCUSSION ON PAPER No. 585.

By D. FitzGerald, T. C. CiiAEKE, S. B. RussEiiL, E. S. Gould and

W. McCuiiiiOH.

Desmond FitzGerald, M. Am. See. C. E.—It must be a source of

satisfaction to the eugineers in charge of the Croton system, even if

the city itself does not appreciate the fact, that they have been able

to secure a dam of the height described in the paper which is so per-

fectly water-tight. Almost all of the dams which I have been able to

examine leak more or less, and especially where they approximate

the height of the Sodom Dam. Dam No. 4 of the Boston water works,

which is an embankment with a concrete core, leaked at the rate of

175 000 galls, daily when it was first completed. It is very nearly as

high as the Sodom Dam, but is over ^ mile long. From some careful

observations made under my direction I am satisfied that these leaks

are gradually silting up. The leakage now is not far from 100 000

galls, daily.

This dam was designed and built by Mr. Fteley. It is very neces-

sary to exercise care in separating surface water and water really com-

ing from the water tables below a dam from the true leakage, and it
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requires a long series of observations through different seasons and

under the varying conditions of rainfall to do this intelligently. I am

now building, under the direction of the City Engineer, William

Jackson, M. Am. Soc. C. E., another dam of the same dimensions as

No. 4, and special arrangements will be made to measure the leakage.

As long as leakage takes place at very low velocities and without car-

rying along with it the finer portions of the soil, no damage can result,

and a gradual silting up must take place. It is certainly, however, a

matter of congratulation to be able to build a perfectly tight dam.

T. C. Claeke, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The experiments upon strength

of mortars made of Portland and American rock cements, extending

as they do over four years, are of the greatest value to engineers.

These experiments show that at the end of three years a mortar

made of 1 part of Portland cement to 3 parts of sand has a strength of

572 lbs. per square inch, and a mortar made of 1 part of American rock

cement to 2 parts of sand 514 lbs. per square inch, which approach so

nearly as to be practically alike. After several more years they will

probably coincide, as we know that rock cements are slower acting

throughout.

An interesting fact, which I have never seen mentioned, is that the

weights of cement are nearly the same in both cases.

If, instead of describing them as 1 to 2 and 1 to 3, we make sand the

unit, we shall have—sand, 1 ; Portland cement, i ; sand, 1 ; rock

cement, ^. If we have barrels as units—sand, 1 bbl. ; rock cement, ^

of 300 lbs. = 100 lbs. ; sand, 1 bbl. ; Portland cement, i of 386 lbs. = 96

lbs. , showing that nearly equivalent strength is due to nearly equivalent

weights of cement.

The inference to be drawn is that engineers should specify use of

cement by weight instead of by measure.

To make mortars of equal strength, we should specify:

Portland—li bbls. or 5 bags of 93 lbs. =^ 465 lbs. of Portland cement

to 3f bbls. of sand.

American rock—If bbls. or 5 bags of 96 lbs. = 480 lbs. of rock cement

to S^ bbls. of sand.

To make a stronger or weaker mortar, increase or diminish weight of

cement (not bulk) in same ratio.

To make a reliable concrete the bulk of broken stone or screened
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gravt'l should iicnci' he more tliuii tl()ul)lt' tlic hulk ol' .sand, lis other-

wiso the Mioitiir will not coat all the particloH.

I'lconouiy should lathci- be souf^ht hy rnilx'ddinf^ ronf<h htonos in

tlu> nuiss of concrete, and it" s])accs of at leant (i ins. are left ])ctween

the stones all uronnd, the mixture will nuiko aH Htrong a concrete as if

it woro all of snuill stones and mortar.

The advautaf^cs of si)ecifying by weight instead of bulk are that

you arc not oblipjcd to take si)ccitic f^ravity, or weif^h a strict bushel of

cement, and you always f^et the ([uautity you pay for. All the inspector

has to do is to weigh enough ))ags or barrels to be sure he gets the

weight invoiced.

S. Bent Russell., M. Am. Soc. C. E.—From my experience with

water-tight masonry construction, I would judge that a large part of

the success attained in the Sodom Dam is due to a rich mortar of

Portland cement. For water-tight work the mortar should never be

poorer than 1 to 2. In small batches made in the laboratory 1 volume

of cement to 3 volumes of sand will give a solid mixture. In contract

w^ork, however, the mixing is never so thorough as to give a mortar of

uniform richness throughout ; hence, to insure all voids being filled, a

proportion of 1 to 2 should be insisted on, and in some cases even more

cement should be used.

Mr. McCulloh makes no mention of cracks in the masonry, so I

infer that there are none. Our experience on the St. Louis water works

extension indicates that a masonry wall over 400 ft. long is almost sure

to crack in cold weather. The crack usually follows the joints, but

occasionally a large stone will be j^ulled in two. The crack usually

closes together again at the return of warm weather. Brick masonry

acts the same way, the cracks showing about the same amount of con-

traction, and occurring at about the same interval in length.

In laying water-tight stone walls I have had the least success at

joints when new work is laid upon old, or when some time has elapsed

between the laying of the course and the bedding of the stones which

rest upon it. Water will seep through such joints in the majority of

cases, even w hen the stone has been swept and cleaned with some care.

E. Sheeman Gould, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I have just read with

much pleasure the advance proof of Mr. McCulloh's paper. The

absence of the illustrative draw^ings makes it imxDossible to follow the

descriptions as satisfactorily as if they were at hand, and for this
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and other reasons, I do not discuss the jiaper in detail. But I cannot

let the opportunity pass by of congratulating all concerned ui)on the

very successful results obtained, and of giving my hearty assent to Mr.

McCulloh's summary of the causes which in his oijinion contributed

to secure these results. It is greatly to be desired that all engineers

in charge of whatever class of work should be actuated by the same

high sense of responsibility which prevailed in the present instance,

and that both engineers and contractors should co-operate in the exe-

cution of honestly built and honestly paid-for work.

Walter McCulloh.—A careful watch was kept for cracking in the

wall, but up to April 1st, 1893, none whatever had been observed, ex-

cept the fine irregular cracking generally observed in all pointing.

In my opinion the body of water which was stored behind the dam

and in direct contact with it during the severest part of the winters,

and which remained there till the latter part of the summers, had the

effect of maintaining an almost uniform temperature in the whole mass

of masonry and thereby reduced the tendency to crack to a minimum.

Observations were also made, to see if any settlement occurred in

the masonry from one season to another ; but so far as could be deter-

mined there was none.

When new work is to be laid upon old that has set for six months

or more, in constructing water-tight masonry, I should not only sweep

and clean with water, but should remove a part of the surface with

chisel-pointed picks till it has the appearance of rough-pointed work.

This was the practice at Sodom Dam and proved entirely satisfactory.

To ensure a uniform mixture of mortars a watcher was stationed

over the dry mixing, whose duty it was to see that the proper propor-

tions were put in the box, and that they were uniformly mixed before

allowing the box to be taken to the wall. The required quantity of

sand was first spread in the box, the cement then spread over it, and

beginning at one side the whole was turned three times with shovels.

The dumping of the box on the mortar bed effected the fourth turning

which the mixture had before any water was applied to it.
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TUBERCULATION IN A 48-IN. WATER MAIN.

DISCUSSION ON PAPER No. 575. I

Bv D. M. Greene, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

The observed facts presented in Mr. Duane's paper are both inter-

esting and important. It is to be regretted, however, that the deliv-

ery, both of the Aqueduct and of the several mains, was not more

accurately stated.

While fully in sympathy with the author of the paper in his

view as to the desirability of simple and reliable formulas over those

whose chief merit seems to consist in their complex character, which

are generally employed with greatest confidence by those who are

largely, or entirely, lacking in such experience as alone can fit an engi-

neer to judge, with any degree of accuracy, as to the proper values to

be assigned to certain modifying constants, I. long ago became con-

vinced of the unreliable character of the Chezy formula

—

especially when applied to determine the flow in large channels or
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pipes. I assume it to be a well-known fact that the value of " C" in

this formula varies, between wide limits, with the size of the channel

or pipe, and with the velocity of the flow.

Because of this variation I have not relied upon the formula,

except where rough approximations to the truth only were required.

Where greater accuracy has been necessary or desirable, I have em-

ployed a formula of my own construction, which, while simple and

readily applied, gives entirely trustworthy results. This formula

—

V=C V^i~
= C VdhT

in which R and /are as used in the Chezy formula, and d and li repre-

sent the diameter of the j^ipe and the frictional head per mile, respect-

ively.

These formulas, or their equivalents, have been used by me for many
years, and they will be used in discussing the paper under considera-

tion.

In order to establish the credibility of these formulas, I present a

table constructed from observed values, in experiments upon the flow

of water in pipes, by Dr. Lampe, in connection with the Danzig

Water Works, and by Mr. F. P. Stearns, M. Am. Soc. C. E., in connec-

tion with the Sudbury Conduit of Boston water works. These

results, together with other data relating to the experiments, were

given by Mr. Stearns in a paper read by him, and published in the

Transactions of the Society, in January, 1885.

The velocities given in Mr. Stearns' tables appear to have been

deduced from accurately measured quantities, and are regarded as

exceptionally reliable.

In the accompanying table I have inserted " calculated" velocities,

for comparison, which have been obtained by the use of fhe formulas

to which reference has been made. I have also inserted values of

h, deduced from the values of /, and values of C, deduced from

measured deliveries and sizes of pipes.

It will be observed that one of the mains experimented upon had a

diameter of 1.373 ft., while the other had a diameter of 4 ft. ; also,

that the " calculated " velocities ranged from 1.29^ above, to 2.65%'

below, the actual velocities ; with a mean difference, or error of

—0.805%"; also, that the values of G range between 110.7 and 142.11

for clean pipes, both of which, it is understood, were coated.
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In' iiuvkiii}^^ till' conipiirisoiis, tlio rcHiiltM in Mr. .St»'urus' experi-

ment No. 1, which wovo by liim prououneed *' auomalouH," have been

rejei'tod. The rcHults in tliis experiment are ()l)vioiiHly att'ected by

sDiiu* iimleteeted error, either in tlie experiment itHclf or in the records

which were kei)t at the time it was made.

Assumiu«;-, now, that there is sufficient warrant for employing the

formnhi which I have constructed, let us proceed to an examination of

the (questions sufjfj^ested l)y Mr. Duane's interesting^ i)aper.

Pirsf.—What was the i)robal)le delivery of the Aqueduct proper,

when the area of the section of the flowing stream was 49.24 sq. ft.; i?,

2.38ft., and/, 0.00021?

The author of the paj^er, presumably using C=135, gives us

96 000 000 galls, per day, equivalent to 148.54 cu. ft. jier second, and

indicating a mean velocity of 3.016 ft. per second.

At the outset we are confronted with the necessity of making a

"scientific," or practical "guess"; for our formula, after all, contains a

coefficient adapted to the clean-coated surfaces of iron pipes, which

must be judiciously modified, in order to adajjt it to other surfaces.

There is authority for the assumption that our coefficient should be

diminished, say, 10/,^, in order to adaj^t the formula to such a surface

ars that of the old Croton Aqueduct is supposed to have ; that is, the

surface of a plaster of rich hydraulic cement mortar, composed, say,

of 2 parts cement and 1 part sand.

Our formula, with its coefficient thus modified, gives for the mean

velocity of the flow in the Aqueduct, 3.036 ft. per second, equivalent

to a daily delivery of 96 607 400 galls., which exceeds Mr. Duane's

estimate by 0.63 per cent.

Second.—What would have been the capacity of the 5 992 ft. of 48-

in. main, in Tenth Avenue, experimented upon in 1881, with the loss

of head then observed, 3.39 ft., had its inner surface been clean and

coated in the usual manner ; and what was the efficiency of the actual

tuberculated main ?

Mr. Duane estimates the actual delivery, by each of the five 48-in.

mains then in use, after deducting an estimated diversion from the

Aqueduct proper of 3 500 000 galls, daily, at 18 500 000 galls, per day;

with an observed loss of head of 3.39 ft. in a length of 5 992 ft.,

equivalent to 2.987 ft. per mile of main. From this estimate he de-

duces C = 96, which is 29% less than "that assigned to it in modern
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practice," indicating an efficiency of 0.71, as compared with the de-

livery of a clean-coated main.

Our formula gives for such a main 48 ins. diameter, and with a loss

of head of 3.39 ft. in a length of 5 992 ft., a mean velocity of 3.205 ft.

per second, and a daily delivery of 26 026 200 galls. Taking our esti-

mated daily delivery of the Aqueduct proper of 96 607 400 galls. , and

deducting Mr. Duane's estimated diversion of 3 500 000 galls. , we

get for the probable delivery of the five tuberculated jjipes in 1881

93 107 400 galls. , or a mean daily delivery for each main of 18 621 480

galls.

This result compared with our estimated capacity of a clean pipe,

other things being the same, shows an efficiency of 0. 715 for the tuber-

culated main, or a loss, in capacity for delivery, of 28.5^, due to foul-

ing of its inner surface.

Let it be noted here that this result, which is practically identical

with that obtained by Mr. Duane, is found by a comparison of esti-

mated deliveries in the Aqueduct proper, and in a clean-coated 48-in.

main ; while Mr. Duane's result is found by a comparison of a value of

C = 135, for the Aqueduct proper, which has been found to give

"satisfactory average results," with a deduced value of C = 96 ;

the latter coefficient being 28.9% less than the former. We have used,

in estimating the deliveries of the Aqueduct and main, coefficients dif-

fering by only 10%, in order to provide for the difference in the char-

acters of the surfaces of the two conduits.

By the use of our formula, we get for the diameter of a clean-coated

main, which, with a loss of head of 3.39 ft. in a distance of 5 992 ft.,

would deliver 18 621 480 galls, a day, or 28.81 cu. ft. per second,

3.516 ft. Thus, it appears that in consequence of the tuberculation,

the effective diameters of the mains in Tenth Avenue have been re-

duced from 48 ins. to about 42.2 ins.; representing a reduction of

22, 72% in their effective transverse sectional areas. It appears, also,

that this reduction in effective area, effecting a reduction of 28.5% in

the capacity of the mains to deliver water, was caused by tubercles

none of which exceeded 1 in. in height, and whose average height was

probably not much, if any, greater than I in.

It follows, then, that of the entire reduction in the capacity of the

fouled mains to deliver water, less than one-fifth was due to the reduc-

tion in their sectional areas ; while more than four-fifths was due to
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tlu' incmisrd I'l-iction hctwcen t lie w iitri- und ilicii- fouled iuiHT Hur-

facfs.

Third. —What was the probable delivery of the 4 1*2'^ ft. of ch'au-

coatod iS-ui. uiiiin in 'I'eiitli AvtMiue and EiRhty-tiftli Street, with a

loss of head of 0.74 ft., and what was the probable efficiency of the

5 JU)(> ft. of tiiberculated 4H-in. main, with a loss of head of l.HO ft.?

Here we have for the first time complete data for reliable estimates.

Our formula {j^ives, in the case of the clean-coated main, a moan veloc-

ity of l.()97 ft. per second, and a daily delivery of 13 750 000 {j^alls., re-

sults which are about ^.\% less than Avere obtained by Mr. Duane,

using in connection with the tuberculated main his deduced value of

96 for C in making the estimate.

The values of /, for the sections of clean and tuberculated main,

were 0.00018 and 0.00035, resi^ectively ; or the loss of head per foot of

tuberculated pij^e, due to the volume of the water delivered to, and

carried by, the clean-coated pipe, with a loss of 0.00018 per foot was

0.00035 ft.

The efficiency of the tuberculated section of the main, as compared

with that of the clean-coated section, taken as unity expi'essed by

the mih. root of the ratio of the losses of head, w^e find to be 0.691,

indicating a loss in efficiency, due to fouling, of 30. 9j^, as against

28.5^ loss in the case of the other five 48-in. mains which were em-

braced in the first exi^eriment, and which extended from One Hundred

and Thirteenth Street, along Tenth Avenue and Ninety-third Street,

to the gate-house at Ninety -third Street and Ninth Avenue, a distance

of 5 992 ft.

We find that a clean-coated pipe, 3.471 ft. in diameter, with a loss of

head of 1.86 ft. in a length of 5 306 ft., would carry the 13 750 000 galls,

estimated to have been delivered by the clean-coated pipe, in the second

experiment, with a loss of head of 0.74 ft. in a length of 4 123 ft.

Here we have our efifective diameter reduced from 48 ins. to 41.65

ins., by the fouling of its inner surface; representing a reduction of

24.71% in the effective cross-sectional area of the pipe.

The results which we have obtained, supijlemented by Mr. Duane's

observations or experiment, during the fall of 18^2, lead us to the

following conclusions:

First.—The maximum effect of tuberculation was produced at the

end of seven vears, or in 1881.
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Second.—This maximum effect appears to have been a reduction of

about 30j)^ in the cajiacity of the 48-in. main to deliver water.

This conclusion is identical with one of the conclusions reached by

the author of the paper, by a different and, as we think, less satis-

factory process.

Thrid.—Coated mains, 42 ins. diameter, would have served as well

as the 48-in. uncoated pipes, and would have saved to the City of New
York the difference in the cost of the two sizes of pipe, together with

interest upon that difference, for an indefinite period.

Fourth.—That it is not safe to rely, in important hydraulic works,

upon assumed or deduced values of G, in the Chezy formula, since

its value is affected by three ever-varying conditions, namely, size of

pipe, velocity of flow in it, and the condition of its surface.

In conclusion, I beg to offer to Mr. Duane my personal thanks for

the interesting and valuable facts which he has observed and presented

in his paper.
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RESTORATION OF THE CABLE ENDS OF THE
COVINGTON AND CINCINNATI SUSPENSION
BRIDGE.—DISCUSSION ON PAPER No. 578.

By F. CoLiiiNGwooD, L. L. Buck, H. B. Seaman, John Thomson, A. J.

Feith, S. Whinery, H. S. Haines, H. F. Dunham, E. B. GosiiiNO,

E. P. North, Theodore Cooper and G. Bouscaren.

F. CoLiiiNGWooD, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The paper by Mr. Bouscaren

is a very interesting one, and describes clearly the novel method pur-

sued in repairing the damage to the cables which had been caused by

rust. Such experiences emi)hasize the importance of so constructing

the vital parts of any bridge that they can be examined at all times

without difficulty.

There is one point in the j^aper upon which further information is

desirable. I refer to the statement respecting the friction available

from the clamps on the cables. This seems to have been determined

upon the supposition of a free movement of the wires upon each other,

and that the pressure effective in producing friction will have the same

ratio to the sum of the strains in the bolts as the circumference of

the cable has to its diameter. It must be conceded that there will be
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a total pressure of 540 tons each side of the diametrical plane at right

angles to the bolts. Hence, with a coefficient of friction of 0.25 there

may result : 540 X 2 X 0.25 = 270 tons.

This is considerably less than the amount taken ; it involves also

the question as to just what value the coefficient of friction has. I

would ask whether experiments have been made in this direction. The

experience of engineers in using clamps upon wire rope is that it is a

difficult matter to obtain a firm hold in that way.

In 1883 I was called upon to examine and repair the cables of the

Allegheny Suspension Bridge. The cables entered the masonry but

about 3 ft. below the surface of the sidewalks, and were subject, there-

fore, to considerable alternations of temperature. The ends were en-

closed in canvas, the spaces being then filled with coal tar, and the

"whole surrounded by concrete and masonry. The heat in summer

caused the coal tar to ooze away in part into the masonry, and then, by

slow condensation, the space became filled with water which contained

considerable sulphur and carbonic acid, resulting, doubtless, from the

smoke of the region. Many of the wires were deeply pitted and others

rusted off. Fortunately no great damage had been done to the wires

at and near the shoes, or the method of repair by splicing new pieces

into the damaged wires would not have been adopted. The splices

were made by filing sloping faces 3 ins. long on the ends to be spliced,

then nicking the convex surfaces, lapping the ends and wrapping

them tightly for 4 ins. with finer wire.

A special apparatus was devised by which an extra tension was

given in the wire outside the apparatus, so that, when the splice was

completed, the proper tension remained in the wire. The tension was

in every case tested by pulling the wire from a straight line a measured

distance, and noting with a small spring balance the power required to

do this. After a little experience the workmen were able to so adjust

the lengths that they rarely missed obtaining the proper tension at the

first trial. Several special tools were devised during the progress of

the work, and full details will be found in the paper mentioned in the

foot-note.*

To prevent damage in the future, tunnels with manholes were built

around the cable ends, and the latter beyond the wrapping and within

* See paper " On Repairing the Cables of the Allegheny Suspension Bridge at Pittsburgh,"
by Francis Collingwood, M. Inst. C. E. Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution ot Civil

Engineers, Vol. LXXVI, p. 33i.
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t lie nmsonrv w cic nit ircl v riicloscd in hcst -([uiilit v imnitlirn- wiix. 'I'liiK

was pouictl into ii tcinitonirv mold whiles very hot, ho as to huitoiukI

(>v<M'v wire clost'Iv.

A piece of the old wire wliicli wjis free from pits or niHt was t<»Hte(l,

and ^a\o sul>Htuntialiv the same .streteli and strt'iij^th us new wins; and

there was no evidence that any of the wires liad been ehanf^ed or

damaged other than by rnst.

The diameter of the tested wire was 0.114 in., (giving an area of

0.102(5 sq, in., and its breaking strength was 1 450 lbs., or at the rate of

89 015 lbs. })er square inch. Under a stress i)er wire of 200 lbs., in-

creased by successive additions of 100 lbs. u}) to 800 1])S., the stretch

increased 0.000210 to 0.000275 ft. for each 100 lbs. added. The stretch

at rupture was 0.0208 ft. or i in. in 1 ft. A new Bessemer steel wire

of about the same diameter gave practically the same stretch, but it

was not so regular. The breaking strength was 90 422 lbs. per square

inch. The elongations were all measured by Paine's multii)lyiug gauge.

L. L. Buck, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. Bouscaren's description of the

condition of the ends of the cable strands of the Cincinnati Bridge

would have applied equally well to that of the Niagara cables' ends, at

the time they were inspected in 1887. The same want of care mani-

fested in permitting an occasional spawl of limestone to come into

contact with the wires, which ate quite through some of them and the

crust of rusted mortar, is called to mind very vividly.

The appearance suggested, to my mind, that of a partially un-

covered Egyptian mummy, and the feeling experienced in starting to

remove it was not much different from that of an archaeologist in un-

covering a valuable specimen of those very cheerful objects.

I found that the removal of the crust was greatly facilitated by

thoroughly soaking it with kerosene oil, frequently applied, for a day

or two, and then chipping it away with a chisel. In this way, quite

large chunks would come off. Great care was used in chij^ping; and

by always keeping the edge i3arallel with the wires, it was accomp-

lished without injuring any of them in the least.

In the case of the Niagara cables, the seven strand ends were each

looped around a cast shoe. Four of these slaoes alternated with five

eye-bars, and were connected by a 3^ -in. jDin. The other three shoes

were connected in the same manner with four eye-bars by a 3|-in. pin

and placed above the first set.
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The mortar used in covering the strands was composed of sand and

Thorold cement, and was very good. It is my opinion that Mr.

Roebling's idea of the protective effect of cement mortar upon metals

imbedded in it, under proper conditions, was in the main, correct.

In cases where no spawls came in contact with the iron, and there was

no movement of the metal in the mortar, it was entirely bright after

25 years. To be sure, the iron had been painted before covering with

mortar, so that it is possible that the mortar only protected the paint

and that in turn the iron.

Aside from the spawls, the difficulty in the Niagara case arose from

the fact that the strands elongated considerably with every load

that went upon the bridge, and the rigid masonry not being able

to go with them, there was a sort of porous portion immediately

surrounding the group of strands, and this admitted water which

the cables had conducted to it. The portion of mortar between the

strands had conformed more to their movements. Consequently, the

main injury was confined to the outer sides of the outer strands of

the groups.

Beginning at the band, where the divergence begins, the etching

was slight, but went quite around the cable. Thence toward the shoes

it appeared to increase on the lower strands and become less on the

upper, till at the shoes it was the worst on the under side where the

loop of the lower strands began.

This portion must have been damp most of the time.

Tests of specimens cut from defective wires showed very similar

results to those given by Mr. Bouscaren. The stretch was consider-

ably less than that given by Mr. Roebling in his report of original tests

of the same, but this is easily accounted for by the fact that the etch-

ings served as nicks to concentrate the stretch to themselves, and

mainly to the weakest of such points. There were no indications dis-

coverable that the metal had undergone any molecular change.

I was much interested in Mr. Bouscaren's description of his method

of re-enforcing the strands. The method of measuring the stress on

the new bars was certainly very ingenious, and is doubtless practically

accurate.

Mr. Bouscaren does not state whether he examined the pins in the

shoes, to ascertain if they were bent. In the Niagara instance they had

a general bend from end to end and convex toward the towers. This
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was diu" ill i»urt t(i tlif(»nt«'r Imrs of the clmiii liiiviiii^', it' iinytliinK,

sli^fhtly greater Hoctioii tlmii the intciiiicdiate ouch, wliilc tlicy hud

v«'iv iinicli less strt'ss, iind to tli«^ fiict that as I'm- as t he Hucceeding

joints of tlic chains wcic uncovered, they were fouml hadly coiii)h*d.

The result was that the intermediate bars ]iad (h)n<4atc(l considerably

more than the ontsido ones.

It is necessary to note two essential ])oints of difference in the two

bridges.

Fi7'st.—In the Cincinnati Bridge, the cables support half si)anH

between the anchorage and towers, while in the Niagara, this portion

sustains no vertical load excepting its own weight, and hence passes

more directly from the anchorage to the tower. In both cases the

stress is greater at the tower than at the anchorage. But this differ-

ence is much greater in the case of the Cincinnati than in that of the

Niagara. The difference in any case is accurately measured by the

difference in the secants of the angles made by lines tangent at the

two points with the horizontal.

Second.—The Cincinnati, being for common traffic, Avill seldom re-

ceive its maximum loading, and that will always move upon it very

gradually, while the Niagara receives its maximum allowable load

many times each day, and it frequently moves on in half a minute.

Now, if the wires in the cable are so firmly gripj^ed by the band at

the divergent point of the strands and by the wrapping that they can-

not slip, and thus weaken the cable at the toAver, a certain number

could be cut at the anchorage and not affect the sustaining power of

the cable. At Niagara, the difference between the stresses at towers

and anchorage was not very great, and there was also reason to doubt

whether the severed wires might not have slipped, so as to lose a

portion of their stress at the towers. If so, there was no other way to

do except to splice each wire and give it its individual share of the

stress. This w^as successfully accomplished as described in my paj^er

on that work, and w^ould take too much time to repeat here.

In the case of the Cincinnati Bridge, a greater portion of strength

at the ends of the cables could have been dispensed with, but not

having the necessary data, I have not estimated it. With the main

band at the point of divergence of the strands, and the numerous cable

bands, all gripping the cable tightly, it is not probable that any of the

wires slipped, so as to relieve them of their share of the stress at the
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towers. The numerous clamps put on by Mr. Bouscaren will eft'ectu-

ally prevent slipping hereafter. Whatever the loss of strength at the

diverging strands exceeds the difference of stress between tower and

anchorage, it will be satisfied, and if the bars have received a stress in

excess of that, they will be a benefit in case the outer bars of the chains

are as large as the intermediate ones, as the new rods will transfer a

portion of the stress from the intermediate to the outer ones.

Mr. CoLiiiNGWOOD,—There is one bit of experience I had on the

Allegheny Bridge which may be of interest in other cases. The bridge

had been painted so much that there was a thick coating on the cables

which was full of circumferential cracks. To paint over these with a

thin coat of paint was almost sure to lead to a crack again in the same

place. I reported to the proprietors of the bridge that it was desir-

able to remove the old paint before repainting, and received orders to

do it. I found I had a contract on my hands. The first thought was

to scrape it, but that did not work, on account of the gumminess of

the covering. The painter thought he could burn it off, but soon

found this utterly impracticable. The thought then occurred to me

that it could be sliced off, and a broad chisel was procured for the pur-

pose. The first cut with this took more off than we had been able to

do with five minutes' work the other way. A foot in length of the

cable was cleaned, so as to get some sort of a standard of the time

required, and each man was required to clean 15 ft. per day. As it was

rather difficult to cut entirely around the cable with a chisel, drawing

knives were obtained ; so with chisel and drawing knives and a grind-

stone, keeping one man sharpening all the time, we took the paint off.

We had no trouble after we discovered how to do it, and it was a great

improvement on any other method.

H. B. Seaman, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Did you ever try ammonia ?

Mr. CoLiiiNGwooD.—It would have been a big job to clean 2 000 ft.

of cables in that way.

John Thomson, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—How thick was the paint ?

Mr. CoiiiiiNGWooD.—It was nearly iV in., as I now remember.

Mr. Buck.—The Niagara cables were the same way, only not to that

thickness. They were cracked a good deal when they were using white

paint. I found that zinc paint removes that difficulty better, keeping

its flexibility longer. We have used zinc paint for some 10 or 12 years

now.



'MjA discussion on susi'kntsion uridges.

A. .1. l-'icrrn, M. Am. Soc. C. E.— I \sonM likctoaHk Mr. ('olliiiKWood

ulxtjit t he (lilliciilt y (>r lioldiiiL; the cliiinpH on tlic wire ciililc ; uliiit

methods wcvv used in liiHtoiiiuj^ those ('liiiiij)H und wluit wcrr tin?

rt'sults ?

!\rr. ToLLiNowooD.—To what clampB do you refer V

Mr. I'hith.—Yon wove s])oiikin^, in yonr diHciiHsion tliat yon road,

of the i'riftiou oi the clumps, etc., the difliculty of h^hlinj.? the

ehinips.

Mr. CoLLiNOWooD.—It will be remembered that the ropes for snp-

})ortiup: the cradles and the footbridge wore from 2i to 2j ins. in

diameter. In hauling them up to the anchorage, after passing them

over the towers (while the tension was light), they used clamps ; inside

these Avere cast so as to fit the twists in the rope, and they were fast-

ened together with screw-bolts and nuts. My notes show at least two

cases of slipping of these clamps on the roi)es ; the hold which never

slipped was that of the chain or chains fastened by hitching, to use the

sailors' phrase. One of the heaviest ropes, I remember, had the

chain fastened at the draught end by, first a rolling hitch, then three

rolls, followed by a half-hitch, and the free end finally seized to the

roi^e. A plan sometimes pursued is to pass a rope around a curved

eye, and then to clamp the free end to the standing j^art of the rope

by clamps fastened together with bolts and nuts. Undoubtedly, the

most secure fastening is that of the conical socket, secured on the end

of the rope by means of long, tapering pins driven in between the

wires.

Mr. Buck.—It is much more difficult to take a large bundle of wires

and anchor them by means of a clamp. That is the case with a wire

rope. The inner wires of the bundle will, many of them, receive little

pressure from the clamp, and, as they are all parallel, it is not practi-

cable to hold them all securely. In the case of the rope, the twisting

has somewhat the effect of interlocking ; but even a rope of any con-

siderable size is not easily anchored by a clamjD.

Mr. Fkith.—It is a question of pressure.

Mr. Buck.—You may get enough pressure on the outer wires to

hold them, but the inner wire will not be held by the clamps.

Mr. Frith.—Is it not a question of the amount of jDressure ?

Mr. Buck.—Yes ; if you get pressure enough on a wire it will

hold it.
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Mr. Frith.—The idea is that the requisite pressure cannot be

obtained with the cLanii:)S ?

Mr. Buck.—Yes ; it will not projjerly secure the rope. In Mr.

Bouscaren's work probably most of the broken wires were around the

outside of the bundle, and in that case the numerous clamx)s gripping

them directly would probably secure them. But if they had sli^jped

before the clamps were put on, the latter could not restore the stress

such wires had lost by slipping.

Samueij Whineky, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I had the pleasure of talk-

ing with Mr. Bouscaren while he was engaged on this work, but did

not visit it when in progress. I am able to answer one of the questions

that has been asked. That is, in reference to the pins. The pins are

larger than in the Niagara Bridge. What w^as the diameter of the pins

in the Niagara Bridge ?

Mr. Buck.—Three inches.

Mr. Whinery.—I think Mr. Bouscaren told me that the pins were

apparently uninjured and apparently not bent in any way. Mr. Bous-

caren, when the work was in progress, some months since, gave a valu-

able account of it at a meeting of the Cincinnati Engineers' Club, and

the subject received some discussion at the time. The question of the

extent to which the clamps took hold of the cable was discussed there.

The point was raised, as a possible fact affecting the friction, that as

a matter of fact the rings or clamps did not take hold around their

whole surface, since, as the wires were cylindrical, they only touched

each wire at a small portion of its surface. It used to be the theory

that friction was independent of the area of the surfaces in contact,

but recent experiments show that it is not strictly true. To what

extent this fact would affect the holding power of the clamps I am not

prepared to say. There may be a possibility of more or less motion in

the wires, due to expansion and contraction under tension and differ-

ence of load, and as these clamps take hold only of the outer wires of

the cable, it must throw a largely increased proportion of the strain on

those wires.

There is another matter I should like to ask about. I recollect

seeing in one of the technical papers, a few years since, that some

chemical, which I think was chloride of zinc, had the property of

removing entirely iron rust, without in any way affecting the metallic

iron. I don't know whether I am correct about the substance being
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chloride of /inc. I \v(»ul(l like to usk it iiuv mi-mlMr liort' has any

intormiitioii on iluit point?

Mr. C()MJN<.\vo()i). I woultl like to Hsk ^fr. Wliinrry wlictlirr I

lUuliMstiind liiiM ri^'htly, tluit the (liiiiii)s iiHcd by Mr. BouHcart'ii were

l)nt over the wiai)i)iu{4:, and did uot come diret5tly in contact with the

l)araUol wires of the cable V How docs he know, in that case, exactly

what ])ressnre he ^oin on the interior wires V

Mr. Whineuy.—I think I was correct in saying they were soijlaced.

I think the wrai)i)ing was not removed.

Mr. C/OLLiNGWOOD.—The point I want to get at is, can the exact

pressure on the interior wires be known.

Mr. Thomson.—Is it not a question if you get any ?

Mr. Buck.—He may get some pressure as the cable bands are bound

around the cable tightly, it just brings those wrappings around and

makes them bulge where the suspender hitches in ; it occurs to me

that the wrappings there have some general bearing on the wire; they

might compress into each other and make them hold more effectively

still. That might make it hold a little stronger.

H. S. Haines, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I don't know that it has any

very direct bearing upon this particular question, but it only occurred

to me to mention that we have found cement to be a valuable j^rotec-

tion for a ship against oxidation from bilge water. I have seen it

where these plates had been for four or five years under the bilge

water, when they were just as bright under the cement as when the

ship was built. This has been the experience in the American and

British navies, that cement applied to the surface of jjlate in the bilge

water under the engine-room and fireroom does protect them against

oxidation. Of course, in this instance, if the movement of the cable

wires caused them to break away from the cement and permit Avater to

percolate into them, its value as a protection would-be lost.

Mr. Whinery.—Mr. President, I have imagined that the effect of

mortar upon iron depended somewhat upon the constituents of the

cement. Cements that contain a very small amount of, or no, sulphur,

would, I imagine, protect the ii-on i^retty thoroughly. But I think a

small percentage of sulphur, which all our natural cements contain

(and I believe natural cement was used in both the Niagara Bridge

and the Cincinnati Bridge) might account for the corrosive action of

the cement to a great extent.
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The Chair.—What woukl be the effect of the lime in the cement ^

Mr. Whineey.—I do not think it would have a deleterious effect.

Mr. Buck.— The cement that Mr. Koebling used was Thorold

cement. On the tops of the towers, the saddles and the cables lying

in them were covered to a considerable depth with cement n^ortar and

when it was removed the wires were perfectly clean and bright. They

are so still.

Unfortunately the mortar had worked down among the rollers under

the saddles and formed little troughs in which the rollers laid, holding

the water which leaked in. The result was that the under sides of the

rollers were flattened, and the bed plates grooved by rust. This pre-

vented the rollers from moving; consequently the towers had to bend

to satisfy every movement of the cables. The towers became so badly

cracked that they were replaced by iron ones.

H. F. Dunham, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I am surprised at these facts

about the masonry, as I had supposed that only the best of material

and workmanship could have been introduced where the integrity of

the work was so important.

It would be of interest to know whether like imperfect work ex-

tended to the anchor chains and pins at the different places, and, if so,

what effect it had there produced ?

The Chaie.—Can Mr. Buck give us some information ?

Mr. Buck.—All I can say is that we uncovered about four lengths

of the anchor chains in the Niagara Bridge, and the pins and bars there

were entirely free from rust. In one place the bars and chains had

been painted, and in picking off the cement that had covered them quite

a chunk would come off, and underneath they looked as bright as

new. The bright end of a pin that had been filed 25 years before

looked just as if it had been filed that day. How it might be down

below, where there was sulphur water, etc., is a little uncertain. The

condition of the pins, chains, etc. , decided us to put new anchor chains

in and renew the whole casing, which was done, 50 sq. ins. at

each end of each cable. The question of the bending of the pins was

one thing that caused a good deal of inquiry; we thought of it a good

deal; that is, as to what was the cause of it, and how far down it ex-

tended. Whether it was an indication that bad work was going on

below was a question, and all those things decided us to put in the new

anchorage. The whole thing was done by sinking four anchor pits 23
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tt. (Ifcp mi tlic ('uiiiuliiin side, 17 ft. (1(<'|) on (lie AliKTiciili side, iiud (J

by 2^ rt. in i»Ian. The new uncliorat^M' comjjh'te ccmt i!?20 000.

I'-ik;\u B. (lOSLiNd, .Inn. .Vm. Soc. (
'. \]. I noticed HOinctliinj.^ \>v-

culiur on sonu' work (»t' niiiu' in Ej^ypt ul>ont iron inilu-ddcd in Ix'ton.

I found that it" the Ix'ton was not rc'iiioiHtcnctl until HOHHitinic after it

had s(>t, tlu* iron inihoddcd thorciu did not rn.st. If, liowovor, the

bi'ton was nioistonod a^aiu before it had set sufhcicntly, tli<; iron rods

did rust. I mention this, as it might })c of some interest iu connection

witli the discussion of the way iron acts ^vhen used with cement.

Mr. CoLLiNowooD.—I wouhl add, in reference to what Mr. !I3unham

says, that the larger the anchor bars, the more trouV)le there is from black

oxide remaining on them as they come from the shoi)s. I l)elieve it is

a fact that this is liable to scale ofif afterwards, so as to remove any

l)rotection that may be put upon the surface. In the East River Bridge

work, where the anchor bars were very large, the scale on the heads was

over -3-a in. thick, and was too heavy to be removed by acid without

eating the bars ; the bars were, therefore, first put in hot jjotash water

heated by steam for about one-half hour, to remove any grease upon

them; they were then taken out, and the thick scale hammered off. They

were next treated by sulphuric acid for four hours, then dipped in hot

lime water and rinsed and brushed. While they were still hot, raw

linseed oil was ajjplied ; this was followed by raw oil and Spanish

brown, and then by a coat of boiled oil and Spanish brown, the

whole operation occupying about a w^eek. When placed in the masonry

all spaces were filled with rich, pure cement grout made of Rosendale

cement.

Mr. Buck.—I know if a limestone spawl comes in contact with iron,

that part is going to rust. At Niagara the depth of ^ in. was in such

cases eaten away. This is always indicated by black spots on the sur-

face ; w^here you see one of those black spots you may know the spawl

there has been in contact with the iron.

E. P. North, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Is limestone worse than anything

else ?

Mr. Buck.—Worse than anything that we found at Niagara.

Theodore Cooper, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—As laras this case goes, the

faith of Mr. Roebling and other engineers in the ^preservative eftects

of cement mortar need not be shaken, for, from the author's descriiD-

tion of the masonry and the wooden blocks and chips imbedded
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therein, the cables were not imbedded in cement mortar. The exam-

ination of these cable ends, and those heretofore made on the anchor-

ages of the Niagara and Allegheny bridges, all tell the same story

—

corrosion and loss of strength. That cement mortar has in some

cases proved a protection against oxidation cannot always give us

perfect assurance that, in any particular case, we have secured the

exact conditions necessary to prevent corrosion. These conditions, as

we understand them, are total exclusion of acid substance, or of any

material which may by its own changes produce any acid action.

While a total exclusion of air, water and acids, or materials that may

produce acids, will render oxidation impossible, the obtaining of such

conditions in general practice is one of great difficulty. That the best

and most compact masonry will allow the passage of water, sufficient

at least to produce a moist condition is undoubted; pure water,

however, does not cause oxidation, the jDresence of an acid is con-

sidered as also necessary. That water percolating through cement has

any acids contained therein neutralized is the natural explanation of

the preservative character of cement mortar. If, however, the cement

covering be imperfect, so that any water can pass without this neutral-

izing of the acids, oxidation must be expected.

The method selected by the author for the treatment of this par-

ticular case, appears the best possible solution, provided the paraffine

is pure and can be maintained in its position.

The attachment of the additional auxiliary bars to the cable by

friction clamps was perfectly proper in this case, being apparently

the only practical method ; but it brings up a question which has a

bearing upon all cable practice, viz. , what is the effect upon the resist-

ing power of a cable from the pressures due to these frictional attach-

ments?

As the present system of suspension bridges requires the use of

such attachments, it would be well to determine by actual experi-

ments if with such attachments the strength of the cables is un-

affected.

G. BouscAREN.—Referring to Mr. Collingwood's remarks : I do not

know of any experiment having been made to determine the ratio

between the pressure and friction in clamps on cables of suspension

bridges. The coefficient of friction between smooth surfaces of iron

is given as 0.19 by Morin; between the rough surfaces of the wires
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ami ('lamps, it, sIkmiM iiiaiiil'cst 1 v he imicli larger, t 1h' coatinpf of Hand

Ix'twtTii the two surfaces shonM j<i\<' ii Itcttcr ^rij) t liaii ohtiiiiuiblo

lict \\«'t«ii the »lri\iii;^ wliccl of a locoiuotivo aiid rail, wlifiro the coeffi-

I'iout is ^riiciallv adinittiMl to he not Iohs tliaii O.'Jo.

The 8Ui)i)OHitiou that the friction may be reduced to 200 tons by

nssnmiu}? the proHHuro to be ai)i)lied only in a direction i)arallel to the

clam]) bolts is scarcely admissible from the fact that one effect of the

tension of the clamj) bolts is to close the two holes of the ring by bend-

ing in a direction at right angles with the bolts, tlu; clamping action

on the cable taking place in two directions at right angles to each

other.

The wrapping of the cables was not removed for two reasons : Ist,

because it was not considered advisable to deprive the wires of the

l)rotection afforded by the wrapping; 2d, because it was thought

that the interposition of the wrapping between the clamjis and the

wires would increase the frictional resistance.

The method of attachment by clamping is not entirely satisfactory

in respect to the uncertainty which exists as to the participation of the

internal wires of the cable to the stress transmitted by the clamjDS,

but the choice was limited between such an attachment and the

splicings of the injured wires. The latter plan was considered under

the circumstances as impracticable and still more uncertain in its

result.

The broken wires were carefully observed while the strands were

being cleansed and before the clamps were placed in position, to detect

any slip which might occur ; no longitudinal motion whatever could

be detected, and it is scarcely admissible that any could take jDlace

after the clamps were put on.

Referring to Mr. Buck's question as to the condition of the pins;

it was impracticable to determine whether they were bent or not, as

the ends only were accessible to view, the cast-iron shoes and the heads

of anchor bars forming a continuous casing over them.

Owing to the porosity of the masonry and the fact that it was gen-

erally found saturated with moisture, no conclusion can be drawn

from the experience in this case as regards the preservative action of

cement mortar on iron, when air and water are excluded. In 1876,

when the bridge over the Kentucky River was built for the crossing

of the Cincinnati Southern Railway, several links of the anchorage of
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the Suspension Bridge which was partly built by Eoebling at the samp

place in 1855 were dug out and were found in a perfect state of pres-

ervation, not a spot of rust being apparent on the bars ; but the mortar

in w^hich they were imbedded was very compact and dry and of excel-

lent quality.
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George Y. Wisner, M. Am. See. C. E.—The admirable i^aper with

which Captain Symons has favored the members of the Society brings

out in a very interesting manner the advances that have been made in

method of jetty construction on the Pacific Coast, and the achieve-

ment of results that reflect great credit on the officers who have had

charge of the works. They are to be congratulated for having dis-

carded the custom prevalent in the East, of doing everything by con-

tract, and for having executed the work themselves whenever success

and economy have required it. The common practice of readvertising

work when bids exceed the engineer's estimate—even when, as is often

the case, that the engineer could not complete the work for his own

figures—is demoralizing, and generally leads to bankruptcy on the

part of the contractor, or the acceptance of -work that should be a

disgrace to the profession.

It is to be regretted that'Captaiu Symons has not given the amount

and cost of material a little more exxDlicitly, as such matters are often
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of great value to engineers for the purpose of correctly estimating tlie

probable cost of other works of a similar nature. For instance, at

Yaquina Bay, the average cost per linear foot of jetty is given as ^90;

yet from an examination of the chart it would appear that 30 tons per

linear foot would probably be more than the average amount of

material used in the construction of the jetty. The cost of stone in the

jetty for the past year is given as 82 cents i)er ton, and assuming the

average price for the entire work to have been $1, we should have the

average cost of material in place for 1 lin. ft. of jetty, as follows:

Thirty tons of stone $30 00

Tramway 6 00

Office expenses 4 00

Total
'.

$40 00

It would be interesting to know why the unknown expenses should

exceed the cost of material in place by 25/V of the latter.

The original estimate for this work was $465 000, or $170 000 less

than the amount thus far expended.

At Columbia River the average cost per linear foot of jetty is given

as $83, or about double the cost of the material in place, as indicated

by the amounts and prices given.

As stated by Captain Symons, this work has been completed at

about one-half of the original estimate, but this is accounted for by

the fact that in the original estimate rock Avas figured at $5 per cubic

yard, or nearly five times the price actually paid, and also that the

outer 7 500 ft. of jetty was to be built of concrete blocks of 10 to 40

tons weight each.

In regard to the plan of the work at Yaquina, there is some ques-

tion Avhether a better result might not have been obtained by making

the outer portion of the jetties parallel, instead of converging. In

fact, the chart rather indicates that an extension of 2 000 ft. may yet

be needed before the channel across the bar is what it should be, and in

such event the extended jetties should certainly be parallel. The

advantage gained by such construction is that the volume of discharge

acquires momentum in direction of axis of channel, and is consequently

effective in producing scour for a considerable distance beyond the jetty

ends.

As to the necessity of the jetty channel being of sufficient width to
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allow tlic tidal i)iisiii t(» till lapidlv. tinic iiiav lie a ili tVriciicc of

opinion.

When the pass Ix'twct'U the s<'a ami tlir tidal rcsciNoir is lar^e aK

compared with tho latter, tlic dilVcrcncc in Icvid will alwavs Im" small;

l)nt wlicn the ])ass is so snnill that tlu" level of the reservoir rcmaiuK

prat'tit'ally constant, the ditVcrence of h-vcl Ix-comes a nuiximnm and

nearly ecpial to a half tide. It therefore seems evident that to obtain

a maximum scour from tidal effect, the channel must be made as nar-

row as safe entrance and good navigation will allow. Undermining of

the jetties by strong currents may always be i)revented by short spur

dikes, constructed at sucdi intervals as may be required along the chan-

nel side of jetty walls. The si)urs also have the effect of building up

a sloping bank, such as to materially strengthen the jetty against wave

action from the outside.

In case the jetty enrockments are beaten down by wave action, it is

proposed to rebuild them with blocks of stone or concrete of sufficient

size to resist wave action. Such work requires very heavy and expen-

sive plants, and the question naturally arises, why not construct a

concrete wall in place, which can be done more cheaply and at the same

time, of blocks of much larger dimensions than could be handled with

derricks ?

As to the improvement of harbors by means of a single jetty, the

writer's experience in that direction has not been of an encouraging

nature; and the fact that water flowing from a tidal pass will find the

sea level over the shortest line of least resistance will probably cause

such attempts to terminate in failure in the majority of cases.

The fact that sand accumulates on the outside of both jetties sim-

ply indicates that, if either jetty be removed, the sand wdll soon find its

way into the deeper portion of the channel, esjjecially if disturbed by

waves.

The plan of building jetties up gradually from the bottom along a

considerable distance is all right, provided the mattress bottom pro-

tection be kept close up with the completed trestle-work, otherwise

wave action around the piles may increase the depth to such an extent

as to require double the amount of material to construct a jetty that

would be required if the completed work be kept well to the front.

G. H. Mendell, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—This paper is a clear pres-

entation of the general conditions of the Pacific Coast, and of the
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particular conditions attendant upon the instances of harbor improve-

ment therein mentioned.

Success, in some measure or other, has attended all attemjjts to

better the harbor entrances on the Pacific Coast. This is particularly

true of the three instances in which improvements are well advanced,

namely, Wilmington, Yaquina, and the Columbia River. These ports

all open upon sandy coasts. This condition applies to all other points

on the west coast where works are in progress, or for which they are

contemplated. The sand is mobile, and may be said to be always in

motion, by wind, wave or current. In the natural condition of an

unimproved entrance, it lies in great deposits, forming bars and spits,

bare or with little depth of water, between which one or more channels

make out to sea. In these positions, sand is peculiarly exposed to the

action of shifting currents, and to displacement by waves, to the in-

jury of adjacent channels.

A noticeable feature of the bettered entrance is, that the deposits

of sand have in the course of the improvement been moved in great

part to new positions behind the jetties, where it is more or less

securely impounded. In these positions it is least liable to displace-

ment, and if the jetties be sufficiently high, neither wave nor current

can place it again where it can be injurious to navigation.

The storage function of these works is referred to in this paper as

secondary. It is, however, of great importance—not yet capable of

full estimation—in withdrawing or lessening the amount of the element,

which, when, in circulation, is a great obstacle as well as a cause of

impairment of the scouring force, but which, when properly stored, is

a bulwark, adding strength and safety to the slight works which pro-

duce the result, and is also a directrix of the tide.

It follows that the mounds of ^'pierres perdues'" ought to be high,

always at least to high water, unless there be such exposure as shall

flatten out the walls ; and where there is no exposure, they ought to

afford the maximum storage capacity, and to this end be several feet

above high-tide level.

The magnitude of this phenomenon of moving sand is strikingly

illustrated in the instance of the Columbia River. The estimate of the

cubical contents of sand deposits made to the south of the line of

works, during the progress of the improvement, is about 25 000 000

cu. yds.
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Ill I'oiiiimrisoii witli tliis rt-hult, mid hIho with the j^iciit iinprovo-

mout of the l>ar chaiiiK^l, tlic coHt of tlio ('ohiin}>iii work

—

Ichh tliau

*52 (KM) (KM)— is wortliv (»1" iittciitioii us iiii ilhistrutioii <»f tlu* in<*xpenHive-

uesH of tho8o works. Another iiuportuut circmnstaiicc is bym^ht out

in this pajKM", nuniclv, tliat the main circulation is in all these in-

stances that of tlie tide, and that backwater is always unimportant,

even in the (olunihia River, or insif^nilicant or al)sent, as in th<*

instances of Ya{[nina and Wilmington. The form of the j)haHeH of the

diurnal tide is i)eculiar, in that (generally it requires two periods of

flood to reach the high-water stage, and that both of these flood

tributes escape in one large ebb, attended with increased velocity and

scouring power.

It will also be noticed that the rise of tides on the Oregon coast, at

Yacjuina and the Columbia, is for the mean about 7 ft.

The tidal conditions are therefore favorable for improvements.

The lightness of construction of these works must attract attention.

The stones of which they are made rarely exceed 5 or 6 tons in

weight. They are mostly in smaller sizes. Indeed, graduated sizes

make better work.

The works are protected from wave blows by outlying sand deposits.

They do not seem to be threatened to any noticeable extent on the

weather side.

No one of these works is finished. Experience with them is less

than 10 years. They have so far admirably answ^ered demands, and

they have been inexpensive. It remains to ascertain what the future

has in store for them, and what measures shall be needed to protect

and preserve them.

Bolton W. DeCourcy, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Engineers are to be

congratulated that Captain Symons has given the Society a description

of some of the interesting work being done by the Corjjs of Engineers

on the Pacific Coast.

His statement of the limited knowledge of the currents is quite

correct; the statements of masters of vessels navigating these waters

are contradictory, and, in some cases, seem to be incorrect, by the

results observed along the shore.

I have been taking some observations of that part of the coast of

Washington lying north and south of the mouth of the Chehalis River,

for some 20 miles in each direction, and these do not seem to cor-
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roborate the assertions of those masters with whom I have couversed

on the subject of these ocean currents.

Some of these gentlemen assert that the great Japan current Hows

south in summer, but to the north in winter.

Last winter (1891-92) the British ship Ferndnle was wrecked about

10 miles north of the mouth of Gray's Harbor. She was coal laden.

In a short time this coal could be picked up for 20 miles south along

the shore.

Last summer a large dead whale was drifted south in plain sight of

all the people on the beach.

This winter the wreck of a vessel called the Big River, during the

prevalence of the most violent storm that we have had in the entire

season, and that from the southwest, was raised on a high tide and

drifted a half mile to the south in the teeth of the storm.

The embouchure of the Chehalis River, where it enters the ocean,

seems to be deflected to the south under the influence of the current,

and does not vary materially during the seasons of a year. This chan-

nel is phenomenal; it never has received any attention from the Gov-

ernment, and has a depth at low tide of 16^ ft., and has had vessels

drawing 17 ft. passing out for years.

If this harbor ever gets an appropriation for the improvement of

the bar, it would be the very place to try the single jetty, curved, and

concave toward the channel, which I have great faith would result as

expected by Captain Symons.

Major WiLiiiAM A. Jones.—It is assumed that the object to be

sought in this discussion is the evolution of experience, results and

facts such as bear upon the creation and betterment of ocean harbors,

and that it should be no love-feast, in which success alone is displayed

and lauded. Hydraulic engineering is yet in infancy, and engineers

have much to learn and nothing to fear from their shortcomings.

The ocean shore of the North Pacific is the scene of two dashing-

factors which very much simplify the problem under discussion.

They are :

(1) The great wave-power developed by a rapidly falling foreshore

which looks out upon an extended stretch of free ocean.

(2) The extraordinary volume of littoral sands.

To the front the ocean stretches away for thousands of miles, and

the deep water bluffs hard up against the shore. The great wind-
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wil\«>s roll ill iiliclu'cKcd iiiitii close upon tlic sliorr. Here tlirv l»r«-ak

Upon t lie outer slopes of siiud iii veiv jjjreat (l<'!i)thH. It iH autbeniically

rei)()rte(l that oil the outside bur iit the luoutli of tlic ('oluinbia Kiver

t]i(\v break at times in depths of at huist HO ft. of \vat(U'. ()])viouHly,

this criMitos waves of tninshitiou of oxtraordinarv moviug power,

ludood. in tlie face of sucli i)ow(»r aloue it is dou})tful whether we

eouhl niiike structures within reasonable limits of cost to withstand

tluMii. Ibit at this point the other factor enters with its forces in our

favor. 1 will l(>ad up to it with a generalization. The shore of the

Soutli Atlantic coast is in a transition state. The geologists call it a

condition of continental depression. It is slowly sinking. As a con-

sequence, the ocean is steadily creejiing in ui)on a low shore whose

foreshore is long and very fiat. Here, the great ocean waves are

tripped far outside and broken down to a comi)aratively small size

before reaching the site of our harbor constructions. And, although

there is considerable littoral sand in movement, it is not being in-

creased in volume to much extent. On the North Pacific coast just

the opposite conditions at present obtain. There, a continental

elevation is undoubtedly going on, slowly raising the shore. This

presents it at such a slope to the water action that the latter is raj^idly

carving it away, leaving a shore of lofty, precipitous blufifs. A con-

siderable jjortion of these are composed of soft sandstone, but it makes

little difference to the mighty power beating against them; all are

crumbled and dumped into the water to become littoral ocean sands.

The volume of these is something stui^endous. In places they are

forced up on the beach at high tide, caught by the winds at low tide,

and blown ashore, forming great seas of barren, waving dunes.

It is the pitting of these two factors against each other which has

rendered jetty construction a practical success on the North Pacific

coast. It is only necessary to place such structures as will trip and

throw down the great mass of moving sands, and they may be relied

upon to quickly lay themselves alongside and defend the structure

against the waves by means of a long, gently sloping foreshore of sand

bars. Expensive structures have not so far appeared necessary. A
structured mass of piling, brush and heavy rip-rap answers the pur-

pose. The jetty created is, practically, an anchored sandbar. It will

be well for engineers to take this lesson to heart. The forces of Nature

have been mastered economically by pitting them against each other.
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The great principle so far evolved in harbor physics is that a

channel across the ocean bar must be created and maintained, wholly

or in part, by increasing the force of passing tidal currents. Time

and again this has been attempted with a single jetty or with drowned

jetties, but failure has generally resulted. Where single jetties have

been successful, it will probably be found that existent conditions

supplied the other wall to the created channel. As for the drowned

jetty—a device which throws away a large portion of the ebb forces,

while it scatters those of the flood—it has taught a great lesson. It

seems best now to utilize all of the known forces Avhich favor a jetty

project, because counter forces may be developed which cannot be

foreseen. A margin on the safe side is always more or less comforting

to man battling with powers seen and unseen.

And here it may be observed that more or less mathematical analy-

sis is sometimes wasted on the discussion of harbor problems. But

the application of rigid logic to ill-defined and unknown elements

cannot be satisfactory in results. The water volumes depend upon

meteorological conditions and these depend upon many elements that

Ave are not now able to predict or measure.

At the mouth of the Columbia River the single jetty is reinforced

with conditions which partly supply another. Had those conditions

been utilized by throwing in a cheap structure from Chinook Point to

Sand Island, the enormous tidal currents might reasonably have been

expected to cut through the bar with considerably less of south jetty.

A considerable volume of the ebb tide used to pass through Baker's

Bay around to the north of Sand Island where it became concentrated

between the latter and Peacock Spit and was thrown at right angles,

nearly, into the main volume relied upon to do the scouring. This

effect has been minimized to a great extent by an adventitious cir-

cumstance. The large schools of salmon which annually run into the

Columbia River from the ocean use Baker's Bay as a resting place

where they get somewhat acclimated to the fresh water. Taking

advantage of this circumstance the fishermen have literally filled the

bay with pound nets stretching from the shores and shoals into the

deep water at about right angles to the tidal currents. These, acting

as permeable groins, have largely filled up Baker's Bay and suf-

ficiently closed the gap in the natural north jetty for the purposes of

the south jetty as constructed.
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(iClHTllI |). S. SlAM-IV. I llJlVr Ix'rii ill Tcxus for the last <1()Z«*U

voiirs 1111(1 liiivc sctMi llu- ^nowtli of tlic jotty at (Jalvcston, which in the

most exteiisivc jrtty work that has Ih'cu undortakcui in tlio United StatoH.

Tlio a])i)roi)riatiou is over $() (MM) (KM), and tljo contract f<ivcn out under

that ii])])r()i)riation is oni* (^f the hir^cst contriicts ever f^ivcn out in the

United States.

The harbor at Galveston is about 2 miles wide ; tlie inner bar had

ordinarily, say 15 or 20 years ago, about 17 ft. of water, and the outer

bar about 11 ft., at high tide. The kinds of vessels that could enter

wt»re very restricted. The ai)proi)riations were small 10 years ago, and

the tirst attempts at imi)rovements were what might be called experi-

mental. They had 1^35 000 or S40 000 a year, and tried caissons and

various similar exi)eriments to control the tides, but Avithout any suc-

cess at all ; but afterwards the appropriations were raised to as high

as ^300 000 and ^350 000 a year. The engineers tried to put down

mattresses weighted down with stone ; the mattresses were 150 to 200

ft. long, 70 ft. wide, and there was an immense amount of money

spent on them. The brush had to be brought a very long distance,

and the construction of the platforms to build them on was very

expensive, and that Avhole work was utterly useless ; it all went to

pieces from the ravages of the teredo, or sea-worm, as soon as sub-

merged. The engineer in charge was very sanguine that, as soon as

these mattresses w'ere put down, the wave action and the tides would

cover the brush with sand, and, as the teredo cannot thrive where he

is covered with sand, that the mattresses would prove permanent.

Those mattresses disappeared, and when the engineer who next took

charge finally settled upon a plan of using nothing but rock, he told

me that he did not find anything of the mattresses left. I have seen

the butt end of the brush, which composed the mattresses, as thick as

the wrist, that could be crushed in the hand. The engineer in charge

came to the conclusion, finally, that they could build a jetty there on

the same j^lan that big buildings were built in the City of Galveston.

In putting up a large building there, they simply sweep the ground

off, and commence with the foundation, and run up to six or seven

stories high. These buildings are always secure so long as the water

does not touch the foundation; but if a tin spout is out of order, and

the water is allowed to run down to the foundation a single night, the

house mav tumble down before morning.
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This is a longer jetty than the jetty at the mouth of the Columbia.

It was constructed by running a trestle of timber 1 ft. square in cross-

section, driven down strongly by pile-drivers put fairly in advance

of the work. They found that it did not do to put this trestle much

in advance of the stone-work. The core of the jetty is built of sand-

stone. It was very difficult to get a sandstone in Texas that had the

necessary weight. After the trestle is built, the stone is tumbled

off the cars, and let take its shape as it tumbles down. Then this is

encased with a strong coat of granite, brought from nearly 300 miles

away. The blocks are increased in weight as you go towards the end

of the jetty ; at the end of the jetty there are no granite blocks which

are less than 10 tons each. The work is now nearly completed ; but

there is this difficulty with the extreme end of it, that the currents

around the extreme point are unsettling the end of the jetty. The

contractors complain that this puts them to excessive expense. But

the result in deepening the harbor is hardly satisfactory ; thus far, the

best they can show is about 16 ft. That is, of course, a great advance

from 11 ft. The purpose in bringing this long jetty out from Galves-

ton Island is that they propose to build a jetty 2^ miles from the main

land at Bolivar Point. This would be convergent to the long jetty

from the island. The points of those jetties are about 3 000 ft. apart,

and that was the great subject of dispute between the engineers and

Mr. Eads. Mr, Eads proposed the points of the jetties should be 600

ft. apart ; the engineers all wanted a low jetty. A very able engineer

said to me that it would be a crime to put in a high jetty, because the

current would strike right across the City of Galveston and take that

out to sea.

I would like to ask Captain Black if he has had similar trouble with

the teredo.

WiiiiiiAM M. BiiACK, Am. Soc. C. E.—I have, often. When we first

started in at the St. John's we used the mattresses, and it was found

that none but the lower mattress got coated with sand; all the rest

were eaten out. The teredo punctured all of the lower mattresses.

Chables Macdonald, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Is not the principal diffi-

culty at Galveston the fact that there is an enormous body of water

inland, which gives a different condition of currents ?

General Stanley.—Galveston Bay is a large body of water ; there

is a surface of at least 300 sq. miles in Galveston Bay and the highest
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ti(l«» is (»nlv I t'l.. so that t lir (Mii-init from tlmt title must lu'CCHHarily

l)t» li^lit.

Ml- ^r ACDONALD.—Diiriui^, a visit ut ( JiiIncHton hoiuc yc&YH a^o, I

luul, from tlu* United StatcH Kugiuocr ofliccr in cliarf^c of tlu; iniprovc-

iiiouts of tliat harbor, a very iustructivc (l(»Hcrii)ti()U of the cliicff dilli-

fulty with wiiich tlioy had to contend in maintaining a deep channel

over the har.

It ai)pears that during continued heavy fttorms from the south, the

waters of the (rulf are forced through the inlet, causing the waters of

the inner bay to rise rapidly to the northward.

It will be remembered that upon one such occasion, when all tele-

graphic communication with (lalveston had been cut off, it was reported

from the northern end of the bay (about 80 miles distant from Galves-

ton) that the city itself must be entirely under water, as the bay at

the upper point had risen 20 ft. , while the general level of the City of

.

Galveston is but a few feet above the Gulf.

This report proved to be untrue ; but, upon the subsidence of the

storm, the water which had been forced into the bay came down with

great rapidity, and carried away a considerable portion of the jetty

work which had already been done at the inlet. The necessity of pro-

viding for such contingencies makes the ^iroblem of harbor improve-

ment at Galveston an exceedingly difficult one.

Genei-al Stanley.—Yes, the danger there is from the southwest

storms that may push the water up into the Galveston Bay ; then if

you have a sudden " norther," it goes down in a great flood. In 1875,

just above the quarantine station, it cut a channel 11 ft. deep. That

was open for five or six years. That is the danger of putting in a high

jetty which would stop this flow ; but with a low jetty, the theory is

that the water will pass over the top without any harm to the city.

They have had several severe storms since the jetty was put in, and

they feel more confident now.

A. J. Frith, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Captain Black has referred to the

question of piles cutting out very severely at the foundations. This

experience is similar to that on the western rivers, where great diffi-

culty was met in holding pile dikes. No matter how strong a pile

dike is made, or how heavy the mattress is at the bottom, if there is a

heavy current passing down the chute, there will be eminent danger of

its being undermined. Of course, we all understand that the water
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flows down from above, due to the difference of elevation at the two

ends of the chute, and that its energy is very great. If, then, we build

a pile dike, or an obstruction of that character, it necessarily con-

tracts the area at that point, the velocity is increased, and the water

Avill force itself beneath almost any mattress which is put down. I

think from the experience on the rivers there it was found that much

better results were obtained when the dikes were considerably down

the chute. There was no attempt made to raise an obstruction cross-

wise with such dikes, but that efftu't was obtained by the collection of

drift in front of the dike, the attempt being not to stop the flow of

water directly, but to interpose a frictional or skin resistance to the

flow of the water, due to the heavy mass on the surface or floating raft.

In a number of instances in that locality the currents have been

entirely turned aside. In one case simply by the action of the fleet of

boats in resisting the flow of the water, a heavy deposit in the whole

chute was rapidly attained. Where the piles were. held, the difficulty

was with the material of the piling ; the life of this material was very

short, so that after a few years the obstruction in a great many cases gave

w^ay. If that had been obviated, and those drift rafts had been held,

in all cases the current could have been entirely changed and driven

out. I have seen one raft there that was certainly as much as 60

acres in extent, and it was so interlaced with all the debris that came

down the river that it was truly a solid mass; and as the river fell

this became imbedded in the mud, and when the river rose again only

a part of it came up. Our experience at that time Avas that this was

much the cheapest and safest method of stopping the flow of a chute;

but where it was attempted to stop it by the actual obstruction of

piling, that the entire head of water in the chute was concentrated at

the dike itself, and it might scour down to almost any depth.

Captain Thos. W. Symons.—Mr. Wisner very properly notices the

discrepancy in the actual cost per foot of the work at Yaquina Bay and

the cost as determined by the various items entering into the structure at

the stated cost price. In explanation of this discrepancy, it should be

remembered that the cost of items named is only that which prevailed

during the past year, with everything in the way of adequate plant on

hand, all auxiliary work done, and appropriations sufficient to carry

on the work continuously. The stated cost of items takes no account

of the cost of plant, the expense of opening quarries, etc. It is the
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Imrr cost t»t Iu1m)|- mitl iimtfiMiils ('XpriKlrd. Ah Htjitnl in t In- ait iclc,

tilt' act mil "cost ot the viiiions items eiiteiin;^ into tlif work Iuik varied

f^rcatly."

This is one poitit in exphiniitioii. 'I'he most iin])ortant cauHe of the

(liscrepiiiicy is, howovor, due to iuiKhMpuite ai)i)r()priati()nH, Hcatterod

ovor a loiifi; j)oriod of time. With the Hmall early a])])r<)i)riationH the

ottieers iu charge tried to and did produce resnltH of immediate value,

Anth structures which afterward turned out to be lacking in strength

and suitability to the location. From this cause, the work done with

tlie early appropriations plays but a small part iu the whole structure

as now about completed.

The lack of money to carry on the work continuously has been the

cause of great expense iu laying up the i)lant, caring for it and the

works during the interim, and putting things in shape and starting up

again. The length of time, 12 years, during which work has been

carried on, has directly resulted in great expense, owing to the deterio-

ration and destruction of the auxiliary structures necessary in con-

nection with the jetties. A large part of the south jetty tramway

has been built over twice, and a very considerable portion three times.

For the south jetty four wharves have been built, the accumulation of

sand about the first three having rendered this necessary. The fourth

is 4 400 ft. from the first one.

A large amount of work had to be done from time to time to pro-

tect the south spit from erosion and to protect the tramway approaches

from injury by drift. Mr. Wisner overlooks entirely the mattress

work of the south jetty, which cost a large sum.

Added to the above is the cost and repair of plant, cost of lands,,

quarries, etc., cost of frequent surveys, former high cost of labor, and

difficulty of obtaining it; almost total lack of skilled labor and ex-

j^erience with such work and the general sum total cause of the

discrepancy are stated.

This work has been the school of experience in which valuable

lessons have been learned, which lessons are being made use of at

various points along the coast.

The cost of the Columbia River work has beeii far below the original

estimate, not only because some of the more expensive concrete work

has been omitted, but because of the excellent method adopted for

carrying on the work, the suitability and efficiency of the plant
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designed aud built for earrying it on, and the high administrative

ability displayed in conducting it. It is to the engineering skill and

ability of those having the work in charge that the reduction of cost

has been reduced, and this is a truth which I feel at liberty to

emphasize, never having personally had anything to do with it. The

reduction in cost of the rock has not been anywhere as great, however,

as mentioned by Mr. Wisner, from $5 per cubic yard in the estimate

to about one-fifth as much.

The estimated cost of ^5 per cubic yard included everything.

Counting the cost of everything and only considering the rock in th(!

jetty, the latter has cost about .*B3.50 per cubic yard, instead of about

$1, as inferred by Mr. Wisner.

I did not specify items of cost more explicitly, as mentioned by

Mr, Wisner, because it is my experience that cost varies so much, due

to local circumstances, that such data is of comparatively little use

unless all the local circumstances are fully known.

By the further extension of the Yaquina Bay jetties 2 000 ft., as men-

tioned by Mr. Wisner, the bar would be driven out to about the line of

the outlying reef, and all the advantages of this reef as a breakwater

would be lost. It is doubtful if such an extension would be of the

slightest benefit. It is quite possible that it would be decidedly

detrimental.

I am unable to appreciate the advantages claimed for long parallel

jetties by Mr. Wisner of producing greater scour on the bar due to the

momentum acquired by the waters in the direction of the channel axis.

To my mind, the contracted parallel portions should be as short as

possible consistent with giving the desired direction to the flowing

waters, and these waters should arrive at the contracted portion of

the channel with the greatest available ease. The case is somewhat

analagous to that of a fire stream through hose and nozzle ; the

desired effect would not be increased by increasing the length of the

nozzle. There are some decided advantages of parallel jetties, but I

cannot believe in that pointed out by Mr. Wisner.

Since writing my paper the groins mentioned on page 180 have been

added to the south jetty at Yaquina Bay. Three of these are 100 ft.

long, and two are 60 ft. long.

In case it ever becomes necessary or desirable to reinforce the

jetties at the Columbia River or elsewhere with large concrete blocks
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tilt re is very little doiil't tliut the mctluxl «'! Imi li' iii<,' tinm /// sifi>

im'ntioiK'd 1»\ Mr. Wisiu'i* will he conHidcrcMl.

Tn ro^anl to Mr. WiHiu'i's closiiif^ puni^^niph, it nmy Im- stated tliat

it is tlic pnuticc to t'ull(»\\ up the julcwork us i-ji))idly us jxJMsildc witli

the Hiuttrcss work. .\s the tiaiiiwiiy cannot Ix' ln'accd nntil tin- center

iiiuttresses arc <lo\\n, it is dcsiral»lc to j^et tlicni down as soon as

})ossil)l(», not only to prevent sconr. hnt to cnaldc the strcn^t licniug

and stiffening braces to ii;o in.

Major Jones' ji;raj)liic eomments emplnisi/c tlie fact that is ever

before ns, that in desi<^ning and carrying out works on this coast it is

essential to work in harmony with Nature.

In regard to the destruction of mattresses l)y tlie teredo. I will

state that it is doubtful if any mattresses have ever been injured on

this coast l)y this pest. At the Columbia the fresh water prevents it

working; at other points, where it is active, the movement of the sand is

so rapid that a mattress is no sooner down and covered with rock than it

is buried in sand. The only damage dou( by the teredo is to our piling.

Wm. M. Black, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Regarding the eificiency

of the converging jetties in the harbors described, I would invite at-

tention to the map of Yaquina Bay, and jjarticularly to the accom-

panying profile. It will be noted that the ends of the jetties are located

on the crest of the bar as it existed before improvement, and that the

jetties converge to this point, the width between them there being

the minimum width proposed for the entrance; it will be noted also

that the jetties are nearly straight, and that, starting from safe loca-

tions on the shores of the entrance, they follow nearly the shortest

lines to the points where the work was required, thus securing the

desired result with the least length of jetty, and, therefore, with the

least probable cost, so far as the cost depends on location.

In general, in Government jetty work on the sea coast, for drift and

wave bars, lying at some distance outside the coast line, the jetties are

started from safe points on the two sides of the entrance and converge

to a point at a distance from the shore fixed by the length through

which the uncontrolled and unaided currents from the entrance can

maintain the desired depth. When extended beyond this point they

are nearly or quite parallel. The contraction is made only where

necessary. If the jetties follow proper lines, the formation of an inte-

rior bar need not be fearei.
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Economy in construction methods is only possible where the neces-

sary funds are continuously available. The methods followed on the

Atlantic Coast, where the mattresses and stone are towed to the site

of the work, require but a comparatively inexpensive plant, which can

be left idle through long periods without much loss. Where jetties

are built from overhead tramways exposed to storm, wave action and

the teredo, the first cost is very great and the deterioration of plant

(piles weakened by teredo, rails corroded, tramway injured by storm

action) so rapid as to make this method inadvisable unless work can

be prosecuted vigorously and continuously.

A marked difference between the Pacific and Atlantic coast jetties

is found in the width of mattress foundation used. On the Pacific

coast a width of about 40 ft. has been found sufficient. On the

Atlantic coast the width is much greater. At the mouth of the St.

John's Eiver the width finally adopted is 120 ft. This great width

was found to be necessary to prevent undermining. The edges pro-

truding beyond the base of the superstructure act as an apron, broadest

in shoal water, to receive the downpour of water from waves breaking

across the jetty. The width of foundation must be governed by the

degree of fineness of the sand on which the jetties rest and by other

local conditions.

The attempt to take advantage of existing sandbanks for the pur-

pose of locating jetties in shoal water, and thus economizing jetty

height, is almost always, to a great extent, futile. The new conditions

introduced by the solid body will produce scour, if there be any

current existing, or induced by the jetty. Scour in a soft bottom in

advance of the jetty is almost invariable, and, if the jetty extension be

delayed, a deep hole will generally form at the end of the completed

work.

The efficiency of piles for producing scour, where they are not so

closely placed as to stop the current entirely, is well known, and in

the Mississippi River temporary channels have been formed across bars

by the simple expedient of driving a row of piles, spaced 6 to 10 ft.

apart, along the line of the proposed cut. Where a pile tramway is

built in advance of the jetty, the scour becomes very rapid, and the

protection of the bottom by mattress work should follow close after

the tramway construction.

This scour in advance of the jetty is not altogether an evil, for
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sliDultl u iltM'p (•luinnt'l form close beside u jettv l)Uilt in very hIiouI

water, imless tlu' injittn*HH fonndjitiou protection ])0 very l)road, the

deHtrnetiou of the jetty niiiy follow from sid*' und<rmiiiing.

The relative value of hi^h and low jetticH iu yet a mootabh; (jueH-

tion. A low jetty jj^uides a eurnmt moving in a channel parallel to its

axis and keej)H it iu its i)roi)er course. If thert! is a continuous escape

of wattu- across the jetty crest, the head available for work further on

is continuously reduced, and the current may Ixiconie too weak for the

duty required of it, /. e., for keeping the channel clear to deej) water

beyond the end of the jetty. A submerged jetty is little affected by

wave action and can be built of cheap material. The higher the jetty,

the more material it contains and the more it must be prepared to re-

sist the force of the waves, and therefore the stronger must be its

structure. Where the jetty is so high as to prevent waves from cross-

ing it, the action below water becomes more violent. In submerged

jetties on the Atlantic coast, stones of 200 lbs. weight will be stable at

and below the level of low water, while with high structures, authori-

ties seem to agree that more or less disturbance is to be expected to a

depth of 25 ft. below that level.

On our South Atlantic coast the growth of shell fish materially

assists in increasing the strength of the jetties. At the mouth of St.

John's River I have seen stone which had been in the water not more

than six months completely covered with small oysters and barnacles.

Other unsettled questions in our coast jetty work are whether two

jetties are necessary, or, if one jetty, on which side of the entrance it

should be placed. On the South Atlantic coast the bars are formed

by coast drift having a resultant movement from north to south.

This movement causes the channels from the openings in the coast line

to shift to the south, until, becoming too long, the difference of head

between the inside water and the ocean at low tide develops sufficient

power to break a new and shorter path to the sea, when the slow shift

to the south again begins. The changes in channel depth take place

on the bar. Close in shore there is usually a permanent deep pocket ex-

tending from the entrance in a southerly direction, which forms a root,

as it were, from which the shifting channels spring.

My understanding of the action of the jetties on this coast is as

follows. A north jetty protects the temporary channel straight sea-

ward from the north end of this pocket, and it becomes more per-
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manent, but under winds from the north and the slight southerly

tendency of ebb tides there is an escape of water to the south, and the

north channel does not acquire great depth. If by storm action, sand

is swept across the north jetty, this north channel may be shifted or,

temporarily at least, obliterated.

A single jetty on the south side, straight or concave to the current,

prevents the escape of water to the south and guides the current in

the desired direction. The sand movement from the north holds the

mass of the water flowing to and from the entrance close against the

jetty and maintains a channel there, but the sandbanks on the north

are not sufficiently high or sufficiently stable. There is always an

escape of water across them through minor channels. In the unim-

proved harbors there is generally a flood channel close along shore on

the north side of the entrance through which a portion of the ebbs

escapes. Under the influence of a long-continued southeast gale so

much water may be driven through these secondary channels as to

reduce the flow through the south, or jetty, channel below the volume

necessary for maintaining this channel at full depth, resulting in the

temporary closing of the port.

It is my belief that under the conditions prevailing on the South

Atlantic coast, two jetties are required to produce and maintain a per-

manent deep entrance to the ports, it being understood that they shall

be located and built with due regard to the essential condition that

the tidal prism of the harbor must not be reduced. I am not familiar

enough with the physical conditions of the Pacific coast harbors to

judge of their requirements. Apparently these conditions difi'er only

in degree from those of the Atlantic coast. At the mouth of the

Columbia River the volume of flow is very great and the rocky head-

land on the north acts as a short jetty, so that it is possible that, while

the ebb flow may be scattered through several channels, there will

remain a volume of flow through the main channel sufficient to main-

tain the required depth without further jetty construction.
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Gentlemen of the American Society of Civil Engineers :

It would seem on this occasion of a general gathering of the nations

to celebrate one of the greatest events of history, and to illustrate by

their products the wonderful advances made by men in this most en-

lightened age, as if the annual address should deal more in a general

view than in a specific rehearsal of the events of a year, or of the works

alone of the present day.

So far as we are informed by history, or as we can learn by the study

of ancient ruins, "we know that there have been always great engineers

in the civilized world.

From the time when man was first directed to go forth and subdue

the earth, to the present day, we know that men have always been

engaged in gigantic efforts either to destroy one another, to better the

condition of the people, or to rear useless monuments to pride and

vanity.

Such efforts continue to this day; but mainly now, we may pride
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ours««lv»>H, tlu'v arc directed in on(» way or another lor the hettennent

of mankind, by a rednetion of exliauHtin^ toil, and Ity a wider diflnHion

of eonifort.s.

Wliat better illustration could we have of tlie jjower of engineers

in the prosent day than the wonderful " White City," which is so mncli

admired l»y all V Here adaptability, roominess, comfort and conve-

nienee are made beautiful in every detail by the most i)erfect art.

Out of the swamp has sprung up, as it were, in a night, this mar-

velous eity, outdoing the imaginings of the Oriental mind and i)aling

the light of Aladdin's lamp.

Among the ancients, we have abundant evidence that the Egypt-

ians carried out vast works of irrigation, to increase the productive-

ness of the land; the Jews jjaid much attention to the supplying of an

abundance of pure water for the inhabitants of their towns, and built

great storehouses for food products; their works unearthed in recent

years show that their engineers were men of much ability.

The Romans carried out such works to an extent, and added re-

markably well-built roads to a degree that excite the admiration of all

to this day.

The Greeks carried art and luxury to such perfection that we of to-

day feel that we can only admire and imitate.

From the time of the destruction of the Roman empire to nearly the

time of Columbus, there was stagnation in all of the arts, and but

little progress was made in any direction; this is called the dark age

in history, yet the light of civilization, of art and of engineering, was

kept alive by a body of men who ostensibly left the material world to

give up their minds to the spiritual, and who yet preserved the knowl-

edge that enlightened the peoj^le when they were aroused to a considera-

tion of better things than mutual destruction. Among these monks z

was formed a mendicant order called Pontifex, or Bridge-Builders;

this order continued for several centuries and wound up its work in

one Romain, w^ho, after previous good service under Colbert, became one

of the earlier engineers in the CorjDS des Fonts et Chaussees of France.

The Pontifex may be called the first Institution of Civil Engineers

of which we have any knowledge.

At the time of Columbus the Pontifex were of little repute, if, in-

deed, they were known at all ; engineering was devoted mainly to

architecture; architecture chiefly to the building of churches and
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palaces; art was given up to the adornment of these, and little heed

was given to the welfare of the people.

Yet there were great men and brave men in those days, of which we

need no better proof than a glance at the copies of the funny little

caravels that brought the discoverers to our shores, across the then

unknown seas.

To all who saw these caravels lying in the Hudson River beside the

great steam vessels of to-day, nothing need be said about the advances

of engineering in the last 400 years.

The history of four centuries lay there epitomized, to be taken in

at a glance. And even if the great fleets lying there were machines of

destruction, compared to the works of peace on all sides of them they

were as nothing.

The very power of these war vessels makes for peace; the skill, the

ingenuity and the destructiveness developed in the works of the naval

and military engineers are all in favor of peace; these works are so

destructive and so enormously expensive that the nations are growing

afraid of war, so that the very power of these engineers tends to the ruin

of their branch of the profession, and we welcome them into our socie-

ties gladly as brother engineers and promoters of harmony.

Of the future of engineering, both as a lucrative profession and as

a promoter of good, much might be said.

The Siberian railroad across Asia, to be followed by many thousands

of miles of branch lines, must certainly arouse the misty East from its

lethargy, and animate those great peoples with modern energy and the

spirit of advancement.

The building of railroads and opening of water-ways into and

through the wilds of Africa will bring light into the *' Dark Continent,"

put an end to the terrible cruelties which are practiced upon inoffen-

sive peoples and dispel the terrors of ignorant superstitions. The

building of the trans-Andean railroad, and the cutting of the Isthmean

canal, will unite the western hemisphere into a brotherhood of peaceful,

happy nations; for before these works are completed, our military mem-
bers will have made war altogether too expensive for sensible people

to indulge in.

But if the building of more railroads and the digging of more

canals are to be considered rather as advancing upon good old lines

than real development, there is much other work for the engineer to
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do in th(^ ^vIly of trno (li'volopincnt. The cii^MJiocr \h tlir j^nidc, or the

l)il()t, ol" human t'Uor^^icH; lie Iuih on one hand the vast niuKs of laborers

to orf^anizo and toai-li. to prod nee the greatest resiiltn witli the loast effort.

He has tlie preat army of mcclianics ready to fmnish liim witli every

uaefiil tool he eiin cull for, to iueieiisc ediciency and reduce eoHt. He

luis also the smaller, hut most i)otent Ixxly of men, tlie seientists, to

make known the unknown, to ojx'n new roads, and to discov<'r the

causes or sources of danger, such as the all-devouring bacteria,

"greater than an army with banners," which the engineer must

destroy for the good of the people.

A Crookea to point to the powers of the ether; a Tresle to guide him

to the development of the tremendous forces of electricity; a Langley

to show him how to navigate the air; Roberts-Austen, Osmond and

others to see into and read the mysteries of the useful metals, and

many others in all of the walks of science probing and searching

Nature for her truths.

Many of their discoveries which aj^pear as toys now are potent with

great gains to future generations; although they are but small slits

now admitting feeble rays of light, the wedges are entered, and the

doors will be opened for great advances in the future.

The steam engine, the great modernizer, in all of its present perfec-

tion, is too slow, too expensive, too wasteful of power. Man must

have something better; science will point out the way, and engineers

will apply the science for the good of man. Engineering, then, is

much more than the designing and building of structures, ships, roads,

and canals; it involves the economic use of labor on one hand and the

proper application of capital on the other; the one must be employed

fairly and justly, and the other must be applied so as to yield a reason-

able return.

That engineers have been successful in both is shown abundantly

in the facts that we have now the cheapest, quickest and safest means

of transportation the world has ever known.

We have the most economical and best distribution of food, cloth-

ing and all of the comforts of life, and in many ways the most even dis-

tribution of wealth. By means of the almost instantaneous spread of

intelligence, and by quick modes of transit of great quantities of ma-

terial, severe or long-continued famines have become almost impossible

in the enlightened parts of the world.
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So, too, a knowledge of sanitary laws enables ns now to meet and

suppress many epidemic or contagious diseases, which in the time of

Columbus would have swept over the earth unresisted, decimating the

nations until the virus was exhausted or all weak persons were

carried off.

These are the grandest triumphs of engineering; they are the bene-

ficent effects of the great works of engineers. Huge bridges and magni-

ficent structures of all kinds appeal to the eye and excite admiration;

the greater comfort and well-being of the people appeal to the better

feelings and should excite gratitude.

More than 2 000 years ago a sage wrote that the mechanics are the

men who will maintain the state of the world; true then, the state-

ment is equally true to-day, and the engineer is but the highest devel-

opment of the mechanic through the evolution of the centuries. He is

the civil, the mechanical, the mining, the electric, the military and

the sanitary engineer; he stands as the guide and the arbiter, just to

labor on one side and honest to capital on the other. If social questions

are out of his province and he may not meddle with them, he may, at

least, and he will, be true to his high position and great trusts, and so

help to hasten forward that era to which all eyes are turned, the era of

*' Peace on earth, good will toward men."
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A general survey of the Mississippi River from Cairo, 111., to

Donaldsonville, La., was made by the Mississippi River Commission

during the years 1879 to 1883. This comprised a system of secondary

triangulations, carried out with all the refinements usual in such work,

by means of which numerous stone monuments were located at frequent

intervals along the river, to serve as initial points for all future surveys.

On these points careful topographic surveys were based and additional

stone survey marks were set, marking sections of the channel [thalweg)

at intervals of 3 miles along the river. On these lines there were

usually placed four stones, one on each side of the river and about

\ mile from it, the others being about \ mile farther back. In the

survey these lines are called stone lines.

* Discussions on this paper received before November 1st, 1893, will be published in a

siibsequent number.
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A line of precise levels was also carried along the river, and numer-

ous bench marks placed. From these the elevations of the stones on

the stone lines and the secondary points were derived. It will be seen,

then, that a very large number of points were established whose

positions and elevations are well determined. By using these

fixed points in new surveys, it becomes an easy matter to determine the

changes in bank line, with a great degree of accuracy, for all time to

come.

In the fall of 1891, it was deemed advisable to investigate the condi-

tion of these marks, and, at the writer's suggestion, there Avas coupled

with it a re-determination of the bank lines in the bends. The length

of river covered by this investigation is about 885 miles. A brief

report on the subject was made and published in the annual report of

the Mississippi River Commission for 1892.

In November, 1892, the writer made a trip over this portion of the

river at a very low stage of water. Careful notes of the character of the

banks and the nature of the material composing them were made, and

it was thought that the subject, with the new facts elaborated by fur-

ther study, would be of sufficient interest to present before the Society.

Through the courtesy of Lieutenant J. C. Sanford, Secretary of the

Missouri River Commission, who kindly placed their maps at the

disposal of the writer, the study was extended in a similar way over

some 800 miles of the Missouri River.

Every one who has traveled on these rivers has doubtless heard of

the enormous and rapid changes that are continually occurring, and

the impression is given out that the entire alluvial plain has been occu-

pied by the bed of the streams in quite recent times ; that the river

was there yesterday, is here to-day, and will occupy a different bed

to-morrow. The genial pilot will tell you that the prow of his steamer

has passed over "every foot of the ground from yonder clump of big

trees," now 10 miles inland, to the present location of the channel. In

short, every one familiar with the rivers knows that bank erosion

is constantly going on, and, although large m amount, nearly every

one whose knowledge does not come from actual measurements has an

exaggerated idea of its extent.

It is believed that these surveys furnish the first opportunity of an

accurate determination of the amount of erosion, and may throw some

light on the conditions affecting this amount. It is a matter of much
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regret tlmt the iiiipoituiicc of cHtiihliHhiiij^ fixed jxtintH liad not

<)('iMin-«>(l to Huiiiplirey ami Al)l)<)t (hn"iii{^ tlicir cxtciKicd invcHtiga-

tioiiH of th(» i)hvHicHl chuructcriHticH of tlic river. It would liave given

lis a nuu'h broader base for our studieH, and, eonHe(iuently, more well-

detenniiHMl eoustants to aid in the Holutiou of the i)rol)h'niH of reguhi-

tioii and control of this great river. "We have really only a period of

about 10 years during whicli the regimen of the river has been

earefully noted and reeorded, and during that time many important

principles luive been worked out, and facts have taken the place of

theories.

Other imi)ortant (questions can be settled only by continuing the

investigations through a much longer i)eriod of time, for the changes in

the physical condition of the river, if they really exist, must necessarily

develop very slowly. While we are impressed with the radical changes

that occur in a single locality, we are still unable to grasp the sum

total or resultant effect on the whole stream without an extended series

of observations.

Lateral Movement of the Bed of the River.—In order to show that the

lateral oscillation of the stream is really confined to rather narrow

limits, a map (Plate L) has been prepared showing the river as it was in

1768 and in 1893. The early map was traced directly from Captain

Philip Pitman's "Early Settlements on the Mississii)pi, with Plans

and Draughts, "published in London in 1770 (loaned for the j^urposeby

Colonel George E. Leighton). The map of the last date was reduced

with pantograph to the same scale as the former, from charts based on

accurate surveys made by the Mississippi River Commission.

In this comparison it should not be claimed that the old map will

bear the test of rigid measurements, as the methods in use at that early

date were very crude, and doubtless Captain Pitman's force was a very

small one. In comparing with the maps of Lieutenant Eoss, Collot

and others of about the same period, it is readily seen that the work is

entitled to the credit of being a careful reconnaissance of high grade, in

which the important features and many details were very well sketched.

In order to facilitate the comparison, corresponding features in the two

maps are marked TS'ith the same numerals.

The first striking feature in this comparison is the remarkable sta-

bility of the larger islands and the very marked similarity of the bends.

Beginning at the mouth of the Ohio Eiver and moving southward,
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we see iu the first left-hand bend the nucleus of the island at the mouth

of Miiyfield Creek, which we now know as *' Island No. 1." Opi^osite

the next right-hand bend is the group of islands which now constitutes

Islands Nos. 2, 3 and 4. Just below Columbus, and marked with the

numeral I on both maps, is Wolf Island. Island No. 8 is marked 2, and

New Madrid Bend 3. Ruddle's Point is 4, and Island 16 is 5. The

mouth of the Obion River is shown at 6, and here is the first change

of considerable magnitude in the whole stretch of 130 miles. At this

point a cut-off occurred in 1821. Then comes the Plum Point Reach

(7), which even at that early date was obstructed by the "Isles Cana-

diens," and bars, very much as it was when the improvement work began

in 1882. Islands 34 and 35 are unmistakably identified at 8 and 9, the

"Devil's Elbow," cut off in 1876, at 10, Beef Island at 11, and Presi-

dent's Island at 13. Now look back at this reach of 240 miles of river

and compare more minutely, and many other features common to both

maps will be identified. Every bend and island of considerable magni-

tude then has its counterpart to-day. Then, as now, the river swej^t

the bluffs at Columbus, Hickman, Fulton, Randolph and Memphis.

Below Memphis are two cut-off lakes, evidently made at a period

prior to Captain Pitman's survey. Council Bend (14), cut off in 1874,

and Walnut Bend below, are both plainly defined as is the mouth of

the St. Francis River (15). None of the early maps show the bluffs at

Helena, and perhaj)s the hills were so far away, and obscured by the

dense growth along the river banks, that they escaped notice. This

could readily be, even if the distance was short, as the travelers were

in small boats, and probably their observations were largely confined to

the area lying between the river banks. Moon Lake (16), date of cut-

off not known, and Horseshoe Lake (17), cut off in 1848, are easily

placed. The mouth of the White River (18), and the Arkansas River

(19), are both well defined, BeulahLake, cut off in 1863, corresponding

to the bend at mouth of the Arkansas.

Cypress Creek and Cat Fish Point at 20, and Greenville Bends at 21,

are familiar features to river-men. The latter bends seem to have been

somewhat elongated, but it is more than probable that part of this dis-

crepancy should be attributed to the work of the early explorer who

could easily be pardoned for smoothing out some of the curves where

the changes in direction were so sudden and so radical as to be de-

cidedly confusing to any one but a well-equipped surveyor.
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\a'x\h> l*rovi(lenct> UtMicli with ili.- "Old Kivcr" (2*2), out oil' in 18:i(f,

sliows the saiiic ;^t'iit'i-iil t'ciit uit's iit liotli datcH. Tlir Yazoo Kivcr (24)

then ciiipticd dii-»'ctly into the Ix-nd ol' the rivci* which was cut. ofF

al>ont tlu' yviiY 17*M>. At VickHhurt^ the IiHIh arc roachod a^ain, and

auotliorcnt-olVocrurrod iu 187(). ralinvra BtMid (25), (irand (Julf (20)

aud Coles Poiut (27), are all i>laiuly similar. Note earefuUy the con-

ditions at 27 at the two periods. Coles Poiut, a thin neck of laud,

tinally cut oft' in 1884, stood as a barrier, forcing the river 6 miles to

the eastward almost at right angles to its general course. When the

cut-off occurred, the width of the neck of land was nearly the same as

it was over 100 years earlier. But when the active erosion l)egan, a few

hours was sufficient to cut through a deep channel, which is now the

main river. Many attemi)ts had been made by means of large ditches

to hasten this cut-off, but the river did not break through on the line

of the ditches at all, but did its own work unaided. At 29 is the Homo-

chitto Cut-Off, which occurred about the year 1799.

In the vicinity of Red River (30), two artificial cut-offs were made,

the upper one under the authority of the United States, by Captain

Shreve, in 1831, and the other one by the State of Louisiana,. in 1848.

" Lac de la Croix " is still in existence, as shown on the majj of 1893.

The " Fausse Riviere," cut off about 1710, below Point Coupee (32),

is somewhat discrepant, but this is evidently mostly the fault of the

explorer who, at that stage, was perhaps taking lessons on his up-

stream journey in the very difficult problem of sketching a curve ac-

curately from one of its extremities. Other explorers of a few years

later show better results in this vicinity. From Poiut Coupee down,

the similarity in the two maps holds good. Profit Island, a short

distance above 33, the first island in the river above the Gulf of

Mexico, is still a double island as it was when when Captain Pit-

man sketched it. The City of Baton Rouge is apparently farther

down the river than the early settlement. The bends and bayous be-

low this point are all in harmony on the two majis.

In early reports to the Mississippi River Commission, the writer

called attention to the pertinacity with which deep indentations and

projecting i)oints retain their identity, although the entire bank line

receded several hundred feet. This being true, it may be urged that

the similarity of the bends, and the apparent stability of the islands,

furnish little or no proof bearing on the movements of the river^
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That is, the large islands might move bodily down stream or laterally

for long distances. Furthermore, we know that the heads of the

islands are eroded, and accretions arc added at their lower ends. It

is, however, evident that the rate of this movement is not as great as

is generally believed.

There is another kind of definite evidence bearing on this question

which cannot be ignored, evidence that can come only from an inti-

mate acquaintance with the forests bordering the river and covering

densely many of its islands. This evidence was carefully collated in

the extensive surveys of the lower Mississippi River, the major part of

which were made under the j)ersonal supervision of the writer. The

huge trees which have withstood the floods and the encroachments of

the river for several scores of years, bear mute evidence that the lateral

oscillations of the river as a whole are confined within comparatively

narrow bounds, even when the unit of time far exceeds in limit the

memory of the "oldest inhabitant" or the experience of the oldest

pilot.

The data for comparisons of geological periods after the alluvial

valley ceased to be an arm of the sea, has never been obtained, and

perhaps never will be, and we must therefore be contented Avith such

material as the maps of early explorers give us, with the satisfaction

of knowing that future engineers will always have convenient and

definite means of studying the changes which occur in the regimen of

the river. By this means they will, perhaps, be enabled to determine

many of the laws governing the water's ebb and flow, which here

produce erosion, there deposit, here flow deep and still in a narrov/

channel, there broaden out and dissipate the gathered energy in a

struggle to maintain openings through several narrow, tortuous

channels.

Amount of Erosion and Character of Eroded Banks.—A general idea

of the nature and extent of the erosion may be obtained by the study

of Plates LI to LV. (The erosion is shown by shaded areas, and the

present bank line by a heavy black line.) The borings shown on

Plates LI and LV give a good idea of the material composing the

banks. This is also further shown in Table No. 1.

The term erosion rather implies a steady wearing away, and in

some cases these conditions are fulfilled. But, generally, where changes

in bank line are rapid, the process is entirely different. No great
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iiiuount <»f ('iivinf^' occurs at hif^'li wiitci-. The period of j^rcatcKt

iictivitv is j^ouorallv lOiiiid to lie dnriii^ ji t'lillinj^ Htaf^e, from u littlj*

Ik'Iow the inediwm stii^e down. Tlic IninkH beiuj? comj)OHe<l of Hand

and silt, with horizontal hiycrH of clay at irre^nhir iiitervalH, ])ecome

saturated for cpiito a diHtauco from the rivor diiriiifj; the high-water

])eriod, and, as the water in the river falls, it carries with it that which

has penetrated the banks, and consecpiently much of the sand wliich

sui)l)orts the layers of clay. This })roces8 is, of course, aided by the

drainage from the overflowed lands and the impinging current in the

bends. The result is that a large block of ground, sometimes 200 ft.

or more in width and perhaps 1 mile in length, settles down bodily

several feet. The trees stand vertical for quite a time, gradually

settling deeper and deeper as other layers wash out, and the block is

finally broken up, disintegrated and disappears. When a narrow neck

of laud separating the bend finally breaks through, it is called a

cut-ofi'.

This neck of land may be quite narrow with a long distance around

the bend, consequently the sloi)e across it is much greater than the

general slope of the stream. The natural supposition, then, would be

that the cut-off would be due to scour from the top. This, however,

is rarely the case, and the opposite is more frequently true. That is,

the neck is actually built ujd by dej^osit. Consequently, the seemingly

frail barriers stand for many years, and finally break through in a few

hours Avithout warning. More than likely the usual process of under-

mining, washing out a layer of sand, is the immediate cause of the

break. When the surface is once thus broken, the excessive slope in

an overflowing stage plays an important part in hastening the demoli-

tion of the barriers.

There are a few cases, as at Ben Lomond, 544 miles from Cairo,

where the banks are apparently homogeneous sand and silt, where

they crumble away rapidly and continuously, the caving face being

nearly vertical. There are other places w^here the banks are apparently

homogeneous clay, as at Linwood, 115 miles from Cairo, Deadman's

Bend, 730 miles from Cairo, and, in general, all of the river below

Baton Rouge, where there is comparatively little caving. Old Town

Bend, 325 miles from Cairo, has always been conspicuous for the great

amount of timber standing in the water, several hundred feet from

the bank proper. The bank stands about 67 ft. above the thalweg of
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the river-bed, and large areas settle down, cracking and breaking up

as they go, but the trees remain standing. With the accumulated

drift they become a menace to flat-boat men and a rendezvous for log

hunters, who are always on the lookout for stray logs that come

floating down the river.

In November, 1891, a large tract in the City of New Orleans, near

the French markets, showed signs of disintegration. Cracks appeared

250 ft. from the river bank and extended 1 600 ft. in length. This

whole area gradually settled, and the surface became broken and

uneven. The subsidence amounted to from 5 to 10 ft. and then

apparently ceased. The railroad tracks were leveled up and the levee

repaired, and no further damage has been done. Borings in this

vicinity show a stiff clay for a distance of about 50 ft. and a stratum

of sand about the same thickness below it.

Tabulation of Data Relating to Erosion.—Table No. 1 shows for the

Mississippi River, 1st, the bank eroded ; 2d, the distance in miles from

Cairo ; 3d, the length of bank eroded ; 4th, the height of bank above

thalweg ; 5th, annual amount of erosion, area and volume ; 6th, degree

of curvature of caving bends ; 7th, percentage of cultivation ; 8th, the

character and composition of banks as derived from a low-water exam-

ination.

The area of erosion was derived by platting the bank line of the new

survey on the detail maps of the old survey, scale 1 to 20 000, and

measuring the areas between the lines with a planimeter, each area

being measured two or more times.

The annual rate of erosion for each area was derived by dividing

the total amount of erosion by the number of years elapsing between

the two surveys. In these deductions we are necessarily compelled to

assume that the rate of caving has been constant and uniform during

the period elapsing between the two surveys. This assumption, while

not absolutely true, will answer for purposes of comparison. In

many cases, we know the caving has been continuous, if not constant,

and in a few cases the conditions have changed from erosion to accre-

tion perhaps more than once.

The average height of the banks was derived from the soundings at

known stages and known elevations of the banks, both being shown on

the detail maps.

The curvature t)f the caving banks was derived by drawing the:
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curv*' Nvliich lilted the ^(riirrul tr«'n(l of tlu; bt'inl, iind then iin'jisuriuj^

tln' radius iiiid the unfile included b(»tw(H»n tlio liinitiii^^ radii. TIk'hc

curves wore HoiiiotiniOH compound and occasioiuilly rcvcrHc*!. Tlic

latter arc indicated in the lal)ulation l)v a minus sij^ni ))laced Ix'fore

the ti;4:ures indicating the degrees of the cuive. This means tliat the

eaviiig bank is convex to the river.

The column of " percentage of eiiltivation " hIiowh the relative pro-

])ortious of cultivated or timbered land which has been eroded.

From these tables a grai)hical rei)reHeutation was made, giving for

each individual caving area the rate of caving per annum for each mile

of caving T>ank (see Plate LVI). In this plate the caving on each bank

is sliown by triangiilar-shaj^ed figures in which the base represents

the length of caving, and the a^jex gives the rate of caving in square

yards per annum per mile of said caving length. In length, the large

squares represent 50 miles, as shown by the figures between the two

banks. In area, the large squares represent 40 000 square. That is,

if the apex of the triangular figure reaches the line marked 80 000, it

shoAvs that this particular area caves at the rate of 80 000 sq. yds. j^er

annum for each mile of its caving length. This explanation ai^plies

also to Plate LVII.

An inspection of Plate LVI shows that the maximum rate of erosion

lies between the limits of 510 and 660 miles from Cairo. The rate of

caving here is far in excess of any other reach, the maximum being at

620 miles below Cairo, where on the left bank in Newtown Bend it

reaches 224 000 sq. yds. per annum for each mile of the caving length.

The left bank levee system ends, as shown on Plate LVI, at 575 miles

below Cairo, near the lower end of the Yazoo basin, and owing to the

proximity of the hills the left bank has no levee from the above point

to Baton Eouge, 835 miles from Cairo. The right bank levee system

begins at 425 miles below Cairo, and extends down to 735 miles below

Cairo, or a short distance above the mouth of Red River.

It is readily seen, then, that the area of greatest caving coincides

with the leveed portion of the river, and this coincidence suggests

that there is some intimate relation between the two.

The second era of active levee building on this portion of the river

began in 1883, or about the same time that the first survey of the Com-

mission was made; hence the comparisons here made give no clue as

to the rate of erosion before the levee period. Coles Point Cut-Oflf, at
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'665 miles below Cairo, which occurred in 1884, shortened the distance

"between Vicksbnrg and Natchez about 12 miles or 12 per cent. This

increase of slope may have a marked influence in bank erosion.

Erosion has apparently been active in this region for a much longer

period than the levees have been in use, as abundantly shown in the

the nine cut-off lakes marking the former bed of the stream—an aver-

-age of one every 17 miles.

As has been previously stated, active erosion is greatest Avhen the

river is within its banks, and consequently not influenced or controlled

by the levees. How, then, can the levees affect or influence the amount

of bank erosion ?

From Baton Rouge down, the levees are intact on both sides of the

river and stand on its immediate banks, which are generally 100 ft. or

more in height; yet caving is comparatively light. A very marked

diminution of caving begins at Red River and diminishes gradually as

we approach the Gulf, although the height of the banks above the

bed of the river is very much greater, except near the Head of Passes.

From Cairo down to 510 miles below, the erosion is tolerably uni-

form. There are, of course, some areas of considerable erosion, but

ihey are all far less in amount than in the stretch below it, previously

<3onsidered. Here we find 10 cut-off lakes, or an average of one for

every 51 miles of river.

It is more than probable that the locality of excessive erosion is

moving slowly. Perhaps the work of adjustment between the forces

of slope and momentum and the section of river-bed and stability of

Thanks has been completed, and the proper equilibrium established

at the lower end of the river, and these conditions of equilibrium

^re gradually working up stream, preceded by an area of excessive ac-

tivity and leaving behind an ideal completed river. Then we should

expect to find, in the course of time, that the area of excessive erosion

had moved up stream.

Perhaps the forces which have been active in building up sand bars

and islands, which divide the channel and obstruct navigation, gather

momentum as they go, reaching their climax where we now find the

area of excessive erosion. Then we should expect to find this area of

activity moving gradually down stream, and extending its baleful effects

towards the Gulf.

Profit Island, 815 miles from Cairo, is the farthest down stream of
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all tlu' isliinds. It held tlir Hainc i)()siti<)n whru ('ai)tuiii ]*itinaii iiassrd

it iJ.') yiMirs aj^^). There arc uo obstnictiiif^ Haud har.s or islaiuls In-low

it, except at the Head of tlie PasHOH, 250 milcH diHtaut. If tliey move
down stream hodily, \\]\\ do they not ])u,sh farther down ? Will they

ever reach down to the (Inlf of Mexico ? These are intereHting ques-

tions not HO easily answered.

An attempt has been made to trace some relation between the

amount of cavinp; and the curvature of the bends. In Plate LVI the

curvature is shown j^rapliically by lines drawn between the two river

banks. The relative lengths of these lines show approximately the

relative curvature of the bends, as the lines express the ratio of the

curve and its chord. This is given more accurately in column 6 of Table

No. 1. A casual insi3ection shows that excessive curvature and exces-

sive erosion are rarely coincident. The Greenville Bends are examples

of great curvature, but the erosion is much greater in bends of less

curvature.

The Mississippi River, below Cairo, is characterized by a succession

of long sweeping bends, and the straight reaches separating them are

usually short. The channel line lies along one bank for a distance and

then crosses over gradually to the other bank. The distance between

Cairo and the Gulf, measured along the channel line, is 1 063 miles.

The air line distance is 543 miles.

If the curvature could be materially increased, so that the strength

of the banks and the energy of the flowing water should finally be in

ec[uilibrium; perhajjs a curve of stability would be found where erosion

from impinging currents would practically cease, and the erosion due

to saturation and undermining would be materially diminished. As

the composition of the banks difiers in different localities, such an

adjustment as noted would be difficult to make.

It has been thought that bank erosion has been hastened by culti-

vation of the adjacent lands, w-hich has removed the roots of trees that

were supposed to hold the particles of earth together. If the caving

process was one of gradual disintegration, then this might be true.

But it has been previously shown that undermining is the most active

agent, and it is effective far below the influence of roots.

If timber has an appreciable effect on the stability of the banks and

tends to preserve them, then, in long bends where there are strips of

timber and cultivation alternating, the banks would be found more
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deeply eroded along the cultivated portion, and tliey would necessarily

become irregular in outline. This is not found to be the case. A
careful investigation of all of the bends fails to reveal any such irreg-

ularity, and it is reasonable to conclude that the character of vegetation

has little or nothing to do with the amount of erosion. The percentage

of cultivation in each eroded area is given in column 7, Table No. 1.

A careful study of Plates LI to LV will tend to verify these state-

ments. On Plate LI, the New Madrid Bend, where the river runs due

north for several miles, is a conspicuous feature. Note also the large

areas sliced out of the left bank in the wide, straight reach below New

Madrid. The New Madrid Bend is unique in being the only one on the

lower river where the land on both sides is above ordinary floods.

Plate LII shows the great changes that have occurred in the vicin-

ity of Walnut Bend and Commerce. Opposite Commerce a double

change took place during the interval elapsing between the two sur-

veys. When the first survey was made, very active caving was going

on on the right bank. This erosion ceased, and an accretion some

2 000 ft. wide and 5 miles long was made. This is as high as the sur-

rounding land, and is now cultivated. At the present time erosion has

begun to tear it down again.

Plate LIII shows the exceedingly crooked portion of the river near

Greenville, Miss., which by some are termed the "Ox Bows." Here it

will be seen that the caving in all of these bends is continuous, but

not so great in amount as in other reaches.

Plate LIV shows the region of greatest activity at present, and also

the cut-ofif which left Yicksburg quite a distance from the present

channel. The inclination of the river to follow its own lines is here

shown. During the late war General Grant attempted to make a cut-

off several miles above Vicksburg, so that his fleet could pass the Con-

federate batteries beyond the reach of their shot and shell. The canal

was dug wide and deep, and considerable water flowed through it, but

the river continued on around the old bend. Thirteen years later, a

cut-off was suddenly made, without any artificial aid, at a point about

two miles below " Grant's Canal."

Plate LV shows the river in the vicinity of Coles Point Cut-Off,

which occurred in May, 1884, and none have been made on the lower

river since that date. Attention has been previously called to the

stability of this point for a great many years, in spite of efforts to cut
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it. But wlirn tlM> (liHintof^ration ouco l)ogun, ii vrrv Hbort time Hufficed

to turn tilt' cliiinncl across it.

In suniminf^ n|» t lie totals, we find that in HH.") miles of rivci" we liuve

'.)!() miles of cavinfjj banks, inclndin^^ the islands. On th(^ left bank wo

find A'M) mil(>s of caviug, or 12 miles less than oue-hnlf the k'ngth of

river eousidered. On th(^ ri^ht })ank tlie caving amounts to 4G0 milcH,

or 27 miles more than half the length. It should be borne in mind,

however, that the left bank of the river strikes the bluffs at 13 points,

and follows them for a total of about 27 miles. The right bank doe»

not strike the bluffs at all, the nearest point being at Helena, where

the bluffs are about i mile from the river.

The total area of caving per annum is 39 016 000 sq. yds. , and the

average annual rate of caving per mile of river is 44 186 sq. yds., or a

little over 9 acres. The average depth of erosion is about 66 ft., hence

the annual volume of erosion jjer mile of river is 972 092 cu. yds. The

total average annual volume of erosion from Cairo to Donaldsonville,

as derived from these comparisons, would amount to 10 sq. miles, 84

ft. deej). As before stated, there was quite a large movement which

occurred between the dates of the surveys which cannot be identified

or measured. The grand total, then, w^ould be a somewhat larger

quantity than above specified.

The average annual amount of erosion of the right bank per mile

of river is 21 735 sq. yds., and of the left bank, 21 391 sq. yds. The

average annual amount of erosion per mile of caving bank is, for the

right bank, 40 924 sq. yds., and for the left bank, 43 904 sq. yds.

It very rarely happens that both banks cave in the same locality at

the same time, and, as a general rule, it may be accepted as practically

true that erosion on one bank is followed by an equivalent accre-

tion on the other. In some cases the resultant of the two is a very

large decrease in width, the accretion exceeding the erosion. From.

the lengths of caving on each bank, given above, it is seen that erosion

is practically continuous on one bank or the other for the whole length

considered. The eroded areas overlap each other slightly.

The total amount per annum of solid matter passing New Orleans

in suspension is computed, from sediment observations, to be about 10

sq. miles, 26.8 ft. deep, or less than one-third of the amount of erosion.

The two-thirds and more not accounted for, added to the volume tum-

bled into the Missouri, goes to build up the bars which obstruct navi-

gation and the points which follow the caving bends by accretions.
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The Missouri River.—The data for determining the amount of

erosion on the Missouri River was derived from a comijarison of the

surveys of 1879 and 1890. The reach of river considered extends from

the mouth up to Sioux City, a distance of 802 miles. The scale of the

maps available was too small to permit of close measurements of areas;

still, the results are probably not far from the truth. The results were

derived by the methods already explained for the Mississippi River.

The lower 250 miles of the river is comparatively straight, and the

long, flowing bends which characterize the Mississippi River and the

upper reaches of the Missouri are missing. The right bank follows

the bluff for a distance of 221 miles, and the left bank, 50 miles.

An inspection of Plate LVII shows that the erosion is pretty

uniformly distributed over the whole length. The caving areas are

usually quite short as compared with the Mississippi River. The erosion

cuts deep into the bank and comes out abruptly, perhaps to attack the

opposite side. In general, the banks are composed of fine sand and silt,

which is quite homogeneous. A few localities show thin strata of clay in

the sand, and occasionally tough clay of considerable thickness is found.

The most active period of erosion is during falling stages, and the

lower portion of the bank is the point of attack. The banks are thus

undermined, and, being very friable, crumble rapidly.

It is stated in official reports that "evidences everywhere exist

throughout the whole extent of the Missouri Valley that in past ages

the river has, with more or less periodic regularity, changed the loca-

tion of its bed from one bluff to the other, and then back again, mov-
ing in this change the whole of the enormous amount of soil that lies

between, and this operation is still going on. " -J^- ^ * " In the lakes,

swamps and lowlands we have unmistakable evidence that as the river

is to-day, so it has been for ages past, its peregrinations limited only

by the bluffs that bound the valley in which it runs."

The distance between the bluffs from Omaha to the mouth, 668

miles, averages about 3 miles; a considerable proportion of it is 2

miles or less, and it rarely exceeds 7 miles. As compared with the

lower Mississippi River, which has a valley from 20 to 60 miles in

width, the former is confined to rather narrow bounds, and the " pere-

grinations," therefore, are necessarily quite limited.

In the distance of 802 miles of river, the total erosion amounts to 818

miles. On the left bank the length of erosion is 411 miles, or 10 miles

more than half the length of river. On the right bank the erosion amounts

to 330 miles long, or 71 miles less than half the distance considered.
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Tlu' iiv(M-a^o aroft of caving? jk r luiinim for tlic 802 luilcH is 50011) (KM)

Htj. vds., and tlu' average annual rate jxt mile of river is ()2 338 H(j.

yds., or about 13 aereH.

The averaf?e annual erosion i>er mile of river is, for the rip^ht bank,

24 804 s(i. yds., and for the left bank, 33 304 Hq. yds. The average an-

nual amount of erosion ])er mile of caving bank is, for the right bank,

G5 041 scj. yds., and for the left bank, (50 228 sq. yds.

There is no accurate data available for the height of banks along

the Missouri River. Estimated at an average height of 36 ft., would

give the annual volume of erosion j^er mile of river 748 056 cu. yds.

The total annual erosion would amount to 10 sq. miles, 58 ft. deep.

In comparing the totals with those of the Mississippi River, it will

be seen that the annual area of erosion per mile of river is about S0%
less for the latter. The volume of erosion on the Missouri is, however,

about 23"^ less than on the Mississippi for the same distance. The

left bank erosion per mile of river exceeds the right bank erosion about

25 per cent. On the Mississippi River the right bank erosion per

mile of river exceeds the left bank by less than 2 per cent. A part of

these differences is to be attributed to the influence of the bluffs. In

the first case, if we simply consider in the comparisons the erod-

ing portions of each bank, then the right bank erosion per mile of

eroding bank exceeds the left bank erosion about 8 per cent.

On the Mississippi River, comj^aring in the same way, the left bank

erosion exceeds that of the right bank about 7 per cent. Or, in other

words, the erosion in both cases is greatest on the bank which lies

nearest the bluffs, but it is, of course, confined to the stretches not con-

trolled by the bluffs, w^hich do not yield to erosion to any great extent.

It is plainly evident that bank erosion is one of the principal factors

in the solution of the problem of river improvement and control. If

contraction works are built, then erosion becomes active on the oppo-

site bank, and the river soon moves beyond the sj^here of influence of

such w^orks. If levees are built, they are often quickly destroyed by

caving into the river, and new lines must be constructed to restrain the

floods. On the other hand, active erosion furnishes abundant material

to build up the artificial banks where channel contraction is required.

A flimsy pile dike on the lower Mississippi or Missouri induces

enormous de^DOsits in a very short jDeriod of time. On the upper Mis-

sissippi, above the mouth of the Missouri, this action is very much

slower, and quite a long period of time is required to gather deposits

sufficient to make the contraction works useful.
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TABLE No. 2.

Missouri River Bank Erosion From Mouth to Sioux City, Ia.

Distance, 802 Miles.

Bank.
Distance

FROM Mouth.
Miles.

Length.
Miles.

Caving pkb
Annum. 1 000

Sq. Yds.
Chabacter 6f Bank.

Left 2.

6.

1.7

5.

S.

12.5

14.2

14.2

15.6
16.1

16.0

16.7

18.2

18.0

21.9
25.6

27.6

32.9
35.7

36 8
37.2

38.6

40.5

41.1

42.9

46.7

47.5

49.0

50.7

63.1

55.6

66.2

61.1

61.7

63 9
63.9

65.0
65.6

66.5

66.6

68.2

72.0

75.1

78 9
79 5

82.5

82.7

83 8

88.0
91.8

92.4

94.4
95.0
95.8

97.5

98.0

101.0
102.8
107.5
110.1

110.0
111.7
112.5

113.2

3.2

1.6

1.2

1.2

1.3

3.1

1.7

(1.6

0.9

0.5

0.5

0.7

2.5

2 7

4.3

1.2

2.6

3.8

1.8

2.7

3.2

1.2

2.1

1.9

0.6

4.5

3.5

2.0

1.0

2.5

0.6

3.0

3.4

2.6

0.6

2.8

5

05
0.4

2.5

0.5

4.7

1.0

5.1

4.0

1.0

1.5

2.5

4.5

3.4

0.8

2.0

1.2

0.7

3.6

3.9
1.8

4.4

0.5

2.6

22
1.6

2.1

1.5

182
173
194
73
79

468
5

17
14
3

11
11
90
23

338
28
341
127
45
90
1U4
28
42
56
11

222
34
90
17

141
14

262
298
37
25
115
17
23
6

56
14

476
17

625
349
51
76
65

259
239
54

175
76

20
45
127
96
135
14
51
93
70

107
84

Right
Island
Island
Lett
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Island
Island
Island
Right
Left
Right Clay and sand.
Left
Right
Left
Island
Right
Left
Island
Right
Island
Right
Island
Left
Leit
Left
Right
Lelt
Right.
Left
Island
Right
Island
Island
Island
Right
Island
Left
Right
Left
Right
Island
Island
Left
Left
Right
Island
Left
Right
Island
Island
Left
Island
Left
Right
Lett
Right
Island
Right
Island
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TABLE No. 2—{Conlinued).

Bank.
DlBTANCK

FROM Muiixn.
Milks.

Lf.1»(»TII.

MlLKH.

Cavino rKn
Annum. 1 (»(»0

Ha. Yds.
Characteii or Bamk.

ItiKlit

Lott
110.0
118.fi

120.0
120.

1

120.2

123.1

123.6

124 1

124.8

124.8
126.6

127 2
131.8

132.4

132.8
136.5

136.6
137.0

139.8
144.5

150.6

151.8
155.2

157
159.5
160.6
163.7

166.6

169.3
173 1

176 5

176 9
178.6
179.3
180 9
181.5
182.5
186.0
187.7

189.8
191.4

193.5

195.0
194.6

196
199.3
203.3

205.2

206.4
207.4
209.7
209.8
212.4
216.4

219.8
220.8
221.0

225.2
228.5

232.0
232.0
236.0
237.2
238.7

240.0
241.2
242.0
251.0

252.5

3.0

0.6

0.7

4.7

1.2

1.5

0.3

0.8

2.4

U.4

2.1

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.0

6.9

1.4

05
0.8

5.6

3.1

1.2

1.7

3.0

1.5

1.0

4.5

3.1

3.4

3.4

2:0

1.0

1.1

26
1.0

0.6

2.6

0.5
3-5

0.8

0.7

2.9

1.0

4.2

0.3

3.4

2.1

2.4

0.4

2.5

0.9

0.8

2.8

2.4

3.5

4.8

1.1

45
2.1

2.8

4.2

2.25
0.8

2.6

1.0

0.9

2.5

0.9

3.0

194
8

17
327
14

70
6

8

34

8
107
158
45
45
73

287
14
17

65
197
425
59

166
180
73
14

375
175
237
321
79
23
23
51

20
39
87
6

273
17

37
68
23
214

6
79
118
287
23

251
37
11
138
163
197
163
31
8

82
206
155
121

1

66
37

54
70

137
279

lA'ft

RiUht
Inland
Islaiul

I,eft

lliwht
iHlilllll

Isliiiid

Lfft
Islaiul

Lelt
Right
Isluiul

Left
iHland
Island Sand and gravel.
Island
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Island
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Island
Right
Left
Right
Island
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Island
Island
Lelt
Island Sand.
Lelt
Left
Right
Island
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right.,
Lelt
Right
Right
Left Silt and fine sand
Right
Right
Lelt
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
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TABLE No. 2—{Qontinued).

421

Bane.
Distance

FROM Mouth.
Miles.

Length.
Miles.

Caving peb
ANNUM. 1 000

Sq. Yds.
Character of Bank.

Island 253.7
254.0
256.7
260.3
260.7
26U.7

265.0
267.2
268.3
269.7
270.0
271,0
274 8
276
276.9
281.4
284.9
287.3
289.5
290.5

292.3

296.1
298.0
302.2
303.2

308.3
308.8

311.6
312.6
313.8
315.0
316.0
317.2
319.1
321.2
3-24.1

327.1
328.5
330.3
331.7
332.4
336.0
338.4
342.5

34L1
343.5
349.8
350.2
353.4
357,0
361,9
3623
363.9
367.4
372.1
376.8
376.9
377.7
379.2

381.4
383.2
385.3
386.4
389.3

394 6
397.1
399.5

0.6

1.25

1.9

0,6

4.5

43
3.0

2.7

1.0

1.0

2.2

10
3.7

3.4

1.3

4.0

3.6

4.2

26
2.9

2.9

2.6

2.0

1.0

5.5

2,2

2.0

1.3

2.6

1.5

2.0

1.1

1.4

1.2

2.5

14
1.5

1.0

1.6

1.8

4.7

3.0

2.5

3.7

1.1

1.0

1.4

6.4

5.0

2.1

6.2

3.6

1.0

2.8

3.1

0.5

2.0

10
L7
2.9

2.2

1.0

0.6

5.6

2.0

2.0

2.0

20
172
186
20
79
113
113
70
25
56
132
186
110
90
155
104
90
138
73
84
99
82
23
34
166
25
20
17
68
25
25
79
37
51
68
11
39
37
51
99
113
48
65 .

177
17

14
45

256
169
110
203
183
20
79

282
11

132
70

113
242
96
17

51
245

84
99
183

Left
Kight
Island
Right
Left
Right
Lelt
Right
Right
Left
Island
Right
Left
Island
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Leit
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Inland
Left
Lelt
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Lelt
Right
Left
Rigbt
Right
Right
Left

Sand over-lying boulders.

Rigbt
Left
Right
Left
Island
Left
Right
Right
Left
Island
Right
Left
Right Silt over-lying boulders.
Left
Island
Left Layers of coarse and fine

sand.
Right
Left
Right
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TABLE No. 2— {Continued).

Bank.
Distance

FKi>M .Mouth.
Lknoth.
MiLKM.

Cavin<» pkb
Annum. 1 ooo

Hw. YD8.
CiiAiiACTKn or Bank.

Hi^'ht 405.6
4(Hi K

412 6
415.9

4'il.2

4 -'5.

1

426.5
42S.5

429.2
431.4

437.1
439.4
440,8
444.3
447.8
449.9
450.8

452.7
454.5
457.1

464.2
464.6
465.5
467.6
471.3
472.6
476,4
482.2
484.1
487.9
491.2
493.3
502.2
504.3
507.3

509.7
511.9

515.7
518.9

521.2
524.7
528.7
531.6
533.8
536.6
539.2
544.1

544.9
546.8
547.6
548.5
550.1

551.9
554.7

556.5
560.5
560.9
562.2
568.0
569.0
569.1

573.5
575.5
576.8
578.2
580.0
582.2

583.6

2.6

4.6

4.0
1.8

2.5

2.9

2.6

1.6

l.l

28
1.4

1.3

1.5

1.3

4.5

2.4

1.5

0.5

3.6

3.4

2.5

1.8

0.4

3.3

1.2

2.1

4.8

3.5

3.0

37
10
3.5

4.5

26
1.0

2.9

1.5

1.2

3.1

2.5

1.8

4.2

1.7

2.5

3.2

39
3.1

1.0

0.8

0.5

0.5

2.4

2.7

1.5

3

2.4

0.7

5.4

5.5

1.4

1.8

26
1.1

3.8

2.6

1.6

0.8

4.7

82
248
3M3
82

136
144
242
104
51

237
99
93
23
17

206
115
14
8

335
394
56

101
20

462
113
183
298
34

180
639
87

890
555
324
17

310
62
23
99
186
146
377
113
276
467
293
186
28
31
31
17

197
37
76

298
245
96

338
93
23
42

135
•

62
270
259
107
28
527

Lett
Left
Left
Left
Clmte
Iti^ht

Lett
Kiglit

lii^lit

Left

Sand.

Lett

Hitjl.t

Lett
Left
Right
Leit
Kight
Left
Right
Left
Right
Island
Right
Left
Right
Left
Rijiht

Left
Left

*

Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left Sand.
Rioht
Lett
Right
Left Sand and clay.

Right
Right
Islaud
Island
Left
Right
Left

Sand and clay.

Right
Left
Island
Right
Left
Island
Right
Right
Island
Left
Right
Lett
Island
Left

I

1

i

I
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TABLE No. 2— {Continued).

B.VKK.
Distance

FROM Mouth.
Miles.

Length.
Miles.

Cavikg per
Annum. 1 000

Sq. Yds.
Character of Bank.

Chute 584.0
584.'2

588.1

590.0
591.7

595.1

595.1

597.2
601.5
605.5
610.5
615.2
615.3
618.4
620.4

625.2
626.1
62^.2

628.7
6;il.O

631.0
635.6
635.9
640 3
6J2.3

643 6

646.3
649.6
651.9
654.6

655.9
663.3
665.3
670 1

672.8
677.2
680.6
684.4
687.8
690.3
692.3
695.3
698.3
702.3

710.2
713.7

718.4
718.9

723 6
725.2

725.4

727.0

730.7

733 5

735.8
736.4
738.5

741.4
745.6

748.3
749.4

750.7
754.7

755.8

759.2
762.0
766.4

767.0

4.5

1.7

1.5

1.7

1.8

3.4

2.5

1.6

5.8

3.0

4.0

0.5

0.6

2.5

3.3
0.3

3.1

1.8

0.7

0.3

0.4

57
0.9

1.8

2.1

0.2

5.1

22
2.2

3.6

1.2

1.5

3.9

1.6

3.0

3.4

3.0
1.8

4.3

4.4

1.8

3.5

5.7

3.9

4.0

3.6

2.3

6.5

2.8

0.5

0.9

3.4

4.6

0.5

1.6

1.5

0.7

5.3

4.7

1.4

0.8

1.4

0.9

3.4

2.5

3.6

2.8

5.6

118
25
132
155
200
355
144
113
721
217
332
17
14

183
259

6
138
59
23
6
11

231
28
180
259
23

524
141
110
498
54
17

234
84

141
82

222
115
487
372
37

287
391
515
270
161
186
772
346
20
28
282
479

6

34
17
17

431
13-i

17
14

194
118
400
124
369
296
591

Islaud
.Left

Right
Left
Right
Left
Island
Left
Right
Right
Islaud
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Left
Island
Right
Island
Left
Right Sand.
Left
Right
Island
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Right
Lett
Left

Sand and clay.

LeJt
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right •.

IjCft

Right
Island
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
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'IWIiLK No. 2 {Condnurd).

n.\NK.
DiBTARCK

FROM Mouth.
iMlLKM.

LRNOTn.
MiLKH.

Oavimo P«Il
Annum. 1 «K»0

Sg. Yi)H.

Oharactrr of Bavk.

Right 772.5
772.7
77:).8

777.4

779.0
7H0.2

781.2
782.7

783.7

787.4
789 4

792 2

796.0
796.7

79(5.4

8(10.8

802.4

0.7

3.0

3.6

28
273
197

L.'it

Lett
Kijjht L4

I
4!2

iHluud 0.3

2.0

0.5

2.2

4.9

32
6.0

2.4

0.5

1.8

5.8

1.3

16

28
166
11

82
329
211

lOl.i

234
6

152
276
17

56

Lt«ft

IJight

Left

RitJht
Left
Kifiht
Left
Island
Island
Ki^ht
Kioht
Right Sand and Hdt.

818.15 miles. 60 019 003

I

Miles.

Total caving left bank per annum 411.05

Total caving right bank per anunm 330.3

Total caving islands per annum 76,8

Total average caving per mile of river per annum
Average caving per mile of river, right bank
Average caving per mile of river, left bank
Average caving per mile of caving bank, right bank
Average caving per mile of caving bank, left bank

Square Yard.s.

26 723 00(J

19 893 000
3 403 00<»

G2 33H
24 804
33 304
65 041
60 228 1
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(Vol. XXVIII—June, 1893.)

FINAL REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD RAIL SECTIONS.^"

To the President and Members oftlie Amej'ican Society of Civil Engineers :

Your Committee on Standard Rail Sections have the honor to sub-

mit the accompanying series of rail sections (Plates LVIII to LXX)
and the following report as their final recommendation, and ask to be

discharged.

Since the progress report of the Committee, which was ju'esented

and accepted at the Annual Meeting of the Society, January 21st, 1891,

your Committee has held a number of meetings and conducted an

extensive correspondence with many of the Chief Engineers of the

railroad systems of the country.

The carefully prepared reports of the Committee of the Society on

" The Proper Relation to each other of the Sections of Railway Wheels

and Rails," and the papers and discussions of the Society, called forth

by them, gave your Committee valuable data as the basis of their work.

The first result of their deliberations was the preparation and discus-

sion of several series of rail sections. As will be seen by reference to

the progress report, there were originally considerable differences in

the views of the several members. Correspondence, observation of the

* Presented at the Business Meeting of the Annual Convention, August 2d, 1893.
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ii'snlts olituincd Iruiu mils in act mil use, and (liHouHHion, liavo rocon-

cilt'd these ditVercucos ho tliiil vour ( '(»iumit tec arc al»Ict«» jncsciit a

tiiial J'cjtoit.

As the inih'iip' of pniclically stmif^ht track ho ninch exceeds that on

ciuvos, it seeinrd wisdom to nehn't sectionH whi(di wonhl f^ive the moHt

satisfactory roHults on the greater i)erceutage; if, at the name time,

such service wonhl extend to curved track, ho much the better. We
are satistit^d that the nections recommended are the best for straight

track, and that if the rails aro i)roperly laid they will do well on curves.

Our investigation developed that the greatest difference of opinion

among the railroad engineers of the country as to rail sections was upon

the iH'oper radius for tlie to}) corners of the rail heads. In the

corresi)ondence which we i)resent as an api)endix to this report, it will

be observed that this point is the most discussed. Most of these let-

ters were received in rei)ly to a hual circular letter of inquiry, which

was sent to the Chief Engineers of every railroad having 100 miles and

over of track. Fifty-five replies were received, and of these we pre-

sent those giving decided opinions.

In deciding upon a series of sections, your Committee have given

consideration to the manufacturing details of rail making, while seek-

ing designs whose forms would be best adapted to meet the various

requirements of traffic.

To have a smooth track, it is absolutely necessary that the surface

and line of the rails shall be without lumps and kinks. To obtain

such rails it is of importance that the metal in the head and flange of

the section should be as nearly balanced as economy will permit,

thereby permitting the hot metal in the just-rolled rail to cool with the

least internal strain, and thus, Avhen cold, to be as nearly as jDOSsible

straight in all directions, thus avoiding excessive "gagging" in the

final cold straightening. The importance of this increases with the

amount of metal in the section. We decided upon 4:2% of metal for

the head, 21^^ for the w^eb and 37% for the flange. The other constant

factors are: top radius of head, 12 ins. ; top-corner radius of head, -f-^
in.

;

lower corner radius, -i-^ in. ; corners of flange, nr in. ; side radius of

web, 12 ins. ; top and bottom radii of web, i in.*; angles of under side of

head and top of flange, IS"^.

As the grain or "fineness "of "hot-rolled" steel is governed by

the work ajDplied to it as its heat decreases, and as w^e are convinced
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that the wearing qualities of rails largely depend on the closeness of

the grain of the steel in their heads, we have sought to design heads

which, so far as permitted by the other proportions of the sections, will

T)e affected to the greatest extent by the pressure or work of the rolls.

One of the difficulties in rail manufacture is obtaining, perfect

flanges. The amount of metal being much less in the flange edges

than elsewhere in the section, it cools more rapidly; hence, if the flange

is both wide and thin, difficulty will be experienced in making it fill

out to the full designed width, and also in preventing the development

of flaws, which, if detected, will condemn the rail as first quality, but

which may be so concealed as to escape detection, and exist as a con-

stant menace to the safety of the rail. These considerations influenced

us in designing our flange sections.

At the meeting of the Committee which was held in the Society's

House on December 2d, 1892, all of the members present congratulated

themselves upon the—to them—satisfactory progress of their labors,

and separated, little thinking that before another meeting of the Com-

mittee could be held the hand of death would be laid upon one of the

members of the Committee. H. Stanley Goodwin was not present at

that meeting, official duties preventing at the last moment; but he

telegraphed his views, and later wrote the Secretary of the Committee

endorsing the Committee's proceedings. To know Mr. Goodwin Avas

to respect him ; to be thrown intimately with him was to yield the

warmer tribute of friendship. Your Committee unite with all the mem-

bers of the American Society of Civil Engineers in deploring the loss

of so valued a member, and one who was so useful to his fellow men.

We have the honor to remain,

G. BouscAEEN, Chairman.

FOSTEB CkOWELL.

Vikghj G. Bogue.

S. M. Felton.

J. D. Hawks.

E. T. D. Myees.

Samuel Rea.

Thos. Rodd.

A. M. Wellington.

F. M. WiLDEE.

RoBEET W. Hunt, Secretary.
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I citucur ill the l'(»rt';4(tin<< i(|i(»il in all rcspcctH except one, the

width <>r tlie lieiids. It tlir siiiiir wheels arc to run o\cr all rails, the

portion ot' th(> rail which eonies in contact with the wheel shoiihl

alwavs l»c of the same t'orin. Tiikiuf^ the H()-ll». rail with its '2A-in.

heiid iis standard, the same width of head should ])e maiutaiued for all

sections likely to be used. Tlu^ slight rtMluction in width of head

proposeil for the liO-lh. and iutorniediate sectious is comparatively

imol>jcetioual)le, and I consented to ai)})rovo the whole rei)ort if the

same rate of variation had heen maiutaiued for the larf^er Hections; the

variation in width wonld then not exceed i in, or i in. from the mean.

Tln^ present lar^e variation of ^r in. from the mean to the maximum

section is too j^reat, and I cannot accept this portion of the report. I

present the sections herewith appended, Plates LXXVI to LXXIX.

George S. Mokison.

APPENDIX.

NoRTHEEN Pacific Kailroad Company,

Chicago, III., November 30th, 1892.

I have forwarded this morning, by Adams Express, a roll contain-

ing tracings of 10'^ sections of 66-lb. rail in track on onr line between

Logan and Butte, Mont. I also enclose a report on this matter from

E. H. MeHenry, Principal Assistant Engineer, dated November 15th.

J. W. Kendrick,

Chi'^f Enginee)\

Tacoma, Wash., November 15th, 1892.

J. AV. Kendrick, Esq.,

Chief Engineer.

Dear Sir,—I send you herewith tracings of 103 rail sections taken

on the Logan to Butte Division of the Northern Pacific Railroad. It is

very hard to deduce any general conclusions from the rail sections con-

tained in the sheets. The wear seems to be variable without appreciable

cause, the rails laid on light curves showing, in many cases, much
greater wear than those on sharper curves, and vice rersa. The notes

show the original line has been lost, and the curves, almost without

exception, have altered radii from those laid out. Mr. Relf has shown

the actual radius of the curve at the point where the section is taken,

which has probably been computed from the ordinate. Mr. Relf's

note, on the last sheet of the sections, gives the ordinary sj^eed of

trains at from 10 to 15 miles per hour. This is obviously intended for

the ascending rate, and he has omitted to take into account the fact
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TRANS. AM. SOC. CIV. ENGRS.
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PLATE LX.
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REPORT ON STANDARD RAIL SECTIONS.
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REPORT ON STANDARD RAIL SECTIONS.
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PLATE LXII.

TRANS. AM. SOC. CIV. ENQRS.
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REPORT ON STANDARD RAIL SECTIONS.
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REPORT ON STANDARD RAIL SECTIONS.
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PLATE LXVII.
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PLATE LXX.

TRANS. AM. SOC. CIV. ENGRS.
VOL XXVIIl, No. 601.

REPORT ON STANDARD RAIL SECTIONS.
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that the rfite on the doscent is very much greater. I think the correct

method is to put up the curves for a speed very little in excess of that

used by the ascending trains, and to hold down the speed on descend-

ing trains by strict orders, and, by proper supervision, to see that

these orders are carried out. Apparently, the effect of elevating the

outer rail too much Avould be in the direction of decreasing train re-

sistance, as the centrifugal force would not then overbalance the tend-

ency for the flanges to seek the lower rail, due to the effect of gravity.

In practice, however, I am convinced that this does not occur, and
that the train resistance is actually increased. The car floors, are no

longer balanced, and an unequal proportion of the weight falls on the

lower trucks, preventing them from conforming proi)erly to the curve.

This is especially noticeable when a train traverses a reversing curve.

The trucks must then swing through a considerable arc in changing

from the radial position they have assumed on one curve to a radial

position on the opposing curve; and as this shifting is done under

very unfavorable conditions, the weight being thrown upon one side

instead of balanced at the center, it seems to cause considerable

extra train resistance. Calculating this resistance by the decrease

in train speed, in one case, I found it to be equivalent to an addi-

tional rise of 1.1 ft. in the length of the two curves. By a revers-

ing curve I do not mean, of course, curves without a reversing

tangent, but curves close enough together so that the train will be on

both curves at the same time. In the particular case in point, I feel

convinced that a large amount of the rail wear is owing to the undue
elevation used.

It makes it still more difficult to generalize from the sections given,

as it is not at all certain that the indicated rail wear is due to the exist-

ing conditions, as the causes which lead to the excessive wear may
liave disappeared with the re-adjustment of track. In many cases the

sections show an apparent wear on the inner face of the low rail. In

some cases this is palpably wrong, and in others may have been due

to a deficient original section. Where the characteristic deformation or

change of section exists that is caused by the metal flowing under the

^yheel tread, it is certainly wrong, as any flange wear, if it existed,

would prevent the appearance of bulging or swelling, which is especi-

ally noticeable in sections Nos. 44, 72, 78, 94 and 96. In section 34 it

is possible that insufficient gauge may account for some of the

apparent wear on the inner face of the low rail. As you will note, the

gauge at this point is 4 ft. 8f ins.—should be 4 ft. 9-| ins. Insufficient

gauge will, in all probability, account for wear of this character in

similar sections to the above when it is taken into account that the

gauge has probably, in a great number of cases, been too tight when
originally laid, although the gauge does not now show it, on account

of the track spreading and also the great amount of rail wear.
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It is my ht'Iicf, dnivcd lioiii cxpciicncc, tliiit ('X<'<'HHiv(» iind ninisuul

niil w(*ur occiiirin^^ locally is iilmost iiiviii*iiil)ly due to ins\itli«-ifut

{^aiifj^c. Viiriiitions in the tcinpci- ol" the steel niiiy soiuotimoH cauHe

the siniie elVect ; but rail wear due to tliis causr may 1)<* nsimlly

detoctod, as tlic ett'oct upon t'outifjjiioiiH rails is not uuiforni.

While the results obtained have not lu'en coneluHive, or very satiH-

factory iu many resi)eets, T think it may be d( linitely stated that

nothin*"^ has Ixmmi found to cans*' any chauf^e of opinion refrm-din}^ the

proi)riety of usin^ the sharp-cornered rails; in fact it is obvious from

the sections that if the corners had been larger in the; beginning, the

rate of rail wear would have been accelerated, wliicli is shown to some
degree iu the sections on the last sheet.

I note Mr. Hunt asks for information iu regard to shar}) wheel

flanges, and particularly whether such flauges have been found on both

wheels on the same axle. I feel that I am able to shed some light on

this subject, and I do not remember ever having seen it noted in any

of the various discussions regarding the proper rail section. I wish

to assert my belief that a large part of the excessive wear observed on

both wheels and rails on new track is due to the chisel action of the

sharp-cornered rail at the joint cutting the flanges of the wheels, and

scoring them in such a manner that their reaction upon the rail is in

turn equally destructive. In support of this I will point out the

results obtained during the construction of some of our new lines.

You will remember that at the time the Butte line was constructed

we were much annoyed by the extraordinary flange wear on the engine

drivers. The wear was abnormal and occurred on both wheels on

the same axle alike. The principal wear was on the forward and rear

driving wheels, the intermediate wheels, even if flanged, showing but

very little wear. This might be expected, as the flanges on the inter-

mediate wheels would rarely come in contact with the rail.

This i^heuomenou bothered me greatly, and I made a large number
of examinations with a view to determining the cause. During several

track inspections I noted that the amount of new filings or chij)s of

metal along the track were especially noticeable, indicating that the

wear of the flanges and rails was excessive. This line of worn metal

was continuoiis along the outside rail of every curve. The amount of

filings Avas increased at the joint, some joints showing much more
wear than others. It was noticeable that the filings increased in

amount wherever the alignment between the ends of the adjacent rails

was not perfect. Also, that where the expansion was insufficient, in

addition to the alignment not being perfect, that the amount was
increased. "Wliere the expansion was too great, even a considerable

ofiset did not produce similar results, as in the other eases. An
inspection of the engine drivers showed that they were not worn
smooth and bright as in ordinary practice, but were^extremely rough.
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being scored or cut in very perceptible curves. The sliajx' ol these

curves was that of a modified cycloid, showing the characteristic looj)

at the beginning of the reverse curve. This led to the conclusion that

the extraordinary rate of wear was unquestionably due to the effect of

the sharp corner at the end of the rail, which acted precisely as a

sharp cutting tool in every case where there was not a perfect align-

ment. This perfect alignment it is practically impossible to secure

in curving rails for very sharp curves, for obvious reasons. Acting

upon this theory, I predicted that the excessive wear would disaj^pear

in time and become no longer noticeable, which has since proven true,

and my theory has been demonstrated to be correct in a number of

other cases.

While this wear went on in the same manner in the case of rails laid

on the main line it was not so noticeable, as the number of wheels that

passed over the ground was very much greater, and the percentage of

mileage run over the new steel was an insignificant proportion of the

whole. In the case of our construction engines on the track laid

entirely with new steel the result was different, as the mileage run

was entirely upon new steel. The wear of the flanges due to this cause

was not confined to the wheels alone; the engine flanges, being roughly

scored, in turn wore the rails, and there was consequently, first, the

action of the rail ends on the engine flanges, and second, the reaction

of the roughened flanges against the rail throughout its length between

the joints. Yours truly,

E. H. McHeney,
Principal Assistant Engineer.

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh, Pa. , November 3d, 1892.

In answer to your inquiry, I have no personal experience with rails;

with sharp top corners to their heads. The Pennsylvania Railroad pat-

tern, as is well known, has large top-corner radius.

My personal opinion is that a sharper top-corner radius than we use

is desirable. I have not expressed this, so far as I can recollect, in

reply to the questions of the former committee, of which I was a mem-
ber, but I have expressed it in other ways when this subject has come
up, both in my official capacity and as a member of the Society.

Yours truly,

Thomas Rodd,

Chief Engin eer.

The section shown in Fig. 1, Plate I, is the new pattern used by the Northern Pacific

and the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy lines.
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rrrrsTUTunii, I*a., S('ptf'nil)or llUh, 1H!)*2.

Ill rcsjMinsc to vour conmiiinicjitioii of Scptcinlicr 1st, 1M!J2, I Im'^ to

rt'fcr yon to Vol. 21, im«i;('H 154 ami 247, of tlic IVansnr/io/is of tlu'

Soi'icty lor my scntiinciit s <tii t lie (picst ion inidfr couHidc rut ion l»y your

t'oiinnitt,*;', Ironi which I have no reason to deviate at this time.

Yon know tlie rail sections in use on our lines iu 1881), whcu I (^uve

expression of my views in tlie contnbutionH to the discusHionfi above
referred to : aiul you know also the (dninji^OH made in tho Hoetionfl Hince

that time. I almost fool that you will a^^ree with me that our ])rof^ross

towards the • ideal " is rather slow.

\'ery siucei'cly yours,

M. J. Becker.

BriiLiNOToN \- Missomi Railroad in Neb.,

C, B. k Q. System,

Lincoln, Nfb. , September 23d, 1892.

Answering your circular-letter of the 1st. AVe laid about 100 miles

of this sharp-coruerod rail on our Doadwood line, where curvature

runs u}) as hi£>h as 1() . We found that the sharp corner of this steel,

both on curves and on straight lines, wore off and assumed a shape

with a large radius and flaring side, conforming somewhat to the shajie

of th(^ flange of the wdieel. We found that after the rail was worn,

Avliich had been in the track now a little over two years, that we could

increase our train load by about one-seventh. We also found that wear

on our car wheels was very materially diminished after the rail was

worn to the shape above described.

We have a good many miles of this same sharp-cornered rail on

other lines where grades are very light and curvature very slight, but

have not yet been able to see the ill effects of the sharp corners and

straiglit sides; but the test on the Deadwood line is conclusive that the

section is wrong entirely (Fig. 1, Plate LXXI).

Yours truly,

I. S. P. Weeks.

Norfolk and Western Railroad Co.,

Roanoke, Ya., October 12th, 1892.

In answer to your first question I beg to advise that on this road we

have not had very direct experience in the use of rails having what is

now designated sharp toi? corners to their heads. The sections of

rails used on this road jDrior to June of this year have had the radius

of the head and the top corners of head of such dimensions as may be

best classified as medium. The standard rail section for the main line

and extensions of this road, from 1886 until June, 1892, has been

Pennsylvania Steel Company's Section No. 2, or corresponding sections
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of other mills. (All these sections tire shown in Fi^s. 2, 8 and 4,

Plate LXXI.) The radius of toj) of heads in these rails is either 10 or

11 ins., and the top corner radii are either H or ^i in. This ()7-lb.

rail was put in our main line lietween the years 1886 and 1892, displac-

ing GO-lb. rail and 56-lb. rail, which rail has been transferred for use on
sidings, short branches, etc. Figs. 5 to 12, inclusive. Plates LXXI and
LXXII, show the various sections of rail in use on the main line of this

road prior to its displacement by the 67-lb. rail. You will note the

radius of toj) of the head is generally either 10 or 13 ins. , and that the

npi^er corner radii of the head are iV in., the same as in the 67-lb. rail.

Our experience on this road, where, we have on the main line from
Norfolk to Bristol numerous curves varying from 4 to 8" , and where
we have on other divisions of the road some curves as high as 12^, has

been that rails of the forms shown have been cut quite badly on these

curves by the wheel flanges. From a very careful study into this

matter by our officials early this year we came to the conclusion that

any new section for a heavy rail should have vertical sides and a

sharper top corner radius. Further, that the width of the head should

be somewhat wider in projiortion than that of the 67-lb. rail heretofore

used. In June, 1892, it was decided to use on those portions of our main
line subject to the heaviest traffic 85-lb. rail, and the section shown in

Fig. 13, Plate LXXII, was adopted by us as standard. This is the section

previously adojoted by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. You will note

that this section has a toj) radius of head of 12 ins. , and radius of top

corners of i in. , and has vertical sides. This section, therefore, repre-

sents the views of the officials of this road as to the best form of rail

to withstand the wear to which it is subjected. We think the sharp

toj^-corner radius and the vertical sides postpone to a comparatively

late day the subjection of the rail to the grinding wear of the flanges

of wheels on the outer rail of curves ; or wear at any other point where

from the inequalities of the wheels or irregularities in the construc-

tion of the trucks the flanges of the wheels have a tendency to bear

liard against the sides of the rails.

K- % -K- •;;- -.' -;;- -x- % ^

I have only to add to this that in the case where a rail on the out-

side of a curve has been worn down on the side, so that the section cor-

responds practically with the flange of the Avheels, then the wear, both

on the rail and on the wheel, produced by the grinding action of the

wheel must be extremely ra23id. This is certainly an argument for

rails with comparatively short top corners and for rails having vertical

sides.

I trust the above answers give you the necessary information.

Yours truly,

CiiAS. S. Churchill,

Engineer Maintenance of Way.
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Mk llhiVN ('i:NIU.\1- liAII-l«)AJ> ('«>.MI'ANY,

Dr.i'HoiT, Mich., S('i)t«MiilM'r 1."). 1,S'.»2.

riif Micliij^jiii ("iMilnil, with wliicli I am ((HiiH'ctcd, has «liirinu'

th,' hist lour yoiiYH laid 40 ()()() tons of HO-lh. lail with the J-iu. top-

conwM' nidius (Fi<^. II, IMatc LXXII). It is ^iviii}.? itcrtVct Hutisfurtion

us tiir us the coiMHM' ludiiis is concerned, und I sec no reuson why tlu'

top-corner rudins slionhl he uny hirj^^or than \ in. I liusc put down u

few exjH'rinioutal rails huvinjj^ ])erfoetly sipiare top eornors aud flat

toj)s, and lind that carrying; ont the ich'U to snch an excess will show n(»

hud results. Yours truly,

J. I). Hawks,

Chief Engineer.

Boston and Maine Kailkoad,

Boston, Mass., November 7th. 1H92.

The 75-11). steel rail (Fig. 15, Plate LXXII) we are now laying has

what you would call " shar}) top-corners."

Of course our engines, having previously run on round-top rails,

have drivers more or less worn, and the new rails wear more on the

outside than on the center : there will always be a tendency that way,

but, taking everything into account, I think the flat-top, sharp-cornered

rail is the best. One of the princii)al reasons for their use is that we
shall have less hollow drivers. Yours truly,

H. BiSSELL,

Cliief Engineer.

New Yoek, Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company,

New York, September 13tli. 1892.

Below please find my answer to the question asked in your circular

of the 1st inst. about steel rail sections.

My experience Avith such rails as are referred to has extended over

a period of three years, and has been entirely satisfactory. The radius

used in the corner of the heads of these rails is \ in. (Fig. 16,

Plate LXXII).

I have 23ut down about 40 000 tons and have heard no complaint

about sharp wheel flanges. Respectfully yours,

Chas. AV. BrcHHOLz.

Civil Engineer.

The Duluth and Iron Range Railroad Company.

DuLUTH, Minn., September 19th. 1S92.

The opinion has been with me one of gradual growth, from the

beveled to the straight (vertical) sides of the ball, from the |-in. radius

at top corner in a 56 to60-lb. rail to the |-iu. radius in the 80-11). rail
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we are now usin^- in renewals (Fig. 14, Plate LXXII). Of these latter

we have put down about 4 500 tons, Michigan Central pattern.

From the information at hand a noticeable decrease of sliari3 flanges

in our car-wheels can be attested, and corroborative testimony is found

in the condition of the rail heads on the gauge side; dull, almost rusty in

the 80-lb. rail ; bright, silvery on the corner and side of the 60-lb. rail

Avitli the large radius of the corner. Just what proportion of this may
be due to the increased resistance offered by the wider, flatter head of

the 80-lb. rail to the lateral variations in the path of the wheels I am
not able to indicate; but there is less nosing of individual cars on the

80-lb. than on the OO-lb. rail; and I am of opinion that there is also

a perceptible difiterence between rails of equal Aveights (60-lb.) in favor

of the straighter side and small top-corner radius.

You are aware that our business is that of hauling iron ore between

Ely and Two Harbors ; the alignment consists of 80^^ tangents and 20%
curvatures (6^ max. curves); the equipment consists of consolidated

engines 104000 lbs. on 14-ft. wheel base; ore cars 24^ ft. center to center

of couplings; average weight loaded, 75 000 to 76 000 lbs., all provided

with Westinghouse automatic brakes.

Nosing is a local term, and describes the path of the individual ore

oars relative to the left and right rails in a zigzagging course. It

obtains, no matter how perfect the track may be, and is due largely to

the position of the load betAveen the trucks in a concentrated form, and

is a very destructive agency to track and bridges.

Yours truly,

K. AUGST,

Chief Engineer,

Long Island Raileoad Company,

Long Island City, N. Y., September 19th, 1892.

Dear Sir,—In reply to yours of the 1st inst I beg to state that my
experience with rails has been almost entirely with the P. R. R. and

the P. k R. R. R. standard forms, and from this experience of 13 years

I have been induced to adopt as a standard for this railroad a rail

having 12-in. radius for top of head, Avith radius of top corners of \ in.

I haA'-e laid this spring on this railroad 5 000 tons of the above-men-

tioned sharp top-cornered rails.

Yours truly,

P. D. Ford,

Chief Engineer.

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacxfic Railway Company,

Davenport, September 13th, 1892.

Dear Sir,—In reph' to yours of the 1st on the subject of rail sec-

tions, I Avould say : This comi)any has not gone into the rail question
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sricnt iticiill V. Sniuc \cars iifjfo we iidoptrd tlir Lcliii^li N'alh'V (Gootl-

win) imtt( in of 7()-ll». rail, and »aii unlv say tliut it is doiii^ K<^otl f**'i'-

vict'. Whcllicr anol Im'I- shape ol' iiiil \\(nil<l liavc done l»cttor service, I

do ui)t know. Voiii's truly,

A. KlMli.VM,,

Assisfiin/ lo President.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa I*Y: Railroad Company,

Torr.KA. Kans.. OctolxT :M. 181)2.

Dkah Sii{.— I luivc uever had any cxjaTicncc with rails of this chiss

(with sharp top-coruers). 1 hand, you herewith a print (Fif<. 17, Plate

LXXIIl) showin*;- the general form of all sections which are now in use

on the Santa Fe line, from which you will see that all have I in. radius

of corner. Our (5(5-11). section has been in use about a year and a

half and has so far given very good results.

Yours truly,

James Dun,

Chief Enf/ineer.

Geand Tkunk K.ulway of Can.u)a,

Montreal, October 11th, 1892.

I may say that, generally, for many years we have adopted a series

of "HoUey" patterns of which a section is shown in Fig. IH, Plate

LXXIIl, and that our experience is satisfactory.

Yours truly,

E. P. Hannaford,

Chief Engineei\

Colorado Midland Railway Company,

Colorado Springs, Colo,, Sei)tember 27th, 1892.

I am inclined to favor very strongly the use of a rail, shaped approx-

imately like the standard D. and E. G. rail, a section of which I send

you (Fig. 19, Plate LXXIIl), as there can be no question the rail will

stand much longer wear on a curve than the Colorado Midland 65-lb.

rail (Fig. 20), before it would assume the shape of a worn jjiece of the

C. M. rail.

The web of the D. and E. G. rail, Avliich is iV ^^- thick, seems light

for a 65-lb. rail, but a two-year test in the tiiack would indicate that

it is strong enough to endure the strain to which it is exposed.

Y^ours very truly,

B. H. Bryant,

Chief Engineer.
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New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company,

New York, October 4tli, 1892.

With regard to the use of sharp top-corner rails on this road I

wouki say that with the close of the present season there will he very

nearly 100 000 tons of rails of 80-lbs. weight per lineal yard laid in the

main passenger tracks of this road, between New York and Buffalo; i^art

of which is what Ave term " old model" 80-lb. rail, which has a height

of 5 ins., radins of top, 12 ins.; and radius of top corners, vV i^i"

Since the first of this year this model has been slightly revised. The
new model 80-lb. rail has a height of 5^ ins., top radius of 14 ins.

and corner radii of } in. Last S23ring we relaid track No. 1 at

West Albany with the old model 80-lb. rail. Some two months
ago track No. 2, at the same point, was laid with the new model
rail. A late examination of these rails shows that at the present

time they are wearing excellently well, seem to fit the template

of the wheel perfectly, and to fit over the entire head of the rail,

but, if anything, better on the new model rail with the i-in, corners

and flat tojD than on the old model. Mr. P. H. Dudley has kindly

furnished me with the results of his late examinations on some other

roads; and as the information is, I think, valuable, and may not pos-

sibly reach you in any other way, I will herein give you a brief note

of the same: The B. and A. R. R. has laid 17 000 tons of 95-lb. rail,

with a head 3 ins. in width, 14 ins. top radius, and f\- in. corner radii.

These rails on curves of 4 and 4^^\ and on gradients of 52 to 85 ft,

per mile, after 15 months service, show a wheel flange contact on their

inner sides of from f to ^ in. in depth, which is reported as being less

than one-half the similar wear on 72-lb. rail with 2^ in. width of head

and ii in. corner radii—both weights of rail having about the same
angle of side inclination. On the 95-lb. rail it was observed that there

was very little flow of metal on the inside of the lower rails on curves.

The R. W. and O. Div. of this road last year laid 11 000 tons of

70-lb. rail with \-m. corner radii. These rails are reported as wearing-

very well. The A. and St. L. R. R. has laid 24 000 tons of 75-lb. rail,

and 2 000 tons of 60-lb. rail, all with J-in. corner radii. The Central

Railroad of Vermont has laid 2 700 tons of 75-lb. rail of the same
model as the preceding. The Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh has

laid 3 000 tons of our new model 80-lb. rail. The N. Y. and N. E.

R. R. has laid 10 000 tons of rail with corner radii of -i% in. From
general observation on many lines, Mr. Dudley states to me that he

has arrived at the conclusion that -j^^- in. seems to be the best radius of

heads of 2| to 3 ins. width, and i-in. radius for heads under 2f ins.

width. He also states that under certain conditions there will always

be, to some extent, "flow " on the inner edges, but that it is of much
less serious amount than that resulting from larger corner radii, which
seems to permit a flow of metal from the top of the head to the corners
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\in(l(M' tlic vcrv 1h»iivv srrvicc of iiiodnii locoiuotivcs uikI " :50-t<iii

cur-lojitl.s. Yours truly,

\\'\i,ri;ic KaitT:,

('Inrf KiKjineei'.

LorisviLi.i; and Nashvillk Kailuoad Co.mi'anv,

ScptcmlxT 2lHt, 1H92.

The Louisville and NtiHliville Railroad Company received and laid

iluiinjjf the calendar year 1890, 10 388 tons of 70-11). rails ; during 1891,

11 1^-15 tons of the same section ; and will lay durinf^ the i)resent cal-

endar year 12 000 tons, most of which has already Ix^en placed in track;

makiuji: a total of 33 733 tons.

The ball of this rail (Fij?. 21, Plate LXXIII) has a 12-in. top radius,

with toj) corners j-in. radius, and vertical sides.

The rails laid in 1890 did not show satisfactory results, which was

partially due to excessive wear of the corners, on account of the wheels

l)eing grooved for the old narrower headed rails, thus causing excessive

weight on the outer edges of the ball of the new rails; and partially due

to defective material in the rails, which showed extraordinary softness

in spite of the fact that the carbon averaged over -^^^ of 1 per cent.

The 70-lb. rails received in 1891 and 1892 have given much better

results, doubtless due to the fact that the grooves in the wheels have

gradually worn to fit the new rail section, and also to the better quality

of material in the rails.

I anticipate no further trouble on the score of the change in section.

Our Superintendent of Machinery has w^atched closely the effect of the

sharp corners of the new rails on wheel flanges. At first he was of opinion

that these sharp corners had a marked effect on the leading wheels of

locomotives, and he reported sharjJ flanges on both wheels of the lead-

ing axle in the engine trucks, but seldom found a like condition of affairs

to exist on the flanges of wheels of car trucks. More recent observa-

tions have led to the conclusion that the sharj) flanges caused by the

i-in. radius of top corner of ball of rail is not of serious moment.

I feel satisfied that when a similar section is generally adopted all

objections to it will disappear, and better results will be obtained than

could be had from the old section with larger top-corner radius.

Yours truly,

R. MONTFOKT,

Chief Engineer.

Note.—The following communication was received from Mr. Mont-

f ort at a subsequent date.

LouisviiiiiE AND Nashville Rallroad Co.

Dear Sir,—I hand you herewith a map and profile of Baker's Hill

Grade on the Henderson Division of the Louisville and Nashville Rail-
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road (Plate LXXV), which was laid with our 70-lb. section of rail (Fig.

24, Plate LXXIV) during the years 1890-92.

You will notice that the grade is very steep

—

4:%, or 211 ft. i^ev

mile. It extends for about 8 000 ft. The alignment of track is also

very crooked ;
11° 20' curves reversing into 12 ' curves.

There are, I believe, few such grades operated with ordinary loco-

motives. At Baker's Grade two consolidation engines are in constant

service, helping trains up and down the hill.

I am informed by our Mechanical Department that they have been

unable to detect that the wear on flanges of wheels has increased ap-

preciably since the round-cornered 58i-lb. (Fig. 25, Plate LXXIV) and

68-lb. rails were replaced by the sharp-cornered 70-lb. rails. This would

seem to show conclusively that the sharp corner is not detrimental to

the flanges of locomotive wheels.

Very sincerely yours,

R. MONTFORT,

Chief Engitieei\

BuFFAiiO, Rochester and Pittsburgh Railway Company,

Rochester, N. Y. , September 24th, 1892.

We have been using sharp top-cornered steel rails on our road, and

have laid some 5 000 tons of them ; we find that they are a great im-

provement over the old and round-cornered sections. The radius of

our 70-lb. rail is i\- in. , and of our 80-lb. rail, \ in.

Truly yours,

William E. Hoyt,

Chief Engineer.

Boston and Albany Railroad Company,

Springfield, September 12th, 1892.

In answer to yours of September 1st, I will say that our 72-lb. rail,

of which we have some 150 miles, has a radius |j in., and has given

good service. Yours truly,

W. H. Russell.

Fall Brook Railway Company,

Corning, N. Y., September 12th, 1892.

This company has not used rail sections with sharp top corners

to their heads until this year, having previously used the 76-lb.

standard L. V. R. R. section with f-in. radius for top corners. This

section has not given entire satisfaction, OAving principally to its

poor lasting qualities, particularly on curves ; the outside rail wearing

away very much on the gauge side and the inside rail wearing un-
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c'(|Uiillv in s)>ots ulonj^ its top, }^Mvinj< it ii wuvv iippciiniiicc uud cuiiHiuj^'

low sj)ots iihmp thr Icn^tli of tlic railH jih well as at tlie joiutH. We
oaine to the coiu'lnHion that the softueHH of th(> head of tluH Heetion waH

owiiif^: i)rincii)ally to its ]nv^r jxTceuta^e of metal, aud therefore in

.lamwuv of this year adopted a 75-11). rail section (Fi^- '-^-j l*lat<'

LXXIII), which was doHif<ued alnioHt exactly after the Htandard adopted
hy the American Society of C-ivil En^incM'rs. We have laid this year

ahout 2 (){)() tons of this 75-11). section, bnt it has l)cen in the track too

short 11 time for observations to be of value.

Yours truly.

S. T. HoYT, Jr.,

Engineer F. B. Ri/. Ok

Manitoba and North Western Railway Company, of Canada,

Portage la Prairie, Man., September 29th, 1892.

In reply to your circular-letter of 1st inst., I beg to say that my ex-

l)erience with steel rails has been entirely with those with top corners

having a radius of \ in. I inclose a blue print of the section in

use on this road, of which we have 232 miles laid in track, equal to

20 416 tons.

I have had immediate charge of track during the past 18 years

laid with rails of this section, and find when properly made and track

kept in good order that they have given every satisfaction, both as

regards wear of rail and of wheel flange.

I have no reason to recommend a change from our section for a

56-lb. rail. Yours truly,

George H. Webster,

Engineer.

Flint and Pere Marquette Railroad,

Saginaw, Mich., September 15th, 1892.

Our standard rail which gives much satisfaction has a radius of i^,)-

in. at the upper corner, -^^ in. at the lower corner, and is ^ in. wider at

the lower than at the top corner of the head ; the radius of the top is

14 ins. and this we find wears very much as rolled; we have some 13 500

tons of this 67-lb. rail. Very truly yours,

George M. Brown.

Florida Central and Peninsular Railro.\d Company,

Jacksonville, Fla., September 15th, 1892.

Of all that we have tried I like our standard best 58-lb. rail, toiD-

corner radius, fV in.

My idea of a perfect rail has always been that they should be rolled

rights and lefts, the outside top corner rounded only enough to take
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oft' the sharp corner, the inside top-corner radius to be from Vo to yV in.,

and inside of head to be ro in. out of vertical, the fullness being at the

bottom of the rail. Yours truly,

Blair Buewell, Jr.

,

Chief Engineer.

The New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad Company.

Cleveland, O., September 16th, 1892.

We have been using for the last three years a 65-lb. rail, radius of

top, 12 ins. ; radius of top corner, -i\ in. ; angle of side of head, 4^

;

radius of bottom corner of head, nf in.; height of rail, 4^ ins.; width

of base, 4|r ins. ; width of head, 2i\ ins.

So far this section has given better satisfaction than any we have

used.

We have in track at present 5 100 tons of the 65-lb. rail with section

as given above. Yours truly,

G. W. Vaughn,

Division Engineer.

Evansville and Teree Haute Railroad Company,

Evansville, Ind. , September 14th, 1892.

The rail we have used on both the Peoria, Decatur and Evansville

and Evansville and Terre Haute roads since I have been connected

with the system has for its surface radius 15 ins. and for the top

corners -1% in., the lower corner -i\ in. with an angle of 7^ perpendi-

cular deflection from the lower corner to the top corner.

This form has given me the best satisfaction and I believe for

general use is near to what the standard should be. I am not in favor

of extreme sharp corners nor perpendicular sides on the ball of the

rail, from the fact that the fillet and shape of flanges in engine drivers

or car wheels must eventually cut away the top part and wear the top

corner of the rail down to a radius of at least fV iii- This being true,

I do not believe there would be anything gained in making rails with

corners having a smaller radius than -^^^ in. and a deflection of at least

4P perpendicular.

It is very desirable, of course, to secure as much rail surface as is

possible, and while the rail is new a flat top will give what is desired,

but it would certainly be depreciated very soon, as no wheel can be

made without having sufficient fillet to insure its strength, for if the

fillet was entirely taken out you would be continually having broken

flanges. Yours truly,

T. A. Allen,

Chief Engineer.
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i'lTCHIUMtd n.MhKOAI) COMI'ANY.

Fncimriuj, Mahh., Scptciulx r Ititli, 1H92.

I send von lu'icwitli two Muc ])riiitH sljowin^^ railH lately wned l)y

the Fitfhbiirfjf Railroad ('ompany. Tlu^ 1891 j)att('rn whicli we arc now
iisiiifj; has il-iii. top-cornci' iiuliiis, whicli is the shortest we have.

All the rails laid hctwcni IXH'I and IHIM havr had a larf^c conicr

radius, most of tlicm about like the 7()-ll). 4^-iu. high HCftiou, a hluo

print of which is enclosed. We have now in the track 7 737 tons of the

4j-in. hi^b 7()-ll)., Avitli ii-iu. corner radius, and I do not know of any

trouble arising from sharp tlanges which could have been caused by

this rail. I have noticed that on the old 7()-lb. section the wheel

flanges cut much faster into the rails on the outside of curves, than on

the new 76-lb, section. Both these sections were rolled at the South

Scranton Works, and the material is presumably the same. If I were

to design a new rail for our use, I think I should use j-in. corner

radius and straight sides. I have never expressed an opinion on this

subject to your committee. Yours truly,

A. S. Cheever,

Chief Engineer,

Western New York and Pennsylvania Ratlroad Company,

Buffalo, N. Y., September 23d, 1892.

We have no '* sharp top-cornered rail sections " on our lines.

Our " standard section " is Pennsylvania Steel Company's No. 2, or

C. P. & Co.'s section old No. 35, present No. 50; all practically the

same as Cambria section No. 55, 67 lbs. per yard.

Our experience with this section has been satisfactory so far.

Very truly yours,

R. D. McCreary,

Chief Engineer,

Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City Railroad Company,

Toledo, O., November 23d, 1892.

In the use of rails with \-in. top-corner radius, I have found that

the inside top corners of such rails on curves wore away very rapidly,

and, in doing so, made many sharp wheel flanges, especially on those

with steel tires. After these corners had worn down to about ^in.

radius, the wear became less rapid on both rails and wheel flanges.

In such cases, the sharp corner is of short duration, and its wearing

away is accompanied by corresponding w^ear on wheel flanges. My
experience wdth such rails, and with rails with f-in. top-corner radius,

has led me to the conclusion that the former are not desirable for

roads having in their alignment many sharp curves.

I have put down about 12 000 tons of rail with i-in. top-corner

radius. A. L. Mills,

Chief Engineer.
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September 26th, 1892.

Answering your letter of the 1st of September, my experience in

the use of rails with sharp top corners is limited to the section recom-

mended by the Society some time ago, of which we have purchased

and laid doAvn this year 1 500 tons, 75 lbs., steel, 4| ins. high; radius

top corners, i in. ; breadth of head, 2 i\ ins. Since it was laid 1 have

noted the process of wearing very closely, and especially for evidences

of contact between the wheel flanges and the inside vertical face of the

rail head, but so far the closest scrutiny fails to discover any evidence

of it. The wheels tread squarely on the top face of the rail and not

their flanges on the corner or side or vertical face as they do on rails

having large round top-corner, and inclined side faces. In that partic-

ular, and in fact all others, the section now promises the best results,

and I believe the sharp top corner of i in. to be a decided advantage

over a large radius. The locomotive engineers think they can make
better speed over this rail, and that it is due to a better traction on

account of its broad face. While that is true I think there is far

greater benefit derived from the flange clearance of the side face of the

rail head, because the effect of that contact continuously is like an

applied brake to retard the train's movement.

Yours truly,

T. H. Pebry,

Chief Engineer L. E. & W. R. R.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway Company,

CijEVEiiAND, O. , September 16th, 1892.

Replying to yours of 1st instant, I enclose blue print of the 65 and
70-lb. rail sections which we have been using since 1889. *

So far as the wear of the rail is concerned, these sections have

proven satisfactory.

The amount of rail of these sections laid from 1889-92, inclusive,

is as follows :

Year. Tons, 65-lb. Tons, 70-lb. Total.

1889 13 022 2 015 15 037

1890 16 475 2 538 19 013

1891 21 494 2 498 23 992

1892 22 465 4 501 26 966

73 456 11 552 85 008

Yours truly,

E. A. Handy,

Chief Engineer.

* These sections show radius of upper corner, ^^g in. Radius of head, 12 ins. Inclioation

of sides of head, 4°.
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TnF, Pennhyi.vania K.mi,h(>ai> Company,

I'lilLADKLriUA, ,]uuv 4th, IHIU.

E. T. 1). Myeuh, Eh(i.,

Oenl. Sup/. R. F. <(• /'. /.'. /.*. Co., Riclnnnnd, Va.

Deak Sir, -In auswcr to yours of tin- :i(l iiiHtant, the ,"„-iu. radiuHou

the corner of our 85-11). rail was ])la('(!(l tlu'ro as a (•oni])ronnH(» l)et\vf'eu

the Engineer Dt'partnieut ami the Motive Tower l)ei)artnient. The

Motive Power Department always insisted on a i-in. radius, while we

would very much i)ref(M- to have only i-in. radius. My own pn-ft-reui-e

is, however, a i-in. radius on the upper corner, and verticalj^sides, hut

I was overruled and adopted the 85-lb. section as a compromise. 1

think it is the best section that we have ever had, and I take pleasure

in sending you a lithograph of it (Fig. 28, Plate LXXIII).

Respectfully,

Wm. H. Bkown,

Chief Engineer.
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EIVER IMPROVEMENT—DISCUSSION ON PAPER
No. 588.*

By Chables B. Brush, Edgar B. Gosling, W. K. Hutton, J. J, R.

Croes, John Bogart, F. S. Washburn, W P. Craighill and

H. D. Whitcomb.

Charles B. Brush, Vice-President Am. See. C. E.—Mr. Chairman,

on page 9 of this interesting paper I note this paragraph :
" This

increase in depth of channel, which is 7 ft. near Richmond, is almost

exclusively in rock for 3 miles below the city limits, and although the

larger part can be removed by dredging alone, the estimated cost of

this section was more than half that of the entire project." I am not

personally familiar with the apparatus that is used in dredging rock

under such conditions, and if there is any member present who can

describe it, I wish he would do so.

Edgar B. Gosling, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E.—I have seen such a dredge

in use on the Suez Canal, It is composed of a series of chisels about

16 ft. long and about 8x8 ins., with chisel points ; they drop about 7

ft., and break the rock in pieces, varying from small pieces uid to 1^

* " The Improvement of James River, Va.," by H. D. Whitcomb, M. Am. Soc C. E., Vbl.

XXVIII, p. 209.
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(Ml. yds., wliicli JUT picked up iind deposited on tlie drcilj^o, and tlieii

dumped.

Tu I'euard t.» tlu' (^U(^sti()U ol" <liedf^in^ caUHiuj^ ii cluiiiuel to ]>e k<"l>t

open, 1 think tliis can lu» soou in the Suez Canal, Ix'cauHc there they

cut thronpli sand, and the eliannel is kei)t perfectly. In the center the

dei)th of tlie Sue/ Canal is about \) ni., the sideH have a ledge about 4^

ni., and that chamud retains its sliai)e. When boats go through they

luive to less(>n their speed, so as not to break the Hand in, but the

(diaunel keei)s its place. Of course, there are a great many currentfi,

but it IS not like a river.

In regard to the large dredge I mentioned, I think they dredged

about 400 to 500 cu. m. i>oy day. I should think it wouhl be prefer-

able to blasting.

W. K. HuTTON, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It is l)elieved that the dredges

used on the James are strong dipper dredges. The recent Suez rock

dredge (just referred to) is an endless chain dredge, with the rock-

cutting rams or chisels arranged in series in front of the buckets.

Similar single rock-cutting rams, with separate dredges, are in use on

the Danube improvement, at and above the Iron Gate. Their weight

is from 4 to 8^ tons. Similar chisels were used at Rock Island

Eajjids, on the upper Mississippi, in 1867, but the system had been

ajjplied in France 15 years before.

With regard to the maintenance of a dredged channel, there are

many collateral circumstances which affect the result, and it is not

always easy to discover them. I recall an attempt to dredge out a

sand bar across the deep channel of a wide, shallow river. With a

view to aid Nature, the engineer selected the shortest line between the

l^roper depth curves as the point where Nature was making her effort

to cut through the bar. But Nature had another force at work to

maintain the bar, which was not taken into account, and the cut filled

as fast as it was taken out.

The bar at Sandy Hook may be cited as a place where permanent

results are obtained by dredging. Many projects were formed for

deepening the channel over the bar by contraction work, some of them

proposing jetties several miles in length. Finally, dredging was tried,

and, contrary to general expectation, has proved entirely successful.

J. J. E. Ckoes, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The statement made by Mr.
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Hutton shows what I said iu regard to the study of natural causes and

working the way Nature works. The engineer in the Potomac Kiver

opposite Washington dredged out, neglecting certain current effects,

and the channel filled up. Unless a study is made of the action of

the particular river in the i)articular soil—because you cannot calcu-

late that from general principles, you have got to know the local cir-

cumstances well—if a study is made of the action of the same river in

that kind of soil, and you can dredge out a channel as Nature has done

it in other places, I do not see why it should not remain. The remarks

of the writer in the early part of the paper, which I have just had an

opportunity of looking over a little more carefully, certainly show

that this paper is an exceedingly valuable one in showing the effects of

a plan not carefully studied. "Nothing but a general plan can be

made in advance of the determination of the action of the river." I

do not know that I am prepared to endorse that statement entirely.

Provided sufficient time is given and sufficient appropriations are

made by Congress, and a proper study made in advance, the improve-

ment of the James must be more or less tentative to secure the best

results, and that is the case, unquestionably. Any experiments must

be more or less tentative, and unless Congress or the governing body

can be induced to make sufficient appropriations to allow for proper

examinations to be made before the works are undertaken, all works

on our rivers must be tentative only, and not produce the effects at

once which are desired.

Mr. Beush.—Mr. Chairman, speaking of dredging, there are

numerous cases where dredging has to be resorted to, even if it does

not produce a permanent effect, and the most obvious case probably

is that of the Hudson Eiver. The silt in the Hudson, on both the New

Jersey and the New York shores, accumulates very rapidly. The piers

have to be dredged out at least once and sometimes twice a year. The

depth dredged ranges from 4 to 8 ft. per year, if you dredge below

the natural bed of the river. This silt, however, that forms the bed

of the river, makes the most magnificent bottom that we could have; in

case our slips silt up and vessels are grounded, they are not injured.

In a rock or sand formation it is a serious matter for a vessel to ground.

Silt is not so objectionable. But this silt has to be continually

dredged, in order to keep our slips clear.

Mr. Cedes.—The remarks of Mr. Brush are very interesting, but
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thcv do not controvert tin- ^rncrul (incHtion iit ;ill. In tlw inii»r(tv«'-

incnt ol a ri\<'i', vou uanl to improve the mitural eonditions in sneli a

way that the channel, in thi' natural state of the waters around it, n\ ill

not lie tilled up and the si'dinient allowed to ^i^ain lodgment, aud

which will he snflicient to cairy vesHclH. In the cases ni<'ntioned hy

Mr. lirnsli there is no comparison at all hetwceii thcin. hecaiise there

dredjjfiu}^- is necessary all the time, acrcordiuf^: to the natural couditious,

and there is no possil)ility of doing permanent good l)y dredging in

that ease ; it is very dift'erent from the channel of a river.

John Bogakt, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. President, I think that we

can congratulate oiirselves upon having a paper like this from the

member of the Society who has been so long connected with this

important work. It is, as I have been able to apprehend its scope from

hearing it read by the Secretary (I have not had an ()i)portunity of

reading it before), an excellent description of work actually performed ;

a clear and concise statement of results obtained in the improvement

of one of our most imijortant rivers. It is a sequel, as stated by the

writer, to a more extended paper given us by Colonel Craighill, which

described minutely the improvement of a number of the rivers upon

the Atlantic Coast, and in that paper Colonel Craighill referred to the

James A\dth the expression of a hope that the engineer in immediate

charge would give a more detailed pajier, and this is, I suppose, the

result. The descriptions of the improvements made under the direc-

tion of the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army are to be

found in the Reports of the Chief of Engineers; but these reports are

not seen by many civil engineers, and therefore the publication in the

Transactions of the Society of a paper of this character is of great

value. The writer certainly develojjs, from actual experience aud

observation, many important j^oints with reference to the treatment of

a river of the character of the James, and, it seems to me, no fact is

more clearly brought out than that the rule to be followed in the

improvement of rivers is only to be deduced from thorough study of

the laws indicated by Nature's conditions in each special case.

F. S. Washburn, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I jud^e, from Mr. Croes' re-

marks, that his objection to a tentative method is based upon his be-

lief that calculations alone are sufficient to determine the proper

method for treating a stream like the James River. The very basis

for calculations in such a case as the one treated of in this paper.
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must be the result of tentative methods, and the paper bears evidence^

throughout that experimentation and calculation were carried on co-

incidently. It is a problem of currents, their causes and their effects.

The stream is very tortuous, and the necessary cut-offs at various

points give rise to new problems and conditions down stream, whose^

elements no mere calculation could anticipate. The equation would

be an unsolvable one,

Mr. Croes finds a dangerous tendency on the part of the author to

be elementary, and to absorb the time of the Society in the unnecessary

cautioning of its learned members against ignorant dredging. In the

third sheet of illustrations, following statement *' D," are shown three

different contractions of the stream at three different periods, 1877,

1880 and 1888, each with its resultant depth. This sheet is character-

istic of the whole teaching of the paper, that dredging without some

artificial means of fixing the width of current is useless, and dredging

with some artificial means of maintaining the proper width for the

desired depth and velocity is successful.

W. P. CRAiGHiLii, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—This paper gives many in-

teresting facts concerning the James River. The work has progressed

very satisfactorily since the date of the pajier printed in 1888, to which

Mr. Whitcomb refers. The improvement has been a successful one^

which is a great gratification to those who have been responsible for

methods and results. There has sometimes been complaint that re-

sults have not been reached as speedily as desired, and thereupon

fault has been found with the methods. The slowness as to results has

been due to the want of money to push the work, and for this the engi-

neers have not been responsible. Moreover, as Mr. Whitcomb remarks,

"the scope of the work has been enlarged by law," which means that

while a certain approved plan was in process of execution and was well

advanced, viz. , to give a depth of 15 ft. at low water to the city of Rich-

mond, Congress, without recommendation from the engineers, and under

some unusual and unknown influence, directed that the project should

thereafter look to obtaining a depth of 22 ft. at Ioav water.

This meant, of course, a much greater amount of work, and in-

volved such changes as to render worthless, or nearly so, much that

had already been done. But the directions of Congress have been

loyally carried out as far as possible. What a great increase of depth

was thus sought for will appear when it is noted that on some of the.
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worst shoals l)(»l()w lliclmiond wlicn' the iinpidvciiiciit Ixf^uii in 1H70

tlion» won' only 7 ft. at low water.

Many people .s\i])p()se that in any river any desired depth of chan-

nel can he ohtained. It is perhaps tnie that almost anythiug is possi-

ble to the (Ui^ineor if lie have an uniple snp|)ly of money aud time.

15nt many things that are possible are not expedient. The natural

eonditions of a river fix the dei)th of channel it is reasonable to obtain

aud to nniiutain, considering the expense of the work aud the needs of

eonnnere(> ])reseut and prosi)eetive.

For a river like the James the operations necessary for its improve-

ment are dredging, rock-excavation, and the contraction and regula-

tion of the water-way by training walls aud wing dams. The removal

of rock under water is a very expensive and tedious work and the ex-

pense increases with the depth. Unfortunately the development of

rock is very great near Richmond. There is one comfort, however,

about the removal of rock from a channel. It does not re-appear, as

so often do the sand and mud Avhich are dredged. But the moving

sand or silt sometimes is deposited by the river in a channel excavated

in the solid rock, and must then as elsewhere be removed by the

dredge or by works of contraction designed to increase the velocity

and prevent deposition.

When the material to be removed to give increased depth is such

as can be scoured by a current with an increased velocity, two methods

suggest themselves. The obstruction may be rapidly removed by the

dredge and the needs of commerce be quickly satisfied, or works of

contraction may be used, to give the necessary increase of velocity and

consequent scour. The latter is generally a much slower process, but

if the dredge is depended upon alone, it is usually necessary to do its

work over and over again. If money be abundant and time presses,

the best arrangement is to dredge the needed channel and at the same

time put in works of contraction to maintain the dredged channel. It

is not to be expected, however, except in very rare cases, that an arti-

ficial channel of any kind is to remain in good condition unless looked

after and repaired. This need for repairs is not a peculiarity of works

of river and harbor improvement, but is equally applicable to railways,

streets, roads, etc. If neglected, their expense increases, and to

execute them with money intended to be applied to the original im-

provem3nt, as often happens, tends to increase its apparent cost.
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As a rule, in the improvement of rivers and harbors by the United

States, and this is true of the James, the use of the dredge is specially

prominent in the earlier stages, in order to attain results quickly,

navigators and commercial men being unwilling to wait for the slower

action of regulating works. If the works of regulation are put in as

money allows, the success of the improvement is shown by the con-

tinually decreasing appearance of the dredge. And this has been the

case on the James. Another test of the success of the work on the

James may be seen in the following table:

Statement of Depths in James Kivek Available for Navigation at

Low Tide:

1870. 1893.

Feet. Feet.

From the city to Kichmond Bar. 7.0 13.8

Over Richmond Bar and Randolph Flat 7.0 15.0

From Randolph Flat over Warwick Bar 12.4 18.0

From Warwick Bar to City Point (Trent's Reach in

1870*) 7.0 15.5

From City Point to the sea 14.8 17.0

The present available depth for navigation at full tide is 18^ ft.

from the sea to Richmond Bar, and 16^ ft. thence to the city limits of

Richmond.

The mistake is sometimes made on the part of those interested in the

commerce of a port of demanding a greater depth of channel than the

physical characteristics of the river justify the engineer in trying for

at first and in attempting to maintain. Great depth can only be had

by much dredging or by great contraction, or a combination of both.

If the dredges are used alone, they must be always at work at much

expense and are themselves a serious obstruction to navigation. If

works of contraction are resorted to, the channel must be made pro-

portionally narrow, and thus navigation is impeded. The best plan

therefore is for cities on small streams not to be too desirous of vpry

great depths, but to be satisfied with the more moderate de23th con-

sistent with a width appropriate to the river itself.

H. D. Whitcomb, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The rock to be removed was

described in Colonel Craighill's paper as follows: "Granitic, partly in

* Trent's Reach is now avoided by Eutch Gap Cut-Oflf.
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beds and lodf^cs uiid pjirtlv in drtju'licd honldtTK, 'J'licrr is mucli of it

which has nt'viM* \)ovn coniiuictcd, or hiiH l)(>conu^ diHiutcgratcd, iind is

so soft as to be iciidily removed l»v ii stronj^: dr<Mlgo,"

The disiutejifnitcd rock, us I ])r('iVr to tcrni it, is {j^ranuhitoil and

resembles iu ai)i)earau(u> a vrrv (hirk f^rauite. It is friable but does

not yield readily to the current. It is said to be more troublesome to

drill and blast than solid granite. Attemi)ts to economize its excava-

tion by blastiufr have not boon snccessfnl. The ordinary di})])or

dredges are employed.

There are hard strata found in it with the softer recurring below.

The strata vary from an inch to three or more feet, and the thinner

are often a very pure quartz. The thicker are gneiss. All the sub-

merged ledges of solid rock have more or less of this soft rock on

them.

The chisels referred to by Messrs. Hutton and Gosling might be

used with advantage in aid of dredging, and if the machine would

break up the solid rock in the James, its use would be very accept-

able.

A chisel something like that described, but not so heavy or elabo-

rate, was used in the removal of some dangerous points on Rocketts

Reef, at Richmond, with success, nearly 40 years since. I think it was

worked in the gin of an ordinary pile driver.

The prices paid for excavating the soft rock have been from 40

cents to $2, and for solid rock from ^5 to $8 j^er cubic yard.

Noticing the comments of Mr. Croes, it is proper to say that the

condition of the James in 1870, when its improvement was begun by

the United States, was not a natural one for 20 miles below Richmond.

The channel had been blocked and changed by obstructions and mili-

tary bridges for nearly 10 years, and although Richmond had opened

a narrow way around or through these, a more complete removal was

required by commerce to open a channel no better than that existing

before the obstructions w-ere placed and with the least possible delay.

It was not the time for an extended survey. This was made, however,

in 1874, and as soon as practicable afterward, a general plan and esti-

mate was made for the older project of 15 ft. This was nearly com-

pleted in 1882. A general plan and estimate for the later project fol-

lowed an elaborate survey in 1882, which included borings in the river

bed where there were less than 25 ft. of water. This plan is being
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carried out as fast as means are provided, and about 16% of the esti-

mated cost of the new project had been exjjcnded when the paper

under discussion was written.

While the engineer officer in charge will not claim to have seen the

end from the beginning, he has seen a steady progress towards it; and

if some expenditures have not secured permanent results, none of them,

so far as I am informed, were made unless dictated by the imi)erative

needs of commerce or other sufficient reasons. But Colonel Craighill

has fully covered this ground in discussing the paper.

The article under discussion is a contribution of facts as the writer

viewed them, and was submitted with an expectation of criticism, and

a hope that he would thereby gain valuable information from mem-

bers who have had experience on similar work. There was no expec-

tation of imparting information to such persons, still less to condemn

dredging where it was proper. He stated on page 26 of his paper that

dredging alone was contracted for in improving the channel below City

Point. That part of the James is rather an estuary, where fluvial

currents have become insignificant compared with those due to the

tides. The waterway is very wide and available for light-draught ves-

sels outside the channel; and regulating works would in some cases

interfere seriously Avitli such vessels under sail, as well as with the

local traffic. Regulation was also thought more expensive than main-

tenance by repeated dredging in this part of the river, and was not

included in the plan except for a shoal near Jamestown. The deteri-

oration of the channels which were dredged to 18 ft. in depth in 1881,

amounts to about ^8 300 at this date, and they will be redredged. If

experience shows that regulation is also needed, or would be more

economical for the enlarged project of 22 ft., I have no doubt it will be

introduced wherever it can be, with due regard to other conditions.

Between the rock near Richmond and City Point, the shoals and

shallow reaches between them are of recent alluvium, to the depth of

the project at least in nearly every case. This was ascertained by the

borings. Where this is not the case, dredging in part is generally

needed. The river banks, in the main, are firm, yielding but slowly

Avhere exposed to the current; so that the lines of flow are constant in

direction, varying somewhat with the discharge, but constant taking a

few years together. There is an older bed below the alluvium, perhaps

of similar material to the higher banks or bluff's.
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'Vhv allnvnnn, a inon» or loss inn«l(ly Han<1, is to a cortaiii <l(>])th cf)!!-

stantly in motion, with a ])n'i)on(l«'ran('(' down stream varvinj^ with the

strength of tht' t'urrt'uts, thivial and tidal, witli a p^rcator movement in

froshots. Tho diroction of the cuirents, and othor conditiouH, l>eiuj<

})nicti('ally couHtant, tlie river l)ed with its shoals and reaches lias been

renuirkal>ly ])ennanent in jnotile and section tor 10 years at least,

where imdistnrbed, and conld not be otherwise ]>y natural law;

althonph formed and maintained in a constantly moving mass of silt.

In the bends there is a sloi)e toward the concave bank, dei)euding ])er-

hai)a on the radius of the flow; at the middle of tlie cross-overs the bed

is practically level, especially so where tidal currents are weak.

Dredging under such conditions is a temporary expedient whetlier

the whole width is dredged over or a channel only sufficient for navi-

gation is cut. It is an enlargement of area not needed by tlie How,

and the river will restore the old section to the condition required by

nature's laws at that point.

This is recognized and concisely stated by Mr. Washburn in his

remarks.

If the surface is contracted, the area is thereby reduced and the

river will take a deeper section to regain it. If the direction of the

current is not materially changed by the regulation, and it is not for

freshets overtopping the works, the bottom slopes and levels will be

reformed at a greater depth, corresponding with the amount of the

contraction. Tliis requires time, dei)ending on the discharge of the

river.

If to hasten the jiroeess dredging is done as "Nature has done it in

other places,' it must include a prism of about the whole width be-

tween the works, of a depth which will make the area of the iJiison

that of the contraction. Its bed must be substantially parallel in

cross-section to the former bed. This is what the river has taught, as

numerous sections like that submitted with the jjaper are at hand

to show. This is not the way dredging is usually done ; but a deep

cut of the width required for navigation is made, perhaps one-

fourth the width between the works on this river. Such a cut will be

obliterated, but it will hasten the deepening which Nature would have

made at no expense, and might have made in a few days of a great

freshet.

The " soils " in the bed of the river, in this alluvium, vary only in
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being of muddier and finer particles the farther they are from the head

of tide, and are all " material readily moved by the current."

The shallower reaches between the shoals i3roper on this river, if

in alluvium, have too much surface width; the shoals are at cross-

overs; both require contraction to make them deeper than Nature has

made them. If contraction is properly made, it is sufficient without

dredging. " Tentative" work is sometimes needed for us to find out

what is proper, but the general rule is to make the width such as to

produce the width and depth of channel required in a river-bed, which

must be parallel to the old and have the same area at low tide. The

practice is to add a percentage to this width, expecting that a larger

area will be maintained in the improved river, since results have indi-

cated that, or perhaps only that the area; should be measured at a level

somewhat above low tide. An increase over the projected depth is of

less importance than the maintenance of the greatest width practicable

on this part of the James.

The more distant from the head of tide the stronger the tidal and

weaker the fluvial currents appear to be on this river, and no natural

section will suit as a model for a section distant from it.

It may not be out of place-to say that a freshet which occurred in

May, since the presentation of the joaper, rising to 17 ft., scoured

104 000 cu. yds. from between the works from Richmond Bar to Falling

Creek. The limiting depth of channel on the stretch of 3^ ins. below

the bar was increased from 16.4 to 18 ft., with an increase in depth

and area at almost every section measured. The bar has small areas

of rock at a depth of 16 ft. in process of removal.

This action was mainly due to repairs and extensions of the regu-

lation works, which were not completed at the time of the freshet,

except on the loAvest of the four shoals included between the works

mentioned.

I beg to thank the members who have taken part in the discussion

of the paper.
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COST OF OPERATING CABLE RAILWAYS.
DISCUSSION ON PAPER No. 590.-

By P. F. Bkendlinger, O. F. Nichols, Chas. B. Bri'Sh, Joseph T.

Dodge, T. C. Clarke, E. E. R. Tratman, and D. Bontecou.

P. F. Brendlinger, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It is a surj^rise to me, and

no doubt to others, that the cost of a cable railroad is so terribly ex-

pensive. It would be exceedingly interesting to know the relative

average cost of trolley and horse railroad systems. I know the trolley

or electric system must be very much cheaper, or else it would not be

coming in such general use. As an instance, take the city of Phila-

delj^hia. Pa., where cable cars have been used for a number of years

on a number of streets, which are all to be rejjlaced by the trolley

electric system. Another feature of the cable system is the cars can-

not run faster than the sj^eed of the cable, which travels at rates from

6 to 10 miles an hour; so if a car is delayed for any length of time, it

cannot make up the lost time. The trolley cars can make up lost time

*" Notes on Operating Cable Railways," by D. Bontecou, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol.

XXVIII, p. 250.
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at will. As au illustration, in my home, the City of Yonkers, N. Y.,

we have a trolley system; the speed of the cars was fixed by ordinance

at 7 miles an hour, then changed to 10 miles an hour. It is a common

occurrence when cars are detained that they catch up to the schedule

again by bursts of speed from 15 to 20 miles an hour. This trolley sys-

tem is a wonderful change from the old horse-car system. The speed of

the cars varied from 2 to 4 miles an hour, in fact it was so slow that

people got disgusted and would rather walk; the result was the sheriff

and receiver soon gobbled it up,when by reorganization a trolley system

was established. Kesult—the cars are well filled and the road is pay-

ing. Speed, with comfort and safety, is what we want, and we must

have it.

O. F. NiCHOiiS, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—^^This line would seem in many

respects not one that could well be compared with electric or horse

lines in other parts of the country. I don't know how long it has

been in operation, but the number of passengers they are carrying is

relatively very small, and this plays a very important part in the

economical operation of a railroad. From the figures given here, the

ratio of receipts to expenditures is prejudicial to this line, and pre-

vents it from making a good showing for cable railways. If we look

at the gross earnings and assume that the line is only about 8^ miles

long, comparing this with the same length of line in other places, the

gross receipts should be in the neighborhood of ^266 000, while the

operating expenses are here $195 241 73. The operating expenses

would be about 75^% of the gross earnings, which is very high, and

probably due to the fact that very few passengers were carried. If

we allow 6% on the cost of construction for fixed charges, the operat-

ing expenses are practically equivalent to the gross receipts, so this

line would seem to be a very expensive line to operate, because the

number of passengers carried is so small. I suppose there must have

been some reason other than the simple carrying of passengers which

necessitated the construction of this kind of a line. I think it should

have been operated by horses, unless there was some other predomin-

ating necessity. In more populous districts, the number of passengers

and the gross receipts have become so large that the operating ex-

penses can be very heavy and still be consistent with economical

operation.

Chaeles B. Bkush, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—On April 27th, 1885, The
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North Huilson Count v llaihvjiy Company coninipnced to operate it*

<>l(>v.:t(Ml roiul in Now .T(>rs«'y, from tlu^ Hobokcn Ft'rrv to tho brow

of tlu' I'jilisiulos, H Irn^tli of r> 820 ft., with a cal)h\ The life of the

oal)h' on tliis elevated road ranged from (5 to 1(5 months; the average

was about \'l months. This elevated road is tlie terminus of several

horse-car lines that unite on the brow of the hill. The maximum
grade on this elevated road is 5% for 2 KM) ft.

In lSi)l, an (>xtension of this elevated road was made on the top of

the Palisades for a distance of 5 280 ft. On June 22d, 1892, the rail-

way company commenced to ojierate this extension of the elevated

road with electricity on the overhead trolley system. This system

had never been jjreviously attempted on an elevated road, but it

worked so successfully that on November 6, 1892, the comjiany com-

menced to operate the original i)ortion of the elevated road with elec-

tricity except during commission hours.

It may be of interest to state here that the elevated structure in

itself forms the return circuit, the rails being bonded in the customary

way, and these bonded wires connected with the iron-work of the

structure. The bottoms of the posts are fixed in large, heavy castings

resting on masonry foundations, and as these castings are thoroughly

covered with Portland cement, it was thought best to i)ut in heavy

ground-plates at suitable intervals, in order to insure the proper

grounding of the current.

On February 22d, 1893, the company discarded the cable entirely,

and since that time it has operated both of these elevated roads by

electricity, on the trolley system.

The operation of the road by electricity has given very satisfactory

results. While the cars are not so large as those used with the cable,

they can be run at very much greater speed and with shorter intervals

of time. The stops at the stations along the line can be made with

greater facility, and the speed of the car is always under j^erfect

control.

What Mr. Clarke has stated in relation to other roads has been

found true on this road, namely, that substituting electricity for a

motive power and running over the line numerous, well-lighted and

quick-running cars, is i)oi3ular, and increases travel.

The cable cars used on this elevated road were -18 ft. long, weighed

25 000 lbs. empty and 4:0 000 lbs. loaded, and were carried by two four-
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wheel trucks with steel-tire paper wheels, the wheel-base of each truck

beiug 5 ft. The electric cars now running on the road are 34 ft. long*

equipped with two 25-H. P. motors, the total weight being 18 000 lbs.

empty and 23 000 lbs. loaded. These cars are carried by two maxi-

mum traction pivotal trucks, the wheel-base of each truck being 4 ft.

Locomotive engines have been used on this elevated road for night

service during very light travel, and in cases of emergency when the

cable plant was out of commission. These locomotives weigh 19 tons

on a wheel-base of 7 ft. During their service on this road they were

not called upon to haul more than one loaded car. Some of these

engines are now in use on another line belonging to The North Hudson

County Kailway Company, running from the West Shore Ferry to the

Guttenberg race track. On this line, about 3 miles in length, they

haul six loaded cars, each weighing 28 000 lbs.

Joseph T. Dodge, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—I wish to call attention to

the field of each of these different modes of travel. The horse cars

have widened the area which cities have covered; the steam railroads

have brought in another part of the country in which people live while

they do business in great cities; now here come in the electric cars, and

they take away some of the business of the horse cars, and, to a certain

distance, say 10 miles, under favorable conditions, they seriously en-

croach upon the business of the steam cars. That has been proven at St.

Paul and Minneapolis. I know, as a matter of fact, that a large number

of people travel between those two cities on the electric cars. It is the

same way at Boston, where people come in from Maiden by the electric

cars. The electric cars, picking up passengers along the way, have

an important influence upon travel. So the combined effect of these

methods of travel seems to be to spread our cities over vaster areas

than was possible a generation ago.

T. C. Clakke, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. President, there is one im-

portant point which has always to be considered in analyzing these dif-

ferent systems and comparing them together. The cost of motive

power on a surface railway is only about one-half the total expense of

Tunning the line. I am sjDeaking now of the cost exclusive of fixed

charges on capital. The economy of cable over horse can only be con-

fined to one-half of the expenditure. So far as the experience of the

Chicago lines—the South Side and the West Side—the mileage is very

great; they rank among the largest cable lines, and the mileage by
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horsc^ and by cal)!!' is not v<>rv difrcront—tlioy hIiow tli<- cost to be a

little less by eiibl(> than by liorH(», but tlic diflTorencc* Ik uot ho groat aH

one* would snj)|)os(>. It. in tlic saino way in lioston. But the inij)ort-

aut point to investors is in the enormous inereasc of eapaeity of cable

or el(>('trie lines over horse lines, in conseciuencc of the great speed

which tluy can attain as soon as they get out into the country where

they can make si)eed. Of course horses cannot compete with this at all.

For that reason the jieople nnicli prefer to ride on them. They can run

more freiiueut trains with a lens number of cars. The fact is that the

number of passengers per car increases very much as soon as the road

is turned into a cable line from a horse line.

Any one at all familiar with Kansas City would see why the Kansas

City lines are operated with cables. The streets of Kansas City are

very hilly, and it would be impossible to run any lines at all without

cables—by any other means excej^t by cables—over those grades, and

a great many of those lines have been built for the purpose of develop-

ing real estate. They have had that effect ; they have brought prop-

erty into the market which would not have come into the market in

50 years. The streets are built up with nice residences, and there is a

general look of prosperity; and if you go off a few streets beyond

where there are no street-car lines, there is no such evidence of pros-

l^erity. I think they introduced the cable for the same reason as in

San Francisco, on account of the steep grades.

There is another reason why the electric cars take away business

from the steam cars. That reason will be given you by anybody who

lives on the line of both a steam and an electric road; they will tell

you they always take the electric car, because "by the steam line if

we miss a train we might have to wait twenty minutes or half an hour

for another, but by the electric road if we miss one car another comes

along in two or three minutes, so we always take that line."

E. E. RussEiiii Tkatman, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—In the com-

mencement of his paper, Mr. Bontecou says of cable railways in general

that " the cost of first-rate construction is so large that a considerable

volume of business is necessary, to produce a return on the invest-

ment." It has often occurred to me that it ought to be possible to

design a simpler system of construction, with less excavation and con-

crete, which would make cable traction available for lines with a less

volume of business, but on which the advantages of the cable system
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are desirable for reasons of grades, etc. Analyzing Mr. Bontecon's

statements of cost of two roads, I find that the items of underground

obstructions, substructure, track and line machinery and paving

represent about ^117 445 and ^117 295 per mile out of a total cost of

^223 184 and $239 240 per mile, including (as shown by the paper)

equipment, cable, power plant, engineering and legal expenses, in-

terest, etc.

A shallows-conduit cable railway was built, I believe, at Butte City,

Mont. , about two years ago by the Vogel Cable Construction ComjDany,

of New York. The conduit was designed by Mr. George S. Morison,

and consisted of two Z bars riveted to a base plate and having riveted

braces or yokes at intervals, the yokes not extending to the rails. The

conduit was about 10 ins. deep and 5 ins. wide, and rested ui3on the

wooden cross-ties carrying the rails. The sheaves were in pockets be-

tween the ties. Of course, a special grip was necessary, the Vogel

grip being used in this case.

Another shallow-conduit system has iron yokes, shallow in the

middle where the iron conduit is bolted to them, and higher at the

ends to carry the track rails. The conduit is oval, about 12 ins. deep

and 10 ins. wide, and the sheaves are in iron pockets between the yokes,

and requiring no deeper excavation. The total de^jth from surface of

IDaving to bottom of concrete level is 21 ins., while with the ordinary

system it is generally about 36 ins. and 48 ins. at wheel pits. Of

course, heavy construction is admissible for city lines with heavy

traffic, but I think a lighter construction might be adopted in many

other cases, to make cable traction more generally apiDlicable.

D. BoNTEcou, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It was the design of the paper to

discuss only the cost of construction and operation, and to emphasize

the fact that under the conditions of city travel and street regulations

a good service could be given by a cable road at very small cost per

car-mile. In this respect I can see no reason Avhy the results should

not be compared with those reached by electric or horse lines else-

where; and I regret that similar statements of the elements of cost of

operating such lines were not brought out in the discussion.

Mr. Nichols' statement that the showing is not a good one for cable

roads is true only so far as the Kansas City line referred to represents

an investment, but it is not true as applied to the mechanical results.

If the distribution of operating expenses given in the paper is ana-

lyzed, and it is remembered that these cars only carried 1.9 passengers
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por I'lir-inilo, it will Ix- hoimi thiii with ii liirj^rr lniHincHH tlio rocoiptM

would iuiToasc very much more rai)i<lly thau the (ixj^'Usch.

The KaiiHas City lino could not l>o ()i)orat(Ml with horHCH or with

tdcctricity as (•h(Mii)ly as ^vitll the (•al)Ios, and ^ve the name service
;

and while it seems to he a case where tlie travel dooH not juHtify the

serviee, it must he rememlx-red tliat wlicn the lines were huilt the

l)opulatiou of the city had increased 230'o' in the previous seven years,

and that it then fell off 30*^^^ in the following three years, and is now

again increasing. The line was selected for the purposes of the imi)er,

as showing one extreme of the range of ai)plication of the cable, and

it would have been possible to cite the case of a road where the cost of

construction and that of operating per car-mile are about the same

as in the Kansas City case, but wliere the total cost of operation is less

than rl:0%' of the gross receipts.

The cases of change from cable to 'electric traction do not, in them-

selves, prove anything. For instance, it is evident that the Jersey

City road referred to by Mr. Brush could not afiford to operate two

miles of line with two methods of traction, each involving a sjDecial

organization, and the conditions of oj^erating this mile of elevated road

difler in so many respects from those affecting a railway in a city street

as to length of line projielled from one power-house, number of stoi:)S,

size of cars, etc., that any comparison would be uninstructive.

The question as to the use of a shallow conduit raised by Mr. Trat-

man is very pertinent to a consideration, both of first cost and oj^erat-

ing exj^ense. There are, doubtless, some conditions under which a

construction like that at Butte City would be justifiable; but it has

always seemed to me objectionable in many ways, and I believe the

amount that can be saved is less than is commonly supposed, or than

will justify the sacrifice of operating economy and convenience. The

items of cost which are affected are not a large proi^ortion of the whole,

and it is very doubtful if they can be reduced, all other things being

equal, more than !$15 000 per mile of double track, which certainly

does not compensate for the increased cost of cleaning the conduits,

maintaining pulley-pits, drainage, and adding largely to loss of business

and delay in case of a stranded rope.

The Kansas City line, with a 38-in. tube and 14-in, pulleys, has no

depressed carrier-pulley pits, and the company probably saves more

than the interest on $15 000 in not having to maintain some 330 pulley

-

pit drains and keep them free from t ir.
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